
SECTION 3

AGING MANAGEMENT REVIEW RESULTS

This section of the safety evaluation report (SER) evaluated aging management programs
(AMPs) and aging management reviews (AMRs) for Vogtle Electric Generating Plant (VEGP)
Units 1 and 2, by the staff of the United States (U.S.) Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
(the staff). In Appendix B of its license renewal application (LRA), Southern Nuclear Operating
Company, Inc. (SNC or the applicant) described the 38 AMPs that it relies on to manage or
monitor the aging of passive, long-lived structures and components (SCs).

In LRA Section 3, the applicant provided the results of the AMRs for those SCs identified in LRA
Section 2 as within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR.

3.0 Applicant's Use of the Generic Aging Lessons Learned Report

In preparing its LRA, the applicant credited NUREG-1801, Revision 1, "Generic Aging Lessons
Learned (GALL) Report," dated September 2005. The GALL Report contains the staffs generic
evaluation of the existing plant programs and documents the technical basis for determining
where existing programs are adequate without modification, and where existing programs
should be augmented for the period of extended operation. The evaluation results documented
in the GALL Report indicate that many of the existing programs are adequate to manage the
aging effects for particular license renewal SCs. The GALL Report also contains
recommendations on specific areas for which existing programs should be augmented for
license renewal. An applicant may reference the GALL Report in its LRA to demonstrate that its
programs correspond to those reviewed and approved in the report.

The purpose of the GALL Report is to provide a summary of staff-approved AMPs to manage or
monitor the aging of SCs subject to an AMR. If an applicant commits to implementing these
staff-approved AMPs, the time, effort, and resources for LRA review will be greatly reduced,
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the license renewal review process. The GALL
Report also serves as a quick reference for applicants and staff reviewers to AMPs and
activities that the staff has determined will adequately manage or monitor aging during the
period of extended operation.

The GALL Report identifies: (1) systems, structures, and components (SSCs), (2) SC materials,
(3) environments to which the SCs are exposed, (4) the aging effects of the materials and
environments, (5) the AMPs credited with managing or monitoring the aging effects, and (6)
recommendations for further applicant evaluations of aging management for certain component
types.

To determine whether use of the GALL Report would improve the efficiency of LRA review, the
staff conducted a demonstration of the GALL Report process in order to model the format and
content of safety evaluations based on it. The results of the demonstration project confirmed
that the GALL Report process will improve the efficiency and effectiveness of LRA review while
maintaining the staff's focus on public health and safety. NUREG-1 800, Revision 1, "Standard
Review Plan for Review of License Renewal Applications for Nuclear Power Plants" (SRP-LR),
dated September 2005, was prepared based on both the GALL Report model and lessons
learned from the demonstration project.
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The staffs review was in accordance with Title 10, Part 54, of the Code of Federal Regulations
(10 CFR Part 54), "Requirements for Renewal of Operating Licenses for Nuclear Power Plants,"
and the guidance of the SRP-LR and the GALL Report.

In addition to its review of the LRA, the staff conducted an audit of selected AMRs and
associated AMPs, during the weeks of October 15 - 19, 2007 and December 10 - 14, 2007. The
audits and reviews are designed for maximum efficiency of the staffs LRA review. The applicant
can respond to questions, the staff can readily evaluate the applicant's responses, the need for
formal correspondence between the staff and the applicant is reduced, and the result is an
improvement in review efficiency.

3.0.1 Format of the License Renewal Application

The applicant submitted an application that follows the standard LRA format agreed to by the
staff and the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) by letter dated April 7, 2003 (Agencywide
Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) No. This revised LRA format
incorporates lessons learned from the staffs reviews of the previous five LRAs, which used a
format developed from information gained during a staff-NEI demonstration project conducted to
evaluate the use of the GALL Report in the LRA review process.

The organization of LRA Section 3 parallels that of SRP-LR Chapter 3. LRA Section 3 presents
AMR results information in the following two table types:

(1) Table is: Table 3.x. 1 - where "3" indicates the LRA section number, "x" indicates
the subsection number from the GALL Report, and "1" indicates that this table
type is the first in LRA Section 3.

(2) Table 2s: Table 3.x.2-y - where "3" indicates the LRA section number, "x"
indicates the subsection number from the GALL Report, "2" indicates that this
table type is the second in LRA Section 3, and "y" indicates the system table
number.

The content of the previous LRAs and of the VEGP application is essentially the same. The
intent of the revised format of the VEGP LRA was to modify the tables in LRA Section 3 to
provide additional information that would assist in the staff's review. In its Table is, the
applicant summarized the portions of the application that it considered to be consistent with the
GALL Report. In its Table 2s, the applicant identified the linkage between the scoping and
screening results in LRA Section 2 and the AMRs in LRA Section 3.

3.0.1.1 Overview of Table Is

Each Table 1 compares in summary how the facility aligns with the corresponding tables in the
GALL Report. The tables are essentially the same as Tables 1 through 6 in the GALL Report,
except that the "Type" column has been replaced by an "Item Number" column and the "Item
Number in GALL" column has been replaced by a "Discussion" column. The "Item Number"
column is a means for the staff reviewer to cross-reference Table 2s with Table is. In the
"Discussion" column the applicant provided clarifying information.
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The following are examples of information that might be contained within this column:

*, further evaluation recommended - information or reference to where that
information is located

* The name of a plant-specific program

exceptions to GALL Report assumptions

discussion of how the line is consistent with the corresponding line item in the
GALL Report when the consistency may not be obvious

* discussion of how the item is different from the corresponding line item in the
GALL Report (e.g., when an exception is taken to a GALL Report AMP)

The format of each Table 1 allows the staff to align a specific row in the table with the
corresponding GALL Report table row so that the consistency can be checked easily.

3.0ol.2 Overview of Table 2s

Each Table 2 provides the detailed results of the AMRs for components identified in LRA
Section 2 as subject to an AMR. The LRA has a Table 2 for each of the systems or structures
within a specific system grouping (e.g., reactor coolant system, engineered safety features,
auxiliary systems, etc.). For example, the engineered safety features group has tables specific
to the containment spray system, containment isolation system, and emergency core cooling
system. Each Table 2 consists of nine columns:

Component Type - The first column lists LRA Section 2 component types subject
to an AMR in alphabetical order.

Intended Function - The second column identifies the license renewal intended
functions for the listed component types. Definitions of intended functions are in
LRA Table 2.1.3.

Material - The third column lists the particular construction material(s) for the
component type.

Environment - The fourth column lists the environments to which the component
types are exposed. Internal and external service environments are indicated with
a list of these environments in LRA Tables 3.0-1, 3.0-2, and 3.0-3.

Aging Effect Requiring Management - The fifth column lists aging effects
requiring management (AERMs). As part of the AMR process, the applicant
determined any AERMs for each combination of material and environment.

Aging Management Programs - The sixth column lists the AMPs that the
applicant uses to manage the identified aging effects.

GALL Report Vol. 2 Item - The seventh column lists the GALL Report item(s)
identified in the LRA as similar to the AMR results. The applicant compared each
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combination of component type, material, environment, AERM, and AMP in LRA
Table 2 with the GALL Report items. If there are no corresponding items in the
GALL Report, the applicant leaves the column blank in order to identify the AMR
results in the LRA tables corresponding to the items in the GALL Report tables.

Table 1 Item - The eighth column lists the corresponding summary item number
from LRA Table 1. If the applicant identifies in each LRA Table 2 AMR results
consistent with the GALL Report, the Table 1 line item summary number should
be listed in LRA Table 2. If there is no corresponding item in the GALL Report,
column eight is left blank. In this manner, the information from the two tables can
be correlated.

Notes - The ninth column lists the corresponding notes used to identify how the
information in each Table 2 aligns with the information in the GALL Report. The
notes, identified by letters, were developed by an NEI work group and will be
used in future LRAs. Any plant-specific notes identified by numbers provide
additional information about the consistency of the line item with the GALL
Report.

3.0.2 Staff's Review Process

The staff conducted three types of evaluations of the AMRs and AMPs:

(1) For items, that the applicant stated were consistent with the GALL Report, the
staff conducted either an audit or a technical review to determine consistency.

(2) For items, that the applicant stated were consistent with the GALL Report with
exceptions, enhancements, or both, the staff conducted either an audit or a
technical review of the item to determine consistency. In addition, the staff
conducted either an audit or a technical review of the applicant's technical
justifications for the exceptions or the adequacy of the enhancements.

The SRP-LR states that an applicant may take one or more exceptions to
specific GALL AMP elements; however, any deviation from or exception to the
GALL AMP should be described and justified. Therefore, the staff considers
exceptions as being portions of the GALL AMP that the applicant does not intend
to implement.

In some cases, an applicant may choose an existing plant program that does not
meet all the program elements defined in the GALL AMP. However, the applicant
may make a commitment to augment the existing program to satisfy the GALL
AMP prior to the period of extended operation. Therefore, the staff considers
these augmentations or additions to be enhancements. Enhancements include,
but are not limited to, activities needed to ensure consistency with the GALL
Report recommendations. Enhancements may expand, but not reduce, the
scope of an AMP.

(3) For other items, the staff conducted a technical review to verify conformance with
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3) requirements.

Staff audits and technical reviews of the applicant's AMPs and AMRs determine whether the
aging effects on SCs can be adequately managed to maintain their intended function(s)
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consistent with the plant's current licensing basis (CLB) for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR Part 54.

3.0.2.1 Review of AMPs

For AMPs for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL AMPs, the staff conducted
either an audit or a technical review to verify the claim. For each AMP with one or more
deviations, the staff evaluated each deviation to determine whether the deviation was
acceptable and whether the modified AMP would adequately manage the aging effect(s) for
which it was credited. For AMPs not evaluated in the GALL Report, the staff performed a full
review to determine their adequacy. The staff evaluated the AMPs against the following 10
program elements defined in SRP-LR Appendix A.

(1) Scope of the Program - Scope of the program should include the specific SCs
subject to an AMR for license renewal.

(2) Preventive Actions - Preventive actions should prevent or mitigate aging
degradation.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - Parameters monitored or inspected should
be linked to the degradation of the particular structure or component intended
function(s).

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - Detection of aging effects should occur before there
is a loss of structure or component intended function(s). This includes aspects
such as method or technique (i.e., visual, volumetric, surface inspection),
frequency, sample size, data collection, and timing of new/one-time inspections
to ensure timely detection of aging effects.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - Monitoring and trending should provide predictability
of the extent of degradation, as well as timely corrective or mitigative actions.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - Acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective
action will be evaluated, should ensure that the structure or component intended
function(s) are maintained under all CLB design conditions during the period of
extended operation.

(7) Corrective Actions - Corrective actions, including root cause determination and
prevention of recurrence, should be timely.

(8) Confirmation Process - Confirmation process should ensure that preventive
actions are adequate and that appropriate corrective actions have been
completed and are effective.

(9) Administrative Controls - Administrative controls should provide for a formal
review and approval process.

(10) Operating Experience - Operating experience of the AMP, including past
corrective actions resulting in program enhancements or additional programs,
should provide objective evidence to support the conclusion that the effects of
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aging will be adequately managed so that the SC intended function(s) will be
maintained during the period of extended operation.

Details of the staffs audit evaluation of program elements (1) through (6) are documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.

The staff reviewed the applicant's quality assurance (QA) program and documented its
evaluations in SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the QA program included
assessment of the "corrective actions," "confirmation process," and "administrative controls"
program elements.

The staff reviewed the information on the "operating experience" program element and
documented its evaluation in SER Section 3.0.3.

3.0.2.2 Review of AMR Results

Each LRA Table 2 contains information concerning whether or not the AMRs identified by the
applicant align with the GALL Report AMRs. For a given AMR in a Table 2, the staff reviewed
the intended function, material, environment, AERM, and AMP combination for a particular
system component type. Item numbers in column seven of the LRA, "NUREG-1801 Vol. 2 Item,"
correlate to an AMR combination as identified in the GALL Report. The staff also conducted
audits to verify these correlations. A blank in column seven indicates that the applicant was
unable to identify an appropriate correlation in the GALL Report. The staff also conducted a
technical review of combinations not consistent with the GALL Report. The next column,
"Table 1 Item," refers to a number indicating the correlating row in Table 1.

3.0.2.3 UFSAR Supplement

Consistent with the SRP-LR for the AMRs and AMPs that it reviewed, the staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement, which summarizes the applicant's programs and activities for
managing aging effects for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.2.4 Documentation and Documents Reviewed

In its review, the staff used the LRA, LRA supplements, the SRP-LR, and the GALL Report.

During the audit, the staff also examined the applicant's justifications to verify that the
applicant's activities and programs will adequately manage the effects of aging on SCs. The
staff also conducted detailed discussions and interviews with the applicant's license renewal
project personnel and others with technical expertise relevant to aging management.

3.0.3 Aging Management Programs

SER Table 3.0.3-1 presents the AMPs credited by the applicant and described in LRA
Appendix B. The table also indicates the SSCs that credit the AMPs and the GALL AMP with
which the applicant claimed consistency and shows the section of this SER in which the staffs
evaluation of the program is documented.
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Table 3.0.3-1 VEGP Aging Management Programs

AMP New" o. GALL Report GALL LRA Systems or L Staff's
*(LRA Section) ýExlsting-.. Cbrop~airlisn St#rtructi ~ -. ER",

7. .*'AMP .. APs. Ta Credit~theAMP: -_ Section

ACCW System New Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.1
Carbon Steel vessel internals, and reactor
Components coolant system / auxiliary
Program systems
(B.3.1)

Bolting Integrity New Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.2
Program vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.2) coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems

Boric Acid Corrosion Existing Consistent with XI.M10 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.1
Control Program enhancements vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.3) coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems / containments,
structures, and component
supports / electrical and
instrumentation and controls
components

Buried Piping and New Consistent with XI.M34 auxiliary systems / steam 3.0.3.2.2
Tanks Inspection exceptions and power conversion
Program systems
(B.3.4)

CASS RCS Fitting New Consistent with XI.M12 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.3
Evaluation Program exception vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.5) coolant system

Closed Cooling Existing Consistent with XI.M21 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.4
Water Program exceptions and vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.6) enhancements coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems

Diesel Fuel Oil Existing Plant-specific auxiliary systems 3:0.3.3.3
Program
(B.3.7)

External Surfaces New Consistent with XI.M36 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.5
Monitoring Program exceptions vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.8) coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems
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AMP I GLL- Re port-` -,,,AL*'- LRA Systems or Staff'.~r
(LRA Section)- Exisiing:-- Rprsepoit. Structuresý ~ SER

AMP ~ . M~s That, Cdthe .AMP -Sektion.

Fire Protection Existing Consistent with XI.M26 auxiliary systems / 3.0.3.2.6
Program exceptions and XI.M27 containments, structures,
(B.3.9) enhancements and component supports

Flow-Accelerated Existing Consistent with XI.M17 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.7
Corrosion Program exceptions vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.10) coolant system / auxiliary

systems

Flux Thimble Tube Existing Consistent with XI.M37 reactor vessel, reactor 310.3.2.8
Inspection Program enhancement vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.11) coolant system

Generic Letter 89-13 Existing Consistent with XI.M20 engineered safety features 3.0.3.2.9
Program exception and systems / auxiliary systems
(B.3.12) enhancements

Inservice Inspection Existing Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.4
Program vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.13) coolant system / auxiliary

systems / containments,
structures, and component
supports

Nickel Alloy New Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.5
Management vessel internals, and reactor
Program for Non- coolant system
Reactor Vessel
Closure Head
Penetration Locations
(B.3.14)

Nickel Alloy Existing Consistent XI.M1 1A reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.1.1
Management vessel internals, and reactor
Program for Reactor coolant system
Vessel Closure Head
Penetrations
(B.3.15)

Oil Analysis Program Existing Consistent with XI.M39 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.10
(B.3.16) exception and vessel internals, and reactor

enhancements coolant system / engineered
safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems

One-Time Inspection New Consistent XI.M32 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.1.2
Program vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.17) coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems
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AMP New or , GALL Report. -. GALL: LRA Systems, or Sff' '
(LRA Section) Existing Comparison Report StructureSi -SER,

AMP, - ,AMstheAP. ~Sectiowe.

One-Time Inspection New Consistent with XI.M35 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.11
Program for ASME exceptions vessel internals, and reactor
Class 1 Small Bore coolant system
Piping
(B.3.18)

One-Time Inspection New Consistent with XI.M33 engineered safety features 3.0.3.2.12
Program for Selective exception systems / auxiliary systems
Leaching
(B.3.19)

Overhead and Existing Consistent XI.M23 auxiliary systems 3.0.3.1.3
Refueling Crane
Inspection Program
(B.3.20)

Periodic Surveillance Existing Plant-specific auxiliary systems / steam 3.0.3'3:6
and Preventive and power conversion
Maintenance systems / containments,
Activities structures, and component
(B.3.21) supports

Piping and Duct New Consistent with XI.M38 engineered safety features 3.0.3.2.13
Internal Inspection exceptions systems / auxiliary systems
Program / steam and power
(B.3.22) conversion systems

Reactor Vessel Existing Consistent with XI.M3 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.14
Closure Head Stud exceptions vessel internals, and reactor
Program coolant system
(B.3.23)

Reactor Vessel New Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.7
Internals Program vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.24) coolant system

Reactor Vessel Existing Consistent with XI.M31 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.15
Surveillance Program exceptions and vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.25) enhancements coolant system

Steam Generator Existing Consistent with XI.M19 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.16
Tubing Integrity exception vessel internals, and reactor
Program coolant system
(B.3.26)

Steam Generator Existing Plant-specific reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.3.8
Program for Upper vessel internals, and reactor
Internals coolant system
(B.3.27)

Water Chemistry Existing Consistent XI.M2 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.1.4
Control Program vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.28) coolant system / engineered

safety features systems /
auxiliary systems / steam
and power conversion
systems / containments,
structures, and component
supports
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AMP New or GALL Reppoir. GALL t.'LRA Systems or Staffs
-(LRASection) C Exstng' Coparison. Report• `struct•UresS•R:

- A~s hatCredit the AM Section

10 CFR 50 Appendix Existing Consistent XI.S4 containments, structures, 3.0.3.1.5
J Program and component supports
(B.3.29)

Inservice Inspection Existing Plant-specific containments, structures, 3.0.3.3.9
Program - IWE and component supports
(B.3.30)

Inservice Inspection Existing Plant-specific containments, structures, 3.0.3.3.10
Program - IWL and component supports
(B.3.31)

Structural Monitoring Existing Consistent with XI.S6 containments, structures, 3.0.3.2.17
Program enhancements and component supports
(B.3.32)

Structural Monitoring Existing Consistent with XI.S5 containments, structures, 3.0.3.2.18
Program - Masonry enhancement and component supports
Walls
(B.3.33)

Non-EQ Cables and New Consistent XI.E1 electrical and 3.0.3.1.6
Connections Program instrumentation and controls
(B.3.34) components

Non-EQ Inaccessible New Consistent XI.E3 electrical and 3.0.3.1.7
Medium-Voltage instrumentation and controls
Cables Program components
(B.3.35)

Non-EQ Cable New Plant-specific electrical and 3.0.3.3.11
Connections One- instrumentation and controls
Time Inspection components
Program
(B.3.36)

Environmental Existing Consistent X.E1 electrical and 3.0.3.1.8
Qualification Program instrumentation and controls
(B.3.37) components

Fatigue Monitoring Existing Consistent with X.M1 reactor vessel, reactor 3.0.3.2.19
Program enhancements vessel internals, and reactor
(B.3.38) coolant system

3.0.3.1 AMPs Consistent with the GALL Report

In LRA Appendix B, the applicant identified the following AMPs as consistent with the GALL
Report:

* Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetrations

One-Time Inspection Program

Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program
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Water Chemistry Control Program

* 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program

0 Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program

* Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program

* Environmental Qualification Program

3.0.3.1.1 Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.15 describes the existing
Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations as consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M1 1A, "Nickel-Alloy Penetration Nozzles Welded to the Upper Reactor
Vessel Closure Heads of Pressurized Water Reactors."

The applicant stated that development of the existing Nickel Alloy Management Program for
Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations program addressed industry concerns about
potential primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in nickel alloy components exposed
to reactor coolant. The program is based upon NRC First Revised Order EA-03-009, which
established requirements for susceptibility ranking and inspections.

Susceptibility ranking based on calculated effective degradation years and the results of
previous inspection findings determines inspection frequencies.

The applicant also stated that detection of cracking is by a combination of bare metal visual
examinations of 100 percent of each reactor vessel head surface, including 360 0 around each
reactor vessel head penetration nozzle, and nonvisual techniques requiring either
(1) ultrasonic testing of each reactor vessel head penetration nozzle (i.e., nozzle base metal)
from two inches above the J-groove weld to the bottom of the nozzle and a assessment for
leakage into the interference fit zone or (2) eddy-current or dye-penetrant testing of the wetted
surface of each J-groove weld and reactor vessel head penetration base metal to at least two
inches above the J-groove weld. Additionally, general visual inspection at each refueling outage
detects potential borated water leaks from pressure-retaining components above the reactor
vessel head.

The applicant further stated that the current program includes one relaxation and one alternative
from First Revised Order EA-03-009 inspection requirements. These deviations from the
requirements are not exceptions to the GALL Report Revision 1, Section XI.M1 1A program
because they were approved by the staff (consistent with Section IV.F of the order).

1) Order EA-03-009, Section IV.C(5)(a), specifies for bare metal visual examination
coverage of the reactor vessel head surface. Full examination coverage is not
possible without removal of reflective metal insulation. A minimum additional
dose of 10 rem is necessary for examination of the less than one percent of the
vessel head surface obscured by the insulation in an area where leakage is not
likely to initiate. The applicant requested from the staff relaxation of inspection for
the small surface of the reactor vessel head obscured by insulation. A September
2005 Safety Evaluation granted relaxation.
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2) Order EA-03-009, Section IV.C(5)(b), specifies examination volume for reactor
vessel head penetration nozzle base material. Full examination volume coverage
by ultrasonic testing is not possible due to geometry. Specifically, the bottom
ends of the nozzles are threaded, internally tapered, or both, making ultrasonic
inspection in accordance with First Revised Order EA-03-009 a hardship due to
the need for an increased radiation dose to implement surface examination
options. The applicant proposed to the staff ultrasonic testing of nozzle ends to
the maximum extent possible. The staff in an August 2006 Safety Evaluation
approved this alternate approach.

The program will implement commitments for reactor vessel closure head penetrations of nickel
alloys from (1) NRC orders, bulletins, and generic letters and (2) staff-accepted industry
guidelines.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff's recommended program for reactor vessel closure head (RVCH) and its penetration
nozzles is GALL AMP XI.M1 1-A, Nickel-Alloy Penetration Nozzles Welded to the Upper Reactor
Vessel Closure Head of Pressurized Water Reactor Program. The program elements of this
GALL program are based on compliance with the staffs augmented inspection requirements for
pressurized water reactors (PWR) reactor vessel closure heads (RVCH) and their penetration
nozzles. These augmented inspection requirements were originally defined in NRC Order EA-
03-009 and amended in the First Revised Order EA-03-009 (henceforth these Orders will be
referred to collectively as the Order).

The Order requires U.S. holders of operating licenses for PWRs to perform an integrated plant
susceptibility model calculation of their upper RVCHs and their penetration nozzles and to
establish the ranking in terms of an effective degradation year (EDY) parameter, as follows:

Higqh susceptibility: either plants with an EDY greater than 12 EDY or plants with
a RVCH that has experience cracking in a penetration nozzle or J-groove weld
due to PWSCC

Moderate susceptibility: plants with a calculated value of EDY less than or equal
to 12 and greater than or equal to 8 AND no previous inspection findings
requiring classification as High

Low susceptibility: plants with a calculated value of EDY less than 8 AND no
previous inspection findings requiring classification as High

Replaced Cateqory: plants with a replaced RPV head AND with a calculated
value of EDY less than 8 AND no previous inspection findings requiring
classification as High

The Order requires that licensees to perform a combination of bare metal visual (BMV)
examinations on their upper RVCHs and non-visual examinations (i.e., either penetrant test [PT]
or magnetic particle test [MT] surface examination techniques or ultrasonic test [UT] or eddy
current test [ET] volumetric examination techniques) on their upper RVCH penetration nozzles.
Based on the susceptibility calculation result, the Order requires these licensees perform the
augmented inspections based on the following frequency requirements:
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Hicih susceptibility: the BMV examination of the upper RVCH and the non-visual
examinations of the upper RVCH penetration nozzles are required to be
performed once every refueling outage.

Moderate susceptibility: either a BMV examination of the upper RVCH or the
non-visual examinations of the upper RVCH penetration nozzles is required to be
performed once every refueling outage, with added requirement that the BMV
examination of the upper RVCH and the non-visual examinations of the RVCH
penetration nozzles are required to be performed at least once of the course of
every 2 refueling outages.

Low susceptibility: the BMV examination of the upper RVCH is to be performed
once every 3 rd refueling outage or every five years, which ever comes first. The
non-visual examinations of the upper RVCH penetration nozzles are to be
performed once every 4 th refueling outage or every seven years, whichever
comes first.

Replaced Category: the inspection frequency requirements are similar to those
for low susceptibility heads with the exception of minor variations.

The Order also requires a licensee to re-rank the susceptibility of its RVCH (including the
penetration nozzle base metal and partial penetration J-groove weld materials) into the High
susceptibility category if any of the augmented inspections result in the detection of degradation
of the RVCH or its penetration nozzles and to follow the implementation schedule for High
susceptibility RVCHs.

The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal basis evaluation document -for the applicant's
Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations, as well as
the applicant's responses to the Order and applicable SNC-corporate and VEGP-specific
procedures that are relevant to the applicant's augmented inspection program for the RVCH and
its penetration nozzles. The staff concludes that the applicant's Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations is an augmented condition monitoring
program that is designed to comply with the augmented inspection requirements in the NRC's
First Revised Order EA-03-009 for RVCH and its penetration nozzles and to conform with the
recommended program elements in GALL AMP XI.M11-A.

The staff concludes that the scope of the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel
Closure Head Penetrations includes the upper RVCHs and their penetration nozzles. The staff
concludes that these nozzles include both the control rod drive mechanism (CRDM) penetration
nozzles (78 in total), RVCH instrumentation nozzles, and the upper RVCH vent nozzle. This is
consistent with "scope of program" program element in GALL AMP XI.M1 1-A, and is acceptable.

The staff also determined that the scope of the applicant's program includes the applicant's
response to Order EA-03-009 dated March 3, 2003, as amended in the applicant's letter of
March 8, 2004. These documents provide the applicant consent to comply with the
requirements of the Order and to establish an augmented inspection program for the upper
RVCHs and their penetration nozzles.

The staff concludes that the program includes both BMV examinations of the RVCH surfaces to
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look for signs of reactor coolant leakage and boric acid-induced wastage of the RVCHs and for
indications of cracking in the penetration nozzles or their partial penetration J-groove welds,
which is usually initiated as result of PWSCC. This is in compliance with the Order and is
consistent with the "parameters monitored" program element in GALL AMP XI.M11-A and is
acceptable.

The staff concludes that the applicant's response letter of March 8, 2004, indicates that the
applicant will perform BMV examinations of the outside surface of the RVCH and UT of the
RVCH penetrations nozzles extending from 2 inches above the J-groove penetration down to
the majority of the length below to J-groove weld. The staff concludes that the applicant
requested minor relaxations of the 100 percent coverage requirements for the BMV
examinations in the response letter of March 8, 2004, and for the UT examinations requirements
in a letter dated May 18, 2006. The NRC granted the relaxation on the BMV requirements in a
safety evaluation dated September 13, 2005 and the relaxation on the UT requirements in a
safety evaluation dated August 30, 2006. These relaxations are in accordance with the
relaxation request provisions of Order EA-03-009 and are consistent with the guidance in GALL
AMP XI.M1 1-A.

The staff concludes that the applicant currently implements its augmented BMV and UT
examinations in accordance with the inspection frequency for Low susceptibility RVCHs, as
based on the EDY information submitted in the SNC letters of June 6, 2005 for Unit 1 and June
28, 2005 for Unit 2, and on the relaxed augmented inspection criteria that were approved in the
NRC's safety evaluations of September 13, 2005, and August 30, 2006.

This is in compliance with the requirements of the Order and is consistent with the "detection of
aging effects" and "monitoring and trending" program elements of GALL AMP XI.M1 1-A, and is
acceptable.

The staff concludes that the applicant's uses the acceptance criteria in the NRC letter of April
11, 2003 as the basis for evaluating any indications of degradation that may result from its
augmented examinations. This is consistent with the "acceptance criteria" program element in
GALL AMP XI.M11-A and is acceptable.

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that AMP B.3.15, Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations, is consistent with the program
elements in GALL AMP XI.M1 1-A without exception and is acceptable.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.15 states that to date the VEGP Units 1 and 2 reactor
vessel heads remain in the "Low" susceptibility category requiring bare metal visual examination
every third refueling outage or every five years (whichever comes first) and nonvisual
examination every fourth refueling outage or every seven years (whichever comes first).

The LRA Section B.3.15 provides the following additional information relative to this operating
experience:

In the most recent inspection of the Unit 1 reactor vessel head in the fall of 2006
nonvisual examination found no degradation in any of 78 control rod drive mechanism
penetrations or the reactor vessel head vent penetration. General visual inspection at
the same time detected boron residue on one of four conoseal assemblies. Cleaning
and reinspection of the areas below the conoseals found no degradation. In the most
recent inspection of the Unit 2 reactor vessel head in the spring of 2007 nonvisual
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examination found no degradation in any of 78 control rod drive mechanism
penetrations or in the reactor vessel head vent penetration. General visual inspection
at the same time detected no indications of leakage.

Implementation and maintenance of the Nickel Alloy Management Program are in
accordance with general requirements for engineering programs. Periodic program
reviews ensure compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural requirements.

The applicant's license renewal basis evaluation document of relevant industry operating
experience indicates that the generic operating experience on PWSCC of upper RVCH
penetration nozzles, as discussed in NRC Bulletins 2001-01 and 2002-01 and in the Order, and
on loss of material of upper RVCHs induced by reactor coolant leakage and boric acid induced
corrosion, as discussed in the Order, is applicable to the RVCHs at VEGP and their penetration
nozzles. The applicant indicated that the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel
Closure Head Penetrations is implemented to monitor for the potential to occur in the RVCHs at
VEGP or their penetration nozzles (including the partial penetration J-groove welds).

The staff noted that the SNC submittals of June 6, 2005 for Unit 1 and June 28, 2005 for Unit 2
indicate that applicant has been implementing the required augmented inspection for Low
susceptibility RVCHs based on an EDY of 3.01 for the Unit 1 RVCH and an EDY of 2.67 for Unit
2 RVCH. The staff also noted that the submittals of June 6, 2005 for Unit 1 and June 28, 2005
also document the results of the applicant's augmented inspections that were performed during
the Spring 2005 refueling outage (RFO #1 R1 2) for Unit 1 and during the Spring 2004 refueling
outage (RFO #2R10) for Unit 2 and indicate the inspections performed during these outages did
not reveal the presence of any indications in the upper RVCHs or their penetration nozzles.
Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant has factored the relevant
operating experience for the RVCHs of U.S. PWRs into the Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations and has been implementing this augmented
inspection program in accordance with the requirements of the Order.

Based on this review, the staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff
finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.15, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations. The staff
reviewed this section and determines that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an
adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d). The staff
verified that the LRA includes Commitment No. 13 to implement the Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations in accordance with the program
elements for AMP B.3.15 and the UFSAR supplement criteria for this AMP, as defined in LRA
Section A.2.1.15. This commitment was submitted in the applicant's letter dated June 27, 2007
and requires the applicant to implement this program in accordance of the following bases: (1)
applicable NRC Orders, Bulletins, and Generic Letters, and (2) NRC-approved industry
guidance.

The Order, as discussed in the evaluation section for this AMP, provides the current licensing
basis (CLB) for augmented examinations of PWR upper RVCHs and their penetration nozzles.
The NRC staff incorporated these requirements into the program elements for GALL AMP
XI.M1 1-A when it issued the AMP as part of GALL, Revision 1 (September 2005). Therefore,
the provisions of Commitment No. 13 are consistent with the applicant's basis to perform its
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augmented inspection of the RVCHs and their penetration nozzles in accordance with the
requirements of the Order and with the guidelines of GALL AMP XI.M11-A. Based on this
assessment, the staff concludes that implementation of Commitment No. 13 will provide
continued assurance that the applicant will implement the requirements of the Order during the
period of extended operation, or until that time when new augmented requirements for RVCHs
and their penetration nozzles can be developed and incorporated into a version of the ASME
Code Section Xl that is endorsed by reference in the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, "Codes
and Standards."

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations, the staff finds all program elements
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that
the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (d).

3.0.3.1.2 One-Time Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.17 describes the new
One-Time Inspection Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection."

The applicant stated that the One-Time Inspection Program proves objectively that an aging
effect has not occurred or occurs so slowly as not to affect the component or structure intended
function during the period of extended operation and therefore requires no additional aging
management. The new One-Time Inspection Program will verify the effectiveness of AMPs or
confirm the insignificance of potential aging effects by one-time inspections of plant piping and
components where (a) an aging effect probably will not occur but there is insufficient data to rule
it out with reasonable confidence, (b) an aging effect probably will progress very slowly in a
specified environment but conditions may be more adverse than those specified, or (c) the
aging effect has a long incubation period relative to the operating life of the plant.

The inspections will be within the ten years preceding the period of extended operation.

The applicant further stated that the One-Time Inspection Program will include (a) determination
of sample size based on assessment of materials of fabrication, environment, plausible aging
effects, and operating experience, (b) selection of system or component inspection locations
based on the aging effect, (c) determination of examination techniques, including acceptance
criteria, effective in detecting and quantifying the aging effect, and (d) evaluation of the need for
further examinations to monitor aging progression, expand sample size, or take other corrective
actions as appropriate if age-related degradation could affect an intended function before the
end of the period of extended operation. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching addresses inspections of components potentially susceptible to such degradation. The
One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping addresses inspections of
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code Class 1 piping less than or equal to
nominal pipe size (NPS) 4.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.
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The staff interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and reviewed the One-Time Inspection
Program basis documents. Specifically, the staff reviewed the program elements and
corresponding basis documents for consistency with GALL AMP XL.M32. The staff concludes
that the program element descriptions in the One-Time Inspection Program conformed to the
corresponding program elements in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection." The staff finds
the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program consistent with the recommended GALL AMP
XI.M32 and acceptable.

In Enclosure 2 of the letter dated, August 11, 2008 the applicant provided Commitment No. 15
to implement the One-Time Inspection Program as described in LRA Section B.3.17 and to
perform the inspections under this program within a ten year window prior to the period of
extended operation. The staff finds this commitment acceptable, because the resulting program
will address the recommendations of the GALL Report and be consistent with GALL AMP
XI.M32.

On January 8, 2009 the staff had a teleconference with the licensee regarding the neutron-
absorbing material reduction in neutron-absorbing capacity (Section 3.3.2.2.6). This resulted in
an amendment to the LRA, dated January 20, 2009 which includes a change in Commitment 37
to include a One-Time Inspection Program on Boral and the addition of the One-Time Inspection
Program on Boral to the One-Time Inspection Program Section. This Commitment and addition
to the One-Time Inspection Program states that "The inspections will include baseline and
follow-up inspections of the effectiveness of the BoralTM neutron-absorbing panels credited in
the criticality analysis for the Unit 1 spent fuel storage racks to provide reasonable assurance
that the panels will continue to perform their reactivity control function during the period of
extended operation. The baseline inspection will be performed within a window of ten years
immediately preceding the period of extended operation. The follow-up inspection will be
performed at a date to be determined based on the results of the baseline inspection and
relevant industry guidance, not to exceed ten years after the baseline inspection." The staff has
reviewed this new Commitment to a One-Time Inspection Program on the Boral and the
amendment to the One-Time Inspection Program in LRA B.3.17. LRA B.3.17 states that, "The
One-Time Inspection Program will include: (a) determination of sample size based on an
assessment of the materials of fabrication, environment, plausible aging effects, and operating
experience, (b) identification of the inspection locations in the system or component based on
the aging effect, (c) determination of the examination technique, including acceptance criteria,
that would be effective in identifying and quantifying the aging effect for which the component is
examined, and (d) evaluation of the need for follow-up examinations to monitor the progression
of aging, expansion of the sample size, or other corrective actions as appropriate if age-related
degradation is found that could jeopardize an intended function before the end of the period of
extended operation." The staff has reviewed the amendment and has found the Commitment to
a One-Time Inspection Program on Boral to be acceptable, since the One-Time Inspection
Program would require the inspection plan to include the sample size and location of the
samples, the examination technique, detection of aging effects, acceptance criteria, evaluation
of the need for follow-up examinations and corrective actions. This inspection program provides
reasonable assurance that during the period of extended operation that the licensee will be able
to adequately manage the reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.17 states that there is no programmatic operating
experience specifically applicable to the new one-time inspections but that selection of the initial
component sample sets will consider plant-specific and industry operating experience.
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During the on-site audit, the staff confirmed that VEGP has ongoing programs to monitor
industry and site operating experience. These programs include mechanisms to update or
modify plant procedures or practices to incorporate lessons learned.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.17, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the One-Time Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal
commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and confirmed that this program is
identified as Commitment No. 15 to be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.
The staff reviewed LRA Section A.2.17 and determines that the information in the UFSAR
supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program,
the staff finds that, upon the implementation of Commitment No. 15, all program elements are
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that
the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.1.3 Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.20 describes the existing
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.M23,
"Inspection of Overhead Heavy Load and Light Load (Related to Refueling) Handling Systems."

The applicant stated that the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program manages the
effects of general corrosion and wear of crane bridge and trolley structural girders and beams
and crane rails and support girders within the scope of license renewal. The Overhead and
Refueling Crane Inspection Program monitors conditions in the following nuclear safety-related
and quality-related material handling systems: refueling machine, fuel handling machine bridge
crane, spent fuel cask bridge crane, and containment building (reactor) polar crane. The
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program is based on American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) B30.2 guidance for overhead cranes. NUREG-0612 provides the basis for
inspection of the cranes.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Section B.3.20, Overhead and Refueling
Crane Inspection Program, states that the program is an existing program that is consistent with
GALL AMP XI.M23. The applicant also states in the VEGP basis document for AMP B.3.20 that
the program is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M23. The program basis document, under the
program element "detection of aging effects", states that for the cranes within the scope of
license renewal, crane rails and crane structural components are routinely visually inspected for
excessive wear, corrosion, or misalignment. However, a review of the existing program
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implementation (inspection) procedures for the polar cranes, refueling machines (bridge and
trolley system) and fuel handling machine bridge cranes shows that the polar cranes are not
inspected for corrosion and crane rail wear, the refueling machines are not inspected for
corrosion and the fuel handling bridge cranes structural components are not shown as being
inspected. The staff asked the applicant to explain how the existing VEGP AMP B.3.20,
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M23 when
the existing program does not address the above inspections.

In its response, the applicant stated the cranes within the scope of the Overhead and Refueling
Crane Inspection Program are routinely inspected, however the existing procedures do not
explicitly identify inspection of structural components for excessive wear, corrosion, and
misalignment in all cases.

As a result, the applicant will enhance applicable plant procedures to explicitly identify
inspection of crane rails and crane structural components for loss of material due to corrosion
and wear, and for indication of rail misalignment.

In its letter dated, August 11, 2008, the applicant revised the LRA to enhance the program
element "detection of aging effects" by revising the program implementing procedures for the
cranes within the scope of license renewal to require that visual inspections for excessive wear,
corrosion, or misalignment of crane rails and crane structural components be routinely
performed. In the same letter, the applicant provided Commitment No. 34 to enhance the
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program prior to the period of extended operation.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because it explains that currently the
existing VEGP program implementation (inspection) procedures for the refueling machines, fuel
handling machine bridge cranes, spent fuel cask bridge crane, and polar cranes do not all
routinely visually inspect for excessive wear, corrosion, or misalignment of crane rails and crane
structural components.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program for
which the applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M23 and found that they are
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. Furthermore, the staff concludes that the applicant's
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program will properly manage the aging of the crane
bridge and trolley structural girders, beams, crane rails and support girders for the period of
extended operation.

The staff finds the applicant's Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program acceptable
because it conforms to the recommended GALL AMP XI.M23, "Inspection of Overhead Heavy
Load and Light Load (Related to Refueling) Handling Systems," with the enhancement as
described below.

The enhancement evaluation that follows is based on the applicant's license renewal
amendment to enhance the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program.

Enhancement The applicant's license renewal amendment states an enhancement to the
following GALL Report program element:

Element: 4: detection of aging effects

Enhancement: Revise plant procedures for the refueling machines, fuel
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handling machine bridge cranes, spent fuel cask bridge crane,
and polar cranes to routinely visually inspect for excessive
wear, corrosion, or misalignment of crane rails and crane
structural components.

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable, since the enhanced program implementing
procedures will address the recommendations of the GALL Report and be consistent with the
"detection of aging effects" program element.

On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program
acceptable since when the enhancement is implemented; the program will be consistent with
GALL AMP XI.M23 and will provide assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.20 states that the operating history of the overhead and
refueling cranes shows no significant degradation of the crane bridge and trolley structural
girders and beams or of the crane rails and support girders and that the program has managed
aging effects for the overhead and refueling cranes effectively.

The applicant stated that the inspections from 2001 to 2006 detected minor degradation like
misalignment of crane rails, loose crane rail hold-down bolts, wire rope reeving problems,
reductions in wire rope diameter, wear on a fuel-handling crane roller assembly, and minor flaw
indications. The Corrective Actions Program evaluated the reported conditions and resolved
them.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed operating experience discussed in the LRA and
in the basis document for the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program. A condition
report was reviewed by the staff in which inservice inspection (ISI) found a linear indication on
each side of the web section weld for the beam of the pendant take up drum for the spent fuel
cask crane. The indications were removed by grinding. The AISC Manual of Steel Construction
was reviewed by the staff to determine the permissible variations and standard mill practices for
rolled steel sections. Based on the manual, it was concluded by the staff, that the indications
found along the beam web section weld were not structurally significant.

Another condition report reviewed by the staff identified the rails of the spent fuel cask crane as
being out of alignment with numerous loose hold down bolts. The rails were re-aligned and the
hold down bolts tightened with a requirement added to check their tightness every five years.

An additional condition report reviewed by the staff identified flaw indications in two studs in a
crane rail plate clamp for the Unit 2 polar crane. The disposition was to use the studs as is since
there was adequate rail clamps structurally on both sides of the flawed studs clamp.

The staff finds that the review of the operating experience documented in the LRA and basis
document for the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program did not reveal any unusual
or significant findings.

On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff concludes that the applicant's Overhead and Refueling
Crane Inspection Program will adequately manage the aging effects for which the AMP is
credited.
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The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.20, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's
license renewal commitment list dated August 11, 2008, and confirmed that this program
(enhancement to this program) is identified as Commitment No. 34 to be implemented prior to
the period of extended operation. The staff concludes that the information in the UFSAR
supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Overhead and Refueling
Crane Inspection Program, the staff concludes that those program elements for which the
applicant claimed consistency with the GALL Report are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the
enhancement and confirmed that its implementation prior to the period of extended operation
would make the existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.1.4 Water Chemistry Control Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.28 describes the existing
Water Chemistry Control Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry." The
applicant stated that the Water Chemistry Control Program mitigates loss of material, cracking,
and heat transfer reduction in system components and structures through the control of water
chemistry. The program controls detrimental chemical species and adds chemical agents. The
program is based on the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) water chemistry guidelines
for primary and secondary water chemistry control:

Pressurized Water Reactor Primary Water Chemistry Guidelines: Volumes I and
2, Revision 5, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA, 2003. 1002884 and

Pressurized Water Reactor Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines, Revision 6,
EPRI, Palo Alto, CA, 2004. 1008224.

Water Chemistry Control Program updates follow releases of EPRI guideline revisions. The
One-Time Inspection Program includes inspections to verify Water Chemistry Control Program
effectiveness.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff reviewed the information in LRA AMP B.3.28, Water Chemistry Control Program, the
license renewal (LR) basis evaluation document, and applicant SNC-specific and VEGP-specific
procedures that pertain to the design, details, and implementation of this AMP. In LRA AMP
B.3.28, the applicant identifies that the Water Chemistry Control Program is an existing plant-
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specific AMP that is consistent, without exception, with the NRC recommended guidelines and
program elements in GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry."

The staff noted that the "scope of program" program element for the Water Chemistry Control
Program states that the program calls for periodic monitoring and control of detrimental
contaminants, such as chlorides, fluorides, dissolved oxygen, and sulfates. The staff concludes
that this is consistent with the criteria for programmatic monitoring and water chemistry control
recommended in the "scope of program" program element of GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water
Chemistry.

The staff also noted that the "scope of program" program element for the applicant's Water
Chemistry Control Program states that the program applies the EPRI Primary Water Chemistry
Guidelines in EPRI Report No. 1002884 and the EPRI Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines
in EPRI Report No. 1008224 as the basis for implementing the primary and secondary water
chemistry control process activities for the applicant's primary coolant (i.e, the reactor coolant)
and secondary coolants. The staff reviewed the "scope of program" program element criterion in
GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," and determined that the GALL criterion recommends that
the primary water chemistry guidelines in EPRI Report No. TR-105714 and the secondary water
chemistry guidelines in EPRI Report No.TR-1 02134 as the bases for PWR primary and
secondary water chemistry control. However, the staff also noted the "scope of program"
program element in GALL AMP XI.M2 permits license renewal applicants to apply more recent
versions of the EPRI primary and secondary water chemistry guidelines as the basis for the
water chemistry monitoring and controls at their facilities. The staff noted that the water
chemistry guidelines credited by the applicant for license renewal are the most recent editions
of the primary and secondary PWR water chemistry guidelines that have been developed and
issued by EPRI, and these guidelines are updates to the versions of the report mentioned in the
GALL AMP XI.M2. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's use and
crediting of EPRI Primary Water Chemistry Guidelines in EPRI Report No. 1002884 and the
EPRI Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines in EPRI Report No. 1008224 for aging
management is acceptable because it meets the alternative provision in GALL AMP XI.M2 that
license renewal applicant's-may apply and use more recent versions of EPRI primary and
secondary water chemistry guidelines as the basis for controlling the chemistry of their facilities'
primary and secondary coolants.

The staff noted from its review of the LR basis evaluation document that the remaining program
elements for the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program were consistent with the program
element criteria recommended in GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," with the exception of
the following aspects of the program that need additional clarification.

With regard to the.applicant's "scope of program" program element, the staff asked the
applicant to provide its basis why pH is only used as a diagnostic parameter, given that low pH
can lead to stress corrosion-induced cracking and high pH can lead to caustic cracking of
stainless steel and Inconel materials.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant provided clarification that the reference for pH control pertains solely
to sampling requirements and water chemistry testing of secondary-side coolant in the steam
generator blowdown processing system, and that for sampling and testing of steam generator
blowdown coolant, the PWR secondary water chemistry guidelines in EPRI Report No. 1008224
use a pH diagnostic parameter, not a water chemistry control parameter. In its response, the
applicant further stated that the applicant continuously monitors for steam generator blowdown
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coolant online and samples the steam generator blowdown coolant weekly and tests the coolant
samples for pH. The applicant further stated that if an adverse trend in pH is identified,
corrective actions are taken to identify and correct the factors causing the trend. The staff finds
the applicant's response acceptable because it clarifies the EPRI secondary water chemistry
guidelines used by the applicant do not recommend that pH be used as a water chemistry
control parameter and because the response clarifies that the applicant does take appropriate
corrective actions if adverse trends in steam generator blowdown coolant pH are noted.

Based on this review the staff concludes that the applicant does not need to establish limits on
steam generator blowdown coolant pH because pH is not used as a control parameter for steam
generator blowdown coolant and the applicant does take appropriate corrective actions if
adverse trends in steam generator blowdown coolant pH are noted. This question is resolved.

With regard to the applicant's "parameters monitored/inspected" program element, the staff
asked the applicant to clarify whether the EPRI secondary water chemistry guidelines included
appropriate monitoring and control guidelines for chemical control and additive species in the
boric acid storage, refueling water storage, spent fuel pool, letdown purification system, and
chemical and volume control tanks, and if so, to clarify what the parameters are and to identify
by reference or by direct response what the limits or specifications are for the parameters and
what the sampling frequencies are for monitoring for these parameters.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant provided clarification that Appendix B of the EPRI primary water
chemistry guidelines for PWR (as described in EPRI Report No. 1002884) addresses chemistry
control practices for systems that interface with the reactor coolant system, and it also provides
suggestions for parameters to be monitored and the frequencies of sampling and monitoring
testing. The applicant further stated that these EPRI guidelines do not establish any chemistry
control parameter limitations or action levels for systems that interface with the reactor coolant
system. The applicant stated that, in general, monitoring of water chemistry in the boric acid
storage, refueling water storage, spent fuel pool, letdown purification system, and chemical and
volume control tanks is done for the purpose of minimizing the potential ingress of detrimental
chemical species into the reactor coolant system. The staff finds the applicant's response to be
acceptable because it clarifies the EPRI primary water chemistry guidelines (as described in
EPRI Report No. 1002884) used by the applicant do not establish water chemistry limits or
action levels for the water chemistry parameters that are monitored for in the boric acid storage
tank, refueling water storage tank, spent fuel pool, letdown purification system, and chemical
and volume control tank coolant inventories. Based on this review the staff concludes that the
applicant does not need to establish chemistry parameter limits or action levels for these
coolants because the EPRI primary water chemistry guidelines for PWRs do not establish
chemistry parameter limits for these systems and because the applicant is using a version of the
EPRI primary water chemistry guidelines that have been endorsed for use in GALL AMP XI.M2,
Water Chemistry." This question is resolved.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant's program elements for the Water
Chemistry Control Program are consistent with the corresponding program element criteria that
are recommended in GALL AMP XI.M2, Water Chemistry," and that the Water Chemistry
Program will be capable of controlling the water chemistry of the VEGP primary and secondary
coolants and of mitigating the corrosive-induced aging effects in the system and components for
which the program is credited.

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's Water Chemistry Control
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Program is acceptable because the program elements for the AMP are consistent with the
corresponding program element criteria recommend in GALL AMP, XI.M2, "Water Chemistry."

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.28 states that the Water Chemistry Control Program is
based upon EPRI water chemistry guidelines developed from plant experience, research data,
and expert opinion. Industry by consensus periodically updates and improves these guidelines.

LRA Section B.3.28 provides that following additional information relative to the water chemistry
experience at VEGP:

On the primary side, VEGP has experienced increased silica concentrations in the
spent fuel pool due to the leaching from the Boraflex spent fuel racks. Silica cannot be
removed by ion exchange. VEGP monitors silica concentrations in the spent fuel pool
and uses reverse osmosis as needed to remove lower silica concentrations. Silica has
no significant impact on the structural integrity of passive components and is only as a
diagnostic parameter in the EPRI Pressurized Water Reactor Primary Water Chemistry
Guidelines. Additional spent fuel racks added to the Unit 1 pool in 1998 contain no
Boraflex but instead use Boral. Aluminum concentrations in the spent fuel pool water
have increased since the introduction of these racks but have not resulted in any
significant problems. Ion exchange controls aluminum effectively.

On the secondary side, VEGP has experienced in-leakage (e.g., condenser tube leaks,
etc.) from the cooling water side resulting in plant operation at sodium concentrations
higher than desirable. In 2002, an inadvertent addition of sodium hexametaphosphate
to the condensate chemical feed tanks on both units exceeded the action level 3 limits
for sodium in the steam generators (SGs). Both units immediately shut down to reduce
the high sodium and phosphate concentrations. Fill and drain processes effectively
removed the sodium but significant phosphate residuals remained trapped in the SG by
interaction with its internal surfaces and sludge. Small but significant phosphate levels
return during start-ups. As a result, the Water Chemistry Control Program modifications
included phosphate action levels and terminated molar ratio control. During the last
refueling outage for each VEGP unit, chemical cleaning of the secondary side of the
SGs removed approximately 7000 pounds of scale deposit from Unit 1 and 5000 from
Unit 2. Since the removal of scale deposit and its adsorbed phosphate, the applicant
has monitored plant chemistry parameters to determine the best time to re-initiate
molar ratio control.

Recent chemistry control improvements replaced the primary and secondary water
treatment plants in 2003 with modern treatment components including ultra-filtration,
reverse osmosis, catalytic oxygen removal, and final polishing through virgin resin.

The staff focused its review of the "operating experience" program element for this program on
the water chemistry operating experience discussed above because this represents that
operating experience with potential to impact the integrity of the safety related systems at
VEGP.

With regard to the operating experience pertaining to the detection of high sodium and
phosphate levels and scale deposits in the secondary sides of the VEGP steam generators, the
staff asked the applicant to: (1) clarify whether a root cause analysis of the scale products
(corrosion products) was ever performed to identify those chemical elements or compounds that
make up the scale, and (2) to identify the parameter and process controls that are established
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to ensure that the concentrations of these adverse elements or compounds are controlled to
prevent recurrence of the scale in the SGs.

The applicant provided its response to the staff s question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the primary source of scale in the steam generators was
from metallic oxides, with the predominant species being iron oxide. The applicant stated that
the amount of scale is well within the normal range of scale and sludge expected to occur in
Westinghouse recirculating steam generators. The applicant also stated that its optimized
secondary side water chemistry program is expected to keep the amount of scale in the VEGP
steam generators minimized. The applicant supported this basis by confirming that the normal
range for iron cation concentrations in the secondary side coolant is low (i.e, 0.7 - 0.8 ppb). The
staff finds this response to be acceptable because the applicant has taken corrective actions to
remove the scale from the VEGP steam generators and because the applicant has supported its
basis that its optimized secondary side water chemistry program is achieving its purpose of
minimizing metallic cations in the secondary side coolant. This question is resolved.

The staff noted that the applicant's Boral panels in spent fuel pool are composite materials that
are made of an aluminum-boron composite material which is housed inside of an encasing
aluminum metal sheath. These Boral panels are used for neutron absorbing capability for fuel
rods that are contained in the applicant's spent fuel pools. Upon review of this operating
experience, the staff was initially concerned that the indications of aluminum in the spent fuel
pool could be representative of degradation in either the aluminum sheaths or composite
materials in the Boral panels. With regard to this operating experience on detection of aluminum
in the borated spent fuel pool coolant, the staff asked the applicant to justify why aluminum
levels in the spent fuel pool would not require the applicant to implement a monitoring program
for its spent fuel pool Boral panels.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant acknowledged that the source of the aluminum cation concentrations
in the VEGP Unit 1 spent fuel pool coolant was from the Boral panels. The applicant identified
that the VEGP Unit 2 spent fuel pool does not include Boral panels because criticality control for
the VEGP Unit 2 spent fuel pool does not rely on the presence of boron neutron absorbing
composite materials (such as Boral or boraflex).

In the applicant's response, the applicant stated that the Boral panels are constructed from
aluminum plates which are bonded to aluminum - boron carbide composite material matrix
core. The applicant stated that, while it is expected that the aluminum oxide protective layer on
the aluminum plates will provide reasonable corrosion resistance, minor release of aluminum
into the spent fuel pool coolant over time is an expected phenomenon. The applicant also stated
that the aluminum plates (aluminum cladding) in the Boral panels are not credited to prevent
loss of aluminum or boron from the aluminum - boron carbide composite material matrix core;
the applicant stated that, instead, the aluminum cladding serves the following objectives: (1)
acts as a lubricant in the hot rolling process used in fabrication of the Boral panels, and (2) to
facilitate handling of the long and narrow panels during handling. The applicant stated that,
once the Boral panels are set into place in the fuel pool storage racks, the integrity of the
aluminum cladding is not longer of major significance and the aluminum - boron carbide
composite material matrix core is considered to be suitable for exposure to the borated water
coolant in the spent fuel pool. The applicant further stated that it continues to use its operating
experience and corrective actions program to monitor the industry operating experience
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databases for any Boral degradation issues and that, if relevant Boral degradation operating
experience is identified, the operating experience is assessed for applicability to VEGP and any
appropriate corrective action measures are implemented.

In LRA Commitment No. 37, dated March 20, 2008, the applicant provided the following
commitment relative to Boral panels that are present in the VEGP Unit 1 spent fuel pool in order
to ensure that possible degradation of the Boral panels will be is addressed during the period of
extended operation:

To ensure the Boral spent fuel racks, will continue to perform their intended function
during the period of extended operation, VEGP commits (Appendix A, Commitment
Number 37) to monitor spent fuel pool aluminum concentrations and to implement
corrective actions if adverse trends are identified. Additionally, SNC will monitor
industry experience related to Boral and will take appropriate actions if significant
degradation of Boral is identified.

Based on this response, the staff considers that the applicant has addressed that the loss of
material of the aluminum cladding of the Boral panels due to general corrosion during the period
of extended operations because: (1) the applicant has provided a valid basis to support its basis
that the aluminum cladding in the panels do not serve a structural integrity function, and (2) the
applicant has committed to continued monitoring of the aluminum cation concentrations in the
spent fuel pool and to taking appropriate corrective actions if adverse trends in the aluminum
cation concentrations are indicated, and (3) the applicant has committed to continued
monitoring of the industry operating experience databases for experience related to Boral
degradation and to take appropriated corrective actions if significant degradation of Boral is
indicated. While the Water Chemistry Program addresses the management of Boral's loss of
material, the staff still had questions about the management of Boral's loss of neutron-absorbing
capacity. Subsequently, the staff sent the licensee RAIs and had a phone call with them to
address this issue. More information on the management of Boral's loss of material and
neutron-absorbing capacity are further evaluated in Section 3.3.2.2.6.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has adequately addressed the
relevant water chemistry operating experience for the VEGP spent fuel pools and steam
generator components and has taken steps to'ensure that either the relevant conditions do not
impose a threat to the intended function of these components or that the applicant has taken
applicable steps to address and resolve the adverse conditions created by the operating
experience such that the intended functions of the impacted components will be maintained
during the period of extended operation. Based on this assessment, the staff confirmed that the
"operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and
in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.28, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Water Chemistry Control Program. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control
Program, the staff finds all program elements consistent with the GALL Report. The staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
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UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.1.5 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.29 describes the existing
10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.S4, "10 CFR 50, Appendix J."

The applicant stated that its 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program monitors leakage rates through the
containment pressure boundary, including penetrations and access openings. Containment leak
rate tests assure that leakage through the primary containment and systems and components
penetrating primary containment does not exceed allowable limits of VEGP Technical
Specifications. The program takes corrective actions if leakage rates exceed established
administrative limits for individual penetrations or for the overall containment pressure boundary.
The program also'monitors seals, gaskets, and bolted connections.

The applicant also stated that its 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program utilizes the performance-
based approach of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J, "Primary Reactor Containment Leakage Testing
for Water-Cooled Power Reactors," Option B with appropriate guidance from Regulatory Guide
1.163, "Performance-Based Containment Leak-Test Program," NEI 94-01, "Industry Guideline
for Implementing Performance-Based Option of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J," and
ANSI/American Nuclear Society (ANS) 56.8, "Containment System Leakage Testing
Requirements."

Type A tests measure the containment overall integrated leakage rate. Procedures require a
general visual inspection of the accessible interior and exterior surfaces of the primary
containment and components prior to each integrated leak rate test pressurization and visual
examinations of containment, as described in Regulatory Guide 1.163, in the intervals between
Type A tests. The next Type A test is scheduled in the year of 2017 for Unit 1 and 2010 for
Unit 2 (at a 15-year interval from the previous test).

Type B local leak rate tests on containment pressure boundary access penetrations are at
frequencies that comply with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J Option B. The
Type B Test detects or measures leakage across pressure-retaining or leakage-limiting
boundaries other than valves.

Type C local leak rate tests on containment isolation valves are at frequencies that comply with
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J Option B.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report AMP XI.S4.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed 10 CFR 50 Appendix J
Program bases documents. Specifically, the staff reviewed the program elements and
associated bases documents to determine consistency with GALL AMP XI.S4. The staff noted
that for the integrated leak rate testing, the VEGP program utilizes Option B and the guidance in
NRC Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.163 and NEI 94-01, "Industry Guideline for Implementing
Performance Based Option of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J." For local leak rate testing, the Type
B and Type C tests are performed at frequencies that comply with the requirements of
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the
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applicant's Containment Leak Rate Program provided assurance that the containment leak rate
will be adequately managed for the period of extended operations (PEO).

The staff finds the applicant's Containment Leak Rate Program acceptable because it conforms
to the recommended GALL AMP XI.S4, "10 CFR 50, Appendix J."

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.29 states that implementation and maintenance of the
10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program are in accordance with general requirements for engineering
programs. Periodic program reviews and assessments ensure compliance with regulatory,
process, and procedural requirements.

The applicant stated that the last containment integrated leak rate testing was in March 2002 for
Unit 1 (1R10) and in March 1995 for Unit 2 (2R4). Local leak rate testing found some leaks to be
repaired prior to the integrated leak rate testing, the results of which were satisfactory and in
compliance with the Technical Specifications and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J. The applicant
noted that following two consecutive leakage rate findings of less than 1.0 (allowable leakage
rate), the integrated leak rate testing interval is 15 years, to 1R20 (Spring 2017) for Unit 1 and
2R14 (Spring 2010) for Unit 2, as noted in the program description. In addition, applicant also
stated that industry and plant-specific operating experience confirms that the local leak rate
tests effectively detect and initiate corrective actions for leakage at containment penetrations,
including the equipment hatch and air locks, and confirm the effectiveness of, corrective actions
taken.

The staff reviewed the above operating experience provided in the LRA and in the operating
experience report, and interviewed the applicant's technical staff to confirm that the plant-
specific operating experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry
experience. The staff noted that there were no instances of Appendix J test failures due to
causes other than valve or flange seat leakage. For these failures, all conditions were evaluated
and corrected. The staff did not identify any age-related related issues not bounded by the
industry operating experience.

On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff finds that the applicant's 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J
Program will adequately manage the aging effects for which the AMP is credited

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.29, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the 10 CFR 50 Appendix J Program. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's 10 CFR 50 Appendix J
Program, the staff finds all program elements consistent with the GALL Report. The staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.1.6 Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.34 describes the new
Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.E1, "Electrical
Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental Qualification
Requirements."

The Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program maintains the function of electrical cables and
connections not subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ requirements but exposed to adverse
environments of heat, radiation, or moisture significantly more severe than the service condition
for the insulated cable or connection.

The aging effect of concern is reduced insulation resistance caused by visually observable (e.g.,
color changes or surface cracking) degradation of the insulating materials on electrical cables
and connections.

The program will inspect visually a representative sample of accessible insulated cables and
connections within the scope of license renewal for cable and connection jacket surface
anomalies (e.g., embrittlement, discoloration, and cracking). The applicant will provide the
technical basis for the sample selections of cables and connections to be inspected. The scope
of this sampling program will include electrical cables and connections in adverse environments.
The Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program will be implemented and the first inspection will
be completed prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff reviewed the information in LRA Section B.3.34 that describes the new Non-EQ
Cables and Connections Program. The staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and
reviewed Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program bases documents. Specifically, the staff
reviewed the program elements and associated bases documents to determine consistency with
GALL AMP XI.E1.

The staff finds the Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program acceptable because it conforms
to the recommended GALL AMP XI.E1, "Electrical Cables and Connections Not Subject to 10
CFR50.49 Environmental Qualification Requirements."

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.34 states that the new Non-EQ Cables and Connections
Program has no programmatic history. Implementation of this program will consider industry and
plant-specific operating experience; however, as GALL Report notes, industry operating
experience shows adverse environments of heat or radiation for electrical cables and
connections next to or above (within three feet of) steam generators, pressurizers, or hot
process pipes like feedwater lines.

The program is based on the GALL Report program description, which in turn is based on
industry operating experience; therefore, this program when implemented assures management
of the effects of aging so applicable components will continue to perform intended functions
consistent with the CLB through the period of extended operation.
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The staff reviewed the operating experience provided in the program basis document and
interviewed the applicant's technical personnel to confirm this program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.

The staff finds that the applicant has considered plant-specific and industry wide operating
experience in the development of this program and the applicant has confirmed that the
operating experience discussed in GALL AMP XI.E1 is bounding and the operating experience
going forward will be captured through the VEGP Corrective Action and Operating Experience
Programs implemented in accordance with VEGP procedures.

The staff interviewed the applicant's personnel and reviewed the applicant's Operating
Experience Report and a sample of plant-specific operating experience of components in the
program and confirmed that the plant-specific operating experience did not identify any aging
effects for components within the scope of this program that are not bounded by industry
operating experience.

On the basis of its review of the operating experience and discussions with the applicant's
technical personnel, the staff concludes that the applicant's will adequately manage the aging
effects identified in the LRA for which this AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.34, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program. The staff also reviewed the applicant's license
renewal commitment list and confirmed that this new program is identified as Commitment No.
25 to be implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The staff reviewed this section
and determines that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Non-EQ Cables and
Connections Program, the staff finds all program elements consistent with the GALL Report.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).

3.0.3.1.7 Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.35 describes the new
Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program as consistent with GALL AMP XI.E3,
"Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental Qualification
Requirements."

The new Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program manages the aging effects for
inaccessible medium-voltage cables (cables with operating voltage from 2kV to 35kV) within the
scope of license renewal exposed to significant moisture and voltage. The aging effect of
concern is localized damage and breakdown of insulation. The program periodically inspects
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and removes water accumulation from manholes with medium-voltage cables and tests cables
as needed. Inspection frequency based on actual plant experience is at least every two years.

In-scope medium-voltage cables exposed to significant moisture and voltage are tested at least
every ten years for an indication of the condition of the conductor insulation. The specific test is
proven for detecting deterioration of the insulation system due to wetting.

The Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program will be implemented and the first
inspections completed prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff reviewed the information in LRA Section B3.35 that describes the new Non-EQ
Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program. During the audit and review, the staff
interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage
Cables Program basis documents. Specifically, the staff reviewed the program elements and
associated basis documents to determine consistency with GALL AMP XI.E3.

In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluations, plant drawings, and cable routings,
and also conducted a plant walkdown of the key electrical areas to determine whether the
applicant has considered all medium voltage cables within the scope of license renewal in
accordance with the guidance provided in GALL AMP XI.E3. The staff verified that the applicant
has correctly identified and included cables in the Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables
Program that meets the following criteria specified in GALL AMP XI.E3: (1) they are located
underground and assumed wet, and (2) they must be energized at least 25 percent of the time.
VEGP medium voltage cables within the scope of license renewal that did not meet these
criteria were screened out and are not included in the Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage
Cables Program. Based on the review, the staff concludes that the applicant's program basis
document appropriately considered the medium-voltage power cables most likely to be exposed
to a wetted environment in accordance with GALL AMP XI.E3 recommendations.

Based on the review, the staff finds the applicant's Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage
Cables Program acceptable because it is consistent with the recommended GALL AMP XI.E3,
"Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Not Subject to 10 CFR 50.49 Environmental Qualification
Requirements."

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.35 states that this new program has no programmatic
history; however, as the GALL Report notes, operating experience shows that medium-voltage
cables simultaneously exposed to significant moisture and significant voltage are susceptible to
water tree formation. The formation and growth of water trees vary directly with operating
voltage. Treeing is much less prevalent in 4kV cables than in those operated at higher voltages.
Minimizing exposure to moisture also minimizes the potential for water tree development.

The applicant states in the LRA that the Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program
is a new program with no site-specific operating experience history. The staff noted that SRP-
LR, Revision 1, Appendix A, Branch Technical Position RLSB-1, states that an applicant may
have to commit to providing operating experience in the future for new programs to confirm their
effectiveness. Therefore, the staff asked the applicant to describe how operating experience will
be captured to confirm the program effectiveness and the process to be used to adjust the
program as needed. In its response the applicant stated that:
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Industry and plant-specific operating experience will be considered when implementing
this program. VEGP has ongoing programs to monitor industry and site operating
experience. These programs include mechanisms to update or modify plant procedures
or practices to incorporate lessons learned.

Procedures NMP-GM-008, "Operating Experience Program," and 50026-C, "ESD -
Operating Experience Program," describe the program for evaluating industry and
vendor-supplied operating experience. Operating experience information that is
identified as being applicable to VEGP is disseminated to the appropriate groups for
further evaluation and possible modification of plant procedures or practices.

If an unacceptable condition or situation is identified in the selected sample, the
Corrective Action Program will be used to evaluate the condition and determine
appropriate correction action. This corrective action will involve a determination as to
whether the same condition or situation is applicable to other cables and connections
not in the sample population.

Section B.3.35 of the LRA will be revised to indicate that both industry and plant specific
OE will be reviewed for this program.

In a letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA to add the above discussion
to the operating experience program element in LRA Section B.3.35.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the applicant revised the Non-EQ
Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program to state that industry and plant-specific operating
experience will be considered in its development. Industry operating experience that forms the
basis for the program is included in the operating experience element of the GALL Report
program description and the applicant will monitor to verify that plant-specific operating
experience is consistent with GALL AMP. In addition, the applicant's existing corrective action
and operative experience programs require them to update programs and procedures to
incorporate lessons learned.

On the basis of its review of the operating experience program elements and discussions with
the applicant's technical personnel, the staff concludes that the applicant's Non-EQ Inaccessible
Medium-Voltage Cables Program will adequately manage the aging effects for which this
AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.35, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's
license renewal commitment list dated June 27, 2007, and confirmed that the implementation of
the Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program is identified as Commitment No. 26,
to be implemented before the period of extended operation. The staff reviewed this section and
determines that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description
of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).
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Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-
Voltage Cables Program, the staff finds all program elements consistent with the GALL Report.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.1.8 Environmental Qualification Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.37 describes the existing
Environmental Qualification Program as consistent with GALL AMP X.E1, "Environmental
Qualification (EQ) of Electric Components."

The existing Environmental Qualification Program implements 10 CFR 50.49 requirements. The
program demonstrates that certain electrical components are qualified to perform their safety
functions in harsh plant environments consistent with 10 CFR 50.49 requirements. The
Environmental Qualification Program manages component thermal, radiation, and cyclical
aging, as necessary, through the use of aging evaluations. The program requires action be
taken before individual components exceed their qualified lives. Actions taken include
replacement of parts or components at specified intervals and reanalysis to maintain
qualification.

As required by 10 CFR 50.49, EQ components not qualified for the current license term must be
refurbished or replaced or their qualification must be extended before they reach the aging limits
established in the evaluation. Some aging evaluations for EQ components specify a
qualification of at least 40 years and are time-limited aging analyses (TLAAs) for license
renewal. The Environmental Qualification Program ensures maintenance of these EQ
components within the bounds of their qualification bases.

The reanalysis of an aging evaluation for component qualification under 10 CFR 50.49(e) is a
routine part of the Environmental Qualification Program. The reanalysis is normally extends the
qualification by reducing conservatisms incorporated in the evaluation. While a component life-
limiting condition may be due to thermal, radiation, or cyclical aging, the vast majority of
component aging limits are based on thermal conditions. The evaluation may have used
conservative bounding conditions that can be refined to extend the qualification.

Important attributes of the reanalysis of an aging evaluation include analytical methods, data
collection and reduction methods, the underlying assumptions, the acceptance criteria, and
corrective actions (if acceptance criteria are not met).

The analytical models in the reanalysis of an aging evaluation are the same as those of the prior
evaluation. The Arrhenius methodology is an acceptable model for a thermal aging evaluation.
The analytical method for a radiation aging evaluation is to demonstrate qualification for the
total integrated dose (Le., normal radiation dose for the projected installed life plus accident
radiation dose). For license renewal, one acceptable method for establishing the 60-year normal
radiation dose is to multiply the 40-year normal radiation dose by 1.5 (60 years/40 years) and
add the result to the accident radiation dose to obtain the total integrated dose for the
component.
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For cyclical aging, a similar method may be used. Use of actual plant-specific operating history
to re-evaluate and establish the normal integrated radiation dose for the 60-year period may
also be used. Other models may be justified case- by-case basis.

Reduction of excess conservatism in the component service conditions (e.g., temperature,
radiation, and cycles) used in the prior aging evaluation is frequently employed for a reanalysis.
Temperature data used in an aging evaluation is to be conservative based on plant design
temperatures or on actual plant temperature data. Actual plant temperature data can be
obtained in several ways, including by monitors for compliance with Technical Specifications,
other installed monitors, measurements by plant operators during rounds, and temperature
sensors on large motors (while not running). Evaluation of a representative number of
temperature measurements is conservative to establish the temperatures in an aging
evaluation. An aging evaluation may use plant temperature data in different ways: (a) direct
application of the plant temperature data in the evaluation or (b) use of the plant temperature
data to demonstrate conservatism when using plant design temperatures. Justifications of any
changes to material activation energy values in a reanalysis are case-specifiC. Reduction of
excess conservatism in the component service conditions in the prior aging evaluation may use
similar methods for radiation and cyclical aging.

EQ component aging evaluations have sufficient conservatism to account for most
environmental changes due to plant modifications and events. When unexpected adverse
conditions during operational or maintenance activities affect the normal operating environment
of a qualified component, the program evaluated the affected EQ component and takes
appropriate corrective actions which may include changes to the qualification bases and
conclusions.

Reanalysis of an aging evaluation could extend the qualification of the component. If the
qualification cannot be extended by reanalysis, the component is replaced, or re-qualified
before it exceeds the period for which the current qualification remains valid. The reanalysis
must be timely (i.e., with sufficient time to refurbish, replace, or re-qualify theý component if the
reanalysis is unsuccessful).

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and reviewed the Environmental
Qualification Program bases documents. Specifically, the staff reviewed the program elements
and bases documents for consistency with GALL AMP X.E1.

Based on its review, the staff concludes that the applicant's Environmental Qualification
Program reasonably assures management of thermal, radiation, and cyclical aging effects for
electrical equipment important to safety and located in harsh environments. The staff finds the
applicant's Environmental Qualification Program acceptable because it is consistent with the
recommended GALL AMP X.E1, "Environmental Qualification (EQ) of Electric Components."

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.37 states that VEGP has maintained the Environmental
Qualification Program since its inception. Program documentation, including EQ packages, is
maintained and updated periodically. Routine monitoring of industry operating experience
reports, self-assessments, QA audits, and the corrective action process assure continued
program improvement and maintenance of VEGP EQ equipment in a qualified condition.
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The applicant states in the LRA that an equipment walk-down during the last Environmental
Qualification Program Team self-assessment in June 2005 found two EQ Rosemount
transmitters with rotated electronic heads indicating possible moisture seal damage or
degradation. The team inspected the remaining EQ Rosemount transmitters for rotated heads,
replaced eight, and placed warnings about electronic head rotation in the Central File and plant
procedure.

A 10 CFR Part 21 notice was recently issued on the potential for Barton transmitters with bare
conductors outside their seal plugs or potting compounds. VEGP has addressed this issue by
adding a qualified environmental seal for the Barton transmitters.

Data Loggers monitor actual temperatures for many rooms of the plant, finding hot spots
resulting in reanalysis and appropriate reductions of component qualified life. The program
proposes additional data collection when needed to monitor for temperature changes due to
plant changes.

Experienced employees, annual training, industry involvement (Nuclear Utility Group on
Equipment Qualification, Nuclear Utility Obsolescence Group, and Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers working groups), routine monitoring of OE reports, self-assessments,
central file maintenance process improvements, QA audits, and condition reports assure
maintenance of EQ equipment in a qualified condition.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and also reviewed the above operating
experience and the applicant's operating experience reports to confirm that plant-specific
operating experience revealed no degradation not bounded by industry experience.
A sample review of the applicant' s actions to address EQ related issues related to Part 21
reports, INPO operating experience reports, and periodic self assessments revealed that the
applicant is evaluating and addressing the EQ related operating experience issues.

Based on its review of the operating experience and discussions with the applicant's technical
personnel, the staff concludes that the applicant's Environmental Qualification Program will
adequately manage the effects of aging for which the LRA credits this AMP.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.37, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Environmental Qualification Program. The staff reviewed this section and determines that
the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Environmental Qualification
Program, the staff finds all program elements consistent with the GALL Report. The staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.2 AMPs Consistent with the GALL Report with Exceptions or Enhancements

In LRA Appendix B, the applicant stated that the following AMPs are, or will be, consistent with
the GALL Report, with exceptions or enhancements:

* Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
* Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
* CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program
* Closed Cooling Water Program
• External Surfaces Monitoring Program
* Fire Protection Program
* Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
* Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program
* Generic Letter 89-13 Program
* Oil Analysis Program
* One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping
* One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching
* Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
* Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program
* Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program
* Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program
* Structural Monitoring Program
* Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls
* Fatigue Monitoring Program

For AMPs that the applicant claimed are consistent with the GALL Report, with exception(s)
and/or enhancement(s), the staff performed an audit and review to confirm that those attributes
or features of the program, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL Report,
were indeed consistent. The staff also reviewed the exception(s) and/or enhancement(s) to the
GALL Report to determine whether they were acceptable and adequate. The results of the
staffs audits and reviews are documented in the following sections.

3.0.3.2.1 Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.3 describes the existing
Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program as consistent, with an enhancement, with GALL
AMP XI.M 10, "Boric Acid Corrosion."

The applicant stated that the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program monitors the condition of
components on which borated water may leak to detect, evaluate, and remove borated water
leakage and boric acid residue before any loss of intended function of affected components.
The program detects boric acid leakage by periodic visual inspection of systems containing
borated water and by inspection of adjacent structures and components for evidence of
leakage. Development of the program responds to the recommendations of Generic Letter (GL)
88-05. The program addresses operating experience described in recent NRC generic
communications, including NRC Regulatory Issue Summary 2003-013.

The program consists of (1) visual inspections of component surfaces potentially exposed to
borated water leakage, (2) detection of leak paths and removal of boric acid residue,
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(3) assessment of the corrosion, and (4) follow-up inspection, as appropriate, for adequacy of
corrective actions.

The applicant also stated that enhancements to the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program will
be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the enhancement to determine whether
the AMP, with the enhancement, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the elements of the Boric Acid Corrosion Program
for which the applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M 10, "Boric Acid Corrosion," with
the enhancement described below.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed LRA B.3.3, "Boric Acid Corrosion Control
Program," and the program elements defined and discussed in GALL AMP XI.M10, "Boric Acid
Corrosion Program." The staff also reviewed the license renewal evaluation document for the
applicant's Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program and interviewed SNC staff members involved
with implementation of the Boric Corrosion Control program.

In Generic Letter (GL) 88-05, "Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary
Components in PWR Plants," the staff informed the U.S. nuclear power industry that borated
water leakage is a safety issue for PWR reactor coolant pressure boundaries. In GL 88-05, the
NRC recommended that licensees of PWR facilities perform visual examinations of their borated
water systems to monitor leakage that could impact the integrity of plant systems made from
ferritic steel materials (i.e., carbon steel or low alloy steel materials). The program elements in
GALL AMP XI.M10, "Boric Acid Corrosion Program," are based on performing these leakage
examinations, as recommended in GL 88-05.

The applicant, in the program evaluation document, clarifies that the Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program (BACCP) was initially developed in response to NRC Generic Letter 88-05.
The program was developed to include the following attributes:

* Determination of the source of the leakage
* Procedures for locating small coolant leakage
* Inspections and assessments to evaluate corrosion impact
* Corrective actions to prevent recurrences

Further, the applicant stated that the current program is also based on NRC Bulletins
2001-01, 2002-02, 2003-02, and NRC Order EA-03-009. The applicant also explained that the
scope includes all systems which contain borated water (above 180 0F) and also locations where
borated water systems at any temperature may be above carbon steel systems which may be
affected by borated water leakage. This procedure states that potential leak locations in
concentrated BA systems should be evaluated to determine if potential leakage would impact
safety-related equipment (e.g., piping, piping supports, electrical connectors, etc.).

The applicant added that, in conjunction with the Section XI requirements, the following
locations are evaluated for examination requirements:
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Locations inside containment:

* Reactor Vessel Head
* Mechanical piping connections within the RCPB
* Mechanical piping connections outside of the RCPB
* Alloy 600 base material and Alloy 82/182 weld locations

Locations outside of containment:

Mechanical piping connections with borated water

Potential leak locations where potential leakage would impact safety-related
equipment

Mechanical piping connections containing borated water above carbon steel
piping systems.

Also, boric acid inspections are implemented through both ISI activities such as leakage testing,
leakage assessment, and through normal departmental plant walkdowns.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether the VEGP-specific
responses to applicable NRC's generic communications and orders on boric acid leakage or
corrosion (including, Bulletin 2003-02, Bulletin 2004-01, and First Revised Order EA-03-009) are
within the scope of its Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that the VEGP-specific responses to the applicable NRC's
generic communications and orders on boric acid leakage/corrosion are within the scope of the
VEGP Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program. This program uses the VEGP reactor coolant
system Alloy 600 material inspection program as the current-term program vehicle for
performing inspections of these nickel alloy component locations that are the subject of these
NRC communications. For the period of extended operation, the Nickel Alloy Program for
Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations and the Nickel Alloy Program for Non-Reactor
Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations are the program vehicles for implementing details
and commitments.

In addition, the applicant in its response provided references to the Vogtle-specific responses to
the following NRC generic communications and orders: NRC Bulletin 2003-02, "Leakage from
Reactor Pressure Vessel Lower Head Penetrations and Reactor Pressure Boundary Integrity,"
NRC Bulletin 2004-01, "Inspection of Alloy 82/182/600 Materials Used in the Fabrication of
Pressurizer Penetrations and Steam Space Piping Connections at PWRs," and NRC First
Revised Order, EA-03-009, "Issuance of First Revised Order Establishing Interim Inspection
Requirements for Reactor Pressure Vessel Heads at Pressurized Water Reactors," February
20, 2004.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable on the basis that it clearly explained the
scope of VEGP Boric Acid Corrosion, which was originally developed in response to GL 88-05,
has been modified to include the plant specific responses to the NRC's generic communications
and orders.-
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During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether any of the
commitments made in response to these generic letters and orders are within the scope of the
Boric Acid Corrosion Program. The applicant provided its response to the staff s question in a
letter dated February 8, 2008. The applicant in its response provided details regarding
commitments that SNC made in response to the following generic letters and orders that are
within the scope of the VEGP Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program:

Regarding NRC Bulletin 2003-02, the applicant stated that NRC Bulletin 2003-02 requirements
included a one-time visual inspection of all the nozzles penetrating the bottom head of the
vessel and a general inspection of the bottom head for indication of wastage or corrosion of the
low alloy steel vessel. During the fall 2003 refueling outage for Unit 1 and during the spring
2004 refueling outage for Unit 2, the entire circumference of the interface of each nozzle with
the vessel was visually examined for the presence of any deposits that might indicate leakage
from the annulus between the nozzle and the vessel bottom head, and no significant problems
noted for either Unit.

Regarding NRC Bulletin 2004-01, the applicant stated that the Alloy 82/182 locations at VEGP
associated with the pressurizer are the butt welds connecting stainless steel safe ends to one 4"
spray nozzle, four 6" Safety/Relief nozzles, and one 14" surge nozzle for each unit. To
supplement the Inservice Inspection Program, inspections for the butt welded pressurizer
nozzle locations containing Alloy 82/182 material were performed in response to EPRI MRP
2003-039, issued January 20, 2004. Full structural weld overlays mitigation for Alloy 82/182
pressurizer butt welds, consisting of PWSCC-resistant welding material Alloy 52/152, were
applied on each of the six pressurizer nozzles on Vogtle Unit 2 during the Spring 2007 refueling
outage. On Unit 1, SNC requested approval from the staff (ML073610061) to extend the
mitigation actions beyond the December 31, 2007 deadline. SNC committed to apply full
structural weld overlays during the spring 2008 refueling outage on Unit 1. The required full
structural weld overlays were applied in accordance with SNCs commitment. An evaluation of
the full structural weld overlays was provided to the Commission prior to entry into Mode 4
during startup from the spring 2008 refueling outage (ML081280889).

Regarding NRC Order EA-03-009, the applicant stated that VEGP reactor vessel head
inspections are performed in accordance with NRC Order EA-03-009 dated February 13, 2003,
and revised on February 20, 2004. Order EA-03-009 Section IV.C(5)(a) specifies examination
coverage for bare metal visual examination of the reactor vessel head surface. The SNC
requested relaxation, relief request, from the staff to not inspect the small surface of the reactor
vessel head obscured by insulation. This relief request was granted by the staff in a September
2005 Safety Evaluation. Further, Order EA-03-009 Section IV.C(5)(b) specifies examination
volume for reactor vessel head penetration nozzle base material. Full examination volume
coverage using ultrasonic testing is not possible at VEGP due to geometric considerations. SNC
proposed an alternate to ultrasonically test nozzle ends to the maximum extent possible. This
alternate approach was approved by the staff in an August 2006 Safety Evaluation

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable on the basis that: 1) regarding Bulletin 2003-
02, the entire circumference of the interface of each nozzle with the vessel was visually
examined for VEGP Unit 1 and Unit 2, and no significant problems were noted for either unit, 2)
regarding NRC Bulletin 2004-01, full structural weld overlays were applied on each of the six
pressurizer nozzles on Vogtle Unit 2 during the Spring 2007, and during the Spring 2008
refueling outage on Unit 1, and 3) regarding NRC Order, EA-03-009, VEGP reactor vessel head
inspections, including one relief and one alternate, are performed in accordance with NRC
Order, EA-03-009 dated February 13, 2003 and revised on February 20, 2004.
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Enhancement: In the LRA, the applicant states the following enhancement to the GALL Report
program elements:

Elements: 1. Program Scope
6. Acceptance Criteria

Enhancement: The Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program scope and acceptance
criteria will be enhanced to address the effects of borated water
leakage on materials other than steels, including electrical
components (e.g., electrical connectors) that are susceptible to
boric acid corrosion.

The applicant in Enclosure 2 to its letter dated June 27, 2006 committed (Item 3) to
implement the above enhancement prior to the period of the extended operation.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to list the components that will be
added to the scope of this program and materials that they are made of. Also, discuss the
method for detection of aging effects, frequency of inspections, and acceptance criteria for
evaluation of any detected borated water leakage or crystal buildup for these components.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that SNC has made a commitment (Appendix A,
Commitment Number 3) to enhance the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program to specifically
include materials other than steels that are potentially susceptible to boric acid corrosion if
exposed to boric acid leakage. Materials identified during the aging management review
process other than steels were cast iron, copper alloys, and aluminum alloys. The applicant
added that the components subject to an aging management review that are constructed of
these materials and have a potential to be exposed to borated water leakage are predominantly
fire protection components, misc. mechanical components (e.g., valves, drain bodies, housings,
casings) and electrical connectors.

The applicant in its response also stated that detection of aging effects for these components
due to borated water leakage or boric acid crystal residue is primarily through visual
observation. If a boric acid leak is identified, the applicant will perform a screening evaluation to
determine if a corrosion assessment is necessary. If corrosion is present, the applicant's
corrective action process assesses the extent of the corrosion, the acceptability of continued
service, and any required corrective actions. Boric acid inspections are implemented through ISI
activities (e.g., pressure testing), leakage assessments, and personnel performing routine work
activities and plant walkdowns (operations, maintenance, health physics, engineering, Boric
Acid Corrosion Control Program owner performing program walkdowns, etc.). The frequency of
these inspections and activities ensure the timely detection of loss of material due to boric acid
leakage.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable on the basis that it 1) identified additional
components and materials that will be added to the scope of the Boric Acid Corrosion Program
and 2) provided clarification that aging effects of the components exposed to boric acid is
adequately managed by this program through implementing inservice inspections and other
plant's activities.
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The staff finds that this enhancement acceptable because the inclusion of mechanical and
electrical components made of materials other that steel makes the program consistent with
GALL AMP XI.M10.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.3 states that'an assessment of the Boric Acid Program
revealed that it had not detected and evaluated boric acid leaks consistently. Program
enhancements based on these findings changed procedures to require personnel to write
condition reports of detected boric acid leakage. Problem markers flag leaks outside of
containment in the field and boric acid corrosion control training is required for all VEGP site
personnel.

Reactor pressure vessel head inspections in accordance with NRC First Revised Order EA-03-
009 observed boron residue. There was no evidence of head material wastage or of leaking or
cracked nozzles. The boron residue was from previous cleaning and decontamination of
conoseals and not new, active leakage. The areas below the conoseals were cleaned and re-
inspection during startup observed no leakage.

During the audit and review, the staff requested that the applicant discuss its process for
reviewing all VEGP-specific and generic boric acid leakage experience and discuss how this
process is used to incorporate such experience into the scope of the Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program and schedule the relevant system locations for boric acid leakage
examinations.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that operating experience (OE) is continuously evaluated to
determine any impact to aging effects and/or mechanisms managed by the Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program. Plant-specific items such as condition reports, SNC licensee event reports
(LERs), SNC OE Alerts are reviewed for potential impact to the Boric Acid Corrosion Program
by the program owner. Industry events are likewisescreened by the owner for applicability to
the Boric Acid Corrosion Program, including NRC generic communications, vendor
communications, NUREG reports, industry operating experience, EPRI and MRP reports, and
LERs. Health reports are issued periodically on the Boric Acid Corrosion Program, which take
into consideration operating experience and trends.

The staff concludes that the operating experience of the Boric Acid Corrosion Program includes
the applicant's responses to the NRC's generic communications, applicable NUREG reports,
and industry's operating experience and reports applicable to Boric Acid Corrosion Program. On
the basis of this determination, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

The staff reviewed the operating experience discussed in program basis document and
interviewed the applicant's technical staff and confirmed that the plant-specific operating
experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry experience.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.3, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program. In Enclosure 2 of its letter dated June 27, 2007, the
applicant committed (Appendix A, Commitment Number 3) to enhance Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program documents to address the effects of borated water leakage onto materials
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other than steels, including electrical components that are susceptible to boric acid operation
corrosion. The staff reviewed this commitment and LRA Section A.2.3 and determined that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Boric Acid Corrosion Control
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancement
and confirmed that its implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the
existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. The staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an
adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.2 Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.4 describes the new
Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program as consistent, with exceptions, with GALL
AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection."

The applicant stated that the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program manages loss of
material from the external surfaces of buried carbon steel, cast iron, and stainless steel
components by both preventive measures and visual inspections. Preventive measures consist
of coatings and wrappings required by design in accordance with industry standards. Buried
components within the scope of license renewal will be inspected when excavated for
maintenance or exposed for any other reason.

The program applies to the buried components within the scope of license renewal in the
following systems:

* Emergency diesel generator system (buried fuel oil storage tanks and fuel oil
transfer piping)

0 Feedwater system (buried piping between the condensate storage tanks and the
condenser hotwells)

* Fire protection system

* Nuclear service cooling water system (buried sample lines between the nuclear
service cooling water (NSCW) system pumphouses and the NSCW chemical
control buildings)

The applicant also stated that prior to the period of extended operation; a review will determine
whether there has been at least one opportunistic or focused inspection of buried piping and
tanks within the 10 years prior to the period of extended operation. If not, there will be a focused
inspection prior to the period of extended operation.
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In addition, there will be a focused inspection of buried piping and tanks within the first 10 years
of the period of extended operation unless an engineering evaluation determined that sufficient
opportunistic and focused inspections during this time have demonstrated the ability of the
underground coatings to protect the underground piping and tanks from degradation.

The Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program will be implemented prior to the period of
extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exception to determine whether the
AMP, with the exception, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During the audit and review, the staff confirmed that preventive measures such as protective
coatings/wrappings are used in buried steel, stainless steel, and cast iron piping applications, in
addition to buried carbon steel tank applications. The staff verified that as part of the
implementation plan for the new program, the VEGP procedure for excavation will be revised to
include a requirement that buried piping and tanks are to be inspected when they are excavated
for maintenance or when exposed for any reason. In addition, as part of the program
implementation, the applicant stated in the program basis document that a new procedure will
be issued to provide guidance for inspection of buried piping and tanks which are exposed by
excavation. The new procedure will provide the acceptance criteria such that any evidence
beyond the acceptance criteria of damaged wrapping or coating defects, such as coating
perforation, holidays, or other damage, is an indicator of possible corrosion damage to the
external surface of the buried piping and tanks. When inspections reveal evidence of
degradation beyond the acceptance criteria, evaluation and appropriate corrective action in
accordance with the plant corrective action process may be required.

During audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to identify the methodology and criteria
that will be used to determine the locations for inspections based on areas with the highest
likelihood of corrosion problems. The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a
letter dated February 8, 2008. The applicant stated that for focused inspections the
determination of areas with the highest likelihood of corrosion problems will include a review of
plant condition reports for areas with a history of leaks and corrosion problems or the
observance of water or an unusually wet surface on the ground by site personnel while
performing normal site activities. The applicant also stated that a review of plant operating
experience indicates that this has been the primary method of identifying underground leaks at
VEGP. For opportunistic inspections in relatively small excavations, the entire exposed surface
will be inspected. For opportunistic inspections in large excavations, the inspections will be
performed in the exposed areas with the highest likelihood of corrosion problems, and in areas
with a history of corrosion problems (such as near building foundations, at tank nozzles, pipe
fittings, locations where the coating system may have been repaired, etc.).

The staff finds the applicant's approach acceptable because for focused inspections the
applicant will use historical records to determine areas with the highest likelihood of corrosion
problems.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that GALL AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection" states that gray cast iron, which is included under the definition of steel, is also
subject to a loss of material due to selective leaching, which is an aging effect managed under
GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials." LRA Section B.3.19 describes the new
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One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching for VEGP. During the audit and review,
the staff asked the applicant to clarify how the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching will be coordinated with the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program when
opportunistic inspections for buried pipe and tanks become available.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
credited for managing loss of material due to selective leaching from both the internal and
external surfaces of buried gray cast iron fire hydrant components and valve components. The
buried cast iron fire protection piping components within the scope of license renewal are not
gray cast iron and therefore are not subject to selective leaching.

The VEGP Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program implementing procedures will include
guidance to notify Engineering Support to have the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching Program owner review excavations of the fire protection system to determine whether
an opportunity exists to perform a selective leaching inspection on a gray cast iron component
that is being exposed or replaced. If such an opportunity is determined to exist on a component
that can be credited as meeting the requirements of the One-Time Inspection Program for
Selective Leaching, it will be the option of the responsible site personnel to perform a selective
leaching inspection. Once the requirements of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching are fulfilled, no further selective leaching inspections would be performed under that
program.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because it explained the details of how the
VEGP Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program and One-Time Inspection Program for
Selective Leaching Program will coordinate inspections during buried component excavations.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program for which
the applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M34 and found that they are consistent with
the GALL Report AMP. Furthermore, the staff concludes that the applicant's Buried Piping and
Tanks Inspection Program will properly manage the aging of buried piping and tanks for the
period of extended operation. The staff finds the applicant's Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection
Program acceptable because it conforms to the recommended GALL AMP XI.M34, "Buried
Piping and Tanks Inspection Program," with the exception as described below.

The LRA states an exception to the following GALL Report program elements:

Elements: 1: scope of the program
3: parameters monitored or inspected
10: operating experience

Exception: The VEGP Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program contains
an exception to the scope of the GALL program in that the VEGP
program addresses buried stainless steel piping in addition to
buried steel piping and tanks.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant stated in the program basis
document that the addition of stainless steel leads to the conclusion that there is a potential for
galvanic corrosion of carbon steel if any dissimilar metal joints exist in the buried environment.
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The staff finds the exception acceptable because it includes the inspection of buried stainless
steel piping within the scope of the program and while stainless steel buried piping is not likely
to experience the same aging effects as buried steel piping there is a potential for galvanic
corrosion of the carbon steel piping if any dissimilar metal joints exist in the buried environment.
Since the applicant believes there is the possibility that buried stainless steel pipe may be
connected to steel piping at dissimilar metal joints; the staff agrees that it is appropriate to
include stainless steel pipe within the scope of the program, inspect a sampling of stainless
steel buried piping at dissimilar metal joints and review operating experience for buried stainless
steel pipe connected to buried steel pipe.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.4 states that this new program has no documented
programmatic operating experience. There have been failures in buried galvanized pipe not
within the scope of license renewal. The only leaks from buried components within the scope of
license renewal were in buried fire protection components typically attributed to design,
installation, or operational and not age-related issues.

The program is based on the GALL Report program description which in turn is based on
industry operating experience. This industry experience-basis for the program assures that
implementation of the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program will manage the effects of
aging adequately during the period of extended operation.

The staff noted in LRA Section B.3.4, Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program, under the
program element "operating experience," that the only leaks identified from buried components
within the scope of license renewal were in buried fire protection components. These leaks were
typically attributed to design, installation, or operational issues, and not age related. During the
audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to quantify the number of leaks identified in the
buried fire protection system and identify the type of components affected and also discuss the
number of leaks attributed to design, installation, or operational issues and the number of leaks
attributed to age-related degradation and characterize the root causes of the leaking fire
protection components. In addition, the staff asked the applicant to provide the basis for not
crediting a periodic inspection-based program to manage the effects of aging on the intended
functions of the impacted buried fire protection components for the period of extended
operation.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that from 1999 through 2006, eight leaks were identified in fire
protection system buried piping, including:

* two installation errors (bolt left out of a pipe flange, pipe sections misaligned)
" one pipe damaged during excavation of an adjacent storm drain
* one leaking gasket at pipe elbow
* one pipe break due to a water hammer event
* three leaks with no cause documented.

In addition, the applicant stated one leak has been identified but has not yet been excavated, so
neither the source of the leak or its cause has been determined. This leak was noted in the
applicant's response because sampling of water from the leak indicates that it could be from fire
protection.

A Root Cause and Corrective Action (RCCA) determination is documented for the condition
report addressing the water hammer event. That condition report describes a fire protection pipe
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break due to a water hammer event. The apparent causes of this event were' identified as
unusual plant conditions or configuration (fire protection surveillance in progress) and
equipment not designed for the operating conditions (modification created an extended dead leg
of buried piping susceptible to water hammer). An RCCA determination is not documented for
the remaining fire protection leaks.

The applicant did not attribute any leaks to age-related degradation. In addition, the applicant
stated inspections done on pipe segments replaced in 1999, 2003 and 2004 (documented in
VEGP condition reports) did not identify either internal or external corrosion. Therefore a
periodic inspection-based program is not warranted.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the leaks identified were not
attributed to age-related degradation. The VEGP specific operating experience demonstrates
that VEGP has not experienced age-related degradation of its buried piping and tanks within the
scope of license renewal and subject to aging management. While there have been leaks
associated with the VEGP buried piping and tanks, they have been the result of design,
operation and construction issues. VEGP will continue to document issues with buried piping
and tanks up to the period of extended operation and review the information when determining if
enough opportunistic buried piping and tank inspections have been performed or use the
information to determine where to perform focused buried pipe and tank inspections within the
10 years prior to the period of extended operation.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the actual operating experience documentation
referenced in the basis document for the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program and did
not find any unusual or significant findings associated with age-related degradation.

On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff concludes that the applicant's Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program, when implemented, will adequately manage the aging effects for which the
AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.4, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license
renewal commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and confirmed that this program
is identified as Commitment No. 4 to be implemented before the period of extended operation.
The staff reviewed LRA Section A.2.4 and determines that the information in! the UFSAR
supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program, the staff finds, with the implementation of Commitment No. 4, that those
program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL Report, are
consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its justifications and determines that
the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed
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the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.3 CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.5 describes the new
CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program as consistent, with exception, with GALL AMP XI.M12,
"Thermal Aging Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel (CASS)."

The CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program manages the effects of loss of fracture
toughness due to thermal aging for susceptible CASS components in the reactor coolant system
(RCS). This program augments Inservice Inspection Program requirements.

The applicant stated that this AMP evaluated the susceptibility of CASS components to thermal
aging embrittlement based on casting method, molybdenum content, and percent ferrite.
Screening for susceptibility to thermal aging is not required for pump casings and valve bodies
according to the assessment documented in the letter dated May 19, 2000, from Christopher
Grimes, NRC, to Douglas Walters, NEI. ASME Code Section Xl inspection requirements,
including the alternative requirements of ASME Code Case N-481 for pump casings, are
adequate for all pump casings and valve bodies.

The program manages aging through either a flaw tolerance or an enhanced volumetric
examination. Additional inspections or evaluations to demonstrate the adequacy of the
material's fracture toughness are not required for components which are not susceptible to
thermal aging embrittlement.

According to the applicant, based on screening consistent with the process specified in GALL
Report Revision 1, Section XI.M12, VEGP components requiring additional aging management
under this program are the Unit 1 Loop 4 and the Unit 2 Loop 1 reactor coolant pump inlet
elbows. For these two castings, management of loss of fracture toughness due to thermal aging
will be by component-specific flaw tolerance evaluation, additional inspections, or a combination
of these techniques.

The applicant also stated that this program will not include the CASS bottom-mounted
instrumentation column cruciforms, reactor vessel internals components managed by the
Reactor Vessel Internals Program.

The applicant noted that the CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program will be implemented prior to
the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency, with an exception, with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exception to
determine whether the AMP, with the exception, remained adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited.

During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the program elements of LRA B.3.5, "CASS RCS
Fitting Evaluation Program," for which the applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M12,
"Thermal Aging Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel (CASS)," with the exception
described below.

During the audit and review, the staff also reviewed the license renewal evaluation document for
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the applicant's CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program and interviewed SNC staff members
involved with implementation of the CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program.

GALL XI.M12, Scope of Program states that the program includes screening criteria to
determine which CASS components are potentially susceptible to thermal aging embrittlement
and require augmented inspection.

The screening criteria are applicable to all primary pressure boundary and reactor vessel
internal components constructed from SA-351 Grades CF3, CF3A, CF8, CF8A, CF3M, CF3MA,
CF8M, with service conditions above 2500C (482°F).

The screening criteria for susceptibility to thermal aging embrittlement are not applicable to
niobium-containing steels; such steels require evaluation on a case-by-case basis.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant, in the program evaluation
document clarifies that none of the VEGP CASS components are niobium-containing steels. As
such, the staff concludes that the limitation on use of the normal screening criteria for niobium
containing steels is not applicable to VEGP.

GALL XI.M 12, Scope of Program states that based on the criteria set forth in the Christopher
Grimes letter dated May 19, 2000, the susceptibility to thermal aging embrittlement of CASS
components is determined in terms of casting method, molybdenum content, and ferrite content.
For low-molybdenum content (0.5 wt.% max.) steels, only static-cast steels with >20% ferrite
are potentially susceptible to thermal embrittlement. Static-cast low-molybdenum steels with
<20% ferrite and all centrifugal-cast low-molybdenum steels are not susceptible. For high-
molybdenum content (2.0 to 3.0 wt.%) steels, static-cast steels with >14% ferrite and
centrifugal-cast steels with >20% ferrite are potentially susceptible to thermal embrittlement.
Static-cast high-molybdenum steels with <14% ferrite and centrifugal-cast high-molybdenum
steels with <20% ferrite are not susceptible.

During the audit and review, the staff requested that the applicant identify all CASS components
that have been screened out from AMP B.3.5 based on the above screening criteria and to
provide the bases (including relevant casting method information and Molybdenum and delta-
ferrite content parameter value information) for excluding these components from the scope of
the AMP.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that reactor coolant loop pipe castings are centrifugally cast
from CF8A (low Molybdenum) material. Using the criteria contained in the May 19, 2000 letter
from Christopher Grimes to Douglas Walters, none of these castings are susceptible to
significant thermal embrittlement, regardless of the casting Mo and delta Ferrite content. The
VEGP reactor coolant loop elbow fitting castings, which are statically cast from CF8A (low Mo)
material, have been screened out from AMP B.3.5 using casting data, based on the screening
criteria in the Christopher Grimes letter dated, May 19, 2000. However, the VEGP Unit 1 Loop 4
RCP inlet elbow and the VEGP Unit 2 Loop 1 RCP inlet elbow are considered to be potentially
susceptible to thermal embrittlement aging using their casting data. The applicant also noted
that the Mo content values for the component with static casting were assumed at the max
allowed by SA351 Grade CF8A in the absence of measured Mo content.

The applicant also in its response provided the results of the SNC calculations for the VEGP
reactor coolant loop piping, loop fittings, and accumulator injection line laterals. As a result of
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these analyses, the applicant determined the VEGP components that require additional aging
management under this program are the VEGP Unit I Loop 4 RCP inlet elbow and the VEGP
Unit 2 Loop 1 reactor coolant pump (RCP) inlet elbow.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program and
the supporting documents. The staff also reviewed the ferrite content calculation method used
for screening. On the basis of its review, the staff has determined that the applicant has applied
the NRC's screening criteria (i.e. criteria in the Christopher Grimes letter of May 19, 2000) to
establish those RCS CASS piping components that are susceptible to thermal aging because
the applicant has credited either inspection methods or analysis methods to manage thermal
aging embrittlement and the staff concludes the applicant's response to the staff's question is
acceptable. Therefore, the staff finds LRA B.3.5, with the exception described below, consistent
with the GALL AMP XI.M 12.

Exception In the LRA Section B.3.5, the applicant identified an exception to the following GALL
Report program elements:

Elements 5: Monitoring and Trending
6: Acceptance Criteria

Exception: Flaw tolerance evaluations and any inspections will be performed in
accordance with the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program Code of Record
at the time of the evaluation.

GALL Report Section XI.M12, describes the program as conforming to the requirements of the
ASME Code, Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the 2002 and 2003 Addenda, for flaw tolerance
evaluation and inspections. The staff noted that for the current inspection interval, the VEGP
Inservice Inspection Program, which is augmented to detect the effects of loss of fracture
toughness due to thermal embrittlement, uses ASME Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the
2002 and 2003 Addenda. The staff concludes that this is not an exception to the GALL Report
recommendations.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why the relevant statement
on the Code Edition for the LRA B.3.5 is considered to be an exception to GALL AMP XI.M 12,
or clarify if the LRA needs to be amended to delete this exception based on the staff's
determination.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that SNC understands it is the staffs interpretation that use
of later Editions of ASME Section Xl than the edition specified in the GALL Report, Revision 1
for future inspection intervals is not an exception to the GALL Report, provided the Edition of
ASME Section Xl currently used is the same Edition referenced in the GALL Report, Revision 1.
As a result, the applicant in its letter dated March 20, 2008 amended the "Exceptions to
NUREG-1801" section of B.3.5 to read "None" for the exception for this program. In addition, the
applicant amended the "Program Description" text for section B.3.5 to add the removed
"Exception" text, along with the content of footnote (1) from the LRA. The staff finds the
applicant's response and the revision to LRA B.3.5 program consistent with the GALL AMP
XI.M12 recommendation. The staff reviewed the amendment letter and verified that the
applicant made the changes.
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Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.5 states that the new CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation
Program has no operating experience.

To date, there has been no plant-specific or industry operating experience with degradation of
austenitic stainless steel castings due to thermal aging.

The screening criteria in use by the GALL Report and by the VEGP RCS CASS Fitting
Evaluation are based upon research data in NUREG/CR-4513, Revision 1. Flaw tolerance
evaluation criteria are conservative based on Section Xl of the ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel
Code. Because the ASME Code is a consensus document widely used over a long period, it
has been effective in managing aging effects in components and their attachments in light-water
cooled power plants.

The staff noted that the CASS Evaluation Program is a new program for which no programmatic
operating experience exists. There has been no VEGP or industry field operating experience
regarding degradation of austenitic stainless steel castings due to thermal aging. However,
laboratory data clearly demonstrates that reductions in material fracture toughness occur in cast
austenitic stainless steels when operated at elevated temperatures; however, this effect has yet
to be observed in an operating PWR.

During the audit and review, the staff recognized that VEGP has ongoing programs to monitor
industry and site operating experience. These programs include mechanisms to update or
modify plant procedures or practices to incorporate lessons learned. The VEGP operating
experience procedures describes the program for evaluating industry and vendor-supplied
operating experience and possible modification of plant procedures or practices. On this basis,
the staff finds it acceptable that the future plant specific and industry operating experience
relevant to the CASS Evaluation Program will be captured by the plant operating experience
procedures.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10; the staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.5, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program. In Enclosure 2 of its letter dated June 27, 2007, the
applicant committed (Item No. 5) to implement, the CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program
described in LRA Section B.3.5, prior to the period of extended operation. The staff reviewed
this section and determined that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate
summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report are consistent. The staff concludes that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP
and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.2.4 Closed Cooling Water Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.6 describes the existing
Closed Cooling Water Program as consistent, with exceptions and an enhancement, with GALL
AMP XI.M21, "Closed-Cycle Cooling Water System."

The applicant stated that the Closed Cooling Water Program manages loss of material,
cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in closed-cycle cooling water systems and components
cooled by these systems.

The program maintains corrosion inhibitor, pH -buffering agent, and biocide concentrations,
monitors concentrations of detrimental ionic species, reduces them if necessary. and monitors
and evaluates important diagnostic parameters for significant trends. The program also trends
iron and copper concentrations, inspects components, and monitors corrosion rates.

The applicant also stated that the Closed Cooling Water Program is based on the EPRI closed
cooling water chemistry guidelines, currently "Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Guideline:
Revision 1 to TR-107396, Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Guideline, EPRI, Palo Alto, CA:
2004. 1007820." The Closed Cooling Water Program updates follow releases of EPRI guideline
revisions.

The applicant stated that Closed Cooling Water Program enhancements will be implemented
prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions and an enhancement to
determine whether the AMP, with the exceptions and enhancements, remained adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited.

The staff reviewed the information in AMP B.3.6, "Closed Cooling Water Program," the license
renewal (LR) basis evaluation document, and the applicant's VEGP-specific procedures that
pertain to the design, details, and implementation of this AMP.

The staff concludes that the applicant identifies that the Closed Cooling Water Program is an
existing AMP that is designed to be consistent with the program elements in GALL AMP XI.M21,
"Closed Cooling Water System," with exceptions and an enhancement. Specifically, the staff
reviewed those portions of the AMP program elements for which the applicant claims
consistency with GALL AMP XI.M21.

The staff concludes from its review of the LR basis evaluation document that the program
elements for the Closed Cooling Water Program are consistent with the program elements in
GALL AMP XI.M21 with the following two exceptions taken to GALL AMP XI.M21, and one
enhancement of the program. The staffs evaluation on how these exceptions and the
enhancement provide for adequate aging management is described in the paragraphs that
follow:

Exceptions

Exception 1: The LRA states an exception to the "preventive actions" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M21, "Closed Cooling Water Program." Specifically, the exception states:
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The VEGP program currently uses the 2004 version of the EPRI
Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Guidelines (EPRI 1007820) and will be
updated periodically to incorporate later closed cooling water guidance.
The program described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M21, is based on the
1997 version of the EPRI Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Guidelines,
TR-107396. The VEGP program currently uses the 2004 version of the
EPRI Closed Cooling Water Chemistry Guidelines and will be updated
periodically to incorporate later closed cooling water guidance. This
difference is considered to be an exception.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify how EPRI Report No.1007820 differs from EPRI Report
No. 107396 in its recommendations for preventive actions program element, and provide the
basis why the preventive actions described in EPRI 1007820 are considered acceptable for
managing corrosion and stress corrosion cracking in the closed-cycle cooling water systems.

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that:

EPRI 1007820, "Closed Cycle Cooling Water Chemistry Guideline," Revision 1,
supersedes EPRI TR-107396, "Closed Cycle Cooling Water Chemistry Guideline,"
Revision 0. Revision 1 includes normal ranges for chemistry control parameters,
extends allowable corrosion inhibitor concentrations, and establishes well defined
action levels.

All VEGP closed-cycle cooling water systems included within the scope of license
renewal currently use nitrite / azole based corrosion control. For a nitrite based
program, the differences between the Revision 0 and Revision 1 are summarily
described as follows:

Revision 1 revises the Nitrite, Azole, pH, Chloride, Fluoride, dissolved oxygen control
range, it also specifies monitoring frequencies for Tier 1, Tier 2, and Intermittent
Systems

Revision 1 of the EPRI Closed Cooling Water Guidelines provides an acceptable basis
for managing corrosion and SCC in closed cooling water system, Revision 1 is a
considerably more prescriptive guideline, which results in an improved application of
chemistry controls.

The staff noted that GALL.AMP XI.M21 recommends that the program include
(a) preventive measures to minimize corrosion and stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and (b)
testing and inspection to monitor the effects of corrosion and SCC on the intended function of
the component. The GALL AMP XI.M21 also relies on maintenance of system corrosion inhibitor
concentrations within the specified limits of Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) TR-1 07396
to minimize corrosion and SCC, non-chemistry monitoring techniques such as testing and
inspection in accordance with guidance in EPRI TR-107396 for closed-cycle cooling water
(CCCW) systems provide one acceptable method to evaluate system and component
performance. These measures, recommended by GALL AMP XI.M21, will ensure that the
intended functions of the CCCW system and components serviced by the CCCW system are
not compromised by aging.

The staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation and confirmed that the applicant had incorporated
EPRI TR-1b07820 as the technical basis guideline for the Water Chemistry Control - Closed
Cooling Water Program. The staff concludes that the use of EPRI TR-1007820 provides
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guidance consistent with the recommendations in GALL AMP XI.M21 and offers more detail on
the various water treatment methods used at nuclear power plants, as well as control and
diagnostic parameters, monitoring frequencies, operating ranges, and action levels.

Therefore, the staff finds the use of EPRI TR-1 007820 as the basis for this program acceptable.

On this basis, the staff concludes that the use of EPRI Report No. TR-1 007820 is an acceptable
alternative industry guideline for the Closed Cycle Cooling Water Systems and will continue to
provide adequate aging management guidelines of Closed Cycle Cooling Water Systems and
components that are within the scope of the program.

Based on the above assessment and staff evaluation, the staff concludes that this exception to
the "preventive actions program element" in GALL AMP XI.M21 is acceptable.

Exception 2: The LRA states an exception to the "parameters monitored/inspected,"
"detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," and "acceptance criteria, " program
elements in GALL AMP XI.M21,"Closed- Cycle Cooling Water System."

Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP program is based on EPRI 1007820, which does not include
performance monitoring and functional testing. The VEGP program uses
corrosion monitoring techniques to manage component degradation that could
impact a passive function. **

**This exception includes the following footnote

The program described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M21, describes
performance testing and functional testing as performed in accordance with
EPRI TR-107396. The VEGP program is based on EPRI 1007820, which does
not include performance monitoring and functional testing as a key part of a
closed cooling water program. EPRI 1007820 notes that performance testing is
typically part of an engineering program. In most cases, functional and
performance testing verify that component active functions can be accomplished
and as such would be included as a part of Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65).
Therefore, performance monitoring and functional testing is not included as a
part of the VEGP Closed Cooling Water Program. The VEGP program uses
corrosion-monitoring (which includes component inspections) to monitor
program effectiveness at managing component degradation that could impact a
passive function.

The staff asked the applicant to identify the corrosion monitoring techniques that will be applied
as part of this exception and to provide its basis for concluding that corrosion monitoring alone
is considered to be capable of managing aging for the period of extended operation without
crediting any performance or functional tests, as is otherwise recommended in "GALL AMP
XI.M21"Closed- Cycle Cooling Water System."

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that:

Corrosion monitoring aspects of the SNC Closed Cooling Water Program
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implemented to-date include monitoring and trending iron and copper
concentrations and limited corrosion coupon measurements.

Measurement of accumulated corrosion products such as iron and copper
provides an indirect indication of system corrosion. Each system establishes
normal concentrations of these corrosion products. Consequently, a specific not
to exceed value cannot be assigned. Rather, it is the overall trends which
provide meaningful information regarding system corrosion rates. Corrosion
coupons are installed in the VEGP Turbine Plant Cooling Water System.
Measurement of coupon weight loss is an effective means to assess corrosion
rates.

As summarized in the enhancement subsection of LRA Section B.3.6, additional
corrosion monitoring techniques will be implemented prior to the period of
extended operation. Currently, the monitoring techniques being considered
include electrochemical monitoring, such as linear polarization measurement or
electrochemical noise corrosion rate monitoring, and corrosion inspections.

Electrochemical monitoring techniques, corrosion inspection techniques,
primarily in the form of visual inspections are important parts of the inspection
process. Inspection techniques will vary depending on the component type being
inspected (piping, valves, heat exchangers, pump casings, etc.).

While NUREG-1801 Section XI.M21 endorses performance and functional
testing with EPRI TR-107396 as a basis, neither EPRI TR-107396, nor EPRI
1007820 conclude that performance or functional testing are effective for
detection of passive component aging effects. However, both EPRI documents
also recognize that performance monitoring is typically part of an engineering
program. In most cases, functional and performance testing verifies that
component active functions can be accomplished and such would be governed
by the maintenance rule (10 CFR 50.65). For example, corrosion cannot be
detected by system performance testing.

Therefore, performance monitoring and functional testing is not included as a
part of the VEGP Closed Cooling Water Program. The VEGP program uses
corrosion-monitoring (which includes component inspections) to monitor
program effectiveness at managing component degradation that could impact a
passive function.

The staff noted that while GALL AMP XI.M21 endorses performance and functional testing with
EPRI TR-1 07396 as a basis, neither EPRI TR-1 07396 nor EPRI 1007820 determined that
performance or functional testing are effective for detection of passive component aging effects.

Also, the staff noted that VEGP program uses corrosion-monitoring, that will be implemented
prior to the period of extended operation and, also the functional testing is done as per the
maintenance rule.

The staff reviewed EPRI Report TR-1 007820 (Revision 1 to EPRI TR-1 07396) and determined
that it does not recommend that performance and functional testing be part of the water
chemistry control program. This engineering testing could be performed as part of another
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program. Usually, the Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65) dictates the requirements of the
performance and functional testing, although Technical Specification (TS) 3.7 does mandate
some performance/functional testing for the Vogtle component cooling water (CCW) system.
The staff also noted that the applicant does sample and test corrosion coupons in the Turbine
Plant Cooling Water System (TPCW) to monitor the effects of corrosion on the system and that
the applicant indicated that it may use electrochemical potential monitoring techniques as
additional potential monitoring techniques for the components that are within the scope of this
program. The staff finds that these measures will provide for an adequate means of managing
corrosion in the CCCW systems because the applicant does inspect the components (condition
monitoring) for corrosion and because the applicant does actually perform some
performance/functional testing to manage corrosion that may potentially occur in the CCCW
systems (i.e. required performance/functional testing of the CCW system components).
Therefore, the staff finds that the activities included in this program are adequate to manage the
aging effects for which the program is credited without the need for performance and functional
testing. On this basis, the staff finds this exception acceptable.

This exception is acceptable, because, the staff concludes that this exception to the
"parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," monitoring and trending," and
"acceptance criteria," program elements is adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited. The exception, therefore, is acceptable.

Enhancement: The LRA states an enhancement to the "parameters monitored/inspected
program element in GALL AMP XI.M21, "Closed Cooling Water Program" Specifically, the
enhancement states:

The VEGP Closed Cooling Water Program Strategic Plan will be updated to
indicate the components in each system that are most susceptible to various
corrosion mechanisms and to ensure that corrosion monitoring is appropriately
implemented.

During the audit, the staff asked the applicant to clarify how a ranking of the in-scope
components would be accomplished based on the susceptibility to corrosion mechanisms and
clarify how the susceptibility ranking will be applied to the AMP in order to pick components for
inspection.

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that:

A reasonable assessment of system components most susceptible to corrosion
can be developed using a fundamental understanding of corrosion principles
associated with closed cooling water chemistries and review of system, plant,
and industry operating experience.

Components located in stagnant regions or in systems that are infrequently
operated and components with creviced regions are at greater risk for significant
corrosion since adequate transport of corrosion inhibitors, pH buffering agents,
and biocides to the component location may not occur and adequate transport of
corrosion products away from the component may not occur. In these cases,
inadequate corrosion film development, deposit formation, and increased
microbiological activity could result in increased corrosion rates not consistent
with observed corrosion rates for other portions of the system. Additionally,
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creviced areas could experience differential aeration, resulting in localized attack
of material within the crevice.

Components located in higher temperature regions could experience higher
corrosion rates due to the fundamental temperature dependence on corrosion
rates.

Review of system and plant operating experience provides a valuable tool for
use in estimating component locations most likely to be more susceptible to
degradation mechanisms.

Finally, reviews of industry-wide operating experience, including chemistry
history, inspection results, and repair histories, can provide valuable insights into
the corrosion processes occurring within closed cooling water systems and can
be incorporated into susceptibility evaluations for these systems.

Based on this response, SNC will enhance VEGP License Renewal future action
commitment list Item no. 6 as follows:

Enhance Closed Cooling Water Program documents to indicate the components
in each system that are most susceptible to various corrosion mechanisms and
to ensure that corrosion monitoring is appropriately accomplished. This
qualitative assessment will be based on an understanding of corrosion principles
associated with closed cooling water chemistries and on review of system, plant,
and industry operating experience. Parameters considered in the review will
include system flow parameters (focusing on identification of stagnant regions
and on intermittently operated systems), normal operating temperatures, and
component geometries (e.g. creviced areas).

The applicant's CCW is a CCCW system and is within the scope of the limiting conditions for
operation in Technical Specification (TS) 3.7. The staff verified that TS 3.7 does require the
applicant to perform verification of CCW flow once every 18 months. The staff noted that the
applicant response indicates that corrosion monitoring (inspections) will be performed on those
components in each system that are considered to be most susceptible, as based on plant,
system and industry-wide operating experience with corrosion and on the utilization of the
fundamentals of corrosion principles to various corrosion mechanisms. The staff considers this
question to be resolved because the applicant will use appropriate industry and engineering
bases to select for inspection those CCCW components that are considered most susceptible to
corrosion and because the applicant does perform some functional/performance testing on the
CCW system in accordance with Vogtle TS. The staff also verified that the applicant amended
the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008, and in this letter the applicant provided its updated
version of LRA Commitment No.6 as discussed above.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant's enhancement of the program, as
described in Commitment No.6, in acceptable for aging management because the applicant will
inspect those components that are identified as being most susceptible to corrosion and
because the applicant does perform some functional testing of the CCW system in accordance
with Vogtle TS. Based on this review, staff concludes that the enhancement of the "parameters
monitored/inspected" program element, as described in LRA Commitment No. 6, will make
VEGP AMP B.3.6, consistent with GALL AMP XI.M21, "Closed Cooling Water Program," and
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that this enhancement of the program will provide additional assurance that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.6 states that the Closed Cooling Water Program is
based on EPRI guidelines based on plant experience, research data, and expert opinion.
Industry, by consensus, periodically updates and improves these guidelines.

The staff noted that the applicant did identify some issues regarding nitrite intrusions in some of
its CCCW systems. The staff verified that the applicant had resolved most of the issues with
nitrite intrusions by implementing feed and bleed operations which brought the nitrite
concentrations back to acceptable values.

The staff noted however, that applicant did identify some issues regarding nitrite intrusions in
the VEGP Unit 2 auxiliary component coolant water (ACCW) system that did lead to some
stress corrosion cracking and some leakage in the system. The staff verified that, to date, the
SCC-induced leakage (caused by nitrite intrusion) has been limited to the VEGP Unit 2 ACCW
system. The staff noted that the applicant developed, credits, and implements its ACCW Carbon
Steel Components Program solely for the purpose of managing SCC induced cracking of the
VEGP Unit 2 ACCW system. The staff evaluated the ability of this program to manage SCC-
induced cracking of the VEGP Unit 2 ACCW system in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1 Based on this
review, the staff finds that the applicant has adequately resolved the issues regarding nitrite
intrusion in the CCCW systems. The staff verified that the applicant has not identified any
adverse trends with respect to iron and copper concentrations in the CCCW systems.

The staff also noted that the applicant did identify some degradation of the composite polymer
(Ceram Alloy) coatings in the emergency diesel generator system lube oil heat exchangers, and
in particular minor blistering and flaking of the coating system without any significant
deterioration of the underlying base metals. The staff verified, however, that VEGP is removing
the Ceram Alloy coatings and that the applicant does not take any license renewal credit for
these coatings. Thus, the staff finds that this OE does not impact the ability of the Closed
Cooling Water System Program to manage the effects of corrosion in those CCCW components
that are exposed to the treated water environments of the CCCW systems.

Based on the aforementioned verification by staff, the staff concludes that the "operating
experience" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.10

UFSAR Supplement

The staff reviewed the UFSAR Supplement summary description that was provided in LRA
Section A.2.6 for the Closed Cooling Water Program. The staff verified that, in LRA
Commitment No. 6 in the applicant's response letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant
committed to enhance the program and associated documents to indicate the most susceptible
components for corrosion and to implement the Closed Cooling Water Program prior to the
period of extended operation. The staff also verified that the applicant has placed this
commitment on UFSAR Supplement summary description A.2.6 for Closed Cooling Water
Program.

Based on this review, the staff finds that UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.6 provides an
acceptable UFSAR Supplement summary description of the applicant's Closed Cooling Water
Program, when enhanced will manage loss of material, cracking and reduction of heat transfer
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in the closed-cycle cooling water systems and any components cooled by these systems and
will be implemented as committed to in LRA Commitment No. 6 because it is consistent with
those UFSAR Supplement summary description in the SRP-LR for the Closed Cycle Cooling
Water System. Therefore, the staff concludes that the UFSAR supplement for this AMP
provides an adequate summary description of the program, as described by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Closed Cooling Water
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exceptions
and their justifications and determined that the AMP, with the exceptions, is adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancement and
confirmed that its implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the
existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. The staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended functions will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.5 External Surfaces Monitoring Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.8 describes the new
External Surfaces Monitoring Program as consistent, with exceptions, with GALL AMP XI.M36,
"External Surfaces Monitoring."

The applicant stated that the External Surfaces Monitoring Program inspects external surfaces
of mechanical system components in external air environments requiring aging management for
license renewal at frequencies that assure management of the effects of aging so system
components will perform their intended functions during the period of extended operation.

The program detects corrosion, flange leakage, missing or damaged insulation, damaged
coatings, and indications of fretting or wear. The program also provides inspections of insulated
surfaces on a sampling basis which target areas that have been indicated by baseline
inspections and operating experience as the most susceptible. Inspection of, accessible
polymers and elastomers is for age-related degradation, including cracking, peeling, blistering,
chalking, crazing, delamination, flaking, discoloration, physical distortion, embitterment
(hardening), and gross softening.

The applicant also stated that the program provides for inspections of systems and components
normally inaccessible and not readily available when they are made accessible during outages,
routine maintenance, or repair or by remote means (borescope, robotic camera, etc.).

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program will be implemented prior to the period of extended
operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions to determine whether the
AMP, with the exceptions, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal basis evaluation documents and VEGP-
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specific procedures for AMP B.3.8, "External Surface Monitoring Program," the license renewal
basis evaluation document, and VEGP-specific procedures that pertain to the design, details,
and implementation of this AMP. The applicant identifies that the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program is a new AMP that is designed to be consistent with the program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M36, "External Surface Monitoring Program," with exceptions.

This program consists of periodic visual inspections of steel components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components within the scope of license renewal and subject to
AMR in order to manage aging effects. The program manages aging effects through visual
inspection of external surfaces for evidence of material loss.

The staff concludes from its review of the license renewal basis evaluation document that the
program elements for the VEGP External Surface Monitoring Program are consistent with the
program elements in GALL AMP XI.M36 with the following four exceptions. The staffs
evaluation on how these exceptions provide for adequate aging management is described in the
following:

Exceptions

Exception 1: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" and "parameters
monitored/inspected" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M36, "External Surface Monitoring
Program." Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP program scope will include additional materials such as elastomers,
aluminum, and copper. The GALL program is described as being applicable to
steel components only.

The staff noted that the GALL AMP XI.M36 does not address age related degradation that may
occur in elastomers, aluminum and copper materials, susceptible to age related degradation.

The staff concludes that it is acceptable to include aluminum and copper components within the
scope of the AMP, because these materials are metals that can be susceptible to corrosive loss
of material effects.

In RAI 3.3-1 and 3.4-1, the staff asked the applicant to clarify how the External Surface
Monitoring Program could be used to manage cracking and changes in material properties for
polymer based components (including elastomers) with a visual inspection only.

By letter dated July 17, 2008, the applicant provided its response to RAI 3.3-1 and 3.4-1. In its
response, the applicant stated that this AMP does not only credit visual examinations to detect
cracking and changes in material properties of polymers. The applicant further stated that visual
examinations will be performed to detect discontinuities and imperfections on the surface of the
component, and non-visual examinations such as tactile techniques, which include scratching,
bending folding, stretching and pressing will be performed in conjunction with the visual
examinations.

The staff noted that VEGP is crediting both visual examinations and tactile techniques to detect
for cracking and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers. The staff further
noted that applicant described the specific tactile techniques that may be used in conjunction
with the visual examination. The staff noted that these techniques include scratching the
material surface to screen for residues that may indicate a breakdown of the polymer material,
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bending or folding of the component which may indicate surface cracking, stretching to evaluate
resistance of the polymer material and pressing on the material to evaluate the resiliency.
Based on its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds it acceptable because the
applicant has indicated that VEGP is not crediting visual examinations alone to detect cracking
and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers, and that VEGP has credited
tactile techniques, as described above, as well to detect for such aging effects as cracking and
change in material properties.

In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its justification and determined that the AMP,
with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The
exception, therefore, is acceptable.

Exception 2: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" and "detection of aging
effects" and "monitoring and trending" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M36, "External
Surface Monitoring Program." Specifically, the exception states:

For areas that are inaccessible during both normal operations and refueling
outages, the VEGP program will inspect the area when it is made accessible
during maintenance or for other reasons. These areas may also be inspected by
remote means (borescope, robotic camera, etc.).

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to justify the basis for taking this
exception. Specifically the staff asked the applicant to provide a clarification on when the
alternative methods (such as borescope inspections or examinations by remote camera) will be
implemented if the inaccessible regions are not made accessible in accordance with a
reasonable maintenance frequency.

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated:

The inaccessible areas will be inspected when made accessible during
maintenance or for other reasons (opportunistic inspections). In addition,
these areas will be evaluated to ensure that accessible systems and
components are constructed of the same materials and are exposed to
the same or a more severe environment as the systems and components
in the inaccessible area. The intent of this evaluation is to provide a
degree of assurance that components in the inaccessible area are not
degrading faster than components which are accessible for inspection.

If an opportunistic inspection is not performed within the inspection
interval established for that area, the inaccessible area will be inspected
either by making the area accessible or by remote means. The
determination as to whether the inspection will be performed by direct or
remote visual techniques will be performed on a case-by-case basis
depending upon factors such as radiation dose rates, personnel safety
considerations, and size and configuration of the area to be inspected. An
area which is determined to be inaccessible due to extreme personnel
safety hazards, such as a very high radiation area, will be inspected only
when made accessible during maintenance or for other reasons, or if
there is evidence of leakage in the area.

The existence of leakage detection capability combined with the ability to
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isolate affected components ensures that leakage will be detected and
isolated prior to loss of a component intended function

The staff noted the applicant will inspect inaccessible areas during periods of opportunistic
inspections and that VEGP will evaluate these inaccessible areas to ensure that these materials
are the same as those in the components and systems in the accessible area with either an
equivalent or less severe environment in the inaccessible area. The applicant states that this
evaluation is meant to provide assurance that the components in the inaccessible area are not
degrading more rapidly than those in the accessible area. The staff further noted that if an
opportunistic inspection is not made available during the inspection interval then either the area
will be made available or inspected remotely. The staff concludes that the applicant's response
is acceptable because inaccessible areas will be inspected when an opportunity is made
available by either making them accessible and performing direct inspection of the components
or by using remote inspection techniques.

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that this exception to the "scope of program,"
"detection of aging effects," and "monitoring and trending," program elements is acceptable and
is adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited.

Exception 3: The LRA states an exception to the "detection of aging effects," and monitoring
and trending," program elements in GALL AMP XI.M36, "External Surface Monitoring Program."
Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is not credited for managing
loss of material from internal surfaces. This is conservatively treated as an
exception to the GALL statement.

The staff reviewed the information in the VEGP AMP B 3.22, "Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program, which specifically is the program that is credited for managing loss of
material from inner surfaces. This program is consistent with the program described in GALL
Report, Section XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components." The staffs evaluation is documented in Section 3.0.3.2.13 of this SER.

This exception is acceptable, because the staff has verified that the applicant has credited
VEGP AMP B 3.22 for managing loss of material from inner surfaces instead of the applicant's
External Surface Monitoring Program and because GALL AMP XI.M36 does not intend that the
External Surface Monitoring be credited for interior piping component surfaces.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the exception and its justification is acceptable and is
adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited.

Exception 4: The LRA states an exception to the "program scope,"" preventive actions,"
''parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," and
"acceptance criteria" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M36, External Surface Monitoring
Program." Specifically, the exception states:

The acceptance criteria in the program implementing procedures will not cite
specific design codes or standards. This is considered an exception to GALL,
which states:
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Acceptance criteria include design standards, industry codes or standards, and
engineering evaluation. The scope of the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring
Program will include a wide range of systems covered by ASME Class 2, ASME
Class 3, ANSI B.31.1, NFPA, AWWA, plumbing, and Manufacturer's codes and
standards in a variety of pipe and component sizes, therefore specific
quantitative acceptance criteria (e.g., minimum pipe wall thickness) will not be
included for practical considerations. The inspections will be focused on
identifying qualitative indications of corrosion. The quantitative evaluation of
deficient conditions, such as comparison of pipe wall thickness with code
minimum allowable, will be performed as part of the corrective action process
initiated when a Condition Report (CR) is written for a deficient condition.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant its basis for taking this exception and
to provide its basis, why AMP B.3.8, External Surfaces Monitoring Program does not include
specific acceptance criteria for each of the aging effects monitored by the AMP, as based on
one or more recommended source documents referenced in the "acceptance criteria" program
element of GALL AMP XI.M36.

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated:

This exception was included to clarify that the VEGP External Surfaces
Monitoring Program will not include specific quantitative acceptance
criteria derived from design standards or industry codes such as the
ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code. The scope of this program will
include a wide range of systems covered by ASME Class 2, ASME Class
3, ANSI B.31.1, National Fire Protection Association, American Water
Works Association, plumbing, and manufacturer's codes and standards in
a variety of pipe and component sizes. Therefore, the inspections will be
focused on identifying qualitative indications of corrosion. The quantitative
evaluation of deficient conditions, such as comparison of pipe wall
thickness with code minimum allowable, will be performed as part of the
corrective action process initiated by a Condition Report (CR). The CR
will identify the specific system and location to be evaluated, so the
applicable codes or standards can be readily determined to support the
evaluation of the deficient condition and the determination of corrective
actions that will be performed in accordance with the corrective action
process.

The staff noted the scope of VEGP External Surface Monitoring Program includes a wide range
of systems and variety of pipe and component sizes, and that the applicant will apply corrective
actions in accordance with the design code or standard for the component upon any detection
of corrosion resulting from this AMP's inspections. The staff noted that the applicant will use the
specific code or standard applicable to the component design.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the exception and its justification is acceptable, and
satisfies the criteria stated in the "acceptance criteria" program element in GALL AMP XI.M36
because the applicant uses detection of corrosion as a conservative acceptance criterion for
initiating appropriate corrective actions.
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Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.8 states that this new program has no programmatic
operating experience. However, the results of existing system monitoring and material condition
reporting programs are relevant to this program. The applicant stated that visual inspection
techniques are well proven in the industry and have been demonstrated as an effective means
for detecting degradation. Corrosion of external surfaces has been reported in the course of
performing various maintenance and surveillance activities. These existing activities have
proven effective in maintaining the material condition of plant systems.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the operating experience review discussed in the
basis document for the External Surfaces Monitoring Program and finds that the applicant's
reviews did not reveal any unusual or significant findings. The staff also finds that the applicant
did not identify any age-related related issues not bounded by the industry operating
experience.

Based on the aforementioned verification by staff, the staff concludes that the "operating
experience" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.10.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.8, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the External Surfaces Monitoring Program. The staff verified Commitment No. 7 provided in the
applicant's letter dated June 27, 2007 and confirmed that this new program is scheduled to be
implemented prior to the period of extended operation. The staff has evaluated why this AMP
when taken into account with LRA Commitment No. 7 will be adequate to manage loss of
material in external component surfaces that are within the scope of this AMP. The staff
reviewed the UFSAR Supplement section and determined that the information in the UFSAR
supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's External Surfaces Monitoring
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exceptions
and their justifications and determines that the AMP, with the exceptions, is adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The staff concludes that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP
and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.6 Fire Protection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.9 describes the existing
Fire Protection Program as consistent, with exceptions and enhancements, with GALL
AMPs XI.M26, "Fire Protection," and XI.M27, "Fire Water System."

The applicant stated that the Fire Protection Program includes inspections, performance testing,
and condition monitoring of water- and gas-based fire protection systems, fire barriers, and fire
pump diesels and their fuel oil supply components. Program implementation through various
plant procedures will manage fire protection components relied upon for 10 CFR 50.48
compliance effectively to maintain intended functions through the period of extended operation.
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The gas-based fire protection systems managed by the program include fixed Halon gaseous
suppression systems. VEGP does not rely upon fixed-CO 2 gaseous suppression systems to
meet 10 CFR 50.48 requirements and thus there are no fixed-CO 2 fire suppression systems
within the scope of license renewal.

The program manages water-based fire suppression systems with sprinklers, nozzles, valves,
hydrants, fittings, hose stations, standpipes, water storage tanks, and above-ground and
underground piping components. The program maintains water-based systems at normal
operating pressure and detects and remedies any loss of system pressure promptly.

The applicant also stated that testing and inspection of water- and gas-based fire suppression
systems are in accordance with plant procedures based in part on National Fire Protection
Association codes and standards. Periodic inspections, performance testing, and system
monitoring effectively assures component functionality.

The fire barrier inspections include periodic visual inspection of structural fire barriers, including
fire walls, floors, ceilings, fire penetration seals, and fire doors.

Periodic inspections and tests of diesel-driven fire pumps and fuel oil supply components
ensure that the diesels, pumps, and fuel oil supply components can perform intended functions.

Enhancements to the Fire Protection Program will be implemented prior to the period of
extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions and enhancements to
determine whether the AMP, with the exceptions and enhancements, remained adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed the Fire Protection Program
bases documents including VEGP-FSAR Tables 9.5.1-9 and 9.5.1-10. Specifically, the staff
reviewed the program elements and associated bases documents to determine consistency with
GALL AMP XI.M26 and XI.M27. The staff noted that CO2 suppression systems are not relied on
at VEGP to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50.48 and thus they are not within the scope of
license renewal.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Fire Protection Program for which the applicant claims
consistency with GALL AMP XI.M26 and found that they are consistent with the GALL AMP.
Furthermore, the staff concludes that the applicant's Fire Protection Program reasonably
assures management of aging effects so components crediting this program can perform
intended functions consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation. The staff
finds the applicant's Fire Protection Program acceptable because it conforms to the
recommended GALL AMP XI.M26, "Fire Protection," with an exception and enhancements as
described below

Exception. The LRA states the following exception to the GALL Report program element:

Element: 3: parameters monitored/inspected
4: detection of aging effects

Exception: Performance testing of the fixed Halon fire suppression, system is
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performed at 18 month intervals rather than at least once every 6
months as specified by NUREG-1801, Section XI.M26.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide technical justification why
the proposed testing frequency is acceptable to detect degradation of the Halon fire
suppression system before the loss of the component's intended function.

In its response, the applicant stated that there have been no age-related failures observed in
the fixed Halon fire suppression system, which would agree with industry experience in the use
of a dried gas. The applicant also stated that it also performs visual inspections of the Halon
system for corrosion, physical damage, and nozzles free of corrosion, and obstruction, at 6-
month intervals. In addition, if a trend in Halon system degradation is observed during
inspections, the VEGP corrective action program requires evaluation of the existing testing and
surveillance frequencies.

The staff noted that the GALL Report recommends a six-month periodicity for the full Halon
system functional test. In reviewing this exception, the staff noted that the VEGP Fire Protection
Program directs Halon fire suppression system surveillance that verifies conditions of external
surfaces of the Halon system, and Halon storage tank weight, level, and pressure every six
months. Actuation of the system (automatic and manual, including dampers) and flow are
verified every 18 months. The program also directs performance of functional operability testing
and flow verification, including operation of associated ventilation dampers and manual and
automatic actuation. The staff also noted that the current licensing basis for periodic inspection
and functional test frequency of the Halon system is every 18 months.

Although the frequency of functional testing exceeds that recommended in GALL AMP XI.M26,
the staff concludes that it is sufficient to ensure system availability and operability with the
existing surveillance which includes visual inspections of component external surfaces for signs
of corrosion and mechanical damage, and verification of Halon storage tank weight, level, and
pressure. In addition, the staffs review of the station operating history indicates no aging-related
events adversely affecting system operation exists at VEGP. Furthermore, since the VEGP
Halon systems are small, one room systems where all system piping is subjected to the same
controlled atmospheric environment, they are not subject to any corrosion mechanism. Based
on its review of the applicant's program and plant-specific operating experience, the staff finds
that the 18-month frequency is adequate for aging management considerations. On this basis,
the staff finds this exception acceptable.

Enhancements. The LRA states that the following enhancements to the GALL Report program

elements prior to the period of extended operation:

Enhancement 1

Elements: 3. parameters monitored/inspected
4. detection of aging effects

Enhancement: The VEGP Fire Protection Program will be enhanced to perform
wall thickness evaluations on water suppression piping systems
using non-intrusive volumetric testing or visual inspections to
ensure that wall thicknesses are within acceptable limits, as
specified by NUREG-1801, Section XI.M27. Initial wall thickness
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evaluations will be performed before the end of the current
operating term. Subsequent evaluations are performed at plant
specific intervals during the period of extended operation. The
plant specific inspection intervals will be determined based on
evaluation of previous evaluations and site operating experience.

The staff concludes that this enhancement is acceptable because when the enhancement is
implemented, Fire Protection Program elements "parameters monitored/inspected," and
"detection of aging effects," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M27 program elements
"parameters monitored/inspected," and "detection of aging effects," which state that wall
thickness evaluations of fire protection piping are performed on system components using
non-intrusive techniques (e.g., volumetric testing) to identify evidence of loss of material
due to corrosion. These inspections are performed before the end of the current operating
term and at plant-specific intervals thereafter during the period of extended operation. As an
alternative to non-intrusive testing, the plant maintenance process may include a visual
inspection of the internal surface of the fire protection piping upon each entry to the system
for routine or corrective maintenance, as long as it can be demonstrated that inspections
are performed (based on past maintenance history) on a representative number of locations
on a reasonable basis. The applicant identified this enhancement as Commitment No. 8 (NL-
07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) to be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Enhancement 2

Elements: 4. detection of aging effects

Enhancement: The VEGP Fire Protection Program will be enhanced to inspect a
sample of sprinkler heads using the guidance of NFPA 25
"Inspection, Testing and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire
Protection Systems" (1998 Edition), Section 2-3.1.1, or NFPA 25
(2002 Edition), Section 5.3.1.1.1, as specified by NUREG-1801,
Section XI.M27. Where sprinkler heads have been in place for 50
years, they will be replaced or representative samples from one or
more sample areas will be submitted to a recognized testing
laboratory for field service testing. This sampling is performed
every 10 years after the initial field service testing. The 50 years of
time in service begins when the system was placed in service, not
when the plant became operational.

The staff concludes that this enhancement is acceptable because when the enhancement is
implemented, Fire Protection Program element "detection of aging effects," will be consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M27 element "detection of aging effects," which states that the sprinkler
heads are inspected before the end of the 50-year sprinkler head service life and at 10-year
intervals thereafter during the period of extended operation to ensure that signs of
degradation, such as corrosion, are detected in a timely manner. The applicant identified this
enhancement as Commitment No. 8 (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007).

Enhancement 3

Elements: 1. scope of program
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3. parameters monitored/inspected
4. detection of aging effects
5. monitoring and trending
6. acceptance criteria

Enhancement: The VEGP Fire Protection Program will be enhanced to provide
more detailed instructions for visual inspection of Fire Pump
Diesel fuel supply lines for leakage, corrosion, and general
degradation while the engine is running during fire suppression
system pump tests as specified by NUREG-1801, Section XI.M26.

The staff concludes that this enhancement is acceptable because when the enhancement is
implemented, Fire Protection Program elements "scope of program," "parameters
monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," and "acceptance
criteria" will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M26 program elements "scope of program,"
"parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," and
"acceptance criteria." The applicant identified this enhancement as Commitment No. 8 (NL-07-
1261, dated June 27, 2007) to be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.9 states that operating history shows that the Fire
Protection Program has ensured the continued ability of fire protection systems to protect safe-
shutdown capability and to prevent radioactive releases as the result of fire. Internal and
external assessments have detected programmatic strengths and weaknesses and prompted
corrective actions effectively.

The applicant stated that there has been some age-related degradation of fire protection
systems and features. Fire water pump casings have lost some material to corrosion; one pump
has been replaced and the long-range plan is to replace the rest. Having observed corrosion in
the fire water storage tanks and noted tank coating degradation, the applicant plans to replace
the coating. The program observed minimal amounts of leakage and corrosion in carbon steel
fire protection piping components and took corrective actions. Pinhole leaks discovered in
underground cast iron fire protection piping headers were corrected. Some fire penetration
seals have experienced shrinkage and degradation that required repairs. There was no loss of
intended function as a result of these aging effects.

The applicant also stated there were no age-related failures in the fixed-Halon fire suppression
systems. Other failures were from design, installation, or operation and not age-related. Leaking
mechanical joints have occurred in underground cast iron piping, a typical problem with bell and
spigot joints in buried fire protection piping due to system transient loadings and inadequate
restraint. A fire protection header line broke due to a water hammer event. Some under-
designed sprinkler system brass valves were replaced with heavier duty valves because of
vibration-related cracks.

The staff reviewed the above operating experience and interviewed the applicant's technical
staff and confirmed that the plant-specific operating experience did not reveal any degradation
not bounded by industry experience. The staff also reviewed the VEGP operating experience
reports, condition reports, and maintenance work orders associated with the corrective actions
taken for the identification of signs of degradation of fire protection components. The staff
confirmed that the condition reports were closed out by repairs to the degraded fire barriers or
performed adequate engineering evaluations for their acceptability. The staff noted that the
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applicant performs periodic inspections and placed identified deficiencies into their corrective
action program to ensure appropriate corrective actions are performed in a timely manner.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.9, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Fire Protection Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal commitment list
dated June 27, 2007, and confirmed that the implementation of the Fire Protection Program is
identified as Commitment No. 8. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Fire Protection Program, the
staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with
the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its
justifications and determines that the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancements and confirmed that
their implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the existing AMP
consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. The staff concludes that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement
for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.7 Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.10 describes the existing
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program as consistent, with exceptions, with GALL AMP XI.M17,
"Flow-Accelerated Corrosion."

The applicant stated that the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program manages loss of material
(wall thinning) due to such corrosion in susceptible plant piping and other components. The
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program is based on the guidance of Nuclear Safety Analysis
Center (NSAC)-202L-R2, "Recommendations for an Effective Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program," including subsequent revisions. Program analyses determine susceptible locations,
predictive modeling techniques, baseline inspections of wall thickness, follow-up inspections,
and repair or replacement of degraded components as necessary. A program update will reflect
NSAC-202L-R3.

The applicant also stated that VEGP has elected to replace some carbon steel piping and piping
components with flow-accelerated corrosion-resistant chrome-molybdenum alloy steel. Although
the alloy steel has increased resistance to flow-accelerated corrosion, the components remain
in the scope of the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program. The applicant's AMR process defines
carbon steel to include low-alloy steel piping which is used as replacement material in lines
susceptible to flow-accelerated corrosion. Since the low-alloy steel is more resistant to flow-
accelerated corrosion than carbon steel, the aging effects of the carbon steel bound those of the
low-alloy steel, resulting in a conservative aging management approach.
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The applicant further stated that VEGP also uses the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program and
its inspection techniques to manage wall thinning in piping components downstream of the SG
blowdown demineralizers due not to flow-accelerated corrosion but to the acidic conditions of
the demineralizer effluent. The low-temperature, low-pressure environment eliminates flow-
accelerated corrosion as a cause for this thinning.

The program inspects and monitors the extent of wall thinning and initiates corrective actions to
replace affected components prior to loss of intended function.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions to determine whether the
AMP, with the exceptions, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff reviewed the information in LRA AMP B.3.10, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program,
the VEGP program basis documents, and VEGP-specific procedures that pertain to the design,
details, and implementation of this AMP. The applicant identifies that the Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Program is an existing AMP that is designed to be consistent with the program
elements in GALL AMP XI.M17, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion, with exceptions. The staff
concludes, from its review of the LR basis evaluation document, that the program elements for
the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program were consistent with the program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M17 with the following seven exceptions. The staff's evaluations on how these
exceptions provide for adequate aging management in lieu of conforming to the criteria in the
applicable recommended program elements of GALL AMP XI.M 17, "Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion" are described in the subsequent subsections.

Exception

Exception 1: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" and "detection of aging
effects" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the
exception states:

SNC continuously improves the program through updates to reflect industry operating
experience and guidance document revisions. NUREG-1 801, Volume 2, Section
XI.M17, cites NSAC-202L-R2, "Recommendations for an Effective Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Program," as the accepted source document for development of a Flow-
Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program. EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3) has
been issued, which supersedes all prior versions of NSAC-202L. SNC is updating the
FAC Program to reflect the recommendations of EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-
R3). The revised NSAC-202L contains recommendations updated with the experience
of members of the CHECWORKSTM Users Group, plus recent advances in detection,
modeling, and mitigation technology. These recommendations are intended to refine
and enhance those of earlier versions, without contradiction, so as to ensure the
continuity of existing plant FAC programs. The differences between revisions 2 and 3
of this report have been evaluated and are being incorporated into the implementing
procedures governing the FAC Program.

GALL AMP XI.M17 recommends that FAC programs be developed and implemented in
accordance with the industry guidelines recommended in EPRI Report No. NSAC-202L-R2,
"Recommendations for an Effective Flow Accelerated Corrosion Program" (April 1999). The
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applicant has proposed to use the most recent version of the EPRI NSAC guidelines on FAC,
which are currently described in EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3).

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant had performed a comparison of
the guidelines recommended in EPRI Report 1011838 from those previously recommended in
EPRI Report No. NSAC-202L-R2, in order to determine whether the update of the
recommendations would continue to provide adequate aging management of FAC for those
systems and components that are within the scope of the program. The staff concludes that, like
EPRI Report No. NSAC-202L-R2, EPRI Report 1011838 continues to recommend: (1) that flow-
accelerated corrosions program perform an integrated modeling of the carbon steel systems
and low chromium (,< 1%-wt. Cr) low-alloy steel systems, (2) that the modeling be done in
accordance of a industry-wide model such as CHECWORKS, (3) that the condition monitoring
inspections be done by ultrasonic testing (UT), and (4) that the inspection results be evaluated
in accordance with an appropriate wear rate assessment model and wear rate acceptance
criteria, such as that provided in the modeling of CHECWORKS. The staff concludes that the
applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program including modeling and assessment of the
VEGP plant-specific piping is in accordance with the latest version of CHECWORKS developed
by EPRI and that the applicant performs examinations of accessible in-scope components using
UT. Alternative inspection methods proposed by the applicant are evaluated under Exception 6.
Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that it is acceptable to use EPRI Report No.
1011838 (i.e. EPRI Report No. NSAC-202L-R3) as the alternative industry-basis document for
the applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program because the updated report continues to
recommend plant-specific modeling and the type of NDE inspections that were previously
recommended for implementation in EPRI Report NSAC-202L-R2.

Exception 2: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:

The NUREG-1801 program discussion includes steam generator feedwater
and steam outlet nozzle safe ends. The VEGP steam generator feedwater
nozzles and steam outlet nozzles do not have safe ends. In addition, the
VEGP steam outlet nozzles are not considered to be FAC susceptible based
on steam quality.

EPRI Report No. 1011838 (i.e. EPRI Report No. NSAC-202L-R3) recommends that carbon
steel or low Chromium content (< 1.0% Cr) low-alloy steel systems be incorporated into a
plant's FAC program if they are subject to high energy single phase aqueous or two phase
water/steam environments. The staff asked the applicant to identify what the average quality
was for the steam environment for the steam generator steam outlet nozzles. The applicant
provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. The applicant
responded that the steam quality for these components was 99.7% dry steam. This is a
sufficiently dry quality to exclude this environment from being defined as a high energy two
phase water/steam environment. Based on this determination, the staff concludes that it is valid
to exclude the steam generator outlet nozzles from the scope of the applicant's flow-accelerated
corrosion program. The staff also determined that the feed water nozzle safe ends and steam
generator outlet nozzle safe ends do not need to be modeled within the scope of this program
because they are not included in the plant's design. Based on this assessment, the staff
concludes that this exception is acceptable.

Exception 3: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:
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The GALL program implies that all systems constructed of carbon steel and containing
any high-energy fluid (two phase as well as single phase) are within the scope of the
FAC program. The VEGP FAC Program takes exception to the environments which are
prone to FAC as implied by the GALL Scope statement. The VEGP FAC Program
excludes any systems that do not transport water or steam. Systems that transport
superheated or "dry" steam are also excluded from the VEGP FAC Program. This is
consistent with the guidance provided in EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3),
Section 4.2.1, Potential Susceptible Systems.

The staff does not consider this to be an exception to the recommendation in GALL AMP
XI.M17, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. The applicable EPRI FAC guidelines (i.e., EPRI
Report No. NSAC-202L-R2 as recommended in GALL AMP XI.M17 or EPRI Report No.
1011838 as accepted by the staff under Exception 1 above) apply to FAC that is induced by
single phase water or two phase water/steam environments. The applicable EPRI FAC
guidelines indicate that dry steam or superheated steam (which contains greater than
99.7% dry steam with extremely low aqueous water content levels) are not conducive
environments for initiation and development of FAC in the manner that single phase water
or two phase water/steam environments are. Thus, based on this assessment, the staff
concludes that it is appropriate and acceptable to exclude carbon steel or low Chromium
content (< 1.0% Cr) low-alloy steel piping systems from the scope of the Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Program if the environment for the components is either superheated or dry
steam or if the piping system does not transport water or steam because this is consistent
with the recommendations in the applicable EPRI FAC guidelines.

Exception 4: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:

The GALL program explicitly limits the materials subject to FAC inspections to carbon
steel. The VEGP FAC Program includes an exception to the GALL program scope by
including low alloy steel with a chromium content of less than 1.25% as being
susceptible to FAC. This is consistent with the guidance provided in EPRI Report
1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3), Section 4.2.2, Exclusion of Systems from Evaluation.

The "scope of program" program elements states that the program is applicable to carbon
steel systems and does not specifically mention systems fabricated from low-alloy steel
materials, which are also ferritic steels. However, the guidelines in EPRI Report No. NSAC-
202L-R2 and in EPRI Report No. 1011838 indicate that low-alloy steel systems may be
susceptible to FAC if their Chromium levels are less than 1.0% alloying content and if they
are exposed to high energy single-phase aqueous or high energy two-phase
aqueous/steam environments. The applicant has conservatively included those low-alloy
steel systems within the scope of this AMP if their Chromium content is less than 1.25 %-
Wt. and if they are exposed to either a high energy single-phase water environment or a
high energy two-phase water/steam environment. Carbon steel systems exposed to these
environments are also within the scope of this AMP. The staff considers this to be
consistent with GALL in that the applicant does include carbon steel systems within the
scope of this program. The staff also determined that the inclusion of low Chromium
content (< 1.25 %-Wt.) low-alloy steel systems in the program is a conservative supplement
of the program rather than an exception to GALL.
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Therefore, the staff concludes that it is acceptable and conservative to include low
Chromium content (< 1.25% Cr) low-alloy steel systems within the scope of the applicant's
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program if they exposed to a high energy single-phase water
environment or a high energy two-phase water/steam environment.

Exception 5: The LRA states an exception to the "scope of program" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP FAC Program will encompass wall thinning resulting from FAC and can also
be used to manage similar phenomena such as cavitation, impingement, and erosion,
for piping or components whose failure could result in personnel injuries or detrimental
operation effects in systems determined to be susceptible to FAC. The GALL Program
does not consider use of the FAC Program to monitor wall thinning from mechanisms
other than FAC.

The "scope of program" element in GALL AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion," limits the
scope of FAC programs only to loss of material in carbon steel systems that is induced by FAC.
The "scope of program" program element in GALL AMP XI.M 17, Flow-Accelerated Corrosion,
states that volumetric techniques such as ultrasonic testing (UT) or radiography testing (RT) are
acceptable to monitor for loss of material due to FAC. The scope of the applicant's program
includes UT examinations of both carbon steel systems and low Chromium content (< 1.25%)
low-alloy steel systems that are exposed to high energy, single phase water or two phase
water/steam environments. This is consistent with the "scope of program" program element in
GALL AMP XI.M17 and is acceptable. However, the same UT inspection techniques are
capable of monitoring for other mechanisms the may induce loss of material in these systems,
such as cavitation, impingement (fretting), or erosion. This is a conservative supplement of this
program rather than an exception to GALL AMP XI.M 17. Therefore, the staff concludes that it
acceptable to include these additional aging mechanisms within the scope of the applicant's
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program.

Exception 6: The LRA states an exception to the "detection of aging effects" program element in
GALL AMP XI.M 17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP FAC Program includes inspection methodology that is considered an
exception to the GALL program. In addition to UT and RT, the VEGP FAC Program
permits the use of other industry-accepted inspection techniques where practical. In
certain large-bore systems, visual inspection (VT) of the piping inner surfaces may be
performed. Visual inspections provide immediate indications of FAC. Follow-up UT
may be used to confirm or to quantify visual inspection results. This is consistent with
the guidance provided in EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3).

The exception taken by the applicant would permit the use of RT and VT techniques under
certain circumstances. The staff informed the applicant that VT and RT examination methods
were not capable of sizing flaws throughout the depth of a component (through a components
thickness). The staff asked the applicant to justify how RT and VT as techniques that could size
relevant flaw indications throughout a components thickness. In its response, the applicant
stated that RT could be used as a sizing technique only for small bore piping, in that an angle
beam RT shot could achieve an indication of the components thickness and that VT techniques
could not be used to size the extent of a flaw into a components thickness. The applicant stated
that it would use UT as a follow-up sizing technique for any flaws detected as a result of VT or
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RT tests on large bore piping and UT or RT as a sizing technique for any flaws detected as a
result of RT or VT on small-bore piping.

The staff asked for additional clarification on how RT would be used as a sizing technique for
flaw indications. Specifically, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether VEGP has qualified
RT as a sizing technique in accordance with the VEGP performance demonstration initiative
(PDI) or some other NRC-accepted qualification process and if so, identify the type of
components and components sizes that the qualification process has qualified RT for as a
sizing technique. If RT has not been qualified as a sizing technique under the PDI, justify why it
is acceptable to use RT as a sizing technique for flaw indications that are detected in ASME
Code Class components.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that RT is used only as a technique to measure wall thickness
and is not used to detect the size of flaws in the piping. The applicant further stated that since
the RT is not used as a technique to detect or size flaws, it is not required to be qualified in
accordance with a performance demonstration initiative (PDI) qualification process. The staff
concludes that the applicant's response is acceptable because it provided clarification that any
RT techniques used in accordance with the FAC Program would only be used for the detection
of wall thickness and not used to size relevant flaw indications that may be indicated as parts of
the programs UT inspection techniques. This question is resolved.

Exception 7: The LRA states an exception to the "acceptance criteria" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion." Specifically, the exception states:

The VEGP FAC Program includes pipelines or components that cannot be accurately
modeled due to widely varying or unknown operating conditions, or other reasons. The
GALL program does not address pipelines or components that cannot be modeled.
The inspection results for these unmodeled pipelines or components are evaluated by
engineering judgment. This is consistent with the guidance provided in EPRI Report
1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3).

The staff asked the applicant to provide more specific details on how in-scope components in
un-modeled systems would be scheduled for examination and how the results of these
examinations would be evaluated. Specifically the staff asked the applicant to:

a. Clarify what type of wear rate projection, flaw growth, or engineering criteria will be
used to determine whether such unmodeled in-scope piping systems or components
will be scheduled for appropriate NDE examinations.

b. Clarify what type of NDE methods will be applied for the inspections of the unmodeled
components within the scope of this AMP.

c. Clarify what type of engineering judgment criteria will be used to assess the inspection
results for those unmodeled components that are scheduled and receive the NDE
examinations identified in your response to Part B of this question.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated the following:

a. Systems which cannot be modeled are compared to the susceptibility criteria of
EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3). For systems which are considered to be
susceptible to FAC, a sample of components in each system is selected for
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inspection based on known problem areas (such as pressure drops, changes in
direction, and splitting or combining flows).

b. The same NDE methods are applied for modeled and unmodeled components
(primarily UT).

c. Unmodeled components are evaluated using the same methods as modeled
components, with the exception of the lack of a modeled prediction of wear. Fitness
for service and remaining service life is evaluated based on measured wear, with a
safety factor applied in accordance with EPRI Report 1011838 (NSAC-202L-R3).

The staff finds the applicant's response to be acceptable because it provided
clarification that it uses the susceptibility criteria in EPRI Report 1011838 (i.e.
NSAC-202L-R3) to assess those systems that cannot be adequately modeled by
CHECWORKS and to sample components for inspection if it is determined that a
non-modeled system is susceptible to FAC, and because the applicant has stated
that it uses the same NDE inspection and evaluation techniques as those used for
the systems that can be modeled in accordance with the CHECWORKS predictive
code, which are based on these EPRI guidelines. Based on this assessment, the
staff concludes that the applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program has an
acceptable method for inspecting and evaluating non-modeled steel systems (i.e.,
carbon steel or alloy steel systems) because the applicant is applying an applicable
EPRI guideline document for the evaluation of these systems and because these
EPRI guidelines used by the applicant have been determined by the staff to be an
acceptable basis for establishing and implementing the applicant's Flow-
Accelerated Corrosion Program (refer to the staffs acceptance of the EPRI NSAC-
202L-R3 guidelines in its evaluation of Exception 1 for this AMP). 1

Based on this review, the staff has verified that those program element aspects which the
applicant claims are consistent with the recommended program elements in GALL AMP XI.M17,
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion," were indeed consistent with the corresponding program element
criteria in the GALL AMP, and are acceptable. The staff has also evaluated those exceptions
taken to the program element criteria that are recommended in GALL AMP XI.M17, "Flow-
Accelerated Corrosion," and, based on the evaluations of these exceptions provided in the
previous paragraphs, has determined that the exceptions taken to GALL AMP XI.M17 will
ensure adequate management of loss of material due to FAC and other loss of material
inducing mechanisms in those components that are within the scope of Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Program.

Based on the audit and review, the staff concludes that the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M 17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion," as modified by
the seven (7) exceptions that have been found to be acceptable by the staff, 'and is acceptable
to manage loss of material due to FAC and other loss of material inducing mechanisms in the
carbon steel and low alloy steel systems and components for which the AMP is credited.

Operatinq Experience LRA Section B.3.10 states that program effectiveness is demonstrated by
results, which are consistent with industry experience. Wall thickness inspections since 1991
have replaced numerous components and piping segments in susceptible systems, including
more than 3100 ft of susceptible small-bore pipe replaced with materials resistant to flow-
accelerated corrosion. While the program continues to detect areas of pipe wall thinning, there
have been no leaks in large-bore piping on either unit attributed to flow-accelerated corrosion
since 1992. A small number of leaks from small-bore piping (not modeled on CHECWORKS TM )
continue but the frequency has dropped significantly as piping replacement has progressed.
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The applicant also stated that VEGP has experienced chemical wastage of piping components
downstream of the SG blowdown demineralizers believed to be due to acidic conditions of the
demineralizer effluent. As the blowdown passes through the demineralizers they strip out
ammonia and leave the effluent acidic. Inability to vent the demineralizer vessels completely
introduces oxygen into the blowdown effluent, resulting in higher oxidation rates. The low-
temperature, low-pressure environment eliminates flow-accelerated corrosion as a cause for
this thinning. Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program inspection techniques manage this aging
effect.

The staff reviewed the "operating experience" program element description provided in the
applicant's license renewal basis evaluation document for the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program, and determined that the program incorporates generic and VEGP-specific flow-
accelerated corrosion events as part of the criteria for determining and selecting components for
the UT inspections that are implemented in accordance with this AMP. The staff verified that the
program incorporates relevant experience discussed in the following NRC generic
communications:

* BL 87-01, "Thinning of Pipe Walls in Nuclear Power Plants," November 6, 1987.
* GL 89-08, "Erosion/Corrosion-Induced Pipe Wall Thinning," May 2, 1989.
* IN 89-53, "Rupture of Extraction Steam Line on High Pressure Turbine,"

November 6, 1987.
* IN 91-18, "High-Energy Piping Failures Caused by Wall Thinning," March 12, 1991.
• IN 92-35, "Higher Than Predicted Erosion/Corrosion in Unisolable Reactor Coolant

Pressure Boundary Piping Inside Containment at a BWR," May 6, 1992.
* IN 93-21, "Summary of NRC Staff Observations Compiled during Engineering audits or

Inspections of Licensee Erosion/Corrosion Programs," March 25, 1993.
* IN 95-11, "Failure of Condensate Piping Because of Erosion/Corrosion at a

Flow-Straightening Device," February 24, 1995.
* NRC Information Notice 97-84, "Rupture in Extraction Steam Piping as a Result of

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion," December 11, 1997.

The staff noted, from its license renewal basis evaluation document for this AMP, that the
applicant has indicated that it had also assessed the most recent U.S. industry operating
experience discussed in NRC IN 2001-09, "Main Feedwater System Degradation in Safety-
Related ASME Code Class 2 Piping Inside Containment of a Pressurized Water Reactor," dated
June 12, 2001, but had concluded that the applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
bounds the relevant operating discussed in IN 2001-09, because: (1) the VEGP program
performs more FAC inspections than does the corresponding licensee for plants discussed and
analyzed in IN 2001-09, (2) VEGP historically maintains excellent water chemistry conditions,
(3) VEGP continually maintains and updates its CHECWORKS code to incorporate relevant
VEGP-specific and generic operating experience, (4) the VEGP program already incorporates
inspections of susceptible counter-bored piping weld areas, and (5) VEGP does not limit
selection of inspection locations to only those predicted by CHECWORKS.

In NRC IN 2001-09, the NRC refers to an operational FAC-induced failure event that had
occurred in the moisture separator reheater drain line piping of a U.S PWR in
August 11, 1999. This event is significant because the rate of flow-accelerated corrosion that
had occurred downstream of a moisture separator reheater drain line pipe elbow weld had been
exacerbated due to the presence of a backing bar in the weld configuration. The presence of
the backing bar resulted in more turbulent down-stream flow conditions (leading to a
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combination of FAC and cavitation) and had accelerated the rate of corrosion in the failed piping
beyond that which would have been predicted by CHECWORKS and because the licensee did
not conform to the EPRI FAC guideline recommendations for inspecting piping downstream of a
susceptible pipe weld location.

The staff concludes that the current program is sufficient to address this industry experience
because it conforms to EPRI Report 1011838.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify how their CHECWORKS modeling bounds turbulent flow
conditions that could be induced by the presence of backing bars in the piping and to clarify
whether it implements the pipe length inspection criteria recommended in EPRI Report NSAC-
202L-R2, or its updates. The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter
dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant provided the following response:

The VEGP Flow-Accelerated Corrosion (FAC) Program implements the guidance of
NSAC-202L, revision 3, which addressed the operating experience from the 1999
incident at Calloway and the related follow-up inspections that were performed in 2001
and which are discussed in Information Notice 2001-09.

While VEGP typically has not used backing rings in piping with a design pressure of
600 psig or higher, for lower pressure piping the piping specification allows use of
backing rings for certain piping material classifications. Weld locations are subject to
more detailed inspection, in part because backing rings could exist in some piping. In
accordance with the VEGP FAC UT inspection procedure, the entire grid square is
scanned for the grid adjacent to each side of each weld, as opposed to scanning just
the grid intersection points (NMP-ES-024-510, paragraph 12.2.5). This ensures
identification of any accelerated wear occurring near the weld such as might occur from
undercutting of a backing ring.

The VEGP program implements the recommendations in EPRI Report NSAC-202L,
revision 3, section 4.5.2, regarding grid coverage for piping components. This section
recommends that "the inspection grid extend from two grid lines upstream of the toe of
the upstream weld to a minimum of two grid lines or 6 inches (150 mm), whichever is
greater, beyond the toe of the downstream weld." For expanding components it is
further recommended that "The grid should be extended upstream 2 grid lines or six
inches (150 mm), whichever is greater."

Grid extensions beyond that are only needed if a degrading trend or significant damage
is noted. The "two diameters" figure is provided as a consideration to avoid the
potential for having to expand grid coverage after initial inspection. The SNC
procedure, NMP-ES-024-51 0, paragraph 10.5, specifies grid coverage of 2 grids or 4"
upstream to 2 grids or 12" downstream. For expanding components the upstream grid
is 2 grids or 12", therefore SNC practices envelope the actual NSAC-202L
recommendations.

The staff concludes that the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program bounds the operating
experience discussed in IN 2001-09 because (1) the program elements of the AMP have been
determined to be consistent with recommended inspection guidelines of EPRI Report No.
1011838, (2) the applicant's CHECWORKS modeling of the VEGP piping accounts for pipe
welds that could have potentially counter-bored weld geometries and backing bars in service,
and (3) the-applicant's criteria for performing the UT inspections under this program conforms to
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the criterion in EPRI Report No. 1011838 for inspecting lengths of pipe upstream and
downstream of carbon steel or low alloy steel pipe welds.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program adequately addresses industry operating experience related to FAC.

Based on this review, the staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff
finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.10, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program. The staff reviewed this section and determines that
the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exceptions
and their justifications and determines that the AMP, with the exceptions, is adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The staff concludes that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP
and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.8 Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.11 describes the existing
Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program as consistent, with enhancement, with GALL
AMP XI.M37, "Flux Thimble Tube Inspection."

The applicant states that the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program manages loss of material
due to fretting or wear of the incore flux detector thimble tubes. The program responds to NRC
Bulletin No. 88-09, "Thimble Tube Thinning in Westinghouse Reactors," using proven
nondestructive examination techniques to monitor for wear of the flux thimble tubes. The
program evaluated the test results to determine the wear rate using proprietary methodology
which applies an allowance for uncertainty to the measured wear data, then compares the wear
rate predictions against the acceptance criteria to determine the need for corrective actions
(e.g., repositioning, capping, or replacing a flux thimble tube). The wear rate predictions also
establish the interval to the next inspection. The Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program will be
enhanced prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the enhancement to determine whether
the AMP, with the enhancement, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program for which the
applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M37 and found that they are consistent with the
GALL Report AMP. Furthermore, the staff concludes that the applicant's Flux Thimble Tube
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Inspection Program is an acceptable program to manage aging of incore flux detector thimble
tubes for the period of extended operation. The staff finds the applicant's Flux Thimble Tube
Inspection Program acceptable because it conforms to the recommended GALL AMP XI.M35,
"Flux Thimble Tube Inspection," with the enhancement as described below:

Enhancement: The LRA states the following enhancement to the following GALL Report
program element:

Element: 7: corrective actions

Enhancement: An overall program procedure will be prepared which describes
the activities and controls which have been implemented to
manage wall thinning of the flux thimble tubes.

In Enclosure 2 of the letter dated June 27, 2007, the applicant made a commitment
(Commitment No. 9) to enhance the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program by preparing an
overall program procedure documenting the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program
administration and implementing activities credited for license renewal. The staff finds this
enhancement and commitment acceptable, since the enhanced program implementing
procedures will address the recommendations of the GALL Report and be consistent with the
corrective actions program element.

The staff reviewed the results of the Vogtle flux thimble eddy current inspection data evaluation
for refueling outages 1R12 and 2R12 for Unit 1 and Unit 2, respectively. The'evaluation
contained the results of previous eddy current data. The staff noted that no adverse trends were
identified by the inspections. The staff also noted that the inspection data specified the
acceptance criteria threshold that determines whether corrective action is required. The staff
finds this commitment acceptable, since the program enhancement will address the
recommendations of the GALL Report.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.11 states that no through-wall leaks of flux thimble tubes
have been observed, but that wear has exceeded the acceptance criteria in several flux thimble
tubes resulting in corrective measures. Some tubes have been repositioned to introduce new
wear surfaces, other tubes have been capped.

The applicant's evaluation of the latest eddy current test data for Unit 1 during the Unit 1 twelfth
refueling outage (Spring 2005) indicated that the in-service flux thimble tubes would be
satisfactory for continued operation through the fourteenth refueling outage and that two tubes
would be within 1 percent of the administrative acceptance criteria limit of 70-percent through-
wall wear if they continue in operation until then.

The applicant's evaluation of the latest eddy current test data for Unit 2 during the Unit 2 twelfth
refueling outage (Spring 2007) indicated that the in-service flux thimble tubes would be
satisfactory for continued operation and would not approach the acceptance criteria limit
through the fourteenth refueling outage.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the inspection results from its most recent flux
thimble inspections and their evaluations. The staff confirmed the results of the inspection did
not indicate actual flux thimble tube wear outside of predicted values.
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The staff reviewed the operating experience in the LRA which is consistent with industry
operating experience. Additionally, the staff compared the recommendations of IE Bulletin 88-
09, "Thimble Tube Thinning in Westinghouse Reactors," to determine consistency with the Flux
Thimble Tube Inspection Program. The staff finds that the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection
Program is consistent with the recommendations of IE Bulletin 88-09, which is based on
industry operating experience.

On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff finds that the applicant's Flux Thimble Tube Inspection
Program will adequately manage the aging effects for which the AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.1 1, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program. Also, in a letter dated June 27, 2007, the applicant
provided Commitment No. 9 to enhance the Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program prior to the
period of extended operation. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Flux Thimble Tube Inspection
Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancement and
confirmed that its implementation through Appendix A, Commitment No. 9 prior to the period of
extended operation would make the existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to
which it was compared. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects
of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.9 Generic Letter 89-13 Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.12 describes the existing
Generic Letter 89-13 Program as consistent, with exception and enhancements, with GALL
AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System."

The applicant stated that Generic Letter 89-13 Program responds to the recommendations of
GL 89-13, "Service Water System Problems Affecting Safety-Related Equipment." The Generic
Letter 89-13 Program includes mitigation as well as performance- and condition-monitoring
techniques to manage the effects of aging on the NSCW system and on components the
system supplies.

The applicant also stated that the prevention or mitigation of fouling and loss of material in the
NSCW system and NSCW-supplied components is achieved in part by intermittent injection of
appropriate water treatment chemicals. Other preventive and monitoring aspects of the Generic
Letter 89-13 Program include periodic flushing of lines to mitigate or prevent fouling, periodic
measurement of flow rates through selected components, periodic analysis of corrosion
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coupons, periodic cleansing of selected heat exchangers, and visual inspection of some
components for fouling or loss of material. Volumetric examination may detect degradation.
Enhancements to the Generic Letter 89-13 Program will be implemented prior to the period of
extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exception and enhancements to
determine whether the AMP, with the exception and enhancements, remained adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Generic Letter 89-13 Program for which the applicant
claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," and found
that they are consistent with the GALL Report AMP. Furthermore, the staff concludes that the
applicant's Generic Letter 89-13 Program will properly manage the aging of the NSCW system
components and components this system supplies for the period of extended operation. The
staff finds the applicant's Generic Letter 89-13 Program acceptable because it conforms to the
recommended GALL AMP XI.M20 with the exception and enhancements as described below.

The LRA states an exception to the following GALL Report program element:

Element: 5: monitoring and trending
Exception: The VEGP Generic Letter 89-13 Program activities are

performed at a variety of intervals depending on the
component, the parameter being monitored, and results of
previous inspections.

The GALL Report states that testing and inspections are done
annually and during refueling outages.

The Generic Letter 89-13 Program activities are performed at
intervals consistent with the VEGP commitments made in
response to GL 89-13. Inspection intervals range from monthly
for some flow measurements to ten years for NSCW pump
removal and refurbishment.

The staff finds that this exception is acceptable because it has been previously reviewed and
accepted by the staff and is part of the CLB.

The applicant's LRA for the Generic Letter 89-13 Program stated the following enhancements:

Enhancement 1. The LRA states an enhancement to the following GALL Report program
element:

Element: program description

Enhancement: An overall program procedure will be prepared which
describes the various program activities that comprise
Generic Letter 89-13 Program and their implementing
controls such as chemistry procedures, maintenance
activities, scheduled surveillances, or other
mechanisms.
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In Enclosure 2 of letter dated, June 27, 2007, the applicant made a commitment (Commitment
No. 11) to enhance the Generic Letter 89-13 Program by preparing an overall program
procedure documenting the program administration and implementing activities credited for
license renewal. The staff finds this commitment and enhancement acceptable because the
applicant has committed to develop a comprehensive program procedure to govern the overall
activities to be performed under the Generic Letter 89-13 Program. The staff finds this to be an
acceptable way to document, communicate and control all of the activities which are committed
to under this program.

Enhancement 2. The LRA states an enhancement to the following GALL Report program

element:

Element: 3: parameters monitored or inspected

Enhancement: The VEGP Generic Letter 89-13 Program activities will be
enhanced to include:

0 Inspection of the NSCW transfer pumps' casings
and bolting

* Inspection of the NSCW cooling tower spray
nozzles as a specific item to be inspected during
cooling tower inspections

In Enclosure 2 of the letter dated, June 27, 2007, the applicant also included in Commitment
No. 11 the expansion of the Generic Letter 89-13 Program by including the above component
inspections.
The staff finds this enhancement and the associated expansion to Commitment No. 11
acceptable because it expands the scope of the GL 89-13 Program to include additional
components.

The staff reviewed those portions of the GL 89-13 Program that the applicant claimed are
consistent with the GALL Report and found them consistent. The staff found the exception
acceptable because it has been previously approved by the staff and is part of the CLB. Further,
the staff found the enhancement acceptable because it expands the scope of the program to
include additional components in the program. Therefore, the staff finds the licensee's
implementation of the GL 89-13 Program to be acceptable.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.12 states that implementation of an inspection program
for safety-related heat exchangers began with the Fall 1990 Unit 2 refueling outage in response
to concerns raised in GL 89-13. Inspection results typically indicated traces of silt. A small
number of those early inspections found minor amounts of debris in some heat exchangers. In
1993 the heat exchanger inspection frequency was extended due to the favorable results.

The applicant stated that beginning in 1993, various inspections found debris sufficient to block
tubes in several heat exchangers. In addition, investigation of a high component cooling water
motor-winding temperature revealed the motor cooler's NSCW supply flow orifice blocked by
debris and blockage in the NSCW supply to an NSCW pump motor cooler. Due to the repeated
instances of NSCW component fouling, in October 1995, the staff issued Unresolved Item
424, 425/95-12-04, which was closed in December 1995 when the staff opened Level 4
Violation 424, 425/95-27-04.
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To address the flow blockage, the applicant stated that in 1995 it instituted periodic flow
measurements for small-diameter flow orifices, implemented several modifications to prevent
debris from entering the NSCW cooling towers, inspected and cleaned the cooling tower basins
by diving services, and expanded the scope of inspection during the 1996 refueling outage on
each unit. Furthermore, analysis indicated that some debris was the result of Colmonoy coating
flaking off of NSCW pump sleeves and wear rings. The applicant refurbished the NSCW pumps
to eliminate this coating as a source of debris.

The applicant also stated that more aggressive monitoring and inspection program in response
to the flow blockage has detected fouling of flow orifices and heat exchangers effectively prior to
loss of function (e.g., measured NSCW flows outside of the "expected" range but within the
"acceptable" range and accumulation of minor amounts of debris with no effect on heat
exchanger performance).

The applicant further stated that loss of material has caused leaks at the containment cooler
tube to header connections. The long-range plan for containment coolers recommended
replacement of the cooling coils with stainless steel tubing material and of the header design
with a waterbox-type design. Three Unit 2 coils and one Unit 1 coil had been replaced as of Fall
2006.

As a result of observations of scale material (calcium and silica) made by the applicant from the
well water makeup system on the spray ring header of the NSCW towers, VEGP monitors the
Ryznars Stability Index, which indicates conditions leading to the formation of scale. Blowdown
maintains this index within limits.

During the audit and review, the staff confirmed by reviewing selected operating experience
documents that the VEGP actions taken in response to GL 89-13 have been effective in
identifying fouling of flow orifices and heat exchangers, and in identifying loss of material from
NSCW-supplied components, prior to loss of intended function.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.12, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Generic Letter 89-13 Program. Also, in a letter dated June 27, 2007, the applicant provided
Commitment No. 11 to enhance the Generic Letter 89-13 Program prior to the period of
extended operation. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the information in the
UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Generic Letter 89-13 Program,
the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency
with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its
justification and determines that the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancements and confirmed that
their implementation through Commitment No. 11 prior to the period of extended operation
would make the existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
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for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.10 Oil Analysis Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.16 describes the existing
Oil Analysis Program as consistent, with exception and enhancements, with GALL AMP XI.M39,
"Lubricating Oil Analysis."

The Oil Analysis Program maintains the lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid environments in the in-
scope mechanical systems to the required quality. The Oil Analysis Program maintains
lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid system contaminants (primarily water and particulates) within
acceptable limits to preserve an environment that is not conducive to deleterious aging effects.
The program samples and analyzes lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid for detrimental
contaminants. The One-Time Inspection Program verifies the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis
Program. Enhancements to the Oil Analysis Program will be implemented prior to the period of
extended operation.

Staff Evaluation. During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

Staff noted that the applicant identifies that the Oil Analysis Program is consistent with the
program described in GALL AMP XI.M39, "Lubricating Oil Analysis Program (henceforth
referred to as GALL AMP XI.M39), with two exceptions to the "scope of program," "preventative
actions," "parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and
trending," "acceptance criteria," and "operating experience" program elements in GALL AMP
XI.M39 and three enhancements of the AMP.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Oil Analysis Program for which the applicant claims
consistency with GALL AMP XI.M39. Specifically, the staff reviewed the information in AMP
B.3.16, "Oil Analysis Program," the license renewal basis evaluation document, and VEGP-
specific procedures that pertain to the design, details, and implementation of this AMP. As part
of its review of these documents, the staff reviewed the "scope of program," "preventative
actions," "parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and
trending," "acceptance criteria," and "operating experience" program element descriptions for
the Oil Analysis Program, and information in supporting documents, and compared them to the
corresponding program element criteria in GALL AMP XI.M39 in order to determine whether
those program elements claimed as being consistent with GALL were consistent with the
corresponding program element criteria in GALL AMP XI.M39. Based on its review, the staff
verified that the program element aspects claimed as being consistent with GALL included all
the program element criteria recommended in the corresponding program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M39. Based on this review, the staff finds that these program element aspects of the Oil
Analysis Program are acceptable because the staff has verified that they are consistent with the
corresponding program elements in GALL AMP XI.M39.

The staff also reviewed the exceptions and enhancements to determine whether the AMP, as
subject to the activities defined in the exceptions and enhancements, will be adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The staff's evaluation of the exceptions taken
to GALL AMP XI.M39 and the applicant's enhancements of the AMP are described in the
subsections that follow.
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Exception

Exception 1: The LRA section B.3.16 (amended by letter dated March 20, 2008) states that the
Oil Analysis Program includes the following exception to the "program scope," "preventive
actions," "parameters monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and
trending," "acceptance criteria," and "operating experience," program elements in GALL AMP
XI.M39, "Oil Analysis Program:

The VEGP Oil Analysis Program includes hydraulic fluid in addition to lubricating
oil. In accordance with manufacturers' recommendations and good engineering
practice, hydraulic fluid is sampled for particulates, water content, viscosity, and
neutralization number. Since the hydraulic fluids in use at VEGP are inherently
fire-resistant, flash point is not an appropriate analysis criteria and is not
performed for hydraulic fluid. The standard and acceptance criteria used for
hydraulic fluid are in accordance with manufacturers' recommendations.

The staff noted that this exception is an augmentation of the applicant's existing program to
include hydraulic oil in the scope of the program. The staff finds the inclusion of components
with hydraulic fluid into the scope of the AMP represents an acceptable conservative
augmentation of the AMP that goes beyond the GALL AMP XI.M39 recommendations and
therefore is not an exception to the GALL AMP. The staff therefore determines that this
exception to the "program scope," "preventive actions," "parameters monitored/inspected,"
"detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," "acceptance criteria," and "operating
experience," program elements is acceptable.

In the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA to include an
additional exception to the "parameters monitored/inspected" and "acceptance criteria" program
elements, as discussed below.

Exception 2: In the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA to
include the following additional exception to the "parameters monitored/inspected" and
"acceptance criteria" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M39, "Oil Analysis Program:

The VEGP Oil Analysis Program screens all lubricating oil samples for wear
metal content. This wear metal content screening constitutes an exception to
GALL in that the screening does not provide a particle count as described in
ISO 4406. VEGP's experience with this wear metal content screening process
indicates that the process is very sensitive to the presence of particulate
contaminants and therefore is a reliable method to monitor and trend particulate
contamination.

The staff noted in the "acceptance criteria" program element in GALL AMP XI.M39 only refers to
Standard ISO 4406 as one of many standards that may be used for particulate counting and
that the GALL AMP in no means mandated this standard for implementation. The applicant has
taken the position that any particulates in the lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid would consist of
metallic species and therefore has proposed to perform wear metal content screening as the
basis for assessing the lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid inventories for particulates. The staff
noted that ISO 4406 categorizes particulates by number of particulates counted according to
size in micrometers. Although the applicant program does not monitor for particulates by
counting the number of particulates falling within particular size ranges, the applicant's program
does screen for particulates based on concentrations of particulates that are greater than 5
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microns in size and propose appropriate corrective actions if the concentration of metallic wear
particulate greater than 5 microns in size is exceeded. The staff finds the applicant's alternative
for particulate counting to be acceptable because: (1) GALL AMP XI.M39 does not mandate
ISO 4406 for use, and (2) like ISO 4406, the applicant's basis is based on size and
concentration, and (3) the applicant's alternative proposes appropriate corrective actions if the
limits on concentration are exceeded.

Enhancements:

Enhancement 1: The LRA section B.3.16, (amended by letter dated March 20, 2008) identifies
that the Oil Analysis Program include the following enhancement of the "parameters
monitored/inspected," "detection of aging effects," "monitoring and trending," "acceptance
criteria," and "operating experience" program elements in GALL AMP XI.M39, "Oil Analysis
Program:"

An overall program procedure or guideline formalizing the sampling and analysis
activities performed by this program will be issued.

In letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended Commitment No.14, which reflects this
enhancement to the Oil Analysis Program. The staff noted that in Commitment No. 14 the
applicant states the parameters (viscosity, relative level of oxidation, and flash point) that will be
monitored; the methods in which they will be monitored and the corrective actions that will be
taken if the analysis indicated monitored levels are exceeded.

The staff concludes that this enhancement is acceptable because when the enhancement is
implemented, as described in Commitment No.14, the Oil Analysis Program elements will be
consistent with GALL AMP XI.M39 program elements, including protocols for periodic sampling
and analysis of lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid inventories.

Enhancement 2: The LRA section B.3.16 (amended by letter dated March 20, 2008) identifies
that the Oil Analysis Program includes the following enhancement of the "parameters
monitored/inspected" program element for the AMP:

For the components in the scope of license renewal determination of the
viscosity, relative level of oxidation, and flash point of lubricating oil samples will
be required for components where the lubricating oil is changed based on its
analyzed condition instead of being changed on a regular schedule regardless of
condition. The relative level of oxidation of the lubricating oil will be monitored by
analysis of the neutralization number or other appropriate parameter(s). Flash
point monitoring will be performed for those components which have the
potential for contamination of the lubricating oil with a light hydrocarbon such as
fuel oil.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether the intent of this
enhancement and Commitment No. 14 is to invoke viscosity testing, neutralization number
testing, and flash point testing for both oil that is replaced or replenished on a periodic basis and
does not get replaced or replenished on a periodic basis or whether the intent of the
enhancement is to invoke viscosity testing, neutralization number testing, and flash point testing
only for oil that is replaced or replenished on a periodic basis. If the later intent is meant, provide
your basis for not crediting these tests for lubricating oil that does not get replaced or
replenished on a regular basis.
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In its response, dated February 8, 2008 the applicant stated that the lubricating oil at VEGP
presently falls into one of two following categories:

1) Oil that is replaced based on its analyzed condition;
2) Oil that is replaced on a regular schedule regardless of condition.

The applicant also stated:

Oil that is replaced on a regular schedule will continue to be replaced on that schedule
during the period of extended operation in accordance with the current requirements of
the Oil Analysis Program (with the stipulation that the SNC fleet-wide Oil Analysis
Program currently in development could make changes determined by identification of
best practices).

For oil that is changed based on its analyzed condition, the Oil Analysis Program is
being enhanced to require viscosity testing, relative level of oxidation testing, and flash
point testing, which may or may not be presently performed for the various affected
components included in the program.

The relative level of oxidation of the lubricating oil will be monitored by analysis of the
neutralization number (also known as acid number or base number per the current
version of ASTM D974) or other appropriate parameter(s), such as conductivity, which
measure changes in the relative level of oxidation of the lubricating oil.

The evaluation of this element included an enhancement that the flash point would be
determined for lubricating oil samples where the oil is changed based on analyzed
condition instead of at regular intervals. SNC would like to clarify this enhancement in
that the flash point of lubricating oil will be monitored for those components where the oil
is changed based on analyzed condition instead of at regular intervals, and which have
the potential for contamination of the lubricating oil with a light hydrocarbon such as fuel
oil. Flash point monitoring can provide useful information regarding the condition of
lubricating oil which could be diluted by a light hydrocarbon. For components where there
is no potential for contamination of the lubricating oil with a light hydrocarbon, other
analyses provide direct monitoring of the parameters relevant to the condition of the oil.
In these cases flash point monitoring is superfluous.

The staff's evaluation of the applicant's proposed enhancement depends on !two different
categorizations of lubricating oil/hydraulic fluid oil. The first pertains to tests for lube oils and
hydraulic fluid oils that are replaced on a regular basis. For lubricating and hydraulic fluid oils
falling into this category, the staff noted that the applicant stated that the program, when
enhanced, will perform viscosity testing, neutralization number testing, and flash point testing on
the sample of oil taken from the components' oil reservoirs. The staff verified that this is
consistent with the program element "Parameters Monitored/Inspected" of GALL AMP XI.M39,
and based on this determination finds the applicant enhancement with respect to oils that are
replaced on a regular basis to be acceptable. The second category pertains to lube oils and
hydraulic fluid oils that are not replaced on a regular basis, but are replaced when the analysis
indicates that there is a need for replacement. For oils falling into this category the applicant
stated that, when the program is enhanced, the program will perform viscosity testing, relative
level of oxidation testing, and flash point testing. Based on both of these assessments of the
applicant's Oil Analysis Program, the staff concludes that when the program is enhanced as
described in the applicant's response and Commitment No. 14, this program will be consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M39.
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The staff verified that the applicant amended LRA Commitment No. 14, dated March 20, 2008 to
clarify the above enhancement. The staff concludes that this enhancement is acceptable
because when the enhancement is implemented, Oil Analysis Program element "parameters
monitored/inspected," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M39 program element "parameters
monitored/inspected."

Enhancement 3: The LRA section B.3.16 identifies that the Oil Analysis Program include the
following enhancement of the "parameters monitored/inspected," program element in GALL
AMP XI.M39, "Oil Analysis Program:"

Detailed particle counting, analytical ferrography or elemental
analysis will be performed as necessary to validate the initial
screening results and to diagnose the source of the particulates
when a lubricating oil sample's wear metal content screening
results exceed established limits or action levels for the
components in the scope of license renewal.

The staff asked the applicant to provide the basis why the implementation of ferrography and
elemental analysis will be implemented only if of the particulate counts from the particulate
testing exceeds the acceptance criteria limits for particulate count.

In its response, the applicant stated the following:

VEGP currently screens all lubricating oil samples for kinematic viscosity, water
content and wear metal content. This applies both to components with periodic
lubricating oil changes and to components where the lubricating oil is changed
based on analyzed condition.

The wear metal content screening provides a relative measure of the change in
the amount of ferrous wear products in the lubricating oil sample versus a
baseline sample. The ferrous wear index measures the concentration and size
of ferrous particles greater than five microns in size. The value is reported as a
non-dimensional value (no units of measurement). Comparison of subsequent
lubricating oil sample results to the baseline sample provides the ability to trend
changes in the concentration of ferrous wear products in the lubricating oil.

Elemental analysis and neutralization number testing are also performed for
certain components in the scope of license renewal where the lubricating oil is
changed based on analyzed condition instead of at regular intervals.
Components selected for these analyses are selected based on EPRI
guidelines, manufacturer's recommended testing and radiological shipping
requirements.

For both components with periodic lubricating oil changes and components
where the lubricating oil is changed based on analyzed condition, if a lubricating
oil sample exceeds the limits established for the wear metal content screening,
the lubricating oil from that component will be subjected to additional testing.

The additional testing may include detailed particle counting, elemental analysis,
or analytical ferrography as necessary to validate the initial screening results
and to diagnose the source of the particulates.
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The wear metal content screening process described above constitutes an
exception to GALL AMP in that the screening does not provide a particle count
as described in ISO 4406. VEGP's experience with this wear metal content
screening process indicates that the process is very sensitive to the presence of
particulate contaminants and therefore is a reliable method to monitor and trend
particulate contamination. The applicant states that it will require a License
Renewal Application amendment to document this exception.

Phosphate ester hydraulic fluid is tested in accordance with manufacturer's
recommendations. This fluid is sampled for viscosity, acidity (neutralization
number), particle count and water content. For phosphate ester hydraulic fluids,
elemental analysis and analytical ferrography are not components of the
manufacturer's recommended testing and therefore are not routinely performed.
Elemental analysis and analytical ferrography may be performed if deemed
necessary to assist in diagnosing potential problems indicated by the
manufacturers recommended testing.

The staff noted that enhancement required testing for both oil that is changed based on
analytical results or for oil that is periodically changed on a specified schedule. The staff noted
that the applicant's testing for wear metal particles accomplishes two purposes: initial screening
for particulates and trending in order to determine whether additional analytical testing by
ferrography needs to be performed on samples taken from the components' oil reservoirs. The
staff verified that the applicant amended the LRA and incorporated this enhancement into the
LRA, Commitment No. 14, in its letter dated March 20, 2008, to clarify the above enhancement
and the enhancement is scheduled for implementation prior to the period of extended operation.
The staff finds that this enhancement is acceptable because when the enhancement is
implemented, Oil Analysis Program element "parameters monitored/inspected," will achieve the
objectives of the tests recommended in program element "parameters monitored/inspected"
program element in GALL AMP XI.M39, because the process would provide the applicant the
ability to trend changes in the concentration of particulates and ferrous wear products in the
lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid. Based on this review, the staff finds this enhancement of the
program to be acceptable.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.16 states that operating experience associated with the
Oil Analysis Program shows that it has prevented component failures due to oil contamination or
degradation effectively. The LRA section states that the program has detected lubricating oil
and hydraulic fluid samples with water or particulate contamination in excess of established
limits and that corrective actions have been in accordance with the Corrective Action Program.
The LRA section states that there have been no component failures attributed to lubricating oil
or hydraulic fluid contamination or degradation.

The staff reviewed the above operating experience including the applicant's operating
experience evaluations and interviewed the applicant's technical staff and confirmed that the
plant-specific operating experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry
experience. The staff also reviewed the VEGP operating experience reports and a sample of
condition reports and maintenance work orders associated with the corrective actions taken for
the identification of signs of degradation of oil from plant components. The staff confirmed that
the condition reports were closed out by repairs or performed adequate engineering evaluations
for their acceptability.
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The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.16, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Oil Analysis Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal commitment list
dated June 27, 2007, and confirmed that the implementation of the Oil Analysis Program
enhancements are identified as Commitment No. 14, to be implemented before the period of
extended operation. The staff reviewed UFSAR Supplement section and determines that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Oil Analysis Program, the staff
concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the
GALL Report are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its justification
and determines that the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging effects for
which it is credited. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancements and confirmed that their
implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the existing AMP
consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. The staff concludes that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.0.3.2.11 One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.18 describes the new
One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping as consistent, with
exceptions, with GALL AMP XI.M35, "One-Time Inspection of ASME Code Class 1 Small-Bore
Piping."

The applicant stated that the One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore
Piping addresses staff concerns on potential cracking of Class 1 piping with a diameter less
than NPS 4. As stated in GALL Report Section XI.M35, the staff believes a one-time inspection
program of ASME Code Class 1 Piping less than NPS 4 is necessary to detect SCC and
cracking from thermal and mechanical loading.

The applicant also stated that volumetric examination of a sample population of ASME Code
Class 1 piping butt welds less than NPS 4 will address SCC concerns. Selection of examination
locations will use a risk-based approach considering susceptibility, inspectability, dose, and
operating experience.

To address unanticipated thermal fatigue cracking of ASME Code Class 1 piping less than
NPS 4, VEGP will screen and evaluate pipe lines using Materials Reliability Program
(MRP)-146, "Management of Thermal Fatigue in Normally Stagnant Non-Isolable Reactor
Coolant System Branch Lines," or later updated guidance. There will be small-bore piping
inspections to detect thermal fatigue only at piping locations that fail screening and are not
monitored for thermal cycling.

The applicant further stated that program examinations may be incorporated into a staff-
approved risk-informed inservice inspection program. The inspections will be within the ten
years preceding the period of extended operation.
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VEGP will not examine socket welds volumetrically. Currently, a reliable and effective volumetric
examination to detect cracking in socket welds is not available. There are Inservice Inspection (ISI)
Program VT-2 visual examinations of ASME Class 1 piping socket welds at each refueling outage.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions to determine whether the
AMP, with the exceptions, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff reviewed those portions of the One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Code Class 1
Small-Bore Piping for which the applicant claims consistency with GALL AMP XI.M35 and found
that they are consistent with the GALL Report AMP. Furthermore, the staff concludes that the
applicant's One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Code Class 1 Small-Bore Piping will
properly manage the aging of ASME Code Class 1 small bore piping for the period of extended
operation. The staff finds the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Code Class 1
Small-Bore Piping acceptable because it conforms to the recommended GALL AMP XI.M35,
"One-Time Inspection of ASME Code Class 1 Small-Bore Piping," with the exceptions as
described below.

Exception 1. The LRA states an exception to the following GALL Report program element:

Element: 5: monitoring and trending

Exception: GALL AMP XI.M35 specifies volumetric examination to detect
cracking due to thermal fatigue. VEGP will screen and evaluate
pipe lines using MRP-146, or later updated guidance. inspections
of small bore piping to detect thermal fatigue will be performed
only at piping locations that fail the screening and are not
monitored for thermal cycling.

The staff finds this exception acceptable because the applicant has committed to use the latest
industry guidance to screen for those pipe locations that are potentially susceptible to cracking
due to thermal fatigue and should be inspected. The locations selected for inspection are those
that are not screened out or for which thermal monitoring are not performed. The resulting
locations are inspected under the applicant's Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the VEGP program will not specifically perform
volumetric examinations of the socket welds, but instead credits periodic VT-2 visual
examinations of the ASME Code Class 1 piping socket welds under the VEGP Inservice
Inspection Program. The staff asked the applicant to provide the basis as to how a VT-2 visual
examination, in of itself, can assure the integrity of the small bore ASME Class 1 socket welds in
lieu of conforming to the GALL Report recommendation. In addition the applicant was asked to
provide the basis for why the surface examination requirements for small bore socket welds in
ASME Section Xl Examination Categories B-F and B-J should not be credited in addition to the
VT-2 visual examinations required under Examination Category B-P.

In its response, the applicant stated that the issue of volumetric examination of ASME Class 1
socket welds was recently resolved and included in the NRC's summary dated March 6, 2007 of
the license renewal telephone conference call and meeting between the NRC staff and the
License Renewal Task Force held on February 21, 2007 (ADAMS Accession No.
ML070580498).
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In the summary, the staff presented its position on small bore socket welds. The GALL AMP,
"One-Time Inspection of ASME Class I Small Bore Piping," does not mention socket welds.
ASME Section Xl, ISB-2500, Category B-J requires a surface examination for small bore socket
welds larger than one inch in diameter. The industry proposed a substitution of VT-2
examinations in place of the code required surface examination or volumetric examination of
socket welds. ASME Code Case N-587-1 permits VT-2 examination of socket welds in place of
the code required surface examination during each refueling outage for several reasons. There
are no qualified, volumetric examinations for socket welds. Industry experience has shown that
cracks in socket welds normally initiate from the inside surface of the socket welds and surface
examination is ineffective in detecting the presence of these cracks until they become through
wall cracks. Once the cracks become through wall, a VT-2 examination is effective in detecting
the associated leakage. The staff agreed that VT-2 examinations of socket welds are
acceptable.

Exception 2. The LRA states an exception to the following GALL Report program element:

Exception: 6: acceptance criteria

Exception: Acceptance criteria at the time of inspection will be based on the
plant-specific VEGP Inservice Inspection Program in conformance
with 10 CFR 50.55a. GALL AMP XI.M35 specifies acceptance
criteria from ASME Section Xl, 2001 Edition with 2002 and 2003
Addenda.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program second
inspection interval ended in May 2007. The staff further noted that the VEGP third inservice
inspection interval requirements are based on ASME Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the
2002 and 2003 Addenda which are consistent with the GALL Report recommendations. The
staff asked the applicant to clarify its position in regard to the above exception. The applicant
responded that the LRA will be amended to delete this exception and to revise the program
description to state that the current ASME code edition is the 2001 Edition with the 2002 and
2003 Addenda. The staff finds this response acceptable because the program will be consistent
with the GALL Report recommendations. Furthermore, the staff confirmed that the applicant
revised the LRA in a letter dated August 11, 2008 (LRA Amendment No. 3).

Under the "monitoring and trending" program element, GALL AMP B.3.18, "One-Time
Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping," recommends that the number of
inspection locations, or sample size, be based on susceptibility, inspectability, dose
considerations, operating experience, and limiting locations of the total population of ASME
Code Class 1 small-bore piping locations. However, LRA Section B.3.18 states that the
examination locations will be selected using a risk-based approach that will consider the
susceptibility, inspectability, dose, and operating experience. During the audit and review, the
staff asked the applicant to explain how risk is to be used in selecting the examination locations
and how a representative sample size for aging management is to be established. In its
response, the applicant stated that risk is incorporated into the selection of examination
locations in that the VEGP One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Piping required for
license renewal is implemented at VEGP using the framework of the VEGP Risk-Informed ISI
(RI-ISI) Program. Under the RI-ISI program, ASME Class 1 piping was broken out into
segments based on size of the piping and the consequence of failure. Failure probabilities were
calculated for each segment considering failure mechanisms such as thermal stratification and
mixing, vibration, stress corrosion cracking, mechanical loading, thermal loading, and transient
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loading. Consequence of failure and failure probabilities were then integrated to determine the
highly safety significant (HSS) segments to be examined. By definition, these piping segments
carry a higher risk of failure and a higher risk of significant consequences if failure occurs. The
applicant further stated that operating experience at Vogtle and other operating nuclear plants
was factored into the evaluation through the use of an expert panel. A statistical model was
used to select the minimum number of locations to be examined within each HSS segment to
ensure that an acceptable level of piping reliability will be maintained. For each piping segment,
the results of the statistical model must show that the number of weld locations selected for
inspection results in a confidence level equal to or greater than 95 percent that current safety
margins and the integrity of the piping segment will be maintained. The staff finds this
acceptable because the selection process provides an inspection sample that provides a 95
percent confidence level that the current safety margins will be maintained and piping reliability
maintained.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.18 states that there is no programmatic operating
experience specifically applicable to this new program but that the selection of the component
sample set will consider plant-specific and industry operating experience. Screening, evaluation,
and inspection of piping locations for thermal fatigue will be based on industry guidance that
incorporates operating experience and research data.

The applicant stated that VEGP experienced leakage in small-bore residual heat removal (RHR)
bypass lines due to inadequate design. Four leakage events occurred on an RHR loop suction
valve bypass line between December 2005 and March 2006, resulting in nonisolable RCS
pressure boundary leakage. There had been no through-wall leakage in the bypass line since
original construction and start-up 16 years earlier.

The %-inch diameter bypass line was part of the original design. Its purpose is to relieve
pressure between the two RHR loop suction isolation gate valves. In 2002, a modification used
this original line to relieve excess pressure in the valve bonnet and between the valve disks
back towards the RCS. The first leak in December 2005 was at one of the 2002 modification
welds.

The applicant further stated that an extensive evaluation to determine the cause of the leaks
found the RHR pipe from the RCS nozzle to the closed valve pulsing from acoustic vibration
caused by RCS flow past the nozzle causing vortex shedding based on flow'rate and nozzle
size. Energy from the vortex shedding drives the acoustic vibration of the RHR pipe. Because
the bypass line was not axially restrained, resonance from the vortex shedding and other factors
caused the RHR piping to vibrate with sufficient force to increase stress at the break locations
above the endurance limit of the material, resulting in fatigue cracks.

The applicant removed the bypass line and leak-off lines on Unit 2, Loop 1, where the leakage
occurred and installed temporary accelerometers on both Unit 2 bypass lines currently
monitored. So far the vibration levels remain acceptable. From the results of the evaluation, the
applicant determined that the problem is design-related and not an AERM.

During the on-site audit, the staff confirmed that VEGP has ongoing programs to monitor
industry and site specific operating experience. These programs include mechanisms to update
or modify plant procedures or practices to incorporate lessons learned. Furthermore, the staff
confirmed that there were no aging related degradation failures in the Vogtle small bore piping.
On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff finds that the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program
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for ASME Code Class 1 Small Bore Piping when implemented will adequately manage the
aging effects for which the AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.18, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping. The staff reviewed the
applicant's license renewal commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and
confirmed that this program is identified as Commitment No. 16 to be implemented before the
period of extended operation. The staff reviewed LRA Section A.2.18 and determined that the
information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program
for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping, the staff finds, with the implementation of Commitment
No. 16, that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL
Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exceptions and their justifications and
determines that the AMP, with the exceptions, is adequate to manage the aging effects for
which it is credited. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff
also reviewed the UFSAR
supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of
the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.12 One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.19 describes the new
One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching as consistent, with exception, with GALL
AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials."

The applicant stated that the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching assesses
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. If initial examinations to be completed prior to the period of extended operation find
degradation due to selective leaching there will be additional examinations.

Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible based on form
and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other techniques proven
effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching. The inspections will be
within the ten years preceding the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exception to determine whether the
AMP, with the exception, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During the audit, the staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed documents
related to the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching, including the license
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renewal basis document in which the applicant assessed whether the program elements are
consistent with GALL AMP XI.M33. The staff finds for those portions of the program for which
the applicant claims consistency with the GALL Report AMP that they are consistent.
Furthermore, the staff concludes that the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching will properly manage the selective leaching of susceptible cast iron and copper alloy
components for the period of extended operation. The staff finds the applicant's One-Time
Inspection Program for Selective Leaching acceptable because it conforms to the
recommended GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials," with the exception as
described below.

The LRA states an exception to the following GALL Report program element:

Element: 4: detection of aging effects

Exception: GALL AMP XI.M33 specifies visual inspection and hardness
measurement to detect selective leaching. The VEGP Selective Leaching
Program may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to,
visual examination and hardness measurement. For some component
locations, visual examination and hardness measurement may not be
feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Additionally, other
examination methods may be shown to be equally effective in detecting
and assessing the extent of selective leaching.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the exception with the applicant to clarify the use
of the proposed alternate examination techniques that may be used to detect selective leaching
in some materials and their configurations. The staff finds this exception acceptable because
the alternate techniques are capable of detecting the presence of selective leaching and are
being used in addition to visual inspections as recommended by the GALL Report. Therefore,
the program will address the recommendations of the GALL Report and be consistent with the
"detection of aging effects" program element.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.19 states that operating experience for license renewal
shows no incidents of selective leaching. There is no programmatic operating experience for the
new one-time inspections for selective leaching but the selection of the initial component
sample set will consider plant-specific and industry operating experience.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the program documents that explained how
operating experience is captured. The program documents state that a condition report will be
prepared documenting the results of the inspections, which will include a detailed description of
the visual examination and hardness testing locations. Additionally, the documents state that if
any conditions are observed which do not meet the acceptance criteria, then appropriate
actions will be taken to prevent the component from being returned to service until required
corrective actions have been completed. The documents further state that the applicant's
Engineering Support group will evaluate the inspection results for operability, component life,
repair options, or other corrective actions as appropriate. The staffs finds that this monitoring
assessment and corrective action is acceptable.

On the basis of its review and discussions with the applicant's technical staff, the staff finds that
the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching, when implemented, will
adequately manage the aging effects for which the AMP is credited.
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The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10.

The staff finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.19, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching. The staff reviewed the applicant's
license renewal commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and confirmed that this
program is identified as Commitment No. 17 to be implemented before the period of extended
operation. The staff reviewed this section and determines that the information in the UFSAR
supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program
for Selective Leaching, the staff finds, with the implementation of Commitment No. 17, that
those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL Report, are
consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and its justification and determines that
the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).

3.0.3.2.13 Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.22 describes the new
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program as consistent, with exceptions, with GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components."

The applicant stated that the Piping and Duct Inspection Program manages corrosion of steel,
stainless steel, and copper alloy components and degradation of elastomer components due to
changes in material properties. Components included in the scope of this program are not
addressed by other AMPs. Inspections normally will be concurrent with scheduled preventive
maintenance, surveillance testing, and corrective maintenance. Specific examinations not
coordinated with scheduled work activities also may proceed at the discretion of the program
owner. Inspection locations and intervals will be dependent on the likelihood of significant
degradation and on current industry and plant-specific operating experience.

The applicant also stated that examination techniques will be appropriate to detect and assess
the aging mechanism of concern and may include visual examination and non visual
nondestructive examination (e.g., ultrasonic testing or radiography, physical manipulation of
elastomers, etc). The new Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will be implemented
prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report.

The staff reviewed the exceptions to determine whether the AMP, with the exceptions, remained
adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited.
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The staff also reviewed the information in the VEGP Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program, the license renewal (LR) basis evaluation document, and VEGP-specific procedures
that pertain to the design, details, and implementation of this AMP.

The staff noted that the applicant identifies the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program as
a new AMP that is designed to be consistent with the program elements in GALL AMP XI.M38,
"Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components" with
exceptions.

The staff concludes from its review of the LR basis evaluation document that the program
elements for the "Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program" were all consistent with the
program element criteria recommended in GALL AMP XI.M38 with the following four exceptions.
The staffs evaluation on how these exceptions provide for adequate aging management is
described in the following section.

Exceptions:

Exception 1: The LRA section B.3.22 identifies that the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program includes the following exception to the "scope of program", program element in GALL
AMP XI.M38:

The program scope described in NUREG-1 801, Section XI.M38 includes only
steel piping, piping components, ducting, and other components. The VEGP
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program also includes stainless steel, copper
alloy and elastomer components."

The staff noted that this exception is an augmentation of the applicant's new program to include
stainless steel, copper alloy and elastomer components in the scope of the program. Stainless
steel materials are designed to be corrosion resistant in an uncontrolled air environment.
Copper alloy materials typically develop copper oxide surface layer in an air environment that
protects the alloy from further corrosion. Since these materials have innate corrosion resistance,
the staff finds the inclusion of stainless steel and copper alloy within the scope of this AMP is
conservative and acceptable. The staff finds the inclusion of components with the stainless
steel, copper alloy, and represents an augmentation of the AMP that exceeds the recommended
program criteria in the GALL AMP XI.M38.

The staff questioned the applicant on extending this AMP to elastomeric components, and with
simply using visual examination methods to manage cracking or changes in the material
properties for these materials. In RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1, the staff asked the applicant to justify its basis
for crediting the AMP to manage cracking or changes that might occur in the material properties
in the type of materials for AMPs that credit visual examinations of external polymer (including
thermo, thermo set, elastomer or rubber) surfaces. The staff also asked the applicant to clarify
how a visual examination alone would be capable of detecting cracking or a change in specific
material properties for these types of materials.

By letter dated July 17, 2008, the applicant provided its response to RAI 3.3-1 and 3.4-1. In its
response, the applicant stated that this AMP does not, "only credit visual examinations to detect
cracking and changes in material properties of polymers." The applicant further stated that
visual examinations will be performed to detect discontinuities and imperfections on the surface
of the component, and non-visual examinations such as tactile techniques, which include
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scratching, bending folding, stretching and pressing, will be performed in conjunction with the
visual examinations.

The staff noted that VEGP is crediting both visual examinations and tactile techniques to detect
for cracking and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers. The staff further
noted that the applicant described the specific tactile techniques that may be used in
conjunction with the visual examine. The staff noted that these techniques include scratching
the material surface to screen for residues that may indicate a breakdown of the polymer
material, bending or folding of the component which may indicate surface cracking, stretching to
evaluate resistance of the polymer material and pressing on the material to evaluate the
resiliency. Based on its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds it acceptable because
the applicant has indicated that VEGP is not crediting visual examinations alone to detect
cracking and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers, and that VEGP has
credited tactile techniques, as described above, as well to detect for such aging effects as
cracking and change in material properties.

Based on this review, the staff finds that this exception to the "scope of program", program
elements in the GALL AMP XI.M38 is acceptable because the added component types within
the scope of the applicant's AMP have adequate detection and mitigative actions to detect the
aging effects of external polymer surfaces. In addition the staff reviewed the exception and its
justification and determines that the AMP with the exception is adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited.

Exception 2: The LRA section B.3.22 identifies that the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program includes the following exception to the "parameters monitored/inspected," program
element in GALL AMP XI.M38:

The VEGP Piping and Duct Inspection Program will monitor not only Component
surfaces through visual examination, but may also use non-visual techniques to
monitor parameters such as wall thickness and ductility.

The staff noted that this exception is an augmentation of the applicant's new program to include
monitoring, not only component surfaces through visual examination and non -visual
examination, but may also monitor parameters such as wall thickness and ductility.

The staff finds the inclusion of monitoring the parameters such as wall thickness and ductility
represents an acceptable augmentation of the AMP that goes beyond the recommended
program criteria in the GALL AMP XI.M38. The inclusion of monitoring parameters such as wall
thickness and ductility will enable the program to monitor the changes such as effects of erosion
in Piping and Duct Internal materials.

Based on this review, the staff finds that this exception to the "Parameters
Monitored/Inspected," program element in GALL AMP XI.M38 is an augmentation of the
program Element and determines that the AMP with the exception is adequate to manage the
aging effects for which it is credited. Therefore, this exception is acceptable.

Exception 3: The LRA section B.3.22 identifies that the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program includes the following exception to the "detection of aging effects," and "monitoring
and trending," program elements in GALL AMP XI.M38:
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The VEGP Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may use other detection
techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination. For some materials or
component locations, visual examination may not be the most appropriate
inspection technique or may not be feasible due to geometric or other limitations.
This difference is justified because other examination methods can be shown to
be equally effective in detecting and assessing degradation. The VEGP Piping
and Duct Inspection Program will monitor not only component surfaces through
visual examination, but may also use non-visual techniques to monitor
parameters such as wall thickness and ductility.

The staff noted that this exception is an augmentation of applicant's new program to include
monitoring not only component surfaces through visual examination, but may also use non-
visual techniques to monitor parameters such as wall thickness and ductility. The staff finds the
inclusion of monitoring not only component surfaces through visual examination, but also the
use of non-visual techniques to monitor parameters, such as wall thickness and ductility in the
scope of the AMP represents an acceptable augmentation of the AMP that goes beyond the
recommended program criteria in the GALL AMP XI.M38. The staff finds that the applicant has
proposed to implement the AMP in a manner that will provide added assurance to manage and
detect the age related degradation in this new Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

In RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1, the staff sought additional clarification on how visual examination methods
alone would be capable of detecting cracking or change in material properties for
elastomer/polymer components that are within the scope of this AMP. This applicant's response
to RAI # 3.3-1 and 3.4-1 is relevant to whether the inspection techniques credited under this
AMP, including those supplemental techniques addressed in the exception 3, are capable of
managing loss of material, cracking, or material property changes in polymer/elastomer
components.

By letter dated July 17, 2008, the applicant provided its response to RAI 3.3-1 and 3.4-1. In its
response, the applicant stated that this AMP does not, "only credit visual examinations to detect
cracking and changes in material properties of polymers." The applicant further stated that
visual examinations will be performed to detect discontinuities and imperfections on the surface
of the component, and non-visual examinations such as tactile techniques, which include
scratching, bending folding, stretching and pressing will be performed in conjunction with the
visual examines.

The staff noted that VEGP is crediting both visual examinations and tactile techniques to detect
for cracking and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers. The staff further
noted that the applicant described the specific tactile techniques that may be used in
conjunction with the visual examination. The staff noted that these techniques include
scratching the material surface to screen for residues that may indicate a breakdown of the
polymer material, bending or folding of the component which may indicate surface cracking,
stretching to evaluate resistance of the polymer material and pressing on the material to
evaluate the resiliency. Based on its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds it
acceptable because the applicant has indicated that VEGP is not crediting visual examinations
alone to detect cracking and change in material properties for elastomers and polymers, and
that VEGP has credited tactile techniques, as described above, as well to detect for such aging
effects as cracking and change in material properties.

Based on this review, the staff finds that this exception to the "detection of aging effects," and
"monitoring and trending," program element in the GALL AMP XI.M38 is acceptable because
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tactile techniques were added to the program to detect cracking and changes in material
properties of polymers/elastomer components. In addition, the staff reviewed the exception and
its justification and determines that the AMP with the exception is adequate to manage the
aging effects for which it is credited. The exception therefore is acceptable.

Exception 4: The LRA section B.3.22 identifies that the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program includes the following exception to the "acceptance criteria," program element in GALL
AMP XI.M38:

The VEGP Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will include Acceptance
criteria for both visual and non-visual techniques. Acceptance criteria will be
defined in program procedures. For physical manipulation or
destructive examination of elastomers, no indication of unacceptable hardening,
de-lamination, or cracking of the elastomer is acceptable.

For thickness measurements of steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy
components, remaining wall thickness must be sufficient to provide reasonable
assurance that the component will continue to perform its component function
until the next scheduled inspection.

The applicant's inclusion in this exception to include "Acceptance Criteria" for both visual and
non-visual techniques will augment this AMP with exception to adequately manage the aging
effects for which it is credited.

The staff noted that the applicant's inclusion of the both visual and non-visual techniques
required the acceptance criteria to be expanded so that it included relevant updates to
implementing procedures with the proper acceptance criteria for the additional non-visual
inspection techniques. On the basis of its review, the staff has determined this exception is
acceptable because the applicant has included an expansion of its acceptance criteria and will
provide updates to the implementing procedures for this program to reflect the additional non-
visual inspection techniques that this program will use to manage the aging effects with in the
scope of this program.

The staff also noted that the applicant has included the need for initiating and conducting its
implementation of this AMP in LRA Commitment No.19, letter dated March 20, 2008.

The staff finds that the applicant has proposed to implement the AMP in a manner that will
provide adequate management and detection of the age related degradation in this new Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program. In addition the staff reviewed the exception and its
justification and determines that the AMP with the exception is adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited. Therefore, this exception is acceptable.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.22 states that there is no specific programmatic
operating experience for this new program because it is a new program and it has not been
implemented yet. The applicant indicated that the selection of inspection locations, inspection
intervals, and prescriptions of appropriate inspection techniques will consider plant-specific and
industry operating experience. Because this is a new program, by letter dated March 20, 2008,
the applicant committed (Commitment No.19) to initiating and implementing the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program prior to the period of extended operation.

During the staff audit, the staff discussed the aspect of new AMPs with the plant personnel; the
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applicant stated that there is no programmatic operating experience specifically applicable to
this new program. However, the results of existing maintenance inspections are relevant to this
program. Degradation of components identified during a maintenance inspection is required to
be documented in a Condition report (CR). The review of VEGP operating experience identified
a small number of CR's which have been submitted for degradation of internal surface of the
components in the scope of this program. No occurrence of aging of internal surfaces of a
component exposed to an air environment was identified. Some degradation of the internal
surfaces of carbon steel components exposed to raw water environment was been identified.
The Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will manage aging of internal surfaces of
components in the scope of this program during the period of extended operation. Plant and
industry operating experience will be considered in selecting Inspection locations determining
inspection intervals, and prescribing appropriate inspection techniques.

The staff noted the inspection techniques and nondestructive examination techniques are well
proven in the industry and have been demonstrably effective in detecting degradation.
Inspections of internal surfaces during maintenance have proven effective in maintaining the
material condition of plant systems and components.

The program is based on the GALL Report program, which is based in turn on industry
operating experience. The plant does not have plant-specific operating experience consistent
with the operating experience described in the GALL AMP.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the operating experience discussed in the LRA
and in the basis document for the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program. In addition, the
staff reviewed a sample of condition reports for degraded piping and duct components. The staff
finds that the review of the operating experience documented in the LRA and basis document
for the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program did not reveal any unusual or significant
findings.

The staff also finds that the applicant did not identify any age-related related issues not
bounded by the industry operating experience.

The staff also noted when the above aspects of Exception # 4 of this program (1) Operating
experience is documented (2) RAIs # 3.3-1 and #.3.4-1 are resolved and accepted (3) LRA
Commitment No.19, as described in the response letter dated March 20, 2008, is fully
implemented, the program bounds operating experience that may occur in the future and the
program will be capable of managing the aging effect during the period of extended operation.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement The staff reviewed the UFSAR Supplement summary description that was
provided in LRA Section A.2.22 for the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program. The staff
verified that, in LRA Commitment No. 19 in the applicant's response letter dated March 20,
2008, the applicant committed to implement the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
prior to the period of extended operation. The staff also verified that the applicant has placed
this commitment on UFSAR Supplement summary description A.2.22 for Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program.

Based on this review, the staff finds that UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 provides an
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acceptable UFSAR Supplement summary description of the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program, which uses appropriate examination techniques on locations likely to have
significant degradation in materials such as steel, stainless steel, copper and elastomer
components, and will be implemented as committed to in LRA Commitment No. 19.

Therefore, the staff concludes that the UFSAR supplement for this AMP provides an adequate
summary description of the program, as described by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant
claimed consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the
exceptions and their justifications and determines that the AMP, with the exceptions, is
adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The staff concludes that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement
for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.14 Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.23 describes the existing
Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program as consistent, with exceptions, with GALL
AMP XI.M3, "Reactor Head Closure Studs."

The applicant stated that the Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program has preventive
measures as described in Regulatory Guide 1.65 and Inservice Inspection (ISI) programs to
manage loss of material and cracking in the reactor vessel closure head studs, nuts, and
washers.

The applicant also stated that preventive measures include material controls and the use of
approved lubricants. Reactor vessel head studs are fabricated from modified SA-540 Grade B24
material as specified in ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Case 1605. This code case is
not specified in Regulatory Guide 1.65 but is approved by Regulatory Guide 1.85. Actual stud
material properties have ultimate tensile strengths less than 170 ksi. Each reassembly
lubricates the reactor vessel closure head studs and nuts with an approved, stable lubricant.

The applicant further stated that condition monitoring includes visual and volumetric
examinations and leakage detection consistent with the ISI Program. These inspections are in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(a), which imposes the ISI requirements of ASME Code
Section Xl for Classes 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components and their attachments.

The ISI Program second inspection interval ended in May 2007. The third ISI interval
requirements are based on ASME Code Section Xl, 2001 Edition and 2002 and 2003 Addenda.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exceptions to determine whether the
AMP, with the exceptions, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During the audit, the staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed documents
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related to the Reactor Head Closure Studs Program, as listed in the audit summary, including
the license renewal program basis document in which the applicant assessed whether the
program elements, with the exceptions described below, are consistent with GALL AMP XI.M3.

On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that the VEGP Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud
Program includes preventive measures and condition monitoring examinations to adequately
manage loss of material and cracking in the reactor vessel closure head studs, nuts, and
washers during the period of extended operation. The staff finds LRA B.3.23 program elements,
with the exception described below, consistent with the GALL AMP XI.M3.

Exception In the LRA, the applicant identified two exceptions to the GALL AMP XI.M3 program
elements.

Exception (1)- The LRA B.3.23 states an exception to the following GALL Report program
elements:

Elements 3: Parameters Monitored/Inspected
4: Detection of Aging Effects
5: Monitoring and Trending
6: Acceptance Criteria

Exception NUREG-1801, Section XI.M3, describes the program as conforming to
the requirements of ASME Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the 2002
and 2003 Addenda. However, 10 CFR 50.55a governs the application of
Codes and Standards. While the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program for
the 3rd inspection interval will use the 2001 Edition including the 2002
and 2003 Addenda, the program will be updated in conformance with 10
CFR 50.55a for future inspection intervals.

Additionally, volumetric examinations are in compliance with the
performance demonstration initiative. This initiative program is
currently based on Appendix VIII, 2001 Edition of Section Xl as
mandated by 10 CFR 50.55a.

These differences are considered to be an exception to NUREG-
1801, Rev. 1 Section XI.M3.

Exception (2)- The LRA B.3.23 states an exception to the following GALL Report program

elements:

Elements 4: Detection of Aging Effects

Exception The program described in NUREG-1801, Rev. 1, Section XI.M3
includes visual, surface, and volumetric examinations. The VEGP
3rd inservice inspection interval requirements will be based on
ASME Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the 2002 and2003
Addenda. This edition of the ASME Code does not require surface
examinations and the VEGP program will not include surface
examination of the reactor vessel closure head studs unless
required by a future Code Edition specified in 10 CFR 50.55a
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The staff noted that the first exception in LRA AMP B.3.23, "Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud
Program," for program elements 3, 4, 5, and 6 states that VEGP Inservice Inspection Program
for the 3rd inspection interval will use the 2001 Edition, inclusive of 2002 and 2003 Addenda.
However, the ASME Code Section Xl Edition 2001, including the 2002 and 2003 Addenda, is
also referenced in GALL AMP XI.M3. The staff recognized that the applicant had used a similar
approach for identifying exceptions to several LRA aging management program. During the
audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why the relevant statement on the
ASME Code edition for the LRA AMPs is considered to be an exception to GALL AMPs, or
clarify if the LRA needs to be amended to delete this exception based on the staff's
determination.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that VEGP understands it is the staffs interpretation that
use of later Editions of ASME Section Xl than the edition specified in the GALL Report, Revision
1, for future inspection intervals is not an exception to the GALL Report, provided the Edition of
ASME Section Xl currently used is the same Edition referenced in the GALL Report, Revision 1.
As a result, the applicant in its letter dated March 20, 2008 amended the LRA Section B.3.23 to
remove this exception. In addition, the applicant revised the "Program Description" text for
VEGP license renewal application section B.3.23 and confirmed that VEGP is currently using
the ASME Code Section Xl Edition 2001, including the 2002 and 2003 Addenda that is
consistent with the GALL AMP XI.M3 recommendation. The staff finds the applicant's response
and the revision to the LRA acceptable; on the basis this portion of the program is consistent
with the GALL AMP XI.M3 recommendation.

In its review of Exception (1), the staff noted that LRA AMP B.3.23, "Reactor Vessel Closure
Head Stud Program," states that volumetric examinations are in compliance with the
performance demonstration initiative (PDI) and the applicant considered this as an exception to
the GALL AMP XI.M3, "Reactor Head Closure Studs," recommendations. However, the staff
recognized that GALL AMP XI.M3 recommends volumetric examination in accordance with the
general requirements of Subsection IWA-2000 and does not mention specifically compliance
with the PDI criteria of 10 CFR 50.55a. During the audit and review, the staff requested that the
applicant clarify whether its PDI program activities for volumetric examinations are exceptions to
the criteria in GALL AMP XI.M3 or they are beyond the recommendations of GALL AMP XI.M3.
The staff also asked the applicant to discuss how its PDI activities for the volumetric
examinations of the closure studs ensure that the volumetric examinations would be capable of
detecting the aging effects that are applicable to the studs for the period of extended operation.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that:

ASME Section Xl, Mandatory Appendix VIII addressed performance demonstration for
ultrasonic examination systems. The performance demonstration requirements implemented in
Appendix VIII to ASME Section XI include requirements for examination procedures, personnel
qualification, and examination qualification testing. This approach provides a high level of
assurance that the combination of equipment, personnel, and procedure is capable of detecting
flaws during volumetric examinations. The techniques described in Appendix VIII to ASME
Section Xl were developed using a consensus process and have been approved for use by the
staff via 10 CFR 50.55a. Examinations qualified to meet Appendix VIII requirements provide a
higher level of assurance that flaws will be detected and accurately sized when compared with
previously used volumetric examination requirements.
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Regarding implementation of Appendix ViII, 10 CFR 50.55a (g)(6)(C) states:

"Implementation of Appendix VIII to Section XI. (1) Appendix VIII and the supplements to
Appendix VIII to Section Xl, Division 1, 1995 Edition with the 1996 Addenda of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code must be implemented in accordance with the following schedule:
Appendix VIII and Supplements 1, 2, 3, and 8--May 22, 2000; Supplements 4 and 6--November
22, 2000; Supplement 11--November 22, 2001; and Supplements 5, 7, and 10--November 22,
2002."

And, 10 CFR 50.55a (b)(1)(xxiv) states:

"Incorporation of the Performance Demonstration Initiative and Addition of
Ultrasonic Examination Criteria. The use of Appendix VIII and the supplements to
Appendix VIII and Article 1-3000 of Section Xl of the ASME BPV Code, 2002
Addenda through the latest edition and addenda incorporated by reference in
paragraph (b)(2) of this section, is prohibited."

Appendix VIII, Supplement 8 provides qualification standards for bolts and studs.
Therefore, SNC was required by 10 CFR 50.55a (g)(6)(C) to implement PDI
requirements for examination of reactor vessel closure head studs no later than
May 22, 2000. Additionally, SNC is currently prohibited by 10 CFR 50.55a
(b)(1)(xxiv) from using Appendix VIII and the supplements to Appendix VIII from
the 2002 Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code, or any later edition and addenda
incorporated into 50.55a.

As a result, this exception is intended to clarify that examinations of reactor
vessel closure head studs will comply with ISI Program requirements as
implemented consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a and not any specific ASME Section
Xl Code edition and addenda cited in NUREG-1801, Section XI.M3.

The staff reviewed the above applicant's response and determined that 1) the
applicant clearly explained that VEGP is required to incorporate PDI
qualifications instead of the supplements to Appendix VIII and Article 1-3000 of
Section Xl of the ASME Code, 2002, and 2) the staff verified that the required
PDI qualifications are more restrictive than the requirements ASME Section IX,
IWB-3500 that are recommended by GALL XI.M3.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds the applicant's response and this portion
of Exception (1) acceptable.

In its review of the exception (2), the staff noted that LRA AMP B.3.23, "Reactor
Vessel Closure Head Stud Program," states that VEGP will not include surface
examination in this program, since ASME Code, Section XI, 2001 Edition,
including the 2002 and 2003 addenda, does not require surface examination.
However, the staff recognized that the GALL AMP XI.M3, "Reactor Head Closure
Studs," program element "detection of aging effects," states the program uses
visual, surface, and volumetric examinations in accordance with the general
requirements of Subsection IWA-2000. The GALL AMP XI.M3 also states that
the program uses magnetic particle, liquid penetration, or eddy current surface
examination to indicate the presence of surface discontinuities and flaws. Also, in
RG 1.65, Paragraph C.4, the NRC recommended that the requirements of
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Section XI of the ASME Code should be supplemented to include a surface
examination in accordance with paragraph NB-2545 or NB-2546 of Section III of
the ASME Code. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to
provide technical justification for excluding surface examinations from the scope
of this program, or enhance the VEGP program to include surface examinations
as recommended by the GALL AMP XI.M3.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8,
2008. The applicant in its response stated that VEGP UFSAR Section 1.9.65.2 describes
the VEGP position regarding conformance with NRC Regulatory Guide 1.65. VEGP
UFSAR Section 1.9.65.2, Item3, states that all bolting surface examinations will be
performed in accordance with ASME Section Xl in lieu of paragraph NB-2545 or NB-
2546 of ASME Section II1. The applicant also stated that volumetric examination
techniques, especially those in conformance with Appendix VIII to ASME Section Xl are
much improved over the volumetric techniques available at the time Regulatory Guide
1.65 was issued (October 1973) and currently, surface examination in addition to
volumetric examination does not provide a significant improvement in assurance of the
level of quality and safety.

The staff discussed the applicant's response with the applicant's technical staff during the audit
and review. The staff also reviewed the Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program related
documents and the VEGP Units 1 and 2 Inservice Inspection Summary Reports for the reactor
closure head studs. The staff concludes that VEGP reactor closure studs examinations in
conformance to ASME Section XI. The applicants program is in accordance with a later addition
to the ASME Section Xl code and therefore provides an acceptable basis for the exception to
GALL Report.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds the applicant's response and the exception (2) to the
GALL AMP XI.M3 acceptable.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.23 states that Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud
Program inspections are based on ASME Code requirements. Because the ASME Code is a
consensus document widely used over a long period, it has been effective in managing aging
effects in components and their attachments.

The applicant stated that the Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program is in accordance with
general requirements for engineering programs. Periodic program reviews ensure compliance
with regulatory, process, and procedural requirements.

Recent VEGP records show pitting of the nuts and washers for three Unit 2 closure stud
assemblies. In the applicant's engineering judgment, the pitted nuts and washers no longer met
minimum contact surface requirements and were replaced.

The applicant also stated that GALL AMP XI.M3, "Operating Experience" element states that the
SCC has occurred in BWR pressure vessel head studs (Stoller 1991). The aging management
program has provisions regarding inspection techniques and evaluation, material specifications,
corrosion prevention, and other aspects of reactor pressure vessel head stud cracking. The
applicant further stated that implementation of the program provides reasonable assurance that
the effects of cracking due to SCC or IGSCC and loss of material due to wear will be adequately
managed so that the intended functions of the reactor head closure studs and bolts will be
maintained consistent with the current licensing basis for the period of extended operation.
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During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant in the operating experience
section of the Reactor Vessel closure Head Stud Program states that review of recent VEGP
records identified pitting of the nuts and washers for three Unit 2 closure stud assemblies.
However, the staff recognized that neither LRA AMR tables, nor GALL Volume 2 tables,
includes managing loss of material due to corrosion pitting for closure head stud assemblies in
the scope of this program. The staff asked the applicant to clarify whether, or not, loss of
material due to pitting is included in this program. Also, the staff requested that the applicant
discuss how this aging effect is managed by Rector Closure Stud Program, and to provide
additional details on identification of pitting of the nuts and washers and the associated
corrective actions.

Further, the staff asked the applicant to provide additional details on VEGP's operating
experience related to this program, with emphasize on identification of cracking, loss of
material, or leakage, during the last five years of operation.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant in its response stated that an AMR line item to address corrosion of the VEGP
RPV closure head studs was inadvertently omitted from Table 3.1.2-1. The staff confirmed that
the applicant in its letter dated March 20, 2008 added an ltem"6d" to VEGP LRA Table 3.1.2-1
to address corrosion of closure studs, nuts, and washers, and credited the Reactor Vessel
Closure Head Stud Program to manage this aging effect.

The staff finds this response acceptable and that the applicant has addressed the relevant
operating experience because: (1) the applicant appropriately amended the LRA to include an
AMR on loss of material due to corrosion of closure studs, nuts, and washers in LRA Table
3.1.2-1, (2) the program is designed to manage and detect the aging effects that are applicable
to the RV closure stud assembly components, and (3) the program has been determined to be
consistent with GALL AMP Xl .M3 "Reactor Head Closure Studs".

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criteria
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.23, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program.

The staff reviewed this section and determined that the information in the UFSAR supplement is
an adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Stud Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the exceptions
and their justifications and determined that the AMP, with the exceptions, is adequate to
manage the aging effects for which it is credited. The staff concludes that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP
and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.2.15 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.25 describes the existing
Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program (RVSP) as consistent, with exceptions and
enhancements, with GALL Report, XI.M31, "Reactor Vessel Surveillance".

The applicant stated that the RVSP is an existing condition monitoring program that manages
loss of fracture toughness due to neutron embrittlement in reactor vessel alloy steel materials
exposed to neutron fluence exceeding 1 x 1017 n/cm2 (E > 1.0 MeV). The program is based on
10 CFR 50, Appendix H, "Reactor Vessel Material Surveillance Requirements" and ASTM E
185-82, "Standard Practice for Conducting Surveillance Tests for Light-Water Cooled Nuclear
Power Reactor Vessels."

Capsules are periodically removed during the course of plant operating life. Neutron
embrittlement is evaluated through surveillance capsule testing and evaluation, fluence
calculations and benchmarking, and monitoring of effective full power years (EFPYs).

Exception The LRA states an exception for both the VEGP, Unit 1 and 2 RVs, that capsules with
accumulated neutron fluence equivalent to 60 years of operation have already been pulled and
tested. The exception also stated that the remaining capsules (2 capsules in each unit) will be
removed such that, at the time of removal, each of the remaining capsules will have
accumulated neutron fluence that is not less than once, nor greater than twice, the peak end of
life fluence expected for an additional 20-year license renewal term (80 years of operation).

Enhancement 1 The LRA stated an enhancement that would involve revision of program
documents, prior to completion of testing of the last surveillance capsule in each unit, to require
that tested and untested specimens from all capsules removed from the VEGP RVs remain in
storage. Also, alternate dosimetry would be installed to monitor neutron fluence on the RVs after
removal of the last surveillance capsule from each unit. This enhancement will be implemented
prior to removal of the last surveillance capsule in each unit.

Staff Evaluation The staff reviewed the applicant's proposed RVSP with its exception and
enhancements to.the NUREG-1801, Section XI.M31, "Reactor Vessel Surveillance,"
requirements to determine whether the AMP remains adequate to manage the aging effects for
which it is credited.

The RVSP, which is designed and implemented in accordance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix
H, uses testing of the RV surveillance capsule test specimens as the basis for monitoring for
neutron irradiation-induced embrittlement in base metals (plate or forgings) and welds that are
located in the beltline region of the low alloy steel RV. VEGP's RVSP consisted of six
surveillance capsules. Fracture toughness of beltline materials is indirectly monitored through
measurement of the impact energy of Charpy V-Notch specimens. To date, four surveillance
capsules were removed from the VEGP RV and tested. For both the VEGP, Unit 1 and 2 reactor
vessels, capsules with accumulated neutron fluence equivalent to 60 years of operation have
already been pulled and tested. The remaining capsules (2 capsules in each unit) will be
removed such that, at the time of removal, each of the remaining capsules will have
accumulated neutron fluence that is not less than once, nor greater than twice, the peak end of
life fluence expected for an additional 20-year license renewal term (80 years of operation).

The staff confirmed that Capsule X (3.53 x 1019, n/cm 2, E > 1 MeV) from VEGP, Unit 1 and
Capsule W (2.98 x 1019 n/cm2, E > 1 MeV) from VEGP, Unit 2 were exposed to fluences greater
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than the peak projected neutron fluence for their associated RV at 60 years of operation.
Hence, the applicant has already met all RVSP requirements to support operation of VEGP,
Units 1 and 2 through 60 years of operation. Removal of the remaining capsules at a fluence
equivalent to 80 years of operation is appropriate because capsule data for fluences equivalent
to 60 years of operation fluence has already been obtained. The applicant stated that the
enhancement would involve revision of program documents, prior to completion of testing of the
last surveillance capsule in each unit, to require that tested and untested specimens from all
capsules removed from the VEGP RVs remain in storage. Also, alternate dosimetry would be
installed to monitor neutron fluence on the RVs after removal of the last surveillance capsule
from each unit. This enhancement will be implemented prior to removal of the last surveillance
capsule in each unit.

The staff finds this response acceptable because future capsule testing will provide assurance
that neutron irradiation-induced embrittlement in the RV beltline materials as a result of any
change in projected neutron fluence can be monitored effectively during the period of extended
operation.

The staff accepts the applicant's RVSP based on the following:

the testing of the surveillance capsules in accordance with the proposed
schedule provides assurance that the neutron-induced embrittlement in low alloy
steel RV base metals and their associated welds will be adequately monitored
during the period of extended operation
the applicant's RVSP complies with the requirements of the
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H.

The staff finds this program element acceptable because the applicant's discussion of the
operating experience program element satisfies the criteria defined in the GALL Report.

Operating Experience The AMP B.3.25 states that the RVSP is an existing condition monitoring
program that manages loss of fracture toughness due to neutron embrittlement in RV alloy
steels exposed to neutron fluence exceeding 1 x 1017 n/cm 2 (E > 1.0 MeV). The applicant stated
that the staff has approved the use of the program during the period of current operation.
Surveillance specimens have been removed and tested. Where applicable, credible data from
these specimens have been used to verify embrittlement rates and predict future performance
of RV materials with regard to neutron embrittlement. For VEGP, Unit 1, the most recent results
submitted to the NRC are documented in WCAP-16278-NP, Revision 0, "Analysis of Capsule X
from the Southern Nuclear Operating Company, Vogtle Unit 1 Reactor Vessel Radiation
Surveillance Program." For VEGP, Unit 2, the most recent results submitted to the NRC are
documented in WCAP-16382-NP, Revision 0, "Analysis of Capsule W from the Southern
Nuclear Operating Company, Vogtle Unit 2 Reactor Vessel Radiation Surveillance Program."
Both of these reports include data from surveillance capsules exposed to a neutron fluence
equivalent to 60 years of operation.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.25, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal
commitment list dated August 11, 2008 and confirmed that this program enhancement is
identified as Commitment No. 21 to be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Conclusion On the basis of its review of the applicant's RVSP, the staff concludes that those
program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency with the GALL REPORT, are
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consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the exception and enhancement and confirmed that their
implementation prior to the period of extended operation would support the requirements of the
AMP. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
current licensing basis for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

.3.0.3.2.16 Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.26 describes the existing
Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program as consistent, with exception, with GALL
AMP XI.M 19, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity."

The applicant stated that the existing Steam Generator (SG) Tubing Integrity Program is a
subprogram of the integrated Steam Generator Program for managing the SGs. The Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program focuses on SG tube integrity, tube plugging, and the
management and repair of SG tubing. The program complies with the program described in NEI
97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines," and VEGP Technical Specifications Section
5.5.9.

Preparation and approval of program deviations from NEI 97-06 are in accordance with Section
2 of the EPRI steam generator management program administrative procedures.

The applicant also stated that the Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program incorporates
performance criteria for structural integrity, accident-induced leakage, and operational leakage
consistent with NEI 97-06 and VEGP Technical Specifications.

The program includes a balance of prevention, inspection, evaluation and repair, and leakage
monitoring. Major program elements are degradation assessments, inspection, integrity
assessments, leakage monitoring, and chemistry controls.

The applicant further stated that NEI 97-06 refers to EPRI guidelines for SG examination,
integrity assessment, primary to secondary leakage monitoring, in-situ testing, and water
chemistry controls. The Water Chemistry Control Program maintains water chemistry controls
for primary and secondary water chemistry.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the exception to determine whether the
AMP, with the exception, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During its audit and review, the staff reviewed the program elements of the LRA B.3.26, "Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program," for which the applicant claims consistency with GALL
AMP XI.M19, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity," with the exception described below. The staff
also reviewed the license renewal program basis document for the applicant's Steam Generator
Tube Integrity Program and interviewed VEGP staff members involved with implementation of
the Steam Generator Tube Integrity Program.

In the "operating experience" program element for AMP B.3.26, "Steam Generator Tubing
Integrity Program, the applicant states that wear due to interaction with loose parts or foreign
objects has been identified for VEGP. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant
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to discuss how loose or foreign objects are detected and controlled under the Steam Generator
Integrity Program.

The applicant provided its response to the staff s question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant stated in its response that detection and control of foreign objects in the
secondary side of the VEGP steam generators is achieved through diverse means. Inspections
during outages for loose parts and foreign objects are accomplished through eddy current
inspections and secondary-side foreign object search and retrieval. Removal of foreign objects
is achieved in the foreign object search and retrieval or in sludge lance cleaning. The applicant
provided additional details on the eddy current inspections, secondary side foreign object
search and retrieval, and sludge lance cleaning.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed procedures for performing these activities and
finds the applicant's approach adequate to detect and control loose or foreign objects.

On the basis of this review, the staff finds the LRA B.3.26 program elements, with the exception
described below, consistent with the GALL AMP XI.M19.

Exception In the LRA, the applicant identified an exception to the GALL Report program
element "Program Scope," "Preventive Actions," "Detection of Aging Effects," and "Monitoring
and Trending" elements. Specifically, AMP XI.M19, of the GALL Report references Revision 1 of
NEI 97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines." Currently, the VEGP Steam Generator
Tube Integrity Program is implemented in accordance with Revision 2 of NEI 97-06. The LRA
considers this difference an exception to the GALL Report.

During the audit, the staff asked the applicant to clarify how NEI 97-06 Revision 2 differs from
Revision 1 and explain how the program elements are affected by the differences. Also, the staff
requested that the applicant provide justification if any of the requirements of the program is
relaxed /reduced.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant, in its response, stated that there is no functional reduction in program
requirements in the NEI 97-06 Revision 2. The applicant has retained the original guidance or
added guide lines referenced in NEI 97-06 or EPRI Steam Generator Management Program
procedures, where the guidance level of detail in NEI 97-06 was reduced. The applicant further
stated that in the NEI correspondence with the NRC dated September 9, 2005, NEI states that
Revision 2 of NEI 97-06 is consistent with Technical Specification Task Force Traveler (TSTF)-
449 Revision 4, and that the NRC staff reviewed and approved TSTF-449, Revision 4, as
documented in Generic Letter 2006-01. The applicant stated that staff's approval of TSTF-449,
Revision 4 justifies use of Revision 2 of NEI 97-06.

On the basis that the applicant stated there is no functional reduction regarding use of NEI 97-
06, Revision 2, for implementation of the VEGP Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program, and
because the NRC staff has reviewed and approved the Technical
Specification Amendments based on NEI 97-06, Revision 2, the staff finds the applicant's
response to the above question and the exception to the program acceptable.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.26 states that the Westinghouse Model F SGs have
thermally-treated Alloy 600 tubes hydraulically expanded for the full depth of the tubesheet at
each end with stainless steel broached-hole quatrefoil tube supports and chrome-plated Inconel
anti-vibration bars. The tubes are arranged on a square pitch.
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Active degradation mechanisms recognized by the applicant in the Unit 1 SGs include PWSCC
of tubesheet joint bulges and over-expansions, circumferential outside diameter SCC (ODSCC)
at the expansion transition, and axial ODSCC at the top of the tubesheet. The applicant
detected PWSCC in Unit 1 tubesheet bulges during the spring 2005 refueling outage and
ODSCC at the expansion region during the fall 2006 refueling outage. After these PWSCC and
ODSCC detections in Unit 1, the applicant has plugged and stabilized a number of tubes.

No active degradation mechanisms have been detected by the applicant in the VEGP Unit 2
steam generators. The most recent Unit 2 steam generators eddy current inspection during the
spring 2007 refueling outage detected no degradation mechanisms and no steam generator
tubes were plugged.

VEGP has detected anti-vibration bar wear and tube wear due to interaction with loose parts or
foreign objects as relevant degradation mechanisms (those found in similar plants with the
same tubing material and with similar design features).

In 2002, an inadvertent addition of sodium hexametaphosphate to the condensate chemical
feed tanks on both units exceeded the action level 3 limits for sodium in the steam generators.
Both units were shut down immediately to reduce the high sodium and phosphate
concentrations. Fill and drain processes effectively removed the sodium but significant
phosphate residuals remain trapped in the steam generator due to interaction with internal
surfaces and sludge. Small, but significant phosphate levels return during start-ups. Water
Chemistry Control Program modifications included phosphate action levels and discontinued
molar ratio control. During the last refueling outage for each VEGP unit, chemical cleaning of
the secondary side removed approximately 7000 pounds of scale deposit from Unit 1 and 5000
from Unit 2. Following the removal of scale deposit and adsorbed phosphate, the applicant has
monitored plant chemistry parameters to determine the best time to re-initiate molar ratio
control.

The Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program incorporates new industry operating experience
and research data for periodic program improvement. The EPRI steam generator guidelines that
form the technical bases for the program are the results of a consensus, which is periodically
updated by EPRI. The Steam Generator Program is in accordance with general requirements
for engineering programs. Periodic program reviews and assessments ensure compliance with
regulatory, process, and procedural requirements.

Review of recent Steam Generator Program performance results show that the program has
found and corrected degradation attributable to aging effects requiring management (AERMs)
effectively.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the above operating experience in the LRA and
some of the operating experience referenced in the program basis document for the Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program and steam generators inspection reports for the previous
refueling outages. The staff noted that in the "operating experience" program element for AMP
B.3.26, "Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program, the applicant stated that active degradation
mechanism identified in VEGP, Unit 1 steam generators during spring 2005 refueling related to
PWSCC and ODSCC. The applicant added that as a result, a number of tubes have been
plugged and stabilized. However, no active degradation mechanisms have been identified in the
VEGP Unit 2 and no SG tubes were plugged during the spring 2007 refueling outage.
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The staff requested that for each Unit, the applicant provide the number of tubes of each
replaced steam generator that have been repaired, stabilized or plugged to date, and clarify if
any additional age-related degradation mechanisms have induced aging effects in the VEGP
Unit 1 SG tubes. The staff also asked the applicant to discuss the non-destructive examination
(NDE) detection methods (including NDE probe used) that were used to detect the relevant
aging mechanisms (including PWSCC and ODSCC).

In addition, the staff asked the applicant to provide an explanation on why VEGP Unit 1 steam
generator components have degraded faster than Unit 2 steam generator components. Also,
the staff asked the applicant whether or not the degradation mechanisms that occurred in the
Unit 1 steam generator components could potentially occur in the Unit 2 steam generator
components during the period of extended operation and if so, whether they need to be
managed.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs questions in a letter dated February 8, 2008.
The applicant stated that the repair of tubes at VEGP Unit 1 has involved only plugging and
stabilization, and that the repaired tubes are the same as those that are plugged, some of which
are also stabilized.

The numbers of tubes in VEGP Unit 1 and Unit 2 that are plugged or stabilized are provided in
the following table:

Steam Unit 1 Tubes Unit I Tubes Unit 2 Tubes Unit 2 Tubes
Generator Plugged Stabilized Plugged Stabilized

1 9 3 5 1
2 14 6 12 2
3 25 3 4 3
4 26 11 21 2

The applicant, in its response, clarified that the additional age-related degradation mechanisms
that have induced aging effects in the VEGP Unit 1 are wear at tubing intersections with anti-
vibration bars, wear due to secondary-side foreign objects, wear at the flow distribution baffle
plate (due to pressure pulse cleaning), and possible wall loss from ultrasound energy cleaning
cavitation. The applicant stated that though the anti-vibration bar wear, foreign object wear, and
flow distribution baffle plate wear degradation mechanisms are frequently found in VEGP Unit 1
outages, they have not been detected to the extent required to meet the industry criteria
threshold for an active damage mechanism. The applicant also responded that eddy current
examinations using rotating coil probes, Ghent probes, and bobbin probes have been used to
detect Unit 1 age-related degradation mechanisms.

The staff finds this response acceptable on the basis that the additional age-related degradation
mechanisms identified by the applicant are well known in industry, have been seen at levels that
do not meet the criteria for active damage mechanisms, and the applicant has a program in
place that will adequately monitor these age-related degradation mechanisms. Also, the staff's
review of the program operating experience, documented in the basis document for the Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program, did not reveal any unusual or significant findings.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.
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UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.26, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program. The staff reviewed this section and determines
that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the
program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Steam Generator Tubing
Integrity Program, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant
claimed consistency with the GALL Report, are consistent. In addition, the staff reviewed the
applicant's exception to GALL AMP XI.M19, "Steam Generator Tube Integrity" and its
justifications and determines that the AMP, with the exception, is adequate to manage the aging
effects for which it is credited. The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.17 Structural Monitoring Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.32 describes the existing
Structural Monitoring Program as consistent, with enhancements, with GALL AMP XI.S6,
"Structures Monitoring Program."

The Structural Monitoring Program is based upon the requirements and guidance of
10 CFR 50.65, "Requirements for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenance at Nuclear
Power Plants," and Regulatory Guide 1.160, Revision 2, "Monitoring the Effectiveness of
Maintenance at Nuclear Power Plants." VEGP uses the Structural Monitoring Program to
monitor the condition of structures and structural components within the scope of the
Maintenance Rule for reasonable assurance there is no loss of structure or structural
component intended function. Enhancements to the Structural Monitoring Program will be
implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the enhancements to determine whether
the AMP, with the enhancements, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed the Structures Monitoring
Program bases documents. Specifically, the staff reviewed the program elements and
associated bases documents to determine consistency with GALL AMP XI.S6.

The staff finds the applicant's Structures Monitoring Program acceptable because it conforms to
the recommended GALL AMP XI.S6, "Structures Monitoring Program," with enhancements as
described below.

Enhancement 1: In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
element "Program Scope." Specifically, the enhancement states:

The Scope of the Structures Monitoring Program will be expanded to include the
additional structures that require monitoring for license renewal.
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The staff reviewed the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program, and their Aging Effect
Requiring Managements (AERMs) under the scope of the structural monitoring program. The
staff finds that the additional structures that require monitoring for license renewal during the
period of extended operation are:

* Alternate Radwaste Building
* Dry Active Waste (DAW) Warehouse
* DAW Processing Facility
* Radwaste Process Facility
* Radwaste Transfer Building
* Radwaste Transfer Tunnel (Portion near Auxiliary Building only)
* Fire Water Pump House (including Diesel Storage Tank Support Structure)
* Fire Protection Valve House
* Fire Water Storage Tank Structure
* Valve Boxes and Pull Boxes

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.32, "Structures Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S6
and provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Enhancement 2: In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
element "Program Scope." Specifically, the enhancement states:

The scope of inspection for structures that require monitoring for license renewal will be
clarified. An area-based inspection will be performed unless a detailed inspection scope
is provided.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program, and their AERMs under the
scope of the structural monitoring program. The staff finds that the additional structures that
require monitoring for license renewal during the period of extended operation will be clarified
and area-based inspections will include the structure and structural components, including
foundations, hangers and supports (both safety-related and nonsafety-related).

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.32, "Structures Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL
AMP XI.S6 and provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed.

Enhancement 3: In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program

element "Program Scope." Specifically, the enhancement states:

The Structural Monitoring Program scope for hangers and supports will be clarified.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program, and their AERMs under the
scope of the structural monitoring program. The staff finds that the additional structures that
require monitoring for license renewal during the period of extended operation are properly
identified in the program scope (nonsafety-related as well as safety-related hangers and
supports). The program document currently indicates only Category 1 hangers and supports.
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The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.32, "Structures Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S6
and provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Enhancement 4: In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
elements "Parameters Monitored or Inspected, Monitoring and Trending, and Acceptance
Criteria." Specifically, the enhancement states:

The Structures Monitoring Program will be enhanced to include periodic ground water
monitoring to confirm it remains non-aggressive as defined in NUREG 1801.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program, and their AERMs under the
parameters monitored or inspected, monitoring and trending, and acceptance criteria of the
structural monitoring program. The staff finds that the additional structures that require
monitoring for license renewal during the period of extended operation includes periodic ground
water samples will be obtained from locations near the power block structures. Samples will be
monitored and evaluated for sulfates, chlorides, and pH; phosphate levels to confirm it remains
non-aggressive as defined in GALL Report.

During the audit and review the staff asked the applicant to clarify the ground water monitoring
frequency and its basis to confirm it remains non-aggressive. Also, to provide the most recent
ground water monitoring and the results of this monitoring. In its response, the applicant stated
that the Structures Monitoring Program will be enhanced to perform ground water monitoring at
a maximum interval of five years irrespective of whether the below grade environment is
aggressive or not. Initially, this period was set at five years based on the non-aggressive nature
of under ground environment noted so far. Ground water monitoring frequency may be subject
to modification (increased monitoring) based on plant specific environments, observed
degradation or noticeable change in ground water chemistry. Ground water is considered
aggressive when environmental conditions exceed threshold values (Chlorides > 500 ppm,
Sulfates >1500 ppm, and pH < 5.5). The staff reviewed the results of the recently samples and
found that they are non-aggressive as indicated in the table below:

Chemical Groundwater
Parameter

FSAR () Recent Lab Test (2) Recent Lab Test (3)

pH 6.1 - 11.3 7.42 -8.24 5.77 - 6.34
Chlorides (ppm) 1,.0- 198.4 1.95-8.71 4.97-7.95
Sulfates (ppm) 3.6 - 36.6 2.9 - 12.5 1.63-11.95

Notes:
(1) Refer UFSAR Section 2.4 Table 2.4.12-3
(2) Recent test has been conducted by General Test Laboratory between 11/2/05 to 11/21/05.
(3) Recent test has been conducted by General Test Laboratory between 05/08/07 to 05/09/07.

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.32, "Structures Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S6
and provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Enhancement 5: In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
elements "Program Scope, Parameters Monitored or Inspected, and Acceptance Criteria."
Specifically, the enhancement states:
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Under water inspection of the NSCW cooling tower basins, including
appropriate inspection and acceptance criteria, will be added to the
Structural Monitoring Program.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program, and their AERMs under the
"scope," "parameters monitored or inspected," and "acceptance criteria," program elements of
the structural monitoring program. The staff finds that the additional structures that require
monitoring for license renewal are appropriately included in the Structural Monitoring program.
The staff also found the addition of inspection and acceptance criteria for under water
inspection of the NSCW cooling tower basins to the Structural Monitoring program acceptable
because when enhancement is implemented, VEGP AMP B.3.32, "Structures Monitoring
Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S6 and provide additional assurance that the
effects of aging will be adequately managed.

The applicant also stated that LRA Section A.2.32 will be implement the above five
enhancements to the Structures Monitoring Program as indicated in the letter dated June 27,
2007, (Commitment No. 23).

On this basis, the staff finds these enhancements acceptable because when enhancements are
implemented, the Structural Monitoring Program will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S6 and
will provide that the effects of aging are adequately managed.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.32 states that the Structural Monitoring Program is in
accordance with general requirements for engineering programs. Periodic program reviews
ensure compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural requirements.

The 1998 baseline inspections established a reference condition for comparison during later
inspections. Periodic inspections commenced in April 2000 planned for every 10 years for the
duration of plant operation.

The 1998 Structural Monitoring Program baseline inspections found the condition of the EDG
exhaust enclosure unacceptable. After an evaluation the Corrective Action Program replaced
the enclosure with an improved design.

Periodic inspections in 2005 found the rooms and areas structurally acceptable with only a few
items noted as "acceptable with deficiency." The Corrective Action Program increased the
monitoring frequency. An example of an "acceptable with deficiency" condition is evidence of
slight water intrusion on the north wall and floor of Auxiliary Building Level C. None of the
deficient items required immediate action to maintain intended functions, and monitoring will
continue for any change in condition.

The operating experience review has concluded that administrative controls are effective in
detecting age-related degradation and initiating corrective action.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the above operating experience and the
operating experience described in the program basis document and in various condition reports
(CR), and interviewed the applicant's technical staff to confirm that the operating experience did
not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry experience. Most of the documented
conditions were rusted, cracked, leaked, and/or corroded structural components such as pipe
supports, studs. The applicant corrected the conditions through their corrective action program.
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The staff did not identify any age-related related issues not bounded by the industry operating
experience.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.32, the applicant provided the USAR supplement for
the Structures Monitoring Program. The staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal
commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and confirmed that these enhancements
to this program is identified as Commitment No. 23 to be implemented before the period of
extended operation. The staff reviewed UFSAR Supplement section and determined that the
information in the USAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program,
the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency
with the GALL Report are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancements and confirmed
that their implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the existing AMP
consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. The staff concludes that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement
for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.18 Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.33 describes the existing
Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls as consistent, with enhancement, with GALL
AMP XI.S5, "Masonry Wall Program."

The Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls is part of the Structural Monitoring Program
implementing 10 CFR 50.65 structure monitoring requirements. The existing Masonry Wall
Program manages aging of masonry walls and their structural steel restraint systems within the
scope of license renewal. The program includes the concrete masonry units and restraint
systems that seal and shield some access openings in the Seismic Category I structures from
radiation.

There are no masonry walls in Seismic Category I structures but some Auxiliary Building access
openings are sealed with concrete masonry units for radiation shielding and maintenance
purposes. Steel angle or steel beam structural elements hold these concrete units in place.

The turbine building, the switch house located in the high-voltage switchyard, the dry active
waste warehouse, dry active waste processing facility, radwaste process facility, radwaste
transfer building, and the fire water pump houses are non-Category I structures that utilize
masonry walls. The program has inspection guidelines that list attributes that cause masonry
wall aging monitored during structural inspections and that establish examination criteria,
evaluation requirements, and acceptance criteria. The program is based on guidance in NRC
Office of Inspection & Enforcement (IE) Bulletin 80-11, "Masonry Wall Design," and NRC
Information Notice 87-67, "Lessons Learned from Regional Inspections of Licensee Actions in
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Response to NRC IE Bulletin 80-11". The Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls will be
enhanced prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the enhancement to determine whether
the AMP, with the enhancement, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

The staff reviewed those portions of the Masonry Wall Program for which the applicant claims
consistency with GALL AMP XI.S5 and finds that they are consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff finds the applicant's Masonry Wall Program acceptable because it conforms to
the recommended GALL AMP XI.S5, "Masonry Wall," with the enhancement as described
below.

Enhancement The LRA states an enhancement to the GALL Report program element "Scope of
Program," specifically:

The scope of the Structures Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls will be
expanded to include monitoring of masonry walls in the structures which are in
scope for license renewal but are not currently monitored under this program.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Structures Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls Program, the
masonry wall structures, structural components, and their AERMs which are under the scope of
the Structures Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls. The staff finds that the additional
structures and components that require monitoring for license renewal during the period of
extended operation are structures such as Radwaste Structures. Visual inspections of these
plant structures are at ten-year intervals. However, more frequent inspections.will be based on
past inspection results, industry experience, or exposure to a significant event (e.g., tornado,
earthquake, fire, etc.).

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when implemented the Structures
Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.S5 and provide
additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Operating Experience LRA Section B.3.33 states that plant-specific operating experience comes
from condition report searches, personnel interviews, and Structural Monitoring Program
inspection report reviews. The 1998 baseline inspections established a reference in time for
comparison to later inspections. Periodic inspections commenced in April 2000 planned for
every 10 years for the duration of plant operation.

The operating experience review has concluded that administrative controls are effective in
detecting age-related degradation and initiating corrective action.

The staff reviewed the operating experience presented in the LRA and in the program basis
document and interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and confirmed that the plant-
specific operating experience revealed no degradation not bounded by industry experience.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.
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UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.33, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls. The staff reviewed the applicant's license
renewal commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and confirmed that these
enhancements to this program is identified as commitment No. 24 to be implemented before the
period of extended operation. The staff reviewed UFSAR Supplement section and determines
that the information in the UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the
program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program
- Masonry Walls, the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant
claimed consistency with the GALL Report are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the
enhancement and confirmed that their implementation prior to the period of extended operation
would make the existing AMP consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared.
The staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.2.19 Fatigue Monitoring Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.38 describes the existing
Fatigue Monitoring Program as consistent, with enhancements, with GALL AMP X.M1, "Metal
Fatigue of Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary."

The applicant stated that the Fatigue Monitoring Program consists of two existing programs, the
Fatigue and Cycle Monitoring Program and Thermal Stratification Data Collection Program. The
Fatigue and Cycle Monitoring Program, also known as the Component or Cyclic Transient Limit
Program, is described in VEGP Technical Specification Section 5.5.5. Program controls track
the transient cycles to maintain components within the design limit. The component cyclic or
transient design limits are in VEGP UFSAR Section 3.9.N.1.

The Thermal Stratification Data Collection program monitors for adverse thermal stratification
and cycling from isolation valve leakage in the normally stagnant nonisolable RCS branch lines
identified in the VEGP response to IE Bulletin 88-08.

The applicant also stated that the Fatigue Monitoring Program monitors fatigue for ASME Code
Class 1 components by software (FatigueProTM software) that has three different modules: cycle
counting, cycle-based fatigue monitoring, and stress-based fatigue (SBF) monitoring.

Cycle Counting - The cycle-counting module counts and tracks the number of
selected design transients that have occurred. Counting these cycles and
demonstrating that current and projected cycles are fewer than assumed in
design fatigue calculations validates those assumptions and confirms the
expectation that fatigue usage will remain below the ASME Code Section III
design limit.

Cycle-Based Fatigue Monitoring - This module computes cumulative usage
fatigue for each event that actually occurs using the design-basis severity
specific to the monitored location.
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SBF Monitoring - The SBF monitoring module is the most precise of the three for
monitoring fatigue usage. This module uses the actual temperature, pressure,
and flow measurement data to calculate stress intensity ranges and fatigue at the
monitored location.

Calculated current and projected fatigue usage demonstrate that fatigue usage will continue to
be below the design limit.

The applicant further stated that transients and components required to be monitored by the
UFSAR are based on the following methodology (projections are based on a 60-year operating
period):

Determination of Class 1 components to be monitored is by comparison of both
the design fatigue usage and the projected fatigue usage for the component to a
screening value of cumulative usage fatigue less than 0.1.

Determination of plant cycles to be monitored is by evaluation of the contribution
of the lifetime projected plant cycles to the fatigue usage for any Class 1
component and by a screening level for the lifetime projected plant cycles of
approximately 10 percent of the design allowable cycles.

Fatigue monitoring (e.g., SBF monitoring) of the limiting component(s) affected
by a cycle may show that the ASME Code acceptance criterion of cumulative
usage fatigue less than or equal to 1.0 remains valid even if the assumed
number of cycles has been exceeded.

Selection of screening levels accommodated the maximum anticipated effect of
reactor water environmental factors for a projected 60-year operating period.

The UFSAR requires fatigue monitoring of specific components on each unit and of specific
plant cycles. LRA Section 4.3.1 on metal fatigue TLAA evaluations details the monitored cycles
and components and the fatigue monitoring module in use.

The applicant stated that the Fatigue Monitoring Program uses a combination of cycle-counting,
cycle-based fatigue monitoring, and SBF monitoring to track fatigue usage. The software counts
cycles and calculates fatigue usage for selected high-usage components. The fatigue-
monitoring software counts most of the transient cycles required to be monitored by changes in
plant instrument readings. Cycles that cannot be counted by installed instrumentation are
counted manually (and then entered into the software). For some specific transients, VEGP
uses SBF monitoring of bounding locations in lieu of cycle counting.

VEGP uses SBF monitoring of the main and auxiliary feedwater nozzles, the bounding locations
for the feedwater cycling events, rather than counting of feedwater cycling events. VEGP uses
SBF monitoring of the normal and alternate charging nozzles, the bounding locations in the
Class 1 portion of the charging and letdown systems, rather than counting of loss of charging,
loss of letdown events, or both.

In response to IE Bulletin 88-08, nonisolable sections of piping for the safety injection, normal
and alternalte charging, and auxiliary spray lines connected to the RCS have instrumentation to
detect adverse thermal stratification and cycling due to potential isolation valve leakage into the
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RCS boundary. Temperature measurements detect fluid leakage by resistance temperature
detectors strapped on the pipes. Temperature data periodically recorded and evaluated for
thermal stratification and cycling determine impact on piping structural integrity. Additionally (on
Unit 2 only), two 12-inch RHR suction lines attached to the reactor coolant loop hot leg have
resistance temperature detectors. This monitoring is currently performed using equipment that is
not part of the FatiguePro monitoring software.

The SBF fatigue-monitoring software module calculates the actual amount of fatigue from
changes in temperature, pressure, or other parameters affecting the surge line and lower
pressurizer and accounts for insurge/outsurge and thermal stratification effects. Thus, the
applicant addresses WCAP-14574A Renewal Applicant Action Item 3.3.1.1.-i for license
renewal by using the SBF monitoring software for the pressurizer lower head and surge line
nozzles.

The applicant also stated that it has evaluated environmentally-assisted fatigue of piping in the
reactor coolant pressure boundary for locations equivalent to those in NUREG/CR-6260 Section
5.4 using NUREG/CR-5704 formulas for stainless steel components and NUREG/CR-6583
formulas for low-alloy steel components. All locations evaluated were acceptable for 60 years.
The Fatigue Monitoring Program tracks the cumulative fatigue usage at four of these six
components. The acceptance criterion for cumulative fatigue usage of those components is
reduced to account for the environmental fatigue factor value determined in the environmentally-
assisted fatigue evaluation. The design cumulative usage fatigue of the other two components
is low enough that cycles monitoring ensures that the evaluation of environmentally-assisted
fatigue remains valid. To manage environmental fatigue effects during the period of extended
operation, the UFSAR will change to indicate that two locations not currently in the UFSAR, the
accumulator/RHR nozzle and the pressurizer heater penetration, require fatigue monitoring.

Weld overlays were installed on the Unit 2 pressurizer spray nozzle, pressurizer safety and
relief nozzles, and the pressurizer surge nozzle and will be installed on the corresponding Unit 1
pressurizer nozzles during the next 2008 refueling outage. This change does not affect the
cycle-counting and cycle-based fatigue modules of the Fatigue Monitoring Program; however,
the effects of the weld overlay on the stress-based module for monitoring the cumulative usage
fatigue of the spray and surge nozzles is still under evaluation.

The applicant indicated that it intends to submit a license amendment request for a
measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate in the near future. The applicant stated that it
expects the number of assumed transients not to change and the cycle-based fatigue and SBF
modules to remain unaffected; therefore, the Fatigue Monitoring Program should not be affected
materially. The applicant stated that it will notify the staff as part of the 10 CFR 54.21(b) annual
update of any CLB changes that materially affect the LRA. Enhancements to the Fatigue
Monitoring Program will be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation During its audit and review, the staff confirmed the applicant's claim of
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the enhancements to determine whether
the AMP, with the enhancements, remained adequate to manage the aging effects for which it is
credited.

During the audit, the staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff and reviewed the basis
documents related to the Fatigue Monitoring Program, including the license renewal program
evaluation report in which the applicant assessed whether the program elements are consistent
with the GALL AMP X.M1.
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The staff reviewed those portions of the Fatigue Monitoring Program for which the applicant
claims consistency with GALL AMP X.M1 and finds that they are consistent with the GALL
Report AMP. The staff finds the applicant's Fatigue Monitoring Program acceptable because it
confirms to the recommendation of the GALL AMP X.M1, "Metal Fatigue of Reactor Coolant
Pressure Boundary," with enhancements as described below.

Enhancement 1. In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report "program
description." Specifically, the enhancement stated:

The effect of the full structural weld overlays applied to the pressurizer spray and surge
nozzles on the stress-based module for monitoring their CUF is still being evaluated. If
the existing module is not conservative, the module will be revised so that it continues to
provide valid results.

The staff reviewed the enhancement and determined that the enhancement is a conservative
approach to monitoring CUF of full structural weld overlays applied to pressurizer spray and
surge nozzles. In addition, the staff noted that LRA provides the CUF value of the limiting surge
nozzle location for 60 years, which shows adequate margin to account for any changes due to
the weld overlay. The staff verified that the applicant has incorporated this enhancement in
Commitment No. 28 to the LRA, which was provided in the applicant's letter of June 27, 2007.
The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.38, "Fatigue Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M1 and
provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Enhancement 2._In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
element "parameters monitored." Specifically, the enhancement stated:

The UFSAR will be changed to require fatigue monitoring of the Accumulator/RHR
nozzles and of the pressurizer heater penetration. These components are currently
monitored but not specified in the UFSAR. These components were evaluated for
environmental fatigue effects and monitoring of these components is required or desired
for the period of operation.

The staff reviewed the enhancement and determined that the applicant already formalized the
monitoring of the Accumulator/RHR nozzles on the cold legs and the pressurizer heater
penetration in its operating procedure. The staff verified that the applicant has incorporated this
enhancement in Commitment No. 28 to the LRA, which was provided in the applicant's letter of
June 27, 2007. The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is
implemented, VEGP AMP B.3.38, "Fatigue Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL
AMP XI.M1 and provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed.

Enhancement 3._In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
element "acceptance criteria." Specifically, the enhancement stated:

The implementing procedure for the Fatigue Monitoring Program will be enhanced to
reduce the acceptable CUF value to account for environmental fatigue effects for those
NUREG-6260 locations monitored for fatigue. The acceptable CUF for those locations
will be reduced from the design code limit of 1.0 to 1 divided by the Fen value used for
the environmental fatigue evaluation of that location.
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The staff reviewed the GALL Report program element "acceptance criteria" and noted that it
involves maintaining the fatigue usage below the design code limit considering environmental
fatigue. The staff noted that the enhancement is more stringent than that stated in the GALL
Report. The staff verified that the applicant has incorporated this enhancement in Commitment
No. 28 to the LRA, which was provided in the applicant's letter of June 27, 2007. The staff finds
this enhancement acceptable because when the enhancement is implemented, VEGP AMP
B.3.38, "Fatigue Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M1 and provide
additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed.

Enhancement 4. In the LRA, the applicant stated an enhancement to the GALL Report program
element "corrective actions." Specifically, the enhancement stated:

The implementing procedure for the Fatigue Monitoring Program will be enhanced to
explicitly require that the corrective actions initiated for exceeding an acceptance
criterion include a review to identify and assess any additional affected reactor coolant
pressure boundary locations.

The staff finds this enhancement acceptable because when enhancement is implemented,
VEGP AMP B.3.38, "Fatigue Monitoring Program," will be consistent with GALL AMP XI.M1 and
provide additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately managed. The staff
verified that the applicant has incorporated this enhancement in Commitment No. 28 to the LRA,
which was provided in the applicant's letter of June 27, 2007.

During the audit, the staff noted that the applicant did not establish an implementation schedule
for these enhancements to the existing Fatigue Monitoring Program. The staff asked the
applicant to provide clarification on when these enhancements will be implemented. In its
response, the applicant stated the LRA will be amended to reflect that the enhancements to the
Fatigue Monitoring Program will be implemented at least two years prior to the period of
extended operation. The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because these
enhancements will be adopted prior to the period of extended operation. In a letter dated August
11, 2008, the applicant amended the application and identified Commitment No. 28 to be
implemented no later than two years prior to the period of extended operation. The Commitment
List reflects the above response.

During the audit, the staff also requested the applicant to provide a list of components that rely
on SBF monitoring by Fatigue Monitoring Program to disposition the fatigue TLAA. In its
response, the applicant provided a list of those components and proposed to amend its
application so that list is included in its LRA. In its letter dated June 26, 2008, the applicant
amended the application by adding the list of components that rely on SBF monitoring. The staff
finds the applicant's response acceptable since it provides clarification to show which
components are managed by SBF monitoring method.

The staff also asked the applicant, during the audit, to explain how each of the locations
evaluated for environmentally assisted fatigue was shown to be acceptable. In its response, the
applicant proposed to amend the application so it is clear how these locations were acceptable.
Specifically, each component's 60-year projected CUF is multiplied by its Fen value and the
result is less than 1. The design limit for these components is 1.0 and therefore, the staff
concludes that the components meet the acceptance criteria as stated in the LRA. On this
basis, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable. In its letter dated June 26, 2008, the
applicant amended the LRA to show how each of the locations evaluated for environmentally
assisted fatigue was acceptable.
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The applicant stated in the LRA that it will notify the staff, as part of the 10 CFR 54.21(b) annual
update of any CLB changes that materially affect the LRA, specifically fatigue monitoring
program during a measurement uncertainty recapture power uprate process. The staff identified
this commitment as a confirmatory Item(CI- 3.0.3.2.19-1).

In a letter dated June 26, 2008, the applicant indicated that they had completed a review of the
pertinent documentation and identified the following changes, which materially affect the
contents of the VEGP LRA:

Implementation of Measurement Uncertainty Recapture (MUR) Power Uprate

Installation of full structural weld overlays on the Unit 1 pressurizer spray nozzle,
pressurizer safety and relief nozzles, and the pressurizer surge nozzle

Enclosure 1 of the June 26 letter describes the LRA changes made necessary by both the
annual update and the RAI response. The staff reviewed the applicant's approach and finds it
acceptable because the applicant appropriately provided the CLB changes that materially affect
the LRA, including the fatigue monitoring program, during a measurement uncertainty recapture
power uprate process.

During the audit, the staff asked the applicant regarding the benchmarking process and
validation results for the software using transient data. The applicant's response was
reviewed in parallel with the environmentally assisted fatigue evaluation, and the results on
those responses are discussed in the TLAA Section 4.3.1 of this SER.

In a letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant submitted an amendment to the LRA, which
consisted of editorials changes to the LRA. The staff reviewed these editorial changes and
determined that they do not affect the staffs assessment of acceptability of the Fatigue
Monitoring Program.

Operatingq Experience LRA Section B.3.38 states that the set of design-basis transients was a
conservative estimate of the number, types, and severity of events that could occur during
normal and accident conditions. Actual operating transients, however, determine the real fatigue
usage on components. Westinghouse pressurized-water reactor plant experience indicates that
actual operating transients are often fewer and less severe than postulated in the design basis.

The applicant stated that industry and plant-specific operating experience were factored into the
Fatigue Monitoring Program when it was established. Monitored locations include those that
operating experience shows are likely to accumulate significant fatigue usage at Westinghouse
plants. The Operating Experience Program reviews industry operating experience, disseminates
that information to appropriate personnel (including the engineer responsible for fatigue
monitoring), collects plant-specific operating experience, and disseminates that information to
the rest of the industry when appropriate. Operating experience shows the program's ability to
monitor cycles and fatigue usage and to make program changes as necessary.

The applicant also stated that Fatigue Monitoring Program incorporated fatigue-monitoring
software in 1995. A fatigue and cycle-monitoring report every 18 months provides the current
count of cycles requiring monitoring and the current fatigue usage for components requiring
fatigue monitoring. The report also provides 40- and 60-year projections for both monitored
cycles and fatigue usage at monitored components. Review of these reports determines
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whether any monitored locations require further action. As an example, the feedwater and
auxiliary feedwater nozzles were changed from cycle-counting to fatigue-calculated monitoring
when projected cycles of feedwater cold water slug events exceeded the assumed limit.
Similarly, the program changed to use SBF monitoring based on cycle-counting results for the
charging nozzles.

The staff reviewed the operating experience provided in the LRA and in the program basis
document and interviewed the applicant's technical staff to confirm that the plant-specific
operating experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry experience. The
staff asked the applicant to provide operating experience on the temperature measurement of
normally stagnant non-isolable RCS branch lines. In its response, the applicant provided
operating experience on the applicable resistance temperature detectors (RTD). The applicant
identified only one instance where RTDs indicated a problem, which was corrected by having a
valve repacked. The staff noted that this problem was corrected as the thermal stratification
data was gathered and analyzed for several weeks. Therefore, the staff finds the applicant's
response acceptable. Based on the above reviews, staff confirmed that the plant-specific
operating experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded by industry experience

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.38, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Fatigue Monitoring Program. The staff also verified that Commitment No. 28 for
enhancements of the program is scheduled for implementation prior to the period of extended
operation.

The staff reviewed UFSAR Supplement Section and determines that the information in the
UFSAR supplement is an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its audit and review of the applicant's Fatigue Monitoring Program,
the staff concludes that those program elements, for which the applicant claimed consistency
with the GALL Report are consistent. Also, the staff reviewed the enhancements and confirmed
that their implementation prior to the period of extended operation would make the existing AMP
consistent with the GALL Report AMP to which it was compared. As provided above, the
applicant appropriately resolved confirmatory Item3.0.3.2.19. The applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3 AMPs Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Appendix B, the applicant identified the following AMPs as plant-specific:

ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program

Bolting Integrity Program
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Diesel Fuel Oil Program

0 Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program

0 Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations

0 Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities

* Reactor Vessel Internals Program

0 Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals

* Inservice Inspection Program - IWE

a Inservice Inspection Program - IWL

0 Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program

For AMPs not consistent with or not addressed in the GALL Report the staff performed a
complete review to determine their adequacy to monitor or manage aging. The staffs review of
these plant-specific AMPs is documented in the following sections.

3.0.3.3.1 ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.1 describes the new
ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Auxiliary Component Cooling Water (ACCW) System Carbon Steel
Components Program manages, by a combination of leakage monitoring and routine and
periodic inspections, cracking of carbon steel components exposed to ACCW. The program
responds to operating experience with nitrite-induced SCC and subsequent ACCW system
component leakage. The scope of this program covers the carbon steel components exposed to
ACCW, including the Units 1 and 2 ACCW systems as well as carbon steel components
serviced by those systems. The ACCW system services nonsafety-related heat loads.

The applicant also stated that there has been nitrite-induced SCC in the Unit 2 ACCW system
and the scope of this program conservatively includes the Unit 1 ACCW system due to
similarities in chemistry control regime, normal operating temperatures, materials of
construction, and design.

The applicant further stated that the program formalizes some activities and adds new
activities. The program relies upon leakage detection monitoring, routine walk-downs, and
periodic visual examinations. Operating experience shows that the program detects and repairs
ACCW system leaks attributed to nitrite-induced SCC prior to any loss of system intended
function or any significant impact on system pressure, flow, or integrity.

The program also has preventive measures for repairs and modifications to minimize crack
initiation sites, lower stresses, and improve inspectability. The ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program will be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.
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Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.1 on the applicant's demonstration of the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program against the staff's
recommended program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in
SRP-LR Table A. 1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program
elements for the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program would ensure adequate
aging management when compared to the recommended program element criteria that are
described in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven (7)
program elements of the applicant's program against their corresponding program element
criteria that are provided in the subsections to SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3: (1)"scope of the
program," (2) "preventive actions," (3) "parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of
aging effects," (5) "monitoring and trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating
experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that the carbon steel components in
both Units 1 and 2 ACCW systems and the carbon steel components serviced by
the ACCW systems are included within the scope of this program. Although the
high-temperature and highly-stressed ACCW system portions are critical
locations for nitrite-induced SCC, the scope of this program conservatively
includes all of the carbon steel components exposed to ACCW. Operating
experience with nitrite-induced SCC in the Unit 2 ACCW system necessitates this
program. There have been no nitrite-induced SCC leaks in the Unit 1 ACCW
system, but this system is included conservatively in the program scope due to
its similar chemistry control regime, normal operating temperatures, materials of
construction, and design.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis
documents and determined that it adequately identified all the components within
the scope of this AMP. Additionally, the staff noted that although there have been
no nitrite-induced SCC leaks in the Unit 1 ACCW system; those components are
included within the scope of this AMP. The staff finds the "scope of the program"
acceptable since it specifically identifies the components within the scope of the
ACCW System Carbon Steel Component Program.
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The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. On this basis, the staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive actions,
and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program has the following design controls on ACCW system carbon steel
component repairs and new installations to prevent recurrence of SCC:

New installations and component repairs will prevent the creation of crevices
shown by operating experience to serve as SCC initiation sites. Butt-welded
piping will not use backing rings. For critical locations (high temperature, high
stress, or both), socket welds will be avoided when possible.

System stresses in new installations and component repairs will be reduced
where practical. New installation and component repair processes will include
guidance to reduce assembly stresses.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described the mitigative actions that are focused on
prevention of SCC recurrence and primarily consist of design controls on new
installations and repairs. Further, the program basis documents state that, although the
mitigative aspects are not currently implemented, those actions will be implemented prior
to the period of extended operation. The staff noted that the program basis documents
describe that the mitigative actions include revising piping specifications to prohibit the
use of backing rings in susceptible locations, favor the use of butt-welded joints over
socket welded fittings, and require post weld heat treatment (PWHT) stress relief. The
staff also noted that the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program will use
multiple engineering methods to reduce the stresses that contribute toward the
occurrence of nitrite-induced SSC. On this basis, the staff finds this program element
acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3 are:

The parameters to be monitored or inspected should be identified
and linked to the degradation of the particular structure and
component intended function(s).

The parameters monitored or inspected should detect the
presence and extent of aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program inspects and monitors for ACCW component leakage indicative of
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through-wall cracking due to nitrite-induced SCC. Parameters monitored include
indications of component leakage based on observations, system make-up needs, room
leakage alarms, and visual inspections.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described the parameters monitored or inspected
include leak detection and other signs of leakage. The staff noted that operating
experience has shown that leaks are properly entered into the applicant's corrective
actions program to ensure that corrective actions are taken prior to loss of system
intended functions. Further, the staff noted that the AMP includes periodic visual
inspections during operator rounds and engineering walkdowns, and visual examinations
at normal operating pressure. The applicant described that current NDE technologies
are not available to reliably detect and discriminate SCC cracks, especially in butt-welds
with backing rings, and in socket welds.

The staff noted that leakage detection is used to identify nitrite-induced SCC because
current NDE technologies are available for detection in various carbon steel piping
configurations. On this basis, the staff finds the parameters monitored acceptable to
manage the AERM for which the AMP is credited.

During the audit and review, the staff interviewed the applicant's technical staff who
explained that the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program monitors all
components susceptible to nitrite-induced SCC and that leak detection is effective in
identifying nitrite-induced SCC. The applicant's technical staff also presented the
program basis documents that identified that all components within the Unit 1 and Unit 2
ACCW systems and the carbon steel components serviced by the ACCW systems, are
included within the scope of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program and
that the inspections are inclusive.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:

Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the structure
and component intended function(s). The parameters to be monitored or
inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the structure and component
intended function(s) will be adequately maintained for license renewal under
all CLB design conditions. Provide information that links the parameters to be
monitored or inspected to the aging effects being managed. Describe "when,"
"where," and "how" program data are collected.

The method or technique and frequency may be linked to plant-specific or
industry-wide operating experience. Provide justification, including codes and
standards referenced, that the technique and frequency are adequate to
detect the aging effects before a loss of SC intended function. A program
based solely on detecting SC failures is not considered an effective aging
management program.
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When sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs, provide the basis for the
inspection population and sample size. The inspection population should be
based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of construction,
fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating environment, or aging
effects. The sample size should be based on such aspects of the SCs as the
specific aging effect, location, existing technical information, system and
structure design, materials of construction, service environment, or previous
failure history. The samples should be biased toward locations most
susceptible to the specific aging effect of concern in the period of extended
operation. Provisions should also be included on expanding the sample size
when degradation is detected in the initial sample.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that plant-specific and industry operating
experience show that detection of nitrite-induced SCC is difficult prior to system leakage.
Plant-specific operating experience indicates that detection of leakage is possible well
before leaks reach a size that can significantly impact system integrity. The applicant
stated that the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program includes the following
detection methods.

ACCW surge tank low-level alarms. The program credits alarms and indicators
for detection of significant system leakage. The Operations staff investigates
abnormal tank level changes and detects significant leaks

Leakage detection systems for ACCW components and equipment served by
ACCW are monitored. Abnormal indications are cause for investigation by the
Operations staff to determine the leakage source.

- Containment leakage monitoring detects ACCW system leakage during
power operations when the containment is inaccessible.

- Leakage-monitoring systems for other locations with ACCW components and
equipment served by ACCW monitor sumps and floor drain tanks.

Visual observations of accessible areas by Operations Department personnel
during routine rounds. Operations Department personnel conduct rounds of
areas with accessible portions of the ACCW systems to detect evidence of
leakage.

ACCW system engineer walk-down visual inspections of accessible portions of
the ACCW system.

Periodic visual inspections of the external surfaces of the ACCW system under
the External Surfaces Monitoring Program. The program's inspection criteria
include signs of system leakage.

Periodic VT-2 visual examinations at normal operating pressures for the safety-
related portions of the system under the Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which described that the detection of aging effects or inspections
include, leak detection systems, alarms, and other signs of leakage. The staff noted that
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the AMP includes periodic visual inspections during operator rounds and engineering
walkdowns, and visual examinations at normal operating pressure.

On this basis, the staff finds the detection of aging effects acceptable to manage the
AERM for which the AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions. Plant-specific and/or industry-wide operating
experience may be considered in evaluating the appropriateness of the
technique and frequency.

This program element should describe "how" the data collected are evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. This includes an evaluation
of the results against the acceptance criteria and a prediction regarding the
rate of degradation in order to confirm that timing of the next scheduled
inspection will occur before a loss of SC intended function. The parameter or
indicator trended should be described. The methodology for analyzing the
inspection or test results against the acceptance criteria should be described.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that ACCW surge tank levels are monitored,
alarms are monitored continuously, and containment leakage is trended. Operations
Department personnel conduct rounds of the accessible portions of the ACCW system at
least daily. The ACCW system engineer conducts walk-down inspections at least every
refueling cycle with the system at normal operating pressure. Inaccessible portions are
inspected when made accessible.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described the monitoring and trending includes leak
detection as described above and that any unacceptable conditions are documented by
the condition reporting process. The staff noted that the corrective actions program is
used to identify adverse trends in lieu of this program element. On this basis, the staff
finds the monitoring and trending program element acceptable to manage the AERM for
which the AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5.
The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described.
The acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
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evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s)
are maintained under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended
operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that for visual inspections no indications of
leakage are acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which described the acceptance criteria. The staff noted that the
program basis documents stated that acceptance criteria of zero leakage ensures that
any identified degradation of the system will be evaluated and resolved prior to any loss
of system or component intended function. Further, the staff noted that the corrective
actions program is used to evaluate and trend unacceptable conditions. On this basis,
the staff finds the acceptance criteria acceptable to manage the AERM for which the
AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to support the
conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.1 that each of the following leakage events
described was detected prior to any significant effect on ACCW system pressure and
flow.

The Unit 2 letdown heat exchanger experienced several leakage events from 2001
through 2003, resulting in the replacement of this heat exchanger in 2004. The letdown
heat exchanger leaks initiated, predominantly in creviced areas of the internal baffles. All
letdown heat exchanger leaks were detected prior to any loss of component intended
function. Leakage rates were typically in the drops-per-minute range detected by
investigation of room drain alarms.

In 2003, there was a leak in an 8-inch NPS butt weld in the return line from the letdown
heat exchanger. Metallurgical examination of this weld found evidence of SCC initiated
in the crevice formed by a weld backing ring.

The leakage rate was in the drops-per-minute range. Operator rounds in the auxiliary
building detected the leaks.

Also in 2003, there were two leaks in socket welds in the ACCW return line from the
normal charging pump motor coolers. Both of these failures were linked to high stresses
from flange misalignment. One of the leaks was in a dead-ended line, the other in the
main flow line. One of the leaks issued a steady stream of water well within the ACCW
system makeup capacity. A walk-down of the ACCW system detected both of these
leaks.
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In 2004, there were two leaks in socket welds for heat exchanger drain lines for the
Unit 2 ACCW heat exchangers, one leak on Train A and one on Train B, both in the
drops-per-minute range. Heat exchanger walk-downs detected them. The welds were
not sent offsite for metallurgical analysis, but system history suggests that SCC
presumably played a role in these failures.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the operating experience in the LRA and
operating experience reports and also interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and
confirmed that plant-specific operating experience did not reveal any degradation not bounded
by industry experience.

On the basis of its review of the above plant-specific operating experience and discussions with
the applicant's technical staff, the staff finds that the applicant's ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program will adequately manage the aging effects identified in the LRA for which
the AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.1, the applicant provided the UFSARsupplement for
the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program. Also, in a letter dated June 27, 2007,
the applicant provided Commitment No. 1 to implement the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program prior to the period of extended operation. The staff reviewed this section
and finds the UFSAR supplement information an adequate summary description of the program,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB for the period of extended operation, upon implementation through Commitment
No. 1, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for
this AMP and concludes that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (d), prior to the period of extended operation.

3.0.3.3.2 Bolting Integrity Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.2 describes the new
Bolting Integrity Program as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Bolting Integrity Program manages cracking, loss of material, and
loss of preload in mechanical bolted closures. The program formalizes some activities and adds
new activities consolidated into an integrated program to address mechanical bolting concerns.

The Bolting Integrity Program covers safety-related and nonsafety-related bolting for
pressure-retaining components within the scope of license renewal except for the reactor vessel
head studs, which are addressed by the Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud Program.

The applicant also stated that preventive aspects of the program include appropriate bolting and
torquing practices, control of thread lubricants, and periodic replacement of SG manway and
handhole bolting to manage cumulative fatigue damage for these fasteners. The program's
bolting and torquing practices are based on industry guidelines, vendor recommendations, and
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plant-specific operating experience appropriate for the applications. Consistent with NUREG-
1339 recommendations, the program prohibits the use of lubricants containing molybdenum
disulfide, which has been specifically implicated in SCC of bolting.

The applicant further stated that the program also includes periodic inspection of closure bolting
assemblies to detect signs of leakage that may indicate loss of preload, loss of material, or
crack initiation. Periodic inspection of bolted closures in conjunction with the Inservice
Inspection (ISI) Program and External Surfaces Monitoring Program detects the effects of aging
and joint leakage. Operator rounds and system walk-downs also detect joint leakage. The Boric
Acid Corrosion Control Program evaluated borated water leaks and subsequent impact on
bolted connections separately.

The Bolting Integrity Program does not control material selection and manufacturing. The design
process controls those activities. The Bolting Integrity Program will be implemented prior to the
period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.2 related to the applicant's demonstration of the Bolting Integrity Program to
ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation.

The staff reviewed the Bolting Integrity Program against the staffs recommended program
element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR Table A.1-1. The
staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements for the Bolting
Integrity Program would ensure adequate aging management when compared to the
recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.
Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven (7) program elements of the applicant's
program against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in the
subsections to SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3)
"parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and
trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that the program scope includes all
mechanical discipline pressure boundary bolted connections within the scope of license
renewal, except for the reactor vessel head studs which is managed by the Reactor
Vessel Closure Head Stud Program. Consistent with NUREG-1 339, the program
considers fasteners determined to have actual yield strength values equal to or greater
than 150 ksi (and which are loaded in tension) susceptible to SCC.
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During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program that adequately identified all the components within the scope of this
AMP. Further, the staff compared attributes of this AMP to those of GALL AMP XI.M18,
"Bolting Integrity" to determine whether the plant-specific Vogtle AMP for Bolting Integrity
would be effective in managing the effects of aging. The staff noted that the program
descriptions for GALL AMP XI.M18 and the Vogtle Bolting Integrity AMP as augmented
by the Inservice Inspection Program are equivalent because they both address the same
components without exception. The staff concludes that the component supports and
associated bolting, including high strength NSSS component support bolting, is within
the scope of the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program. The staff finds the "scope of the
program" acceptable since it specifically identifies the components within the scope of
the Bolting Integrity Program and that the components are equivalent to those identified
in GALL AMP XI.M18.

The staff concludes that the specific components for which the program manages aging
effects are identified, which satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1.
On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's scope of the program acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive actions,
and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that bolting and torquing practices and related
guidance will be based on industry guidelines like the EPRI bolting guidelines, vendor
recommendations, and plant-specific operating experience. Over the years EPRI has
published various guides to design, installation, and maintenance of bolted closures:
EPRI NP-5067, "Good Bolting Practices: A Reference Manual for Nuclear Power Plant
Maintenance Personnel," EPRI TR-104213, "Bolted Joint Maintenance and Applications
Guide," and other, more specific guidelines. At times, these guidelines are contradictory.
The applicant stated that it will use guidance appropriate for VEGP applications. Control
of bolt preload by good bolted-joint practices effectively minimizes the potential for SCC.
Application of lubricants will be controlled to specify approved, stable lubricants.
Approved lubricants lists will be updated based on new industry operating experience
and research data. Consistent with NUREG-1339 recommendations, the program will
prohibit the use of Molybdenum Disulfide, which has been specifically implicated in SCC
of bolting. The applicant noted that detection of significant leakage during operator
rounds minimizes the effects of aggressive environments. Timely detection and
correction of leakage minimizes the degradation of bolted connections.

The applicant also stated that periodic replacement of SG secondary side manway and
handhole bolts manages cumulative fatigue damage (LRA Section 4.3.5).

This approach ensures a conservative number of transient cycles in current fatigue
analyses. The current replacement schedule of 30 years of service life may be adjusted
by updated analyses initiated by the program. The Steam Generator Program strategic
plan tracks replacement activity.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which described the preventive and mitigative actions that are focused
on prevention of bolted joint failure through control of bolt preload and the application of
good bolted joint practices to minimize the occurrence of SCC. In addition, the staff
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noted that only approved lubricants will be used, and that early leak detection through
operator rounds will minimize the potential for bolting degradation by limiting the
formation of aggressive environments. The staff noted that GALL AMP XI.M18, and the
Vogtle Bolting Integrity Program both address equivalent preventive actions.
Additionally, the staff noted that the Vogtle Bolting Integrity Program will direct the
periodic replacement of the steam generator secondary manway and handhold bolts to
manage cumulative fatigue damage and that the frequency of bolt replacement of
30 years can be modified through updated analyses. On this basis, the staff finds the
"preventive actions" acceptable since they would be effective in preventing bolted joint
failure.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3 are:

The parameters to be monitored or inspected should be identified and linked to the
degradation of the particular structure and component intended function(s). The
parameters monitored or inspected should detect the presence and extent of aging
effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that joint installation and maintenance
activities monitor parameters for proper bolt torque and joint alignment. Operator rounds
and visual and non-visual examinations specified by the Inservice Inspection (ISI)
Program and External Surfaces Monitoring Program detect loss of preload evidenced by
leakage, loss of material, and cracking.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which described the parameters monitored that include leak detection
and include proper joint alignment during maintenance and operation activities. The staff
finds the "parameters monitored or inspected" acceptable since it identifies the
performance of inspections equivalent to those identified in GALL AMP XI.M18.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the applicant inspects
bolted connections within scope for evidence of leakage, corrosion, and loss of preload.

In addition, this program element specifies both visual and non-visual inspection
techniques in accordance with the Inservice Inspection Program and External Surfaces
Monitoring Program.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:

Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the structure
and component intended function(s). The parameters to be monitored or
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inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the structure and component
intended function(s) will be adequately maintained for license renewal under
all CLB design conditions. Provide information that links the parameters to be
monitored or inspected to the aging effects being managed.

Describe "when," "where," and "how" program data are collected (i.e., all
aspects of activities to collect data as part of the program).

The method or technique and frequency may be linked to plant-specific or
industry-wide operating experience. Provide justification, including codes and
standards referenced, that the technique and frequency are adequate to
detect the aging effects before a loss of SC intended function. A program
based solely on detecting SC failures is not considered an effective aging
management program.

When sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs, provide the
basis for the inspection population and sample size. The
inspection population should be based on such aspects of the
SCs as a similarity of materials of construction, fabrication,
procurement, design, installation, operating environment, or aging
effects. The sample size should be based on such aspects of the
SCs as the specific aging effect, location, existing technical
information, system and structure design, materials of
construction, service environment, or previous failure history. The
samples should be biased toward locations most susceptible to
the specific aging effect of concern in the period of extended
operation. Provisions should also be included on expanding the
sample size when degradation is detected in the initial sample.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that periodic inspections in conjunction with
the following activities detect the effects of aging and joint leakage. Operator rounds
periodically monitor bolted connections for signs of leakage due to loss of preload.
Visual inspections detect loss of preload resulting in joint leakage and fastener
degradation due to cracking or loss of material. The Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program
inspects safety-related fasteners using inspection techniques specified in ASME Code
Section XI, Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD. The External Surfaces Monitoring Program
inspects carbon steel, alloy steel, and copper alloy fasteners subject to loss of material
using general visual examination techniques to detect leakage and corrosion of bolted
closures. Inspections to detect joint leakage will focus on bolted connections in high-
temperature or high-pressure service where leakage is most likely.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described that detection of aging effects include
periodic inspections and that the safety-related bolted fasteners are subject to the
appropriate inspections techniques as specified in ASME Code Section Xl. The staff
finds the "detection of aging effects" acceptable since it identifies the performance of
inspections equivalent to those identified in GALL AMP XI.M18.

This program element satisfies the SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 because it specifies that
visual and non-visual inspections are performed which can detect the aging effects and
that the frequency of inspection ensures that the aging effects will be detected prior to
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the loss of component function. Also, the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program does not
utilize sampling as all bolted connections are subject to inspection.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions. Plant-specific and/or industry-wide operating
experience may be considered in evaluating the appropriateness of the
technique and frequency.

This program element should describe "how" the data collected are evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. This includes an evaluation
of the results against the acceptance criteria and a prediction regarding the
rate of degradation in order to confirm that timing of the next scheduled
inspection will occur before a loss of SC intended function. The parameter or
indicator trended should be described. The methodology for analyzing the
inspection or test results against the acceptance criteria should be described.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that operations department personnel
periodically conduct rounds of accessible areas. The engineering staff also conducts
system walk-downs periodically. ISI program inspection frequencies are established
consistent with ASME Code Section Xl as specified by 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii). The
applicant also stated that the Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program is based on ASME
Code Inservice Inspection Program B (IWA-2432). Owner activity reports record ISI
results for the staff after each operating cycle.

The External Surfaces Monitoring Program conducts general visual inspections
periodically of both normally accessible and normally inaccessible areas. Inspection
intervals will be consistent with those specified by the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described that monitoring and trending activities
include periodic inspections through conducting rounds of accessible areas and that
engineering staff conducts system walk-downs on a periodic basis.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in the
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 on the basis that the program describes the specific
inspection activities, the frequency of performance, and the method of their
documentation. Additionally, the program describes the actions taken to evaluate the
acceptability of inspection results.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.
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(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described.
The acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained
under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that any significant joint leakage detected
during operator rounds or system walkdowns is unacceptable and it is entered into the
corrective actions process. For inspection of safety-related fasteners under the Inservice
Inspection (ISI) Program, acceptance standards will be consistent with those as defined
in ASME Code Section Xl Articles IWA-3000, IWB-3000, IWC-3000, and IWD-3000. For
unacceptable conditions identified during general visual inspections conducted by the
External Surface Monitoring Program, indications of joint leakage, cracking, or significant
corrosion of fasteners or joint mating surfaces are entered into the corrective action
process.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis documents
for this program which adequately described that the acceptance criteria included those
specified in ASME Code Section Xl for safety-related fasteners and equivalent criteria
for nonsafety-related fasteners.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable on the basis that the
acceptance criteria are consistent with ASME Section Xl articles IWA-3000, IWB-3000,
IWC-3000, and IWD-3000.

Further, any evidence of joint leakage, cracking, or significant corrosion is reported and
documented in the VEGP corrective actions process.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to
support the conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed
adequately so that the structure and component intended function(s)
will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.2 that industry operating experience shows that
bolted connections typically do not fail catastrophically but are more likely to leak.
Additionally, complete joint failure is unlikely due to the redundancy of multiple fasteners.
The applicant stated that degradation of bolted connections in the industry has been
related primarily to boric acid corrosion (addressed by the Boric Acid Corrosion Control
Program), out-of-specification fasteners, and recurring leakage events. Recent plant-
specific operating experience with fasteners includes leakage due to loss of preload,
corrosion of fasteners in environments with wetting or condensation effects, loose or
improperly torqued fasteners, and missing fasteners and locking pins. Some carbon
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steel and alloy steel bolting has been replaced with corrosion-resistant material.
Maintenance to correct leaks also has detected minor scratching and corrosion of flange
surfaces. The applicant also stated that these results indicate that the redundancy of
bolted connections with Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program inspections and system
walkdowns have detected degradation effectively prior to the loss of any intended
function. There have been no reports of bolt cracking due to SCC in recent experience.

The applicant further stated that the Bolting Integrity Program is based on industry
practices and vendor recommendations for bolted connection installation and
maintenance. Program updates will incorporate new guidance applicable to VEGP.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the operating experience provided in the
LRA and operating experience evaluation reports, and also interviewed the applicant's
technical personnel and confirmed that plant-specific operating experience did not reveal
any degradation not bounded by industry experience. The staff concludes that these
operating experience events provide objective evidence that the Bolting Integrity
Program will provide timely detection of aging degradation and corrective action.

On the basis of its review of the operating experience and discussions with the
applicant's technical staff, the staff concludes that the applicant's Bolting Integrity
Program will adequately manage the aging effects identified in the LRA for which this
AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.2, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Bolting Integrity Program. Also, in a letter dated June 27, 2007, the applicant provided
Commitment No. 2 to implement the Bolting Integrity Program prior to the period of extended
operation. The staff reviewed the UFSAR Supplement section and finds the UFSAR supplement
information provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its review of the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program, the staff
concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be adequately managed
so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of
extended operation, upon implementation through Commitment No. 2, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.3 Diesel Fuel Oil Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.7 describes the existing
Diesel Fuel Oil Program as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Diesel Fuel Oil Program manages loss of material in the diesel fuel
oil systems for the emergency diesel generators (EDGs) and diesel engine-driven fire water
pumps by monitoring and maintenance of diesel fuel oil quality. The program is based on VEGP
Technical Specifications and supplemental requirements. Draining, cleaning, and internal
condition inspections of diesel fuel oil components under other AMPs are as follows:
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The Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Program periodically
cleans and inspects the EDG system diesel fuel oil storage tank interiors.

The Fire Protection Program visually inspects diesel engine-driven fire water
pump fuel supply lines for leakage during diesel operation as a part of
surveillance testing.

The One-Time Inspection Program verifies the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel
Oil Program at preventing loss of diesel fuel oil component material by sampling
inspections focused on locations like tank bottoms where contaminants may
accumulate. The inspections measure storage tank bottom surface thickness to
confirm that significant degradation has not occurred.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.7 on the applicant's demonstration of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program to ensure
that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Diesel Fuel Oil Program against the staff's recommended program
element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR Table A.1-1. The
staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements for the Diesel
Fuel Oil Program would ensure adequate aging management when compared to the
recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.
Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven (7) program elements of the applicant's
program against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in the
subsections to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3: (1) "scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3)
"parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and
trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions," (8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Diesel Fuel Oil Program's "corrective actions," "confirmation process" and
"administrative controls" program elements as part of the staff's evaluation of the applicant's
Quality Assurance Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program
is described in SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are
described in the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that the Diesel Fuel Oil Program is credited for
license renewal to manage loss of material due to corrosion on surfaces exposed to
diesel fuel oil in the following systems:

* EDG system
* Fire protection system (diesel engine-driven fire water pumps)

The applicant also stated that the program monitors and maintains diesel fuel oil quality
in the diesel fuel oil systems for the EDGs and diesel engine-driven fire water pumps.
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For license renewal, the program focus is to manage conditions that can cause loss of
material in system components by monitoring and maintaining diesel fuel oil quality in
the storage tanks. Fuel oil monitoring activities that minimize the potential for
degradation of the coating system on the interior of EDG system diesel fuel oil storage
tanks are within the scope of the program.

The staff concludes that the specific components (EDGs and diesel engine-driven fire
water pumps) for which the program manages aging effects are identified. The staff finds
that this satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. On this basis, the
staff finds the applicant's scope of the program acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.2 states that the activities for prevention and mitigation programs should
be described and that these actions should mitigate or prevent aging degradation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that, when necessary based on the results of
microbe and stability analyses, biocides and fuel oil stabilizers are added. In addition,
the staff noted during the audit and review that the program periodically monitors the
presence of water in the bottom of the EDG diesel fuel oil tanks and, if present, drains
the water from the bottom of the tank to minimize the potential for corrosion of the tank.

The staff finds this acceptable because the program is primarily a condition monitoring
program which has provisions for preventive measures (addition of fuel additives and
draining of the accumulated water), if the results of periodic testing indicate that it is
warranted.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3 are:

The parameters to be monitored or inspected should be identified and linked
to the degradation of the particular structure and component intended
function(s). The parameters monitored or inspected should detect the
presence and extent of aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that prior to offloading to the EDG diesel fuel
oil storage tanks, fuel oil in tanker cars is bottom-sampled. When the tanker has multiple
compartments, the program uses a composite sample of proportionate volumes from
each compartment. Bottom sampling of new fuel oil conservatively measures fuel oil
contaminants like water and sedimentation.

Before the addition of fuel oil to the EDG diesel fuel oil storage tanks, the applicant
stated that the program analyzes oil for the following parameters for aging management:

0 Clear and bright appearance in accordance with ASTM Test Method D4176,
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Mercaptan sulfur content in accordance with ASTM Test Methods D3227 or
D484; and

Neutralization number in accordance with ASTM Test Method D664.

Before addition to the diesel fuel oil tanks for the diesel engine-driven fire water pumps,
or within 72 hours after fuel addition, the program tests the fuel oil for a clear and bright
appearance in accordance with ASTM Test Method D4176.

In accordance with VEGP Technical Specifications, the applicant also stated that the
program analyzes samples collected prior to offload to the EDG diesel fuel oil storage
tanks for the parameters specified in Table 1 of ASTM D975 (1981) within 31 days after
addition of the sampled fuel oil to the tanks. For aging management, the program credits
the following parameters from this analysis to manage the effects of aging:

Water and sediment content consistent with ASTM Test Method D1796 or
D2709.

Copper Strip Corrosion analyzed consistent with ASTM Test Method D130.

The applicant further stated that the program monitors fuel oil stored in the EDG fuel oil
storage tanks for the following parameters for aging management:

* Check for and remove accumulated water,

* Using a recirculated tank sample, total particulate content consistent with ASTM
Test Method D6217 (this method uses a 0.8 micron filter),

0 Using a recirculated tank sample, mercaptan sulfur content consistent with ASTM
Test Method D3227 or D484,

* Using a recirculated tank sample, neutralization number in accordance with
ASTM Test Method D664, and;

* Using a recirculated tank sample, microbe and stability analyses are performed.

Fuel oil mercaptan sulfur and neutralization number testing address the potential for
aggressive conditions that could affect the coating applied to the internal surfaces of the
EDG diesel fuel oil storage tanks.

The program analyzes the stored fuel oil in the diesel fuel oil tanks for the diesel engine-
driven fire water pumps for a clear and bright appearance using a composite sample
from the storage tank.

The staff finds this program element acceptable because the program monitors the
quality of the fuel oil to detect the presence of contaminants in water and sediments that
could cause the identified aging effects. In addition, the program provides for testing the
fuel oil for the presence of Mercaptan sulfur and neutralization number which could
affect the coating applied to the internal surfaces of the EDG fuel oil storage tanks.
Finally, the program monitors the particulate level in the fuel oil which is an indicator of
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the effectiveness of the program in managing the degradation of the surfaces exposed to
diesel fuel oil. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's parameters monitored or
inspected program element acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:

Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the structure
and component intended function(s). The parameters to be monitored or
inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the structure and component
intended function(s) will be adequately maintained for license renewal under
all CLB design conditions. Provide information that links the parameters to be
monitored or inspected to the aging effects being managed.

Describe "when," "where," and "how" program data are collected
(i.e., all aspects of activities to collect data as part of the program).

The method or technique and frequency may be linked to plant-specific or
industry-wide operating experience. Provide justification, including codes and
standards referenced, that the technique and frequency are adequate to
detect the aging effects before a loss of SC intended function. A program
based solely on detecting SC failures is not considered an effective aging
management program.

When sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs, provide the basis for the
inspection population and sample size. The inspection population should be
based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of construction,
fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating environment, or aging
effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that degradation of fuel oil system
components cannot occur without fuel oil contaminants like water, sediment, or
microbiological organisms. The program minimizes degradation of the EDG fuel oil
storage tank interior coating system by monitoring Mercaptan sulfur and neutralization
number as indicators of fuel oil condition. Periodic sampling, analysis, and appropriate
corrective actions assure that fuel oil contaminants have not impacted fuel oil system
components adversely.

The applicant also stated that detection of loss of material in internal surfaces of fuel oil
system components is through activities and inspections under other AMPs. These
inspection activities include the following visual and volumetric examination techniques:

For the EDG diesel fuel oil storage tanks, visual inspection of the internal tank
surfaces for degradation of the applied coating and corrosion of the tank base
metal is under the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program.
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Visual monitoring of the fuel supply lines for the diesel engine-driven fire water
pumps for leakage indicative of component degradation during diesel operation is
part of the surveillance testing under the Fire Protection Program.

The One-Time Inspection Program monitors the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel
Oil Program at preventing loss of material in the diesel fuel oil components by
sampling inspections focused on locations like tank bottoms where contaminants
may accumulate. The inspections measure storage tank bottom surface
thickness to confirm that significant degradation has not occurred.

The staff finds this program element acceptable on the basis that the program monitors
the presence of fuel oil contaminants that could result in the degradation of the fuel oil
system components. The program also monitors the Mercaptan sulfur and neutralization
number as an indicator of the aggressiveness of the fuel oil which minimizes the
potential for degradation of the coating on the surface of the EDG fuel oil storage tanks.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions.

This program element should describe how the data collected are evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. The parameter or indicator
trended should be described.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that the program monitors EDG system stored
fuel oil periodically as follows:

Consistent with VEGP Technical Specifications, the program checks for and
removes accumulated water every 31 days.

Consistent with VEGP Technical Specifications, the program monitors total

particulate every 31 days.

Mercaptan sulfur and neutralization number are monitored quarterly.

The program analyzes diesel engine-driven fire water pump stored diesel fuel oil
for a clear and bright appearance quarterly.

The staff finds this program element acceptable on the basis that the program monitors
the presence of fuel oil contaminants on a frequency which is consistent with the VEGP
Technical Specifications and less than on a quarterly basis as recommended in GALL
AMP XI.M30, "Fuel Oil Chemistry." The program also monitors the Mercaptan sulfur and
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neutralization number on a quarterly basis, which is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M30
and acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described.
The acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained
under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that the EDG system new fuel oil acceptance
criteria are as follows:

New fuel oil must have a clear and bright appearance in accordance with ASTM
Test Method D4176.

Mercaptan sulfur content must be less than 0.01 percent if stored oil Mercaptan
content is greater than 0.007 percent or the offload exceeds 15,000 gallons
added to the storage tank since the last Mercaptan analysis where Mercaptan
content was less than 0.007 percent.

Neutralization number must be less than 0.2.

Water and sediment content analyzed in accordance with ASTM Test
Method D1796 or D2709 must be less than 0.05 percent.

Copper strip corrosion analyzed in accordance with ASTM Test Method D130
must be No. 3 or less.

Before addition to the diesel fuel oil storage tank for the diesel engine-driven fire
water pumps, or within 72 hours after fuel oil addition, the program tests the fuel
oil for a clear and bright appearance in accordance with ASTM Test Method
D4176

EDG system stored fuel oil acceptance criteria are as follows:

0 Any indication of accumulated water is unacceptable.
* Total particulate must be less than 10 mg/liter.
* Mercaptan sulfur content must be less than 0.01 percent.
* Neutralization number must be less than 0.2.
* Microbe analyses must not indicate significant presence.
* Stability analyses must not indicate any significant breakdown of the fuel.
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Stored fuel oil for the diesel engine-driven fire water pumps must have a clear and bright
appearance.

The staff finds this program element acceptable on the basis that the program identifies
specific acceptance criteria for the parameters against which the need for corrective
actions are evaluated.

On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's acceptance criteria program element
acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to support the
conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.7 that the Diesel Fuel Oil Program is in
accordance with general requirements for environmental and engineering programs.
Periodic program reviews ensure compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural
requirements. There has been no significant degradation of EDG fuel oil system or fire
pump diesel fuel oil system components. A recent 10-year cleaning and inspection of the
EDG Fuel Oil Storage Tanks observed only minimal amounts of sludge and no damage
to the inorganic zinc coating or the underlying tank base metal. Recent plant-specific
operating experience shows no significant or recurring problems in diesel fuel oil test
results and only two minor test failures. In 2002 a check for accumulated water detected
and removed a small quantity of water from the 1A Emergency Diesel Fuel Oil Storage
Tank. In 2003, a clear and bright test detected high solids in the No. 5 Fire Pump Diesel
Fuel Oil Storage Tank. After circulation through a portable filtration system the tank
contents passed a follow-up clear and bright test.

The applicant further stated that the condition of the fuel oil storage tanks and other
components and the early detection of fuel oil quality issues by fuel oil sampling
demonstrate that the program effectively manages degradation of surfaces exposed to
diesel fuel oil.

During the audit, the staff confirmed in discussions with the applicant's technical staff and
review of VEGP operating experience report evaluation that no significant aging degradation in
the EDG fuel oil system or fire pump diesel fuel oil system components has been identified to
date. In addition, the staff confirmed that, during the last 10-year tank cleaning and inspection of
the EDG fuel oil storage tanks, no damage to the inorganic zinc coating or the underlying tank
base metal was observed. On this basis, the staff finds that the applicant's operating experience
acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.
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UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.7, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Diesel Fuel Oil Program. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR
supplement information an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Diesel Fuel Oil Program, the
staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.4 Inservice Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.13 describes the existing
Inservice Inspection Program as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program mandates examinations,
testing, and inspections of components and systems to detect deterioration and manage aging
effects. The program uses periodic visual, surface, and volumetric examination and leakage
tests of Classes 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components, their attachments, and their
supports to detect and characterize flaws.

The applicant also stated that the program is in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(a), which ISI
requirements of ASME Code Section XI for Classes 1, 2, and 3 pressure-retaining components,
their integral attachments, and their supports. Inspection, repair, and replacement of these
components are covered in Section XI Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD and IWF, respectively.

In accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii) and as based on ASME ISI Program B (IWA-2432),
the ISI Program is updated at the end of each 120-month inspection interval to the latest code
edition and addenda specified in 10 CFR 50.55a twelve months before the start of the
inspection interval. The ISI Program second inspection interval ended in May 2007. The third ISI
interval requirements are based on ASME Code Section XI, 2001 Edition and 2002 and 2003
Addenda.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.13 on the applicant's demonstration of the ISI Program to ensure that the
effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Inservice Inspection Program against the staffs recommended program
element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR Table A.1-1. The
staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements for the Inservice
Inspection Program would ensure adequate aging management when compared to the
recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.
Specifically, the staff reviewed the following eight (8) program elements of the applicant's
program against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in the
subsections to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3)
"parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and
trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," (7) "corrective actions," and (10) "operating experience."
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The applicant indicated that program elements (8) "confirmation process," and
(9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff evaluates the
Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative controls" program
elements as part of the staff's evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program. The
staff's evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in SER
Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in the
paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - LRA Section B.3.13 states that the following ASME Code
Section Xl inspection categories are credited for license renewal:

All applicable Subsection IWB examination categories except B-N-1 and B-N-2.

The Reactor Internals Program manages aging of the reactor internals.

Subsection IWC examination categories applicable to the Model F SGs

Subsection IWC and IWD visual examinations credited as parts of the ACCW
System Carbon Steel Components Program, Bolting Integrity Program, Boric
Acid Corrosion Control Program, and External Surfaces Monitoring Program

All applicable Subsection IWF examination categories for component supports
and bolting, including high-strength nuclear steam supply system component
support bolting

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1, "scope of program," provides the following recommendation
for AMP "scope of program" program elements:

The specific program necessary for license renewal should be identified.
The scope of the program should include the specific structures and
components of which the program manages the aging.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document, SNC-corporate and
VEGP-specific implementation procedures and 10-Year ISI Plan for the VEGP units as
part of its review of the ISI Program to determine how the "scope of program" program
element for the ISI Program compared with the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.1. From its review of these documents, the staff concludes that the ISI
Program is implemented to comply with the requirements of Section §50.55a of Title 10,
Code of Federal Regulations.

The GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2 recommends that a plant's ISI program be
credited for aging management under 10 CFR Part 54 only for specific ASME Code
Class 1 and 2 components that are identified in the specific AMR items in the report. The
staff noted that the scope of the ISI Program credited for aging management in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 54 did not include all of the ASME
Code Class 2 and 3 systems, components, and supports that the program that is
implemented for compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a. The staff sought
further clarification on this matter and asked the applicant to:

clarify whether the scope of the Reactor Internals Program covers all ASME
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inspection item requirements in the ASME Code Section XI, Table IWB-2500-1
for Examination Categories B-N-1 and B-N-2.

provide its basis why the "scope of program" program element does not credit
ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWC for remaining ASME Class 2 systems at
VEGP (i.e., for those VEGP Class 2 systems that are not part of the VEGP Model
F steam generators)

clarify which of the ASME Section XI Examination Categories and Inspection
Items are within the scopes of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components
Program (Appendix B.3.1), Bolting Integrity Program (Appendix B.3.2), Boric Acid
Corrosion Control Program (Appendix B.3.3), and External Surfaces Monitoring
Program (Appendix B.3.8). Clarify whether the collective scope of these AMPs
includes all visual examination-based inspection items in ASME Section Xl Table
IWC-2500-1 for VEGP Class 2 components and in ASME Section XI Table IWD-
2500-1 for VEGP Class 3 components.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8,
2008. In its response, the applicant stated that the scope of ISI Program is broader than
the set of inspections explicitly credited for license renewal and that SNC will replace the
ISI Program scope description in Section B.3.13 of the VEGP LRA with the following:

The ISI program scope is defined by ASME Section Xl Subsections IWB-1 000,
IWC-1000, IWD-1000, and IWF-1000 for Class 1, 2, and 3 components and
supports, and includes all pressure-retaining components and their integral
attachments.

The applicant stated that the program description would be amended to reflect this
clarification in a future LRA amendment. The staff confirmed that the applicant amended
the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

The applicant also provided specific clarifications on the ASME Code Section XI
Examination Categories that are credited for aging management activities of the ASME
Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components and components supports at VEGP and on the
ASME Code Section Xl Examination Categories that are implemented for aging
management purposes as part of the program element criteria for the following LRA
AMPs:

* AMP B.3.1, ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program
* AMP B.3.2, Bolting Integrity Program
* AMP B.3.3, Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
• AMP B.3.24, Reactor Internals Program

The applicant also stated that the program description and the program elements for the
ISI program contained two errors:

(1) AMP B.3.8, External Surfaces Monitoring Program, was inadvertently
listed as an AMP that credits ASME Code Section Xl
Examination categories requirements as part of its program element
criteria.
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(2) The "scope of program" program element for the ISI program
inadvertently listed the ASME Code Section XI Examinations Categories
for the AMP B.3.24 to be Examination Categories B-N-1 and B-N-2 and
that instead it should have credited Examination Category B-N-3.

The applicant stated these errors in the application would be corrected and that the
corrections would be reflected in a future LRA amendment. The staff confirmed that the
applicant amended the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

The applicant provided additional details on the ASME Code Section XI Examination
Categories that are used for aging management in a supplemental response in the letter
dated February 8, 2008. In this response, the applicant stated that Section 2 of the
VEGP LRA provides a listing of VEGP systems within the scope of license renewal, and
that the system within the scope of license renewal for meeting the scoping criteria of 10
CFR 54.4(a)(1) include all systems and components that are categorized as ASME
Safety Class 1, 2, or 3, and that all of these systems and components fall under the
scope of the VEGP ISI Program as implemented for compliance with the requirements of
10 CFR 50.55a.

The staff also noted that the LR basis evaluation document stated that the program
updates the code of record to the latest one endorsed in 10 CFR 50.55a one year prior
to entering the next 120 month ISI interval for the facility and that the VEGP units just
entered their 3rd 10-year ISI intervals starting in May 31, 2007. The LR basis evaluation
document also stated that the code of record for the 3 rd 10-Year ISI Interval is the 2001
edition of Section XI inclusive of the 2003 addenda. The staff concludes that this is the
same as the recommended edition of the ASME Code Section Xl referenced in GALL
XI.M1 and is acceptable.

The staff finds this program element acceptable because the applicant has provided
clarification that: (1) which ASME Code Class systems and ASME Code Section Xl
Examinations Categories are within scope of the ISI Program for the purpose of
complying with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, (2) which of the ASME Code Class
systems and ASME Code Section XA Examination Categories are implemented for
compliance with 10 CFR 50.55a and which systems and ASME Code Section Xl
Examination Categories are within the scope of the applicant's ISI Program, credited for
aging management in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 54, and (3)
which edition of the ASME Code Section XI is currently in effect for VEGP Units 1 and 2.
The staffs questions on the "scope of program" program element are resolved. Based
on this evaluation, the staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in the SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.1.

(2) Preventive Actions - LRA Section B.3.13 states that the condition-monitoring ISI
Program does not include preventive actions.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2, "preventive actions" provides, in part, the following NRC
guideline recommendations for AMP "preventative actions" program elements in plant-
specific LRAs:

The activities for prevention and mitigation programs should be described.
These actions should mitigate or prevent aging degradation.
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For condition or performance monitoring programs, they do not rely on
preventive actions and thus, this information need not be provided. More
than one type of aging management program may be implemented to ensure
that aging effects are managed.

The ISI Program is defined as a condition monitoring program for the VEGP LRA and
the program does not include specific criteria to mitigate or prevent aging effects from
occurring in ASME Code Class systems because required ISI inspection criteria, flaw
evaluation acceptance criteria, and corrective action and repair/replacement criteria in
the ASME Code Section Xl do not include specific criteria for mitigation or prevention of
aging effects in ASME Code Class systems. Based on this assessment, the staff agrees
that the ISI Program does not need to include preventive actions that corresponds to
applicable "preventive actions" program element defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2
because the AMP is a condition monitoring program and does not include activities to
preclude or mitigate aging effects from occurring.

The staff confirmed that the ISI Program does not need to include a program element
that satisfies the "preventive actions" program element the criterion defined in the in
SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - LRA Section B.3.13 states that the ISI Program
detects degradation in components crediting the program by inspection techniques
specified in ASME Code Section Xl, Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD, and IWF.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3, "parameters monitored or inspected" provides the following
recommendation for "parameters monitored or inspected" program elements for
condition monitoring-based AMPs:

For a condition monitoring program, the parameter monitored or inspected
should detect the presence and extent of aging effects. Some examples are
measurements of wall thickness and detection and sizing of cracks.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document, SNC-corporate and
VEGP-specific implementation procedures and 10-Year ISI Plan for the VEGP units as
part of its review of the ISI Program to determine how the "parameters monitored or
inspected" program element for the ISI Program compared with the staff's
recommendations in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. From its review of these documents, the
staff concludes that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
discussion in the LR basis evaluation document stated that the ISI Program is a
condition monitoring program and that this AMP monitors for aging effects that can be
induced by age-related degradation mechanisms, including those mechanical and
chemical mechanisms that can induce cracking and loss of material in ASME Code
Class components, and loss of preload in ASME Code Class mechanical connections
(i.e., bolted connection assemblies or mechanical assemblies using keys or other
fasteners). The staff concludes that aging effects are consistent with those identified in
the "parameters monitored" program element in GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Code Section
Xl, Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD, and IWF."

This is acceptable because it conforms to the aging effects that GALL AMP XI.M1
recommends for monitoring.
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The staff also noted that the program manages loss (reduction) of fracture toughness in
those ASME Code Class pump casings and valve bodies that are made from cast
austenitic stainless steel (CASS) and operate at temperatures greater than or equal to
4820F. The applicant's program element discussion stated that, for these components,
the visual examinations proposed under the ASME Code Section XI are adequate for
these flaw-tolerant components. The staff concludes that this is consistent with both the
guidance in GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Code Section Xl, Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD,
and IWF," and in the NRC's guidelines on thermal aging of CASS components, which
are described in the Christopher Grimes letter dated May 19, 2000, "License Renewal
Issue 98-0030, 'Thermal Aging Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel
Components"'.

This is acceptable because it conforms to the NRC's recommended guidelines for
managing loss of material due to thermal aging in CASS pump casings and valve
bodies.

Based on this evaluation, the staff concludes that the "parameters monitored or
inspected" program element is acceptable because the aging effects that the program
monitors for are consistent with either those identified in AMP XI.M1 of the GALL Report
or in NRC-issued LR guidance documents (i.e. in the Chris Grimes letter of May 19,
2000).

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - LRA Section B.3.13 states that the ISI Program uses
nondestructive examination techniques as specified in ASME Code Section XI,
Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD, and IWF, to detect and characterize component flaws.
Volumetric (e.g., radiographic, ultrasonic, or eddy current) examinations detect and
characterize surface and subsurface flaws. Examinations comply with the performance
demonstration initiative based on ASME Code Section Xl Appendix VIII, 2001 Edition, as
mandated by 10 CFR 50.55a. Surface examinations (e.g., magnetic particle or dye
penetrant testing) detect surface flaws. There are three specified levels of visual
examination. VT-1 visual examination detects cracks and symptoms of wear, corrosion,
erosion, or physical damage on the surface of the component; VT-1 can use either direct
visual or remote examination by various optical and video devices. VT-2 visual
examination locates evidence of leakage from pressure-retaining components. VT-3
visual examination determines general mechanical and structural condition of
components and supports and detects discontinuities and imperfections.

SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4, "detection of aging effects" provides the following
recommendation for "detection of aging effects" program elements for condition
monitoring-based AMPs:

Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the structure
and component intended function(s). The parameters to be monitored or
inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the structure and component
intended function(s) will be adequately maintained for license renewal under all
CLB design conditions. This includes aspects such as method or technique
(e.g., visual, volumetric, surface inspection), frequency, sample size, data
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collection and timing of new/one-time inspections to ensure timely detection of
aging effects. Provide information that links the parameters to be monitored or
inspected to the aging effects being managed.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document, SNC-corporate and
VEGP-specific implementation procedures and 10-Year ISI Plan for the VEGP units as
part of its review of the ISI Program to determine how the "detection of aging effects"
program element for the ISI Program compared with the staff's recommendations in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4.

From its review of these documents, the staff concludes that the "detection of aging
effects" program element discussion in the LR basis evaluation document stated that the
ISI Program implements the non-destructive examination (NDE) techniques of the ASME
Code Section Xl and that these techniques include volumetric examination methods,
including ultrasonic testing (UT), radiography testing (RT) or eddy current testing (ET),
and surface examination methods, including magnetic particle testing (MT), dye-
penetrant testing (PT) and eddy current testing (ET). The staff noted that the LR basis
evaluation document stated that UT, RT, and ET volumetric examination techniques
mentioned in the previous sentence are capable of detecting and characterizing both
surface-breaking flaws and subsurface flaws, and that the PT and MT surface
examination techniques are capable of detecting surface flaws. The staff also noted that
the applicant's "detection of aging effects" program element includes a sufficient
clarification on the aging effects that the UT, RT, ET, PT, and MT non-visual examination
techniques are capable of detecting. This provides the relevant information linking the
parameters being monitored for to the aging effects being managed, as recommended in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4.

The staff also determined, from its review of the LR basis evaluation document, it stated
that the ISI Program includes visual examination techniques as follows: (1) VT-1 visual
examination methods are capable of detecting discontinuities and imperfections in the
surfaces of the components, including evidence of cracks, corrosion, erosion, or wear,
(2) VT-2 visual examination methods are conducted during system pressure tests or
system leakage tests, with or without the use of leakage collection systems, to detect
evidence of leakage from ASME Code Class pressure retaining components, and (3)
VT-3 visual examination methods are conducted to determine the general mechanical or
structural condition of components and their supports, to verify design parameters such
as clearances, settings, to monitor for physical displacements of ASME Code Class
components, and to detect discontinuities and imperfections, such as loss of integrity at
bolted connections, loose or missing parts, debris, corrosion, erosion, or wear.

The staff noted that the visual VT-1, VT-2, and VT-3 NDE methods referenced in the
LRA and the LR basis evaluation document are equivalent to those referenced in Article
IWA-2000 of the ASME Code Section and are consistent with those recommended in
"detection of aging effects" program element of GALL AMP XI.M1, ASME Code Section
Xl, Subsections IWB, IWC, IWD, and IWF," and that the applicant's "detection of aging
effects" program element includes a sufficient clarification on those aging effects that the
specific visual VT-1, VT-2, and VT-3 examination techniques are capable of detecting.
This provides the relevant information linking the parameters being monitored for to the
aging effects being managed, as recommended in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4.

The basis document states that the inspection techniques are prescribed by the ASME
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Code Section Xl or are as specified in 50.55a and that the inspection techniques have
been developed in accordance with industry consensus process. The staff has
evaluated the ability of the ASME Code Section Xl inspection techniques to detect
relevant aging in the evaluation of the "detection of aging effects" program element for
this AMP. The basis document clarifies that in some cases the techniques are qualified
in accordance with the performance demonstration initiative (PDI) project. The NRC's
PDI requirements in 10 CFR 50.55a are mandated to ensure that ultrasonic testing
techniques are appropriately qualified to be capable of monitoring for, detecting and
sizing relevant flaw indications.

The staff concludes that using the PDI is acceptable to qualify the UT examination
techniques for their ability to monitor for, detect, and size relevant surface-breaking and
subsurface flaw indications because the applicant's PDI qualifications are performed in
accordance with the applicable PDI requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a, which the NRC has
established as acceptable qualification requirements for volumetric examination
technique monitoring, detection and sizing capabilities.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the both the non-visual and visual
examination techniques for the ISI Program are acceptable because they are consistent
with the non-visual and visual examinations techniques recommended for
implementation in GALL AMP XI.M1, ASME Code Section Xl, Subsections IWB, IWC,
IWD, and IWF," and because the applicant has clarified how the volumetric inspection
techniques for the ISI Program are qualified for use in accordance with the applicant's
PDI process and the PDI initiative requirements in 10 CFR 50.55a. The staff also
determined that the applicant's discussion of both the non-visual and visual examination
techniques in the "detection of aging effects" program element for the ISI Program
conforms to recommended criteria in the SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4, because it provides
the relevant information linking the examination techniques used for monitoring to the
parameters and aging effects being monitored for by these techniques.

Based on this evaluation, the staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects"
program element satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff
finds this program element acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - LRA Section B.3.13 states that ISI Program inspection
frequencies for each inspection interval are consistent with ASME Code Section Xl as
specified in 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii). The program, based on ASME Code ISI Program B
(IWA-2432), compares results to baseline data and other previous test results and
evaluates indications in accordance with ASME Code Section XI. If the component
qualifies by analytical evaluation as acceptable for continued service, subsequent
inspections reexamine the area of the indication. Indications that exceed acceptance
standards are extended to additional examinations in accordance with ASME Code
Section XI. Owner activity reports record ISI Program results for the staff after each
refueling outage.

SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5, "monitoring and trending" provides the following
recommendation for the "monitoring and trending" program elements for
preventative/mitigative-based, condition monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-
based AMPs:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should provide
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predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely corrective or
mitigative actions.

Plant specific and/or industry-wide operating experience may be considered in
evaluating the appropriateness of the technique and frequency.

This program element describes "how" the data collected are evaluated and
may also include trending for a forward look. This includes an evaluation of the
results against the acceptance criteria and a prediction regarding the rate of
degradation in order to confirm that timing of the next scheduled inspection will
occur before a loss of SC intended function. Although aging indicators may be
quantitative or qualitative, indicators should be quantified, to the extent
possible, to allow trending. The parameter or indicator trended should be
described. The methodology for analyzing the inspection or test results against
the acceptance criteria should be described. Trending is a comparison of the
current monitoring results with previous monitoring results in order to make
predictions for the future.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document, SNC-corporate and
VEGP-specific implementation procedures and 10-Year ISI Plan for the VEGP units as
part of its review of the ISI Program to determine how the "monitoring and trending"
program element for the ISI Program compared with the staff's recommendations in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5.

The staff noted, from its review of the LR basis evaluation document, that the applicant
establishes its inspection frequencies and sample sizes for the ASME Code Section Xl
inspections that are implemented under this program in accordance with the frequency
and sample size criteria of the inspection items that are defined in the applicable ASME
Code Section Xl Examination Categories. The staff also noted that, in its response letter
dated February 8, 2008 the applicant stated and defined which ASME Code Examination
Categories are credited for aging management in the applicant's response to the staffs
question on scoping of systems and Examinations Categories for this AMP. The staff
provided its basis for accepting those ASME Code Section Xl Examination Categories
credited for aging management in its evaluation of the "scope of program" program
element for this AMP. Based on this evaluation, the staff concludes that the applicant
has established acceptable inspection frequencies and sample sizes for those ASME
Code Section Xl inspection items that are credited for aging management because they
are defined in the applicable ASME Code Section Examination Categories that
have been credited for aging management and approved in the staffs evaluation of the
''scope of program" program element for this AMP.

The LR basis evaluation document also indicated that the program calls for the results of
the examinations to be recorded and compared to baseline data and data from other
previous inspection results. The LR basis evaluation document also indicated that, if the
results indicate the presence of relevant flaw indications in an ASME Code Class
components and the flaw size is within the acceptable flaw size limit of the applicable
ASME Code Section Xl flaw acceptance standard, the component is re-examined during
subsequent refueling outages. The staff concludes that this is acceptable because: (1) it
is in compliance with applicable evaluation and trending requirements in the ASME Code
Section XI Articles IWB-3000, IWC-3000, and IWD-3000 for ASME Code Class 1, 2, and
3 components, (2) the followup examinations during the subsequent refueling outages
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will provide for further assessment of the flaw indications to determine whether
unacceptable flaw growth is occurring in the impacted component, and because these
trending activities are in conformance with the NRC's recommendation in GALL AMP
XI.M1 that the inspection results for ASME Code Class components be evaluated and
trended in accordance the applicable ASME Section Xl requirements.

The staff also determined that the applicant's "monitoring and trending" program element
for the ISI Program conforms to recommended criteria in the SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5,
because it provides a sufficient clarification on how the frequencies and sample sizes for
the non-visual and visual examinations are established and how the program collects
and trends that data from these examinations and evaluates them against applicable
acceptance criteria for these examination methods, as established in the ASME Code
Section Xl.

Based on this evaluation, the staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program
element satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - LRA Section B.3.13 states that a pre-service, or baseline,
inspection of program components prior to startup assured both an absence of defects
greater than code-allowable and a basis for evaluation of subsequent ISI results
compared, as appropriate, to baseline data, other previous test results, and ASME Code
Section Xl acceptance standards. ISI program acceptance standards are defined in
ASME Code Section Xl Articles IWA-3000, IWB-3000, IWC-3000, IWD-3000, and IWF-
3000.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6, "monitoring" provides the following recommendation for the
"acceptance criteria" program elements for preventative/mitigative-based, condition
monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-based AMPs:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described. The
acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the structure and component intended function(s)
are maintained under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended
operation. The program should include a methodology for analyzing the results
against applicable acceptance criteria, and insure corrective action is taken,
such as piping replacement, before reaching this acceptance criterion. This
acceptance criterion should provide for timely corrective action before loss of
intended function under these CLB design loads.

Acceptance criteria could be specific numerical values, or could consist of a
discussion of the process for calculating specific numerical values of conditional
acceptance criteria to ensure that the structure and component intended
function(s) will be maintained under all CLB design conditions. Information from
available references may be cited. It is not necessary to justify any acceptance
criteria taken directly from the design basis information that is included in the
UFSAR because that is a part of the CLB. Also, it is not necessary to discuss
CLB design loads if the acceptance criteria do not permit degradation because
a structure and component without degradation should continue to function as
originally designed. Acceptance criteria, which do permit degradation, are
based on maintaining the intended function under all CLB design loads.
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The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document, SNC-corporate and
VEGP-specific implementation procedures and 10-Year ISI Plan for the VEGP units as
part of its review of the ISI Program to determine how the "acceptance criteria" program
element for the ISI Program compared with the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.6.

Based on its review of license renewal basis evaluation document for the ISI Program,
the staff concludes that the applicant credits the applicable acceptance standards in the
ASME Code Section Xl, Articles IWA-3000, IWB-3000, IWC-3000, IWD-3000, or IWF-
3000 as the applicable acceptance criteria for the ISI Program, and that the applicant
performs additional evaluations in accordance with the analytical procedures in IWB-
3600, IWC-3600, or IWD-3600, if the applicant determines that recordable flaw
indications are greater than the applicable ASME Code Section Xl acceptance standard
limits.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify the ASME Code Section options that could be
used for the evaluation of flaws that are in excess of the ASME Code Section XI
acceptance standards. The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a
letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant stated that the corrective
actions taken in response to indications identified during ISI Program inspections are
consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and ASME Section Xl Articles IWA-
3000, IWB-3000, IWC-3000, IWD-3000, and IWF-3000 and may include acceptance by
supplemental examination, by analytical evaluation, or by repair / replacement. The
applicant also stated that any unacceptable flaw indication or condition identified during
ISI Program activities results in initiation of a condition report and subsequent evaluation
of the condition by the corrective actions program. The applicant stated that the SNC
Quality Assurance Program performs periodic audits of the ISI Program to ensure that
the corrective actions are consistent with 10 CFR 50.55a and ASME Section Xl
requirements. The staff finds the applicant's response to this question to be acceptable
because: (1) the applicant has stated that the applicant is using the appropriate flaw
evaluation and corrective action criteria in the ASME Code Section Xl to assess and, if
necessary, correct flaw indications or conditions that are detected as part of the
applicant's ASME Code Section Xl ISI Program, and (2) the applicant has stated that it
applies its 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Quality Assurance Program to ensure that its
ISI is being implemented in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55a and the
ASME Code Section XI. The staff's question on this matter is resolved.

Based on this review, the staff finds the "acceptance criteria" program element to be
acceptable because the applicant has clarified that it uses the applicable acceptance
criteria in the ASME Code Section Xl as its basis for evaluating relevant flaw indications
in ASME Code Class components, and because the ASME Code Section XI establishes
NRC required acceptance criteria (as required in accordance with the requirements in 10
CFR 50.55a) for evaluating recordable flaw indications that are detected as part of the
non-destructive testing examinations that are implemented in accordance with the AMP.

The staff finds that the "acceptance criteria" program element for ISI Program conforms
to the "acceptance criteria" program element recommended in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6
because the applicant has provided clarification to identify which acceptance criteria in
the CLB, as defined by the applicable acceptance criteria of the ASME Code Section XI,
are used as the acceptance criteria for the ISI Program, and because the applicant has
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clarified those corrective action options that are available for implementation if these
acceptance criteria are exceeded.

(10) Operating Experience - LRA Section B.3.13 states that, because the ASME Code is a
consensus document widely used over a long period, it has been generally effective in
managing aging effects in Classes 1, 2, and 3 components and their attachments. The
GALL Report includes some specific examples of industry operating experience with
component degradation. The ISI Program is in accordance with general requirements for
engineering programs. Periodic program reviews ensure compliance with regulatory,
process, and procedural requirements. The applicant stated that review of recent ISI
Program performance results show that the program has found and corrected
degradation attributable to aging effects effectively. The ISI Program has detected
leakage at mechanical connections and surface corrosion, minor conditions either
corrected or found acceptable for continued service. Previously the program detected
wall loss in the Unit 2 stainless steel chemical volume and control system letdown piping
between the flow orifices and their isolation valves and determined the pipe thinning
mechanism to be cavitation-induced erosion. Piping replacement and design
modifications corrected the problem. The ISI Program monitors these locations for this
effect.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10, "operating experience" provides the following
recommendation for the "operating experience" program elements for
preventative/mitigative-based, condition monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-
based AMPs:

Operating experience with existing programs should be discussed. The
operating experience of aging management programs, including past corrective
actions resulting in program enhancements or additional programs, should be
considered. A past failure would not necessarily invalidate an aging
management program because the feedback from operating experience should
have resulted in appropriate program enhancements or new programs. This
information can show where an existing program has succeeded and where it
has failed (if at all) in intercepting aging degradation in a timely manner. This
information should provide objective evidence to support the conclusion that the
effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the structure and
component intended function(s) will be maintained during the period of
extended operation.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document and the operating
experience document for the ISI Program to determine how the "acceptance criteria"
program element for the ISI Program compared with the staff's recommendations in
SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff focused its review on operating experience related
to generic operational experience related to augmented inspections of U.S. PWR upper
reactor vessel closure head (RVCH) penetration nozzles and VEGP-specific experience
with the augmented inspections that have been performed on the upper RVCH
penetration nozzles for the VEGP units. The staff also focused on relevant VEGP-
specific operating experience related to augmented inspections of the VEGP chemical
and volume control systems (CVCS). In this manner, the staff focused its review on
those generic and plant-specific operational experience that were determined to be risk-
significant by the license and had resulted in the applicant's augmentation of its ISI
program.
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The staff concludes that the applicant has performed and will continue to perform
augmented inservice inspections of the VEGP ASME Code Class 1 upper reactor vessel
closure head (RVCH) penetration nozzles in accordance with the NRC's first revised
order EA-03-009. The staff also determined that the augmented inspections include
ultrasonic testing (UT) and eddy current testing (ET) of the penetration nozzles and their
associated nickel alloy partial penetration J-groove welds, and bare metal visual (BMV)
examinations of the adjacent low alloy steel base metal in the upper RVCH. The staff
noted that recent augmented inspections of the upper RVCH penetration nozzles at
VEGP Unit 1 in refueling outage (1 R1 3) did not indicate any indication of cracking in the
nickel alloy j-groove welds. The applicant implements these augmented ISI examinations
as part of its "Nickel Alloy management program for reactor vessel closure head
penetrations." The staff has evaluated the applicant's Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations and its evaluation is further evaluated
and documented in Section 3.0.3.1.1 of this SER. Based on this assessment, the staff
concludes that the applicant's ISI program includes an assessment of relevant generic
operating experience events and a process and actions to augment its ISI Program
based on this experience.

From its review of the operating experience document for this AMP, the staff also
determined that the applicant currently implements augmented inspections of the
chemical and volume control system (CVCS) let down piping between the flow orifices
and their respective isolation valves in accordance in accordance with the VEGP risk-
informed ISI (RI-ISI) program. The applicant indicated that VEGP-specific augmented
UT examinations of this piping had indicated that wall thinning had occurred in this
CVCS piping. The applicant indicated that it had performed a root cause analysis of
thinning in this CVCS piping and that the root cause analysis attributed the wall loss to
thinning by cavitation. The applicant stated that the root cause analysis eliminated flow-
accelerated corrosion (FAC) as the relevant wall thinning mechanism as the component
piping is fabricated from stainless steel, which is not susceptible to FAC-induced
erosion.

As part of its review of the LRA, the staff noted that the applicant's Flow-Accelerated
Corrosion Program (LRA AMP B.3.10) is also credited to manage both loss of material
resulting from flow-accelerated corrosion and loss of material by cavitation.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify whether the augmented inspections of the CVCS
piping for loss of material by cavitation would be implemented as part of the applicant's
augmented UT inspection activities under is ISI Program or as part of the applicant's UT
inspection activities that are implemented under its Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
Program.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8,
2008. In its response, the applicant stated that the augmented UT inspection activities
for the CVCS piping would be implemented as part of the applicant's augmented
inspection activities for the ISI Program. The staff's finds the applicant's response to be
acceptable because the response clarifies that the augmented UT inspections of the
CVCS piping will be implemented as part of the applicant's augmented inspection
activities that are within the scope of the ISI Program. The staffs question is resolved.
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Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's ISI program includes
an assessment of relevant VEGP-specific operating experience events and a process
and actions to augment its ISI Program based on this experience.

Based on this evaluation, the staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program
element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.10 and that the program incorporates relevant generic and VEGP-
specific operating experience. Based on this review, the staff finds this program element
acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.13, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Inservice Inspection Program. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR
supplement information an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program,
the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.5 Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration
Locations

Summary of Technical Information in the Application: LRA Section B.3.14 describes the Nickel
Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations as a
plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the plant-specific Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor
Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations manage cracking due to primary water stress
corrosion cracking (PWSCC) for non-reactor vessel head nickel alloy component locations. The
overall goal of the program is to maintain plant safety and minimize the impact of PWSCC on
plant availability through assessment, inspection, mitigation, and repair or replacement of
susceptible components. Program development is based on MRP-126, "Generic Guidance for
Alloy 600 Management." MRP-126 is not intended to address Alloy 600 in steam generator
tubing; the industry has a separate program for this issue, EPRI's Steam Generator
Management Program, which the applicant discusses in Appendix B.3.26 of the LRA.

The applicant also stated that the non-reactor vessel closure head penetration locations in PWR
reactor coolant systems, PWSCC of Alloy 600 base material and Alloy 82 / 182 weld materials
is a currently emerging materials degradation issue. The VEGP Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations is being developed to
address concerns regarding the potential for PWSCC in nickel alloy components exposed to a
high temperature reactor coolant environment. While elements of this program exist,
implementation details are still under development by the industry. Consequently, this program
has been categorized as a new program for license renewal.

The applicant further stated that the program is based on the following set of implementation
commitments:
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1) SNC will continue to participate in industry initiatives directed at resolving
PWSCC issues, such as owners group programs and the EPRI Materials
Reliability Program.

2) SNC will comply with applicable NRC Orders.

3) SNC will submit a program inspection plan for VEGP that includes
implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted
industry guidance. The inspection plan will be submitted to the staff for review
and approval not less than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended
operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. The program implementation commitments
are consistent with the aging management program commitments listed in
NUREG-1 801, Rev. 1, Vol. 2, Section IV for managing PWSCC for non-reactor
vessel head nickel alloy components.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.14 on the applicant's demonstration of the Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations to ensure that the effects of aging,
as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) report, NUREG-1 801, Vol. 2, Rev. 1, contains the
staff's generic evaluation of the existing plant programs and documents the technical basis for
determining where existing programs are adequate without modification and where existing
programs should be augmented for the period of extended operation. The evaluation results
documented in the GALL report indicate that many of the existing programs are adequate to
manage the aging effects for particular structures or components for license renewal without
change. The GALL report also contains recommendations on specific areas for which existing
programs should be augmented for license renewal.

Guidance for the aging management of nickel-alloy material components is provided in the
aging management review line items of Chapter IV, "Reactor Vessel, Internals, and Reactor
Coolant System," in the GALL report. The items applicable to nickel-alloy material components
in Westinghouse reactors are found within sections A2, "Reactor Vessel (Pressurized Water
Reactor)," B2 "Reactor Vessel Internals (PWR) - Westinghouse," C2, "Reactor Coolant System
and Connected Lines (Pressurized Water Reactor)", and D1, "Steam Generator (Recirculating)."

The aging management programs specified in the GALL report for nickel-alloy non-reactor
vessel closure head penetration locations consist of the following:

1) Chapter XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC,

and IWD," for Class 1 components

2) Chapter XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR primary water

3) Fatigue is a time-limited aging analysis (TLAA) to be performed for the period of
extended operation, and, for Class 1 components, environmental effects on
fatigue are to be addressed. See the Standard Review Plan, Section 4.3 "Metal
Fatigue," for acceptable methods for meeting the requirements of 10 CFR
54.21 (c)(1).
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4) Commit in the FSAR supplement to (1) participate in the industry programs for
investigating and managing aging effects on reactor internals; (2) evaluate and
implement the results of the industry programs as applicable to the reactor
internals; and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less than 24
months before entering the period of extended operation, submit an inspection
plan for reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval.

5) Comply with applicable NRC Orders and provide a commitment in the FSAR
supplement to implement applicable (1) Bulletins and Generic Letters and (2)
staff-accepted industry guidelines.

The ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection program is addressed in Appendix B.3.13 of the LRA
and Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) supplement Appendix A.2.13. The Water Chemistry
program is addressed in Appendix B.3.28 of the LRA and FSAR supplement Appendix A.2.28.
The fatigue TLAA is addressed in section 4.3, "Metal Fatigue," of the LRA and FSAR
supplement Appendix A.3.2. FSAR supplement A.2.14, "Nickel Alloy Management Program for
Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations" contains commitments that 1) SNC
will continue to participate in industry initiatives directed at resolving PWSCC issues, such as
owners group programs and the EPRI Materials Reliability Program, 2) SNC will comply with
applicable NRC Orders, and 3) SNC will submit a program inspection plan for VEGP that
includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted
industry guidance. The inspection plan will be submitted to the staff for review and approval not
less than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.
In addition, FSAR supplement Appendix A.2.24, "Reactor Vessel Internals Program," contains a
commitment to submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor vessel internals to the NRC for
review and approval not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation
for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The applicant indicates that currently, management of PWSCC in nickel alloys is a rapidly
evolving area and as a result, program attributes have not yet been finalized. Further, where
industry guidance has been developed, there are ongoing efforts to reach acceptable resolution
of NRC staff concerns which may alter program requirements. Therefore, the applicant has not
included assessments for each of the ten aging management program elements for this
program. The applicant has committed (Commitment No. 12) to revise the program to insure
compliance with NRC regulations and submit an inspection plan prior to the period of extended
operation.

The staff reviewed the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure
Head Penetration Locations against the AMP elements found in the GALL Report based on the
applicant's submittal. However, on submittal to the NRC of the licensee's inspection plan, a
further review of the following sections in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR Table A.1-1,
should be performed:

* Scope of the program
* Preventive actions
* Parameters monitored or inspected
* Detection of aging effects
* Monitoring and trending
* Acceptance criteria
* Corrective actions
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* Confirmation process
* Administrative controls
* Operating experience

(1) Scope of the Program - LRA Section B.3.14 states that the Nickel Alloy Management
Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations will manage
cracking due to PWSCC for the following nickel alloy component locations:

* Butt welds within the primary system including:

- Reactor Vessel Inlet and Outlet Nozzle Dissimilar Metal Welds

- Pressurizer Surge, Spray, Safety, and Relief Nozzle Dissimilar Metal Welds

* Reactor Vessel Bottom Mounted Instrument Nozzles

* Reactor Vessel Flange Leakage Monitor Tube

* Steam Generator Primary Channel Head Drain Connection Tube & Dissimilar
Metal Welds

The staff noted that nickel alloy materials are managed under several other programs
such as the Reactor Vessel Internals Program, the Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations, the Steam Generator Tube Inspection
Program, and the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals. Components
addressed in these programs are, appropriately, not included in the program scope of
the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations.

The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - A description of this program element was not included in LRA
Section B.3.14. However, the applicant noted use of the ASME Code Section Xl
inspection requirements for ISI and committed to submit a program inspection plan for
VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and
staff accepted industry guidance.

The staff finds that the preventive actions usable under the Nickel Alloy Inspection
Program are inspection and mitigation. Inspection uses nondestructive and visual
examination methods to monitor the aging of the nickel alloy components as required by
the ISI program and as augmented by the recommendations of applicable bulletins,
generic letters and NRC approved industry guidance. In this manner, it is a condition or
performance monitoring program and in accordance with SRP LR Section A. 1.2.3.2 no
additional review is required. Some mitigation techniques are currently available for use
to address nickel alloy components, however numerous more options are being explored
to address the mitigation of active degradation mechanisms for these components as
noted in Commitment No. 12.
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The staff notes the applicant committed to submit a program inspection plan for VEGP that
includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted
industry guidance. Also, in a letter dated June 27, 2007, the applicant provided Commitment
No. 12 to implement the Program prior to the period of extended operation. The staff reviewed
this section and finds the UFSAR supplement information an adequate summary description of
the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

These programs will address the available authorized mitigation techniques and their
application. The inspection plan will be submitted to the staff for review and approval not
less than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1
and 2. The staff will review the inspection plan under the "preventive actions" program
element criterion as defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "preventive
actions" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report and the guidance
in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - LRA Section B.3.14 the Nickel Alloy Inspection
Program detects degradation by using the examination and inspection requirements of
ASME Section XI, augmented as appropriate by examinations in response to NRC
Orders, Bulletins and Generic Letters, or to accepted industry guidelines. The
parameters monitored are the presence and extent of cracking."

For condition monitoring programs, SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3 states:

The parameters to be monitored or inspected should be identified and linked to the
degradation of the particular structure and component intended function(s)," and "[flor a
condition monitoring program, the parameter monitored or inspected should detect the
presence and extent of aging effects. Some examples are measurements of wall
thickness and detection and sizing of cracks.

The staff notes that the Nickel Alloy Inspection Program uses the appropriate volumetric,
surface and visual NDE techniques for detection of degradation of the components
identified in the scope of the program as required by ASME Code and recommended by
the applicable bulletins, generic letters and industry guidance.

The applicant committed (Commitment No. 12) to submit a program inspection plan for
VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and
staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will be submitted to the staff for
review and approval not less than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended
operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. The staff will review the "parameters monitored or
inspected" program element criterion as defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.3 during the review of the program inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "parameters
monitored or inspected" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report
and the guidance in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - A description of this program element was not included in
LRA Section B.3.14. However, the applicant noted use of the ASME Code Section XI
inspection requirements for ISI and committed to submit a program inspection plan for
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VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and
staff accepted industry guidance.

The NRC has approved, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a, the specific techniques and
frequencies for monitoring nickel alloy components are prescribed by ASME Code
Section Xl for those components examined in accordance with the ISI program. For
other items included in the scope of the Nickel Alloy Inspection program, the methods
and frequencies of examination are recommended in the applicable bulletins, generic
letters and industry guidance. Each of these programs for the detection of aging effects
would have been written by or analyzed by the NRC to provide adequate detection
capability. The applicant has a commitment (Commitment No. 12) to submit an
inspection plan detailing these programs to the staff for review and approval not less
than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and
2. The staff will review the "detection of aging effects" program element criterion as
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 during the review of the
program inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the applicant's
commitment in the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the recommendations
in the GALL Report and the guidance in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - A description of this program element was not included in
LRA Section B.3.14. However, the applicant noted use of the ASME Code Section XI
inspection requirements for ISI and committed to submit a program inspection plan for
VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters, and
staff accepted industry guidance.

In general, the tools for monitoring and trending of nickel alloy component inspection
programs are based on the scope and reporting requirements established by the ASME
Code as required by 10 CFR 50.55a. The staff notes that ASME Section Xl requires,
"recording of examination and test results that provide a basis for evaluation and
facilitate comparison with the results of subsequent examinations." ASME Section Xl
also requires, "retention of all inspection, examination, test, and repair /replacement
activity records and flaw evaluation calculations for the service lifetime of the component
or system." ASME Section Xl additionally provides rules for "additional examinations"
(i.e., sample expansion), when flaws or relevant conditions are found that exceed the
applicable acceptance criteria, to assist in determination of an extent of condition and
causal analysis.

Specific monitoring or trending requirements may be created under NRC Bulletins,
Generic Letters and staff accepted industry guidance. As these programs change due to
the evolving development of long term inspection requirements in this area, the review
for monitoring and trending of these programs is based on the commitment
(Commitment No. 12) of the applicant to provide an inspection plan to the staff for review
and approval not less than 24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation
for VEGP Units 1 and 2. The staff will review the "monitoring and trending" program
element criterion as defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 during
the review of the program inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "monitoring
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and trending" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report and the
guidance in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - A description of this program element was not included in LRA
Section B.3.14. However, the applicant noted use of the ASME Code Section Xl
inspection requirements for ISI and committed (Commitment No. 12) to submit a
program inspection plan for VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC
Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will
be submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to
entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

In general, the acceptance criteria of nickel alloy component inspection programs are
based on the scope and reporting requirements established by the ASME Code as
required by 10 CFR 50.55a. The staff notes that ASME Section Xl, IWB-3000 contains
acceptance criteria appropriate for the reactor coolant pressure boundary components
examined in accordance with Section XI. Also, ASME Section Xl, IWA-5250 was verified
to contain acceptable steps for evaluation and corrective measures for sources of
leakage identified by visual examinations for leakage. These requirements ensure that
nickel alloy components in the reactor coolant pressure boundary maintain their
designed function under all required design conditions.

Specific acceptance criteria may be created under NRC Bulletins, Generic Letters and
staff accepted industry guidance. As these programs change due to the evolving
development of long term inspection requirements in this area, the acceptance criteria
review of these programs is based on the commitment (Commitment No. 12) of the
applicant to provide an inspection plan to the staff for review and approval not less than
24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staff will review the "acceptance criteria" program element criterion as defined in the
GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6 during the review of the program
inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "acceptance
criteria" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report and the guidance
in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(7) Corrective Actions - A description of this program element was not included in LRA
Section B.3.14. However, the applicant noted use of the ASME Code Section Xl
inspection requirements for ISI and committed (Commitment No. 12) to submit a
program inspection plan for VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC
Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will
be submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to
entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staff will review the "corrective actions" program element criterion as defined in the
GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.7 during the review of the program
inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "corrective
actions" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report and the guidance
in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.7. The staff finds this program element acceptable.
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(8) Confirmation Process - A description of this program element was not included in LRA
Section B.3.14. However, the applicant committed (Commitment No. 12) to submit a
program inspection plan for VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC
Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will
be submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to
entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staff will review the "confirmation process" program element criterion as defined in
the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.8 during the review of the program
inspection plan.

Based on this review and the applicant's commitments, the staff confirms that the "confirmation
process" program element satisfies the recommendations in the GALL Report and the guidance
in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.8. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(9) Administrative Controls - A description of this program element was not included in LRA
Section B.3.14. However, the applicant committed (Commitment No. 12) to submit a
program inspection plan for VEGP that includes implementation of applicable NRC
Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will
be submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to
entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staff will review the "administrative controls" program element criterion as defined in
the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.9 during the review of the program
inspection plan.

(10) Operating Experience - LRA Section B.3.14 states that within the industry, Alloy
600/82/182 locations experiencing PWSCC include vessel head CRDM penetrations,
bottom mounted instrument penetrations, butt weld locations, steam generator drain
connections, and pressurizer penetrations. The most recent industry experience relates
to detection of indications in pressurizer nozzle butt welds at a number of PWRs. At
VEGP, PWSCC has not been detected at any Alloy 600/82/182 location to date.
However, there is no reason to conclude that VEGP Alloy 600/82/182 locations will not
experience PWSCC based on similarities with other units where PWSCC has been
detected. Recent inspection history for VEGP Units 1 and 2 is summarized below.

VEGP Pressurizer Butt Welds

For the VEGP Unit 1 pressurizer butt weld locations, only the spray nozzle Alloy 82 butt weld
has been volumetrically examined with a performance demonstration initiative qualified
ultrasonic inspection technique. This examination was performed during the Spring 2005
refueling outage, with no recordable indications identified. Bare metal visual examinations have
been performed on all Unit 1 Alloy 82 butt welds during both the Spring 2005 and Fall 2006
refueling outages, with acceptable results. Mitigation of the Unit 1 Alloy 82 butt welds by
application of full structural weld overlays using Alloy 52/152 materials was performed during
the Spring 2008 refueling outage. Due to geometric limitations on inspection coverage and
heightened concerns regarding the potential for PWSCC at pressurizer nozzle butt weld
locations, all VEGP Unit 2 pressurizer butt weld locations were mitigated in the Spring 2007
refueling outage by application of full structural weld overlays using Alloy 52/152 weld material.
Due to the structural replacement of the original Alloy 82/182 welds, prior inspection results are
no longer meaningful.
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VEGP Reactor Vessel Nozzle Butt Welds

During the Fall 2006 refueling outage for Unit 1 and the Spring 2007 refueling outage for Unit 2,
all eight reactor vessel nozzle butt welds were volumetrically examined using a performance
demonstration initiative qualified ultrasonic inspection technique, with no recordable indications
identified. Additionally, bare metal visual examination did not identify any indication of leakage.

Reactor Vessel Bottom Mounted Instrumentation Penetrations

Bare metal visual examination of the bottom head area was performed for Unit 1 during the Fall
2006 refueling outage and for Unit 2 during the Spring 2007 refueling outage with no indications
of leakage identified. As a supplemental measure VEGP conducted volumetric examinations of
Unit 1 and Unit 2 bottom mounted instrument penetrations during the Fall 2006 Unit 1 refueling
outage and the Spring 2007 Unit 2 refueling outage. The inspection used ultrasonic and eddy
current methods capable of detecting cracking of base material. Fifty-seven of fifty-eight Unit 1
penetrations were successfully examined and forty-six of fifty-eight Unit 2 penetrations were
successfully examined. There were no recordable indications identified for any bottom mounted
instrument penetration.

Steam Generator Primary Channel Head Drain Connection Tube & Dissimilar Metal Weld

For the steam generator primary channel head drains, a select number of plants having a
design similar to that used in the VEGP Model F steam generators have experienced leaks due
to PWSCC. The leaks were detected through visual identification of boric acid crystals around
the drain line coupling. Detailed analysis indicated that the cracks initiated at the backside of the
partial penetration weld, which is exposed to reactor coolant. To date, bare metal visual and VT-
2 examination of the VEGP drain locations has not identified any cracking. Bare metal visual
examination and VT-2 examination will be performed at each refueling outage until the location
is mitigated.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Sections A.2.14, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration
Locations. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR supplement information an
adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion The staff has reviewed LRA Appendix section B.3.14, which describes the Nickel
Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations as a
plant-specific program and finds that the program in conjunction with the commitments made by
the applicant meet the guidance as established in the GALL report, NUREG-1801, Vol. 2, Rev.
1, for structures and/or components made of nickel alloy material.

On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Nickel Alloy Management Program for
Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations and applicant's Commitment No. 12,
the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the
UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
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description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.6 Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.21 describes the existing
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
includes existing and new periodic inspections and tests relied on for license renewal to
manage aging effects for the components included in the program. Implementation of the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities is generally through repetitive tasks
and surveillances. The program activities credited for license renewal are described under the
heading "Detection of Aging Effects." Enhancements to the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance Activities will be implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.21 on the applicant's demonstration of the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance Activities to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will
be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities against the
staffs recommended program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and
in SRP-LR Table A.1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific
program elements for the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities would
ensure adequate aging management when compared to the recommended program element
criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the
following seven (7) program elements of the applicant's program against their corresponding
program element criteria that are provided in the subsections to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3:
(1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3) "parameters monitored or inspected," (4)
"detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10)
"operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities for license renewal are credited with managing the aging effects
described in the AMRs. These activities are described under the heading "Detection of
Aging Effects."

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
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for this program and noted that it contains a list of specific components within the scope
of this program. The list identifies that those preventive maintenance (PM) and
surveillance testing activities credited with managing aging effects apply to:

* Control Building Control Room Filter Unit seals

* Emergency Diesel Generator Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tanks (interior surfaces)

* Steam Generator Blowdown Trim Heat Exchangers' shells (interior Surfaces)

* Secondary Steam Generator Blowdown Sample Baths' shells (interior surfaces)

* Steam Generator Blowdown Corrosion Product Monitor coolers' shells and heads
(interior surfaces)

* Nuclear Service Cooling Water Cooling Tower Fill and Drift Eliminators

* Potable Water System water heater housings (A2417S4001E01 and E02 only)

* Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST) diaphragms

• Condensate Storage Tank (CST) diaphragms

* Reactor Make-up Water Storage Tank (RMWST) diaphragms

The staff also noted that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
will be enhanced by the addition of PM activities to manage the secondary steam
generator blowdown sample baths' shells, steam generator blowdown corrosion product
monitor cooler's shells and heads, and the within scope potable water system water
heater housings. The staff reviewed the surveillance and PM activities that will be
performed and found that it contains acceptance criteria which will be used to determine
if the component's condition is acceptable. Further, the staff noted that the surveillance
and PM activities and enhancements will include periodic visual inspections of interior
surfaces and that these inspections are performed as part of routine surveillances tests
or maintenance. The staff finds the use of the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities acceptable since it includes activities to manage the aging effects
being addressed.

The staff concludes that the specific components for which the program manages aging
effects are identified, which satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.1. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's scope of the program
acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive actions,
and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance Activities is a condition monitoring program. The
inspections and testing activities detect but do not prevent aging effects;
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however, the activities prevent component failures that might be caused by aging
effects.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
for this program which identifies it as a condition monitoring program and that its
inspection and testing activities used to identify component aging effects do not prevent
aging effects. The program document also stated that the periodic surveillance and PM
activities perform condition monitoring and is therefore consistent with the SRP-LR. The
staff concludes that these activities will provide for the timely detection of aging
degradation and are acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3 are:

The parameters to be monitored or inspected should' be identified
and linked to the degradation of the particular structure and
component intended function(s). The parameters monitored or
inspected should detect the presence and extent of aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that for each inspection or test activity
instructions on the parameters monitored or inspected permit early detection of
degradation prior to loss of component intended function. Parameters monitored or
inspected vary with the component(s) and aging effects managed. Inspection and testing
activities monitor various parameters (e.g., surface condition, loss of material, presence
of corrosion products or fluid leakage, signs of cracking, or reduction of wall thickness).

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
for this program which identified the types of parameters monitored in order to permit
early detection of degradation prior to loss of component intended function. Specifically,
the parameters monitored or inspected, which are based on the components(s) and the
aging effect(s) being managed, include surface condition, loss of material, presence of
corrosion products or fluid leakage, signs of cracking, or reduction of wall thickness. The
staff finds that the parameters monitored will provide effective indications of aging
degradation for the aging effects being addressed and are acceptable.

This program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3. The
staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the applicant specifically identifies each
component within the scope of the program, provides a description of the
aging management activity along with the aging effect(s) being managed, and the
related plant implementing procedure.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:
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Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the structure
and component intended function(s). The parameters to be monitored or
inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the structure and component
intended function(s) will be adequately maintained for license renewal under
all CLB design conditions. Provide information that links the parameters to be
monitored or inspected to the aging effects being managed. Describe "when,"
"where," and "how" program data are collected.

The method or technique and frequency may be linked to plant-specific or
industry-wide operating experience. Provide justification, including codes and
standards referenced, that the technique and frequency are adequate to
detect the aging effects before a loss of SC intended function. A program
based solely on detecting SC failures is not considered an effective aging
management program.

When sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs, provide the basis for the
inspection population and sample size. The inspection population should be
based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of construction,
fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating environment, or aging
effects. The sample size should be based on such aspects of the SCs as the
specific aging effect, location, existing technical information, system and
structure design, materials of construction, service environment, or previous
failure history. The samples should be biased toward locations most
susceptible to the specific aging effect of concern in the period of extended
operation. Provisions should also be included on expanding the sample size
when degradation is detected in the initial sample.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities periodically inspect and test components to detect aging effects.
Established inspection and testing intervals for timely detection of degradation vary with
the component, material, and environment, and consider industry and plant-specific
operating experience and manufacturer recommendations. The extent and schedule of
inspections and testing assure detection of component degradation prior to loss of
intended functions. The program uses established techniques like visual inspections.

The applicant stated that a visual inspection of the control building control room filter unit
seals is part of the control room emergency filtration system filter testing required by the
VEGP Technical Specifications. Cleaning and inspection of the EDG diesel fuel oil
storage tanks are preventive maintenance tasks. Visual inspection of the tanks detects
degradation of the applied inorganic zinc coating or the underlying base material. VEGP
Technical Specifications require these cleaning and visual inspection tasks every ten
years. Note: The One-Time Inspection Program will measure wall thickness of the EDG
diesel fuel oil storage tank bottoms. Visual inspection of the SG blowdown trim heat
exchanger is a preventive maintenance task. Inspection by visual or other
nondestructive examination technique of the secondary steam generator blowdown
sample bath and the SG blowdown corrosion product monitor cooler are new preventive
maintenance tasks that manage loss of material from the interior of these heat
exchanger shells.

These heat exchangers are cooled by well or river water but not by NSCW; therefore,
they are not in the scope of the GL 89-13 Program.
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The applicant further stated that visual inspection of the NSCW cooling towers is a
preventive maintenance task that collects sample specimens of the tower fill and drift
eliminators. Failure load testing of the specimens evaluates deterioration of the tower fill
and drift eliminators. Visual inspection of the potable water system water heater
housings within the scope of license renewal is a new preventive maintenance task that
will manage loss of material by inspecting for evidence of leakage and loss of material
on the housing. Visual inspections of the boric acid storage tank, condensate storage
tank, and reactor make-up water storage tank diaphragms are preventive maintenance
tasks that manage change in material properties (including cracking) and loss of material
on the internal elastomer diaphragms in these tanks.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
for this program which identified the detection of aging effects activities. These address
each type of inspection appropriate to the components' intended functions in order that
they will be adequately maintained for the period of extended operation. The staff noted
that the applicant's program includes a list and description of each component and the
corresponding activities associated with this AMP and their plant-specific task identifiers.

In Enclosure 2 of letter dated, June 27, 2007 the applicant made a commitment
(Commitment No. 18) to enhance the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities by preparing the plant-specific task identifiers and procedures, for the
secondary steam generator blowdown sample baths' shells, steam generator blowdown
corrosion product monitor coolers' shells and heads, and the potable water system water
heater housings. The staff finds that the activities for the detection of aging effects are
identified and are acceptable.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the applicant specifically
identifies each component within the scope of the program, provides a description of the
aging management activity along with the aging effect(s) being managed, and the
related plant implementing procedure. Further, the applicant identifies the frequency that
the periodic surveillance and preventive maintenance activity will be performed.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions.

Plant-specific and/or industry-wide operating experience may be considered
in evaluating the appropriateness of the technique and frequency.

This program element should describe "how" the data collected are evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. This includes an evaluation
of the results against the acceptance criteria and a prediction regarding the
rate of degradation in order to confirm that timing of the next scheduled
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inspection will occur before a loss of SC intended function. The parameter or
indicator trended should be described. The methodology for analyzing the
inspection or test results against the acceptance criteria should be described.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that preventive maintenance and
surveillance testing activities monitor and trend age-related degradation. Inspection and
testing intervals for timely detection of component degradation vary with the component,
material, and environment and consider industry and plant-specific operating experience
and manufacturer recommendations. The frequency of inspection or other activities is
subject to change for plant-specific environments or observed degradation. Such
observations may dictate that an increased or decreased task frequency would be
appropriate for a particular activity.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
for this program which includes a list and description of each component and their
corresponding activities associated with this AMP, and their plant-specific task
identifiers. The staff noted that for each inspection or testing activity described, the
results are compared to acceptance criteria appropriate for that component and
inspection or test, as provided in the identified procedures. Additionally, the staff noted
that for the NSCW cooling tower fill and drift eliminators, the failure load values are
plotted and trended to estimate the remaining life of these components. Further, the staff
noted that although for those inspection and testing activities which are visual
inspections that do not record quantitative data and therefore no prediction is made for
rate of degradation, failures to meet the acceptance criteria are trended by the corrective
action process.

The staff finds that the monitoring and trending activities included will provide timely
detection of aging degradation for the aging effects being addressed and are
acceptable.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in the
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 on the basis that the program describes each inspection or
testing activity and that their acceptance criteria would identify age related degradation
in a timely manner.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described. The
acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be evaluated,
should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained under all CLB design
conditions during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that acceptance criteria for the Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities will be defined in specific inspection
and testing procedures. The acceptance criteria confirm component integrity by verifying
the absence of aging effect(s) or by comparing parameters to limits based on intended
function(s) established by the plant design basis. Acceptance criteria correlating directly
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to the AERMs will be based on codes, standards, specifications, vendor
recommendations, industry guidance, engineering judgment, and plant-specific
operating experience. Unacceptable degradations will have condition reports resolved
under the corrective action process.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's program basis document
for this program which identified the acceptance criteria for each type of inspection
appropriate to the component's AERM. The staff noted that the applicant's program
includes a list and description of each component and their corresponding activities
associated with this AMP and their plant-specific task identifiers. Further the documents
state that acceptance criteria are provided within each procedure associated with the
plant-specific task.

In Enclosure 2 of letter dated, June 27, 2007 the applicant made a commitment
(Commitment No. 18) to enhance the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities by preparing the plant-specific task identifiers and procedures which include
their acceptance criteria, for the secondary steam generator blowdown sample baths'
shells, steam generator blowdown corrosion product monitor coolers' shells and heads,
and the potable water system water heater housings. The staff finds the acceptance
criteria appropriate for the aging effects being addressed.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable on the basis that the
acceptance criteria are provided within each procedure associated with the plant-specific
task. Further, all conditions not meeting the acceptance criteria are reported and
documented in the VEGP corrective action process.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to support the
conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.21 that periodic visual inspections have
detected degradation of the filter unit door seals, indicating that the program to monitor
these seals is effective. As noted in the report of Diesel Fuel Oil Program operating
experience, recent 10-year cleaning and visual inspection of the EDG fuel oil storage
tanks detected no degradation of the inorganic zinc coating or tank base metal. Periodic
inspections of the SG blowdown trim heat exchangers for fouling, corrosion, and other
adverse conditions have detected fouling of the heat exchangers but not corrosion. With
no current repetitive tasks, no inspection history is available for the secondary SG
blowdown sample baths or the SG blowdown corrosion product monitor coolers. The
applicant also stated that the maintenance history of these heat exchangers shows no
corrosion. These heat exchangers are only within the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) scope of
license renewal for pressure boundary concerns so the shell needs management for loss
of material only. Reduction of heat transfer is not an AERM for these heat exchangers.
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In failure load testing of the tower fill and drift eliminators since 1988 through the latest
report in 2003, no specimens have failed to meet the acceptance criteria, and the
projected lifetime of the tower fill and drift eliminators indicates that the material
deteriorates slowly in the tower environment. The potable water system water heater
housings currently have no scheduled inspection repetitive tasks, so no history for
planned tasks is available. The maintenance history of these heat exchangers shows no
leakage due to corrosion. The applicant further stated that the original boric acid storage
tank, condensate storage tank, and reactor make-up water storage tank diaphragms
have been replaced with diaphragms constructed of an improved elastomer material.
Since these replacements, periodic bladder inspections have detected several instances
of tears in the diaphragms. The diaphragm vendor attributed the tears to improper
operation, not aging, as the tanks were not maintained with a nitrogen blanket between
the diaphragm and the water. Without nitrogen blankets the diaphragms can "stick" to
the tank wall, creating sufficient force to tear them during level changes. Procedures are
in place to correct the operational deficiency with no aging-related failures observed
since the diaphragms were replaced.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the operating experience in the LRA and
the operating experience evaluation reports and also interviewed the applicant's
technical personnel and confirmed that did not reveal any degradation not bounded by
industry experience. The staff concludes that these operating experience events provide
objective evidence that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
will provide timely detection of aging degradation and corrective action.

On the basis of its review of the operating experience and discussions with the
applicant's technical staff, the staff concludes that the applicant's Periodic

Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities will adequately manage the aging
effects identified in the LRA for which this AMP is credited.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.21, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities. The staff reviewed the
applicant's license renewal commitment letter (NL-07-1261, dated June 27, 2007) and
confirmed that this program is identified as Commitment No. 18 to be implemented before the
period of extended operation. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR supplement
information an adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance Activities, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, upon implementation of
Commitment No. 18, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR
supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary description of
the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.3.7 Reactor Vessel Internals Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.24 describes the new
Reactor Vessel Internals Program as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Reactor Vessel Internals Program manages material degradation
for the reactor vessel internals. The program will be based on the following set of
implementation commitments:

The applicant will participate in the industry program for investigating and
managing aging effects on reactor vessel internals.

The applicant will evaluate and implement the results of industry programs like
the EPRI Materials Reliability Project (MRP) as applicable to the VEGP reactor
vessel internals.

The applicant will submit a reactor vessel internals inspection plan to the staff for
review and approval at least 24 months before the period of extended operation
for Units 1 and 2.

The applicant also stated that the Reactor Vessel Internals Program will be implemented prior to
the period of extended operation. As program attributes are not yet fully developed,
assessments for each of the ten aging management program elements are not included;
assessments for each of the ten elements will be included in the inspection plan submitted for
review and approval. The program implementation commitments are consistent with the AMP
commitments listed in GALL Report Section IV.B2 for managing PWR reactor vessel internals.
The scope of components to be included in the program includes all of the components and
aging effects described in GALL Report Revision 1, Section IV.B2, with the following
differences:

(1) The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage wear of reactor vessel internals
components. Section IV.B2 credits Inservice Inspection Program visual inspections to
manage such wear. Reactor vessel internals inspection and evaluation guidance
currently in development by the EPRI MRP Reactor Internals Focus Group will consider
potential wear of reactor vessel internals components. The ensuing inspection
requirements may not align with those of ASME Code Section Xl.

(2) The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage embrittlement of the bottom-mounted
instrumentation column cruciforms, the only CASS reactor vessel internals components.
These cruciforms are ASME SA-351 Grade CF8 castings. GALL Report Section IV.B2
credits the program described in GALL Report Section XI.M13, "Thermal Aging and
Neutron Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic Stainless Steel (CASS)," to manage
embrittlement of cast austenitic stainless steel reactor vessel internals due to thermal
aging and irradiation embrittlement.

Reactor vessel internals inspection and evaluation guidance currently in development by
the EPRI Reactor Internals Focus Group will consider the potential embrittlement of
CASS reactor vessel internals. The applicant will apply the inspection and evaluation
requirements from this industry effort to the bottom-mounted instrumentation column
cruciforms in the Reactor Vessel Internals Program.
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(3) The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage cracking of the reactor vessel core
support lugs, pads, and their attachment welds. GALL Report Section IV.A2 does not
credit the Reactor Vessel Internals Program for this component and aging effect
combination.

(4) The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage wear of the reactor vessel closure
head thermal sleeves. GALL Report Sections IV.A2 and IV.B2 do not address reactor
vessel head thermal sleeves.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.24, Reactor Vessel Internals Program, and the applicant's license renewal
(LR) basis evaluation document for this AMP to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed
above, will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Reactor Vessel Internals Program against the staff s recommended
program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR
Table A. 1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements
for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program would ensure adequate aging management when
compared to the recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed seven (7) of the applicant's program elements of a total
of 10 against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in the subsections
to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3) "parameters
monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and trending," (6)
"acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - LRA Section B.3.24 states that the scope of components to be
included in the program includes all of the components and aging effects described in
NUREG-1801, Rev. 1, Section IV.B2, with the following differences:

* "The VEGP Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage wear of
reactor vessel internals components. NUREG-1801, Section IV.B2,
credits Inservice Inspection Program visual inspections to manage
wear of the reactor vessel internals. Reactor vessel internals
inspection and evaluation guidance currently in development by the
EPRI MRP Reactor Internals Focus Group (MRP) will consider the
potential for wear of reactor vessel internals components. The
resulting inspection requirements may or may not align with existing
ASME Section XI inspection requirements."

* "The VEGP Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage
embrittlement of the VEGP Bottom Mounted Instrumentation Column
Cruciforms, which are the only VEGP cast austenitic stainless steel
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(CASS) reactor vessel internals components. These Cruciforms are
ASME SA-351 Grade CF8 castings. NUREG-1801, Section
IV.B2,credits the program described in NUREG-1 801, Section XI.M1 3,
"Thermal Aging and Neutron Embrittlement of Cast Austenitic
Stainless Steel (CASS)" to manage embrittlement of cast austenitic
stainless steel reactor vessel internals due to thermal aging and
irradiation embrittlement."

" 'Reactor vessel internals inspection and evaluation guidance currently
in development by the MRP will consider the potential embrittlement
of cast austenitic stainless steel reactor vessel internals. SNC will
include the inspection and evaluation requirements resulting from this
industry effort, applicable to the VEGP Bottom Mounted
Instrumentation Column Cruciforms, in the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program."

* "The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage cracking of the
reactor vessel core support lugs, pads, and associated attachment
welds. NUREG-1 801, Section IV.A2, does not credit the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program for this component and aging effect
combination."

* "The Reactor Vessel Internals Program will manage wear of the
reactor vessel closure head thermal sleeves. NUREG-1801, Sections
IV.A2 and IV.B2, do not address reactor vessel head thermal
sleeves."

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1, "scope of program," provides the following recommendation
for AMP "scope of program" program elements:

The specific program necessary for license renewal should be identified.
The scope of the program should include the specific structures and
components of which the program manages the aging.

The GALL Report, as invoked by the SRP-LR, does not currently include a
recommended AMP for PWR reactor vessel internal components because the industry is
currently in progress of developing its augmented inspection program for PWR RV
internals and submitting this program to the NRC for review and approval. Instead, the
AMR items in the GALL Report which invoke augmented inspection activities for PWR
RV internals call for the applicants to provide the following commitment in the UFSAR
supplements for their applications:

participate in the industry programs for investigating and
managing aging effects on reactor internals; (2) evaluate and
implement the results of the industry programs as applicable to
the reactor internals; and (3) upon completion of these programs,
but not less than 24 months before entering the period of
extended operation, submit an inspection plan for reactor internals
to the NRC for review and approval.
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The MRP, in conjunction with the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and
the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI), are currently responsible for developing a set
of industry-wide augmented inspection and flaw evaluation program guidelines
for PWR RV internals and for getting these guidelines reviewed and approved by
the NRC, with the intent to develop a consistent concerted set of augmented
recommended guidelines that would be acceptable to both the industry and the
NRC. Thus, the GALL report was updated in September 2005 to encourage
PWR applicants to commit to the EPRI MRP Reactor Internal's Focus Group
augmented inspection and flaw evaluation guidelines for their RV internal
components.

The staff reviewed the license renewal (LR) basis evaluation document as part of its
review of the Reactor Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "scope of
program" program element for the AMP compared with the staff's recommendations in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2. The staff also reviewed the LR basis evaluation document to
determine whether the program elements for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program
would ensure adequate aging management of the RV internals components during the
period of extended operation. From its review of this document, the staff concludes that
the "scope of program" program element for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program
includes Commitment No. 20 on implementation of this AMP. The staff noted that
Commitment No. 20 provided in the Applicant's letter NL-07-1261, dated June 27,
20071), required the applicant to commit to the following actions with respect to
implementation of the Reactor Vessel Internals Program:

commit to the MRP's activities on RV internals, (2) commit to use
the results from the MRP studies on RV internals and inspection
and flaw evaluation (I&FE) guidelines as the basis for scheduling
and implementing the inspections for the VEGP RV internals, and
(3) commit to submitting an inspection plan for these components
to the NRC for review and approval at least 2 years prior to
entering the period of extended operation.

The staff noted that the provisions of Commitment No. 20 are consistent with the
wording specified in the particular GALL Report AMR items that invoke the industry-wide
activities for PWR RV internals. However, the staff also noted that the applicant is also
relying on the Reactor Vessel Internals Program to manage loss of material and cracking
in the Control Rod Drive (CRD) penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and in the RV
attachments welds, lugs, and supports and that the applicant had indicated that these
components are not within the scope of the MRP's augmented aging studies for PWR. In
this case, the staff concludes that the commitment as provided in the applicant's letter
dated June 27, 2007, did not indicate that the scope of the inspection plan for the VEGP
RV internals would include the CRD penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and the RV
attachment weld, lugs, and support pads.

The staff informed the applicant that, since the scope of the MRP's augmented aging
studies did not cover CRD penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and the RV attachment
weld, support lugs, and support pads, Commitment No. 20 would need to be
supplemented to specifically indicate that the scope of the inspection plan would include
augmented inspection activities for the CRD for these components. The staff asked the
applicant to supplement the wording of Commitment No. 20 accordingly and to docket
the revised version of the commitment.
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The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8,
2008. In its response, the applicant provided the text that will be added to the third part
of the commitment. The staff confirmed that the applicant amended the LRA in a letter
dated March 20, 2008 and incorporated the changes into Commitment No. 20, and is as
follows:

Implement the Reactor Vessel Internals Program as described in LRA Section
B.3.24

The program will be based on the following commitments:

* SNC will participate in the industry program for investigating and
managing aging effects on reactor internals. This is an ongoing
commitment.

* SNC will evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs,
such the Electric Power Research Institute Material Reliability Program,
as applicable to the VEGP reactor internals. This commitment will be fully
the implemented prior to the period of extended operation.

* SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor internals to the
NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months before entering the
period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection
plan will address the bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria
associated with aging management of the reactor
vessel thermal sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the
associated support pads and attachment welds).

Based on the information reviewed in LRA Section B.3.24, Reactor Vessel Internals
Program, the LR basis evaluation document for this AMP, and Commitment No. 20, the
staff concludes that the "scope of program" program element is acceptable because:

* the scope of the program includes both those RV internals in
which the AMR items for the component commodity groups in the
LRA credit augmented inspection activities of the MRP Reactor
Internal Focus Group, and the CRD penetration nozzle thermal
sleeves and the RV core support attachment welds, lugs, and
pads

* the applicant has to committed to participate in the MRP's industry
initiative studies for PWR RV internals, to use the results of these
studies and the MRP's recommended inspection and flaw
evaluation (I&FE) guidelines as the basis for scheduling and
implementing the inspections the VEGP RV internals, and to
submit an inspection plan for the RV internals to the NRC for
review and approval at least two (2) years prior to entering the
period of extended operation
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* the inspection plan for the RV internals will include augmented
inspection activities for the control rod drive (CRD) penetration
nozzle thermal sleeves and the RV core support attachments
welds, lugs, and pads (which are not within the scope of MRP's
industry initiatives for PWR RV internals).

0 the applicant's inspection plan for the RV internals will be
submitted to the NRC for review and approval at least two years
prior to entering the period of extended operation

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "scope of program" program element
is acceptable and conforms to the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4
because: (1) the SRP-LR invokes the staffs recommendation in the GALL Report, and
(2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable commitment to
manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staffs
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that
the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.1. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - LRA Section B.3.4 did not provide any "preventive actions" program
element description for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The applicant provided
this information in the LR basis evaluation document for the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program.

SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2, "preventive actions" provides, in part, the following NRC
guideline recommendations for AMP "preventative actions" program elements in plant-
specific LRAs:

The activities for prevention and mitigation programs should be described.
These actions should mitigate or prevent aging degradation.

For condition or performance monitoring programs, they do not rely on
preventive actions and thus, this information need not be provided. More than
one type of aging management program may be implemented to ensure that
aging effects are managed.

The staff reviewed the license renewal basis evaluation document as part of its review of
the Reactor Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "preventive actions"
program element for the AMP compared with the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.2. From its review of this document, the staff concludes that the
"preventive actions" program element description in the LR basis document for the
Reactor Vessel Internal Program indicated that the program does not rely on preventive
actions to preclude aging effects from initiating or on mitigative activities to minimize the
probability that aging effects will initiate in the RV internal components. The staff concurs
that the Reactor Vessel Internals Program is a condition monitoring program that will
implement the augmented inspections and flaw evaluation criteria defined and
recommended by the MRP Reactor Internal Focus Group for PWR RV internals, and
those VEGP-specific augmented inspection criteria for the Control Rod Drive (CRD)
penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and the RV core support attachments welds, lugs,
and pads. As such, the staff concludes that the Reactor Vessel Internals Program does
not include specific preventive or mitigative activities.
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The applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program (LRA Section B.3.28) is designed to
mitigate the probability that aging effects induced by chemical or corrosive aging
mechanisms, such loss of material induced by pitting or crevice corrosion or cracking
induced by stress corrosion cracking (SCC, including irradiation-assisted stress
corrosion cracking [IASCC] or primary water stress corrosion cracking [PWSCC]), will
initiate in the plant systems exposed to aqueous environments. The staff evaluated the
ability of the Water Chemistry Control Program to mitigate the aging effects that may
potentially be induced by chemical or corrosive aging mechanisms in SER Section
3.0.3.1.4.

Based on this assessment, the staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program
element does not need to satisfy the "preventive actions" program element criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - LRA Section B.3.4 did not provide any "parameters
monitored or inspected" program element description for the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program. The applicant provided this information in the LR basis evaluation document
for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3, "parameters monitored or inspected" provides the following
recommendation for "parameters monitored or inspected" program elements for
condition monitoring-based AMPs:

For a condition monitoring program, the parameter monitored or inspected
should detect the presence and extent of aging effects. Some examples are
measurements of wall thickness and detection and sizing of cracks.

The staff reviewed the LR basis evaluation document as part of its review of the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "parameters monitored or inspected"
program element for the AMP compared with the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.3. From its review of this document, the staff concludes that the
"parameters monitored or inspected" program element in the LR basis document
indicated that the parameters monitored will be based on the results of industry
initiatives on internals and that inspection techniques will be selected on the ability to
detect evidence of age-related degradation, including cracking due to SCC, IASCC,
PWSCC, or cyclical loading, loss of material due to mechanisms such as wear, and
changes in dimension due to void swelling. The "parameters monitored or inspected"
program element also indicated that the program will indirectly be used to manage
potential loss (reduction) of fracture toughness that may be induced by either neutron
irradiation embrittlement, void swelling, or thermal aging in components made from
CASS or martensitic materials by using inspection techniques that are capable of
detecting cracks in the component materials. The aging effects are consistent with the
aging effects identified in the specific AMR items in GALL Report Table IV.B2 that
recommend using the MRP Reactor Vessel Internal Focus Group industry initiatives for
aging management of Westinghouse PWR RV internals.

The staff has verified that Reactor Vessel Internals Program is based on implementation
of Commitment No. 20, which was docketed in the applicant's letter dated March 20,
2008. In this letter, the applicant committed to participate in and to implement the
inspections that are recommended by the MRP Reactor Vessel Internal Focus Group to
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manage these aging effects prior to a loss of component intended function. This is
acceptable because the AMRs in the GALL Report permit applicant's to use the industry
initiatives of the MRP Reactor Vessel Internal Focus Group for aging management if
their LRAs are docketed to include a commitment in the UFSAR Supplement to:

(1) participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects
on reactor internals; (2) evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs
as applicable to the reactor internals; and (3) upon completion of these programs,
but not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation, submit
an inspection plan for reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval. This
inspection plan will address the bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria
associated with aging management of the reactor vessel thermal sleeves and the
core support lugs (along with the associated support pads and attachment welds.

The staff has verified that LRA Commitment No. 20 includes these elements, and that
the commitment states that the inspection plan for the RV internals will include VEGP-
specific inspection criteria for manage wear in the VEGP control rod drive (CRD)
penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and cracking of the RV core support attachments
welds, lugs, and pads.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "parameters monitored or inspected"
program element is acceptable and conforms to the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.3 because: (1) the SRP-LR invokes the staff's recommendation in the
GALL Report, and (2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable
commitment to manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staff's
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that
the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element satisfies the criterion defined
in the in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - LRA Section B.3.4 did not provide any "parameters
monitored or inspected" program element description for the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program. The applicant provided this information in the LR basis evaluation document
for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program.

SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4, "detection of aging effects" provides the following
recommendation for "detection of aging effects" program elements for condition
monitoring-based AMPs:

Detection of aging effects should occur before there is a loss of the
structure and component intended function(s). The parameters to be
monitored or inspected should be appropriate to ensure that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be adequately
maintained for license renewal under all CLB design conditions. This
includes aspects such as method or technique (e.g., visual, volumetric,
surface inspection), frequency, sample size, data collection and timing
of new/one-time inspections to ensure timely detection of aging
effects. Provide information that links the parameters to be monitored
or inspected to the aging effects being managed.

The staff reviewed the LR basis evaluation document as part of its review of the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "detection of aging effects" program
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element for the AMP compared with the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3.4. From its review of this document, the staff concludes that the "detection of
aging effects" program element description in the LR basis evaluation identifies that the
inspection techniques for the RV internals include those inspection techniques described
in MRP-1 53, and that these techniques include visual examination techniques (VT-1 and
EVT-1) and volumetric examination techniques such as radiography (RT), ultrasonic
testing (UT), and eddy current testing (ET). The program element clarifies that these
inspection techniques will be selected, based on the Material Reliability Project Reactor
Vessel Internal Focus Group recommendations, to detect component degradation before
critical flaw sizes, wall thicknesses, or dimensions are exceeded. This is acceptable
because the AMRs in Section IV.B2 of the GALL Report permit Westinghouse-design
applicants to use the industry initiatives of the MRP Reactor Vessel Internal Focus
Group for aging management if their LRAs are docketed to include a commitment in the
UFSAR Supplement to:

(1) participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects
on reactor internals; (2) evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs
as applicable to the reactor internals; and (3) upon completion of these programs,
but not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation, submit
an inspection plan for reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval.

The staff has verified that LRA Commitment No. 20 includes these elements.

The staff concludes that the "detection of aging effects" program element description in
the LR basis evaluation document also stated that loss of fracture toughness cannot be
managed by direct monitoring, and that if required by the MRP component functionality
evaluation, the examination techniques specified to manage loss of fracture toughness
will focus on detection of cracking before a crack grows beyond the critical flaw size that
was calculated in the limiting fracture toughness study.

The staff concludes that this is acceptable because: (1) the AMRs in Section IV.B2 of
the GALL Report establish the NRC's position that Westinghouse-design applicants may
use the industry initiatives and recommendations of the MRP Reactor Vessel Internal
Focus Group as an option to manage the aging effects that are applicable to their PWR
RV internals, if committed to in the UFSAR Supplements of their LRAs, (2) the MRP
Reactor Vessel Internal Focus Group industry initiatives include recommended
inspection techniques to detect cracking prior to a loss of component intended function,
(3) the industry initiatives include studies to account for the impact that neutron
irradiation embrittlement, void swelling, and thermal aging (for CASS components) could
have on the fracture toughness and hence critical crack size of the materials used to
fabricate the RV internals, (4) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, committed to
participate in the MRP's industry initiatives and studies on PWR RV internals and to
apply and implement the MRP recommendations for PWR RV internals to the specific
internals at VEGP, (5) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, committed to submit an
inspection plan for its RV internals to the NRC for review and approval at least two years
prior to entering the period of extended operation and (6) the inspection plan to be
submitted to the NRC for review and approval will include specific VEGP-proposed
inspection methods for detecting loss of material due wear in the VEGP control rod drive
(CRD) penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and cracking of the RV core support
attachments welds, lugs, and pads.
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Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "detection of aging effects" program
element is acceptable and conforms to the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3.4 because: (1) the SRP-LR invokes the staffs recommendation in the GALL
Report, and (2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable
commitment to manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staffs
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that
the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the
GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - LRA Section B.3.4 did not provide any "monitoring and
trending" program element description for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The
applicant provided this information in the LR basis evaluation document for the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5, "monitoring and trending" provides the following
recommendation for the "monitoring and trending" program elements for
preventative/mitigative-based, condition monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-
based AMPs:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions. Plant specific and/or industry-wide operating
experience may be considered in evaluating the appropriateness of the
technique and frequency.

This program element describes "how" the data collected are evaluated and
may also include trending for a forward look. This includes an evaluation of
the results against the acceptance criteria and a prediction regarding the
rate of degradation in order to confirm that timing of the next scheduled
inspection will occur before a loss of SC intended function. Although aging
indicators may be quantitative or qualitative, aging indicators should be
quantified, to the extent possible, to allow trending. The parameter or
indicator trended should be described. The methodology for analyzing the
inspection or test results against the acceptance criteria should be
described. Trending is a comparison of the current monitoring results with
previous monitoring results in order to make predictions for the future.

The staff reviewed the LR basis evaluation document as part of its review of the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "monitoring and trending" program
element for the AMP compared with the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section
A. 1.2.3.5. From its review of this document, the staff concludes that the "monitoring and
trending" program element description in the LR basis evaluation states that the
applicant will implement industry developed I&FE guidelines (as applicable to the VEGP
RV internal designs) to ensure adequate monitoring and trending so that a loss of
component intended function does not occur prior to the end of the period of extended
operation. The staff concludes that the program element description also states: (1) that
MRP-152 provides preliminary industry guidance related to inspection intervals, with the
inspections for most components most likely to conform to a schedule that conforms to
that in the ASME Code Section XI, Paragraph IWB-2430, and (2) that components with
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detected flaws or postulated high crack growth rates may result in more frequent
inspections frequencies.

The staff also determined that the program element description states that, for those
components not subject to the MRP program, SNC will address the inspection
frequencies based on industry experience, VEGP specific data, and vendor evaluations
and recommendations.

Based on this review, The staff finds the applicant's bases for its "monitoring and
trending" program element to be acceptable because the applicant has, in Commitment
No. 20, committed to: (1) participate in the MRP's activities on RV internals, (2) use the
results MRP studies on RV internals and inspection and flaw evaluation (I&FE)
guidelines as the basis for establishing and frequency for, scheduling and implementing
its inspections the VEGP RV internals, and (3) submit an inspection plan for these
components to the NRC for review and approval at least 2 years prior to entering the
period of extended operation, including specific inspection plans for managing loss of
material due wear in the VEGP control rod drive (CRD) penetration nozzle thermal
sleeves and cracking of the RV core support attachments welds, lugs, and pads. This is
LRA Commitment No. 20.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "monitoring and trending" program
element is acceptable and conforms to the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section
A.1.2.3.5 because: (1) the SRP-LR invokes the staffs recommendation in the GALL
Report, and (2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable
commitment to manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staff's
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that
the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL
Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - LRA Section B.3.4 did not provide any "acceptance criteria"
program element description for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The applicant
provided this information in the LR basis evaluation document for the Reactor Vessel
Internals Program.

SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6, "acceptance criteria" provides the following recommendation
for the "acceptance criteria" program elements for preventative/mitigative-based,
condition monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-based AMPs:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described. The
acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the structure and component intended function(s)
are maintained under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended
operation. The program should include a methodology for analyzing the results
against applicable acceptance criteria. Corrective action is taken, such as
piping replacement, before reaching this acceptance criterion. This acceptance
criterion should provide for timely corrective action before loss of intended
function under these CLB design loads.

Acceptance criteria could be specific numerical values, or could consist of a
discussion of the process for calculating specific numerical values of conditional
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acceptance criteria to ensure that the structure and component intended
function(s) will be maintained under all CLB design conditions. Information from
available references may be cited .... It is not necessary to justify any
acceptance criteria taken directly from the design basis information that is
included in the UFSAR because that is a part of the CLB. Also, it is not
necessary to discuss CLB design loads if the acceptance criteria do not permit
degradation because a structure and component without degradation should
continue to function as originally designed.

Acceptance criteria, which do permit degradation, are based on maintaining the
intended function under all CLB design loads.

The staff reviewed the LR basis evaluation document as part of its review of the Reactor
Vessel Internals Program to determine how the "acceptance criteria" program element
for the AMP compared with the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6.
From its review of this document, the staff concludes that the "acceptance criteria"
program element description states the program will be based on the results of the MRP
studies on PWR RV internals and will implement the MRP's recommended acceptance
criteria for RV internals. The staff also determined that the program element states that:
(1) when the MRP program is completed, the program will include applicable acceptance
criteria recommendations for critical component flaw sizes, wall thicknesses, and critical
dimensions, with adequate margins to address detection limitations, flaw sizing
uncertainties, conservatively postulated crack growth rates, and other uncertainties, and
(2) when examinations result in the detection of flaws, MRP-153 provides the MRP's
preliminary industry guidance regarding flaw tolerance evaluations for PWR RV
internals. The staff finds these bases to be acceptable because: (1) the applicant's
bases are consistent with the AMR line items for RV internals that invokes this industry-
wide integrated approach to RV internal components, and (2) the applicant has, in
Commitment No. 20, committed to participation in the MRP's industry studies and
activities on PWR RV internals, to use and implement the results and recommendations
of the MRP's inspection and flaw evaluation (I&FE) guidelines as the basis for evaluating
any relevant indications in the VEGP RV internals. The staff verified that the applicant
has included this commitment in LRA Commitment No. 20.

The staff also determined that the program element states that: (1) for inspections of the
RV core support lugs, pads, and attachment welds, any relevant flaw indications will be
compared to applicable flaw acceptance criteria in the ASME Section Xl for category B-
N-2 component inspection items or in accordance with more restrictive guidance, (2) the
acceptance criteria for these components will be included in the inspection plan that will
be submitted to the NRC for review and approval, and (3) for the RV closure head
thermal sleeves, the limits on acceptable wall loss (as a result of wear) will be compared
to minimum values established by the program and based on VEGP specific data and
wear rate trending. This is acceptable because the applicant has, in Commitment 20,
committed to submitting the bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria for the
control rod drive penetration nozzle thermal sleeves, and the RV core support lugs,
pads, and attachments as part of the RV internal inspection plan that will be submitted to
the NRC for review and approval. The staff verified that the applicant has included this
commitment in LRA Commitment No. 20.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "acceptance criteria" program element
is acceptable and conforms to the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6
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because: (1) the SRP-LR invokes the staffs recommendation in the GALL Report, and
(2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable commitment to
manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staff's
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that
the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL
Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - LRA Section B.3.24 states that the new Reactor Vessel Internals
Program has no programmatic history. The program will be based upon industry
operating experience, research data, and vendor evaluations.

Development of the program will rely upon the consensus opinion of the EPRI MRP
Reactor Internals Focus Group, which includes utility representatives, research
scientists, and vendors. For the reactor vessel thermal sleeves, program development
will be based on plant-specific data and on vendor recommendations.

The applicant stated that the Unit 2 Spring 2007 refueling outage found a number of
reactor vessel head thermal sleeves to have experienced wear up to 360 0 around the
thermal sleeve where it exits the bottom end of the control rod drive mechanism
penetration tube. Wear was more severe at unrodded than at rodded locations. Initial
evaluation attributes the wear to contact with the penetration tubes due to flow-induced
oscillations. The wear was of varying magnitudes, significant at nine locations and
minimal at twenty-three locations. Because of these wear indications; lower sections of
the four thermal sleeves experiencing the most extensive wear were removed up to
points well above the vessel penetration weld.

All four of the removed sleeves were in unrodded penetration locations. The remaining
thermal sleeves will be re-inspected at the next scheduled refueling outage, at which
time; assessments will determine additional monitoring requirements and corrective
actions. Earlier in plant life, VEGP preemptively replaced the original Units 1 and 2
Alloy X-750 control rod guide tube support pins with strain-hardened Type 316 stainless
steel support pins based on industry experience with PWSCC in Alloy X-750 support
pins.

SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10, "operating experience" provides the following
recommendation for the "operating experience" program elements for
preventative/mitigative-based, condition monitoring-based, and performance-monitoring-
based AMPs:

Operating experience with existing programs should be discussed. The
operating experience of aging management programs, including past corrective
actions resulting in program enhancements or additional programs, should be
considered. A past failure would not necessarily invalidate an aging
management program because the feedback from operating experience should
have resulted in appropriate program enhancements or new programs. This
information can show where an existing program has succeeded and where it
has failed (if at all) in intercepting aging degradation in a timely manner. This
information should provide objective evidence to support the conclusion that the
effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the structure and
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component intended function(s) will be maintained during the period of
extended operation.

The staff reviewed the applicant's program documents and the operating experience
document for the Inservice Inspection Program to determine how the "operating
experience" program element for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program compared
with the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10 and to determine
whether the applicant's program was capable of addressing relevant operating
experience for PWR RV internals, including both existing and potential operating
experience, and both generic and VEGP-specific operating experience with PWR
RV internals. The staff verified applicant's operating experience program element
does address both existing and potential, and VEGP-specific and generic operating
experience on aging of PWR RV internals that the industry is concerned about and
is currently studying through the industry studies and initiatives of the MRP. These
initiatives include studies on PWR former and baffle bolts, stainless steel and
inconel (Alloys 600 and 690 base metal materials, and Alloy 82, 182, 52, or 152
weld filler metal materials) RV internals, and RV internals made from martensitic,
precipition-hardened, and strain hardened steel, all of which may be potentially
susceptible to stress-corrosion induced cracking (including potential irradiation-
assisted stress corrosion cracking); loss of fracture due to neutron irradiation
embrittlement, potential void swelling or, for cast austenitic stainless steels (CASS)
due to thermal aging; changes in dimensions due to void swelling; and for bolted,
keyed, or pinned RV internal connections loss of preload due to stress relaxation
(including irradiation-assisted stress relaxation).

The staff has verified that, to address existing and potential VEGP-specific and
generic operating experience that is applicable to the VEGP RV internals, the
applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, committed to: (1) participating in the MRP
industry-wide studies and initiatives for PWR RV internals, (2) implementing the
bases, inspection criteria and recommendations, and flaw evaluation criteria and
recommendations that are developed by the MRP for PWR RV internals to the
inspection, monitoring and trending, and evaluation of the RV internals for the
VEGP units, and (3) for these components, to submit an inspection for these
components to the NRC for review and approval at least two years prior to entering
the period of extended operation. The staffs has included its bases for accepting
the AMP based on the provisions of the Commitment, as assessed by the staff in its
evaluations for the previous program elements for this AMP. Based on this
assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant, through its commitment to the
MRP activities, has provided an acceptable basis for addressing both existing and
potential, and VEGP-specific and generic operating experience for the VEGP RV
internals that are within the scope of the MRP's industry initiatives and studies for
PWR RV internals.

The staff also verified that the "operating experience" program element for the
Reactor Vessel Internals Program did discuss and address VEGP-specific
experience with wear in the control rod drive penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and
potential operating experience with cracking of the VEGP RV core support lugs,
pads, and attachments. The staff noted that the "operating experience" program
element description for this AMP did identify that these components are not within
the scope of the MRP's industry initiatives and did an acceptable job of discussing
the causes and steps taken by the applicant to address the experience.
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Based on this review, the staff concludes that the "operating experience" program
element is acceptable and conforms to the staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section
A.1.2.3.10 because: (1) the SRP-LR contains the staffs recommendation in the GALL
Report, (2) the applicant has, in Commitment No. 20, included an acceptable
commitment to manage aging of the VEGP RV internals that is consistent with the staff's
recommendations for PWR RV internals in the GALL Report, (3) Commitment No. 20 as
proposed by the applicant and accepted by the staff includes provisions to submit and
inspection plan for the VEGP RV internals to the staff for review and approval, and (4)
the inspection, when submitted will include appropriate inspection and flaw evaluation
criteria for both the components assessed by the MRP initiates on PWR RV internals
and the control rod drive penetration nozzle thermal sleeves and RV core support lugs,
pads, and attachments, which are not within the scope of the MRP's industry studies and
initiatives on PWR RV internals. The staff confirmed that the "operating experience"
program element satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.24, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The staff verified that Commitment No. 20, when
implemented, is consistent with the staff's recommendations for managing aging in PWR RV
internals that are described in the specific AMRs for these components in the GALL Report, and
that Commitment No. 20 referenced that the commitment is applicable to UFSAR Section
A.2.2.4 and LRA Section B.3.4 for the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The staff reviewed this
section and finds the UFSAR supplement information an adequate summary description of the
program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Reactor Vessel Internals
Program, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.8 Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.27 describes the existing
Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals is an existing plant-
specific subprogram of the Steam Generator Program, which is an integrated program for
managing the condition of the SGs. The Steam Generator Program conforms to the program
described in NEI 97-06, "Steam Generator Program Guidelines." The Steam Generator Program
for Upper Internals includes Steam Generator Program activities for aging management of the
SG upper internals components within the scope of license renewal.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.27 on the applicant's demonstration of the Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation.
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The staff reviewed the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals against the AMP elements
found in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR Table A.1-1. The staff focused its review on
assessing how the applicant's plant-specific program elements would ensure adequate aging
management when compared to the 10 recommended program elements described in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven program elements of the
applicant's program: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3) "parameters
monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and trending,"
(6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions," (8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The
staffs evaluation of the QA program is in SER Section 3.0.4. Evaluation of the remaining seven
elements follows:

(1) Scope of the Program - LRA Section B.3.27 states that the program scope includes the
following components:

* Auxiliary Feedwater Spray Piping
* Auxiliary Feedwater Nozzle Thermal Sleeve
* Feedwater Distribution Assembly Piping and Fittings
* Feedwater Inlet Nozzle
* Feedwater Inlet Nozzle Thermal Sleeve
* Feedwater J-Tubes
• Moisture Separator Assembly - Primary
* Moisture Separator Assembly - Secondary

The staff reviewed the applicant's basis documents for the Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals and determined that this program adequately identified all the
components within the scope of this AMP. The staff confirmed that the specific
components for which the program manages aging effects are identified, which satisfies
the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. On this basis, the staff finds the
applicant's scope of the program acceptable

(2) Preventive Actions - LRA Section B.3.27 states that, consistent with NEI 97-06, the
program relies upon water chemistry controls to prevent or mitigate degradation
mechanisms or to reduce degradation rates.

These secondary-side chemistry controls are parts of the Water Chemistry Control
Program. The Water Chemistry Control Program is an existing program that mitigates
loss of material, cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in system components and
structures through the control of water chemistry. The program includes control of
detrimental chemical species and the addition of chemical agents.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - LRA Section B.3.27 states that the Steam
Generator Program for Upper Internals includes inspection activities detect degradation
of secondary side internals needed to maintain tubing integrity and accomplish SG
intended functions. An assessment based upon SG design, potential degradation
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mechanisms; and related plant-specific and industry operating experience establishes,
for secondary side internal components, inspection requirements that are incorporated
into the SG inspection plans.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criteria defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The
staff finds this program element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - LRA Section B.3.27 states that the SG tubing eddy current
testing data indicate some secondary-side conditions (e.g., evidence of loose parts);
however, detection of aging effects in the SG secondary-side internals is primarily
accomplished through the use of visual inspections. The program considers Industry and
plant-specific operating experience from prior inspections and cleaning activities (e.g.,
sludge lancing, sludge collector cleaning, etc.) in establishing secondary-side inspection
requirements. Inspection of SG secondary-side components is performed as needed to
assess conditions or evaluate potential degradation mechanisms. Visual inspections are
adequate to detect loss of material and cracking of SG internal support structures before
any detrimental impact on tube integrity. Various tools and techniques are available for
visual inspection of secondary side components; however, the choice of visual tools and
techniques varies with the points of interest for the inspection.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criteria defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - LRA Section B.3.27 states that consistent, with NEI 97-06, the
program monitors secondary side SG components, the failure of which could prevent the
SG from fulfilling its intended safety-related function. NEI 97-06 states, "The monitoring
shall include design reviews, an assessment of potential degradation mechanisms,
industry experience for applicability, and inspection, as necessary, to ensure
degradation of these components does not threaten tube structural integrity and leakage
integrity or the ability of the plant to achieve and maintain safe shutdown." Inspection
requirements are based upon the results of an assessment of SG design, potential
degradation mechanisms, and plant-specific and industry operating experience. The
program documents inspection results and, when appropriate, uses trends to alter
requirements for subsequent inspections.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the

criteria defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5.

The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - LRA Section B.3.27 states that acceptance criteria for inspections
of secondary side components are based on the inspection method and engineering
evaluation. Visual inspections typically use qualitative criteria for detecting degradation
sufficient to warrant further evaluation that may involve additional inspection and
engineering evaluation to quantify the extent of degradation (e.g., ultrasonic testing to
determine actual wall thickness and engineering evaluation to compare the results to the
design requirements). Corrective actions can include follow-up inspections to assess the
rate of degradation, the need for repair or replacement of the degraded component, or
the need for other appropriate action. Any rate of degradation that could cause a loss of
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SG tube integrity or loss of intended function prior to the next scheduled inspection is
unacceptable. When inspection results do not satisfy established acceptance criteria,
the program initiates corrective actions The VEGP corrective actions program is
consistent with the corrective actions described in Branch Technical Position RLSB-1 in
SRP-LR Appendix A.1 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criteria
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - LRA Section B.3.27 states that the program incorporates new
industry operating experience and research data for periodic program improvement.
EPRI SG guidelines forming the technical basis for the program and updated periodically
by EPRI are results of a consensus process. The Steam Generator Program is in
accordance with general requirements for engineering programs. Periodic program
reviews and assessments ensure compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural
requirements. Recent Steam Generator Program performance results show that the
program effectively finds and corrects degradation attributable to AERMs. The 2000 Unit
1 SG upper internals inspection observed minor degradation on the feedwater
distribution assembly and on one primary moisture separator assembly. The 2002 Unit 2
SG upper internals inspection observed minor degradation on the feedwater distribution
assembly. In 2004, an extensive engineering review of the SG secondary side conditions
and related inspection requirements considered the 2000 and 2002 observations and
concluded that the degradation was minor and insignificant in industry experience.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.27, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals. The staff reviewed this section and finds the
UFSAR supplement information an adequate summary description of the program, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging
will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also
reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate
summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.9 Inservice Inspection Program - IWE

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.30 describes the existing
Inservice Inspection Program - IWE as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program - IWE is in accordance with
10 CFR 50.55(a), which imposes the ISI requirements of ASME Code Section Xl, Subsection
IWE. The Inservice Inspection Program - IWE manages aging effects for the containment liners
and attachments including connecting penetrations and parts forming the leak-tight boundary.
The primary inspection method for the ASME Section Xl, Subsection IWE Program is periodic
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visual examination with limited volumetric examinations utilizing ultrasonic thickness
measurements as needed.

The applicant also stated that in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii) and as based on
ASME Code Inservice Inspection Program B (IWA-2432), the Inservice Inspection Program -
IWE updates at the end of each 120-month inspection interval to the latest code edition and
addenda specified in 10 CFR 50.55a twelve months before the start of the next inspection
interval. The program's second inspection interval ended in May 2007. The third ISI interval
requirements are based on ASME Code Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the 2002 and 2003
Addenda.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.30 on the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program - IWE to ensure that the
effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE against the staff's recommended
program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR
Table A. 1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements
for the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE would ensure adequate aging management when
compared to the recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section
A.1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven (7) program elements of the
applicant's program against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in
the subsections to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions,"
(3) "parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and
trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE
is credited for managing aging effects for:

* The metallic liners (including their integral attachments) for the concrete
containments

* The penetration sleeves including the personnel airlocks, emergency
airlocks, and equipment hatches

* The pressure-retaining bolted connections within the boundary of the
concrete containment vessels

* The seals, gaskets, and moisture barriers
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The staff concludes that the specific components (metallic liners and integral
attachments, penetration sleeves, pressure-retaining bolted connections, seals, gaskets,
moisture barriers) for which the program manages aging effects are identified, which
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. On this basis, the staff finds
the applicant's scope of the program acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.1. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive actions,
and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the condition-monitoring Inservice
Inspection Program - IWE includes no preventive actions.

The staff finds this program element acceptable because this is a condition monitoring
program and there is no need for preventive actions. On this basis, the staff finds the
applicant's preventive actions acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3 are:

The parameter to be monitored or inspected should be identified
and linked to the degradation of the particular structure and
component intended function(s). The parameters monitored or
inspected should detect the presence and extent of aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the program inspects the primary
containment and its attachments for evidence of cracks, wear, and corrosion.
The program monitors loss of material of the containment liners and attachments by
inspecting surfaces for visual evidence of flaking, blistering, peeling, discoloration, and
other signs of distress.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why the Inservice
Inspection Program - IWE program element "parameters monitored or inspected" does
not appear to credit any inspection of non-coated primary containment surfaces and also
clarify whether or not this program credits the requirements of ASME Section Xl,
paragraph IWE-2310 to monitor for evidence of discoloration, pitting, gouges, surface
discontinuities, dents, and other signs of surface irregularities in non-coated containment
liner areas.

In its response, the applicant stated that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE is
credited for inspection of non-coated containment liner areas. The inspection of
non-coated areas examines for evidence of cracking, discoloration, wear, pitting,
excessive corrosion, arc strikes, gouges, surface discontinuities, dents and other signs
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of surface irregularities, which includes the requirements of ASME Section XI, paragraph
IWE-231 0.

The applicant also noted that the visible VEGP primary containment and attachments
steel surfaces are coated with a qualified coating. VEGP does not credit coatings for
aging management. The protective effects of coatings are not credited when the aging
effects requiring management are determined for the underlying component materials.
The Inservice Inspection Program - IWE inspections of these coated containment liner
surfaces, which examine for evidence of flaking, blistering, peeling, discoloration, and
other signs of distress, are credited for license renewal for identify potential degradation
of the underlying liner material.

The staff finds the program element acceptable on the basis that the applicant inspects
the primary containment and its attachments for evidence of cracks, wear, and corrosion
by monitoring coated surfaces for visual evidence of flaking, blistering, peeling,
discoloration, and other signs of distress. The applicant also examines non-coated areas
for evidence of cracking, discoloration, wear, pitting, excessive corrosion, arc strikes,
gouges, surface discontinuities, dents and other signs of surface irregularities.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:

Provide information that links the parameters to be monitored or inspected to
the aging effects being managed.

Describe when, where, and how program data are collected (i.e., all aspects
of activities to collect data as part of the program)

Link the method for the inspection population and sample size when
sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs. The inspection population should
be based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of
construction, fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating
environment, or aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE
manages loss of material and cracking for the primary containment and its integral
attachments. The primary inspection method is visual examination either directly or
remotely with sufficient illumination and suitable resolution for the environment to assess
general conditions that may affect either the containment structural integrity or
leak-tightness of the pressure-retaining component. The program includes augmented
ultrasonic exams to measure containment structure wall thickness.

The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the applicant uses visual examination
either directly or remotely with sufficient illumination for the environment to detect
degraded conditions that may affect the containment structural integrity or leak tightness.
The applicant uses ultrasonic examinations to measure containment liner wall thickness.
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The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they
should provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus
effect timely corrective or mitigative actions.

This program element should describe how the data collected is evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. The parameter or indicator
trended should be described.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the program establishes inspection
frequencies for each inspection interval consistent with ASME Code Section Xl as specified
in 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii). Currently, the Inservice Inspection Program is based on ASME
Code Inservice Inspection Program B (IWA-2432). The program compares results to
baseline data and other previous test (inspection) results and evaluates indications in
accordance with ASME Code Section Xl. If the component qualifies with the indication as
acceptable for continued service, the program reexamines the area of the indication during
subsequent inspections. Examinations that reveal indications that exceed acceptance
standards are extended to include additional examinations in accordance with ASME Code
Section XI.

The staff finds this acceptable on the basis that the program has established inspection
frequencies for each inspection interval and inspection results are compared to baseline
results and other previous test results for trending. For components with qualified indications
for continued service, the program reexamines the area of the indication in later inspections.
Component examinations are extended in areas where indications exceed acceptance
standards.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described.
The acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained
under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that a pre-service or baseline inspection
of program components prior to startup assured freedom from defects greater than
code-allowable. The program compares results of inservice inspections to baseline
data, other previous test (inspection) results, and acceptance criteria of the ASME
Code Section Xl standards. ASME Code Section XI, Article IWE-3000 defines
Inservice Inspection Program - IWE acceptance standards as applicable.
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The staff concludes that this program element is acceptable on the basis that acceptance
criteria is based on a comparison of inservice inspections to baseline data, other previous
test (inspection) results, and the acceptance criteria of the ASME Code Section XI,
Subsection IWE.

The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to support the
conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.30 that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE is
in accordance with general requirements for engineering programs. Program reviews ensure
compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural requirements. ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Section Xl is a consensus document periodically revised to reflect
updated guidance based in part on industry operating experience. Inservice Inspection
Program - IWE upgrades are based on industry and plant-specific operating experience.
Additionally, plant-specific operating experiences are shared among personnel of all three
applicant plant sites and corporate offices.

The applicant stated that in 2004 during 2R10, an IWE inspection detected corrosion on
the containment liner plate at a few locations and entered it into the Corrective Action
Program, which repaired some corrosion locations and evaluated most of the corrosion
on the containment liner plate as cosmetic requiring no repair. In 2006 during 1 R1 3, IWE
visual inspections detected surface rust anomalies on the Unit 1 containment liner plate
and entered them into the Corrective Action Program, which has recommended surface
recoating and generated an action Item to track the completion. The applicant further
stated that industry and plant-specific operating experience demonstrate that the
program is effective in detection and management of aging effects so components
crediting this program can perform their intended function consistent with the CLB during
the period of extended operation.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the detection of aging effects program
element for GALL AMP XI.S1, ASME Section Xl, Subsection IWE; states that ASME
Section Xl paragraph IWE-1240 requires augmented examinations of containment
surface areas that are subject to degradation. The staff asked the applicant to explain
historically what inspection findings under the VEGP Inservice Inspection
Program - IWE, have lead to the need for augmented inspections. The applicant was
also asked to explain if any augmented inspections are currently being performed on the
containment surfaces, and if so, clarify the containment locations within the scope of the
augmented inspections and what the inspections involve.

In its response, the applicant stated that IWE-1 241 requires augmented examinations of
interior and exterior containment surface areas subjected to (a) accelerated corrosion
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with no or minimal corrosion allowance, and (b) excessive wear from abrasion or erosion
that causes a loss of protective coatings, deformation, or material loss. The VEGP IWE
inspections have not identified any areas which require augmented examination.

The applicant also stated that although not an augmented inspection, the liner plate was
examined following the removal of a portion the moisture seal. As identified in the 1 R9
NIS (Nuclear Inspection Service) Report, a small area of the moisture seal was removed
following the identification of surface rust at the mating surface between the moisture
seal and the containment liner plate. The liner plate was examined following the removal
of the moisture seal and no liner plate damage was found. As a good practice since 1R9,
VEGP performs a VT-3 of 100% of the moisture barrier every period and UT
measurements of liner plate thickness at different locations.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because it explains that the VEGP
IWE inspections have not identified any areas which require augmented examination,
indicating containment liner aging is being managed well by the program.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed a sample of the operating experience
referenced in the basis document for the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE and in the
LRA. The staff also reviewed a sample of condition reports. For example, in one
condition report reviewed by the staff, the condition report identified corrosion in multiple
locations around the Unit 2 moisture barrier between the base mat and liner plate at
elevation 171 foot. The corrosion was identified under the Inservice Inspection Program -
IWE. The condition was evaluated and determined to be nonstructural with no effect on

the structural integrity of the containment. The condition was to be reexamined during
the next inspection period in accordance with the ASME code. No further condition
reports were written on the original finding. In another condition report, the applicant
identified surface rust anomalies on the Unit 1 containment liner plate during IWE visual
inspections on level 2 and level 3. The condition was determined to be acceptable until
recoating of the surface could be performed during the next refueling outage.

The staff finds that the review of the operating experience documented in the basis
document for the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE did not reveal any unusual or
significant findings.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.30, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR
supplement information an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program -
IWE, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will be

adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed
the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an adequate summary
description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.3.3.10 Inservice Inspection Program - IWL

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.31 describes the existing
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL as a plant-specific program.

The applicant stated that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL is in accordance with
10 CFR 50.55(a), which imposes the ISI requirements of ASME Code Section Xl, Subsection
IWL, for Class CC components.

The program manages the reinforced concrete and unbonded post-tensioning systems of the
containment structures.

The applicant also stated that in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a(g)(4)(ii) and as based on
ASME Code Inservice Inspection Program B (IWA-2432), the Inservice Inspection Program -
IWL is updated at the end of each 120-month inspection interval to the latest edition and
addenda of the Code specified in 10 CFR 50.55a twelve months before the start of the next
inspection interval. The program's second inspection interval ended in May 2007. The third ISI
interval requirements are based on the ASME Code, Section Xl, 2001 Edition including the 2002
and 2003 Addenda.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.31 on the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program - IWL to ensure that the
effects of aging, as discussed above, will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL against the staff's recommended
program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and in SRP-LR
Table A. 1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific program elements
for the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL would ensure adequate aging management when
compared to the recommended program element criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section
A.1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the following seven (7) program elements of the
applicant's program against their corresponding program element criteria that are provided in
the subsections to SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3: (1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions,"
(3) "parameters monitored or inspected," (4) "detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and
trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10) "operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staff's evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of the program" program element criterion in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific
structures and components addressed with this program.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL,
under ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWL, manages reinforced concrete and
unbonded post-tensioning systems of Class CC containments. The primary containment
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is a prestressed concrete post-tensioned system. The containment structure
construction code is ASME Code Section III, 1977 Edition. The ASME Code Section Xl
inspection categories credited for license renewal are all applicable IWL examination
categories L-A and L-B.

The staff concludes that the specific components (reinforced concrete and unbonded
post-tensioning systems of Class CC containments) for which the program manages
aging effects are identified, which satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.1. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's "scope of the program"
element acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive actions,
and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the condition-monitoring Inservice
Inspection Program - IWL includes no preventive actions.

The staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.2. The staff finds this program element acceptable
because this is a condition monitoring program and there is no need for preventive
actions. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's preventive actions acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameters monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3 are:

The parameter to be monitored or inspected should be identified and linked
to the degradation of the particular structure and component intended
function(s). The parameters monitored or inspected should detect the
presence and extent of aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the program examines primary
containment concrete surfaces and concrete surfaces surrounding tendon anchorages
for evidence of damage or degradation like concrete cracks. Tendon anchorages and
wires are visually examined for cracks, corrosion, and mechanical damage in addition to
testing sample wires for yield strength, ultimate tensile strength and elongation. The
tendon corrosion protection medium is analyzed for alkalinity, water content, and soluble
ion concentration.

The staff concludes that this program element is acceptable on the basis that the
applicant inspects primary containment concrete surfaces and concrete surfaces
surrounding tendon anchorages for evidence of damage or degradation. In addition,
tendon anchorages and wires are visually examined for cracks, corrosion, and
mechanical damage in addition to testing sample wires for yield strength, ultimate tensile
strength and elongation. Finally, the tendon corrosion protection medium is analyzed for
alkalinity, water content, and soluble ion concentration.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
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satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.3. The staff finds this program
element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4 are:

Provide information that links the parameters to be monitored or inspected to
the aging effects being managed.

Describe when, where, and how program data are collected (i.e.,
all aspects of activities to collect data as part of the program)

Link the method for the inspection population and sample size when
sampling is used to inspect a group of SCs. The inspection population should
be based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of
construction, fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating
environment, or aging effects.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the program inspects containment
concrete, tendon end anchorage, and post-tensioning systems at five-year intervals as
specified in ASME Code Section Xl, Article IWL-2400. The program examines the entire
accessible concrete surface and all accessible tendon end anchorage areas during each
inspection. Detection methods for aging effects are visual VT-3 examination of all
concrete surfaces and a more rigorous VT-1 or VT-1 examination for selected areas
(e.g., those indicating suspect conditions and areas surrounding tendon anchorages).
Detection of loss of tendon wire prestressing forces is by tendon inspections and
analyses in accordance with plant procedures and by surveillance tests. For tendons,
the program selects only random samples of each tendon type for examination at each
inspection. The minimum number of each type tendon selected varies from 2 to 4
percent. The program measures prestressing forces in sample tendons, detensions one
sample tendon of each type, and removes a single wire or strand from each detensioned
tendon for examination and testing. These visual examination methods with testing
detect aging effects of accessible concrete components and prestressing systems in
concrete containments before design-basis requirements are compromised.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the applicant uses a
visual VT-3C examination of all containment concrete surfaces and a more rigorous
VT-1 or VT-iC examination for selected areas to detect concrete and steel aging effects
at five year intervals. In addition, every five years the detection of loss of tendon wire
prestressing forces is by tendon inspections and analyses through surveillance tests;
with a minimum number of randomly selected tendons of each type being tested.
Sample wires are removed from each tendon type for examination and testing also.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3.4. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5 are:
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Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should
provide predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely
corrective or mitigative actions.

This program element should describe how the data collected is evaluated
and may also include trending for a forward look. The parameter or indicator
trended should be described..

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the program compares results to
baseline data and other previous test results and monitors, except in inaccessible areas,
all concrete surfaces regularly by virtue of examination requirements. Trending of
prestressing forces in tendons is in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55a and ASME Code
Section XI, Subsection IWL. The program compares prestressing forces in all inspection
sample tendons measured by lift-off tests to acceptance standards based on the
predicted force for that type of tendon over its life.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that the program compares
inspection and test results to baseline data and other previous test results and monitors
concrete surfaces regularly. Monitoring and trending of prestressing forces in tendons is
performed every five years. The prestressing forces in all inspection sample tendons are
measured by lift-off tests and compared with acceptance standards based on the
predicted force for that type of tendon over its life.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element criteria in SRP-LR
Section A. 1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described.
The acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained
under all CLB design conditions during the period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the program compares results to
baseline data, other previous test results, and acceptance criteria of the ASME Code
Section XI, Subsection IWL, for evaluation of any evidence of degradation. The
acceptance criteria are qualitative with guidance provided in Section IWL-2510 and
references like American Concrete Institute (ACI) 201.1R and ACI 349.3R for detection
of concrete degradation. Predicted tendon forces are calculated in accordance with
Subsection IWL and Regulatory Guide 1.35.1, which provides an acceptable
methodology for use through the period of extended operation.

The staff concludes that this program element is acceptable on the basis that
acceptance criteria is based on a comparison of inservice inspections to baseline data,
other previous test (inspection) results, and the acceptance criteria of the ASME Code
Section Xl, Subsection IWL. Predicted tendon forces are calculated in
accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.35.1 for comparison with tendon liftoff force test
results.
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The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6. The staff finds this program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Section A.1.2.3.10 is:

The operating experience should provide objective evidence to support the
conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The applicant states in LRA Section B.3.31 that the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL
is in accordance with general requirements for engineering programs. Program reviews
ensure compliance with regulatory, process, and procedural requirements. The ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section XI is a consensus document periodically
revised to reflect updated guidance based in part on industry operating experience.
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL upgrades are based upon industry and plant-specific
operating experience. Additionally, plant-specific operating experiences are shared
among the personnel of all three applicant plant sites and corporate offices.

The applicant stated that the program has observed and documented for the
containment buildings many cracks which are typical in prestressed and reinforced
concrete structures. Some of the cracks are near or exceeding acceptable width
thresholds; however, the responsible engineer has determined that all are of no
structural significance. Indications of staining, cracking, exposed aggregate and spalling
have been identified on the containments and were characterized as minor. No signs of
corrosion in the cracks were noted. The spalling was acceptable because the condition
had no effect on structural integrity. There was no active degradation noted and the
structural integrity of the containment structure was unaffected. The applicant further
stated that industry and plant-specific operating experience demonstrate the
effectiveness of the program at detecting and managing aging effects so components
crediting this program can perform their intended functions consistent with the CLB
during the period of extended operation.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the tendon data for year 2005, as
provided in LRA Table 4.5-2, Concrete Containment Tendon Pre-stress, shows that the
predicted average tendon force is different for individual Unit 2 inverted U vertical
tendons. Also in LRA Table 4.5-4 for year 2005, the predicted average tendon force is
different for individual Unit 2 horizontal (shell) hoop tendons. This phenomenon only
appears in these two tables for the year 2005. The staff asked the applicant to explain
why the predicted average tendon force varies by individual tendon in these two tables
for year 2005. In its response, the applicant stated that the predicted average tendon
forces in LRA Table 4.5-2 for the individual Unit 2 inverted U vertical tendons are
incorrect. The correct values should be 1463 Kips for Tendon Numbers V20-92, V21-91
and V56-130. The predicted average tendon forces in LRA Table 4.5-4 for the individual
Unit 2 horizontal (shell) hoop tendons are incorrect. The correct values should be
1427 Kips for Tendon Numbers H-66, H-99 and H-1 11. These changes do not affect the
graphs described in the LRA. The graphs are drawn based on actual data not the
predicted data.

In its response, the applicant further stated that the LRA will be amended to correct this
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discrepancy. The staff confirmed that the applicant revised the LRA in a letter dated
February 8, 2008.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable. The values shown in LRA Table 4.5-
2 for the individual Unit 2 inverted U vertical tendons and in LRA Table 4.5-4 for the
individual Unit 2 horizontal hoop tendons are incorrect and will be corrected by a license
renewal application amendment. The correct values have been provided which are more
appropriate and agree with the graphs in the LRA.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed a sample of the operating experience
referenced in the basis document for the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL. The staff
also reviewed a sample of condition reports. For example, one condition report identified
the failure of two vertical tendon wires in one vertical tendon during retensioning on the
Unit 1 containment. The two broken wires were removed from the tendon and the tendon
was retensioned to an acceptable force based on the reduced number of wires. No
further action was identified and the final condition of the tendon was determined to be
acceptable.

During audit and review discussions, the staff asked the applicant to discuss the
staining, spalling and cracks which were identified on the containment structures and
then determined by the responsible engineer to have no structural significance. The
applicant stated during the discussions that the staining was very minor and from tendon
sheathing grease leakage and not rebars corroding. The applicant further stated that the
spalling was not significant and did not threaten the minimum specified concrete cover
for rebar and tendon sheathes. The applicant also stated that there were no signs of
rebar corrosion at the surface cracks in the containment concrete.

The staff finds the applicant's review and evaluation of the inspection findings for the
VEGP containment structures acceptable because all the inspection findings were
determined to be minor without any structural significance and not out of the ordinary for
concrete structures.

The staff finds that the discussions with the applicant about historic IWL inspection
results and review of the operating experience provided in the basis document for the
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL did not reveal any unusual or significant findings.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds this program element
acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.31, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL. The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR
supplement information an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Inservice Inspection
Program - IWL, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that effects of aging will
be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).
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The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and determined that it provides an
adequate summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

3.0.3.3.11 Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program

Summary of Technical Information in the Application LRA Section B.3.36 describes the new
Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program as a plant-specific program.

The Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program uses one-time inspections on a
sample of bolted connections within the scope of license renewal to confirm that loosening of
electrical connections is not an aging effect requiring additional aging management during the
period of extended operation. The program inspects for loosening of bolted connections due to
thermal cycling, ohmic heating, electrical transients, vibration, chemical contamination,
corrosion, and oxidation.

The factors considered for sample selection are application (medium and low voltage defined as
<35kV), circuit loading (high loading), and location (high temperature, high humidity, vibration,
etc.). The technical basis for the sample selections will be documented. Inspections may be by
thermography, contact resistance testing, or other appropriate methods including visual
inspection based on plant configuration and industry guidance.

The applicant identified Commitment No. 27 to be implemented prior to the period of extended
operation. If there is an unacceptable condition or situation in the selected sample, the
Corrective Action Program will evaluate the condition and determine an appropriate corrective
action.

The Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program adds assurance that electrical
cable connections will perform intended function for the period of extended operation. This
plant-specific AMP is an alternative to the program described in GALL Report Section XI.E6.
The inspections will be within ten years immediately preceding the period of extended operation.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section B.3.36 on the applicant's demonstration of the Non-EQ Cable Connections One-
Time Inspection Program to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program against the
staffs recommended program element criteria that are provided in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3, and
in SRP-LR Table A. 1-1. The staff focused its review on assessing how the plant-specific
program elements for the Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program would
ensure adequate aging management when compared to the recommended program element
criteria that are described in SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3. Specifically, the staff reviewed the
following seven (7) program elements of the applicant's program against their corresponding
program element criteria that are provided in the subsections to SRP-LR Section A. 1.2.3:
(1)"scope of the program," (2) "preventive actions," (3) "parameters monitored or inspected," (4)
"detection of aging effects," (5) "monitoring and trending," (6) "acceptance criteria," and (10)
"operating experience."

The applicant indicated that program elements (7) "corrective actions,"(8) "confirmation
process," and (9) "administrative controls" are parts of the site-controlled QA program. The staff
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evaluated the Inservice Inspection Program's "confirmatory process" and "administrative
controls" program elements as part of the staff s evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance
Program. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Quality Assurance Program is described in
SER Section 3.0.4. The staffs evaluation of the remaining program elements are described in
the paragraphs that follow:

(1) Scope of the Program - The "scope of program" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Appendix A. 1.2.3.1 requires that the program scope include the specific structures and
components addressed with this program.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that the scope of this program is defined as the Non-EQ
connections for cables within the scope of license renewal. Cable connections connect
cable conductors to other cables or electrical devices. Cable connections within the
scope of license renewal are in the sample set for this program. Most connections have
insulating material and metallic parts. This AMP for electrical cable connections (metallic
parts) manages loosening of bolted connections due to thermal cycling, ohmic heating,
electrical transients, vibration, chemical contamination, corrosion, and oxidation. Circuits
exposed to appreciable ohmic or ambient heating during operation may experience
loosening from repeat cycling of connected loads or cycling of the ambient temperature.
Cable connections may loosen if subjected to significant thermally-induced cyclic stress.
The design of these connections accounts for the stresses of ohmic heating and thermal
cycling; therefore, these stressors should not be a significant aging issue but
confirmation of the lack of aging effects is warranted.

The staff interviewed the applicant's technical personnel and reviewed the Non-EQ
Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program bases documents. The staff
concludes that the specific commodity groups for which the program manages aging
effects are identified (Non-EQ bolted cable connections associated with cables within
the scope of license renewal), which satisfies the criterion defined in SRP-LR
Appendix A.1.2.3.1. The staff also determined that the exclusion of high-voltage (>35
kV) switchyard connections, connections covered under EQ program and the existing
PM program, acceptable.

Switchyard connections are addressed in SER Section 3.6.2.2. EQ cable connections
are covered under 10 CFR 50.49. Cable connections under PM program are periodically
inspected. On this basis, the staff finds that the applicant's scope of program acceptable.

In LRA AMP B.3.36, "Non-EQ Cable Connections One-time Inspection Program," under
"Program Description," "and Detection of Aging Effects," Sections, the applicant states
that the inspections will be performed within a window of five years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation for the first unit (Unit 1) and in the following
paragraph, the applicant states that the inspections will be performed within a window of
ten years immediately preceding the period of extended operation. During the audit and
review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify when this one-time inspection will be
completed for each of the VEGP Units. In its response, the applicant stated that the LRA
will be amended to state that the inspections for both units will be performed within a
window of five years immediately proceeding the period of extended operation. In its
letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA to correct this discrepancy.
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The staff confirmed that the "scope of the program" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.1. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.

(2) Preventive Actions - The "preventive actions" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Appendix A.1.2.3.2 is that condition monitoring programs do not rely on preventive
actions, and thus, preventive actions need not be provided.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that the condition-monitoring Non-EQ Cable Connections
One-Time Inspection Program takes no actions to prevent or mitigate aging degradation.

The staff concludes that the preventive actions program element satisfies the criterion
defined in SRP-LR Appendix B.1.2.3.2. The staff finds it acceptable because this is a
condition monitoring program and there is no need for preventive actions. On this basis,
the staff finds the applicant's preventive actions acceptable.

The-staff confirmed that the "preventive actions" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.2. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected - The "parameter monitored or inspected" program
element criterion in SRP-LR Appendix A.1.2.3.3 are:

The parameter to be monitored or inspected should be identified and linked to the
degradation of the particular structure and component intended function(s). The
parameter monitored or inspected should detect the presence and extent of aging
effects.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that this program will focus on the metallic parts of cable
connections. The one-time inspection verifies that loosening of bolted connections due
to thermal cycling, ohmic heating, electrical transients, vibration, chemical
contamination, corrosion, and oxidation is not an aging effect requiring a periodic AMP.
Parameters inspected vary with the detection method.

The staff concludes that the parameters monitored/inspected program element satisfies
the criterion defined in SRP-LR Appendix A. 1.2.3.3. Loosening (or high resistance) of
bolted cable connections are the potential aging effects due to thermal cycling, ohmic
heating, electrical transients, vibration, chemical contamination, corrosion, and oxidation.
The design of bolted cable connections usually account for the above stressors. The
one-time inspection is to confirm that these stressors are not an issue that requires a
periodic AMP. On this basis, the staff finds that the applicant's parameters monitored or
inspected acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "parameters monitored or inspected" program element
satisfies the criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.3. The
staff finds this program element acceptable.

(4) Detection of Aging Effects - The "detection of aging effects" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Appendix A. 1.2.3.4 are:
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Provide information that links the parameters to be monitored or inspected to the
aging effects being managed.

Describe when, where, and how program data are collected (i.e., all aspects of
activities to collect data as part of the program)

Link the method for the inspection population and sample size when sampling is used to
inspect a group of structures and components (SCs). The inspection population should
be based on such aspects of the SCs as a similarity of materials of construction,
fabrication, procurement, design, installation, operating environment, or aging effects.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that the program will inspect or test a representative sample
of electrical connections within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR
within five years immediately preceding the period of extended operation of the first unit
(VEGP Unit 1) to confirm there are no AERMs during the period of extended operation.
The factors considered for sample selection will be application (medium and low
voltage), circuit loading (high-loading), and location (high temperature, high humidity,
vibration, etc.). The technical basis for the sample selection will be documented.
Inspections may be by thermography, contact resistance testing, or other appropriate
methods including visual inspection based on plant configuration and industry guidance.
The one-time inspection adds confirmation to support industry operating experience
showing that electrical connections have not experienced a high degree of failures and
that existing installation and maintenance practices are effective.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain how it would be able
to provide an indication of the integrity of the cable connections by visual inspection. In
its response, the applicant stated that LRA, Appendix B, Section B.3.36, "detection of
aging effects," to delete visual inspection from the inspection method to verify the
integrity of the cable connections.

In its letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA, Appendix B, Section
B.3.36 to state that inspection may include thermography, contact resistance testing, or
other appropriate methods.

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Appendix A. 1.2.3.4. Thermography is used to detect loose connections by monitoring
higher than normal temperature of bolted cable connections due to thermal cycling,
ohmic heating, electrical transients, and vibration. Contact resistance measurement is an
appropriate inspection technique to detect high resistance of bolted cable connections
due to chemical contamination, corrosion, and oxidation. The staff also determined that
the proposed one-time inspection is acceptable because the design of these
connections will account for the stresses associated with the above aging effects and
one-time inspection is to confirm that these stressors/mechanisms should not be a
significant aging issue. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's detection of aging
effects acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "detection of aging effects" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.4. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.
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(5) Monitoring and Trending - The "monitoring and trending" program element criteria in
SRP-LR Appendix A Section A.1.2.3.5 are:

Monitoring and trending activities should be described, and they should provide
predictability of the extent of degradation and thus effect timely corrective or
mitigative actions.

This program element should describe how the data collected are evaluated and
may also include trending for a forward look. The parameter or indicator trended
should be described.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that trending actions are not included as parts of this one-
time inspection program.

The staff concludes that absence of trending for testing is acceptable since the test is a
one-time inspection and the ability to trend inspection results is limited by the available
data. Furthermore, the staff did not see a need for such activities. On this basis, the staff
finds the applicant's monitoring and trending acceptable.

The staff confirmed that the "monitoring and trending" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.5. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.

(6) Acceptance Criteria - Acceptance Criteria - The "acceptance criteria" program element
criteria in SRP-LR Appendix A. 1.2.3.6 are:

The acceptance criteria of the program and its basis should be described. The
acceptance criteria, against which the need for corrective actions will be
evaluated, should ensure that the SC intended function(s) are maintained under
all CLB design conditions during the period of extended operation.

The program should include a methodology for analyzing the results against
applicable acceptance criteria.

Qualitative inspections should be performed to same predetermined criteria as
quantitative inspections by personnel in accordance with ASME Code and through
approved site-specific programs. LRA Section B.3.36 states that the acceptance criteria
for each inspection or surveillance are defined by the specific inspection or test for the
specific type of cable connection. Acceptance criteria selected will indicate loose
connection (e.g., higher than normal temperature at the connection, high resistance,
observed looseness, etc.)

The staff concludes that this program element satisfies the criteria defined in SRP-LR
Appendix A. 1.2.3.6. The staff finds it acceptable on the basis that acceptance criteria for
inspection/surveillance are defined by the specific type of inspection or test performed
for the specific type of connection. The applicant will follow current industry standards
which, when implemented, will ensure that the license renewal intended functions of the
cable connections will be maintained consistent with the current licensing basis.
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The staff confirmed that the "acceptance criteria" program element satisfies the criterion
defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.6. The staff finds this
program element acceptable.

(10) Operating Experience - The "operating experience" program element criterion in SRP-LR
Appendix A. 1.2.3.10 that operating experience should provide objective evidence to
support the conclusion that the effects of aging will be managed adequately so that the
structure and component intended function(s) will be maintained during the period of
extended operation.

LRA Section B.3.36 states that the new Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time
Inspection Program has no programmatic history; however, as noted in GALL Report,
industry operating experience shows that loosening of connections and corrosion of
connections could be problems without proper installation and maintenance. Industry
operating experience supports this one-time inspection program in lieu of periodic
testing. This one-time inspection program will confirm the effectiveness of installation
and maintenance activities. Development of this program considered plant-specific and
industry operating experience. Industry operating experience that forms the basis for the
program appears in the operating experience element of the GALL Report, Section
XI.E6, program description. Plant-specific operating experience is consistent with that
program description.

In search of operating experience to respond to NEI's concerns about the lack of
operating experience to support GALL AMP XI.E6 (NEI's White Paper on GALL
AMP XI.E6, dated September 5, 2006), the staff confirmed that very little of the operating
experience that related to failed connections due to aging have been identified and this
operating experience can not support a periodic inspection as currently recommended in
GALL AMP XI.E6. The staff finds that the proposed one-time inspection program will
ensure that either aging of metallic cable connections is not occurring or existing PM
program is effective such that a periodic inspection program is not required.

The staff confirmed that the "operating experience" program element satisfies the
criterion defined in the GALL Report and in SRP-LR Section A.1.2.3.10. The staff finds
this program element acceptable.

UFSAR Supplement In LRA Section A.2.36, the applicant provided the UFSAR supplement for
the Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the
applicant's license renewal commitment list in a letter dated February 08, 2008, and confirmed
that this new program is identified as Commitment No. 27 to be implemented for both units
within a window of five years immediately proceeding the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed this section and finds the UFSAR supplement information an adequate
summary description of the program, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

Conclusion On the basis of its technical review of the applicant's Non-EQ Cable Connections
One-Time Inspection Program, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3). The staff also reviewed the UFSAR supplement for this AMP and
determined that it provides an adequate summary description of the program, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(d).
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3.0.4 Quality Assurance Program Attributes Integral to Aging Management Programs

3.0.4.1 Summary of Technical Information in Application

In Sections A.2.0, "Aging Management Programs," and B.1.3, "Aging Management Program
Quality Control Attributes," of the license renewal application (LRA), the applicant described the
elements of corrective action, confirmation process, and administrative controls that are applied
to the aging management programs (AMPs) for both safety-related (SR) and nonsafety-related
components. The VEGP quality assurance program (QAP) is used which includes the elements
of corrective action, confirmation process, and administrative controls. Corrective actions,
confirmation, and administrative controls are applied in accordance with the QAP regardless of
the safety classification of the components. Specifically, in Section A.2.0 and Section B. 1.3,
respectively, the applicant stated that the QAP implements the requirements of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, and is consistent with NUREG-1 801, "Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL)
Report."

3.0.4.2 Staff Evaluation

Pursuant to 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3), an applicant is required to demonstrate that the effects of
aging on structure and components (SCs) subject to an aging management review (AMR) will
be adequately managed so that their intended functions will be maintained consistent with the
current licensing basis (CLB) for the period of extended operation. The SRP-LR, Branch
Technical Position RLSB-1, "Aging Management Review - Generic," describes ten attributes of
an acceptable AMP. Three of these ten attributes are associated with the QA activities of
corrective action, confirmation process, and administrative controls. Table A. 1-1, "Elements of
an Aging Management Program for license Renewal," of Branch Technical Position RLSB-1
provides the following description of these quality attributes:

Attribute No. 7 - Corrective Actions, including root cause determination and
prevention of recurrence, should be timely;

Attribute No. 8 - Confirmation Process, which should ensure that preventive
actions are adequate and that appropriate corrective actions have been
completed and are effective; and,

Attribute No. 9 - Administrative Controls, which should provide a formal review
and approval process.

The SRP-LR, Branch Technical Position IQMB-1 noted that those aspects of the AMP that
affect quality of safety-related structures, systems and components (SSCs) are subject to the
QA requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50. Additionally, for nonsafety-related SCs
subject to an AMR, the applicant's existing Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 QAP may be used to
address the elements of corrective action, confirmation process, and administrative control.
Branch Technical Position IQMB-1 provides the following guidance with regard to the QA
attributes of AMPs:

"Safety-related SCs are subject to Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 requirements which are
adequate to address all quality related aspects of an AMP consistent with the CLB of the
facility for the period of extended operation. For nonsafety-related SCs that are subject to
an AMR for license renewal, an applicant has an option to expand the scope of its
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Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 program to include these SCs to address corrective action,
confirmation process, and administrative control for aging management during the period of
extended operation. In this case, the applicant should document such a commitment in the
Final Safety Analysis Report supplement in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(d)."

The NRC staff reviewed the applicant's AMPs described in Appendix A, "Final Safety Analysis
Report Supplement," and Appendix B, "Aging Management Programs and Activities," of the
LRA, and the associated implementing documents. The purpose of this review was to ensure
that the QA attributes (corrective action, confirmation process, and administrative controls) were
consistent with the staff's guidance described in the SRP-LR, Section A.2, "Quality Assurance
for Aging Management Programs (Branch Technical Position IQMB-1)." Based on the NRC
staff's evaluation, the descriptions of the AMPs and their associated quality attributes provided
in Appendix A, Section A.2.0, and Appendix B, Section B.1.3, of the LRA are consistent with the
staff's position regarding QA for aging management.

3.0.4.3 Conclusion

On the basis of the NRC staff's evaluation, the descriptions and applicability of the plant-specific
AMPs and their associated quality attributes provided in Appendix A, Section A.2.0, and
Appendix B, Section B.1.3 of the LRA, were determined to be consistent with the staff's position
regarding QA for aging management. The staff concludes that the QA attributes (corrective
action, confirmation process, and administrative control) of the applicant's AMPs are consistent
with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1 Aging Management of Reactor Vessel, Reactor Vessel Internals, and Reactor
Coolant System

This section of the SER documents the staffs review of the applicant's AMR results for the
reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and reactor coolant system components and component
groups of:

* reactor vessel
* reactor vessel internals
* RCS and connected lines (includes the reactor coolant pumps)
* pressurizer
* SGs

3.1.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.1 provides AMR results for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS
components and component groups. LRA Table 3.1.1, "Summary of Aging Management
Evaluations for Reactor Vessel, Reactor Vessel Internals, and Reactor Coolant System in
Chapter IV of NUREG-1801," is a summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs with those
evaluated in the GALL Report for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS
components and component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
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operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.1.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel
internals, and RCS components within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR, will
be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to ensure the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staffs audit
evaluation are documented in SER Section 3.1.2.1.

In the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which further
evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations were
consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staffs audit evaluations are
documented in SER Section 3.1.2.2.

The staff also conducted a technical review of the remaining AMRs not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging
effects have been identified and whether the aging effects listed were appropriate for the
material-environment combinations- specified. The staff's evaluations are documented in SER
Section 3.1.2.3.

For SSCs which the applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging management,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to verify the
applicant's claims.

Table 3.1-1 summarizes the staffs evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs listed in LRA Section 3.1 and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 3.1-1 Staff Evaluation for Reactor Vessel, Reactor Vessel Internals, and Reactor
Coolant System Components in the GALL Report

ComonntG~up". -ýAgsing .Effl APi.GL ute AMP in. 'LRA,"ý Staff"
,,,.(GALL Re1port" zm MvchaJitm RepoS Evaluiao&tip'me

~iterno 0. jiiGALL? o.fSEIiaon
4, ifort 7rndrnmen13.ý

Steel pressure Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Fatigue is a
vessel support skirt fatigue damage accordance with TLAA (See
and attachment 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section
welds 3.1.2.2. 1)
(3.1.1-1) 1
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Component Gr0oup' Ag7 i ngý Effe6ct/ AMP' in" GALL'' Fu.rther AMP in"LRA, Staff
(GALL'Report, Mecl~a"ni~s Rneport' Evalriation, 'S'p~lements, Evaluation,,ý

-R''ort ', Amendmnents'-

Steel; stainless steel; Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel with nickel-alloy fatigue damage accordance with to PWRs (See
or stainless steel 10 CFR 54.21(c) and SER Section
cladding; nickel-alloy environmental effects 3.1.2.2.1)
reactor vessel are to be addressed
components: flanges; for Class 1
nozzles; components
penetrations; safe
ends; thermal
sleeves; vessel
shells, heads and
welds
(3.1.1-2)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Steel; stainless steel; Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel with nickel-alloy fatigue damage accordance with to PWRs (See
or stainless steel 10 CFR 54.21(c) and SER Section
cladding; nickel-alloy environmental effects 3.1.2.2.1)
reactor coolant are to be addressed
pressure boundary for Class 1
piping, piping components
components, and
piping elements
exposed to reactor
coolant
(3.1.1-3)

Steel pump and Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Not applicable
valve closure bolting fatigue damage accordance with to PWRs (See
(3.1.1-4) - 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section

check Code limits for 3.1.2.2.1)
allowable cycles
(less than
7000 cycles) of
thermal stress range

Stainless steel and Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Fatigue is a
nickel alloy reactor fatigue damage accordance with TLAA (See
vessel internals 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section
components 3.1.2.2.1).
(3.1.1-5)

Nickel Alloy tubes Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Fatigue is a
and sleeves in a fatigue damage accordance with TLAA (See
reactor coolant and 10 CFR 54.21 (c) SER Section
secondary 3.1.2.2.1)
feedwater/steam
environment
(3.1.1-6)
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Component Group Aging, EffIc.' AMP in GALL,

(GALLkeport Meichanism Re''po rtT
I -"

te Y _____________

Steel and stainless
steel reactor coolant
pressure boundary
closure bolting, head
closure studs,
support skirts and
attachment welds,
pressurizer relief
tank components,
steam generator
components, piping
and components
external surfaces
and bolting
(3.1.1-7)

Cumulative
fatigue damage

TLAA, evaluated in
accordance with
10 CFR 54.21(c)

4 4

Steel; stainless steel;
and nickel-alloy
reactor coolant
pressure boundary
piping, piping
components, piping
elements; flanges;
nozzles and safe
ends; pressurizer
vessel shell heads
and welds; heater
sheaths and sleeves;
penetrations; and
thermal sleeves
(3.1.1-8)

Cumulative
fatigue damage

TLAA, evaluated in
accordance with
10 CFR 54.21(c) and
environmental effects
are to be addressed
for Class 1
components

Yes TLAA Fatigue is a
TLAA (See
SER Section
3.1.2.2.1)

4 I 4 4

Steel; stainless steel;
steel with nickel-alloy
or stainless steel
cladding; nickel-alloy
reactor vessel
components: flanges;
nozzles;
penetrations;
pressure housings;
safe ends; thermal
sleeves; vessel
shells, heads and
welds
(3.1.1-9)

Cumulative
fatigue damage

TLAA, evaluated in
accordance with
10 CFR 54.21(c) and
environmental effects
are to-be addressed
for Class 1
components

Yes TLAA Fatigue is a
TLAA (See
SER Section
3.1.2.2.1)
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4Component Group Aging Effectl A ALL Staff
(ALLRepr Mechanism. EPLEvaluation ;Suppleme E luin

-:7 s4  ~474 -~Reort~ Amendment~'

Steel; stainless steel; Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Fatigue is a
steel with nickel-alloy fatigue damage accordance with TLAA (See
or stainless steel 10 CFR 54.21(c) and SER Section
cladding; nickel-alloy environmental effects 3.1.2.2.1)
steam generator are to be addressed
components for Class 1
(flanges; components
penetrations;
nozzles; safe ends,
lower heads and
welds)
(3.1.1-10)

Steel top head Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
enclosure (without due to general,. One-Time Inspection to PWRs.(See
cladding) top head pitting and SER Section
nozzles (vent, top crevice 3.1.2.2.2)
head spray or RCIC, corrosion
and spare) exposed
to reactor coolant
(3.1.1-11) _

Steel steam Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
generator shell due to general, One-Time Inspection to VEGP.(See
assembly exposed to pitting and SER Section
secondary feedwater crevice 3.1.2.2.2)
and steam corrosion
(3.1.1-12)

Steel and stainless Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel isolation due to general One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
condenser (steel only), SER Section
components exposed pitting and 3.1.2.2.2)
to reactor coolant crevice
(3.1.1-13) corrosion

Stainless steel, Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
nickel-alloy, and steel due to pitting One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
with nickel-alloy or and crevice SER Section
stainless steel corrosion 3.1.2.2.2)
cladding reactor
vessel flanges,
nozzles,
penetrations, safe
ends, vessel shells,
heads and welds
(3.1.1-14)

Stainless steel; steel Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
with nickel-alloy or due to pitting One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
stainless steel and crevice SER Section
cladding; and nickel- corrosion 3.1.2.2.2)
alloy reactor coolant
pressure boundary
components exposed
to reactor coolant
(3.1.1-15) -j
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Component Group --,Aging Effectl AMP in GALL ,Furher ASMPin LRAT Staff
(GAL epot echanisrm-, 7 epor Evaluation: Evaluationrt, MSupplem entsi,

Item N.) Reprt- Aen~d ents~

Steel steam Loss of material Inservice Yes Water Chemistry Inservice
generator upper and due to general, Inspection (IWB, Control Program Inspection
lower shell and pitting and IWC, and IWD), and (B.3.28) and Program is a
transition cone crevice Water Chemistry Inservice plant-specific
exposed to corrosion and, for Inspection program (See
secondary feedwater Westinghouse Program SER Section
and steam Model 44 and (B.3.13) 3.1.2.2.2.4)
(3.1.1-16) 51 S/G, if general

and pitting corrosion
of the shell is known
to exist, additional
inspection
procedures are to be
developed.

Steel (with or without Loss of fracture TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Loss of fracture
stainless steel toughness due accordance with toughness is a
cladding) reactor to neutron 10 CFR 50, TLAA (See
vessel beltline shell, irradiation Appendix G, and SER Section
nozzles, and welds embrittlement RG 1.99. The 3.1.2.2.3.1)
(3.1.1-17) applicant may

choose to
demonstrate that the
materials of the
nozzles are not
controlling for the
TLAA evaluations.

Steel (with or without Loss of fracture Reactor Vessel Yes Reactor Vessel Consistent with
stainless steel toughness due Surveillance Surveillance the GALL
cladding) reactor to neutron Program Report with
vessel beltline shell, irradiation (B.3.25) exception (See
nozzles, and welds; embrittlement SER Section
safety injection 3.1.2.2.3.2)
nozzles
(3.1.1-18)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
nickel alloy top head stress corrosion management to PWRs (See
enclosure vessel cracking and program is to be SER Section
flange leak detection intergranular evaluated. 3.1.2.2.4)
line stress corrosion
(3.1.1-19) cracking

Stainless steel Cracking due to Inservice Yes Not applicable Not applicable
isolation condenser stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, to PWRs (See
components exposed cracking and IWC, and IWD), SER Section
to reactor coolant intergranular Water Chemistry, 3.1.2.2.4)
(3.1.1-20) stress corrosion and plant-specific

cracking verification program
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Comp~onentGroup-- Agn fet- nGL ute M nLRA, -Staf
(ALeortý Mechanish eot.. EalainSplmns Evaluation,.ý

atm No)~ A, An.GALL ,or.$'
0_ .ýReport' A Aied'ments-, A

Reactor vessel shell Crack growth TLAA Yes Not applicable Not applicable
fabricated of SA508- due to cyclic to VEGP.(See
CI 2 forgings clad loading SER Section
with stainless steel 3.1.2.2.5)
using a high-heat-
input welding
process
(3.1.1-21)

Stainless steel and Loss of fracture FSAR supplement Yes Reactor Vessel Consistent with
nickel alloy reactor toughness due commitment to Internals the GALL
vessel internals to neutron (1) participate in Program Report (See
components exposed irradiation industry RVI aging (B.3.24) SER Section
to reactor coolant embrittlement, programs 3.1.2.2.6)
and neutron flux void swelling (2) implement
(3.1.1-22) applicable results (3)

submit for NRC
approval > 24
months before the
extended period an
RVI inspection plan
based on industry
recommendation.

Stainless steel Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
reactor vessel stress corrosion management Control Program the GALL
closure head flange cracking program is to be (B.3.28) and Report (See
leak detection line evaluated. Inservice SER Section
and bottom-mounted Inspection 3.1.2.2.7.1)
instrument guide Program
tubes (B.3.13)
(3.1.1-23)

Class 1 cast Cracking due to Water Chemistry Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
austenitic stainless stress corrosion and, for CASS Control Program the GALL
steel piping, piping cracking components that do (B.3.28) and Report (See
components, and not meet the Inservice SER Section
piping elements NUREG-0313 Inspection 3.1.2.2.7.2)
exposed to reactor guidelines, a plant Program
coolant specific AMP (B.3.13)
(3.1.1-24)

Stainless steel jet Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
pump sensing line cyclic loading management to PWRs (See
(3.1.1-25) program is to be SER Section

evaluated. 3.1.2.2.8)

Steel and stainless Cracking due to Inservice Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel isolation cyclic loading Inspection (IWB, to PWRs (See
condenser IWC, and IWD) and SER Section
components exposed plant-specific 3.1.2.2.8)
to reactor coolant verification program
(3.1.1-26)
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Stainless steel and Loss of preload FSAR supplement Yes Reactor Vessel Consistent with
nickel alloy reactor due to stress commitment to Internals the GALL
vessel internals relaxation (1) participate in Program Report (See
screws, bolts, tie industry RVI aging (B.3.24) SER Section
rods, and hold-down programs 3.1.2.2.9)
springs (2) implement
(3.1.1-27) applicable results (3)

submit for NRC
approval > 24
months before the
extended period an
RVI inspection plan
based on industry
recommendation.

Steel steam Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
generator feedwater due to erosion management to VEGP (See
impingement plate program is to be SER Section
and support exposed evaluated. 3.1.2.2.10)
to secondary
feedwater
(3.1.1-28)

Stainless steel steam Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
dryers exposed to flow-induced management to PWRs (See
reactor coolant vibration program is to be SER Section
(3.1.1-29) evaluated. 3.1.2.2.11)

Stainless steel Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Reactor Vessel Consistent with
reactor vessel stress corrosion UFSAR supplement Internals the GALL
intemals components cracking, commitment to Program Report (See
(e.g., Upper internals irradiation- (1) participate in (B.3.24) and SER Section
assembly, RCCA assisted stress industry RVI aging Water Chemistry 3.1.2.2.12)
guide tube corrosion programs Control Program
assemblies, cracking (2) implement (B.3.28)
Baffle/former applicable results
assembly, Lower (3) submit for NRC
internal assembly, approval > 24
shroud assemblies, months before the
Plenum cover and extended period an
plenum cylinder, RVI. inspection plan
Upper grid assembly, based on industry
Control rod guide recommendation.
tube (CRGT)
assembly, Core
support shield
assembly, Core
barrel assembly,
Lower grid assembly,
Flow distributor
assembly, Thermal
shield,
Instrumentation
support structures)
(3.1.1-30)
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Nickel alloy and steel Cracking due to Inservice Yes Water Chemistry Partially
with nickel-alloy primary water Inspection (IWB, Control Program Consistent with
cladding piping, stress corrosion IWC, and IWD) and (B.3.28), the GALL
piping component, cracking Water Chemistry and Inservice Report (See
piping elements, UFSAR supplement Inspection SER Section
penetrations, commitment to Program 3.1.2.2.13)
nozzles, safe ends, implement applicable (B.3.13), and
and welds (other plant commitments to Nickel Alloy
than reactor vessel (1) NRC Orders, Management
head); pressurizer Bulletins, and Program for
heater sheaths, Generic Letters Non-Reactor
sleeves, diaphragm associated with Vessel Closure
plate, manways and nickel alloys and Head
flanges; core support (2) staff-accepted Penetration
pads/core guide lugs industry guidelines. Locations
(3.1.1-31) (B.3.14) or

Reactor Vessel
Internals
Program
(B.3.24)

Steel steam Wall thinning A plant-specific aging Yes Steam Consistent with
generator feedwater due to flow- management Generator the GALL
inlet ring and accelerated program is to be Program for Report (See
supports corrosion evaluated. Upper Internals SER Section
(3.1.1-32) (B.3.27) 3.1.2.2.14)

Stainless steel and Changes in FSAR supplement Yes Reactor Vessel Consistent with
nickel alloy reactor dimensions due commitment to Internals the GALL
vessel internals to void swelling (1) participate in Program Report (See
components industry RVI aging (B.3.24) SER Section
(3.1.1-33) programs 3.1.2.2.15)

(2) implement
applicable results
(3) submit for NRC
approval > 24
months before the
extended period an
RVI inspection plan
based on industry
recommendation.
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Stainless steel and Cracking due to ,Inservice Yes Water Chemistry Partially
nickel alloy reactor stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, Control Program Consistent with
control rod drive cracking and IWC, and IWD) and (B.3.28) and the GALL
head penetration primary water Water Chemistry and Inservice Report (See

pressure housings stress corrosion for nickel alloy, Inspection SER Section
(3.1.1-34) cracking comply with Program 3.1.2.2.16)

applicable NRC (B.3.13)
Orders and provide a
commitment in the
UFSAR supplement
to implement
applicable
(1) Bulletins and
Generic Letters and
(2) staff-accepted
industry guidelines.

Steel with stainless Cracking due to Inservice Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel or nickel alloy stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, to VEGP (See
cladding primary side cracking and IWC, and IWD) and SER Section
components; steam primary water Water Chemistry and 3.1.2.2.16)
generator upper and stress corrosion for nickel alloy,
lower heads, cracking comply with
tubesheets and tube- applicable NRC
to-tube sheet welds Orders and provide a
(3.1.1-35) commitment in the

UFSAR supplement
to implement
applicable
(1) Bulletins and
Generic Letters and
(2) staff-accepted
industry guidelines.

Nickel alloy, stainless Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel pressurizer stress corrosion One-Time Inspection to VEGP (See
spray head cracking and and, for nickel alloy SER Section
(3.1.1-36) primary water welded spray heads, 3.1.2.2.16)

stress corrosion comply with
cracking applicable NRC

Orders and provide a
commitment in the
UFSAR supplement
to implement
applicable
(1) Bulletins and
Generic Letters and
(2) staff-accepted
industry guidelines._
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Stainless steel and Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
nickel alloy reactor stress corrosion UFSAR supplement Control Program the GALL
vessel internals cracking, commitment to (B.3.28) and Report (See
components primary water (1) participate in Reactor Vessel SER Section
(e.g., Upper internals stress corrosion industry RVI aging Internals 3.1.2.2.17)
assembly, RCCA cracking, programs Program
guide tube irradiation- (2) implement (B.3.24)
assemblies, Lower assisted stress applicable results
internal assembly, corrosion (3) submit for NRC
CEA shroud cracking approval > 24
assemblies, Core months before the
shroud assembly, extended period an
Core support shield RVI inspection plan
assembly, Core based on industry
barrel assembly, recommendation.
Lower grid assembly,
Flow distributor
assembly)
(3.1.1-37)

Steel (with or without Cracking due to BWR Control Rod No Not applicable Not applicable
stainless steel cyclic loading Drive Return Line to PWRs
cladding) control rod Nozzle
drive return line
nozzles exposed to
reactor coolant
(3.1.1-38)

Steel (with or without Cracking due to BWR Feedwater No Not applicable Not applicable
stainless steel cyclic loading Nozzle to PWRs
cladding) feedwater
nozzles exposed to
reactor coolant
(3.1.1-39)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to BWR Penetrations No Not applicable Not applicable
nickel alloy stress corrosion and Water Chemistry to PWRs
penetrations for cracking,
control rod drive stub Intergranular
tubes stress corrosion
instrumentation, jet cracking, cyclic
pump loading
instrumentation,
standby liquid
control, flux monitor,
and drain line
exposed to reactor
coolant
(3.1.1-40) 1
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Stainless steel and Cracking due to BWR Stress No Not applicable Not applicable
nickel alloy piping, stress corrosion Corrosion Cracking to PWRs
piping components, cracking and and Water Chemistryt

and piping elements intergranular
greater than or equal stress corrosion
to 4 NPS; nozzle cracking
safe ends and
associated welds
(3.1.1-41)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to BWR Vessel ID No Not applicable Not applicable
nickel alloy vessel stress corrosion Attachment Welds to PWRs
shell attachment cracking and and Water Chemistry
welds exposed to intergranular
reactor coolant stress corrosion
(3.1.1-42) cracking

Stainless steel fuel Cracking due to BWR Vessel No Not applicable Not applicable
supports and control stress corrosion Internals and Water to PWRs
rod drive assemblies cracking and Chemistry
control rod drive intergranular
housing exposed to stress corrosion
reactor coolant cracking
(3.1.1-43)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to BWR Vessel No Not applicable Not applicable
nickel alloy core stress corrosion Internals and Water to PWRs
shroud, core plate, cracking, Chemistry
core plate bolts, intergranular
support structure, top stress corrosion
guide, core spray cracking,
lines, spargers, jet irradiation-
pump assemblies, assisted stress
control rod drive corrosion
housing, nuclear cracking
instrumentation
guide tubes
(3.1.1-44)

Steel piping, piping Wall thinning Flow-Accelerated No Not applicable Not applicable
components, and due to flow- Corrosion to PWRs
piping elements accelerated
exposed to reactor corrosion
coolant
(3.1.1-45)

Nickel alloy core Cracking due to Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
shroud and core stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, to PWRs
plate access hole cracking, IWC, and IWD), and
cover (mechanical intergranular Water Chemistry
covers) stress corrosion
(3.1.1-46) cracking,

irradiation-
assisted stress
corrosion
cracking
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Stainless steel and Loss of material Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
nickel-alloy reactor due to pitting Inspection (IWB, to PWRs
vessel internals and crevice IWC, and IWD), and
exposed to reactor corrosion Water Chemistry
coolant
(3.1.1-47)

Steel and stainless Cracking due to Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
steel Class 1 piping, stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, to PWRs
fittings and branch cracking, IWC, and IWD),
connections < NPS 4 intergranular Water chemistry, and
exposed to reactor stress corrosion One-Time Inspection
coolant cracking (for of ASME Code
(3.1.1-48) stainless steel Class 1 Small-bore

only), and Piping
thermal and
mechanical
loading

Nickel alloy core Cracking due to Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
shroud and core stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, to PWRs
plate access hole cracking, IWC, and IWD),
cover (welded intergranular Water Chemistry,
covers) stress corrosion and, for BWRs with a
(3.1.1-49) cracking, crevice in the access

irradiation- hole covers,
assisted stress augmented
corrosion inspection using UT
cracking or other

demonstrated
acceptable
inspection of the
access hole cover
welds

High-strength low Cracking due to Reactor Head No Not applicable Not applicable
alloy steel top head stress corrosion Closure Studs to PWRs
closure studs and cracking and
nuts exposed to air intergranular
with reactor coolant stress corrosion
leakage cracking
(3.1.1-50)

Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Thermal Aging and No Not applicable Not applicable
stainless steel jet toughness due Neutron Irradiation to PWRs
pump assembly to thermal aging Embrittlement of
castings; orificed fuel and neutron CASS
support irradiation
(3.1.1-51) embrittlement
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Steel and stainless Cracking due to Bolting Integrity No Bolting Integrity The Bolting
steel reactor coolant stress corrosion Program (13.3.2) Integrity
pressure boundary cracking, loss of Program is
(RCPB) pump and material due to plant-specific
valve closure bolting, wear, loss of (See SER
manway and holding preload due to Section
bolting, flange thermal effects, 3.1.2.1.2)
bolting, and closure gasket creep,
bolting in high- and self-
pressure and high- loosening
temperature systems
(3.1.1-52)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Closed Cooling Consistent with
components, and due to general, Cooling Water Water Program the GALL
piping elements pitting and System (B.3.6) Report
exposed to closed crevice
cycle cooling water corrosion
(3.1.1-53)

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not applicable
piping components, due to pitting, Cooling Water to VEGP (See
and piping elements crevice, and System SER Section
exposed to closed galvanic 3.1.2.1.1),
cycle cooling water corrosion
(3.1.1-54)

Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Inservice No Inservice Consistent with
stainless steel toughness due Inspection (IWB, Inspection the GALL
Class 1 pump to thermal aging IWC, and IWD). Program Report (See
casings, and valve embrittlement Thermal aging (B.3.13) SER Section
bodies and bonnets susceptibility 3.1.2.1.3)
exposed to reactor screening is not
coolant > 250°C necessary, inservice
(> 482°F) inspection
(3.1.1-55) requirements are

sufficient for
managing these
aging effects. ASME
Code Case N-481
also provides an
alternative for pump
casings.

Copper alloy Loss of material Selective Leaching of No Not applicable Not applicable
> 15% Zn piping, due to selective Materials to VEGP (See
piping components, leaching SER Section
and piping elements 3.1.2.1.1)
exposed to closed
cycle cooling water
(3.1.1-56)
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Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Thermal Aging No RCS CASS Consistent with
stainless steel toughness due Embrittlement of Fitting the GALL
Class 1 piping, piping to thermal aging CASS Evaluation Report
component, and embrittlement Program (B.3.5)
piping elements and
control rod drive
pressure housings
exposed to reactor
coolant > 250'C
(> 4820 F)
(3.1.1-57)

Steel reactor coolant Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consistentwith
pressure boundary due to boric acid Corrosion the GALL
external surfaces corrosion Control Program Report (See
exposed to air with (B.3.3) SER Sections
borated water 3.1.2.1.1 arid
leakage 3.1.2.1.4)
(3.1.1-58)

Steel steam Wall thinning Flow-Accelerated No Flow Consistent with
generator steam - due to flow- Corrosion Accelerated the GALL
nozzle and safe end, accelerated Corrosion Report
feedwater nozzle and corrosion Program
safe end, AFW (B.3.10)
nozzles and safe
ends exposed to
secondary
feedwater/steam
(3.1.1-59)

Stainless steel flux Loss of material Flux Thimble Tube No Flux Thimble Consistent with
thimble tubes (with or due to wear Inspection Tube Inspection the GALL
without chrome Program Report
plating) (B.3.1 1)
(3.1.1-60)

Stainless steel, steel Cracking due to Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
pressurizer integral cyclic loading Inspection (IWB, to VEGP (See
support exposed to IWC, and IWD) SER Section
air with metal 3.1.2.1.1)
temperature up to
288°C (550°F)
(3.1.1-61)

Stainless steel, steel Cracking due to Inservice No Fatigue and Not consistent
with stainless steel cyclic loading Inspection (IWB, Cycle Monitoring with the GALL
cladding reactor IWC, and IWD) Program Report (See
coolant system cold (B.3.38) and the SER Section
leg, hot leg, surge Inservice 3.1.2.1.5)
line, and spray line Inspection
piping and fittings Program
exposed to reactor (B.3.13)
coolant
(3.1.1-62) _
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Steel reactor vessel Loss of material Inservice No Inservice Partially
flange, stainless due to wear Inspection (IWB, Inspection consistent with
steel and nickel alloy IWC, and IWD) Program the GALL
reactor vessel (B.3.13) or Report (See
internals exposed to Reactor Vessel SER Section
reactor coolant Internals 3.1.2.1.6)
(e.g., upper and Program
lower internals (B.3.24)
assembly, CEA
shroud assembly,
core support barrel,
upper grid assembly,
core support shield
assembly, lower grid
assembly)
(3.1.1-63)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to Inservice No Water Chemistry Consistentwith
steel with stainless stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, Control Program the GALL
steel or nickel alloy cracking, IWC, and IWD) and (B.3.28) and Report (See
cladding pressurizer primary water Water Chemistry Inservice SER Section
components stress corrosion Inspection 3.1.2.1.7)
(3.1.1-64) cracking Program

(B.3.13)

Nickel alloy reactor Cracking due to Inservice No Water Chemistry Consistent with
vessel upper head primary water Inspection (IWB, Control Program the GALL
and control rod drive stress corrosion IWC, and IWD) and (B.3.28), Report (See
penetration nozzles, cracking Water Chemistry and Inservice SER Section
instrument tubes, Nickel-Alloy Inspection 3.1.2.1.8)
head vent pipe (top Penetration Nozzles Program
head), and welds Welded to the Upper (B.3.13), and
(3.1.1-65) Reactor Vessel Nickel Alloy

Closure Heads of Management
Pressurized Water Program for
Reactors Reactor Vessel

Closure Head
Penetrations
(B.3.15)

Steel steam Loss of material Inservice No Not applicable Not applicable
generator secondary due to erosion Inspection (IWB, to VEGP (See
manways and IWC, and IWD) for SER Section
handholds Class 2 components 3.1.2.1.1)
(cover only) exposed
to air with leaking
secondary-side water
and/or steam
(3.1.1-66)
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Steel with stainless Cracking due to Inservice No Fatigue and Not consistent
steel or nickel alloy cyclic loading Inspection (IWB, Cycle Monitoring with the GALL
cladding; or stainless IWC, and IWD), and Program Report (See
steel pressurizer Water Chemistry (B.3.38) and SER Section
components exposed Inservice 3.1.2.1.5)
to reactor coolant Inspection
(3.1.1-67) Program

(B.3.13)

Stainless steel, steel Cracking due to Inservice No Inservice Partially .
with stainless steel stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, Inspection consistent with
cladding Class 1 cracking IWC, and IWD), and Program the GALL
piping, fittings, pump Water Chemistry (B.3.13) and Report (See
casings, valve Water Chemistry SER Sectiorn
bodies, nozzles, safe Control Program 3.1.2.1.7)
ends, manways, (B.3.28)
flanges, CRD
housing; pressurizer
heater sheaths,
sleeves, diaphragm
plate; pressurizer
relief tank
components, reactor
coolant system cold
leg, hot leg, surge
line, and spray line
piping and fittings
(3.1.1-68)

Stainless steel, Cracking due to Inservice No Inservice Partially
nickel alloy safety stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, Inspection consistent with
injection nozzles, cracking, IWC, and IWD), and Program the GALL
safe ends, and primary water Water Chemistry (B.3.13) and Report (See
associated welds and stress corrosion Water Chemistry SER Section
buttering exposed to cracking Control Program 3.1.2.1.7)
reactor coolant (B.3.28)
(3.1.1-69)

Stainless steel; steel Cracking due to Inservice No Inservice Partially
with stainless steel stress corrosion Inspection (IWB, Inspection consistent with
cladding Class 1 cracking, IWC, and IWD), Program the GALL
piping, fittings and thermal and Water chemistry, and (B.3.13), Fatigue Report (See
branch connections mechanical One-Time Inspection and Cycle SER Section
< NPS 4 exposed to loading of ASME Code Monitoring 3.1.2.1.9)
reactor coolant Class 1 Small-bore Program
(3.1.1-70) Piping (B.3.38), and

Water Chemistry
Control Program
(B.3.28)

High-strength low Cracking due to Reactor Head No Reactor Vessel Consistent with
alloy steel closure stress corrosion Closure Studs Closure Stud the GALL
head stud assembly cracking; loss of Program Report
exposed to air with material due to (B.3.23)
reactor coolant wear
leakage
(3.1.1-71)
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Nickel alloy steam Cracking due to Steam Generator No Water Chemistry Consistent with
generator tubes and OD stress Tube Integrity and Control Program the GALL
sleeves exposed to corrosion Water Chemistry (B.3.28) and Report (See
secondary cracking and Steam SER Section
feedwater/steam intergranular Generator 3.1.2.1.6)
(3.1.1-72) attack, loss of Tubing Integrity

material due to Program
fretting and wear (B.3.26)

Nickel alloy steam Cracking due to Steam Generator No Water Chemistry Consistent with
generator tubes, primary water Tube Integrity and Control Program the GALL
repair sleeves, and stress corrosion Water Chemistry (B.3.28) and Report
tube plugs exposed cracking Steam
to reactor coolant Generator
(3.1.1-73) Tubing Integrity

Program
(B.3.26).

Chrome plated steel, Cracking due to Steam Generator No Water Chemistry Consistent with
stainless steel, nickel stress corrosion Tube Integrity and Control Program the GALL
alloy steam cracking, loss of Water Chemistry (B.3.28) and Report (See
generator anti- material due to Steam SER Sections
vibration bars crevice Generator 3.1.2.1.6 and
exposed to corrosion and Tubing Integrity 3.1.2.1.7)
secondary fretting Program
feedwater/steam (B.3.26)
(3.1.1-74)

Nickel alloy once- Denting due to Steam Generator No Not applicable Not applicable
through steam corrosion of Tube Integrity and to VEGP (See
generator tubes carbon steel Water Chemistry SER Section
exposed to tube support 3.1.2.1.1)
secondary plate
feedwater/steam
(3.1.1-75)

Steel steam Loss of material Steam Generator No Water Chemistry Consistent with
generator tube due to erosion, Tube Integrity and Control Program the GALL
support plate, tube general, pitting, Water Chemistry (B.3.28) and Report (See
bundle wrapper and crevice Steam SER Section
exposed to corrosion, Generator 3.1.2.1.10)
secondary ligament Tubing Integrity
feedwater/steam cracking due to Program
(3.1.1-76) corrosion (B.3.26)

Nickel alloy steam Loss of material Steam Generator No Not applicable Not applicable
generator tubes and due to wastage Tube Integrity and to VEGP (See
sleeves exposed to and pitting Water Chemistry SER Section
phosphate chemistry corrosion 3.1.2.1.1)
in secondary
feedwater/steam
(3.1.1-77)
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Steel steam Wall thinning Steam Generator No Not applicable Not applicable
generator tube due to flow- Tube Integrity and to VEGP (See
support lattice bars accelerated Water Chemistry SER Section
exposed to corrosion 3.1.2.1.1)
secondary
feedwater/steam
(3.1.1-78)

Nickel alloy steam Denting due to Steam Generator No Not applicable Not applicable
generator tubes corrosion of Tube Integrity; Water to VEGP (See
exposed to steel tube Chemistry and, for SER Section
secondary support plate plants that could 3.1.2.1.1)
feedwater/steam experience denting
(3.1.1-79) at the upper support

plates, evaluate
potential for rapidly
propagating cracks
and then develop
and take corrective
actions consistent
with NRC Bulletin 88-
02.

Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Thermal Aging and No Reactor Vessel Not consistent
stainless steel toughness due Neutron Irradiation Internals with the GALL
reactor vessel to thermal aging Embrittlement of Program Report (See
internals (e.g., upper and neutron CASS (B.3.24) SER Section
internals assembly, irradiation 3.1.2.1.3)
lower internal embrittlement
assembly, CEA
shroud assemblies,
control rod guide
tube assembly, core
support shield
assembly, lower grid
assembly)
(3.1.1-80)

Nickel alloy or nickel- Cracking due to Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistent with
alloy clad steam primary water Control Program the GALL
generator divider stress corrosion (B.3.28) Report
plate exposed to cracking
reactor coolant
(3.1.1-81)

Stainless steel steam Cracking due to Water Chemistry No Not applicable Not applicable
generator primary stress corrosion to VEGP (See
side divider plate cracking SER Section
exposed to reactor 3.1.2.1.1)
coolant
(3.1.1-82)
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Stainless steel; steel Loss of material Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistent with
with nickel-alloy or due to pitting Control Program the GALL
stainless steel and crevice (B.3.28) and Report
cladding; and nickel- corrosion Steam
alloy reactor vessel Generator Tube
internals and reactor Integrity
coolant pressure Program
boundary (B.3.26)
components exposed
to reactor coolant
(3.1.1-83)

Nickel alloy steam Cracking due to Water Chemistry and No Not applicable Not applicable
generator stress corrosion One-Time Inspection to VEGP (See
components such as, cracking or Inservice SER Section
secondary side Inspection (IWB, 3.1.2.1.1)
nozzles IWC, and IWD).
(vent, drain, and
instrumentation)
exposed to
secondary
feedwater/steam
(3.1.1-84)

Nickel alloy piping, None None No None Consistent with
piping components, the GALL
and piping elements Report
exposed to air -
indoor uncontrolled
(external)
(3.1.1-85)

Stainless steel None None No None Consistent with
piping, piping the GALL
components, and Report
piping elements
exposed to air -
indoor uncontrolled
(External); air with
borated water
leakage; concrete;
gas
(3.1.1-86)

Steel piping, piping None None No Not applicable Not applicable
components, and to VEGP (See
piping elements in SER Section
concrete 3.1.2.1.1)
(3.1.1-87)

The staff's review of the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS component groups
followed any one of several approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.1.2.1,
reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL
Report and require no further evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER
Section 3.1.2.2, reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are
consistent with the GALL Report and for which further evaluation is recommended. A third
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approach, documented in SER Section 3.1.2.3, reviewed AMR results for components that the
applicant indicated are not consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL Report. The staff's
review of AMPs credited to manage or monitor aging effects of the reactor vessel, reactor
vessel internals, and RCS components is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.

3.1.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.1.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following programs
that manage aging effects for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS
components:

* ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program

0 Bolting Integrity Program

* Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program

0 CASS RCS Fitting Evaluation Program

* Closed Cooling Water Program

* External Surfaces Monitoring Program

0 Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program

0 Flux Thimble Tube Inspection Program

0 Inservice Inspection Program

* Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations

* Nickel Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetrations

0 Oil Analysis Program

* One-Time Inspection Program

0 One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Code Class 1 Small Bore Piping

a Reactor Vessel Closure Head Stud Program

0 Reactor Vessel Internals Program

0 Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program

* Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program

0 Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals
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Water Chemistry Control Program

Fatigue Monitoring Program

LRA Tables 3.1.2-1 through 3.1.2-5 summarize AMRs for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel
internals, and RCS components and indicate AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL
Report.

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staff's
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.

For each AMR line item the applicant noted how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
and accepted. The Staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the
GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the AMR was valid for
the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1801 identifies a plant
specific aging management program. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
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with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the credited AMP would manage the
aging effect consistently with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the
site-specific conditions.

The staff audited and reviewed the information in the LRA. The staff did not repeat its review of
the matters described in the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material
presented in the LRA was applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL
Report AMRs. The staff's evaluation follows.

3.1.2.1.1 AMR Results Identified as Not Applicable

All or some of the AMR line items in the GALL Report Volume 2 that corresponds to GALL
Report Table 1, items 12, 35, 66, 75, 84 are not applicable to the recirculating steam
generators. The applicant stated in the LRA that the VEGP steam generators are a
Westinghouse Model F recirculating design. The GALL Report aging management item
associated with these line items is applicable only to once through steam generators. The staff
reviewed the documentation supporting the applicant's AMR evaluations and confirmed the
applicant's statement that VEGP does not have once-through steam generators. On the basis
that VEGP does not have once-through steam generators, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that the GALL Report AMR items associated with the once-through steam
generators are not applicable for VEGP.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1 Item54 states that this item is not applicable, since VEGP
reactor coolant system boundary does not include any copper alloy components exposed to
closed-cycle cooling water. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the GALL Report
Item IV.C2-1 1, that rolls up to the GALL Report Table 1, Item 54, identifies loss of material due
to pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion as an aging effect for copper alloy piping, piping
components, and piping elements in closed cycle cooling water environment. During the audit
and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal Program basis document for the
steam generator component groups and verified that VEGP does not have any copper alloy
component exposed to closed-cycle cooling water in the reactor coolant system. On this basis,
the staff agrees with the applicant's determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the
GALL Report is not applicable for VEGP.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 56 states that this item is not applicable, since VEGP
reactor coolant system boundary does not include any copper alloy components with > 15% Zn.
The staff noted that the GALL Report Item IV.C2-12, that rolls up to the GALL Report Table 1,
Item 56, identifies loss of material due selective leaching for copper alloy piping components
with >15% Zn. During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal
Program basis document for the reactor coolant system and connected line component groups
and verified that VEGP does not have any copper alloy component exposed to closed-cycle
cooling water in the reactor coolant system. On this basis, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the GALL Report is not applicable for
VEGP.
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The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 61, states that the VEGP pressurizer support skirt and
flange is not subject to cracking due to cyclic loading. The staff noted that the GALL Report Item
IV.C2-16, that rolls up to the GALL Report Table 1, Item 61, identifies cracking due to cyclic
loading for pressurizer integral support fabricated from steel or stainless steel and exposed to
air with metal temperature up to 288°C (550°F). During the audit and review, the staff asked the
applicant to provide technical justification for not identifying cracking due to cyclic loading for
VEGP pressurizer support skirt.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that UFSAR Section 3.9.N 1 describes the design transients,
loads, and analysis methods used to ensure the adequacy of the RCS component supports,
which include the pressurizer support skirt and flange. SNC's review determined these analyses
remain valid for the period of extended operation, but are not TLAAs. The applicant further
stated that for the pressurizer support loads are applied gradually and remain constant and
dynamic loads are too infrequent to initiate fatigue cracking. Therefore, cracking due to thermal
fatigue is not an aging effect requiring further evaluation for these structural components. The
staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal Program basis document for the pressurizer
component groups. The staff also reviewed the VEGP UFSAR Section 3.9.N.1.4.4, "Primary
Component Supports Models and Methods" and Section 3.9.N.1.4.8, "Stress Criteria for Class 1
Components and Component Supports." On the basis of these reviews, the staff agrees with the
applicant's determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the GALL Report is not
applicable for VEGP.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 77, states that this item is not applicable. VEGP does
not use phosphate chemistry. On the basis that the staff verified that VEGP does not use
phosphate chemistry in its feedwater/steam environment, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the GALL Report is not applicable for
VEGP.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 79, states that The VEGP steam generator tube
support plates are fabricated from type 405 ferritic stainless steel. The staff noted that the GALL
Report Item IV.D-19, that rolls up to the GALL Report Table 1, Item 79, identifies denting/
corrosion of carbon steel tube support plate for nickel alloy steam generator tubes. During the
audit and review, the staff reviewed VEGP UFSAR Section 5.4.2.4.2, "Steam Generator Design
Effects on Materials," and verified that the tube support plates are made of type 405 ferritic
stainless steel. In addition this section of UFSAR states that the peripheral supports provide
stability to the plates so that tube fretting or wear due to flow induced plate vibrations at the tube
support contact regions is minimized. On this basis, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the GALL Report is not applicable for
VEGP.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 82, states that the VEGP steam generator divider
plates are fabricated from nickel alloys, not stainless steel. On the basis that VEGP does not
use stainless steel as a material of construction for its steam generator primary side divider
plate, the staff agrees with the applicant's determination that the corresponding AMR result line
in the GALL Report is not applicable for VEGP.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that GALL Report Table 1, Item 86, lists stainless
steel piping, piping components, and piping elements externally exposed to uncontrolled indoor
air, air with borated water leakage, and concrete or gas. GALL Report items IV.E-2, IV.E-3,
IV.E-4, and IV.E-5 roll up to this table 1 Item 86. LRA Table 3.1.1, line-item 3.1.1-86, in the
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discussion column, states that this line-item is consistent with the GALL Report. However, LRA
Table 3.1.2-1 through Table 3.1-2-5 does not include stainless components exposed to air with
borated water leakage (IV.E-3), concrete (IV.E-4), or gas (IV.E-5). During the audit and review,
the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether these line-items are not applicable to VEGP.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that exposure of stainless steel surfaces to borated water
leakage is applicable for VEGP and that VEGP LRA Tables 3.1.2-1, 3.1.2-2, 3.1.2-3, 3.1.2-4,
and 3.1.2-5 do not include separate items for exposure to borated water leakage. The applicant
stated that, regardless of these facts, the VEGP AMR results are consistent with the GALL
Report Item IV.E-4 and conclude that there are no aging effects requiring management for
stainless steel component external surfaces, even when exposed to borated water leakage. The
staff agreed with the applicant that, consistent with the GALL Report Item IV.E-4, the external
surfaces of the reactor coolant system components that are fabricated from stainless steel do
not have any aging effects that need to be managed during the period of extended operation.
Therefore, the staff finds this portion of the applicant's response acceptable.

In its response, the applicant also stated that the VEGP reactor coolant system and connect
lines interface with concrete at wall penetrations and that VEGP AMR methodology does not
generate separate AMR line items to address the concrete environment for piping penetrations.
The applicant stated that, for these cases, the environment associated with pipe penetrations is
considered to be a part of the indoor air environment, but regardless of this fact, the VEGP AMR
results are consistent with NUREG-1801 Item IV.E-4 and conclude that there are no aging
effects requiring management for stainless steel components embedded in concrete. During the
audit and review, the staff verified that the VEGP reactor coolant system does not include any
stainless steel components that are embedded in concrete. Therefore, the staff finds this portion
of the applicant's response acceptable.

Regarding exposure to a dried gas, the applicant stated that VEGP does not include an ASME
Class 1 piping component associated with the reactor coolant system and connect lines that are
exposed to a dried gas. However this system includes non-ASME Class 1 piping component in
a dried gas environment. For these components, the LRA AMR line items are linked to the
GALL Report Item VII.J-19, which is associated with non-ASME Class 1 mechanical auxiliary
systems. The staff agreed with the applicant that this match more appropriately describes the
component type, since Section IV of the GALL Report is focused on ASME Class 1
components. Therefore, the staff finds this portion of the applicant's response acceptable.

The discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 87, states this line item is not applicable to VEGP.
VEGP has no in-scope reactor vessel, internals, and reactor coolant system components
embedded in concrete. On the basis that the staff verified that VEGP does not have any reactor
coolant system components embedded in concrete, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that the corresponding AMR result line in the GALL Report is not applicable for
VEGP.

3.1.2.1.2 Cracking Due to SCC, Loss of Material Due to Wear, and Loss of Preload

During the audit and review the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 52,
states that VEGP manages reactor coolant pressure boundary bolting cracking, loss of material,
and loss of preload with the plant-specific Bolting Integrity Program. LRA Tables 3.1.2-1, 3.1.2-
3, 3.1.2-4, and 3.1.2-5 uses a standard Note E for the AMR line items that roll up to the LRA
Table 3.1.1, Item 52. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with
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the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management
program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program.
GALL Report Section IV lists reactor coolant system components, which roll up to GALL Report
Table 1, Item 52, that identify cracking due SCC, loss of material due wear, and loss of preload
as aging effects for steel closure bolting in air with reactor coolant leakage environment. The
GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M18, "Bolting Integrity" for managing these aging
effects while the LRA uses the Bolting Integrity Program, which is a plant specific program. The
staff reviewed the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program, and the staff's evaluation is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. The staff's review of the Bolting Integrity Program includes the staff's
assessment of the AMP's program elements against the recommended program element
criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-
1800, Revision 1). During the audit and review, the staff agreed with the applicant's
determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the GALL Report, except that the
Bolting Integrity Program is identified as a plant specific AMP for the Vogtle LRA. On the basis
of the staffs evaluation of the AMP and the staffs determination that the applicant's AMR
results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be
acceptable.

3.1.2.1.3 Loss of Fracture Toughness Due to Thermal Aging Embrittlement

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 55,
states that the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program manages loss of fracture toughness due to
thermal embrittlement of the VEGP reactor coolant pump casings and reactor coolant system
valve bodies. LRA Table 3.1.2-3 uses a standard Note E for the AMR line items that roll up to
the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 55. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is
consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different
aging management program is credited or GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging
management program. GALL Report Item IV.C2-6, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item
55, identifies loss of fracture toughness due to thermal aging embrittlement as aging effects for
CASS Class 1 pump casings, and valve bodies and bonnets in borated water. The GALL Report
recommends GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB,
IWC, and IWD," for Class 1 components" for managing this aging effect while the LRA uses the
Inservice Inspection Program, which is a plant specific program. The staff reviewed the
applicant's Inservice Inspection Program, and the staffs evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.3.4. The staff agreed with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items
are consistent with the GALL Report, except that the Inservice Inspection Program is identified
as a plant specific AMP for the VEGP LRA. The staffs review of the Inservice Inspection
Program includes the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements against the
recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in
Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision 1). On the basis of the staffs
evaluation of the AMP and the staffs determination that the applicant's AMR results are
consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

In LRA Table 3.1.1, line-Item 3.1.1-80, in the discussion column, the applicant of states that the
bottom mounted instrumentation column cruciforms are the only austenitic stainless steel
castings used in the VEGP reactor vessel internals. For these castings, VEGP will manage loss
of fracture toughness due to thermal aging and neutron irradiation embrittlement with the LRA
B.3.24 AMP, Reactor Vessel Internals Program (RVI). However, the staff noted that GALL
Report Table 1, line-Item 80, recommends using Thermal Aging Neutron Irradiation
Embrittlement of CASS Program for managing loss of fracture toughness due to thermal aging
and neutron irradiation embrittlement. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant
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to provide technical justification for using RVI in lieu of the GALL Report recommended program
and discuss in detail the MRP activities that refer or include loss of fracture toughness due to
thermal aging and neutron irradiation embrittlement for the reactor internals.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the VEGP Bottom Mounted Instrumentation Column
Cruciforms are CF8 cast austenitic stainless steel and are conservatively screened in for
thermal aging, since details of the ferrite and molybdenum content associated with each casting
are not known and that the cruciform castings are projected to exceed both the 1017 n/cm 2 (E >
1MeV) fluence threshold referenced in the GALL AMP XI.M13. The applicant stated that, as a
result of this determination, the cruciform castings "screen in" for irradiation embrittlement. The
applicant stated that the aging management strategy relies on the results of the ongoing EPRI
Materials Reliability Program initiative to develop a comprehensive aging management program
for PWR reactor internals, and that as such, the VEGP Reactor Vessel Internals Program
includes a commitment to submit an inspection plan for staff review and approval not less than
24 months prior to entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Reactor Vessel Internals Program, and the staffs evaluation
is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.7. During the audit and review, the staff confirmed that
the applicant's Commitment 20 in its letter dated August 11, 2008, stated that it will implement
the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. The commitment has been added to Appendix A of this
SER. The program is described in LRA Section A.2.24 and Section B.3.24 and is based on the
following commitments: (1) SNC will participate in the industry program for investigating and
managing of aging effects on reactor internals. This is an ongoing commitment. (2) SNC will
evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs, such as the Electric Power
Research Institute Material Reliability Program, applicable to the VEGP reactor internals. This
commitment will be fully implemented prior to the period of extended operation. (3) SNC will
submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval not
less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.
This inspection plan will address the bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria
associated with aging management of the reactor vessel thermal sleeves and the core support
lugs (along with the associated support pads and attachment welds). On the basis of the staff's
evaluation of the AMP and the staff's determination that the applicant's AMR results are
consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

3.1.2.1.4 Loss of Material Due to Boric Acid Corrosion

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 20g, credits LRA AMP
B.3.8, External Surfaces Monitoring Program, for managing loss of material for carbon steel
valve bodies exposed to indoor air. LRA claims consistency with the GALL Report VII.I-8 and
GALL Table 1, Item 3.1.1-58. However, GALL Report VII.I-8, and GALL Table 1, Item 3.1.1-58,
are not consistent. Item VII.l-8 recommends using External Surfaces Monitoring Program, but
Item 3.1.1-58 recommends using Boric Acid Corrosion Program. During the audit and review,
the staff asked the applicant to clarify this discrepancy and to provide technical justification for
using the External Surfaces Monitoring Program. The applicant provided its response to the
staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant stated that LRA
Table 3.1.2-3, Item 20g, should have been linked with GALL Report Table 1, Item 3.3.1-58,
instead of Item 3.1.1-58 and that GALL Report Item 3.3.1-58 recommends using the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program for managing loss of material for steel external surfaces exposed
to indoor air, which matches the material, environment and program combination shown in LRA
Table 3.1.2-3 (Item 20g). The applicant further stated that this is also consistent with GALL
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Report VII.I-8 and that the External Surfaces Monitoring Program will visually identify loss of
material due to general corrosion, such as on the external surfaces of these carbon steel
valves. The applicant stated that the valve bodies addressed by Item 20g are not ASME Class 1
components but rather non-ASME Class 1 components associated with RCS support systems
(e.g. oil spill protection, cooling water). The staff finds the applicant response acceptable since it
stated that the applicant will revise the LRA to correct the above typographical error. The staff
confirmed that the applicant revised the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

3.1.2.1.5 Cracking Due to Cyclic Loading

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 9a, credits Fatigue
Monitoring Program and Inservice Inspection Program for managing cracking due to cyclic
loading for stainless steel Class 1 piping components >NPS 4 that are exposed to borated
water. LRA claims consistency with the GALL Report IV.C2-26 that rolls up to the GALL Table 1
line 62. GALL Report Item IV.C2-26 recommends using Inservice Inspection Program for
managing cracking due to cyclic loading. LRA uses a standard Note E and a plant special Note
105 for this line-item. Note E means that this line-Item is consistent with GALL Report for
material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited.
Note 105 states that the associated GALL Report Vol. 2 item does not include all of the piping
lines applicable for VEGP. Stress based fatigue monitoring to manage thermal fatigue is
performed by the Fatigue and Cycle Monitoring Program for a number of VEGP ASME Class 1
piping locations." During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether the
aging effect "cracking due to cyclic loading" already postulates the initiation of a fatigue-induced
crack in these piping components and provide justification on how the Fatigue Monitoring
Program manages cracking due to cyclic loading in these components when the program does
not perform any inspections of the components surfaces. The staff also asked the applicant to
discuss the inspection methods or techniques and frequency of these inspections that are being
used to detect, monitor/trend cracking due cyclic loading.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.2.1 of this document, the
applicant will revise LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 9a, to refer to the GALL Report Item IV.C2-25 that
rolls up to Table 1 line 8 instead of GALL Report Item IV.C2-26 which rolls up to Table 1, line
62. Table 1, Item 62, will not be used by VEGP. The applicant also stated that the revised LRA
will be amended to replace "cracking due to cyclic loading" with the term "Cracking - Thermal
Fatigue," because SNC does not postulate the pre-existence of a fatigue-induced crack. The
applicant further stated that component inspections are not performed by the Fatigue Monitoring
Program and that instead, the program tracks the CUF values for these components to manage
cracking due to thermal fatigue. The staff finds the applicant response acceptable since it
provided clarification that VEGP does not postulate a fatigue-induced crack for stainless steel
Class 1 piping components > NPS 4 that are exposed to borated water. The staff confirmed that
the applicant revised the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-4, items 2b, 3b, 4b, 6b, 7b, 9a,
1 Oa, and 11 a, credit Fatigue Monitoring Program and Inservice Inspection Program for
managing cracking due to cyclic loading for pressurizer components fabricated of stainless
steel, steel with stainless steel cladding, or nickel alloy materials that are exposed to borated
water. LRA uses a standard Note E which means that this line-item is consistent with the GALL
Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is
credited. LRA claims consistency with the GALL Report line-Item IV.C2-18 that rolls up to the
GALL Table 1, line 67. GALL Report Item IV.C2-18 recommends the Inservice Inspection
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Program and Water Chemistry Control Program for managing this aging effect. The applicant in
the discussion column of LRA Table 3.1.1 ,line Item 67, states that the Water Chemistry Control
Program is not credited to mitigate cracking due to cyclic loading. During the audit and review,
the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether the aging effect "cracking due to cyclic loading"
already postulates the initiation of a fatigue-induced crack in these pressurizer components and
to justify how the Fatigue Monitoring Program manages cracking due to cyclic loading in these
components when the program does not credit any inspections of the components surfaces.
The staff also asked the applicant to discuss the inspection methods or techniques and
frequency of these inspections that are being used to detect, monitor/trend cracking due cyclic
loading.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.2.1 of this document, the
applicant will amend LRA Table 3.1.2-4, items 2b, 3b, 4b, 6b, 7b, 10a, and 1 Ia to refer to the
GALL Report Item IV.C2-25 that rolls up to Table 1 line 8 instead of GALL Report Item IV.C2-18
which rolls up to Table 1 line 67 and to delete item 9a. The applicant stated that Table 1, Item
67, will not be used by VEGP. The applicant also stated that it will amend these AMRs to
replace the term "cracking due to cyclic loading" with the term "Cracking - Thermal Fatigue,"
because SNC does not postulate the pre-existence of a fatigue-induced crack. The applicant
also stated that component inspections are not performed by the Fatigue Monitoring Program
and that instead, the program tracks the CUF values for these components to manage cracking
due to thermal fatigue. The staff finds the applicant response acceptable since it provided
clarification that VEGP does not postulate the existence of a fatigue-induced crack for stainless
steel Class I piping components that are exposed to borated water. The staff confirmed that the
applicant amended the LRA appropriately in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

3.1.2.1.6 Loss of Material Due to Wear

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-2 items 5e, 6e, 7e, 9c, 10c,
12e, 13e, 17e, 19e, and 20e identify loss of material due to wear for stainless steel components
in borated water environment. LRA uses Reactor Vessel Internals Program for managing this
aging effect. It claims consistency with the GALL Report items IV.B2-26 and IV.B2-34, which roll
up to GALL Table 1, Item 63. It uses a standard Note E, which means that this line item is
consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different
aging management program is credited. GALL Report items IV.1B2-26 and IV.B2-34 recommend
ISI program for managing this aging effect. During the audit and review, the staff asked the
applicant to provide technical justification for using the RVI program in lieu of the ISI program.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that wear of most reactor internals components is expected to
be adequately managed by ISI Program inspections but stated that supplemental augmented
inspections will be performed on these components if the EPRI MRP inspection and flaw
evaluation guidelines for PWR reactor internals conclude that augmented inspections would be
needed to manage wear in some of the reactor internals. The applicant stated that SNC is not
proposing alternatives to ASME Section XI examination requirements for reactor internals under
the Reactor Vessel Internals Program. Instead, the applicant stated that SNC is addressing the
possibility of additional inspection requirements for some component locations and that the
VEGP reactor vessel internals inspection plan will identify the inspection requirements for the
reactor vessel internals components. The applicant stated that the inspection plan will rely on
ISI Program inspections and identify any additional/augmented inspections to be performed.
During the audit and review, the staff concludes that the use of the Reactor Vessel Internals
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Program in lieu of the Inservice Inspection Program is acceptable, because the Reactor Vessel
Internals will perform those additional/ augmented inspections to the ASME Section XI
inspection requirements that are recommended through the industry initiatives of the EPRI
MRP, and because the applicant has addressed this in LRA Commitment No. 20, which was
submitted in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's
response acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 63,
states that VEGP manages wear of the reactor vessel flange and reactor vessel closure head
flange with the Inservice Inspection Program. LRA Tables 3.1.2-1 uses a standard Note E for
the AMR line items 4b and 25b that roll up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 63. Note E states (LRA
Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited or the
GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program. GALL Report Item IV.A2-
25, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1, Item 63, identifies loss of material due to wear as an
aging effect for steel vessel shell flange in reactor coolant environment. The GALL Report
recommends GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB,
IWC, and IWD, for Class 1 Components" for managing this aging effect while the LRA uses the
Inservice Inspection Program, which is a plant specific program. The staff reviewed the
applicant's Inservice Inspection Program, and the staffs evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.3.4. The staff agreed with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items
are consistent with the GALL Report, except that the Inservice Inspection Program is identified
as a plant specific AMP for the Vogtle LRA. The staffs review of the Inservice Inspection
Program includes the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements against the
recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in
Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision 1). On the basis of the staffs
evaluation of the AMP and the staff s determination that the applicant's AMR results are
consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the LRA Table 3.1.2-5, Item 30e,credits Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing loss of material due to wear for nickel alloy
steam generator tubes exposed to treated water. LRA shows consistency with GALL Report
Item IV.D1-24, which is identified in GALL Report Table 1, Item 72. Similarly, LRA Table 3.1.2-5,
Item lc, credits Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing loss of material due to
wear for nickel alloy Anti-Vibration Bars in treated water/steam environment. LRA shows
consistency with GALL Report Item IV.D1-15, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item 74.
LRA uses the standard Note E, which means this item is consistent with the GALL Report item
for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is
credited. GALL Report items IV.D1-24 and IV.D1-15 recommend the Water Chemistry Control
Program and Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing this component,
material, environment, and aging effect combination. During the audit and review, the staff
asked the applicant to provide bases for using Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program
alone.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that wear of steam generators anti-vibration bars and tubes is
considered an aging effect due to relative motion between surfaces primarily as a result of flow-
induced vibration and that as such, control of water chemistry is not effective to manage loss of
material due to wear, however, water chemistry controls are generally credited to manage
corrosion of the anti-vibration bars and tubes. The applicant stated that the Steam Generator
Tubing Integrity Program detects wear of anti-vibration bars and tubes through the use of eddy
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current testing, visual inspections, and leakage monitoring. The staff agreed with the applicant
that the Water Chemistry Control Program is not effective in mitigating loss of material due to
wear for the above steam generator components because the program is designed to prevent or
mitigate the occurrence of those aging effects induced by corrosive aging mechanisms and not
mechanical aging mechanisms (such as wear). The staff reviewed the applicant's Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program. The staff's evaluation is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.2.16. On the basis of these evaluations, the staff finds that the applicant's response to be
acceptable and that the applicant does not need to credit the Water Chemistry Control Program
in conjunction with the Steam Generator Tube Integrity Program because the Water Chemistry
Control Program is not effective in managing loss of material that is induced by wear (i.e., it is
only a mitigative program) and because the inspections performed under the Steam Generator
Tube Integrity program provide for sufficient condition monitoring of these components.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to discuss whether loss of material
due to erosion or wear is a plausible aging effect for the VEGP feedwater and auxiliary
feedwater nozzles, and the feedwater J-tubes.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the design of the VEGP steam generators, including the
use of thermal sleeves, essentially eliminates wear/erosion as an aging effect for these
components. With respect to the VEGP feedwater and auxiliary feedwater nozzles, the applicant
stated that loss of material due to erosion has been evaluated and found to be insignificant. The
applicant stated that these components are not susceptible to wear because there are not any
other components within close enough proximity to cause surface contact due to relative motion
and wear. The applicant also stated that wear caused by impact of hard, abrasive particles is
not plausible due to the high quality of the feedwater and that, the VEGP feedwater J-tubes are
fabricated from nickel alloy (Alloy 600) which provides superior resistance to erosion or wear
when compared to carbon steel materials. The applicant stated that, although erosion is not
considered to be an applicable degradation mechanism for the feedwater J-tubes, the J-tubes
have been included within the scope of the VEGP Steam Generator Program for Upper
Internals as a conservative measure. The staff finds this portion of the applicant's response
acceptable, since it is supported by industry operating experience and by WCAP-14757,
Westinghouse Aging Management Evaluation for Steam Generators, which indicates that
erosion is not a significant aging mechanism for these components and because in spite of this
determination, the applicant has conservatively include the feedwater J-tubes within the scope
of its Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals.

3.1.2.1.7 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 64,
states that VEGP manages cracking due to SCC of the stainless steel pressurizer nozzle safe
ends (relief, safety, spray, and surge nozzles) and instrument penetrations with the Water
Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program. LRA Table 3.1.2-1 uses a
standard Note E for the AMR items 4a and 7a that roll up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 64. Note
E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for
material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited
or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program. GALL Report Item
IV.C2-19, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item 64, identifies cracking due to SCC as an
aging effect for stainless steel pressurizer components in reactor coolant environment. The
GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR primary water and
GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD, for
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Class 1 Components" for managing this aging effect while the LRA uses the Water Chemistry
Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program which is a plant specific program. The staff
reviewed the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program,
and the staff's evaluations are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.3.4,
respectively. The staff agreed with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are
consistent with the GALL Report, except that the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program is
identified as a plant specific AMP for VEGP. The staff's review of the Inservice Inspection
Program includes the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements against the
recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in
Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision 1). On the basis of the staffs
evaluation of the AMP and the staff s determination that the applicant's AMR results are
consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 68,
states that VEGP manages cracking due to SCC in stainless steel pressure boundary
components with the Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program. LRA
Tables 3.1.2-3, 3.1.2-4, and 3.1.2-5 use a standard Note E for the AMR line items that roll up to
the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 68. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is
consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different
aging management program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging
management program. GALL Report Section IV line items that roll up to GALL Report Table 1,
Item 68, identify cracking due to SCC as an aging effect for stainless steel or steel with stainless
steel cladding reactor coolant system components in reactor coolant environment. The GALL
Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR primary water and GALL
AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD, for Class
1 Components" for managing this aging effect while the LRA uses the Water Chemistry Control
Program and Inservice Inspection Program which is a plant specific program. The staff reviewed
the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program, and the
staff's evaluations are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.3.4, respectively. The
staff agreed with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the
GALL Report, except that the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program is identified as a plant
specific AMP for the Vogtle LRA. The staff's review of the Inservice Inspection Program includes
the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements against the recommended program
element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e.,
NUREG-1 800, Revision 1). On the bases of the staffs evaluation of the AMP and the staffs
determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff
finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 69,
states that VEGP manages cracking due to SCC in the stainless steel reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) inlet and outlet nozzle safe ends with the Water Chemistry Control Program and
Inservice Inspection Program. It also states that VEGP manages cracking due to PWSCC in the
RPV inlet and outlet nozzle to safe end dissimilar metal welds with the Water Chemistry Control
Program, Inservice Inspection Program, and Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-
Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations. LRA Table 3.1.2-1 uses a standard Note E
for the AMR items 18a and 19a that roll up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 69. Note E states (LRA
Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited or the
GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program. GALL Report Item IV.A2-
15, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item 69, identifies cracking due to SCC or PWSCC
as an aging effect for stainless steel or nickel alloy welds and/or buttering in reactor coolant
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environment. The GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR
primary water and GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB,
IWC, and IWD, for Class 1 Components" for managing thisaging effect. For the stainless steel
welds, the LRA uses the Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program
and the Water Chemistry Control Program, Inservice Inspection Program, which is a plant
specific program. For the nickel alloy welds, the LRA uses Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations in addition to the above programs.
The staff reviewed the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program, Inservice Inspection
Program, and Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations. The staff's evaluations are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4,
3.0.3.3.4, and 3.0.3.1.1, respectively. The staff agreed with the applicant's determination that
these LRA line items are consistent with the GALL Report, except that the applicant's Inservice
Inspection Program and Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure
Head Penetrations are identified as plant specific AMPs for the Vogtle LRA. The staffs reviews
of the Inservice Inspection Program and the Nickel Alloy Management program for Non-Reactor
Vessel Closure Head Penetrations include the staffs assessments of the AMP program
elements against the recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch
Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision 1). On the basis of
the staffs evaluations of the AMPs and the staff's determination that the applicant's AMR
results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be
acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the LRA Table 3.1.2-5, Item 28a, credits Water
Chemistry Control Program and Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing
cracking due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) for stainless steel steam generator tube
support plates and flow distribution baffles exposed to treated water. LRA shows consistency
with GALL Report Item IV.D1-15, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item 74. However,
GALL Report Item IV.D1-15 addresses loss of material due to crevice corrosion and fretting
aging effect, for steam generator structural and anti vibration bars. Therefore, the LRA aging
effect is different from the GALL Report for this item. Instead, it appears that LRA Table 3.12.-5,
Item 28a should have rolled up to GALL Item IV.D1-14 in the GALL Report, Volume 2. During
the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why the LRA has considered LRA
Table 3.1.2-5 Item 28a aging effect consistent with the GALL Report Item IV.D1-15.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that LRA Table 3.1.2-5, Item 28a should have been aligned to
the GALL Report Item IV.D1-14 instead of IV.D1-15. Item 28a of LRA Table 3.1.2-5 will be
revised to link to Item IV.D1-14. The staff confirmed that the applicant revised the LRA in a letter
dated March 20, 2008.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-5, Item 23a, credits the Water
Chemistry Control Program for managing cracking due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) for
nickel alloy steam outlet flow limiter exposed to steam. LRA shows consistency with GALL
Report Item IV.D1-14, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item 74. LRA uses the standard
Note E, which means this item is consistent with the GALL Report item for material,
environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited. However,
GALL Report Item IV.DI-14 recommends the Water Chemistry Control Program and the Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing this component, material, environment, and
aging effect combination. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide a
basis for using the Water Chemistry Control Program alone.
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The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the VEGP steam outlet flow limiter is exposed to high
purity secondary side steam which does not contain the impurities which have been implicated
in stress corrosion cracking of thermally treated Alloy 600 tubing. The applicant also stated that
the corrosion potentials for these components are significantly different in the main steam
environment, as compared with more aggressive areas of the steam generator secondary side
(e.g. top of tubesheet region), and also that the applicant did not identify any VEGP or domestic
PWR operating experience related to degradation of a thermally treated Alloy 600 main steam
flow limiters. The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable based on the quality of high
purity of steam and the lack of VEGP-specific and industry-specific operating experience related
to this aging effect for the Alloy 600 main steam flow limiter.

3.1.2.1.8 Cracking Due to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking for Nickel Alloy
Components

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 65,
states that VEGP manages PWSCC of the reactor vessel closure head nickel alloy penetrations
with the Water Chemistry Control Program, the Inservice Inspection Program, and the Nickel
Alloy Management Program for Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetrations. LRA Table 3.1.2-1
uses a standard Note E for the AMR items 1 Oa and 13a that roll up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item
65. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with ,the GALL Report
for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is
credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program. GALL
Report items IV.A2-9 and IV-A2-18, which roll up to GALL Report Table 1. Item 65, identify
cracking due to PWSCC as an aging effect for nickel alloy components in reactor coolant
environment. The GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR
primary water, GALL AMP XI.M1 1-A, "Nickel-Alloy Penetration Nozzles Welded to the Upper
Reactor Vessel Closure Heads," and GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection,
Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD, for Class 1 Components" for managing this aging effect while
the LRA uses the Water Chemistry Control Program, the Nickel Alloy Management Program for
RVCH Penetrations, and the Inservice Inspection Program which is a plant specific program.
The staff reviewed the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program, Nickel Alloy Management
Program for RVCH Penetrations, and Inservice Inspection Program, and the staffs evaluations
are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4, 3.0.3.1.1, and 3.0.3.3.4, respectively. The staff
agrees with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the
GALL Report, except that the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program is identified as a plant
specific AMP for VEGP. The staff's review of the Inservice Inspection Program includes the
staffs assessments of the AMP program elements against the recommended program element
criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-
1800, Revision 1). On the basis of the staff's evaluation of the AMPs and the staff's
determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff
finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

3.1.2.1.9 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking or Thermal and Mechanical Loading

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 70,
states that VEGP manages cracking due to SCC with the Water Chemistry Control Program
(Appendix B.3.28), Inservice Inspection Program, and the One-Time Inspection Program for
ASME Class 1 Small-Bore Piping. LRA Tables 3.1.2-3 uses a standard Note E for the AMR
items 8b that rolls up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 70. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the
AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect,
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but a different aging management program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-
specific aging management program. GALL Report Item IV.C2-9, which rolls up to GALL Report
Table 1 Item 70, identifies cracking due to SCC as an aging effect for stainless steel Class 1
piping, fittings and branch connections < NPS 4 in reactor coolant environment, The GALL
Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR primary water and GALL
AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD, for Class
1 Components" for managing this aging effect. The LRA uses the Water Chemistry Control
Program and Inservice Inspection Program which is a plant specific program. The staff reviewed
the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program, and the
staffs evaluation is documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.3.4, respectively. The staff
agrees with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the
GALL Report, except using a plant specific AMP. On the basis of the staffs evaluation of the
AMPs and the staff's determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the
GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 70
states that VEGP manages cracking due to cyclic loading with the Fatigue and Cycle Monitoring
Program, Inservice Inspection Program, and the One-Time Inspection Program for ASME Class
1 Small-Bore Piping. LRA Tables 3.1.2-3 uses a standard Note E for the AMR items 8a that rolls
up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 70. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is
consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different
aging management program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging
management program. GALL Report Item IV.C2-9, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item
70, identifies cracking due to thermal and mechanical loading as an aging effect for stainless
steel Class 1 piping, fittings and branch connections < NPS 4 in reactor coolant environment.
The GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry," for PWR primary water
and GALL AMP XI.M1, "ASME Section XI Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC, and
IWD, for Class 1 Components," and GALL AMP XI.M35, "One-Time Inspection of ASME Code
Class 1 Small-bore Piping" for managing this aging effect. The LRA uses the One-Time
Inspection for ASME Class 1 Small Bore Piping, Fatigue Monitoring Program, and Inservice
Inspection Program which is a plant specific program. During the audit and review, the staff
asked the applicant to clarify whether the aging effect "cracking due to cyclic loading" already
postulates the initiation of a fatigue-induced crack in these piping components and justify how
the Fatigue Monitoring Program manages cracking due to cyclic loading in these components
when the program does not credit any inspections of the components surfaces. The staff also
asked the applicant to discuss the inspection methods or techniques and frequency of these
inspections that are being used to detect, monitor/trend cracking due cyclic loading

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that, as discussed in Section 3.1.2.2.1 of this document, the
applicant will revise LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 8a to refer to the GALL Report Item IV.C2-25 that
rolls up to Table 1 line 8 instead of GALL Report Item IV.C2-9 which rolls up to Table 1 line 70.
The applicant stated that Table 1 Item 70 will not be used by VEGP for cracking due to cyclic
loading and that it will amend the LRA to replace the term "cracking due to cyclic loading" with
the term "Cracking - Thermal Fatigue," because SNC does not postulate the pre-existence of a
fatigue-induced crack. The applicant further stated that component inspections are not
performed by the Fatigue Monitoring Program and the program monitors the CUF values for
these components to manage cracking due to thermal fatigue. The staff finds the applicant
response acceptable since it provided clarification that VEGP does not postulate a fatigue-
induced crack for small bore stainless steel Class 1 piping components that are exposed to
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borated water. The staff confirmed that the applicant made the appropriate amendments of the
LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

3.1.2.1.10 Loss of Material/ Erosion, General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion in LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 76,
states that the VEGP steam generator moisture separator assemblies are aligned to this item as
a substitute. VEGP manages loss of material in the steam generator moisture separator
assemblies with the Water Chemistry Control Program and the Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals. LRA Table 3.1.2-5 uses a standard Note E for the AMR items 11 a and 12a that
roll up to the LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 76. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item
is consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different
aging management program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging
management program. GALL Report Item IV.D1-9, which rolls up to GALL Report Table 1 Item
76, identifies loss of material/ erosion, general, pitting, and crevice corrosion steel steam
generator tube bundle wrapper Secondary feedwater/ steam environment. The GALL Report
recommends GALL AMP XI.M19, "Steam Generator Tubing Integrity" and GALL AMP XI.M2,
"Water Chemistry," for PWR secondary water for managing this aging effect. The LRA uses the
Water Chemistry Control Program and Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals, which is
a plant specific program. For the
nickel alloy welds, the LRA uses Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non- Reactor Vessel
Closure Head Penetration Locations in addition to the above programs.

The staff reviewed the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program and Steam Generator
Program for Upper Internals. The staff verified that the scope of the Steam Generator Program
for Upper Internals is credited to manage age related degradation (i.e. loss of material or
cracking) in secondary side SG internal components, which are located in the upper regions of
SG. The scope of the Water Chemistry Control Program is credited to mitigate or prevent
corrosion-induced aging effects (loss or material or cracking) in these components. The staffs
evaluations are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4, and 3.0.3.3.8 respectively. The staff
agrees with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the
GALL Report, except the applicant is using the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals,
instead of the Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program and that the applicant has identified its
Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals as a plant specific AMP for the Vogtle LRA. The
staffs review of the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals includes the staffs
assessments of the AMP program elements against the recommended program element criteria
that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1 800,
Revision 1) and the ability of the AMP to manage loss of material and cracking in the SG upper
internal components. On the basis of the staff's evaluations of the AMPs and the staff's
determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff
finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

The staff evaluated the applicant's claim of consistency with the GALL Report. The staff also
reviewed information pertaining to the applicant's consideration of recent operating experience
and proposals for managing aging effects. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that
the AMR results, which the applicant claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report, are indeed
consistent with its AMRs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging for these components will be adequately managed so that their
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.1.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.1.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS components and
provides information concerning how it will manage the following aging effects:

cumulative fatigue damage

loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion

loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation embrittlement

cracking due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC)

crack growth due to cyclic loading

loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation embrittlement and void
swelling

cracking due to SCC

cracking due to cyclic loading

loss of preload due to stress relaxation

loss of material due to erosion

cracking due to flow-induced vibration

cracking due to SCC and irradiation-assisted SCC

cracking due to primary water SCC

wall thinning due to flow-accelerated corrosion

changes in dimensions due to void swelling

cracking due to SCC and primary water SCC

cracking due to SCC, primary water SCC (PWSCC), and irradiation-assisted
SCC (IASCC)

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's
further evaluations against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2. The staff's review
of the applicant's further evaluation follows.
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3.1.2.2.1 Cumulative Fatigue Damage

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.1 states that fatigue is a TLAA, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must
evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). SER Section 4.3 documents the staffs
review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

LRA Table 3.1.1, items 3.1.1-02, 3.1.1-03, and 3.1.1-04, indicate that the AMR result lines are
applicable to BWRs. The staff reviewed those AMR result lines in the SRP-LR and in the GALL
Report and agrees with the applicant's determination that the lines are not applicable to VEGP
which is a PWR.

In reviewing LRA AMR Tables 3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.3.1, 3.4.1, 3.5.1, and 3.6.1 (Table is) the staff
noted that these tables include line-items that list TLAA, in the aging management program
column, for managing/evaluating identified aging effects, and address their corresponding
further evaluation subsections in Section 3 that refer to subsections of LRA Section 4, "Time
Limited Aging Analysis," for additional discussions for the LRA Table is line-items. However,
Section 4.0 does not provide details of the component/structure, material, environment, and
aging effects combinations that are evaluated by the TLAA. In addition, the corresponding LRA
Table 2s do not identify aging management programs that are credited in accordance with 10
CFR 54.21 (c)(1 )(iii). During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide details
on the component/structure, material, environment, and aging effect combinations that are
evaluated by TLAA, and clearly identify those line-items that credit an aging management
program in addition to/instead of a TLAA.

The applicant in its response stated that for those components in VEGP LRA Table is that are
associated with a TLAA, the further evaluation describes the TLAA and refers to section 4 of the
LRA. As such, LRA Table 4.1.2-1 of Section 4 lists the TLAAs applicable to VEGP and identifies
the disposition method from 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). The applicant further stated that for TLAAs
where the existing analysis remains valid, i.e. demonstration in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21
(c)(1)(i), or TLAAs where analyses have been projected to the end of the period of extended
operation, i.e.10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1)(ii), there is not a resulting aging effect requiring management
for the period of extended operation. For these items, there are not associated line items in the
AMR results tables (Table 2s) in Section 3. For TLAAs where disposition requires an AMR, i.e.
10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1)(iii), an AMR is required and there are associated line items included in the
AMR results tables (Table 2s) in Section 3.

The applicant in its response stated that LRA Tables 3.1.2-3 3.1.2-5, 3.1.2-7, and 3.1.2-8 with
their associated Table 3.1.1 items will be revised either to correct the existing AMR line items or
add AMR line items. Also, the applicant, in its response, stated that VEGP does not have any
Table 2 item associated with LRA Table 3.1.1, items 3.1.1-1, 5, 6, 9, 10, 17, and 21.

The applicant in its response stated that LRA Tables 3.1.2-3, 3.1.2-4, and 3.1.2-5 AMR line
items as follows:

For Table 3.1.2-3 item 9a and for Table 3.1.2-4 items 2b, 3b, 4b, 6b, 7b, 1 Oa, 11 a; the
aging effect requiring management will be changed from "Cracking - Cyclic Loading" to
"Cracking - Thermal Fatigue", the Fatigue Monitoring Program will be included as the
sole aging management program credited, and the GALL linkage will be changed to
GALL Item IV.C2-25.
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For Table 3.1.2-3 Item 8a the Aging Effect Requiring Management is changed from
"Cracking - Cyclic Loading" to "Cracking - Thermal Loading" and the Fatigue Monitoring
Program is removed from the Aging Management Programs. A new item, 8e, is added to
Table 3.2.1-3 with the same Component type, intended function, material, and
environment as Item 8a. The aging effect requiring management for the new item is
Cracking - Thermal Fatigue. The aging management program for the new item is the
Fatigue Monitoring Program. The NUREG-1801 Vol. 2 Item is IV.C2-25. The Table 1
Item for the new item is 3.1.1-8 and the Note is E.

For Table 3.1.2-4 item 9a was included in error and will be deleted.

For Table 3.1.2-5 items 2a and 8a, the aging effect requiring management will be
changed from "Cracking - Cyclic Loading" to "Cracking - Thermal Fatigue", the Fatigue
Monitoring Program will be included as the sole aging management program credited,
and the GALL linkage is changed to GALL Item IV.D1-11.

For Table 3.1.2-5 Item 6a, the aging effect requiring management will be changed from
"Cracking - Cyclic Loading" to "Cracking - Thermal Fatigue." There is no change to the
AMP.

The staff confirmed that the applicant made the appropriate amendment of the LRA in a letter
dated March 20, 2008. Therefore, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

In LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 3.1.1-1, under discussion column, the applicant states that this item is
not applicable to VEGP, because the VEGP reactor pressure vessels are a Westinghouse
design without a support skirt. Therefore, the applicable GALL Report Item IV.A2-20 was not
used. The staff noted that Section 5.4.14.2.1 of VEGP UFSAR states that support for the reactor
vessel are individual, air cooled, rectangular box structure beneath the vessel nozzles bolted to
the primary shield wall concrete. GALL Table 1, line-item 1 identifies cumulative fatigue damage
as the aging effect and recommends TLAA evaluation in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c).
Although VEGP reactor vessels are not supported by a support skirt, the staff finds cumulative
fatigue damage aging effect, as identified in GALL Table 1, line-item 1, applicable to the
rectangular support structures (listed as Item 17 in LRA Table 3.1.2-1). During the audit and
review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why cumulative fatigue damage aging effect is
not considered for the VEGP reactor supports.

The applicant in its response stated that cumulative fatigue damage is an applicable TLAA for
the VEGP reactor vessel supports. However, the existing TLAA for the VEGP reactor vessel
supports, discussed in LRA Section 4.3.4, is demonstrated to be valid for the extended term of
operation in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (c)(11)(i). As such, there is no aging effect requiring
management for the period of extended operation based on the TLAA disposition, and these
TLAA items are not included in the Table 2s in Section 3. The applicant in its response added
that the discussion for Table 1 Item 3.1.1-1 will be revised to clarify that fatigue of the VEGP
RPV support pads is a TLAA and is discussed in Section 4.3 of the VEGP LRA.

The staff confirmed that the applicant made the appropriate amendment of the LRA in a letter
dated March 20, 2008. Therefore, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.
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3.1.2.2.2 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2:

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2 addresses loss of material in once-through SG shell and boiling-water
reactor (BWR) reactor vessel components exposed to feedwater and steam as not an AERM
because VEGP is a Westinghouse-design PWR with recirculating Model F SGs.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in the steel pressurized water reactor (PWR) steam generator shell
assembly exposed to secondary feedwater and steam. Loss of material due to general, pitting,
and crevice corrosion also may occur in the steel top head enclosure (without cladding) top
head nozzles (vent, top head spray or reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC), and spare) exposed
to reactor coolant.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, the SRP-LR items 11 and 12 and the comparable
AMR result lines in the GALL Report (IV.A1-1 1 and IV.D2-8, respectively). The staff confirmed
that the GALL Report and SRP-LR for Item 11 apply to BWRs, and the GALL Report and SRP-
LR for Item 12 apply to once-through steam generators only. On the basis that VEGP is not a
BWR and the VEGP steam generators are Westinghouse recirculating steam generator, the
staff agrees with the applicant's determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, items 11 and 12, are not
applicable to VEGP.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2 addresses loss of material in BWR isolation condenser components as
an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion may
occur in stainless steel BWR isolation condenser components exposed to reactor coolant. Loss
of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion may occur in steel BWR isolation
condenser components.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, Item 13, and the comparable AMR result lines in
the GALL Report (IV.Cl-6) and in the SRP-LR. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report Table
1, Item 13 applies only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with
the applicant's determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 13 is not applicable to VEGP.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2 addresses loss of material in BWR reactor vessel and reactor coolant
pressure boundary components as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion may
occur in stainless steel, nickel alloy, and steel with stainless steel or nickel alloy cladding
flanges, nozzles, penetrations, pressure housings, safe ends, and vessel shells, heads, and
welds exposed to reactor coolant.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, items 14 and 15, and the comparable AMR result
lines in the GALL Report (IV.A1-8 and IV.C1-14, respectively) and in the SRP-LR Table 3.1.1,
items 14 and 15. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and SRP-LR comparable line items
apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, items 14 and 15 are not applicable to VEGP.
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LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2 addresses loss of material in SG upper and lower shells and transition
cones exposed to feedwater and steam and the ability to detect pitting and crevice corrosion
described in NRC Information Notice (IN) 90-04 if general and pitting corrosion of the shell are
present. For Westinghouse Models 44 and 51 SGs the SRP-LR includes additional inspection
requirements.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in the steel PWR steam generator upper and lower shell and transition
cone exposed to secondary feedwater and steam. The existing program controls chemistry to
mitigate corrosion and inservice inspection (ISI) to detect loss of material. The extent and
schedule of the existing steam generator inspections are designed to ensure that flaws cannot
attain a depth sufficient to threaten the integrity of the welds; however, according to NRC
Information Notice (IN) 90-04, the program may not be sufficient to detect pitting and crevice
corrosion, if general and pitting corrosion of the shell is known to occur. The GALL Report
recommends augmented inspection to manage this aging effect. Furthermore, the GALL Report
clarifies that this issue is limited to Westinghouse Model 44 and 51 steam generators with a
high-stress region at the shell to transition cone weld.

In LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2, the applicant states that it credits its Water Chemistry Control
Program and its Inservice Inspection Program manage loss of material in the SG secondary
side pressure boundary components as a result of general, pitting or crevice corrosion.
Secondary side SG activities with feedback on secondary side conditions have not found the
conditions described in IN 90-04. Steam Generator Program periodic updates consider new
industry experience or research data. If information indicates that this issue is of concern for
Model F steam generators of similar vintage and operating history, the Steam Generator
Program will implement appropriate inspection activities.

Since the VEGP reactors are designed Westinghouse Model F SGs, and since the guidance in
IN 90-04 is only applicable to Westinghouse Model 44 or Model 51 SGs, the staff concludes that
the further evaluation guidance and the additional inspections recommended in the SRP-LR and
the GALL Report are not applicable to the applicant's AMR assessments for the VEGP SGs.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-5, Item 29b, credits the Water
Chemistry Control Program, the Inservice Inspection Program, and the Steam Generator Tubing
Integrity Program for managing loss of material aging effects for alloy steel tube plates exposed
to treated water. The AMR item in the LRA claims consistency with the GALL Report Item
IV.D1-12, which rolls up to GALL Table 1 Item 3.1.1-16. It also uses a standard Note E, which
means that this AMR item is consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and
aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited. However, GALL Report
Table 1, Item 16, and GALL Report Item IV.D1-12 address loss of material due to general,
pitting, and crevice corrosion for the steam generator (SG) upper and lower shell, and transition
cone fabricated from steel and exposed to secondary feedwater/steam and it recommends
Water chemistry and ISI programs for managing this aging effect. In addition the GALL Report
states that "As noted in NRC IN 90-04, if general and pitting corrosion of the shell is known to
exist, the AMP guidelines in Chapter XI.M1 may not be sufficient to detect general and pitting
corrosion (and the resulting corrosion-fatigue cracking), and additional inspection procedures
are to be developed." During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to: a) explain
how LRA component type is consistent with the GALL component type for this AMR line-item, b)
explain whether the Steam Generator Tube Integrity (SGTI) Program is used to augment the ISI
Program, as noted in NRC IN 90-04, and discuss the additional inspections that are performed
to detect general and pitting corrosion (and the resulting corrosion-fatigue cracking), and c)
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explain why the SGTI program is not used for other steam generator components that are rolled
up to Table 3.1.1, Item 3.1.1-16 (Table 3.1.2-5 items 2b, 8b, 20a, 21a, 24a, 25a, 29a, 31a, and
32a).

The applicant responded to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In this
response the applicant stated that LRA standard Note E does not refer to component type
consistency with the GALL Report and that as a result, the application of Note E in the VEGP
does not imply component type consistency. The applicant stated that for the SG tubeplate, the
VEGP ISI Program, which is implemented in accordance with the requirements of ASME XI, is
capable of detecting significant loss of material due to localized corrosion and that visual
examinations of the secondary side of the tubeplates performed under the ISI Program and the
eddy current examination/ultrasonic examinations performed in accordance with the Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program will be capable of monitoring for indications of localized
corrosion associated with SG tube-to-tubeplate interfaces. The applicant further stated that the
LRA Table items listed in part c of the above audit question, except Item 29a, relate to SG
secondary side pressure boundary components exposed to treated water and that, because
aging management of these ASME Code Safety Class 2 components is not addressed by NEI
97-06, they are not within the scope of the VEGP Steam Generator Program; the applicant did
clarify, however, that these components are within the scope of the VEGP ISI Program.

In regard to AMR Item 29a in LRA Table 3.1.2-5, which pertains to the management of loss of
material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in the primary side Nickel-alloy cladding in
the SG tubeplates the applicant stated that it credits its Water Chemistry Control Program alone
to manage loss of material in the tubeplate surfaces that are exposed to the borated water
environment of the reactor coolant. The staff finds this to be acceptable because the staff
verified that the applicant's AMR is consistent the staffs AMR recommendations in GALL AMR
IV.C2-15.

The staff finds that the applicant's response to the staffs inquiry appropriately resolves the
issue raised in the question, because it clearly clarifies that the inspections performed under the
applicant's Steam Generator Tube Integrity Program will augment those inspections that are
implemented under the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program for SG tube plates, and
because the applicant's AMR to manage loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice
corrosion in the steel SG tube plates is consistent with the AMPs credited in GALL AMR IV.D1-
12.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.2 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.2, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.3 Loss of Fracture Toughness Due to Neutron Irradiation Embrittlement

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.3 against the following criteria in SRP-LR Section
3.1.2.2.3:

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.3 states that neutron irradiation embrittlement is a TLAA, as defined in
10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). SER
Section 4.2 documents the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.
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In the applicant's response letter of February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that SNC will amend
the LRA to make the changes to its Type 2 AMR Tables and to provide clarifying detail in the
LRA Sections referenced in the Table 1s. Where a TLAA is dispositioned using an aging
management program, a note will be added to clarify which Table 2 items are dispositioned by
an aging management program. Where a TLAA is not dispositioned using an aging
management program, a note will be added to clarify that there are no associated items in the
Table 2s. The applicant in its response stated that there are no Table 2 items related to Table
3.1.1, Item 3.1.1-17.

The staff confirmed that the applicant in its letter dated March 20, 2008) provided the above
clarification for the AMR line items associated with the Table 3.1.1, Item 3.1.1-17.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.3 addresses loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation
embrittlement as an AERM that the Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program, supported by TLAA
evaluations, manages consistent with the SRP-LR. Reactor vessel components that may reach
a fluence equal to or greater than 1 x 1017 n/cm 2 (E > 1.0 MeV) prior to the period of extended
operation include the intermediate course shells, lower course shells, upper (nozzle) course
shells, and the inlet nozzles. The last capsules examined for Units 1 and 2 were exposed to a
fluence approximately equal to the expected 60-year operating fluence. Standby surveillance
capsules remain in both Units 1 and 2 reactor vessels.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.3 states that loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation
embrittlement may occur in BWR and PWR reactor vessel beltline shell, nozzle, and welds
exposed to reactor coolant and neutron flux. A reactor vessel materials surveillance program
monitors neutron irradiation embrittlement of the reactor vessel. Reactor vessel surveillance
programs are plant-specific, depending on matters such as the composition of limiting materials,
availability of surveillance capsules, and projected fluence levels. In accordance with
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix H, an applicant is required to submit its proposed withdrawal
schedule for approval prior to implementation. Untested capsules placed in storage must be
maintained for future insertion. Thus, further staff evaluation is required for license renewal.
Specific recommendations for an acceptable AMP are provided in GALL Report Chapter Xl,
Section M31.

The staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-1 items 14a (intermediate shell course), 16a (lower shell
course), and 23a (upper shell course) credit Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program for managing
loss of fracture toughness aging effect for these components in borated water environment.
However, 10 CFR 50.61 (a)(3) states that "Reactor Vessel Beltline means the region of the
reactor vessel (shell material including welds, heat affected zones and plates or forgings) that
directly surrounds the effective height of the active core and adjacent regions of the reactor
vessel that are predicted to experience sufficient neutron radiation damage to be considered in
the selection of the most limiting material with regard to radiation damage." During the audit and
review, the staff asked the applicant to clarify whether welds are included in these line-items or
provide technical justification for excluding welds from the AMR tables.

The applicant responded to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In this
response, the applicant stated that weld material used in the reactor pressure vessel
component fabrication and the metallurgical effects of the welding techniques employed are
included with the base material evaluated in specific reviews of materials and associated aging
mechanisms. Therefore, the welds are included in the reactor components (upper, intermediate
and lower shell courses) that are managed for loss of fracture toughness by the Reactor Vessel
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Surveillance Program. The staff finds this response acceptable, because the staff concludes
that loss of fracture toughness aging effect of the reactor pressure vessel welds is managed by
the Reactor Vessel Surveillance Program.

The staff concludes that the LRA correctly identifies VEGP components that are subject to the
aging effect of loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation embrittlement and that
associated AMR results in LRA Table 3.1.1, items 3.1.1-18 and 3.1.2-1 are consistent with the
recommendations in the GALL Report. The staff reviewed the applicant's Reactor Vessel
Surveillance Program, and the staffs evaluation is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.15. On
the basis of the staffs evaluation of the AMP and the staffs determination that the applicant's
AMR results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to
be acceptable. The staff finds that this program includes activities that are consistent with the
recommendations in the GALL Report, and are adequate to manage the aging effect of loss of
fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation embrittlement for alloy steel components clad with
stainless steel exposed to reactor coolant.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.3 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.3, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.4 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and Intergranular Stress Corrosion
Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.4 against the following criteria in SRP-LR Section
3.1.2.2.4:

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.4 addresses cracking of BWR top head enclosure vessel
flange leak detection lines as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR
plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.4 states that cracking due to SCC and IGSCC may
occur in the stainless steel and nickel alloy BWR top head enclosure vessel
flange leak detection lines.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, SRP-LR line Item 19, and the comparable AMR
result lines in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and SRP-LR line item
apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 19 is not applicable to VEGP.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.4 addresses cracking of BWR isolation condenser components exposed to
reactor coolant as aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.4 states that cracking due to SCC and IGSCC may occur in stainless
steel BWR isolation condenser components exposed to reactor coolant.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, SRP-LR Table 3.1.1, Item 20, and the comparable
AMR result lines in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and SRP-LR
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line item apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the
applicant's determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 20 is not applicable to VEGP.

3.1.2.2.5 Crack Growth Due to Cyclic Loading

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.5 states that growth of intergranular separations (underclad cracks) in the
heat affected zone under austenitic steel cladding is a TLAA, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3.
Applicants must evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). SER Section 4.7
documents the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

In LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 3.1.1-21, under discussion column, the applicant states that this item is
not applicable to VEGP. Also, in LRA Section 3.1.2.2.5, "Crack Growth due to Cyclic Loading,"
the applicant states that there are no analyses of underclad flaws in the VEGP reactor vessels
and therefore no TLAA exists for VEGP. It further added that there are SA-508 Class 2 forgings
clad using high heat input processes in the VEGP reactor pressure vessel. However, weld
processes used were subject to qualification and performance testing as described in NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.43 to ensure that underclad cracking would not occur.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that SRP-LR Section 4.7.2.1 recommends that the
applicant should credit a TLAA to manage postulated crack growth in RPV components
fabricated from SA 508, Class 2 or 3 forgings or should demonstrate that the effects of aging on
the intended function will be adequately managed for the period of extended function, if no
TLAA exists. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to: a) Identify VEGP
reactor pressure vessel components/portions that are made of SA-508 Class 2 steel forgings
clad with stainless steel, b) provide additional justification for not using TLAA for evaluation of
underclad cracking in low-alloy steel safety related components clad with stainless steel, and c)
explain how crack growth due to cyclic loading is managed for these components.

The applicant responded to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In this
response the applicant stated that the VEGP reactor pressure vessel components that are
fabricated from ASME SA-508 Cf. 2 forgings with internal stainless steel cladding material
include the closure head dome flanges (Table 3.1.2-1 Item 4), the primary inlet nozzles (Table
3.1.2-1 Item 17), the primary outlet nozzles (Table 3.1.2-1 Item 20), and the vessel flanges
(Table 3.1.2-1 Item 25). The applicant stated that it will amend the LRA to indicate that the
under-clad cracking analysis in Westinghouse WCAP-1 5338 is a TLAA for these components,
and that the underclad cracking analysis performed by Westinghouse in WCAP-1 5338
demonstrates that analyzed growth of under-clad cracks in Westinghouse reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) components made from these is acceptable through 60-years of license operation.
As a result, the applicant stated that, based on the results of the analysis in WCAP-1 5338, the
TLAA on underclad cracking has been demonstrated to be bounding in accordance with the
criteria in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1)(i). The staff verified that the applicant made the
applicable LRA amendment of LRA Sections 3.1 and 4.1, and supplemented the LRA to create
LRA TLAA Section 4.7.5, "Underclad Cracking of the Reactor Pressure Vessel," and UFSAR
Section A.3.6.5, "Underclad Cracking of the Reactor Pressure Vessel."

The staff finds the applicant response, as supplemented by the applicant's amendments of the
LRA in the letter of March 20, 2008, to be acceptable because the applicant has amended the
LRA to indicate the TLAA on underclad cracking is credited to manage growth postulated
underclad cracks in those RPV components made from SA 508, Class 2 forgings and because
this is in conformance with guidance in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.5.
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3.1.2.2.6 Loss of Fracture Toughness Due to Neutron Irradiation Embrittlement and Void
Swelling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.6 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.6.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.6 addresses loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation
embrittlement and void swelling as an AERM that VEGP will manage, consistent with the SRP-
LR, by (1) participating in industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on
reactor internals, (2) evaluating and implementing the results of the industry programs
applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) submitting an inspection plan for reactor internals to
the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months before the period of extended
operation. This commitment is included in the description of the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program and in the UFSAR Supplement description of the program.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.6 states that loss of fracture toughness due to neutron irradiation
embrittlement and void swelling may occur in stainless steel and nickel alloy reactor vessel
internals components exposed to reactor coolant and neutron flux. The GALL Report
recommends no further AMR if the applicant commits in the UFSAR supplement (1) to
participate in industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on reactor
internals, (2) to evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs as applicable to the
reactor internals, and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less than 24 months
before entering the period of extended operation, to submit an inspection plan for reactor
internals to the staff for review and approval.

During the audit and review, the staff confirmed that the applicant in its letter dated August 11,
2008, in Commitment No. 20, stated that it will implement the Reactor Vessel Internals Program,
as described in LRA Section A.2.24 and Section B.3.24, based on the following commitments:
(1) SNC will participate in the industry program for investigating and managing of aging effects
on reactor internals. This is an ongoing commitment. (2) SNC will evaluate and implement the
results of the industry programs, such as the Electric Power Research Institute Material
Reliability Program, applicable to the VEGP reactor internals. This commitment will be fully
implemented prior to the period of extended operation. (3) SNC will submit an inspection plan
for the VEGP reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months
before entering the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan
will address the bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria associated with aging
management of the reactor vessel thermal sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the
associated support pads and attachment welds).

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.6 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.6, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.7 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.7 against the following criteria in SRP-LR Section
3.1.2.2.7:
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LRA Section 3.1.2.2.7 addresses cracking due to SCC in the stainless steel
reactor pressure vessel flange leakage-monitoring lines and the bottom-
mounted instrumentation guide tubes, stating that the Water Chemistry Control
Program and the Inservice Inspection Program manage cracking in stainless
steel portions of those. The leakage-monitoring lines serve no safety-related
function and therefore need management only so leakage has no adverse
impact on other components inside containment.

The Chemistry Control Program and the plant-specific Inservice Inspection
Program manage SCC in the bottom-mounted instrumentation guide tubes.
Cracking of the reactor vessel head thermal sleeves is aligned to this summary
item as a substitute.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.7 states that cracking due to SCC may occur in the
PWR stainless steel reactor vessel flange leak detection lines and bottom-
mounted instrument guide tubes exposed to reactor coolant. The GALL Report
recommends that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated to ensure that this aging
effect is adequately managed.

LRA Table 3.1.2-1 items 2a and 22a credit the Water Chemistry Control Program and
Inservice Inspection Program for managing cracking due to SCC for bottom mounted
instrumentation guide tubes, and seal table and fittings that are fabricated from stainless
steel and exposed to borated water. During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the
applicant's license renewal program basis document for reactor coolant pressure
boundary systems and other supporting documents. The staff s evaluation of the
applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.4,
and the staff's evaluation of the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.4. On the basis of its review of these programs, the staff finds
that the applicant's use of the Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice
Inspection Program are adequate to mitigate and manage cracking due to SCC for
stainless steel components in borated water environment.

The staff verified that the applicant credits its Water Chemistry Control Program,
Inservice Inspection Program, and Nickel-Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor
Vessel Head Closure Penetrations Program (refer to AMR 3a in LRA Table 3.1.2-1) to
manage cracking due to primary water stress corrosion cracking in the Nickel-alloy
bottom mounted instrumentation penetrations. The staff verified that this is in
conformance with the guidelines in GALL AMR IV.A2-19. The staff finds this to be
acceptable because it is in conformance with the staffs recommendations in GALL AMR
IV.A2-19.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.7 addresses cracking due to SCC that may occur in ASME Code Class 1
CASS piping components exposed to reactor coolant, stating that the reactor coolant loop
CASS elbows and laterals meet NUREG-0313 guidelines for ferrite content (greater than 7.5
percent) but not for carbon content (less than 0.035 percent). Consistent with the SRP-LR,
VEGP the Water Chemistry Control Program and the plant-specific Inservice Inspection
Program manage cracking of these castings.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.7 states that cracking due to SCC may occur in Class 1 PWR CASS
reactor coolant system piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to reactor
coolant. The existing program controls water chemistry to mitigate SCC; however SCC may
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occur in CASS components that do not meet the NUREG-0313 guidelines with regard to ferrite
and carbon content. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific
program for these components to ensure this aging effect is adequately managed.

LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 1 Oa, identifies cracking due to SCC for the reactor coolant loop piping
components that are fabricated of CASS and exposed to borated water and credits the Water
Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program for managing this aging effect.
During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal Program basis
document for reactor coolant pressure boundary systems and other supporting documents.
Based on its review and audit, the staff agrees with the applicant that VEGP meets the
guidelines in EPRI TR-105714 and NUREG-0313. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's
Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.3.4, respectively. On the basis of its review of these programs, the
staff finds that the applicant's use of the Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice
Inspection Program are adequate to mitigate and manage cracking due to SCC for CASS
components in borated water environment.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.7 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.7, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.8 Cracking Due to Cyclic Loading

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.8 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.1.2.2.8:

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.8 addresses cracking of BWR jet pump sensing lines due to cyclic loading
as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.8 states that cracking due to cyclic loading may occur in the stainless
steel BWR jet pump sensing lines.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, SRP-LR line Item 25, and the comparable AMR
result lines in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and the SRP-LR item
apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the applicant's
determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 25 is not applicable to VEGP.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.8 addresses cracking of BWR isolation condenser components due to
cyclic loading as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.8 states that cracking due to cyclic loading may occur in steel and
stainless steel BWR isolation condenser components exposed to reactor coolant.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, SRP-LR line Item 26 and the comparable AMR
result lines in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and the SRP-LR line
item apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the
applicant's determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 26 is not applicable to VEGP.
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3.1.2.2.9 Loss of Preload Due to Stress Relaxation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.9 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.9.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.9 addresses loss of preload due to stress relaxation that may occur in
stainless steel and nickel alloy PWR reactor internals as an AERM that VEGP will manage,
consistent with the SRP-LR, by (1) participating in industry programs for investigating and
managing aging effects on reactor internals, (2) evaluating and implementing the results of the
industry programs applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) submitting an inspection plan for
reactor internals to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months before the period
of extended operation. This commitment is included in the description of the Reactor Vessel
Internals Program and in the UFSAR Supplement description of the program.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.9 states that loss of preload due to stress relaxation may occur in
stainless steel and nickel alloy PWR reactor vessel internals screws, bolts, tie rods, and hold-
down springs exposed to reactor coolant.

The GALL Report recommends no further AMR if the applicant commits in the UFSAR
supplement (1) to participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging
effects on reactor internals, (2) to evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs
as applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less
than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation, to submit an inspection plan
for reactor internals to the staff for review and approval.

During the audit and review, the staff confirmed that, consistent with the GALL Report, the
applicant in Commitment No. 20 of Enclosure 2 to the applicant's letter of August 11,2008,
committed to implementing its Reactor Vessel Internals Program, as described in LRA Section
A.2.24 and Section B.3.24, based on the following commitments: (1) SNC will participate in the
industry program for investigating and managing of aging effects on reactor internals. This is an
ongoing commitment. (2) SNC will evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs,
such as the Electric Power Research Institute Material Reliability Program, applicable to the
VEGP reactor internals. This commitment will be fully implemented prior to the period of
extended operation. (3) SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor internals to the
NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended
operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan will address the bases, inspection
methods, and acceptance criteria associated with aging management of the reactor vessel
thermal sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the associated support pads and
attachment welds). The staff finds this to be acceptable because it is in conformance with the
recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.9 and to the AMR items in GALL AMR Table IV.B2
that align to this SRP-LR item.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.9 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.9, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.1.2.2.10 Loss of Material Due to Erosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.10 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.10.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.10 addresses erosion in SG impingement plates as an aging effect not
applicable because the SGs do not have impingement plates and instead use a recirculating
feed-ring design to distribute feedwater.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to erosion may occur in steel steam
generator feedwater impingement plates and supports exposed to secondary feedwater.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the VEGP UFSAR Section 5.4.2.2 states that
the water entering through the main feed nozzle is distributed circumferentially around the
steam generator by means of a feedwater ring and then flows through an annulus between the
tube wrapper and shell. The feedwater enters the ring via a welded thermal sleeve connection
and leaves it through inverted J-tubes located at the flow holes which are at the top of the ring.
The J-tubes are arranged to distribute the bulk of the colder feedwater to the hot leg side of the
tube bundle.

On the basis of this review, the staff confirmed that the VEGP steam generators do not have

impingement plates; therefore, LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 28, is not applicable to VEGP.

3.1.2.2.11 Cracking Due to Flow-Induced Vibration

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.11 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.11.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.11 addresses cracking of BWR stainless steel steam dryers exposed to
reactor coolant as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.11 states that cracking due to flow-induced vibration could occur for the
BWR stainless steel steam dryers exposed to reactor coolant.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report Table 1, SRP-LR line Item 29 and the comparable AMR
result lines in the GALL Report. The staff confirmed that the GALL Report and the SRP-LR line
Item apply only to BWRs. On the basis that VEGP is not a BWR, the staff agrees with the
applicant's determination that LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 29 is not applicable to VEGP.

3.1.2.2.12 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and Irradiation-Assisted Stress

Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.12 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.12.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.12 addresses cracking due to SCC and IASCC that may occur in stainless
steel PWR reactor internals exposed to reactor coolant as an AERM that VEGP will manage,
consistent with the SRP-LR, by the Water Chemistry Control Program and by (1) participating in
industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on reactor internals, (2)
evaluating and implementing the results of the industry programs applicable to the reactor
internals, and (3) submitting an inspection plan for reactor internals to the staff for review and
approval not less than 24 months before the period of extended operation. This commitment is
included in the description of the Reactor Vessel Internals Program and in the UFSAR
Supplement description of the program.
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SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.12 states that cracking due to SCC and irradiation-assisted stress
corrosion cracking (IASCC) may occur in PWR stainless steel reactor internals exposed to
reactor coolant. The existing program controls water chemistry to mitigate these aging effects.
The GALL Report recommends no further AMR if the applicant commits in the UFSAR
supplement (1) to participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging
effects on reactor internals, (2) to evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs
as applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less
than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation, to submit an inspection plan
for reactor internals to the staff for review and approval.

LRA Table 3.1.2-2 credits the Water Chemistry Control and Reactor Vessel Internals Programs
for managing cracking due to SCC for the rector vessel internal components that are fabricated
from stainless steel (including CASS) and are exposed to borated water. During the audit and
review, the staff confirmed that, consistent with the GALL Report, the applicant, in Commitment
No. 20 of Enclosure 2 of the applicant's letter dated August 11,2008, committed to implementing
its Reactor Vessel Internals Program, as described in LRA Section A.2.24 and Section B.3.24,
based on the following commitments: (1) SNC will participate in the industry program for
investigating and managing of aging effects on reactor internals. This is an ongoing
commitment. (2) SNC will evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs, such as
the Electric Power Research Institute Material Reliability Program, applicable to the VEGP
reactor internals. This commitment will be fully implemented prior to the period of extended
operation. (3) SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor internals to the NRC for
review and approval not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation
for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan will address the bases, inspection methods, and
acceptance criteria associated with aging management of the reactor vessel thermal sleeves
and the core support lugs (along with the associated support pads and attachment welds). The
staff finds this to be acceptable because it is in conformance with the recommendations in SRP-
LR Section 3.1.2.2.12 and to the AMR items in GALL AMR Table IV.B2 that align to this SRP-
LR item.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.12 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.12,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.13 Cracking Due to Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.13 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.13.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.13 addresses cracking due to PWSCC of nickel alloy components, stating
that the Water Chemistry Control Program, Inservice Inspection Program, and Nickel Alloy
Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head Penetration Locations manages
PWSCC of RPV bottom-mounted instrument penetrations, SG drain connections, and nickel
alloy butt welds. The Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations includes a commitment to comply with NRC orders and to implement
bulletins, generic letters, and staff-accepted industry guidelines. This commitment is included in
the description of the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations and in the UFSAR Supplement description of the program.
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The applicant also stated that unlike the GALL Report AMP, the Water Chemistry Control
Program and the Reactor Vessel Internals Program VEGP will manage cracking of the core
support lugs and pads. The Reactor Vessel Internals Program includes commitments to
evaluate and implement the results of industry programs applicable to the reactor internals and
to submit an inspection plan for reactor internals to the staff for review and approval upon
completion of these programs but at least 24 months before the period of extended operation.
The Reactor Vessel Internals Program inspection plan submitted to the staff will implement
requirements of any NRC orders, bulletins, or generic letters applicable to cracking of the core
support lugs and pads. LRA Table 3.3.2-27 aligns the sampling system pressurizer and RCS
sample cooler tubing to this summary item as a substitute. The Alloy 600 tubing extending past
the shell of the cooler is within the 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2) scope of license renewal. The Alloy 600
tubing is exposed to high temperature borated water and welded to the stainless steel sampling
system piping. Cracking of this tubing could occur due to SCC at this welded location. The
Water Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time Inspection Program will manage cracking
of these tubes.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.13 states that cracking due to primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC) may occur in PWR components made of nickel alloy and steel with nickel alloy
cladding, including reactor coolant pressure boundary components and penetrations inside the
reactor coolant system such as pressurizer heater sheathes and sleeves, nozzles, and other
internal components. Except for reactor vessel upper head nozzles and penetrations, the GALL
Report recommends ASME Code Section Xl ISI (for Class 1 components) and control of water
chemistry. For nickel alloy components, no further AMR is necessary if the applicant complies
with applicable NRC orders and commits
in the UFSAR supplement to implement applicable (1) bulletins and generic letters, and

(2) staff-accepted industry guidelines.

LRA Table 3.1.2-4 Item 6a and Table 3.1.2-5, Item 16a, credit the Water Chemistry Control
Program, Inservice Inspection Program, and the Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-
RVCH Penetration Locations for managing cracking due to SCC for nickel alloy nozzle
dissimilar metal welds, and primary channel head drain connection tube and dissimilar metal
weld, respectively. During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's license
renewal Program basis document for reactor coolant pressure boundary systems and other
supporting documents. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.4, and the staffs evaluation of the Inservice
Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.4.

The staff also confirmed that, consistent with the GALL Report, in Commitment No. 12 of
Enclosure 2 to the applicant's letter dated August 11, 2008, the applicant committed to
implementing its Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-Reactor Vessel Closure Head
Penetration Locations as described in VEGP LRA Section B.3.14 and Section A.2.24 and based
on the following commitments: (1) SNC will continue to participate in industry initiatives directed
at resolving PWSCC issues, such as owners group programs and the Electric Power Research
Institute Materials Reliability Program, (2) SNC will comply with applicable NRC Orders, and (3)
SNC will submit a program inspection plan for VEGP that includes implementation of applicable
Bulletins, Generic Letters, and staff accepted industry guidance. The inspection plan will be
submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to entering the
period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan will address the
bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria associated with aging management of the
reactor vessel thermal sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the associated support
pads and attachment welds). The staff finds this to be acceptable because it is in conformance
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with the recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.12 and to the AMR items for Nickel-alloy
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and Class 1 piping components in GALL AMR Tables IV.A2 and
IV.C2 that align to this SRP-LR item.

LRA Table 3.3.2-27, Item 5k, credits the Water Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time
Inspection Program for managing cracking for nickel alloy piping component exposed to borated
water with T > 1401F. LRA claims consistency with the GALL Report IV.C2-13, which rolls up to
GALL Table 1, line-item 31. LRA uses a standard Note E, which means Consistent with GALL
Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is
credited. However, GALL Report Item IV.C2-13 recommends using Chapter XI.M1, "ASME
Section Xl Inservice Inspection, Subsections IWB, IWC, and IWD" for Class 1 components, and
Chapter XI.M2, "Water Chemistry" for PWR primary water and comply with applicable NRC
Orders and provide a commitment in the UFSAR supplement to implement applicable (1)
Bulletins and Generic Letters and (2) staff-accepted industry guidelines. During the audit and
review, the staff asked the applicant to provide technical justification for using Water Chemistry
Control Program and One-Time Inspection Program in lieu of the GALL Report recommended
programs.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
this response, the applicant stated that the above nickel alloy piping components are part of the
sample coolers of the NSSS sampling system and have attached Alloy 600 tubes for sampling
connections. The coolers are in the non-nuclear safety portion of the system and are not within
the scope of the ISI program. Therefore, the applicant credited the combination of its Water
Chemistry Control and a One-Time Inspection to manage cracking due to SCC in these nickel
alloy components in lieu of the combination of the Inservice Inspection Program and the Water
Chemistry Control Program. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.4, and the staffs evaluation of the One-Time
Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

The staff verified that these Nickel-alloy sampling system components are not reactor coolant
pressure boundary (RCPB) components and therefore, that these components are not within
the scope of the commitment criteria that the staff recommends in Table IV.C2 of the GALL
Report, Volume 2 for management of cracking/PWSCC in Nickel-alloy piping components and
elements in the RCPB. Based on this review, the staff finds that it is acceptable to credit the
water Chemistry Control Program to mitigate cracking due to PWSCC in these non-safety
related nickel alloy sampling piping components and to credit the applicant's One-Time
Inspection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Control Program to
manage cracking in these components during the period of extended operation. On the basis of
these reviews, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.13 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.13,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.14 Wall Thinning Due to Flow-Accelerated Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.14 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.14.
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LRA Section 3.1.2.2.14 addresses wall thinning described in Information Notice 91-19 issued to
inform licensees of wall thinning due to flow-accelerated corrosion in Combustion Engineering-
designed SG feedwater inlet rings and supports. VEGP is a Westinghouse-design plant with
Model F SGs so IN 91-12 issues do not apply directly; however, the Steam Generator Upper
Internals Program will manage possible wall thinning of the SG feedwater distribution assembly
and its supports.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.14 states that wall thinning due to flow-accelerated corrosion may
occur in steel feedwater inlet rings and supports. The GALL Report references IN 91-19, Steam
Generator Feedwater Distribution Piping Damage," for evidence of flow-accelerated corrosion in
steam generators and recommends that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated because existing
programs may not be capable of mitigating or detecting wall thinning due to flow-accelerated
corrosion.

LRA Table 3.1.2-5, items 7b, 11 b, and 12b, credit Steam Generator Program for Upper internals
for managing loss of material due flow accelerated corrosion (FAC) for feedwater distribution
assembly piping, fittings, and supports, and steam generator primary and secondary moisture
separators fabricated of carbon steel and exposed to treated water/steam. LRA claims
consistency with the GALL Report Item IV.D1-26, which rolls up to GALL Table 1 Item 3.1.1-32.
GALL Report Item IV.D1-26 and Table 1 Item 3.1.1-32 identify wall thinning due to FAC for this
component, material and environment combination, and recommends a plant specific program
to be evaluated with reference to NRC IN 91-19, "Steam Generator Feedwater Distribution
Piping Damage." During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain how LRA
aging effect is consistent with the GALL Report for this component, material, and environment
and discuss the basis for crediting Steam Generator Program for Upper internals.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
this response the applicant stated that the steam generators (SGs) at VEGP are Westinghouse
Model F SGs and that these SGs are of a different design than those addressed in IN 91-19 and
do not distribute both feedwater and auxiliary feedwater flow via a common nozzle. Instead, the
applicant stated that the Model F SGs includes separate nozzles for normal feedwater and
auxiliary feedwater distribution and that operating experience to date has not shown that Model
F feedwater distribution assemblies are susceptible to the thermal loadings for the Combustion
Engineering SG designs addressed in IN 91-19. The applicant stated that SNC conservatively
postulates FAC degradation mechanism for the feedwater ring assembly and moisture
separators and credited its Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals to manage loss of
material due to FAC in these components.

The applicant also stated that it has performed an assessment based upon SG design, potential
degradation mechanisms, and related VEGP and industry operating experience to establish
inspection requirements for secondary side internals components and determined that these
activities are adequate to detect FAC of carbon steel steam generator internals components
prior to a loss of intended function. The staff verified that the Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals includes acceptable criteria to manage loss of materials mechanisms in these
components. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Steam Generator Program for Upper
Internals is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.8. On the basis of this review, the staff finds
that the applicant's use of the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals is adequate to
manage FAC for carbon steel secondary side components of the VEGP steam generator in
borated water environment.
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Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.14 criteria.

For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.14, the staff concludes that the LRA is
consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.2.15 Changes in Dimensions Due to Void Swelling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.15 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.15.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.15 addresses changes in dimension due to void swelling that may occur in
stainless steel and nickel alloy PWR reactor internal components exposed to reactor coolant as
an AERM that VEGP will manage, consistent with the SRP-LR, by (1) participating in industry
programs for investigating and managing aging effects on reactor internals, (2) evaluating and
implementing the results of the industry programs applicable to the reactor internals, and (3)
submitting an inspection plan for reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval not less
than 24 months before the period of extended operation. This commitment is included in the
description of the Reactor Vessel Internals Program and in the UFSAR Supplement description
of the program.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.15 states that changes in dimensions due to void swelling may occur in
stainless steel and nickel alloy PWR internal components exposed to reactor coolant. The GALL
Report recommends no further AMR if the applicant commits in the UFSAR supplement (1) to
participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on reactor
internals, (2) to evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs as applicable to the
reactor internals, and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less than 24 months
before entering the period of extended operation, to submit an inspection plan for reactor
internals to the staff for review and approval.

LRA Table 3.1.2-2 credits the Reactor Vessel Internals Programs for managing change in
dimension aging effect for the rector vessel internal components that are fabricated from
stainless steel and exposed to borated water. During the audit and review, the staff confirmed
that, in Commitment No. 20 of Enclosure 2 to the applicant's letter dated August 11, 2008, the
applicant commits to implementing its Reactor Vessel Internals Program, as described in LRA
Section A.2.24 and Section B.3.24, based on the following commitments: (1) SNC will
participate in the industry program for investigating and managing of aging effects on reactor
internals. This is an ongoing commitment. (2) SNC will evaluate and implement the results of
the industry programs, such as the Electric Power Research Institute Material Reliability
Program, applicable to the VEGP reactor internals. This commitment will be fully implemented
prior to the period of extended operation. (3) SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP
reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months before entering
the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.The staff finds this to be acceptable
because it is in conformance with the recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.15 and to
the AMR items in GALL AMR Table IV.B2 that align to this SRP-LR item.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.15 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.15,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
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function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.2.2,16 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and Primary Water Stress Corrosion
Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.16 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.1.2.2.16:

(1) LRA Section 3.1.2.2.16 addresses cracking of the reactor pressure vessel control rod
drive mechanism pressure housings due to SCC, stating that the VEGP control rod drive
mechanism pressure housings (control rod drive mechanism adapter, latch housing, and
rod travel housing) are stainless steel requiring no evaluation of commitments to nickel
alloy management. The Water Chemistry Control Program and the Inservice Inspection
Program manage SCC in the control rod drive mechanism adapters, latch housings, and
rod travel housings. The stainless steel conoseal assembly housings and core exit
thermocouple nozzle assemblies also are aligned to this item. The Water Chemistry
Control Program and the Inservice Inspection Program also manage SCC in these
pressure housings. Finally, the reactor vessel thermal sleeves are aligned to this item as
a substitute with SCC managed in these sleeves by only the Water Chemistry Control
Program. The SRP-LR aligns once-though SG components (LRA Table 3.1.1 Item 34) to
this summary item. VEGP has Westinghouse Model F-design recirculating SGs;
therefore, once-through SG items are not applicable.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.16 states that cracking due to SCC may occur on the primary
coolant side of PWR steel steam generator lower heads, tubesheets, and tube-to-tube
sheet welds made or clad with stainless steel. Cracking due to PWSCC may occur on
the primary coolant side of PWR steel steam generator lower heads, tubesheets, and
tube-to-tube sheet welds made or clad with nickel alloy. The GALL Report recommends
ASME Code Section Xl ISI and control of water chemistry to manage this aging effect
and recommends no further AMR for PWSCC of nickel alloy if the applicant complies
with applicable NRC orders and commits in the UFSAR supplement to implement
applicable (1) bulletins and generic letters, and (2) staff-accepted industry guidelines.

In the discussion section of LRA Table 3.1.1, Item 35, the applicant stated that the VEGP steam
generators (SGs) are Westinghouse Model F recirculating SGs and not once-through SGs. In
addition, the staff verified that, consistent with the information in LRA Table 3.1.2-5, the VEGP
SG lower heads, tubesheets, and tube-to tube-sheet welds are made of alloy steel materials
without the presence of internal stainless steel or Nickel-alloy cladding.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the recommendations on cracking due PWSCC in
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.16, Item (1) and in GALL AMR IV.D2-4 are not applicable to the VEGP
LRA because the VEGP SGs are of a recirculating SG design and because the design of the
alloy steel lower heads, tubesheets, and tube-to tube-sheet welds in the SGs does not include
internal stainless steel or Nickel-alloy cladding.

During the audit, the staff verified that LRA Table 3.1.2-1 does include applicable AMRs on
management of cracking due to PWSCC in the stainless steel CRDM, housing adapters, latch
housings and travel housings, and in the stainless steel conoseal assemblies (VEGP Unit 1)
and core exit thermocouple assemblies (VEGP Unit 2), and that in these AMRs, the applicant
credits its Water Chemistry Control Program and the Inservice Inspection Program to manage
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cracking due to PWSCC of the components. The staff finds this to be acceptable because it is in
conformance with the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.16, Item (1) and in
GALL AMR IV.A2-1 1.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant does include an additional AMR
item on cracking due to SCC (LRA Table 3.1.2-1 AMR Item 26a) in the stainless steel vessel
head thermal sleeves under exposure to borated water that has been aligned to GALL AMR
IV.A2-1 1 and in this AMR the applicant credited the Water Chemistry Control Program alone to
manage cracking due to SCC. in the reactor vessel head thermal sleeves. During the audit, the
staff asked the applicant to justify why the Water Chemistry Program alone is sufficient to
manage cracking due to SCC in these thermal sleeves without crediting the Inservice Inspection
Program.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its
response, the applicant stated that the thermal sleeve assemblies are shop fabricated and heat
treated and that, as such, there are no full penetration field welds associated with this assembly.
The applicant also stated that the component materials were tested for corrosion susceptibility
at the fabrication shop and that the thermal sleeves are not subject to high tensile stresses,
since one end of the thermal sleeve hangs freely into the vessel upper head area, with no
restraint. The applicant further stated that, even if cracking is initiated in a region of higher
stress, the material is not loaded in such a way as to maintain stress loads and any postulated
cracks would be expected to arrest once entering an area of lower stress. The applicant stated
that the reducing nature of the primary water chemistry environment has been shown to be
generally effective in mitigating stress corrosion cracking and VEGP has no history of stress
corrosion cracking at this location.

The staff noted that the thermal sleeves in question are not reactor coolant pressure boundary
components and are only required to maintain physical integrity to prevent a detrimental impact
on safety related components. Three factors need to be present to initiate stress corrosion
cracking: (1) high stress field, (2) susceptible material, and (3) corrosive environment. Two of
these factors are present for the design of these thermals sleeves: (1) susceptible material (i.e.,
stainless steel) and (2) corrosive environment (i.e., borated water). However, these thermal
sleeves are not loaded to the extent that the CRDM housing and conoseal assemblies are
because the thermal sleeves are free hanging and thus are free from restraint on their lower
ends,

Based on this review, the staff finds the applicant's response acceptable and that it is valid to
credit the Water Chemistry Program alone for these thermal sleeves because the CRDM
thermal sleeves are not RCPB components and because the applicant has provided an
acceptable basis to establish that the stress loads on these sleeves will not be high enough to
stress corrosion cracking of the components.

(2) LRA Section 3.1.2.2.16 addresses cracking due to SCC of the pressurizer spray heads
as an aging effect not applicable because VEGP pressurizer spray heads are not within
the scope of license renewal. LRA Table 3.1.1, line-item 3.1.1-36 states that "This item
is not applicable to VEGP. The VEGP Pressurizer Spray Heads do not perform any
license renewal intended function. Also see Section 3.1.2.2.16(2)."

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.16 states that cracking due to SCC may occur on stainless steel
pressurizer spray heads. Cracking due to PWSCC may occur on nickel-alloy pressurizer
spray heads. The existing program controls water chemistry to mitigate this aging effect.
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The staff verified that pressurizer spray heads are not within the scope of license renewal at
VEGP. Based on this review, the staff finds that the technical issue raised in SRP-LR Section
3.1.2.2.16, Item (2) is not applicable to the scope of the VEGP LRA.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the recommended criteria in
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.16, Item (2) are not applicable to the scope of the VEGP LRA.

3.1.2.2.17 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking, Primary Water Stress Corrosion

Cracking, and Irradiation-Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.1.2.2.17 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.17.

LRA Section 3.1.2.2.17 addresses cracking due to SCC, PWSCC, and IASCC that may occur in
stainless steel and nickel alloy PWR reactor internal components exposed to reactor coolant as
AERMs that VEGP will manage, consistent with the SRP-LR, with the Water Chemistry Control
Program and by (1) participating in industry programs for investigating and managing aging
effects on reactor internals, (2) evaluating and implementing the results of the industry programs
applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) submitting an inspection plan for reactor internals to
the NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months before the period of extended
operation. This commitment is included in the description of the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program and in the UFSAR Supplement description of the program.

SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.17 states that cracking due to SCC, PWSCC, and IASCC may occur in
PWR stainless steel and nickel alloy reactor vessel internals components. The existing program
controls water chemistry to mitigate these aging effects; however, the existing program should
be augmented to manage these aging effects for reactor vessel internals components. The
GALL Report recommends no further AMR if the applicant commits in the UFSAR supplement
(1) to participate in the industry programs for investigating and managing aging effects on
reactor internals, (2) to evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs as
applicable to the reactor internals, and (3) upon completion of these programs, but not less than
24 months before entering the period of extended operation, to submit an inspection plan for
reactor internals to the staff for review and approval.

LRA Table 3.1.2-2 credits the Water Chemistry Control and Reactor Vessel Internals Programs
for managing cracking due to SCC for the rector vessel internal components that are fabricated
from stainless steel or nickel alloy and exposed to borated water. During the audit and review,
the staff confirmed that, in Commitment No. 20 of Enclosure 2 to the applicant's letter of August
11, 2008, the applicant stated that it will implement the Reactor Vessel Internals Program to
manage cracking due to PWSCC in the reactor vessel internal components, as described in
LRA Section A.2.24 and Section B.3.24, based on the following commitments: (1) SNC will
participate in the industry program for investigating and managing of aging effects on reactor
internals. This is an ongoing commitment. (2) SNC will evaluate and implement the results of
the industry programs, such as the Electric Power Research Institute Material Reliability
Program, applicable to the VEGP reactor internals. This commitment will be fully implemented
prior to the period of extended operation. (3) SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP
reactor internals to the NRC for review and approval not less than 24 months before entering
the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan will address the
bases, inspection methods, and acceptance criteria associated with aging management of the
reactor vessel thermal sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the associated support
pads and attachment welds). The staff finds this to be acceptable because it is in conformance
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with the recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.17 and to the AMR items in GALL AMR
Table IV.B2 that align to this SRP-LR item.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.1.2.2.17 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.1.2.2.17,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.2.2.18 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.1.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Tables 3.1.2-1 through 3.1.2-5, the staff reviewed additional details of the AMR results
for material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not addressed
in the GALL Report.

In LRA Tables 3.1.2-1 through 3.1.2-5, the applicant indicated, via notes F through J, that the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. The applicant provided further information about how it will
manage the aging effects. Specifically, note F indicates that the material for the AMR line item
component is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the environment for the
AMR line item component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note H indicates
that the aging effect for the AMR line item component, material, and environment combination is
not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging effect identified in the GALL
Report for the line item component, material, and
environment combination is not applicable. Note J indicates that neither the component nor the
material and environment combination for the line item is evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staff's evaluation is documented in the following sections.

3.1.2.3.1 Reactor Vessel - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.1.2-1

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.1.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
reactor vessel component groups.

In reviewing LRA, Table 3.1.2-1, the staff noted that the applicant credits Water Chemistry
Control Program, Inservice Inspection Program, and Nickel Alloy Management Program for non-
reactor vessel closure head (Non-RVCH) penetration locations for managing cracking due to
SCC for interior of the nickel alloy leakage monitoring tube assembly (Item 15a) in the wetted
indoor air environment. The LRA uses a standard Note F, which means that the material is not
in the GALL Report for this component. During the audit and review, the staff asked the
applicant to provide technical justification for the adequacy of these programs.
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The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its
response, the applicant stated that the nickel alloy leakage monitoring tube assembly is
connected to the reactor vessel flange and provides a path to route any reactor coolant leakage
from the vessel flange to the reactor coolant drain tank. The applicant stated that the leakage
monitoring piping is normally dry unless leakage from the vessel flange exists; thus, its internal
environment is air-indoor and wetted due to reactor coolant leakage. The applicant further
stated that, since this tubing material is nickel alloy that is exposed to reactor coolant
environment, SCC is considered an applicable aging effect for this component.

The applicant added that the VEGP Water Chemistry Control Program is an existing program
that mitigates loss of material, cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in system components
and structures through the control of detrimental chemical species and the addition of chemical
agents. The VEGP Water Chemistry Control Program currently is in conformance with Revision
5 of the EPRI PWR Primary Water Chemistry Guidelines, which recommend that the
concentration of chlorides, fluorides, sulfates, lithium, and dissolved oxygen and hydrogen are
monitored and kept below the recommended levels to mitigate SCC of austenitic stainless steel,
Alloy 600, and Alloy 690 components and include appropriate corrective actions to be taken
when primary water chemistry parameters exceed EPRI Action Levels. The applicant stated that
inspection of the leakage monitor tube is included in the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program
and a VT-2 inspection is performed at each refueling outage in accordance with the ASME
Section Xl Code as implemented by the VEGP Inservice Inspection Program. Regarding the
Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-RVCH Penetration Locations, the applicant stated
that this is a plant-specific program that will manage cracking due to PWSCC for the reactor
vessel flange leakage monitor tube. The overall goal of the Nickel Alloy Management Program
for Non-RVCH Penetration Locations is to maintain plant safety and minimize the impact of
PWSCC on plant availability through assessment, inspection, mitigation, and repair or
replacement of susceptible components. Further, the applicant stated that the inspection plan
will be submitted to the staff for review and approval not less than 24 months prior to entering
the period of extended operation for VEGP Units 1 and 2.

The staffs evaluations of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program, Inservice Inspection
Program, and Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-RVCH Penetration Locations are
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.4, 3.0.3.3.4, and 3.0.3.3.5, respectively. The staff finds the
applicant's response acceptable because the applicant conservatively treats this leakage
monitoring line as a Nickel-alloy reactor coolant pressure boundary component and because the
applicant conservatively credits its Water Chemistry Control Program, Inservice Inspection
Program, and Nickel Alloy Management Program for Non-RVCH Penetration Locations to
manage cracking due to SCC in these Nickel-alloy non pressure boundary leakage lines
(tubes). Based on this review, the staff also finds that is acceptable to credit these program for
aging management of cracking due to SCC in the Nickel-alloy leakage monitoring tubes
because the AMR proposed by the applicant credits more conservative AMPs recommended for
management of cracking/SCC in GALL AMR IV.A2-5 and are consistent with the AMPs and
commitments credited for aging management of cracking due to SCC in Class 1 Nickel-alloy
CRDM pressure housings, as described in GALL AMR IV.A2-1 1.

The staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-1, Item 15b, credits Water Chemistry Control and Inservice
Inspection Programs for managing loss of material aging effect for interior of the nickel alloy
leakage monitoring tube assembly (Item 15a) in the wetted indoor air environment. The LRA
uses a standard Note G, which means that the environment is not in the GALL Report for this
component and material. During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide
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technical justification for the adequacy of these programs to manage this aging effect (i.e., loss
of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion).

The applicant provided its response to the staff' inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its
response, the applicant stated that these leakage monitoring tubes are normally dry and
exposure to coolant only occurs in the event of a leak from the vessel inner o-ring. The Water
Chemistry Control Program controls ensure that coolant contacting the leakage monitoring tube
assembly is low in detrimental ionic species (e.g. chlorides, sulfates) and as such significant
corrosion is not promoted. The applicant further stated that the Inservice Inspection Program
includes visual examination of the flange surfaces and leak-off region for indications of
corrosion and that any indications of leakage or corrosion would result in initiation of a Condition
Report and implementation of appropriate corrective actions. The applicant also stated that to-
date, there has been no VEGP or domestic PWR experience associated with degradation of this
assembly.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the applicant conservatively credits
its Water Chemistry Control Program and Inservice Inspection Program to manage loss of
material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in the Nickel-alloy RPV flange leakage tubes and
because this is more conservative than the recommendation in GALL AMR IV.A2-14 that the
Water Chemistry Program alone is sufficient alone to manage loss of material due to pitting and
crevice corrosion in Class 1 Nickel-alloy RPV components. The staffs evaluations of the
applicant's Water Chemistry Control and Inservice Inspection Programs are documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.3.4, respectively.

In reviewing LRA Table 3.1.2-1, the staff noted that LRA identifies loss of material due to wear
as an aging effect for stainless steel vessel head thermal sleeves (Item 26c) exposed to borated
water. LRA credits Reactor Vessel Internals Program, which is based on a set of
implementation commitments, for managing this aging effect. The LRA uses a standard Note H,
which means that the aging effect is not in GALL Report for this component, material, and
environment combination. However, the GALL Report items IV.B2-26 and IV.B2-34 recommend
using ISI program for managing loss of material due to wear for Class 1 components fabricated
from stainless steel and exposed to reactor coolant. During the audit and review, the staff asked
the applicant to explain how LRA Item 26c differs from the GALL Report items IV.B2-26 and
IV.1B2-34, and why the ISI program is not used for managing loss of material due to wear as an
aging effect for stainless steel vessel head thermal sleeves exposed to borated water.

The applicant responded to the staffs inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response,
the applicant stated that SNC does not believe that alignment to GALL Report items IV.B2-26 or
IV.1B2-34 are appropriate because the loss of material due to wear is not specifically identified
as an applicable aging effect requiring management (AERM) In table IV.A2 of the GALL Report,
Volume 2, and because there is not any significant operating experience to date that identifies
loss of material due to wear as an aging issue for reactor vessel head thermal. The applicant
further stated that the nature of any postulated wear for the components in the GALL Report is a
slow developing condition and is not associated with a high-cycle flow-induced mechanism and
that the applicant's implementation of its Inservice Inspection Program did not identify any
indication of wear in these thermal sleeves. The applicant stated that based on these
determinations, SNC considers this issue to be an emerging current term issue and that the
applicant's implementation of its Reactor Vessel Internals Program will be sufficient to address
any wear-induced loss of material issues in the vessel head thermal sleeves during the period
of extended operation. The staff finds this to be an acceptable aging management approach for
postulated wear in the thermal sleeves because the applicant has included these components in
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its Reactor Vessel Internal Program and because the program includes Commitment No. 20 on
the LRA, which was provided in the applicant's letter of August 11, 2008. This commitment
includes the following commitment provisions:

(1) SNC will participate in the industry program for investigating and managing of aging
effects on reactor internals. This is an ongoing commitment.

(2) SNC will evaluate and implement the results of the industry programs, such as the Electric
Power Research Institute Material Reliability Program, applicable to the VEGP reactor
internals. This commitment will be fully implemented prior to the period of extended
operation.

(3) SNC will submit an inspection plan for the VEGP reactor internals to the NRC for review
and approval not less than 24 months before entering the period of extended operation for
VEGP Units 1 and 2. This inspection plan will address the bases, inspection methods, and
acceptance criteria associated with aging management of the reactor vessel thermal
sleeves and the core support lugs (along with the associated support pads and attachment
welds).

Based on the applicant's response, the staff concludes that loss of material due to wear for the
reactor vessel head thermal sleeve will be adequately managed by the Reactor Vessel Internals
Program. The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Reactor Vessel Internals Programs is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.7.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.2.3.2 Reactor Vessel Internals - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.1.2-2

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.1.2-2, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
reactor vessel internals component groups.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-2, Item 9d, addresses
stainless steel flux thimble tubes in "Air - Indoor (Interior)" environment. LRA uses a standard
Note G, which means the environment is not in GALL Report for this component and material.
The LRA does not identify an aging effect for this component, material and environment.
Therefore, per the applicant, no aging management program is required. During the audit, the
staff asked the applicant to explain why this environment is not considered as a "wetted"
environment and to provide technical bases for identifying no aging effect for the associated
line-item

The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
this response, the applicant stated that the flux thimble tubes are movable tubes that are
inserted into the fixed flux thimble guide tubes from the seal table, through the flux thimble guide
tubes, and into the instrumentation tubes of the fuel assemblies at the applicable core locations.
The applicant stated that the external surfaces of the flux thimble tubes are exposed to borated
water and the internal surfaces of the flux thimble tubes are dry, and that as such, this
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environment is not considered to be "wetted" because there is no source of water that could
accumulate in the flux thimble tubes. The applicant added that the fact that the flux thimble
tubes have an internal indoor environment instead of the external indoor air environment has no
affect on the conclusion regarding aging effects for this material and environment combination.
In addition, the applicant stated that two decades of operating experience at PWRs throughout
the industry confirm that the only significant aging effect for flux thimble tubes is wear of the
external surfaces, which is addressed in LRA Table 3.1.2-2, Item 9c. During the audit, the staff
found that the applicant's determination that there are not any aging effects for the stainless
steel flux thimble tube surfaces that are exposed internally to an indoor air environment is
acceptable because the determination is based on extensive operating experience and because
this determination is consistent with GALL AMR IV.E-2.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10. CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.2.3.3 Reactor Coolant System and Connected Lines - Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.1.2-3

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.1.2-3, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
RCS and connected lines component groups.

In reviewing LRA Table 3.1.2-3, the staff noted that the applicant identified no aging effects for
the stainless steel capillary tubing for reactor vessel level indicator switch (RVLIS) transmitters
that are exposed to a silicone fluid environment. A standard Note G is used for this AMR line,
which indicates that the environment is not in the GALL Report for this component and material.
The staff concludes that silicone fluid is nearly chemically inert and has no adverse effects on
stainless steel materials in contact with it. On this basis, the staff finds that stainless steel in a
silicone fluid environment exhibits no aging effect, and the component or structure will remain
capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation.

The staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-3, Item 5a, identifies cracking due to SCC as an aging
effect for the carbon steel reactor coolant pump (RCP) motor oil cooler channel heads exposed
to close-cycle cooling water and credits the Auxiliary Component Cooling Water (ACCW)
System Carbon Steel Components Program, which is a new plant specific program, for
managing this aging effect. The staff also noted that the applicant added this combination of
component, material, environment, and aging effect to the scope of this program, since this
combination is not included in the GALL Report.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide technical justification for the
adequacy of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The applicant responded to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response,
the applicant stated that the RCP lower lube oil coolers are exposed to auxiliary closed cooling
water on their tube sides and lube oil on their shell sides. The applicant also stated that the
VEGP-specific operating experience indicates that nitrite-induced SCC has been an issue of
concern only for the RCP motor oil cooler channel heads at VEGP Unit 2. However, the
applicant qualified this by clarifying that, as a conservative measure, nitrite-induced SCC is
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identified as an applicable aging effect requiring management (AERM) for the RCP motor oil
cooler channel heads at both VEGP Unit 1 and VEGP Unit 2.The applicant stated that the
ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is credited to manage SCC in these
components and that the AMP is a new plant-specific program that specifically manages
cracking of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water and that the
AMP accomplishes this through a combination of leakage detection monitoring, routine
walkdown, and periodic visual examination techniques.

The staff verified that the applicant's ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is
developed and implemented to detect cracking that may occur in carbon steel auxiliary
component cooling water system components that are exposed to closed cycle cooling water.
The staffs evaluation of the applicant's ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that the
applicant's crediting of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program will provide
assurance that cracking of ACCW System carbon steel components due to nitrite induced SCC
will be adequately managed such that the components included within the scope of this
program will continue to perform their intended function during the period of extended operation
and that the applicant's response to the staffs inquiry is acceptable because the program has
been developed specifically to detect cracking that may occur in the ACCW system, including
cracking due to nitrite-induced SCC, and the applicant will continue to implement this AMP
during the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.2.3.4 Pressurizer - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.1.2-4

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.1.2-4, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
pressurizer component groups.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-4, Item 14a, identifies cracking
due to SCC as an aging effect for stainless steel for pressurizer surge nozzle and spray nozzle
thermal sleeves that are exposed to borated water and that the applicant credits its Water
Chemistry Control Program to manage this aging effect. The LRA uses a standard Note J,
which means neither the component nor the material and environment combination is evaluated
in GALL Report. However, GALL AMR IV.C2-19 recommends that the Water Chemistry and ISI
Programs be credited to manage cracking due to SCC in stainless steel pressurizer
components that are exposed to reactor coolant. During the audit and review, the staff asked
the applicant to explain why LRA Item 14a is not aligned with the GALL Report Item IV.C2-19,
and to explain how the effectiveness of Water Chemistry Control Program is verified to ensure
that cracking due to SCC is prevented or mitigated in the pressurizer surge nozzle and spray
nozzle thermal sleeves. The staff also asked the applicant to provide justification for not
crediting the Inservice Inspection Program to manage cracking due to SCC in these thermal
sleeves.

The applicant responded to the staffs inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response,
the applicant stated that the pressurizer stainless steel thermal sleeve components do not serve
a pressure retaining function, but rather function as a thermal barrier to protect the structural
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alloy steel nozzle components from thermal cycling and associated fatigue damage. The
applicant explained that these thermal sleeves were rolled into place and then welded to the
surge and spray nozzle safe ends using an Alloy 82 dissimilar metal weld. The applicant stated
that the other ends of the thermal sleeves are not fixed and are free to expand or contract. The
applicant stated that the Water Chemistry Control Program minimizes oxygen and halide
concentrations in the reactor coolant system and hydrogen overpressure ensures the presence
of low electrochemical corrosion potentials and that under these conditions, SCC has not been
a concern for the VEGP stainless steel components.

The applicant also stated that cracking in the weld or roll area is not likely to result in movement
of the thermal sleeves since they are tightly fit into the nozzle bore and the rolling process
results in improved resistance to IGSCC by placing the sleeve in a compressed state.

The staff has verified that the dissimilar metal welds associated with these thermal sleeves are
addressed in AMR Item 6 of LRA Table 3.1.2-4 and are not aligned with the AMRs for the
thermal sleeves in LRA Table 3.1.2-4. The staff has evaluated the AMRs that are credited to
manage cracking due to SCC in the thermal sleeve dissimilar metal welds in SER Section
3.1.2.2.13.

Based on this review, the staff finds the applicant's response to be acceptable because: (1) the
rolling process creates a compressive stress field for the regions of the thermal sleeves that are
rolled into position such that any growth of a postulated flaw would be mitigated, and (2) the
applicant has addressed cracking due to SCC of the thermal sleeve dissimilar metal welds in
AMR Item 6 of LRA Table 3.1.2-4.

.The staffs evaluation of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program is documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.1.4. On the basis of this review, the staff finds that the Water Chemistry
Control Program and continued monitoring of industry operating experience will be adequate to
manage cracking due to SCC for free standing regions of the pressurizer surge nozzle and
spray nozzle thermal sleeves during the period of extended operation. The staff evaluated aging
management programs credited to manage cracking due to SCC in the pressure spray nozzle
and surge nozzle thermal sleeve dissimilar metal welds in SER Section 3.1.2.2.13.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report.

The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.1.2.3.5 Steam Generators - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.1.2-5

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.1.2-5, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
steam generators component groups.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-3, items 2c, 8d, 20b, 24b, 25b,
31 b, and 32b, address external surfaces of alloy steel steam generator components in external
indoor air environments with temperatures in excess of 212 OF (T> 212 OF). LRA uses a
standard Note G and a plant special Note 106. LRA Note G means that environment for these
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AMRs is not addressed in the GALL Report for this component and material. LRA Note 106
states that "Revision 1 of NUREG-1801[GALL Report] Vol. 2 does not include an external
surfaces environment with operating temperatures exceeding 212 OF. External surfaces
operating at temperatures above this threshold drive off moisture and preclude corrosion of the
component external surfaces. Additionally, borated water leakage is not a concern for this
location."

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain how external surfaces of
these components remain above 212'F at all times (during reactor operation and shutdown)
and to provide technical bases for identifying no aging effect for the associated line-items.

The applicant responded to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In this
response, the applicant stated that VEGP normally operates at full power with the external
steam generators surface temperature in excess of 212 OF (i.e.,
T > 212 IF) during the 18 month operating cycle. The applicant stated that during the three to
four weeks that take place during scheduled refueling outages, the external surfaces of the
steam generators are at ambient temperatures.

The applicant concluded that since the external surfaces of the steam generators are
exposed to ambient temperatures for relatively short periods of time, corrosion due to
atmospheric moisture is not expected to be significant.

Table IV. IX.D provides the following statement on air environments that can lead to
condensation or moisture on component surfaces:

The environment to which the internal or external surface of the component or structure
is exposed. Condensation on the surfaces of systems with temperatures below the dew
point is considered raw water, due to potential for surface contamination. For the
purposes of GALL'05, under certain circumstances, the GALL'01 terms "moist air" or
"warm moist air' are enveloped by condensation to describe an environment where
there is enough moisture for corrosion to occur.

The GALL environment discussed above indicates that the presence of both moisture and cool
or warm environmental conditions are necessary for condensation or moisture to occur on
component surfaces. A surface environment above 212 OF is hot enough to preclude
condensation that might induce corrosive type aging effects (loss of material due to general,
pitting or crevice corrosion or stress corrosion induced cracking). Based on this review, the staff
finds the applicant's response to be acceptable because the external alloy steel SG component
surfaces are not exposed to uncontrolled ambient air conditions for any prolonged period of time
and because, during power operations, the high temperature air environment (i.e., T > 212 IF)
for the alloy steel components will preclude condensation or moisture from occurring on the
component surfaces. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has described
an acceptable basis for concluding that there are not any aging effects for the alloy steel SG
components that are exposed to an external indoor air environment with temperatures above
212 OF.

The applicant also stated that loss of materials due to borated water leakage is the other loss of
material aging effect that could potentially require aging management for the external surfaces
of steel steam generator (SG) components. The staff verified that LRA Table 3.1.2-5 does
include AMR items to manage loss of material due to boric acid corrosion in steel (i.e., carbon
steel or alloy steel) SG components that have the potential to be exposed to boric acid leakage
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of the primary coolant or other borated water sources and that these AMRs have been aligned
to and are consistent with the staffs recommendations in AMR Item 58 in Table 1 of the GALL
Report, Volume 1, and in GALL AMR IV.D1-3. Based on this review, the staff has verified that
the applicant has provided an acceptable basis to manage loss of material in steel SG
components that have the potential to be exposed to leakage from borated water sources. The
staff has evaluated these AMRs in SER Section 3.1.2.1.

The staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-5 credits the Fatigue Monitoring Program and Inservice
Inspection Program for managing cracking due to cyclic loading as an aging effect for alloy steel
auxiliary feedwater nozzle and feedwater inlet nozzle exposed to treated water/ steam. LRA
uses a standard Note H, which means that the aging effect is not in the GALL Report for this
component, material, and environment combination. During the audit and review, the staff asked
the applicant to clarify whether the aging effect "cracking due to cyclic loading" already
postulates the initiation of a fatigue-induced crack in these piping components and to justify how
the Fatigue Monitoring Program manages cracking due to cyclic loading in these components,
when the program does not inspect for existing or postulated fatigue-initiated cracks, but rather
relies on cycle monitoring to assure that the TLAAs on thermal fatigue will remain valid for the
period of extended operation. The staff also asked the applicant to discuss the inspection
methods or techniques and frequency of these inspections that are being used to detect,
monitor/trend cracking due cyclic loading.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that SNC will amend LRA Table 3.1.2-5, to align AMR items
2a and 8a to AMR Item 10 in Table 1 of the GALL Report, Volume 1 and to GALL AMR IV.D1-8.
The applicant also confirmed that SNC does not postulate the pre-existence of a fatigue-
induced crack and VEGP has no components with an aging effect requiring management of
"Cracking - cyclic loading. The applicant stated that the SNC interpretation of "cracking due to
cyclic loading" was different than the staff's and it now understands the staff s intended use of
the term "cracking due to cyclic loading" in GALL. As a result, the applicant stated that SNC will
amend the aging effect in those AMRs in the LRA that refer to the term "Cracking - cyclic
loading" to the aging effect term "Cracking - Thermal Fatigue," the AMP credited in these AMRs
to only the Fatigue Monitoring Program. The applicant stated that the program monitors the
CUF of those components that require aging management to prevent cracking due to
cumulative fatigue damage, component inspections are not performed by the Fatigue Monitoring
Program.

The staff issued its question to ensure that the AMRs in the LRA corresponding to the GALL
AMRs on cumulative fatigue damage were differentiated from those AMRs in the LRA that
pertain to components with already known or postulated thermal fatigue-induced cracks. The
staff verified that the applicant made the applicable amendment of the LRA in a letter dated
March 20, 2008. The staff also verified that the applicant's Fatigue Monitoring Program is the
applicable program that is credited to manage "cracking due to thermal fatigue" in these SG
components. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an
acceptable AMR basis for managing cracking due to thermal fatigue in the SG components. The
staff's evaluation of the applicant's Fatigue Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.2.19. On the basis of this review, the staff finds the applicant's response to the staff's
question on these AMRs on thermal fatigue to be acceptable.

The staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-5, items 3b and 27d, credit Water Chemistry Control
Program for managing loss of material as an aging effect for nickel alloy auxiliary feedwater
nozzle thermal sleeve and SG tube plugs exposed to treated water or steam. During the audit
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and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide technical justification for the adequacy of
this program for managing loss of material as an aging effect for these components and to
explain how effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Control Program for managing loss of
material of auxiliary feedwater nozzle thermal sleeve and tube plugs is verified.

The applicant provided it response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its
response, the applicant stated that the VEGP Water Chemistry Control Program has been
shown to be adequate to prevent significant localized corrosion for the auxiliary feedwater
thermal sleeve and tube plugs, which are fabricated from thermally treated Alloy 600. The
applicant stated that the VEGP Water Chemistry Control Program is implemented consistent
with the EPRI water chemistry guidelines for PWR primary and secondary water chemistry and
that the program is consistent with the staff's guidelines in GALL AMP XI.M2. The applicant
stated that, at VEGP, the Water Chemistry Control Program implements action levels to limit
chemistry excursions and that significant chemistry excursions result in the initiation of a
condition report to document the off-normal chemistry conditions, evaluate the consequences,
and implement appropriate corrective actions. The applicant further explained that consistent
with the VEGP position, an extensive degradation study sponsored by the NRC in NUREG/CR-
6923 determined that loss of material due to corrosion is not a significant concern for nickel
alloy materials exposed to primary or secondary water environments.

During the audit and review, the staff reviewed the applicant's license renewal Program basis
document for the steam generators component groups and other supporting documents. Also,
the staff's evaluation of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.1.4. The staff concludes that the applicant adequately demonstrated that,
consistent with the industry guideline, loss of material due to localized corrosion for the nickel
alloy auxiliary feedwater thermal sleeve and tube plugs is insignificant. Also, any excursion in
the water chemistry that may initiate degradation will be identified via implementation of the
Water Chemistry Control Program corrective actions. On the basis of these reviews, the staff
finds the applicant response acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.1.2-5 credits Water Chemistry
Control Program and Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program for managing loss of material
aging effect for nickel alloy steam generator anti-vibration bars (1 b) and stainless steel tube
support plates and flow distribution baffles (28b) exposed to treated water/steam. Similarly, LRA
Table 3.1.2-5 credits Water Chemistry Control Program and Steam Generator Program for
Upper Internals for managing loss of material aging effect for the nickel alloy feedwater inlet
nozzle thermal sleeve (9b) and J-tubes (10b) exposed to treated water/ steam. During the audit
and review, the staff asked the applicant to provide bases for identifying this aging effect and
using Water Chemistry Control Program and Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program or
Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals for the associated AMR line-items.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's inquiry in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its
response, the applicant stated that loss of material due to general corrosion is typically only
associated with carbon steels which do not develop tightly adherent oxidation layers in the SG
coolant or borated water leakage environments. The applicant stated however, that stainless
steels and nickel base alloys are protected by passive oxidation layers and that SNC has
conservatively included loss of material as an aging effect for nickel alloy and stainless internal
components exposed to treated water/steam.

In regard to the AMPs that the applicant has credited to manage corrosion-based loss of
material effects in the nickel alloy steam generator anti-vibration bars (1 b) and stainless steel
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tube support plates and flow distribution baffles, the applicant stated that the VEGP Water
Chemistry Control Program is an existing program that prevents or mitigates loss of material,
cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in system components and structures through the
control of detrimental chemical such as chlorides, fluorides, dissolved oxygen, and sulfate
concentrations and the addition of chemical agents. The applicant stated that the EPRI Primary
Water Chemistry Guidelines and Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines form the basis for the
program.

In the applicant's response letter of February 8, 2008, the applicant also stated that the VEGP
Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program is credited to provide reasonable assurance that the
steam generator tubes will perform their intended safety function(s) during the period of
extended operation. The applicant stated that monitoring of secondary side components, such
as the tube supports, is conducted as part of the Steam Generator Secondary-Side Integrity
Plan and that prior to each steam generator tubing inspection, a degradation assessment (DA)
is performed to determine and document inspection plans for degradation mechanisms that
could potentially occur. The applicant stated that the degradation assessment establishes the
inspection scope and NDE techniques for the inspections to be performed and the tube
structural limits and flaw growth rates for any flaw evaluations that need to be performed for flaw
indications that are detected during the inspection process.

During the audit and review, the applicant presented to the staff recent performance results from
the VEGP steam generator programs that show the programs have been effective in finding and
correcting degradation attributable to aging effects requiring management. As a result, the staff
verified that the applicant's implementation of the Water Chemistry Control Program, the Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program, and the Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals
programs has been effective in managing loss of material in the Nickel-alloy steam generator
anti-vibration bars, and the stainless steel tube support plates and flow distribution baffles that
are exposed to treated water or steam. Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant
has provided an acceptable basis for crediting the Water Chemistry Control Program and either
the Steam Generator Tubing Integrity Program or Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals
for the associated AMR line-items that are provided in the LRA to manage loss of material in
these steam generator components and therefore, finds the applicant's response to be
acceptable. The staff's evaluations of the applicant's Water Chemistry Control Program, Steam
Generator Tubing Integrity Program, and Steam Generator Program for Upper Internals are
documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4, 3.0.3.2.16, and 3.0.3.3.8, respectively.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.1.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the reactor vessel, reactor vessel internals, and RCS components within
the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.2 Aging Management of Engineered Safety Features System

This section of the SER documents the staff's review of the applicant's AMR results for the
engineered safety features (ESF) system components and component groups of:

* containment spray system
* emergency core cooling system

3.2.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.2 provides AMR results for the ESF system components and component groups.
LRA Table 3.2.1, "Summary of Aging Management Evaluations for Engineered Safety Features
in Chapter V of NUREG-1801," is a summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs with those
evaluated in the GALL Report for the ESF system components and component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.2.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the ESF system components within the
scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR, will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to ensure the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staffs audit
evaluation are documented in SER Section 3.2.2.1.

During the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which
further evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations
were consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staff's audit
evaluations are documented in SER Section 3.2.2.2.

The staff also conducted a technical review of the remaining AMRs not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging
effects have been identified and whether the aging effects listed were appropriate for the
material-environment combinations specified. The staffs evaluations are documented in SER
Section 3.2.2.3.

For SSCs which the applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging management,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to verify the
applicant's claims.
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Table 3.2-1 summarizes the staff's evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs listed in LRA Section 3.2 and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 3.2-1 Staff Evaluation for Engineered Safety Features System Components in the
GALL Report

AMP in LRA,
Component Goup : ffect AM :, GAL Further SupplAement"P0 AganMgj Ev/IVGP ' E .aluation, 7 S(GALL ReNprt Mechanis rt A n, GALL s or Staff Evaluation

HeinNome

Steel and stainless Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Consistent withý the
steel piping, piping fatigue damage accordance with GALL Report,
components, and 10 CFR 54.21(c) which
piping elements in .. recommends
emergency core further evaluation
cooling system (See SER.Section.
(3.2.1-1) 3.2.2.2i 1')..

Steel with stainless Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Notapplicable to,,-
steel cladding pump. due to cladding management applicable VEGP,, (See. SER
casing exposed to breach program is'tO be Section 3.2.2.2.2)
treated borated water evaluated.
(3.2.1-2)

Reference NRC
Information
Notice 94-63,
'Boric Acid Corrosion
of Charging Pump
Casings Caused by
Cladding Cracks"

Stainless steel Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not Notappiicable to
containment isolation due to pitting One-Time Inspection applicable VEGP (See SER
piping and and crevice Section 3.2.2.2.3)
components internal- corrosion
surfaces exposed to
treated water
(3.2.1-3)

Stainless steel Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not applicable to
piping, piping clue to pitting management applicable VEGP (See SER
components, and and crevice . program is to-be Section 3.2:2;2:3).
piping elements corrosiorn evaluated.
exposed-to soil.
(3.2:1-4)

stainless, steel and Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not Not applicable to
aluminum piping, due to pitting One-Time Inspection applicable PWRs (See SER
piping components, and crevice Section 3.2.2.2.3)
and piping elements corrosion
exposed to treated
water
(3.2.1-5)
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- ..- , - . -Fu her. • s " AMP- LRAV
Cndponlent Group rrosi Suppmeeentn
expALs eptort "OneTimehnEffct Jn GALL EvuuaReporl eespon'. aSteSE SeationA~Iemro.. Amendent ý-

Stainless steel and Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Anaiysis Consistent with the
copper alloy piping, due to pitting Analysis and Program GALL Report;
piping components, and crevice One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) which .
and piping elements corrosion recommends
exposed to One-Time further evaluation
lubiricating, oil Inspection (See SER Section
(3.2.1-6) Program 3.2.2.2.3)a

(13.3.117)

Partially encased Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not applicable to
stainless steel tanks due to pitting management applicable VEGP (See SER
with breached and crevice program is to be Section 3.2.2.2.3)
moisture barrier corrosion evaluated for pitting
exposed to raw water and crevice corrosion
(3.2.1-7) of tank bottoms

because moisture
and water can egress
under the tank due to
cracking of the
perimeter seal from
weathering.

Stainless steel Lost of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not applicable to
piping, piping due to pitting management applicable .VEGP (See SER
components, piping and crevice program is to be Section 3.2.2.2.3)
elements, and tank. corrosion evaluated.
internal surfaces
exposed to
condensation
(internal)
(3.2.1-8)

Steel, stainless steel, Reduction of Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with the
and copper'alloy he-at heat~transfer Analysis and Program .GALL Report,
exchanger tubes due to fouling One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) which
exposed to recommends
lubricating oil One-Time further evaluation
(3.2.1-9) Inspection (See SER Section

Program 3.2.2.2.4)
______________ __________(B.3.17)

Stainless steel heat Reduction of Water Chemistry and Yes Not Not applicable to
exchanger tubes heat transfer One-Time Inspection applicable VEGP (See SER
exposed -to treated due to fouling Section 3.2.2.2.4)
water.- -
(3.2.1-10)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Elastomer seals and Hardening and A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not applicable to
components in loss of strength management applicable PWRs (See SER
standby gas due to elastomer program is to be Section 3.2.2.2.5)
treatment system degradation evaluated.
exposed to air -
indoor uncontrolled
(3.2.1-11) ! ) _ _ 1 - I
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- IAMPin LRA,
Component Group . ute SupplementAging Effectl AMP in-GALL Evaluation-.''(G-ALL Report - -Mechanism '-- Report . ..- o. .- 'iný 'ALL' s o Staf Evaluation

- ~R ýAm'endme~nt_;

Stainless steel high- Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not applicable to
pressure safety due to erosion management applicable VEGP (See SER
injection (charging) program is to be Section 3.2.2.2.6)
pump miniflow orifice evaluated for erosion
exposed to treated of the orifice due to
borated water extended use of the
(3.2.1-12) centrifugal HPSI

pump for normal
charging. __"____...

Steel drywell and Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not Not appliciable-t0oX.
suppression due to general management applicable PWRs,(See:SER-ýV.
chamber spray corrosion and program is to be Section-13.2•22•-A'
system nozzle and fouling evaluated.
flow orifice internal:
surfaces exposed to - 4" T
air. - indoor
uncontrolled
(internal)
(3.2.1-13)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not Not applicable to
components-; and due to general, One-Time Inspection applicable PWRs (See-SER
piping elements pitting, and Section' 3.2.2.2.8)
exposed to treated crevice
water corrosion
(3.2.1-14)

Steel containment Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not Not-applicaobI to.
isolation piping, due to general, One-Time Inspection applicable VEGP (See SER
piping components, pitting, and Section 3.2.2.2.8)
and piping elements crevice
internal surfaces corrosion
exposed to treated
water
(3.2.1-15)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Lubricating Oil. Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with the
components, and due to general,. Analysis and Program GALL Report.
piping elements pitting, and One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) which
exposed to crevice recommends
lubricating oil corrosion One-Time further evaluation
(3.2.1-16) Inspection (See SER Section

Program 3.2.2.2.8)
(B.3:17)

Steel (with or without Loss of material Buried Piping and Yes Not Not applicable to
coating or wrapping) due to general, Tanks Surveillance applicable VEGP (See SER
piping, piping pitting, crevice, Section 3.2.2.2.9)
components, and and or
piping elements microbiologically
buried in soil -influenced Buried Piping and
(3.2.1-17) corrosion Tanks Inspection
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FrhrAMP in LRA,
Cmp•;net. .roup AgingEffectl AMP inGALL ,Evaluation Supp ement -

S(GApL:Liepor . ' : --. . . -, .. , i-soro T., Staff EialuationMechanism Report in 'GALA• enm t
Repor

Stainless steel Cracking due to BWR Stress No Not Not applicable to
piping, piping stress corrosion Corrosion Cracking applicable PWRs
components, and cracking and and Water Chemistry
piping elements intergranular
exposed to treated stress corrosion
water > 600C cracking
(> 140°F)
(3.2.1-18) _-_____ __-__-

Steel piping, piping Wall thinning Flow-Accelerated No Not Not appilcabe to-
components, and due to flow- Corrosion applicable PWRs
piping elements accelerated
exposed to steam or corrosion
treated water(3.2.1-19) -: :__ __ __ __ __ __ __ :__ __ _

Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Thermal Aging No Not Notapplicable to
stainless steel piping, toughness due Embrittlement of applicable PWRs.
piping components, to thermal aging CASS
and piping elements embrittlement
exposed to treated
water (borated or
unborated) > 250°C
(> 482°F)
(3.2.1-20)

High-strength steel Cracking due to Bolting Integrity No Not Not applicable to
closure bolting. cyclic loading, applicable VEGP (See SER
exposed to air with stress corrosion Section 3;2.2.1.1)
steam or water cracking
leakage
(3.2.1-21)

Steel closure bolting Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Not Not applicable to
exposed to.air With due to general applicable VEGP (See SER
steam or water corrosion Section 3.2.2.1,1)
leakage
(3.2.1-22) t

Steel bolting and Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Bolting Consistent with the
closure bolting due to general, Integrity GALL R6poi• (See
exposed to air- pitting, and Program SER Section
outdoor (external), or crevice (B.3.2) 3.2.2.1.2)
air - indoor corrosion
uncontrolled
(external)
(3.2.1-23)

Steel closure bolting Loss of preload Bolting Integrity No Bolting Consistent with the
exposed to air - due to thermal Integrity GALL Report (See
indoor uncontrolled effects, gasket Program SER Section
(external) creep, and self- (B.3.2) 3.2.2.1.3)
(3.2.1-24) loosening
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Further AMP in.LRA
Component Group Suplement-.,Aging Effect/; AMP in GALL-- Evaluation.(GALL Reoport Mechnis Rort. : i GALL s or Staff Evaluation-

ItemNO) ~,'Reprt~Amend ment

Stainless steel Cracking due to Closed-Cycle No Closed Consistent with the
piping, piping stress corrosion Cooling Water Cooling GALL Report
components, and cracking System Water
piping elements Program
exposed to closed (B.3.6)
cycle cooling water
> 600 C (> 1400F)
(3.2.1-25) __"

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not Not aplipcable to.*"
components, and due to general, Cooling Water applicable VEGP (See SER
piping elements pitting, and System Section 3.2.2.1.1)ý
exposed to closed crevice L
cycle: cooling water corrosion
(3.2.1-26) -.-. _,. _ _

Steel heat exchanger. Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Closed Consistenitwith the
components exposed' due.to general, Cooling Water Cooling GALL' Report
to closed cycle pitting, crevice, System Water
cooling water and galvanic Program
(3.2.1-27) corrosion (B.3.6)

Stainless steel Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Closed Consistent with the
piping, piping due to pitting Cooling Water Cooling GALL Report
components, piping and crevice System Water
elements, and heat corrosion Program
exchanger (B.3.6)
components exposed
to closed-cycle
cooling water
(3.2.1-28)

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not Not applicable to
piping components, due to pitting, Cooling Water applicable VEGP (See SER
piping elements, and crevice, and System Section 3.2.2.1.1)
heat exchanger galvanic
components exposed corrosion
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.2.1-29) - .

Stainless steel and Reduction of Closed-Cycle No Closed Consistent with the
copper alloy heat heat transfer Cooling Water Cooling GALL Report
exchanger tubes due to fouling System Water
exposed to0closed Program
cycle cooling water (B.3.6)
(3.2.1-30)
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nn G-'up- ....... ' ther AMP in LRA
(GALLeo Aging Effectl/, , AMP in TGALL E-alatiS•.-upplement .-

Ii, •eor G• L iStaffEvaluation;
:Mechans.-, 1 ep'ortL -. :-5 - - jsior-

External surfaces of Loss of material External Surfaces No External Consistent with the
steel components due to general Monitoring Surfaces GALL Report
including ducting, corrosion Monitoring
piping, ducting Program
closure bolting, and (B.3.8)
containment isolation
piping external
surfaces exposed to
air - indoor
uncontrolled
(external);.
condensation
(external) and air -
outdoor (external)
(3.2.1-31) ._-__ __ _ .__ __ -_ _

Steel piping and Loss of material Inspection of Internal, No One-Time Consistent with the
ducting components due to general Surfaces in Inspection GALL Rýepbrt (Seei
and -internal surfaces corrosion Miscellaneous Piping Program SER Section
exposed to air - and Ducting (8.3.17) 3.2.2.1".4) "
indoor uncontrolled Components
(Internal)
(3.2.1-32)

Stee! encapsulation Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Not Not applicable to
components exposed due to general, Surfaces in applicable VEGP (See SER
to air - indoor pitting, and Miscellaneous Piping Section,3.2.2•1.1)
uncontrolled crevice and Ducting
(internal) corrosion Components
(3.2.1-33)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Not Not applicable to
components, and due to general, Surfaces in applicable VEGP (See SER
piping'elements pitting, and Miscellaneous Piping Section 3.2.2.1.1)
exposed to crevice and Ducting
condensation corrosion Components
(internal)
(3.2.1-34). i

Steel containment Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not Not applicablejto
isolation piping and due to general, Water System applicable VEGP (See SER
components-internal,• pitting, crevice, Section 3.2.2:11)
surfaces exposed to and
raw water microbiologically
(3.2.1i.35) -influenced

corrosion, and
fouling

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Consistent with the
components exposed due to general, Water System Letter 89-13 GALL Report
to raw water pitting, crevice. Program
(3.2.1-36) galvanic, and (1.3.12)

microbiologically
-influenced
corrosion, and
fouling
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components and crevice and Section 3.2.2.1.1)
piping elements microbiologically
exposed to raw water -influenced
(3.2. 1-37). corrosion

Stainless steel . Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not Not applicablleto
containment isolation due to pitting, Water System applicable VEGP (See SER.
piping and crevice, and Section 3.22.1.1)!
components internal microbiologically
surfaces exposed to r-influenced
raw(water corrosion, and

(3213)fouling , i
Stainless steel heat Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic consistenp with-toe
exchanger due to pitting, Water System Letter 89-13 GALL Report (See
componends exposed crevice, and Program SER Sction....
to raw water microbiologically (B,3.12) 3221.5)
(3.2.1-39) -influenced

corrosion, and Periodic
fouling Surveillance

and
Preventive
Maintenance
Program

______________ ____ ___ (8.3.21)
Steel and stainless Reduction of m Open-Cycle Cooling No Note Notnapplicable to.
steel heat exchanger heat transfer Water System applicable VEGP (See SER

tubes• (serviced by due to fouling Section 3.2.2.1.1)
open-cycle cooling•
water) exposed to
raw water
(3.2.1-40) -influenced

Copper alloy Loss of material !Selective Leaching of :No One-Time Consistent with the> 15% Zn piping, due a to seletive Materials Inspection GALL Report
pipingcomponents f leaching Program for
piping elements, and Selectivea
heat exchanger Leachingcomponents exposed (B.P3.19)
to closed cycle
cooling Water

(3.2.1-41) ________

Gray cast iron piping, Loss of materiO, p Selective Leaching of No *Not Not applicable to
piping components, due to selective Materials applicable VEGP (See SER
piping elements b eaching g Section 3.2.2.1.1)
exposed to closed-
cycle cooling water
(3.2.1-42)
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Gray cast iron piping, Loss of material Selective Leaching of No Not Not applicable to
piping components, due to selective Materials applicable VEGP (See SER
and piping elements leaching Section 3.2.2.1.1)
exposed to soil
(3.2.1-43)

Gray cast iron motor Loss of material Selective Leaching of No Not Not applicable to
cooler exposed to- due to selective Materials applicable VEGP (See SER.•,
treated water leaching Section33,22.ý..1 ..1
(3.2.1-44)

Aluminum. copper Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consistent with the
alloy > 15% Zn, and due to Boric acid Corrosion GALLReport for
steel external corrosion Control carbon'steel and
surfaces, bolting, and Program cast. iron
piping, piping (B.3.3)
components, and
piping elements
exposed to air with
borated water
leakage
(12.1-45) ,,_Nots __0_''_

Steel encapsulation Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Not Not applicable to
components exposed due to general, Surfaces in applicable VEGP (See SER
to air with borated pitting, crevice Miscellaneous Piping Section 3.2.2.1,1)
water leakage and boric acid and Ducting
(internal) corrosion Components
(3.2,1-46)

Cast austenitic Loss of fracture Thermal Aging No Not Not applicable to
stainless steel piping, toughness due Embrittlement of applicable VEGP (See SER
piping components, to thermal aging CASS Section 3(2.2.1.1)
and piping elements embrittlement
exposed to treated
borated water
> 250'C (> 4820F)
(3.2.1-47)

Stainless; steel or Cracking.due to Water Chemistry No Water Consistent with the
stainless-steel-clad stress corrosion Chemistry GALL Report with
steel piping,, piping cracking Control an additional
components, piping Program one-time
elements 'and tanks (B.3.28) inspection not
(including safety recommended by
injection One-Time the GALL Report
tanks/accumulators) Inspection
exposed to treated Program
borated water > 60'C (B.3.17)
(> 1400F)
(3.2.1-48)
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Stainless steel Loss of material Water Chemistry No Water Consistent with the
piping, piping due to pitting Chemistry GALL Report
components, piping and crevice Control
elements, and tanks corrosion Program
exposed to treated (B.3.28)
borated water
(3.2.1-49) " " •

Aluminum piping, None None No None Consistent with the
piping components, GALL Report (See
and piping elements SER Section
exposed to air- 3.2.2.1.1)
indoor uncontrolled
(internal/external)
(3 .2 .1 -5 0 ) .. .... .....

Galvanized, steel None None No Not Not applicable to,
ducting exposed to. applicable VEGP (See SER .
air - indoor controaled Section 3.2.2.1.1):
(external)
(3.2.1ý-51)
Glass piping None None No None Consistent with the
elements exposed to GALL Report
air - indoor
uncontrolled
(external), lubricating
oil, raw water, treated
water, or treated
borated water
(3.2.1-52)

Stainless steel, None None- No None Consistent with the
copper alloy, and GALL Report
nickel alloy piping,
piping components,
and piping elements
exposed to air -
indoor uncontrblled
(external)
(3.2:1-53)

Steel. piping, piping None None No Not Not applicable to,
components,, and' applicable VEGP (See SER
piping elements Section 3.2.2.1.1)
exposed to air -
indoor controlled
(external)
(3.2.1-54)

Steel and stainless None None No None Consistent with the
steel piping, piping GALL Report
components, and
piping elements in
concrete
(3.2.1-55) _________ _____ ______ ________
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Steel, stainless steel, None None No None Consistent With the
and copper alloy GALL Report
piping, piping
components, and
piping elements
exposed to gas
(3.2.1-56) ........ :, • _ _

Stainless steel and None None No Not Not applicable to'
copper alloy applicable VEGP(See SER
< 15% Zn piping, Section 3.2.2.1.1),
pipin'g.components,
and piping elements
exposed to air with
borated water
leakage
(3.2. 1-57) _ _..... . .....

The staff's review of the ESF system component groups followed any one of several,.
approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.2.2.1, reviewed AMR results for
components that: the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and. equire no
further evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER Section 3.2.2.2; reviewed AMR
results for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and for
which further evaluation is recommended. A third approach, documented in SER
Section 3.2.2.3, reviewed -AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are not
consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL Report. The staff's review of AMPs. credited to
manage or monitor aging effects of the ESF system components is documented in. SER
Section.3.0.3.

3.2.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.2.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following programs
that manage aging effects for the ESF system components:

Bolting Integrity Program
o Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
* Closed Cooling Water Program
* External Surfaces Monitoring Program
* Generic Letter 89-13 Program
o Oil Analysis Program
o One-Time Inspection Program
o One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching
* Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
* Water Chemistry Control Program

LRA Tables 3.2.2-1 and 3.2.2-2 summarize AMRs for the ESF system components and indicate
AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report.
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For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staff's
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.

The applicant noted for each AMR line item how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with Notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
and accepted. The staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the
GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the AMR was valid for
the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1 801 identifies a plant
specific aging management program. The staff also determined whether the credited AMP
would manage the aging effect consistently with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR
was valid for the site-specific conditions.

The staff audited and reviewed the information in the LRA. The staff did not repeat its review of
the matters described in the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material
presented in the LRA was applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL
Report AMRs. The staff's evaluation follows.
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3.2.2.1.1 AMR Results Identified as Not Applicable

In LRA Table 3.2.1, items 3.2.1-02, -03, -04, -05, -07, -08, -10, -11, -12, -13, -14, -15, -17, -18,
-19, -20, -21, -22, -26, -29, -33, -34, -35, -37, -38, -40, -42, -43, -44, -46, -47, -51, and -54 are
identified as "Not Applicable" since either the component, material, and environment
combination does not exist for VEGP engineered safety features systems, or they are applicable
to BWR plants only, or the components are evaluated with their parent system in other sections.
For each of these items, the staff reviewed the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents,
and confirmed the applicant's claim that the component, material, and environment combination
does not exist for VEGP engineered safety features systems. On the basis that VEGP
engineered safety features systems do not have the component, material, and environment
combination for these Table 1 items, the staff concurs with the applicant's conclusion that these
AMRs are not applicable to VEGP engineered safety features systems.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion column of LRA Table 3.2.1, Item
3.2.1-50 indicated that this Table 3.2.1 item is not applicable to VEGP. However, AMR result
items in auxiliary systems reference this Table 3.2.1 item. The staff asked the applicant to clarify
this position. The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated
February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant acknowledged this oversight and stated that it
will amend the LRA to address the auxiliary systems AMR result items in the discussion column
of LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-50. The staff confirmed that the applicant amended the LRA in a
letter dated March 20, 2008. On the basis that the applicant has appropriately corrected an error
in the LRA, the staff finds this response acceptable.

During the audit and review, the staff also noted that the discussion column of LRA Table 3.2.1,
Item 3.2.1-57 indicated that this Table 3.2.1 item is consistent with the GALL Report. However,
there are no AMR result items that reference this Table 3.2.1 item. The staff asked the applicant
to clarify this position. The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter
dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant indicated that the AMR process
concluded that there are no aging effects for stainless steel and copper alloy (with less than
15 percent zinc) exposed to air with borated water leakage. The staff finds this result is
consistent with the GALL Report. The applicant further stated in its response that VEGP did not
list multiple lines with no aging effects for a particular component so this Table 3.2.1 was not
used as a reference in the AMR result items. The applicant will amend the LRA to indicate in the
discussion column of Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-57 that this item was not used. The staff confirmed
that the applicant amended the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008. On the basis that the
applicant has appropriately corrected an error in the LRA, the staff finds this response
acceptable.

3.2.2.1.2 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-23 states that loss of material of steel bolting and closure bolting
exposed to air environments when the component temperature is less than or equal to 212 OF is
managed by the plant-specific Bolting Integrity Program. During the audit and review, the staff
noted that the AMR result items pointing to LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.3.1-23 refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report. The applicant developed a plant-specific AMP to manage the effects of
aging on steel closure bolting. Therefore, the applicant assigned a Note E to these AMR result
items. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
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3.0.3.3.2. The Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program to manage cracking,
loss of material, and loss of preload in mechanical bolted closures. The staffs review of the
Bolting Integrity Program includes the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements
against the recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-
1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1 800, Revision 1). The VEGP Bolting Integrity
Program applies to safety-related and nonsafety-related bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are addressed by the Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud Program. Visual
inspections are conducted to detect loss of preload resulting in joint leakage and to detect
fastener degradation due to cracking or loss of material. On the basis of the periodic visual
inspections of the closure bolting to detect loss of material, the staff finds the applicant's use of
the Bolting Integrity Program acceptable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report.

3.2.2.1.3 Loss of Preload Due to Thermal Effects, Gasket Creep, and Self-Loosening

LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-24, states that loss of preload of steel closure bolting externally
exposed to an uncontrolled indoor air environment is managed by the plant-specific Bolting
Integrity Program. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the AMR result items
pointing to LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-24, refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report. The applicant developed a plant-specific AMP to manage the effects of
aging on steel closure bolting. Therefore, the applicant assigned a Note E to these AMR result
items. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program to manage cracking,
loss of material, and loss of preload in mechanical bolted closures. The staffs review of the
Bolting Integrity Program includes the staff's assessment of the AMP's program elements
against the recommended program element criteria that are provided in Branch Position RLSB-
1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision 1). The VEGP Bolting Integrity
Program applies to safety-related and nonsafety-related bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are addressed by the Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud Program. Visual
inspections are conducted to detect loss of preload resulting in joint leakage and to detect
fastener degradation due to cracking or loss of material. On the basis of the periodic visual
inspections of the closure bolting to detect loss of preload, the staff finds the applicant's use of
the Bolting Integrity Program acceptable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the
GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism
appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.2.2.1.4 Loss of Material Due to General Corrosion

LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-32, states that loss of material of steel piping and ducting
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components and internal surfaces internally exposed to an uncontrolled indoor air environment
is managed by the One-Time Inspection Program. During the audit and review, the staff noted
that the AMR result items pointing to LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-32, refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report; however, where the GALL Report recommends the Inspection of Internal
Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components Program, the applicant proposed to
use the One-Time Inspection Program. Therefore, the applicant assigned a Note E to these
AMR result items.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to justify the use of the One-Time
Inspection Program in light of the GALL Report recommendation. The applicant provided its
response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant
stated that for the indoor air environment condensation or wetting is not expected. Although,
some loss of material due to corrosion is expected, the degree of corrosion for this material and
environment is expected to be minor and to progress slowly. The staff finds that based on the
lack of condensation or wetting, the aging effect will progress slowly and the use of the One-
Time Inspection Program is adequate to confirm this expectation. On this basis, the staff finds
the applicant's response acceptable.

The staffs evaluation of the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program uses one-time inspections to confirm that
either an aging effect is not occurring, or is occurring so slowly as to not affect the component's
intended function(s) during the period of extended operation. The staff confirmed that the
inspections of internal surfaces of carbon steel and cast iron components exposed to indoor air
are included within the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program. On the basis of the use of
the one-time visual inspections to detect the loss of material, the staff finds the applicant's use
of the One-Time Inspection Program acceptable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report.

3.2.2.1.5 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced Corrosion,
and Fouling

For most of the stainless steel heat exchanger components exposed to raw water within the
scope of license renewal, the applicant manages loss of material with its Generic Letter 89-13
Program which is consistent with the GALL Report and acceptable. However, for the shell side
of the steam generator blowdown sample baths exposed to raw water (well water); the applicant
manages the loss of material with its Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities Program. This program is not consistent with the GALL Report recommendation.
Therefore, because the component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent
with those of the corresponding line of the GALL Report, the applicant assigned a Note E to the
AMR result item.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the discussion entry in LRA Table 3.2.1, Item
3.2.1-39, did not recognize the application of the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities Program to manage the loss of material for the steam generator
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blowdown sample baths exposed to raw water. The staff asked the applicant to clarify use of
this program for this material and environment combination. The applicant provided its response
to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In its response, the applicant indicated
that the steam generator blowdown sample baths are nonsafety-related components which are
within scope for 10 CFR 54.4(a)(2). Further, because of the well water environment, the
applicant stated in its response that new preventive maintenance tasks are to be added to the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program to conduct these
inspections. In addition, the applicant stated that the frequency of these inspections will be
established based on the results of the initial inspections such that assurance will be provided
that these components will continue to perform their intended function between inspections
during the period of extended operation. On the basis of the periodic visual inspections of these
components under the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program
and the inspection frequency to be based on the initial inspection results, the staff finds this
response and the assignment of Note E to this AMR result item acceptable.

The applicant also stated in its response that it intended to amend the LRA to include
information to the discussion column of LRA Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-39, explaining its position
on managing the loss of material for the steam generator blowdown sample baths exposed to
raw water (well water). The staff confirmed that the applicant amended the LRA in a letter dated
March 20, 2008.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report.

3.2.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.2.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the ESF system components and provides information concerning how it
will manage the following aging effects:

* cumulative fatigue damage

* loss of material due to cladding breach

0 loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion

* reduction of heat transfer due to fouling

0 hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer degradation

0 local local loss of material due to erosion

* loss of material due to general corrosion and fouling

loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion

loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced
corrosion
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0 QA foraging management of nonsafety-related components

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's further evaluations
against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.The staff's review of the applicant's
further evaluation follows.

3.2.2.2.1 Cumulative Fatigue Damage

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.1 states that fatigue is a TLAA, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must
evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (c)(1). SER Section 4.3 documents the staffs
review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

3.2.2.2.2 Loss of Material Due to Cladding Breach

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.2.

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.2 addresses loss of material due to cladding breach that may occur for
PWR pump casings with stainless steel cladding subjected to borated water as an aging effect
not applicable because the centrifugal charging pumps, safety injection pumps, and RHR
pumps use solid stainless steel casings.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to cladding breach may occur in PWR
steel pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to treated borated water.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff confirmed that
the VEGP centrifugal charging pumps, safety injection pumps, and residual heat removal pumps
are fabricated from stainless steel and not from carbon steel with stainless steel cladding. On
this basis, the staff concludes that the AMR evaluation in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.2 and LRA
Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-02, do not apply to VEGP engineered safety features systems because
there are no steel pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to treated borated water
in the engineered safety features systems.

3.2.2.2.3 Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.2.2.2.3:

(1) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion on the internal surfaces of stainless steel containment isolation piping
components exposed to treated water as an AERM predicted by the VEGP AMR
methodology but AMR results for ESF systems do not use this line item. Containment
isolation piping components are evaluated with their parent systems.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur on internal surfaces of stainless steel containment isolation piping, piping
components, and piping elements exposed to treated water. The existing AMP monitors
and controls water chemistry to mitigate degradation. However, control of water
chemistry does not preclude loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion at
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locations with stagnant flow conditions; therefore, the effectiveness of water chemistry
control programs should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL
Report recommends further evaluation of programs to verify the effectiveness of water
chemistry control programs. A one-time inspection of selected components at
susceptible locations is an acceptable method to determine whether an aging effect is
occurring or is slowly progressing such that the component's intended functions will be
maintained during the period of extended operation.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff
confirmed that the containment isolation components are evaluated with the parent
system. On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that the AMR result items do not use
Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-03.

(2) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for
stainless steel components exposed to soil, raw water, or internal condensation as an
aging effect not applicable. The VEGP AMR methodology predicts loss of material for
stainless steel piping components exposed to a soil environment, but ESF system AMR
results do not include stainless steel piping components exposed to soil environments.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
soil.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff
confirmed that the AMR result items for ESF systems do not include stainless steel
piping components exposed to soil. On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that
Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-04, is not applicable to the ESF AMR result items.

(3) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
stainless steel or aluminum piping components as an aging effect not applicable to
VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur in BWR stainless steel and aluminum piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to treated water.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff finds
acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP, a
PWR plant.

(4) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
stainless steel and copper alloy components exposed to lubricating oil as an AERM for
which one-time inspection is recommended to verify the effectiveness of lubricating oil
controls in managing loss of material. Consistent with the GALL Report AMP with
exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program manage
such loss of material in piping components.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur in stainless steel and copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to lubricating oil. The existing program periodically samples and
analyzes lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable limits, thereby
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preserving an environment that is not conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube
oil contaminants may not always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the
effectiveness of lubricating oil control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does
not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation to verify the effectiveness of
the lubricating oil programs. A one-time inspection of selected components at
susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion does not occur
and that component intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended
operation.

The staff reviewed the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program and
determined that the aging effect of loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
stainless steel and copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to lubricating oil will be effectively managed. The Oil Analysis Program
maintains the quality of the lubricating oil within acceptable limits, thus preserving an
environment that is not conducive to deleterious aging effects. The staff also confirmed
that the One-Time Inspection Program will verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis
Program to manage loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for stainless
steel and copper alloy components exposed to lubricating oil. On the basis of its review,
the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 by
verifying the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-time inspections.

(5) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
partially-encased stainless steel tanks exposed to raw water by cracking of the perimeter
seal by weathering as an aging effect not applicable because the VEGP refueling water
storage tank has a stainless steel liner encased in concrete, not a moisture barrier
exposed to raw water.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur in partially encased stainless steel tanks exposed to raw water due to
cracking of the perimeter seal from weathering.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff
confirmed that the VEGP refueling water storage tank is encased in concrete and will not
be exposed to raw water.

On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-07, is not
applicable to the ESF AMR result items.

(6) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to crevice corrosion and pitting in
stainless steel components exposed to internal condensation as an aging effect not
applicable because the VEGP ESF systems have no stainless steel piping components
or tanks exposed to internal condensation.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components, piping elements, and tanks
exposed to internal condensation.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff
confirmed that the VEGP AMR result items do not include stainless steel piping
components or tank internal surfaces exposed to condensation.
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On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-08, is not
applicable to the ESF AMR result items.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.3 criteria where applicable. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.2.2.2.3, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that
the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.2.2.2.4 Reduction of Heat Transfer Due to Fouling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.4 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.2.2.2.4:

(1) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.4 addresses reduction of heat transfer due to fouling that may occur
in steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy heat transfer tubes exposed to lubricating oil as
an AERM for which the aging management recommended is lube oil chemistry control
and a confirmatory one-time inspection. Consistent with the GALL Report AMP with
exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program will manage
reduction of heat transfer in lubricating oil heat exchanger tubes.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.4 states that reduction of heat transfer due to fouling may occur
in steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to lubricating
oil. The existing AMP monitors and controls lube oil chemistry to mitigate reduction of
heat transfer due to fouling. However, control of lube oil chemistry may not always be
fully effective in precluding fouling; therefore, the effectiveness of lube oil chemistry
control should be verified to ensure that fouling does not occur. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of programs to verify the effectiveness of lube oil
chemistry control. A one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations
is an acceptable method to determine whether an aging effect is occurring or is slowly
progressing such that the component's intended functions will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program and
*determined that the aging effect of reduction of heat transfer due to fouling in steel,
stainless steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to lubricating oil will be
effectively managed. The Oil Analysis Program maintains the quality of the lubricating oil
within acceptable limits, thus preserving an environment that mitigates fouling as an
aging mechanism to reduce heat transfer through the heat exchanger tubes. The staff
also confirmed that the One-Time Inspection Program will verify the effectiveness of the
Oil Analysis Program to manage the reduction of heat transfer due to fouling for steel,
stainless steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to lubricating oil. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR
Section 3.2.2.2.4 by verifying the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-time
inspections.

(2) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.4 addresses reduction of heat transfer due to fouling that may occur
in stainless steel heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water as an aging effect not
applicable because AMR results for the ESF systems do not include heat exchanger
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tubes exposed to treated, but nonborated water. For heat exchanger tubes exposed to
borated water, AMR results do not predict reduction in heat transfer.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.4 states that reduction of heat transfer due to fouling may occur
in stainless steel heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water. The existing program
controls water chemistry to manage reduction of heat transfer due to fouling. However,
control of water chemistry may be inadequate; therefore, the GALL Report recommends
that the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs should be verified to ensure
that reduction of heat transfer due to fouling does not occur. A one-time inspection is an
acceptable method to ensure that reduction of heat transfer does not occur and that
component intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended
operation.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff
confirmed that the VEGP AMR result items for ESF systems do not include stainless
steel heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water. In response to a clarifying
question from the staff, the applicant's response to the staffs question in a letter dated
February 8, 2008 stated that the stainless steel heat exchanger tubes at VEGP are
exposed to borated water which does not support an aging effect of reduction of heat
transfer due to fouling. The applicant further stated in its response that fouling is not
expected because borated water is filtered to remove particulates, de-ionized to remove
contaminants and low in oxygen content. On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that
Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-10, is not applicable to the ESF AMR result items.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.4 criteria where applicable. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.2.2.2.4, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that
the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.2.2.2.5 Hardening and Loss of Strength Due to Elastomer Degradation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.5 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.5.

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.5 addresses elastomer hardening and loss of strength in BWR standby gas
treatment system ductwork and filters as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.5 states that hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer
degradation may occur in elastomer seals and components of the BWR standby gas treatment
system ductwork and filters exposed to air - indoor uncontrolled.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff finds
acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP, a PWR
plant.

3.2.2.2.6 Local Loss of Material Due to Erosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.6 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.6.

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.6 addresses erosion of high-pressure safety-injection pump minimum flow
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orifices exposed to borated water by extended use of this pump for normal charging as an aging
effect not applicable because VEGP does not use the safety-injection pumps for normal
charging so erosion of their minimum flow orifices is not plausible and the pertinent GALL
Report line item does not apply.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.6 states that loss of material due to erosion may occur in the stainless
steel high-pressure safety injection (HPSI) pump miniflow recirculation orifice exposed to treated
borated water.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff confirmed that
the VEGP high-pressure safety injection pumps are not used for normal charging flow. On this
basis, the staff finds it acceptable that Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-12 is not applicable to the ESF
AMR result items.

3.2.2.2.7 Loss of Material Due to General Corrosion and Fouling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.7 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.7.

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to general corrosion and fouling for steel
drywell and suppression chamber spray system nozzle and flow orifice for internal surfaces
exposed to an uncontrolled indoor air environment, as an aging effect.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff finds
acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP, a PWR
plant.

3.2.2.2.8 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.8 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.2.2.2.8:

(1) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.8 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion that may occur in BWR steel piping components exposed to treated water as
an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.8 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in BWR steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
treated water.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff finds
acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP, a PWR
plant.

(2) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.8 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion that may occur on the internal surfaces of steel containment isolation piping
components exposed to treated water as an AERM predicted by the VEGP AMR
methodology but AMR results for ESF systems do not use this line item. Containment
isolation piping components are evaluated with their parent system.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.8 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur on the internal surfaces of steel containment isolation piping, piping
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components, and piping elements exposed to treated water. The existing AMP monitors and
controls water chemistry to mitigate degradation. However, control of water chemistry does not
preclude loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion at locations with stagnant
flow conditions; therefore, the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs should be
verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report recommends further
evaluation of programs to verify the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs. A one-
time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to
determine whether an aging effect is occurring or is slowly progressing such that the
component's intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff confirmed that
the steel containment isolation components exposed to treated water are evaluated with the
parent system. On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that the AMR result items do not use
Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-15.

(3) LRA Section 3.2.2.2.8 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion that may occur in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to lubricating oil as an AERM for which the aging management recommended
is oil analysis and a one-time inspection. Consistent with the GALL Report AMP with
exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection program will manage
such loss of material in ESF system steel piping components.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.8 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
lubricating oil. The existing program periodically samples and analyzes lubricating oil to
maintain contaminants within acceptable limits, thereby preserving an environment not
conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube oil contaminants may not always be fully
effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the effectiveness of lubricating oil control should be
verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report recommends further
evaluation to verify the effectiveness of lubricating oil programs. A one-time inspection of
selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion
does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained during the period of
extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program and
determined that the aging effect of loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion
in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to lubricating oil will be
effectively managed. The Oil Analysis Program maintains the quality of the lubricating oil within
acceptable limits, thus preserving an environment that is not conducive to deleterious aging
effects. The staff also confirmed that the One-Time Inspection Program will verify the
effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to general, pitting and
crevice corrosion for steel piping components exposed to lubricating oil. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.8 by
verifying the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-time inspections.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.8 criteria where applicable. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.2.2.2.8, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that
the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.2.2.2.9 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced
Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.2.2.2.9 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.9.

LRA Section 3.2.2.2.9 addresses loss of material in steel piping elements exposed to soil
environments as an AERM (loss of material for buried steel components) predicted by the
VEGP AMR methodology, noting that the only related GALL Report AMP is for BWR standby
gas treatment system and material for buried steel components and that AMR results for ESF
systems do not include any steel piping components exposed to a soil environment.

SRP-LR Section 3.2.2.2.9 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion (MIC) may occur in steel (with or without coating or
wrapping) piping, piping components, and piping elements buried in soil. Buried piping and
tanks inspection programs rely on industry practice, frequency of pipe excavation, and operating
experience to manage the aging effects of loss of material from general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion, and MIC. The effectiveness of the buried piping and tanks inspection program should
be verified by evaluation of an applicant's inspection frequency and operating experience with
buried components to ensure that loss of material does not occur.

Based on reviewing the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, the staff confirmed that
the AMR result items for ESF systems do not include steel piping components exposed to soil.
On this basis, the staff finds it acceptable that Table 3.2.1, Item 3.2.1-17 is not applicable to the
ESF AMR result items.

3.2.2.2.10 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3,0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.2.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Tables 3.2.2-1 and 3.2.2-2, the staff reviewed additional details of the AMR results for
material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not addressed in
the GALL Report.

In LRA Tables 3.2.2-1 and 3.2.2-2, the applicant indicated, via notes F through J, that the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. The applicant stated that note F indicates that the material for the
AMR line item component is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the
environment for the AMR line item component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report.
Note H indicates that the aging effect for the AMR line item component, material, and
environment combination is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging
effect identified in the GALL Report for the line item component, material, and environment
combination is not applicable. Note J indicates that neither the component nor the material and
environment combination for the line item is evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staff's evaluation is documented in the following sections.
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3.2.2.3.1 Containment Spray System - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.2.2-1

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.2.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
containment spray system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-1, the applicant stated that stainless steel capillary tubing (sealed) for
Containment (CTMT) pressure sensors exposed to a silicone interior environment does not
exhibit any aging effects requiring management. During the audit and review, the staff confirmed
that the silicone material used in these components at VEGP is non-corrosive Dow Corning 702
and that the components are sealed at the factory. Sealing of the sensors at the factory keeps
contaminates out of the component interior. The staff also confirmed that site-specific operating
experience has shown that no aging effects for these materials have occurred at VEGP. On this
basis, the staff finds the applicant's assertion that there is no aging effect requiring management
for stainless steel capillary tubing (sealed) for CTMT pressure sensors exposed to a silicone
interior environment acceptable.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-1, the applicant stated that stainless steel encapsulation vessels, piping
components, spray nozzles, tank - spray additive tank (Unit 2 only), and valve bodies exposed
to an interior air-indoor environment does not exhibit any aging effects requiring management.
The GALL Report does not indicate any aging effects requiring management for stainless steel
exposed to an external uncontrolled air-indoor environment. The staff does not consider there to
be any significant difference in the aging effects for stainless steel components exposed
internally or externally to an indoor-air environment. Also, during the audit and review, the staff
confirmed that site-specific operating experience has shown that no aging effects for these
materials have occurred at VEGP. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's assertion that
there is no aging effect requiring management for stainless steel encapsulation vessels, piping
components, spray nozzles, tank - spray additive tank (Unit 2 only), and valve bodies exposed
to an interior air-indoor environment acceptable.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-1, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
CTMT spray pumps motor coolers shells exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using
the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. During the audit and
review, the staff confirmed that the surfaces exposed to ventilation air are mostly dry although
some condensation could be present to support corrosion. Based on the lack of moisture, the
staff expects that any loss of material would progress slowly if at all. On this basis, the staff
finds the application of the One-Time Inspection Program acceptable to manage the loss of
material for carbon steel CTMT spray pumps motor cooler shells. Furthermore, the staff
confirmed that the applicant has included the internal surfaces of carbon steel components
exposed to ventilation air within the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that
the aging effect of loss of material in an interior air-ventilation environment is either not present
or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of
loss of material for carbon steel CTMT spray pumps motor cooler shells exposed to an interior
air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-1, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
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closure bolting exposed to an air-indoor external environment using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2.
The Bolting Integrity Program description states that bolting and closure inspections will be
performed for signs of leakage due to loss of bolt preload. This program is a plant-specific
program. The staffs review of the Bolting Integrity Program includes the staff's assessment of
the AMP's program elements against the recommended program element criteria that are
provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision
1).

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because these components will be inspected
periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an
air-indoor external environment will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.2.2.3.2 Emergency Core Cooling System - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.2.2-2

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.2.2-2, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency core cooling system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant stated that stainless steel encapsulation vessels and piping
components exposed to an interior air-indoor environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. The GALL Report does not indicate any aging effects requiring
management for stainless steel exposed to an external uncontrolled air-indoor environment. The
staff does not consider there to be any significant difference in the aging effects for stainless
steel components exposed internally or externally to an indoor-air environment. Also, during the
audit and review, the staff confirmed that site-specific operating experience has shown that no
aging effects for these materials have occurred at VEGP. The staff also notes that stainless
steel is highly resistant to corrosion in dry atmospheres in the absence of corrosive species. On
this basis, the staff finds the applicant's assertion that there is no aging effect requiring
management for stainless steel encapsulation vessels and piping components exposed to an
interior air-indoor environment acceptable.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant stated that glass sight glasses exposed to an interior
air-indoor environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no
corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter V line item for
this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item
EP-15 (V.F-6) for engineered safety features systems which apply to glass piping elements in
an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item
documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination.
Furthermore, the staff finds that there is no difference in the aging degradation conclusion for
this material/environment combination if the component is exposed internally. In addition, the
environment for this AMR line item is air-indoor, which is a controlled environment. Therefore,
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the staff concludes that glass sight glasses exposed to an interior air-indoor environment do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant stated that stainless steel refueling water storage tank
(RWST) liners exposed to an interior air-outdoor environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. The staff finds this acceptable because the GALL Report indicates that
there are no aging effects for stainless steel exposed to uncontrolled indoor air. Furthermore,
there is no expectation of age-related degradation for stainless steel in an air-outdoor external
environment in the absence of an aggressive environment such as salt air or being in an
industrial location. Stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion in dry atmospheres in the
absence of corrosive species, as cited in the Metals Handbook, Volume 3 (p. 65) and
Volume 13 (p. 555) (Ninth Edition, American Society for Metals International, 1980 and 1987).
During the audit, the staff confirmed that VEGP is not located near the sea or in an industrial
location. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel RWST liners exposed to an interior
air-outdoor environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
motor cooler shells for the centrifugal charging pumps, residual heat removal (RHR) pumps, and
safety injection (SI) pumps exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the One-
Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. During the audit and
review, the staff confirmed that surfaces exposed to ventilation air are mostly dry, although
some condensation could be present to support corrosion. Based on the lack of moisture, the
staff expects that any loss of material would progress slowly, if at all. On this basis, the staff
finds the application of the One-Time Inspection Program acceptable to manage the loss of
material for carbon steel motor cooler shells for the centrifugal charging pumps, RHR pumps,
and SI pumps. Furthermore, the staff confirmed that the applicant has included the internal
surfaces of carbon steel components exposed to ventilation air within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel motor cooler shells
for the centrifugal charging pumps, RHR pumps, and SI pumps exposed to an interior
air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant stated that copper alloy motor cooler shells for the RHR
pumps exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL
Report Volume 2 Chapter V (V.F-3) line item for this material/environment combination.
However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item EP-10 for engineered safety features
systems which applies to copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements in an
external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents
that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. During the audit and
review, the staff confirmed that the surfaces of components exposed to ventilation air are mostly
dry which is similar to the surfaces exposed to an air-indoor environment. Because the GALL
Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping
components, and piping elements exposed to indoor uncontrolled air which is a similar
environment to the air-ventilation environment for this copper alloy line item, the staff finds it
acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that copper alloy
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motor cooler shells for the RHR pumps exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant stated that stainless steel electric heater housings, flow
orifice/elements, piping components, pipe spools for startup strainers, sludge mixing pump
casings, and valve bodies exposed to an air-outdoor external environment do not exhibit any
aging effects requiring management. Based on industry experience, the staff finds that there is
no expectation of age-related degradation for stainless steel exposed to outdoor air in the
absence of an aggressive environment such as salt air or being in an industrial location.
Stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion in dry atmospheres in the absence of corrosive
species, as cited in the Metals Handbook, Volume 3 (p. 65) and Volume 13 (p. 555) (Ninth
Edition, American Society for Metals International, 1980 and 1987). During the audit and review,
the staff confirmed that VEGP is not located near the sea or in an industrial location. Therefore,
stainless steel electric heater housings, flow orifice/elements, piping components, pipe spools
for startup strainers, sludge mixing pump casings, and valve bodies exposed to an air-outdoor
external environment exhibit no aging effects requiring management, and the component or
structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an air-outdoor or air-indoor external environment and carbon steel
closure bolting exposed to an air-outdoor external environment using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2.
The Bolting Integrity Program description states that bolting and closure inspections will be
performed for signs of leakage due to loss of bolt preload. This program is a plant-specific
program. The staffs review of the Bolting Integrity Program includes the staffs assessment of
the AMP's program elements against the recommended program element criteria that are
provided in Branch Position RLSB-1 in Appendix A of the SRP-LR (i.e., NUREG-1800, Revision
1). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because these components will be inspected
periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an
air-outdoor or air-indoor external environment and carbon steel closure bolting exposed to an
air-outdoor external environment will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.2.2-2, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material due to selective
leaching for gray cast iron filter housings exposed to an internal environment of lubricating oil
using the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.12. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching description states that the program will be a one-time inspection program to assess
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. The new VEGP program is to provide objective evidence that the aging effect is not
occurring, or that the aging effect is occurring slowly enough not to affect the SSCs intended
function during the period of extended operation, and thus not require additional aging
management. The inspections will be performed within a window of ten years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation. If degradation due to selective leaching is
identified, additional examinations will be performed. This program is a new program consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials" with an exception that the program
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may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination and
hardness measurement. For some component locations, visual examination and hardness
measurement may not be feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Other examination
methods which are equally effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching
may be used. Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible
based on form and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other proven
techniques determined to be effective in identifying and assessing the extent of selective
leaching. If any conditions are observed which do not meet the acceptance criteria, appropriate
actions will be taken to prevent the component from being returned to service until the required
corrective actions have been completed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging
effect of loss of material due to selective leaching for gray cast iron filter housings exposed to
an internal
environment of lubricating oil will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program
for Selective Leaching.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.2.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the engineered safety features system components within the scope of
license renewal and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3 Aging Management of Auxiliary Systems

This section of the SER documents the staff's review of the applicant's AMR results for the
auxiliary systems components and component groups of:

* fuel storage racks - new and spent fuel
* spent fuel cooling and purification system
* overhead heavy and refueling load handling systems
* nuclear service cooling water systems
* component cooling water system
* auxiliary component cooling water system
• turbine plant cooling water system
* river intake structure system
* compressed air systems
• chemical and volume control and boron recycle systems
* ventilation systems - control building (CB)
* ventilation systems - auxiliary building (AB)
* ventilation systems - containment building (CTB)
* ventilation systems - fuel handling building (FHB)
* -ventilation systems - diesel generator building
* ventilation systems - auxiliary feedwater pumphouse
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* ventilation systems - miscellaneous
* ventilation systems - radwaste buildings
* fire protection systems
* emergency diesel generator system
* demineralized water system
* hydrogen recombiner and monitoring system
* drain systems
* potable and utility water systems
* radiation monitoring system
* reactor makeup water storage tank and degasifier system
* sampling systems
* auxiliary gas systems
* chilled water systems
* waste management systems
* thermal insulation
* miscellaneous leak detection systems

3.3.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.3 provides AMR results for the auxiliary systems components and component
groups. LRA Table 3.3.1, "Summary of Aging Management Evaluations for Auxiliary Systems in
Chapter VII of NUREG-1801," is a summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs with those
evaluated in the GALL Report for the auxiliary systems components and component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.3.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the auxiliary systems components within
the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR, will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to ensure the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staffs audit
evaluation are documented in SER Section 3.3.2.1.

In the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which further
evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations were
consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staffs audit evaluations are
documented in SER Section 3.3.2.2.
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The staff also conducted a technical review of the remaining AMRs not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging
effects have been identified and whether the aging effects listed were appropriate for the
material-environment combinations specified. The staff's evaluations are documented in
SER Section 3.3.2.3.

For SSCs which the applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging management,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to verify the
applicant's claims.

Table 3.3-1 summarizes the staff's evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs listed in LRA Section 3.3 and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 3.3-1 Staff Evaluation for Auxiliary System Components in the GALL Report

- ..... ,j'.1?., Further _,;.AMP-in LRAC;omrponentGroupýý - iEftc , .AMP.,n-GtL ; Eauation Splmn Staff
: '(G.ALL Reporti A , RepoP-. in GALL ' Saai i<
.W~ I te o) .- 1

• •" ' .... ,#Report Amendments j• . .

Steel cranes - Cumulative TLAA to be Yes TLAA Fatigue.is' not a
structural girders fatigue damage evaluated for TLAA (See
exposed to air - structural girders of SERSection:
indoor uncontrolled cranes. See the 3.3.2.21).
(external) SRP-LR, Section 4.7
(3.3.1-1) for generic guidance

for meeting the
requirements of
10 CFR 54.21(c)(1).ý

Steel and stainless Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA Fatigue isia
steel piping, piping fatigue damage accordance with .TLAA (See.
components, piping 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section
elements, and heat 3.3.2.2.1)
exchanger
components exposed
to air - indoor
uncontrolled, treated
borated water or
treated water
(3.3.1-2)

Stainless steel heat Reduction of Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable.
exchanger'tubes h .heat transfer- One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
exposed to treated due to fouling SER Section
water 3.3.2.2.2)
(3.3.1-3)

Stainless steel Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
piping, piping stress corrosion One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
components, and cracking SER Section
piping elements 3.3.2.2.3)
exposed to sodium
pentaborate solution
> 60°C (> 140'F)
(3.3.1-4)
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'Further .AMP in:LRA,
Component GroupA(GALiqL -6 ... gngEffect/ AMP in GALL, :.Evaluation :.'Supplements/ Staff

>tnNT mechan'ism R, epoirt lr,'.GALI1." :.o. Evaluiaich I-
Y. ~Rport,$ 'Amen ments.-

Stainless steel and Cracking due to- A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
stainless clad steel stress corrosion management to PWRs (see
heat exchanger cracking program is to be SER Section
components exposed evaluated. 3.3.2.2.3)
to treated water
> 60'C (> 140'F)
(3.3.1-5)

Stainless steel diesel Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes Piping and Duct Consistent with
engine exhaust stress corrosion management Internal the GALL
piping, piping. cracking program is to be Inspection Report, which
components, and evaluated. Program recommends
piping elements (B.3.22) further
exposed to diesel evaluation-(See
exhaust SER Section -

(3.31 -6)- 33.2.g3),;:

Stainless steel non- Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Water Consistent with
regenerative heat stress corrosion a plant-specific Chemistry the.GALL.-,-
exchanger cracking and verification program. Control Program Report;, whi•:h
components exposed cyclic loading An acceptable (B.3.28); recommends'
to treated borated verification program One-Time further.
water > 60°C is to include Inspection evaluation (See
(> !#O°F) temperature and Program SER Sec'tibn
(3.3.1-7) radioactivity (B.3.17) 3.32.2.4).

monitoring of the
shell side water, and
eddy current testing
of tubes.

Stainless steel Cracking due to. Water Chemistry and Yes Water Consistent.with
regenerative heat stress corrosion a plant-specific Chemistry - the GALL
exchanger cracking and •verification program. Control Program Report, which
components exposed cyclic loading The AMP is to be (B.3.28); recommends
to treated borated augmented by One-Time further
water > 60'C verifying the absence Inspection evaluation (See
(> 1400F) of cracking due to Program SER Section
(3.3.1-8) stress corrosion (1.3.17) 3.3.2.2.4).

cracking and cyclic
loading. A plant4
specific aging
management
program is to be
evaluated.
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F surther NotA icaben N pLa
casngnPR cAging aect APiin pgrALLm. Evoluation Supplents,

",ýMec'h~a'nismn Report;: 1111 ALL? u-'brJ-~Itet o)- ~pr<
-V__epq_ ý_Amendment:

Stainless steel high- Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
pressure pump stress corrosion a plant-specific (See SER'
casing in PWR cracking and verification program. Section
chemical and volume cyclic loading The AMP is to be 3.3.2.2.4)
control system augmented by
(3,3.1-9) verifying the absence

of cracking due to
stress corrosion
cracking and cyclic
loading. A plant-
specific aging
management
program is to be
evaluated.

Highrstrength steel Cracking due to Bolting Integrity. Yes Not applicable Not applicable,,
closurebolting stress corrosion. The AMP is to be (See-SER I
exposed to air with cracking, cyclic augmented by Sectlori
steam or water loading appropriate 3.3.2.2f4)
leakage. inspection to detect
(3.3.1-10) cracking if the bolts

are not otherwise
replaced during
maintenance.

Elastomer seals and Hardening and A plant-specific aging Yes Periodic Consistent with
components exposed loss of strength management Surveillance and the GALL
to air, - indoor due to elastomer program is to be Preventive Report, which
uncontrolled degradation evaluated. Maintenance recommends
(internal/external) Activities further
(3.3.1-11). Program evaluation.(See

(B.3.21); Piping SER Section
and Duct 3.3.2.2.5)
Internal
Inspection
Program
(8.3.22);
External
Surfaces
Monitoring
Program (B.3.8)

Elastomer lining, Hardening and A plant-specific aging Yes Periodic Consistent with
exposed: to treated loss of strength management Surveillance and the GALL
water or treated due to elastomer program is to be Preventive Report, which
borated water degradation evaluated. Maintenance recommends
(33.1-12) Activities further

Program evaluation (See
(B.3.21); Piping SER Section
and Duct 3.3.2.2.5)
Internal
Inspection
Program
(B.3.22)
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Boral, boron steel Reduction of A plant-specific aging Yes Water Consistent with
spent fuel storage neutron- management Chemistry the GALL
racks neutron- absorbing program is to be Control Program Report, which
absorbing sheets capacity and evaluated. (B.3.28) recommends
exposed to treated loss of material One-Time further
water or treated due to general Inspection evaluation (See
borated water corrosion Program SER Section
(3-3.1-13) .(B.3.17) 3.3.2.2.6) -

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent wiCth
component, and due to general, Analysis and Program the GALL-
piping elements pitting, and One-Time Inspection (B.3.16); Report, which-'
exposed to crevice One-Time recormri--
lubricating oil corrosion . Inspection further6
(3.3.1-14) Program evaluatiorn(See

(B.3.17) SER Section
3.3-2.2 7

Steel reactor coolant Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes One-Time Consistentwithi
pump oil collection due to general, Analysis and Inspection the GALL:`-
system piping, pitting, and One-Time Inspection Program Report, which.
tubing, and valve crevice (8,3.17) recommehds
bodies exposed to corrosion further
lubricating oil- evaluiation.(See
(3.3.1-15) SER Section

3.3.2.2.7)

Steel reactor coolant Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes One-Time Consistent with
pump oil collection due to general, Analysis and Inspection the GALL
system tank exposed pitting, and One-Time Inspection Program Report, which
to lubricating oil crevice to evaluate the (B.3.17) recommends
(3ý3.1-16) corrosion thickness of the further

lower portion of the evaluation (See
tank SER Section

3.3.2.2.7)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
components, and due to general, One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
piping elements pitting, and SER Section
exposed to treated crevice 3.3.2.2.7)
water corrosion
(3.3.1-17)

Stainless steel and Loss of A plant-specific aging Yes Piping and Duct Consistent with
steel diesel engine material/general management Internal the GALL
exhaust:piping, (steel only), program is to be . Inspection Report, which
piping components, pitting and evaluated. Program recommends
and piping elements crevice (B.3.22) further
exposed to diesel corrosion evaluation (See
exhaust SER Section
(3.3.1-18) 3.3.2.2.7)
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CmnG .Further AMP in LRA,Aging Effecti AMP'Jn GALL> Evaluation: -Supplements, Staff
(GAILL Report I iGLMechan~ism Report inGL' rEvalu'ation

Steel (with or without Loss of material Buried Piping and Yes Buried Piping Consistent with
coating or wrapping) due to general, Tanks Surveillance and Tank the GALL-
piping, piping pitting, crevice, Inspection Repoirt, which
components, and and or Program recommends
piping elements microbiologically (B.3.4) further
exposed to soil influenced Buried Piping and evaluation (See
(3.3.1-19) corrosion Tanks Inspection SER Section

3.3.1228)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Fuel Oil Chemistry Yes Diesel Fuel Consistent with
components, piping due to general, and One-Time Oil Program theGALL7,
elements, and tanks pitting, crevice, Inspection (B.3.7); Repýqrt ýhich
exposed to fuel oil and One-Time recommrnds "
(3.3.1-20) microbiologically Inspection further

influenced Program eval~ation (See
corrosion, and (B.3.17); SER ,SecLtcn.
fouling Periodic

Surveillance and
Preventive
Maintenance
Activities
Program
(B,3.21)

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent~with
components exposed due to general, Analysis and Program the GALL
to lubricating oil pitting, crevice, One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) Report, which
(3.3.1-21) and recommends

r microbiologically . further
influenced :evaluation'(See
corrosion, and SER sectiorn

• fouling .. 3.3.2.29)

Steel with elastomer Lossof material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable -Not applicable
lining or stainless due to pitting One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
steel cladding pipifig;- and crevice SER Section
piping components., corrosion (only ..3.3.2.2.10)
and piping elements for steel after
exposed to treated lining/cladding
water and treated: degradation)
borated water
(3.3.1-22) _ _ __

Stainless steel and Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steei,. with',.stainless due to pitting One-Time Inspection *to PWRs (See
steel'cladding heat . and crevice SER Section
exchanger corrosion 3.3.2.2.10)
components exposed
to treated water
(3.3.1-23)

Stainless steel and Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
aluminum piping, due to pitting One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
piping components,, and crevice SER Section
and piping elements corrosion 3.3.2.2,10)
exposed to treated
water
(3.3.1-24)
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Copper alloy HVAC Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes External Consistent withpiping, piping due to pitting management Surfaces the GAfL
components, piping and crevice program is to be Monitoring Report; which

elements exposed to corrosion evaluated. Program (B.3.8); recommends
condensation Piping and Duct further
(external) Internal evaluation (See
(3.3.1-25) Inspection SER Section,

Program 3.3.2.2.10)
(B.3.22)

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with
piping components, due to pitting Analysis and Program the: GALL'1::'-;:
and piping elements and crevice One-Time Inspection (B.3.16); Report,: hich -
exposed to corrosion One-Time re-commenods:
lubricating oil Inspection further
(3.3.1-26) Program evaluation (See

" (B.3.17) sEIR secton

Stainless steel HVAC Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes External Consistentwith
ducting and due to pitting management Surfaces the-GALL, .
aluminum HVAC and crevice, program is to be Monitoring Report, which:
piping, piping corrosion evaluated. Program (B.18); recommen ds
components and Piping and Duct further
piping elements Internal evaluation (See
exposed to Inspection SER Section
condensation Program 3.3,2.2.10)
(3.3.1-27) (B.3.22);

Bolting Integrity
Program (8.3.2)

Copper alloy fire Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
protection piping, due to pitting - management (See'SER
piping components, and crevice program is to be Section
and piping elements corrosion evaluated. 3.3.2.2.10)
exposed to
condensation
(internal)
(33.1-28)

Stainless steel Loss of material. A plant-specific aging Yes Buried Piping Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting management and Tank the GALL,
components, and and, crevice program is to be Inspection Report, which
piping elements corrosion evaluated. .Program recommends
exposed to soil (B.3.4) further
(3.3.1-29) evaluation (See

SER Section
3.3,2.2.10)

Stainless steel Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
piping, piping due to pitting One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
components, and and crevice SER Section
piping elements corrosion 3.3.2.2.10)
exposed to sodium
pentaborate solution
(3.3.1-30)
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F 'Futhr' 'AMP; in RA`-"Comp'onerit:Group A gE "" in "!EvUiatn pplements taAging Effecti- AMP, iri GLL EvhjtinSppeens Stf.. (GALL Report Mecnanism .-. f in .GALL or ... Evaluation-,
Ite'm. e ',-. RenGAt7 Ain-iidm-.tr

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
piping components, due to pitting, One-Time Inspection to PWRs (See
and piping elements crevice, and SER Section
exposed to treated galvanic 3.3.2.2.11)
water corrosion
(3.3.1-31)

Stainless steel, Loss of material Fuel Oil Chemistry Yes Diesel Fuel Oil Consistent with
aluminum and due to pitting, and One-Time Program (B.3.7); the GALL
copper alloy piping, crevice, and Inspection One-Time Report, which,
piping components, microbiologically Inspection recommends&J.'
and piping elements influenced Program further
exposed to fuel oil corrosion (B.3.17); Fire evaluation (See
(3.3.1-32) Protection SER Section

Program (B3.9)* 3.3.221-, 2) -

(*with Diesel
Fuel Oil
Program
applicable-to
diesel-driven fire
pump fuel oil
supply line only).

Stainless steel Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting, Analysis and Program the GALL
components, and crevice, and One-Time Inspection (B.3.16); Report, which
piping elements microbiologically One-Time recommends
exposed to influenced Inspection further
lubricating oil corrosion Program evaluation (See
(3.3.1-33) (1.3.17) SER Section

3.3.2.2.12)

Elastomer seals and Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
components exposed due to wear management (See SER
to air - indoor program is to be Section
uncontrolled (internal evaluated. 3.3.2.2.13)
or external)
(3.3.1-34)

Steel with stainless Loss of material A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel cladding pump due to cladding management (See SER
casihgiexposed to breach program is to be Section
treated borated water evaluated. 3.3.2.2.14)
(3.3.1-35)

Reference NRC
IN 94-63, "Boric Acid
Corrosion of
Charging Pump
Casings Caused by
Cladding Cracks."

Boraflex spent fuel Reduction of Boraflex Monitoring No Not applicable Not applicable
storage racks neutron- to PVVRs
neutron-absorbing absorbing
sheets exposed to capacity due to
treated water boraflex
(3.3.1-36) degradation
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Stainless steel Cracking due to BWR Reactor Water No Not applicable Not applicable
piping, piping stress corrosion Cleanup System to PWRs
components, and cracking,
piping elements intergranular
exposed to treated stress corrosion
water > 60'C cracking
(> 140°F)
(3.3.1-37)

Stainless steel Cracking due to BWR Stress No Not applicable Notplicbie
piping, piping stress corrosion Corrosion Cracking toRPWR;,
components, and cracking and Water Chemistry
piping~elements
exposed to treated
water > 60°C
(> 140PF)
(3.3.1-38) • .. .:. .. , _ i

Stainless steelBWR Cracking due to Water Chemistry No Not applicable Not-applicable
spent fuel-storage stresscorrosion to PWýS,-
racks exposed to cracking
treated water > 60°C
(> 140°F)
(3.3.1-39)

Steel tanks in diesel Loss of material Aboveground Steel No Not used Not used (See
fuel oi! system due to general, Tanks SER Section
exposed to air - pitting, and 3.3.2.1.1)
outdoor (external) crevice
(3.3.1-40) corrosion

High-striength steel Cracking due to Bolting Integrity No Not applicable 'Nofapiplicable
closure bolting cyclic loading, (See SER
.exposed to air'with stress corrosion Section
steam or water cracking 3.3.2.1.1)
leakage
(3.3.1-41)

Steel closure bolting Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Not applicable. Not applicable
exposed to air with due to general (See SER
steam orwater corrosion Section
leakage 3.3.2.1 .1)
(3.3.1-42)

Steel bolting and Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Bolting Integrity Consistent'with
closure'bolting due to general, Program (B.3.2) the GALL
exposed to air - pitting, and Report (See
indoor uncontrolled crevice SER Section
(external),or air - corrosion 3.3.2.1.3)
outdoor (external)
(3.3.1-43)

Steel compressed air Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Bolting Integrity Consistent with
system closure due to general, Program (B.3.2) the GALL
bolting exposed to pitting, and Report (See
condensation crevice SER Section
(3.3.1-44) corrosion 3.3.2.1.4)
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. ReportJ!ý. k me nin s,:

Steel closure bolting Loss of preload Bolting Integrity No Bolting Integrity Consistent with
exposed to air - due to thermal Program (B.3.2) the GALL
indoor uncontrolled effects, gasket Report (See
(external) creep, and self- SER Section
(3.3.1-45) loosening 3.3.2.1.5)

Stainless steel and Cracking due to Closed-Cycle No Closed Cooling Consistent with
stainless clad steel stress corrosion Cooling Water Water Program the GALL,
piping, piping cracking System (B.3.6) Reporti(See6

components, piping SER.Sbcltion:
elements, and heat 3.3.2.1); .
exchanger
components exposed
to closed cycle
cooling
water> 60'C
(> 140T)
(3.3.1-46).,

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Closed Cooling Consistent with
components, piping due to general, Cooling Water Water Program the GALL
elements, tanks, and- pitting, and System (B.3.6) Report (See. -
heatfexchanger crevice SER.Section
components exposed corrosion 3.3.2.1)
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.311-47)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Closed-Cycle No. Closed Cooling Consistent with
components, piping due to general, Cooling Water Water Program the GALL
elements, tanks, and pitting, crevice, System (B.3.6) Report:(See
heat exchanger and galvanic SER Section
components exposed corrosion 3.3.2.1)
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.3.1-48)

Stainless steel; steel Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not applicable. Not applicable
with stainless steel due to Cooling Water to PWRs
cladding heat microbiologicaily. System
exchanger influenced
components exposed corrosion
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.3.1-49)

Stainless steel Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Closed Cooling Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting Cooling Water Water Program the GALL
components, and and crevice System (B.3.6) Report (See
piping elements corrosion SER Section
exposed to closed 3.3.2.1)
cycle cooling water
(3.3.1-50)
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heat exchanger galvanic SER Section

components exposed corrosion 3.3.2.1)
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.31-51)
Steel, stainless steel, Reduction of Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Consistent with
and copperoalloy heat heat transfer Cooling Water tee.orm the GALL.
exchanger tubes due to fouling System Report (See
exposed to closed SER Secticy
cycle cooling water 3.3.2.1).

(3.3. 1-51) _ _ _ _ _ _

Steel compressed air Loss of material Compressed Air No Not applicable Not applicable.
system piping, piping due to general Monitoring (See SE••

components, and and pitting Section : :
piping elements " corrosion 3.3.2.1.1)..exposed to .'

condensation
(internal)
(3.3.1-53)

Stainless steel. Loss of material Compressed Air No Not applicable Not applicable
compressed air due to pitting Monitoring (See SER

system piping; piping and crevice Section
components, and corrosion 3.3.2.1.1.)
piping elements -.
exposed to internal
condensation(3.3.1-54)

Steel ducting closure Loss of material External Surfaces No Bolting Integrity Consistent with
bolting exposed to air due-to general . Monitoring SProgram (.3.2) the GALL
- indoor uncontrolled corrosion Report (See
(externad) SER Section
(3.3.1-55) 3.3.2.1.3)
Steel HVAC ducting Loss of material External Surfaces No External Consistent with
and components due-to general Monitoring PSurfaces the GALL

external surfaces .corrosion " Monitoring . Report (See
exp~osed to air - Program (8.3.8) SER sectionindoor uncontrolled 3.3.2.1 )
(external)
(3.3.1-56)

Steel piping and Loss of material External Surfaces No External Consistent with
components external due to general Monitoring Surfaces the GALL
surfaces exposed to corrosion Monitoring Report (See
air- indoor Program (8.3.8) SER Section
uncontrolled 3.3.2.1)
(external)
(3.3.1-57)

Stee piigad Ls fmtrilEtraufcsNEtra ossetwt
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Steel external Loss of material External Surfaces No External Consistentwith
surfaces exposed to due to general Monitoring Surfaces the GALL
air - indoor corrosion Monitoring Report (See
uncontrolled Program (B.3.8) SER Section
(external), air - 3.32.21)
outdoor (external),
and condensation
(external)
(3.3.1-58)

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material External Surfaces No External Consistent with
components exposed due to general, Monitoring Surfaces the GALL,
to air - indoor pitting, and Monitoring Report (See
uncontrolled crevice Program (B.3.8) SER Section
(external) or air - corrosion 3.3.2.1) ,
outdoor (external)
(3.3.1-59)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material External Surfaces No Not used Not used (See.
components, and due to general, Monitoring SER Section.
piping elements pitting, and 3.3.2.1.1)
exposed to air - crevice
outdoor (external) corrosion
i(3.3.1,-60) _________ ______

Elastomer fire barrier Increased Fire Protection No Fire Protection Consistent.with
penetration seals hardness, Program (B.3.9) the GALL
exposed to shrinkage and Report (See
air - outdoor or loss of strength SER Section
air -indoor due to 3.3.2.1)
uncontrolled weathering
(3.3.1-61)

Aluminum piping, Loss of material Fire Protection No Fire Protection Consistent with
piping components, due to pitting Program (B.3.9) the GALL
and piping elements and crevice Report (See
exposed to raw water corrosion SER Section
(3.3.1-62) 3.3.2.1)

Steel fire rated doors Loss of material Fire Protection No Fire Protection Consistent with
exposed to air- due-to wear Program (B.3.9) the GALL
outdoor or Report (See
air- indoor SER Section
uncontrolled 3.3.2.1)
(3.3.1-63)

Steel-piping, piping Loss of material Fire Protection and No Fire Protection Consistent with
compbnents,-and * due to general, Fuel Oil Chemistry Program (B.3.9); the GALL
piping elements pitting, and Diesel Fuel Oil Report (See
exposed.to fuel oil crevice Program (B.3.7) SER Section
(3.3.1-64) corrosion 3.3.2.1.6)
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Reinforced concrete Concrete Fire Protection and No Fire Protection Consistent with
structural fire barriers cracking and Structures Monitoring Program (B.3.9) the GALL
- walls, ceilings and spalling due to Program and Structural Report (See
floors exposed to air aggressive Monitoring SER' Section
- indoor uncontrolled chemical attack, Program 3.3.2.1)
(13.1-65) and reaction with (B.3.32)

aggregates

Reinforced concrete. Concrete Fire Protection and No Structural Consistent wiih
structural fire barriers cracking and Structures Monitoring Monitoring the GALL .- :
- walls, ceilings and spalling due to Program Program Report (See ',.
floors exposed to air freeze thaw, (B.3.32) or SER Section.;:-
- outdoor aggressive Inservice 3.3:2.1)
(3.3.1-66) chemical attack, Inspection

and reaction with ." Program- IWL
aggregates . (B.3.31)..

Reinforced concrete. Loss of material Fire Protection and No Fire Protection Consistent-withl
structural fire. barriers due to corrosion Structures Monitoring Program (B13.9)- theGALL.
- walls, ceilings.and of embedded Program and Structural Report (Seel.
floors exposed to- air steel Monitoring SER Section
- outdoor or air - Program 1.3.2.1)..
indoor uncontrolled (B.3.32)
(3•3.1_67) ____ ____

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Fire Water System No Fire Protection Consistent with
components, and due to general, Program (B.3.9) the GALL
piping elements pitting, crevice, Report (See
exposed to raw water and SER Section
(3.3.1-68) microbiologically 3.312.1)'

influenced
corrosion, and
fouling

Stainless steel Loss of material Fire Water System No Fire Protection Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting Program (B.3.9) the GALL
components, and and crevice Report (See
piping elements corrosion, and SER Section
exposed to raw water fouling 3.3.2.1)
(3.3.1-69)

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Fire-Water System No Fire Protection Consistent, with
piping components, due to'pitting, Program (B.3.9) the GALL
and piping• elements crevice, and Report (See
exposed to raw water microbiologically SER Section
(3.3.1-70) influenced 3.3.2.1)

corrosion, and
fouling

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Not applicable Not applicable
components, and due to general, Surfaces in (See SER
piping elements pitting, and Miscellaneous Piping Section
exposed to moist air crevice and Ducting 3-3.2.1.1)
or condensation corrosion Components
(internal)
(3.3.1-71)
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Steel HVAC ducting Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Piping and Duct Consistent with
and components due to general, Surfaces in Internal the GALL
internal surfaces pitting, crevice, Miscellaneous Piping Inspection Report (See
exposed to and (for drip and Ducting Program SER Section
condensation pans and drain Components (B.3.22) 3.3.2.1)
(internal) lines)
(3.3.1-72) microbiologically

influenced
corrosion

Steel crane structural Loss of material Inspection of No Overhead and Consistent-with
girders. in load due to general Overhead Heavy Refueling Crane theGALL
handling system corrosion Load and Light Load Inspection Report, (S ee•
exposed to air - (Related to Program SER Sectionindoor uncontrolled Refueling) Handling (1.3.20); 3.3.2 1 7)
(external) Systems Structural
(&3.1-73) Monitoring

Program
(B.3.32)

Steel cranes - rails Loss of material Inspection of No Overhead and Consistent with
exposed to air - due to Wear Overhead Heavy Refueling Crane the.GALL
indoor uncontrolled Load and Light Load Inspection Report (See
(external) (Related to Program SER, Section
(3.3.1-74) Refueling) Handling (B.3.20) 3.3.2.1)

Systems

Elastomer seaIs and Hardening and Open-Cycle Cooling No Not applicable Not applicable
components exposed loss of strength Water. System (See SER
to raw water due to elastomer Section
(313.1-75) degradation; 3.3.2.1.1)

loss of material
due to erosion

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consistent with
components,.and due to general, Water System 89-13 Program the GALL
piping elements pitting, crevice, (B.3.12); Piping Report (See
(without lining/ and and Duct SER Section
coating or with microbiologically Internal 3.3.2.1.10)
degraded influenced Inspection
lininglcoating) corrosion, Program
exposed to raw water, fouling, and (B.3.22)
(3.3.1-76) lining/coating

degradation

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consistent with
components exposed due to general, Water System 89-13 Program the GALL
to raw. water pitting, crevice, (B.3.12) Report (See
(3.3.1,-77) galvanic, and SER Section

microbiologically 3.3.2.1)
influenced
corrosion, and
fouling
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Stainless steel, Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consistent with
nickel alloy, and due to pitting Water System 89-13 Program the GALL-
copper alloy piping, and crevice (B.3.12) Report (See
piping components, corrosion SER Section
and piping elements. 3.3.2.1)
exposed to raw water
(3.3.1-78)

Stainless steel Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consisteentwith
piping, piping due to pitting Water System 89-13 Program the GALL.
components, and and crevice (B.3.12); Piping Report ISee
piping elements corrosion, and and Duct SERSecti6n
exposed to raw water fouling In3 8
(3.311-79) Inspection

Program
(B.3.22)

Stainless steel and Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not used Not used iSee
copper alloy piping, due to pitting, Water System SER Section
piping components, crevice, and Secti1n
and piping, elements microbiologically
exposed to raw water influenced
(3.3.1-80) corrosion

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not applicable 'Not applicable
pipieng components, due to pitting, Water System (See SER
and piping elements, crevice, and Section
exposed to raw water microbiologically 3.3.2.1.1)
(3.31-81) influenced

corrosion, and
fouling

Copper alloy heat Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consistent with
exchanger due to pitting, Water System 89-13 Program the GALL
components exposed crevice, (B.3.12); Report (See
to raw water galvanic, and Periodic SER Section
(3.3.1-82) microbiolgically Surveillance and 3.3.2.1.9)

inf luenced Preventive
corrosion. and Maintenance
fouling Activities

(1.3.121)

Stainless steel and Reduction of Open ,-Cycle Cooling No Generic Letter Consistent~with
copper -alloy heat heat -transfer Water System 89-13 Program the GALL
exchanger tubes; due to fouling (B.3.12) Report (See
e xposed. to raw water SER Section
(3.3.1783) 3.3.2.1)

Copper alloy
> 15% Zn piping,
piping components,
piping elements, and
heat exchanger
components exposed
to raw water, treated
water, or closed
cycle cooling water
(3.3.1-84)

Loss of material
due to selective
leaching

Selective Leaching of
Materials

No One-Time
Inspection
Program for
Selective
Leaching
(6.3.19)

Consistent with
the GALL
Report (See
SER Section
3.3.21)
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Gray cast iron piping, Loss of material Selective Leaching of No One-Time Consistent with
piping components, due to selective Materials Inspection the GALL
and piping elements leaching Program for Report0(See
exposed to soil, raw Selective SER Section
water, treated water, Leaching 3.3.2.1)
or closed-cycle (B.3.19)
cooling water
(3.3.1-85)

Structural steel (new Loss:of material Structures Monitoring No Not used Not used (See
fuel storage rack due to general; Program SERnSection
assembly) exposed pitting, and 3.3.2.11.1
to air - indoor crevice
uncontrolled corrosion
(external)
(3.3.1-86)

Boraflex. spent fuel Reduction of Boraflex Monitoring No Not applicable Noe-a pplicaýb7'le
storage racks neutron- (SeesER-'
neutron-absorbing absorbing Section•m
sheets exposed to capacity due to 3.3.2. 1.A)
treated borated water boraflex
(33.1-87) degradation.

Aluminum and Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consistent with
copper alloy due to boric acid .Corrosion the GALL
> 15% Zn piping, corrosion Control. Program Report (See
piping components, (B.3.3) SER Section
and piping elements 3.3.2.1)
exposed to air with
borated water
leakage
(3.3.1-88)

Steel bolting.and Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consistent with
external-surfaces due to boric acid ' Corrosion the GALL
exposed to air with corrosion Control Program Report (See
borated' water (6.3.3) SER Section
leakage 3.3.2.1)
(3.3.1-89)

Staintess steel and Cracking due to Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistent with
steel with stainless stress corrosion . Control Program the GALL
steel cladding piping, cracking (B.3.28); and Report (See
piping components, One-Time SER Section
piping elements, Inspection 3.3.2.1)
tanks; and fuel Program
storage racks (B.3.17)
exposed to treated
borated water > 60°C
(> 140'F)
(3.3.1-90)
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Stainless steel and Loss of material Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistent with
steel with stainless due to pitting Control Program the GALL
steel cladding piping, and crevice (B.3.28) Report (Seepiping components, corrosion SER Section

and piping elements 3.3.2.1)
exposed to treated
borated water

(3.3.1-91 )
Galvanized steel None None No None Consistent with
piping, piping the GALL
components, and Report (See
piping elements SER Section
exposed to air - 3.3.2e1)

indoor uncontrolled
(3.3.1-92)

Glass piping None None No None Consistent with'
elements exposed to the GALL
air, aira- indoor Report.(See"
uncontrolled SER Section
(external) fuel oil, 3.3.2.1)

lubricating oil, raw
water, treated water,
and treated borated

water
(3.3.1-93)

Stainless steel and None None No None Consistent with
nickel alloy piping, the GALL
piprng components, Report (See
and pipingelements SER Section
exposed to air -f 3.3.2.1)
indoor uncontrolled
(external)
(3.3.1-94)

Steel and aluminum None None No Not applicable Not applicable

piping, piping (See SER
icomponents, and Section

npiping elements 3.3.2.1.1 )
exposed to air
indoor controlled
(external)
(3.3.1-95)

Steel and stainless None None No None Consistent with
steel iping, piping the GALL
components, and Report (See
piping elements in SER Section
concrete 3.3.2.1)
(3.3.1-96)
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Steel, stainless steel, None None No None Consistent with
aluminum, and the GALL
copper alloy piping, Report (See
piping components, SER Section
and piping elements 3.3.2.1)
exposed to gas
(3.3.1-97)

Steel,.stainless steel, None None No None Consistent with
and copper alloy the GALL,'
piping, piping Report (Se'e
components, and SER Section
piping elements 3.3.21)
exposed to dried air
(3.3.1-98)

Stainless steel and. None None No None I Consistent with
copper alloy the G.ALL:__ý
< 1•5% Zn:piping, Report (Seer
piping components, SER SectionF.
and piping elements 3.3.2.1)
exposed to airwith
borated water
leakage
(3.3.1-99) .,..... .

The staff's review of the auxiliary systems component groups followed one of several
approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.3.2.1, reviewed AMR results for
components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and, require no
further-evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER Section 3.3.2.2,. reviewed AMR
results for components that-the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and for
which further evaluation is recommended. A third approach, documented in SER
Section 3.3.2.3, reviewed. AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are not
consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL. Report: The staff's review-of AM Ps credited to
manage or monjtor aging effects of the auxiliary systems components is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.

3.3.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.3.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following programs
that manage .aging effects for the auxiliary systems components:

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program
Bolting Integrity Program
Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program
Closed Cooling Water Program
Diesel Fuel Oil Program
External Surfaces Monitoring Program
Fire Protection Program
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
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* Generic Letter 89-13 Program
* Inservice Inspection Program
* Oil Analysis Program
* One-Time Inspection Program
* One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching
* Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program
* Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
* Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
* Water Chemistry Control Program

LRA Tables 3.3.2-1 through 3.3.2-32 summarize AMRs for the auxiliary systems components
and indicate AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report.

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staffs
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.

The applicant noted for each AMR line item how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with Notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
and accepted. The staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the
GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the AMR was valid for
the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
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determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1 801 identifies a plant
specific aging management program. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the credited AMP would manage the
aging effect consistently with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the
site-specific conditions.

3.3.2.1.1 AMR Results Identified as Not Applicable

In LRA Table 3.3.1, the staff identified items 41, 42, 53, 54, 71, 75, 81, 87, and 95 as "Not
Applicable" since the component/material/environment combination does not exist or is not
within the scope of license renewal at VEGP. For each of these line items, the staff reviewed the
LRA and the applicant's supporting license renewal basis documents, and confirmed the
applicant's claim that the component/material/environment combination does not exist at VEGP.
On the basis that VEGP does not have the component/material/environment combination for
these Table 1 line items, the staff finds that these AMRs are not applicable to VEGP.

In LRA Table 3.3.1, the staff identified items 40, 60, 65, 66, 67, 80, and 86 as "not used" since
the component/material/environment combination is addressed by another Table 1 line item. For
each of these line items, the staff reviewed the LRA and license renewal basis document and
confirmed that the line item was not used in the LRA. In addition, the staff confirmed that the
aging effects addressed by these line items were addressed by other appropriate Table 1 AMR
line items. On this basis, the staff finds the applicant's identification of these Table 1 AMR line
items as "not used" acceptable.

3.3.2.1.2 Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11 and Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant provides a number of AMR items on
loss of material in copper alloy auxiliary building or fuel handling building ventilation system
component cooling coil components that are exposed to an air-indoor (exterior) (condensation)
environment. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant had aligned these
AMR items to either GALL AMR Item VII.F1-16 or Item VII.F2-14 under NEI 95-10 formatting
Note B. The staff also noted the applicant credited its External Surfaces Monitoring Program to
manage loss of material in these components. GALL AMR Item VII.F1-16, recommends that a
plant-specific AMP be evaluated and credited to manage this aging effect. The staff asked the
applicant to explain why a Note B is shown, consistent with the GALL Report with AMP
exceptions, instead of Note E; the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific AMP.

In its response dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that Note B for the specified AMR
items on these component cooling coil components should be designated as a Note E and that
Note E is appropriate because the GALL AMR items VII.F1-16 or Item VII.F2-14 that aligns with
these AMR items identify that a plant-specific AMP be credited for aging management, while the
AMP credited in the LRA, External Surfaces Monitoring Program, is a GALL Report-based AMP
with exceptions taken in the program elements for the AMP. The applicant stated that since a
different AMP is credited while the material, environment and aging effect are consistent with
the GALL Report, a Note E should have been specified instead of a Note B. The applicant
stated that the LRA line item for this component will be amended to change the note from a B to
an E. The staff confirmed that the applicant revised the LRA in a letter dated March 20, 2008.
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The staff verified that the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is an applicable AMP to credit
for managing loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in the external
surfaces of metallic components that are susceptible to oxidation (corrosion) in uncontrolled air
environments, including those that may expose the components to external condensation. The
staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the LRA AMR items for these
components have been amended to reflect alignment under NEI 95-10 Note format E instead of
B and because the External Surface Monitoring Program is an acceptable program to credit for
management of loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion in the external
surfaces of metallic components that are exposed to uncontrolled air environments. The staff
provides its evaluation of the ability of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage
loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in SER Section3.0.3.2.5.

In LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-25, and in LRA Tables 3.3.2-5, 3.3.2-10, 3.3.2-11, 3.3.2-12,
3.3.2-13, and 3.3.2-14, the applicant includes a number of AMRs on management of loss of
material of copper alloy HVAC piping, piping components and piping elements in the
containment spray, emergency core cooling, component cooling water, chemical and volume
control and boron recycle, control building ventilation, auxiliary ventilation, containment building
ventilation and fuel handling building ventilation systems under exposure to an external
condensation environment. In these AMRs, the applicant credits either the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program or Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material.
During the audit and review, the staff noted that the Type "2" AMR items pointing to LRA Table
3.3.1, AMR Item 3.3.1-25 identified these AMRs as being consistent with GALL under Note E.
The staff also noted that the applicant had aligned some of the AMRs on copper alloy HVAC
piping, piping components, and piping elements in the containment spray system and the
emergency core cooling systems (as described in LRA Tables 3.2.2.-1 and 3.2.2-2 for
emergency safety feature components) to LRA AMR Item 3.3.1-25 and that, like AMR
counterparts for the some of auxiliary system HVAC components, the applicant credited the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these emergency
safety feature HVAC components.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report.

However, where the GALL Report recommends a plant-specific AMP, the applicant proposed
the External Surfaces Monitoring Program or the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program,
which are GALL-based AMPs for the VEGP LRA.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. On the basis of the
periodic visual inspections of the piping, piping components, ducting, and other components to
detect loss of material, the staff finds the applicant's use of the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program acceptable.
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The VEGP Piping and Duct Inspection Program is a new program that will manage corrosion of
steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy components. Components included within the scope of
this program are not addressed by other VEGP aging management programs. The VEGP
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will monitor not only component surfaces through
visual inspection, but may also use non-visual techniques to monitor parameters such as wall
thickness and elasticity. On the basis of the periodic visual and non-visual technique inspections
of the piping, piping components, ducting, and other components to detect loss of material, the
staff finds the applicant's use of the Piping and Duct Inspection Program acceptable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report. The staffs evaluations of the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program and Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program are documented in SER Sections
3.0.3.2.5 and 3.0.3.2.13, respectively.

3.3.2.1.3 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion In Closure Bolting

LRA Table 3.3.1, AMR items 3.3.1-43 and 3.3.1-44 provide the applicant's AMRs on
management of loss of material due general, pitting and crevice corrosion in miscellaneous
steel auxiliary system closure bolts that are exposed to either, uncontrolled indoor air, outdoor
air, or condensation environments. In these AMRs, the applicant credits its Bolting Integrity
Program to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in the bolts.
During the audit and review, the staff noted that the Type "2" AMR items pointing to LRA Table
3.3.1, AMR items 3.3.1-43 and 3.3.1-44 identified these AMRs as being consistent with GALL
under Note E.

The corresponding AMR items in the GALL Report are AMR items 43 and 44 in Table 3 of the
GALL Report, Volume 1. The GALL Report recommends using GALL AMP XI.M.18, "Bolting
Integrity," to manage loss of material in these bolting components. The staff reviewed the AMR
result items referring to Note E and determined that the component type, material, environment,
and aging effect are consistent with those recommended in the corresponding AMR items in the
GALL Report. The staff noted that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a plant-specific
program for the LRA.

The staff verified that the scope of the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is credited to
manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related
closure bolting for pressure-retaining components within the scope of license renewal, with the
exception of the reactor vessel head studs which are managed in accordance with the
applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud Program. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting
Integrity Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting
Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent
with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC
Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]).

LRA Table 3.3.1, AMR Item 3.3.1-55 provides the applicant's AMR on management of loss of
material due general, pitting and crevice corrosion in ducting (HVAC) closure bolts that are
exposed to uncontrolled indoor air. In this AMR, the applicant credits its Bolting Integrity
Program to manage loss of material in the closure bolts. During the audit and review, the staff
noted that the Type "2" AMR items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-55 identified the
AMRs as being consistent with GALL under Note E.
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The corresponding GALL AMR Item is AMR Item 55 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1.
The staff reviewed the applicant's AMR item and noted that the component type, material,
environment, and aging effect are consistent with those described in the corresponding AMR
item in the GALL Report. However, the staff also noted that the GALL Report recommends that
GALL AMP XI.M36, "External Surfaces Monitoring," be credited for aging management whereas
the applicant has credited its Bolting Integrity Program, which is a plant-specific program for the
LRA. The staff evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is credited to manage cracking,
loss of material, and loss of preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for
pressure-retaining components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the
reactor vessel head studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor
Vessel Head Closure Stud Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an
assessment of ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's
recommended criteria for AMP program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position
No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). Based on this
review, the staff finds that it is acceptable to credit the Bolting Integrity Program as an
alternative program to manage loss of material in these steel duct bolting components.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effects or
mechanisms as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.4 Loss of Preload Due to Thermal Effects, Gasket Creep, and Self-loosening In Bolting
Components

LRA Table 3.3.1, AMR Item 3.3.1-45 provides the applicant's AMR on management of loss of
preload in miscellaneous auxiliary system steel closure bolting under exposure to uncontrolled
indoor air. In this AMR, the applicant credits its Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of
preload in the bolting components. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the Type "2"
AMR items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-45 identified these AMRs as being
consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR item is AMR Item 45 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1.
In this AMR, the GALL Report recommends using GALL AMP XI.M18, "Bolting Integrity," to
manage loss of preload in the bolting components. The staff reviewed the AMR result items
referring to Note E and determined that the component type, material, environment, and aging
effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line of the GALL Report. The staff also
noted that, although the applicant credited its Bolting Integrity Program, the Bolting Integrity
Program is a plant-specific program for the LRA.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is credited to manage cracking,
loss of material, and loss of preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for
pressure-retaining components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the
reactor vessel head studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor
Vessel Head Closure Stud Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program
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includes an assessment of ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with the
staff's recommended criteria for AMP program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch
Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]).

On the basis of its review of the AMR result item as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect or mechanism
as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.5 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, and Galvanic Corrosion

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.3.2-10 includes an AMR item on
management of loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion in.stainless steel
normal charging pump motor cooler tubesheets for the surfaces that are exposed to closed-
cycle cooling water. In this AMR, the staff noted that the applicant credited its Closed-Cycle
Cooling Water Program to manage loss of material in these stainless steel components. The
staff noted that the applicant aligned this Type "2" AMR item to GALL AMR Item VII.E1-2 and to
LRA AMR Item 3.3.1-51, which pertain to the management of loss material in copper alloy
piping, piping component, piping elements, and heat exchanger components that are exposed
to the same environment. The GALL AMR recommends that the AMP XI.M21, "Closed-Cycle
Cooling Water System Program," be credited to manage loss of material due to pitting, crevice
and galvanic corrosion in the copper alloy component surfaces that are exposed to closed cycle
cooling water.

The staff asked the applicant to explain why the aging management program in the AMR item
associated with the GALL AMR Item VII.E1-2 is appropriate to manage loss of material due to
pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion in these stainless steel components.

In its response dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that the Type "2" AMR item in LRA
Table 3.3.2-10 for the CVCS normal charging pump motor cooler tubesheets incorrectly aligned
the AMR item to LRA Table 3.3.1 AMR Item 3.3.1-51 and to GALL AMR VII.E1-2. The applicant
stated that, since the component is made of stainless steel and not copper alloy, the AMR item
should have been aligned to LRA Table 3.2.1 AMR Item 3.2.1-28 and to GALL AMR Item V.D1-
4. The applicant stated that the LRA line item for this component in Table 3.3.2-10 will be
amended to reflect alignment to LRA Table 3.2.1 AMR Item 3.2.1-28 and to GALL AMR Item
V.D1-4. The applicant also stated that this change is administrative and does not alter the AMP
(i.e., the Closed-Cycle Cooling Water Program) that is credited to manage loss of material in the
component surfaces that are exposed to closed-cycle cooling water.

The staff confirmed that the applicant made the applicable amendment of the LRA in a letter
dated March 20, 2008. The staff also reviewed the recommendations in GALL AMR V.D1-4 and
verified that, like the recommendation in GALL AMR VII.E1-2 for copper alloy components,
GALL AMR V.D1-4 recommends that GALL AMP XI.M21, "Closed-Cycle Cooling Water
System," be credited to manage loss of material due to corrosion effects in stainless steel heat
exchanger component surfaces that are exposed to close-cycle cooling water. Based on this
review, the staff finds that the change in the LRA is an administrative change of the application
and that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for crediting the Closed-Cycle Cooling
Water Program for these stainless steel components. The staffs question on this matter is
resolved.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result item as described in the preceding paragraphs and
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its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect or mechanism
as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.6 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

LRA Table 3.3.1, AMR Item 3.3.1-64 provides the applicant's AMR for managing loss of material
of steel auxiliary system piping, piping components, and piping elements that are exposed to
fuel oil. In this AMR, the applicant credited its Fire Protection Program and Fuel Oil Chemistry
Program to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in component
surfaces that are exposed to fuel oil. During the audit and review, the staff noted the Type "2"
AMR result items pointing LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-64 identified these AMRs as being
consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR items are AMR Item 64 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume I
and AMR Item VII.G-21 in the GALL Report Volume 2 (GALL AMR VII.G-21). These GALL
AMRs recommend that GALL AMP XI.M26, "Fire Protection," and GALL AMP XI.M30, "Fuel Oil
Chemistry," be credited to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion
in the components surfaces that are exposed to fuel oil.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and verified that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with the corresponding AMR items
in the GALL Report. The staff also verified that the applicant credited its Diesel Fuel Oil Program
and its Fire Protection Program to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are
exposed to fuel oil. The staff verified that the applicant's Fire Protection Program is an existing
AMP that is consistent with the recommendations in both GALL AMP XI.M26, "Fire Protection,"
and GALL AMP XI.M27, "Fire Water System," and that the program includes an exception to
GALL and three enhancements of the program in order to make it consistent with the program
elements in the GALL. The staff also verified that the scope of the AMP includes the fuel oil
delivery lines for both the diesel driven fire pumps and emergency diesel generators. The staffs
evaluation of the applicant's Fire Protection Program is described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.6. The
staffs evaluation of Fire Protection Program includes an assessment of the ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the program element recommendations in
the corresponding GALL AMPs and of the exception and enhancements taken in the AMP.
Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has created a valid basis for crediting its
Fire Protection Program to manage loss of material in the fuel oil delivery lines to the diesel-
driven fire protection pumps under exposure to the diesel fuel oil environment.

The staff noted that the applicant's Diesel Fuel Oil Program is an existing plant-specific program
for the VEGP LRA. The staff verified that the applicant credits it Diesel Fuel Oil Program to
manage loss of material in the plant components that are exposed to diesel fuel oil and that the
scope of the AMP includes the diesel fuel oil delivery systems for both the emergency diesel
generators and the diesel engine-driven fire water pumps. With respect to the AMP's program
elements regarding the fuel oil delivery lines to the diesel-driven fire protection pumps the staff
specifically verified that the VEGP Diesel Fuel Oil Program manages loss of material in the
delivery lines through the visual inspections performed in accordance with the applicant's Fire
Protection Program. The staff's evaluation of the applicant's Diesel Fuel Oil Program is
described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.6. The staff's evaluation of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program
includes an assessment of the ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with
the staffs recommended criteria for AMP program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch
Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). Based on
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this review, the staff finds that the applicant has created a valid basis for crediting its Diesel Fuel
Oil Program to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are exposed to the
diesel fuel oil environment.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect or mechanism
as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.7 Loss of Material Due to General Corrosion

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-73 provides the applicant's AMR for managing loss of material of
steel crane structural girders in load handling system under exposure to an uncontrolled indoor
air environment. In the AMR, the applicant credits its Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection
Program to manage loss of material due to general corrosion in these girders. During the audit
and review, the staff noted the Type "2" AMR items pointing LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-73
were designated as being consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR items are AMR Item 73 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1
and AMR Item VII.B-3 in the GALL Report Volume 2 (GALL AMR VII.B-3). These GALL AMRs
recommend that GALL AMP XI.M23, "Inspection of Overhead Heavy Load and Light Load
(Related to Refueling) Handling Systems," be credited to manage loss of material due to
general corrosion in the girder surfaces that are exposed to uncontrolled indoor air.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report. The staff verified that, consistent with the AMR recommendations in GALL,
the applicant credited its Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program to manage loss of
material in the girder surfaces that are exposed to uncontrolled indoor. The staff verified that the
Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program is identified as an AMP that is entirely
consistent with the program elements recommended in GALL AMP XI.M23, "Inspection of
Overhead Heavy Load and Light Load (Related to Refueling) Handling Systems," without
exception, and that the scope of the applicant's program includes the crane bridge and trolley
structural girders and beams and the crane rails and support girders within the scope of license
renewal. The staffs evaluation of the Overhead and Refueling Crane Inspection Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.3. The staff's evaluation of Overhead and Refueling Crane
Inspection Program includes an assessment of the ability of the program elements to manage
aging consistent with the program element recommendations in GALL AMP XI.M23. Based on
this review, the staff finds that the applicant has created a valid basis for crediting its Overhead
and Refueling Crane Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these crane girders.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect or mechanism
as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.8 Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-79 provides the applicant's AMR for managing loss of material due
to pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion or fouling in stainless steel piping, piping components,
piping elements, and system strainers in the turbine plant cooling water system under exposure
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to the raw water environment of the river water. In this AMR, the applicant credited its Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that
are exposed internally to the river water. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the
Type "2" AMR items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-79 were designated as being
consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR items are AMR Item 79 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1
and AMR Item VII.C1-15 in the GALL Report Volume 2 (GALL AMR VII.CI-15). These GALL
AMRs recommend that GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," be credited to
manage loss of material due to pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion or fouling in the piping, piping
component, and piping element surfaces that are exposed to the raw water environment.

The staff reviewed the Type "2" AMR items referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. However, the staff noted that, while the GALL Report
recommends GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the applicant credited
its Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these stainless
steel piping components.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program for managing, in part, loss of material due to pitting corrosion in internal surfaces of
piping and duct components that are not addressed by other aging management programs. The
staff verified that the program has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program
elements in GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and
Ducting Components, with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20,
"Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staffs evaluation of Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
includes an assessment of the ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with
the program element recommendations in GALL AMP XI.M38 and of the exceptions taken in the
AMP and the enhancement of the program to include LRA Commitment No. 19. The staffs
evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program also includes the staffs resolution
of RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1 on justification for crediting programs like the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program and the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage cracking and
changes in material properties for polymer or elastomer components. However, the staff noted
this RAI is not relevant to the assessment of this AMR because it pertains to management of
loss of material in stainless steel piping components.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has created a valid basis for crediting its
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material in the stainless steel
piping components that are exposed to raw water. On the basis of its review of the AMR result
items as described in the preceding paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to
corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff also finds that the applicant
addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.9 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, Galvanic, and Microbiologically Influenced
Corrosion, and Fouling
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LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-82 provides the applicant's AMR for managing loss of material in
the copper alloy steam generator blowdown corrosion product monitor cooler shells and heads
under exposure to an internal a raw water (river water) environment. In the AMR, the applicant
credited its Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program. During the
audit and review, the staff noted that the Type "2" AMR item pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item
3.3.1-82 was designated as being consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR items are AMR Item 82 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1
and AMR Item VII.C1-3 in the GALL Report Volume 2 (GALL AMR VII.Cl-3). These GALL
AMRs recommend that GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," be credited to
manage loss of material due to pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion,
microbiologically-influenced corrosion, or fouling in copper alloy heat exchanger surfaces in the
service water system that are exposed to a raw water environment.

The staff reviewed the AMR result item referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report. However, the staff noted that, while the GALL Report recommends GALL
AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the applicant credited its Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program to manage loss of material in these
corrosion product monitor shells and heads. The staffs evaluation of the Periodic Surveillance
and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6.

The staff verified that the applicant's Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities is an existing program that credited both existing and new periodic inspections and
tests to manage the aging effects applicable to the components included in the program. The
staff verified that the steam generator blowdown corrosion product monitor coolers are within
the scope of the applicant's Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program and that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program
credits either visual examinations or non-visual examination techniques to monitor for corrosion
or fouling that occur in these components. The staff also verified that these corrosion product
monitor coolers are cooled by raw water, but not by raw water that is categorized as essential
service water (i.e, nuclear cooling service water) and thus, are not within the scope of the
applicant's Generic Letter 89-13 Program (which is the applicant's counterpart to GALL AMP
XI.M20). The staff finds this to be an acceptable approach to aging management because the
methods are consistent with those recommended in GALL AMP XI.M20, and because the steam
generator blowdown corrosion product monitor coolers are not within the scope of the
applicant's Generic Letter 89-13 Program.

The staffs evaluation of the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6. The staff's evaluation of the Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program includes an assessment of the
ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended
criteria for AMP program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e.,
in Appendix A of the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). Based on this review, the staff finds
that the applicant has created a valid basis for crediting its Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities Program to manage loss of material in the steam generator blowdown
corrosion product monitor cooler heads and shells that are exposed to the raw water
environment.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
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its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.10 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically Influenced
Corrosion, Fouling, and Lining/Coating Degradation

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-76 provides the applicants AMR for managing loss of material for
steel piping, piping components, and piping elements (without lining/coating or with degraded
lining/coating) in the nuclear service water cooling, turbine plant cooling water system, river
intake structure system, potable and utility water systems, and sampling systems under
exposure to an internal raw water - river water environment. In these AMRs, the applicant
credits its Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of material due to
general corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion, microbiologically-
influenced corrosion, fouling, or coating degradation. During the audit and review, the staff
noted that the Type "2" AMR items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-76 designated that
the AMRs are consistent with GALL under Note E.

The corresponding GALL AMR items are AMR Item 76 in Table 3 of the GALL Report, Volume 1
and AMR Item VII.C1-19, VII.C3-10, and VII.H2-22 in the GALL Report Volume 2 (GALL AMRs
VII.C1-19, VII.C3-10, and VII.H2-22). These GALL AMRs recommend that GALL AMP XI.M20,
"Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," be credited to manage loss of material due to general
corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion, microbiologically-influenced
corrosion, fouling, or coating degradation in piping, piping component, and piping element
surfaces (with interior liners/coatings or with degraded liners/coatings) that are exposed to a raw
water environment.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the component
type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the corresponding line
of the GALL Report. However, the staff notes that, where the GALL Report recommends GALL
AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the applicant credited its Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program to manage the loss of material in the steel component surfaces that
are exposed internally to a raw water environment. The staff's evaluation of the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program for managing, in part, loss of material due to pitting corrosion in internal surfaces of
piping and duct components that are not addressed by other aging management programs. The
staff verified that the program has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program
elements in GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and
Ducting Components, with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20,
"Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staff's evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staffs evaluation of Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program
includes an assessment of the ability of the program elements to manage aging consistent with
the program element recommendations in GALL AMP XI.M38 and of the exceptions taken in the
AMP and the enhancement of the program to include LRA Commitment No. 19. The staff's
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evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program also includes the staffs resolution
of RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1 on justification for crediting programs like the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program and the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage cracking and
changes in material properties for polymer or elastomer components.

However, the staff noted this RAI is not relevant to the assessment of this AMR because it
pertains to management of loss of material in steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report,
the staff finds that the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as
recommended by the GALL Report.

3.3.2.1.11 Loss of Material Due to Wear

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.13 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.13.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.13 addresses loss of material due to wear in elastomer seals and
components exposed to an air - indoor (uncontrolled) environment as an aging effect not
applicable because auxiliary systems AMR results do not include elastomer seals exposed to
any environment conducive to a loss of material due to wear. LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 addresses
aging management of elastomer degradation.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.13 states that loss of material due to wear may occur in the elastomer
seals and components exposed to air - indoor uncontrolled (internal or external). The GALL
Report recommends further evaluation to ensure that the aging effect is adequately managed.

On the basis that VEGP does not have elastomer seals and components exposed to any
environment conductive to loss of material due to wear, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's
evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an
acceptable basis why the recommended criterion in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.13 is not applicable
to the VEGP LRA.

3.3.2.1.12 Loss of Material Due to Cladding Breach

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.14 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.14 addresses loss of material due to cladding breach for steel charging
pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to borated water as an aging effect not
applicable because auxiliary system AMR results do not include steel pump casings with
stainless steel cladding exposed to borated water. VEGP normal charging pump casings are
fabricated from stainless steel, not clad carbon steel.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14 states that loss of material due to cladding breach may occur in
PWR steel charging pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to treated borated
water.

On the basis that VEGP does not have stainless steel clad pump casings exposed to any
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environment conductive to loss of material due to wear, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's
evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an
acceptable basis why the recommended criterion in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14 is not applicable
to the VEGP LRA.

3.3.2.1.13 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

The staff evaluated the applicant's claim of consistency with the GALL Report. The staff also
reviewed information pertaining to the applicant's consideration of recent operating experience
and proposals for managing aging effects. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that
the AMR results, which the applicant claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report, are indeed
consistent with its AMRs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging for these components will be
adequately managed so that their intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.3.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the auxiliary systems components and provided information concerning
how it will manage the following aging effects:

" cumulative fatigue damage

" reduction of heat transfer due to fouling

" cracking due to SCC

" cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading

* hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer degradation

• reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity and loss of material due to general corrosion

" loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion

" loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced
corrosion

" loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced
corrosion and fouling

* loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion

* loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion

* loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion

" loss of material due to wear

" loss of material due to cladding breach

" QA for aging management of nonsafety-related components
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For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's further evaluations
against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.The staffs review of the applicant's
further evaluation follows.

3.3.2.2.1 Cumulative Fatigue Damage

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.1 states that fatigue is a TLAA in accordance with the definition criteria
for a TLAA in 10 CFR 54.3 and is to be evaluated for acceptance in accordance with the criteria
that are described in 10 CFR 54.21(C)(1).

In LRA Section 3.3.2.2.1, the applicant stated that load handling members subjected to fatigue
loading conditions such as crane runways are accounted for by design. The applicant stated
that crane use is limited and the number of stress cycles experienced is low in terms of fatigue
service life when considering the period of extended operation. Based on this clarification, the
applicant stated that potential fatigue of the cranes is not a TLAA for the LRA.

On the basis that plant cranes are designed for a large number of stress cycles in industrial use,
and the actual use of cranes in a nuclear power plant is low in terms of fatigue service when
also considering the period of extended operation, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's
evaluation that no TLAA for fatigue of load handling components is required at VEGP.

In Section 3.3.2.2.1 of the LRA, the applicant did identify metal fatigue of the piping in the
auxiliary systems as an analysis that meets the definition of a TLAA in 10 CFR 54.3. The staff
verified that the applicant included this TLAA in LRA Section 4.3.2, which addresses metal
fatigue of non-ASME Code Class 1 piping system components. SER Section 4.3.2 documents
the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for
identifying those auxiliary system components that within the scope of the applicant's TLAA on
metal fatigue for VEGP non-Class 1 piping components

3.3.2.2.2 Reduction of Heat Transfer Due to Fouling

In LRA Section 3.3.2.2.2, the applicant addresses reduction of heat transfer due to fouling in
stainless steel heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water as an aging effect not applicable
to VEGP, a PWR plant. Applicable items are found only in BWR spent fuel cooling and cleanup
and reactor water cleanup systems.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.2 is the Section in NUREG-1800, Revision 1 that corresponds to LRA
Section 3.3.2.2.2. In SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.2, the staff states that reduction of heat transfer
due to fouling may occur in stainless steel heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water and
that the existing program relies on control of water chemistry to manage reduction of heat
transfer due to fouling. However, the staff clarifies that control of water chemistry may be
inadequate and that as a result, the GALL Report recommends that the effectiveness of the
water chemistry control program should be verified to ensure that reduction of heat transfer due
to fouling is not occurring. The staff states that a one-time inspection is an acceptable method to
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ensure that reduction of heat transfer is not occurring and that the component's intended
function will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.2.

On the basis that the GALL Report Volume 2 items associated with this Table 1 line Item 3.3.1-3
apply to BWR plants only and the stainless steel heat exchanger tubes subject to reduction of
heat transfer due to fouling are associated with the BWR systems spent fuel pool cooling and
cleanup and reactor water cleanup, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this
aging effect is not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

On the basis that VEGP does not have any components from this group, the staff finds that this

aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

3.3.2.2.3 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.3 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.3:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.3 addresses cracking due to SCC in stainless steel piping, piping
components, and piping elements of the BWR standby liquid control system as an aging
effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.3 states that cracking due to SCC could occur in the stainless
steel piping, piping components, and piping elements of the BWR standby liquid control
system that are exposed to sodium pentaborate solution greater than 60 °C (140 'F).

The staff noted that this line item is applicable to BWR standby liquid control system
piping and components and; therefore, not applicable because VEGP is a PWR.

On this basis, the staff finds that this aging effect is not applicable to this component
type to VEGP, a PWR plant.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.3 addresses cracking due to SCC in stainless steel and stainless
clad steel heat exchanger components exposed to treated water greater than 140 7F in
the BWR reactor coolant cleanup system as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a
PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.3 states that cracking due to SCC may occur in stainless steel
and stainless clad steel heat exchanger components exposed to treated water greater
than 60 'C (140 'F).

The staff noted that this line item is applicable to BWR standby liquid control system
piping and components and; therefore, not applicable because VEGP is a PWR. On this
basis, the staff finds that this aging effect is not applicable to this component type to
VEGP, a PWR plant.

(3) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.3 addresses cracking due to SCC that may occur in stainless steel
diesel engine exhaust piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to diesel
exhaust as an aging effect that the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will
manage for stainless steel piping components.
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SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.3 states that cracking due to SCC may occur in stainless steel
diesel engine exhaust piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to diesel
exhaust. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to
ensure that the aging effect is adequately managed.

The staff noted that the plant-specific AMP proposed by the applicant is the Piping and
Duct Internal Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program and determined that the aging effect of cracking will be adequately
managed by using visual inspection techniques to inspect representative samples of
diesel exhaust components. The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff finds that this
program includes activities that are adequate to manage cracking
in stainless steel diesel engine exhaust piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to diesel exhaust.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.3 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.3, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2.4 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and Cyclic Loading

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.4:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 addresses cracking due to SCC in stainless steel PWR
nonregenerative heat exchanger components exposed to borated water greater than
140 OF as an aging effect to be managed by the Water Chemistry Control Program and
the One-Time Inspection Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 states that cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading may occur
in stainless steel PWR nonregenerative heat exchanger components exposed to treated
borated water greater than 60 'C (140 OF) in the chemical and volume control system.
The existing AMP monitors and controls primary water chemistry in PWRs to manage
the aging effects of cracking due to SCC. However, control of water chemistry does not
preclude cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading; therefore, the effectiveness of water
chemistry control programs should be verified to ensure that cracking does not occur.
The GALL Report recommends that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated to verify the
absence of cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading to ensure that these aging effects
are adequately managed. An acceptable verification program is to include temperature
and radioactivity monitoring of the shell side water and eddy current testing of tubes.
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The staff noted that the plant-specific AMP proposed by the applicant is the Water
Chemistry Program and verified with the One-Time Inspection Program. The staff
reviewed the Water Chemistry Program and the One-Time Inspection Program. The staff
concludes that the aging effects of cracking and cyclic loading will be adequately
managed by the Water Chemistry Program and its effectiveness will be adequately
verified with the One-Time Inspection Program which specifies the performance of
internal inspections. The staff's evaluation of the Water Chemistry Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.4. The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2. The staff finds that these programs
include activities are adequate to manage cracking and cyclic loading in stainless steel
PWR non-regenerative heat exchanger components exposed to treated borated water.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 addresses cracking due to SCC in stainless steel PWR
regenerative heat exchanger components exposed to borated water greater than 140 'F
as an aging effect to be managed by the Water Chemistry Control Program and the
One-Time Inspection Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 states that cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading may occur
in stainless steel PWR regenerative heat exchanger components exposed to treated
borated water greater than 60 °C (140 'F). The existing AMP monitors and controls
primary water chemistry in PWRs to manage the aging effects of cracking due to SCC.
However, control of water chemistry does not preclude cracking due to SCC and cyclic
loading; therefore, the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs should be
verified to ensure that cracking does not occur. The GALL Report recommends that a
plant-specific AMP be evaluated to verify the absence of cracking due to SCC and cyclic
loading to ensure that these aging effects are adequately managed.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 which credits the Water Chemistry Control and
the One-Time Inspection Programs in combination for managing cracking due to SCC
and cyclic loading of stainless steel regenerative heat exchanger components. The staff
concludes that the One-Time Inspection Program is being used to verify the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Control Program to manage cracking for stainless
steel regenerative heat exchanger components. On the basis of its review,- the staff finds
that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 by verifying the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Control Program by one-time inspections.

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-08, states that cracking of stainless steel regenerative heat
exchanger components in the emergency core cooling and chemical and volume control
and boron recycle systems exposed to treated borated water
(>140 'F) is managed with a combination of the Water Chemistry Control and the One-
Time Inspection Programs. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the AMR
result items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-08 refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. The GALL Report recommends using a
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combination of GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry" and a plant-specific verification
program. The applicant proposed using the Water Chemistry Control Program, which is
consistent with GALL AMP XI.M2, with the One-Time Inspection Program as the
verification program. The staff evaluations of the Water Chemistry Control and One-Time
Inspection Programs are documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.1.2,
respectively.

The One-Time Inspection Program uses one-time inspections to verify the effectiveness
of the Water Chemistry Control Program. The staff confirmed that the emergency core
cooling and chemical and volume control and boron recycle systems are included within
the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water
Chemistry Control Program to manage cracking. On the basis of the use of the one-time
visual inspections in these systems, the staff finds the applicant's use of the Water
Chemistry Control Program and One-Time Inspection Program to be acceptable
because it is conformance with the SRP-LR and the GALL Report.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(3) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 addresses cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading in stainless
steel high-pressure pump casings in a treated borated water environment in the
chemical and volume control system as an aging effect not applicable because the high-
pressure pumps in that system operate at temperatures below the SCC threshold and
because these pumps are centrifugal (not positive-displacement) with no significant
cyclic loading likely.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 states that cracking due to SCC and cyclic loading may occur
in the stainless steel pump casing for the PWR high-pressure pumps in the chemical and
volume control system.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 which states that cracking due to stress
corrosion cracking and cyclic loading is not applicable to VEGP stainless steel
high-pressure pump casings in a treated borated water environment in the chemical
volume and control system. The staff noted that the normal operating temperatures for
the VEGP stainless steel high pressure chemical volume and control system pumps are
less than 140 'F. Thus, the operating temperature for these pump casings is less than
the temperature threshold for initiation of SCC in stainless steel materials in Section IX
of the GALL Report, Volume 2. Further, the staff noted that the pumps within the scope
of license renewal are centrifugal pumps and are therefore not subject to cyclic loading
stresses. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has created a valid
basis for concluding that cracking due to SCC or cyclical loading is not an aging effect
requiring management for the VEGP high pressure stainless steel chemical volume and
control system pumps because the pumps operate at temperature less than that used by
the staff for initiation of SCC and because the pump casings are not subject to
significant cyclical loading stresses.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
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recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(4) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 addresses cracking of high-strength closure bolting for chemical
and volume control system bolting exposed to steam or water leakage as an aging effect
not applicable because the auxiliary systems have no high-strength bolting. Certified
material test reports for a sample population of A193 Gr. B7 bolting, indicate that the
actual yield strengths of this bolting material do not exceed 150 ksi. Plant-specific
operating experience supports this indication.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 which states that cracking due to stress
corrosion cracking and cyclic loading is not applicable to VEGP steel closure bolting in
an air with steam or water leakage environment in the chemical volume and control
system. The staff noted that the applicant states in LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4 that no high
strength closure bolting is used in VEGP auxiliary systems. On the basis of its review,
the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 by
confirming that the aging effects are not applicable because actual VEGP bolting
material does not exceed 150 ksi yield strength (which is the threshold of high-strength
steel bolting material) and that this aging effect is not applicable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.4 criteria.

For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.4, the staff concludes that the LRA is
consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.2.5 Hardening and Loss of Strength Due to Elastomer Degradation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.5:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 addresses hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer
degradation of seals and components in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC) systems as aging effects managed by the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities, the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program, or the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program for HVAC components aligned with this summary item.
The External Surfaces Monitoring Program will manage degradation of the external
surfaces of ventilation system elastomer flexible connectors. The Periodic Surveillance
and Preventive Maintenance Activities will manage degradation of elastomeric seals in
the control room filter units. The Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will
manage degradation of internal surfaces of ventilation system elastomer flexible
connectors. Components aligned to this summary item as substitutes include the boric
acid storage tank diaphragms, for which the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
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Maintenance Activities will manage degradation of surfaces exposed to an air - indoor
environment.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.5 states that hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer
degradation may occur in elastomer seals and components of heating and ventilation
systems exposed to air - indoor uncontrolled (internal/external). The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that these aging
effects are adequately managed.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 which addresses hardening and loss of
strength due to elastomer degradation for HVAC components. The staff noted that
instead of a plant-specific AMP recommended by the GALL Report, the applicant
proposed the combination of three AMPs to manage the aging effects of hardening and
loss of strength due to elastomer degradation of elastomer seals and components in
air - indoor.

The AMPs proposed by the applicant are the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities (evaluated in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6), the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program (evaluated in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13), and the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program (evaluated in SER Section 3.0.3.2.5).

The staff noted that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities, the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program, and the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program contain inspection activities for elastomeric components including determining
whether degradation has occurred, by physical manipulation. For the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program, the applicant will inspect accessible elastomer components
routinely, and inaccessible components either during outages, or by remote means. For
the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities, the applicant will
inspect the boric acid storage tank diaphragm surfaces exposed to air. For the Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program, the applicant will manage internal surfaces of
ventilation system elastomer flexible connectors.

In RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1, the staff asked the applicant to justify how visual examinations alone
credited in programs such as the External Surfaces Monitoring Program or the Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program would be capable of detecting a crack or
managing material property changes in elastomeric, plastic or polymeric components.

In the applicant's response to RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1 dated June 23, 2008, the applicant confirmed that
programs crediting visual examinations of elastomeric or polymeric materials also credit tactile
techniques in conjunction with visual examinations to monitor for indications that may be
indicative of changes in the strength or hardness properties of materials, and that these tactile
techniques include scratching the material surface to screen for waxy or chalky residues (which
can be indicative of polymer breakdown), pressing the polymer to qualitatively evaluate
resiliency, bending or folding the polymer to identify crazing (surface cracking) or whitening
(which can be indicative of reduced bonding of the filler), and stretching to evaluate tear
resistance. The staff finds these additional techniques to be acceptable because the applicant
will not be relying solely on visual examinations alone as the basis for aging management, and
because these tactile activities are physical monitoring techniques that are be capable of
indicating a change in the hardness or strength properties of the elastomeric materials. RAI 3.3-
1/3.4-1 is resolved with respect to managing changes in material properties for these
elastomeric auxiliary system piping components.
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On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding paragraphs and
its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding recommendations in the GALL
Report, the staff finds that the applicant.addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately
as recommended by the GALL Report.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 addresses loss of strength due to elastomer degradation of
elastomer linings of the filters, valves, and ion exchangers in spent fuel pool cooling and
purification systems as an aging effect to be managed by the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance Activities for boric acid storage tank diaphragms aligned to this
summary item as substitutes. VEGP has no have elastomer linings in the spent fuel pool
cooling and purification system.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.5 states that hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer
degradation may occur in elastomer linings of the filters, valves, and ion exchangers in
spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup systems (BWR and PWR) exposed to treated water
or treated borated water. The GALL Report recommends that a plant-specific AMP be
evaluated to determine and assess the qualified life of the linings in the environment to
ensure that these aging effects are adequately managed.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 which addresses loss of strength due to
elastomer degradation for spent fuel pool cooling and purification system component
linings. The staff noted that instead of a plant-specific AMP recommended by the GALL
Report, the applicant proposed the combination of two AMPs to manage the aging
effects of hardening and loss of strength due to elastomer degradation of elastomer
linings in treated water or borated water. The AMPs proposed by the applicant are the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities (evaluated in SER Section
3.0.3.3.6), and the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program (evaluated in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13). The staff also noted that although VEGP does not have spent fuel
pool cooling and cleanup system components with elastomer linings, the boric acid
storage tank diaphragms are evaluated with this summary item.

The staff noted that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities and
the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program both contain inspection activities for
elastomeric components including determining whether degradation has occurred, by
physical manipulation. For the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities, the applicant will inspect the boric acid storage tank diaphragm surfaces
exposed to treated borated water. For the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program,
the applicant will manage internal surfaces of ventilation system elastomer flexible
connectors.

In RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1, the staff asked the applicant to justify how visual examinations alone
credited in programs such as the External Surfaces Monitoring. Program or the Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program would be capable of detecting a crack or
managing material property changes in elastomeric, plastic or polymeric components.

In the applicant's response to RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1 dated June 23, 2008, the applicant
confirmed that programs crediting visual examinations of elastomeric/polymeric
materials also credit tactile techniques in conjunction with visual examinations to monitor
for indications that may be indicative of changes in the strength or hardness properties
of materials, and that these tactile techniques include scratching the material surface to
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screen for waxy or chalky residues (which can be indicative of polymer breakdown),
pressing the polymer to qualitatively evaluate resiliency, bending or folding the polymer
to identify crazing (surface cracking) or whitening (which can be indicative of reduced
bonding of the filler), and stretching to evaluate tear resistance. The staff finds these
additional techniques to be acceptable because the applicant will not be relying solely on
visual examinations alone as the basis for aging management, and because these tactile
activities are physical monitoring techniques that are capable of indicating a change in
the hardness or strength properties of the elastomeric materials. RAI 3.3-1/3.4-1 is
resolved with respect to managing changes in material properties for the elastomeric
spent fuel cooling and cleanup system components.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.5 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2.6 Reduction of Neutron-Absorbing Capacity and Loss of Material Due to General
Corrosion

Summary of Technical Information in the Application This section of the original application was
amended in a letter dated January 20, 2009. The description below reflects the revision.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6 addresses reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity and loss of material
due to general corrosion in the neutron-absorbing sheets of spent fuel storage racks exposed to
treated or borated water as aging effects. The reduction in neutron-absorbing capacity for the
Boron-Carbide materials will be managed with the One-Time Inspection Program and the loss of
material due to corrosion will be managed by the Water Chemistry Control Program for the
aluminum cladding material.

Staff Evaluation In accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3), the staff reviewed the information in
LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6 on the applicant's management of the reduction of neutron-absorbing
capacity and the loss of material to ensure that the effects of aging, as discussed above, will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6 against the staff's recommended regulatory criteria in
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.6 and in GALL AMR Item VII.A2-5 of the GALL Report, Volume 2.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.6 states that reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity and loss of
material due to general corrosion may occur in the neutron-absorbing sheets of BWR and PWR
spent fuel storage racks exposed to treated water or treated borated water. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that these aging effects are
adequately managed.
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In the original application, the staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6 in which the applicant
evaluated a scenario where a reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity might occur in the
neutron-absorbing sheets of the spent fuel storage racks at VEGP due to general corrosion. The
staff questioned the rationale provided by the licensee. In RAIs dated November 18, 2008, the
staff requested that the applicant provide additional details on neutron-absorbing materials in
the spent fuel pool.

The licensee responded to the RAIs in a letter dated December 16, 2008. The staff reviewed the
information provided in the licensee's response to the RAIs and a needed additional
clarification. The staff had a teleconference with the licensee on January 8, 2009 to clarify the
responses to the RAIs.

After the teleconference on January 8, 2009, the licensee made an additional commitment to
LRA Appendix A, Commitment No. 37, in a letter dated January 20, 2009, that: "SNC will also
perform a baseline inspection and a follow-up inspection to measure the effectiveness of the
Boral neutron absorber panels on Unit 1 to provide reasonable assurance that the panels will
continue to perform their reactivity control function during the period of extended operation.
These inspections will be included in the One-Time Inspection Program which is to be
implemented for license renewal. The baseline inspection will be performed prior to the period
of extended operation. The follow-up inspection will be performed at a date to be determined
based on the results of the baseline inspection and relevant industry guidance, not to exceed
ten years after the baseline inspection."

In addition, in the January 20, 2009 letter, the licensee amended their application as described
above. This revision included an addition to the One-Time Inspection Program to include the
inspection of the Boral. The One-Time Inspection Program would require the inspection plan to
include the sample size and location of the samples, the examination technique, detection of
aging effects, acceptance criteria, evaluation of the need for follow-up examinations and
corrective actions. The applicant has also stated that they will perform a baseline inspection
along with follow up inspections of the effectiveness of the Boral. The staff reviewed the One-
Time Inspection Program (see Section 3.0.3.1.2) and the Commitment and found it to be
acceptable since it gives reasonable assurance that the neutron-absorbing capacity will be
adequately managed during the period of extended operation.

In its response to the RAIs the licensee also provided information on relevant industry and
operating experience. The licensee addressed an NRC Operations Event Report (ADAMS
Accession No. ML032880525) concerning a 2003 Seabrook event by providing references to
past letters from the licensee and a description of studies performed. In addition, the licensee
stated:

"Specific to VEGP, it is important to note that the VEGP Boral storage rack cells are
vented so that gas cannot accumulate. The use of venting has been successful
throughout the industry in minimizing bulge formation. Additionally, the SNC response to
staff RAI 1, part "b" documented in Enclosure 2 of SNC letter NI-05-0803
(ML051260207) describes that, for the racks supplied to VEGP, Maine Yankee had
routinely performed drag testing and visual inspection. Prior to shipping the racks to
VEGP, the last two surveillances showed no signs of swelling or bulging.

The experiences of other PWR units having Boral surveillance coupons are available to
SNC through the EPRI Neutron Absorber Users Group and by the 10 CFR 50.21
reporting process. As listed in EPRI 1013721, Boral is in use as a wetted system neutron
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absorber in numerous domestic and international units. At present, SNC is unaware of
any Boral degradation event having safety significance."

The staff has reviewed and confirmed the operating experience and the staff finds this
acceptable since the operating experience supports the conclusion that the commitment of the
One-Time Inspection Program along with monitoring industry and operating experience and
being part of the EPRI Neutron Absorbers Group will effectively manage the loss of neutron-
absorbing capacity and degradation of Boral.

The staff reviewed the ability of the Water Chemistry Control Program, which will control the
quality of the spent fuel pool water, to manage the loss of material of the aluminum cladding of
the Boral material. On the basis that the quality of the spent fuel pool water will be continuously
monitored and corrective actions taken as necessary, the staff concludes that the Water
Chemistry Control Program will effectively manage the aging effect of loss of material through
the period of extended operation. The staff asked the licensee an RAI on the degradation of the
Boraflex material. The licensee stated that they no longer take credit for the material for
criticality and therefore do not monitor the material. However, they do monitor the silica levels in
the pool that are caused by the leaching of silica from the Boraflex material. The staff finds the
applicant's response to the RAI is acceptable. The staffs concern in the RAI is resolved.

The staff reviewed the applicant's application, response to RAIs and the Commitment, and the
staff concludes that the applicant's responses and programs meet SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.6
criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6, the staff concludes that the
LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

Commitment. The licensee made an additional commitment to LRA Appendix A, Commitment
No. 37 in letter dated January 20, 2009 that:

"SNC will also perform a baseline inspection and a follow-up inspection to measure the
effectiveness of the Boral neutron absorber panels on Unit 1 to provide reasonable
assurance that the panels will continue to perform their reactivity control function during
the period of extended operation. These inspections will be included in the One-Time
Inspection Program which is to be implemented for license renewal. The baseline
inspection will be performed prior to the period of extended operation. The follow-up
inspection will be performed at a date to be determined based on the results of the
baseline inspection and relevant industry guidance, not to exceed ten years after the
baseline inspection."

This is found to be acceptable by the staff since it demonstrates that the neutron-absorbing
capacity will be adequately managed during the period of extended operation.

Conclusion. The staff reviewed the applicant's application and amendment, response to RAIs
and the Commitment, and the staff concludes that the applicant's responses and programs
meet SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.6 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.6,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).
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3.3.2.2.7 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.7:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion for steel piping components, valves, and tanks in the reactor coolant pump oil
collection system exposed to lubricating oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report
recommends one-time inspections to verify the effectiveness of the lubricating oil
program for control of the lubricating oil environment and to evaluate the thickness of the
lower portion of the reactor coolant pump oil collection tank. Steel piping components
and tanks of the reactor coolant pump oil collection system are not exposed continuously
to a lubricating oil environment maintained by the Oil Analysis Program so this program
is not credited for managing loss of material for them. Instead, the One-Time Inspection
Program will manage these components using visual or volumetric nondestructive
examination techniques to inspect a representative sample of the internal surfaces for
significant corrosion. In addition, the One-Time Inspection Program will evaluate the
thickness of the lower portion of a representative sample of the reactor coolant pump oil
collection tanks. The reactor coolant pump oil collection system is part of the RCS. LRA
Section 3.1 presents AMR results for the reactor coolant oil collection system.
Consistent with the GALL Report with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the
One-Time Inspection
Program will manage auxiliary system steel piping and components exposed to
lubricating oil.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.7 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements, including
the tubing, valves, and tanks in the reactor coolant pump oil collection system, exposed
to lubricating oil (as part of the fire protection system). The existing AMP periodically
samples and analyzes lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable limits,
thereby preserving an environment not conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube
oil contaminants may not always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the
effectiveness of lubricating oil control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does
not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage
corrosion to verify the effectiveness of the lubricating oil program. A one-time inspection
of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that
corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained
during the period of extended operation. In addition, corrosion may occur at locations in
the reactor coolant pump oil collection tank where water from wash-downs may
accumulate; therefore, the effectiveness of the program should be verified to ensure that
corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs
to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion, including
determination of the thickness of the lower portion of the tank. A one-time inspection is
an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion does not occur and that component
intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program and
determined that the aging effect of loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion in steel components exposed to lubricating oil will be effectively managed. The
staff concludes that the One-Time Inspection Program is being used to verify the
effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to general,
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pitting and crevice corrosion for steel components exposed to lubricating oil. In addition,
the One-Time Inspection Program, as stated in LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7, determines the
thickness of the lower portion of the reactor coolant pump oil collection tank. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.7 by verifying the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-time
inspections and using one-time inspections to determine the thickness of the reactor
coolant pump oil collection tank. The staffs review of the Oil Analysis Program and the
One-Time
Inspection Program is documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.2.10 and 3.0.3.1.2,
respectively.

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-15, states that loss of material of steel reactor coolant pump
oil collection components in the reactor coolant and connected lines system exposed to
lubricating oil is managed with the One-Time Inspection Program. During the audit and
review, the staff noted that the AMR result items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item
3.3.1-15 refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. The GALL Report recommends using a
combination of GALL AMP XI.M39, "Lubricating Oil Analysis" and GALL AMP XI.M32,
"One Time Inspection," as a verification program. The applicant proposed using only the
One-Time Inspection Program. The staff evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program
is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

Steel piping components and tanks of the VEGP reactor coolant pump oil collection
system are not continuously exposed to a lubricating oil environment that is maintained
by the Oil Analysis Program. Therefore, the Oil Analysis Program is not required for
managing the loss of material of these components. The reactor coolant pump oil
collection components need only be monitored for potential aging effect by the One-
Time Inspection Program. The One-Time Inspection Program will use visual or
volumetric NDE techniques to inspect a representative sample of the internal surfaces to
assure there is no significant corrosion. In addition, the One-Time Inspection Program
will evaluate the thickness of the lower portion of a representative sample of the RCP oil
collection tanks.

The staff confirmed that loss of material of the internal surfaces of carbon steel
components (including thickness verification of tank bottom surfaces) in the RCP oil
collection system is included within the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program. On
the basis that these components are not continuously exposed to a lubricating oil
environment that is maintained by the Oil Analysis Program, the staff finds the
applicant's use of the One-Time Inspection Program alone acceptable to confirm that
loss of material is not occurring or is occurring so slowly as to not affect the intended
functions of these components.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.
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(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7 addresses loss of material in BWR reactor water cleanup and
shutdown cooling systems as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.7 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements in the BWR
reactor water cleanup and shutdown cooling systems exposed to treated water.

The staff finds acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not
applicable to VEGP because VEGP is not a BWR-design reactor.

(3) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion in steel and stainless steel diesel exhaust piping components exposed to
diesel exhaust as an aging effect to be managed by the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.7 states that loss of material due to general (steel only), pitting,
and crevice corrosion may occur in steel and stainless steel diesel exhaust piping, piping
components, and piping elements exposed to diesel exhaust. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that the aging effect is
adequately managed.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7 which addresses loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in steel and stainless steel diesel exhaust
components. The staff noted that the plant-specific AMP proposed by the applicant is the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program. The staff reviewed the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program and verified that the aging effect of loss material will be
adequately managed by using visual inspection techniques to inspect representative
samples of diesel exhaust components. The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff finds
that this program includes activities that are adequate to manage loss of material in steel
and stainless steel diesel engine exhaust piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to diesel exhaust.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.7 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.7, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.2.8 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced
Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.8 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.8.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.8 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
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microbiologically-influenced corrosion for steel piping components buried in soil as aging effects
to be managed, consistent with the GALL Report AMP with exceptions, by the Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.8 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in steel (with or without coating
or wrapping) piping, piping components, and piping elements buried in soil. Buried piping and
tanks inspection programs rely on industry practice, frequency of pipe excavation, and operating
experience to manage the effects of loss of material from general, pitting, and crevice corrosion
and microbiologically-influenced corrosion. The effectiveness of the buried piping and tanks
inspection program should be verified to evaluate an applicant's inspection frequency and
operating experience with buried components, ensuring that loss of material does not occur.

The staff reviewed the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program and verified that the
applicant credits the program to manage loss of material in buried piping and tank components
and the program's ability to detect aging effects. The staff also reviewed the plant operating
experience relevant to the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program and verified that the
program credits inspections of the external surfaces of buried piping and tanks when the piping
or tanks are excavated for maintenance or when the external component surfaces are exposed
for any other reason. The staff verified that, prior to entering the period of extended operation,
the applicant indicated that it will perform a review to determine if at least one opportunistic or
focused inspection of buried piping and tanks has been performed within the ten year period
prior to the period of extended operation, and if an inspection did not occur, a focused
inspection will be performed prior to the period of extended operation. In addition, the staff also
verified that the applicant credited a focused inspection of buried piping and tanks to be
performed within ten years after entering the period of extended operation, unless an evaluation
determined that sufficient opportunistic and focused inspections have occurred during this time
to demonstrate the ability of the underground coatings to protect the underground piping and
tanks from degradation. The staff verified that this is consistent with staffs recommended aging
management basis for buried pipes in the "detection of aging effects" program element in GALL
AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection." Based on this review, the staff finds that the
applicant has provided an acceptable basis for crediting its Buried
Piping and Tanks Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these steel buried pipe and
tanks components because it is consistent with the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.8 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.8, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2.9 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, Microbiologically-Influenced
Corrosion and Fouling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.9 against the following criteria in SRP-LR Section
3.3.2.2.9:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.9 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion for steel piping components and tanks exposed to
fuel oil as an aging effect which may occur at locations where contaminants accumulate
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and for which the GALL Report recommends a one-time inspection of selected
components to verify the effectiveness of the fuel oil chemistry program. The LRA states
that, consistent with the GALL Report, the plant-specific Diesel Fuel Oil Program will
manage the aging effect in EDG system components, and that One-Time Inspection
Program is credited to verify the program effectiveness Diesel Fuel Oil Program by
inspecting selected components where contaminants may accumulate. The LRA states
that, unlike the GALL Report AMP, the Diesel Fuel Oil Program and the Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities will manage the aging effect in the
EDG fuel oil storage tanks. The Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities visually inspect these tanks periodically.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion, microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling may occur in steel piping,
piping components, piping elements, and tanks exposed to fuel oil. The existing AMP
relies on fuel oil chemistry programs to monitor and control fuel oil contamination to
manage loss of material due to corrosion or fouling. Corrosion or fouling may occur at
locations where contaminants accumulate. The effectiveness of fuel oil chemistry
programs should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of programs to manage loss of material due to general,
pitting, and crevice corrosion, microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling to verify
the effectiveness of fuel oil chemistry programs. A one-time inspection of selected
components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion
does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Diesel Fuel Oil Program, One-Time Inspection Program and
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program that the applicant
proposes to use to manage aging effects of steel piping and tanks in fuel oil
environments. The staff verified that the Diesel Fuel Oil Program is credited to maintain
the fuel oil quality by testing new fuel oil to quality standards prior to introducing it into
plant storage tanks. The staff verified that the program calls for periodic sampling and
testing of the fuel oil storage tank diesel fuel inventory to test for water accumulation,
biological organisms, and particulate-based sediments. The Diesel Fuel Oil Program has
requirements to invoke corrective actions when the fuel oil condition is found to be out of
tolerance with specifications. The staff verified that the applicant credits either its One-
Time Inspection Program or its Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities Program to verify the Diesel Fuel Oil Program effectiveness. The staff verified
that the crediting of the One-Time Inspection Program is consistent with the staffs
guidance in SPR-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9, Item (1).

The staff verified that the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program is an acceptable program to verify the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel Oil
Program to manage loss of material in the buried storage tank components because the
program credits visual inspections that will be performed periodically instead of one time
basis and that will monitor for signs of corrosion in the tanks and degradation in the
interior tank liner/coating surfaces.

The staff also verified that the LRA includes LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-20 and
associated type "2" AMR lines items that point to SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9, Item (2).
Like SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9, Item (1), the staff verified that in these AMR items, the
applicant credits its Diesel Fuel Oil Program and either the One-Time Inspection
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Program or Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program to
verify the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program in managing loss of material in
the interior buried piping and tank surfaces that are exposed to diesel fuel. The staffs
evaluations of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program, One-Time Inspection Program and Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program are documented in SER
Sections 3.0.3.3.3, 3.0.3.1.2 and 3.0.3.3.6, respectively.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.9 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion and fouling for steel heat exchanger components
exposed to lubricating oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report recommends a
one-time inspection to verify the effectiveness of the lube oil program. Consistent with
the GALL Report AMP with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program will manage the aging
effect and the One-Time Inspection Program will verify program effectiveness by
inspecting selected components at susceptible locations.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion, microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling may occur in steel heat
exchanger components exposed to lubricating oil. The existing AMP periodically
samples and analyzes lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable limits,
thereby preserving an environment not conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube
oil contaminants may not always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the
effectiveness of lubricating oil control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does
not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage
corrosion to verify the effectiveness of lubricating oil programs. A one-time inspection of
selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that
corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained
during the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.9 which addresses loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion, microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and
fouling in steel heat exchanger components in lubricating oil. The staff verified that the
applicant credits its Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to general,
pitting, and crevice corrosion, microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling may
occur in steel heat exchanger components exposed to lubricating oil and its One-Time
Inspection Program to verify the program effectiveness of its Oil Analysis Program in
managing this aging effect. The staff reviewed the VEGP Oil Analysis Program and
verified that the program is a mitigative program that is specifically designed to manage
the effects of aging in plant components that are exposed to lubricating oil. The staff also
verified that the VEGP One-Time Inspection Program includes visual inspection
techniques to verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program. The staffs evaluation
of the Oil Analysis Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.10. The staffs
evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.
Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided a valid basis for
managing loss of material in the heat exchanger components that are exposed to
lubricating oil because it in conformance with the recommendation in SRP-LR Section
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3.3.2.2.9, Item (2) and the AMRs in the GALL report that are invoked by this SRP-LR
section.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.9 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.9, the
staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.2.10 Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.10:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for elastomer lining or stainless steel cladding exposed to treated water or borated water
by degradation as an aging effect not applicable because AMR results for the spent fuel
pool cooling and purification system do not include elastomer-lined carbon steel
components. Other GALL Report Volume 2 items in this summary item are for BWRs;
VEGP is a Westinghouse PWR.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in BWR and PWR steel piping with elastomer lining or stainless
steel cladding that are exposed to treated water and treated borated water if the cladding
or lining is degraded.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10. The staff verified that the stated SRP-LR
guidance is applicable only to steel spent fuel cooling and cleanup system piping that
are designed with interior elastomeric liners (i.e. PWR spent fuel cooling and cleanup
systems) or interior stainless steel cladding (BWR spent fuel cooling and cleanup
systems). The staff verified that the GALL AMRs invoked by this SRP-LR section for
steel piping components with interior stainless steel cladding are applicable to BWR
designed facilities only. Based on this assignment, the staff finds that the
recommendation in SRP-LR 3.3.2.2.10, Item (1) for steel piping components with interior
stainless steel cladding is not applicable to VEGP because VEGP is PWR.

The staff also verified that the recommended guidance in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10,
Item (1), as it pertains to steel spent fuel cooling and cleanup system piping components
with interior elastomeric liners is not applicable to the VEGP LRA because the VEGP
design does not include any elastomer lined steel piping components that are exposed
to either a treated water or borated treated water environment. On the basis of this
review, the staff finds that the applicant does not need to meet or conform to the
recommended criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (1) because the criteria in the
SRP-LR section are not applicable to the VEGP design.
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On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
BWR spent fuel pool cooling and cleanup, reactor water cleanup, and shutdown cooling
system piping exposed to treated water as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a
PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in stainless steel and aluminum piping, piping components, piping
elements, and stainless steel and steel with stainless steel cladding heat exchanger
components exposed to treated water.

The staff verified that the recommended criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, item (2)
are applicable only to stainless steel piping components and steel piping components
with interior stainless steel cladding that are located in BWR spent fuel pool cooling,
reactor water cleanup, and shutdown cooling system. Based on this review, the staff
finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for concluding the
recommended criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (2) are not applicable to the
VEGP LRA because the units at VEGP are Westinghouse designed PWRs.

(3) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for copper alloy HVAC components exposed to condensation as an aging effect for
which the GALL Report recommends a plant-specific program. The External Surfaces
Monitoring Program will manage loss of material due to condensation on exposed
surfaces of copper alloy auxiliary system components. The Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program will manage loss of material for copper alloy surfaces internal to
auxiliary system components and exposed to condensation.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in copper alloy heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC)
piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to condensation (external).
The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that
the aging effect is adequately managed.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10. The staff noted that the applicant credited its
External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage loss of material in the external
surfaces of copper alloy auxiliary system components that may be exposed to
condensation and Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program to manage loss of
material in the internal surfaces of copper alloy auxiliary system components that may
be exposed to condensation. The staff reviewed the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program and the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program and verified that both
programs are GALL-based programs that are credited for managing loss of material in
metal components that are exposed to atmospheric environments, including those air
environments that might result in condensation of the components. The staff's evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.5.
The staff's evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff evaluations include an assessment of the ability of
the programs to manage loss of material in the metal surfaces that are exposed to an air
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environment, including those air environments that may result in condensation on the
component surfaces.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis
for managing loss of material in the copper alloy HVAC components that are exposed to
a condensation environment because the External Surfaces Monitoring Program and the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program are valid programs to credit for
management of loss of material that may occur in metal auxiliary systems components
that are exposed to a condensation environment.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(4) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for copper alloy piping components exposed to lubricating oil as an aging effect for
which the GALL Report recommends a one-time inspection to verify the effectiveness of
the lubricating oil program. Consistent with the GALL Report AMP with exceptions, the
Oil Analysis Program will manage the aging effect and the One-Time Inspection
Program will verify program effectiveness by inspecting selected components at
susceptible locations.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to lubricating oil. The existing AMP periodically samples and analyzes
lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable limits, thereby preserving an
environment not conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube oil contaminants may
not always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the effectiveness of
lubricating oil control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The
GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage corrosion to verify
the effectiveness of lubricating oil programs. A one-time inspection of selected
components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion
does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained during the
period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10, and the AMRs in the application that are
based on this section. The staff verified that the applicant credits its Oil Analysis
Program to manage loss of material in the copper alloy piping components that are
exposed to lubricating oil and its One-Time Inspection Program to verify that the Oil
Analysis Program is effective in managing loss of material in these copper alloy
components. The staff concludes that the One-Time Inspection Program is being used to
verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material for
copper alloy components exposed to lubricating oil.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-
LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 by verifying the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-
time inspections. The staff's evaluation of the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time
Inspection Program is documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.2.10 and 3.0.3.1.2,
respectively.
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Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's
programs meet SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 criteria. For those line items that apply to
LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL
Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

(5) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for aluminum piping and stainless steel ducting components exposed to condensation as
an aging effect to be managed by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program for
stainless steel component surfaces and by the Bolting Integrity Program for stainless
steel bolting. The Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program will manage loss of
material from stainless steel surfaces exposed to condensation for surfaces internal to
HVAC and other components.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in HVAC aluminum piping, piping components, and piping elements
and stainless steel ducting and components exposed to condensation. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that the aging effect is
adequately managed.

The staff reviewed the External Surfaces Monitoring Program, Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program and Bolting Integrity Program which the applicant proposed to use to
manage loss of material on exposed surfaces of stainless steel components. Depending
on the component inspection location, the applicant will use either the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program or Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program. For stainless steel
bolting exposed to condensation, the applicant will use the Bolting Integrity Program.
The staff verified that all of these programs are based on corresponding programs that
are provided in Section Xl of the GALL Report, Volume 2, and that all three programs
use visual inspection techniques to detect loss of material for stainless steel
components.

However, the staff did note some inconsistencies with the AMR items in the application
that are based on LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (5). During the audit and review, the staff
noted that in LRA Table 3.3.2-6, on page 3.3-114, the AMR line item component closure
bolting, material stainless steel in an air-indoor (exterior) (condensation) environment,
aging effect loss of material, AMP Bolting Integrity Program, LRA Table 1, Item 3.3.1-27,
GALL Report Item VII.F2-1, Note E; is shown twice. The staff asked the applicant to
explain why the line item is shown twice since the component is identical and also the
material, environment, aging effect and aging management program.

In its response letter of February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that the duplication of the
line item in LRA Table 3.3.2-6, on page 3.3-114, was an error and one of the line items
would be removed from LRA Table 3.3.2-6. The applicant also stated that the LRA will
be amended to remove one of the duplicate AMR line items shown on LRA page 3.3-
114. The staff verified that the applicant amended the LRA in a letter dated March 20,
2008.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the applicant amended the
LRA to remove one of the duplicate AMR line items from the LRA. The evaluation of the
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use of the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of material for the closure bolting is
provided below.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.3.2-12, on page 3.3-159
for AMR component cooling coils (essential chilled water), material stainless steel in an
air-indoor (exterior) (condensation) environment, aging effect loss of material, LRA
Table 1, Item 3.3.1-27 and GALL Report Item VII.F2-1, a Note B is shown. GALL Report
Volume 2 Item VII.F2-1 calls for a plant-specific AMP. The staff asked the applicant to
explain why a Note B is shown, consistent with the GALL Report with AMP exceptions,
instead of Note E; the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific AMP. The applicant has
assigned the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage loss of material for this
component.

In its response letter of February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that Note B for the AMR
component cooling coils in LRA Table 3.3.2-12 on page 3.3-159 should be a Note E.
Note E is appropriate because GALL Report Volume 2 Item VII.F2-1 that aligns with this
AMR line item identifies a plant-specific AMP, while the AMP credited in the LRA,
External Surfaces Monitoring Program, is a GALL Report AMP with exceptions. Since a
different AMP is credited while the material, environment and aging effect are consistent
with the GALL Report, a Note E should have been specified instead of a Note B. The
applicant also stated that the LRA line item for this component will be amended to
change the note from a B to an E. The staff verified that the applicant amended the LRA
in a letter dated March 20, 2008.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the applicant amended the
LRA AMR line item for this component to designate show the correct Note E, instead of
B. The evaluation of the use of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage
loss of material for the cooling coils (essential chilled water) is provided below.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.3.2-12 on page 3.3-160
for AMR component cooling coils (nuclear service cooling water), material stainless steel
in an air-indoor (exterior) (condensation) environment, aging effect loss of material, LRA
Table 1, Item 3.3.1-27 and GALL Report Item VII.F2-1, a Note B is shown. GALL Report
Volume 2 Item VII.F2-1 calls for a plant-specific AMP. The staff asked the applicant to
explain why a Note B is shown, consistent with the GALL Report with AMP exceptions,
instead of Note E; the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific AMP. The applicant has
assigned the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage loss of material for this
component.

In its response dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that Note B for the AMR
component cooling coils in LRA Table 3.3.2-12 on page 3.3-160 should be a Note E.
Note E is appropriate because GALL Report Volume 2 Item VII.F2-1 that aligns with this
AMR line item identifies a plant-specific AMP, while the AMP credited in the LRA,
External Surfaces Monitoring Program, is a GALL Report AMP with exceptions. Since a
different AMP is credited while the material, environment and aging effect are consistent
with the GALL Report, a Note E should have been specified instead of a Note B. The
applicant also stated that the LRA line item for this component will be amended to
change the note from a B to an E. The staff verified that the applicant amended the LRA
in a letter dated March 20, 2008.
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The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because the applicant amended the
LRA AMR line item for this component designate the correct Note E, instead of B. The
evaluation of the use of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage loss of
material for the cooling coils (nuclear service cooling water) is provided below.

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-27 states that loss of material of stainless steel HVAC
ducting and aluminum HVAC piping, piping components and piping elements in the
nuclear service cooling water, auxiliary component cooling water, chemical and volume
control and boron recycle, auxiliary building ventilation, and containment building
ventilation systems exposed to condensation is managed with either the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program, Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program or the
Bolting Integrity Program. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the AMR
result items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-27, refer to Note E.
The staff reviewed the AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. However, where the GALL Report recommends
a plant-specific AMP, the applicant proposed the External Surfaces Monitoring Program,
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program or the Bolting Integrity Program depending
on the component location. The staff evaluations of the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program, Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program and Bolting Integrity Program are
documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.2.5, 3.0.3.2.13, and 3.0.3.3.2, respectively.

The VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that inspects
external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials
susceptible to aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the
effects of aging are managed such that system components will perform their intended
function during the period of extended operation. The program will be a monitoring
program which manages aging effects through periodic visual inspections of external
surfaces of components such as piping, piping components, ducting, and other
components for evidence of material loss. On the basis of the periodic visual inspections
of the piping, piping components, ducting, and other components to detect loss of
material, the staff finds the applicant's use of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program
for external component surfaces to be acceptable.

The VEGP Piping and Duct Inspection Program is a new program that, in part, will
manage corrosion of steel, stainless steel, aluminum and copper alloy components.
Components included within the scope of this program are not addressed by other
VEGP aging management programs. The VEGP Piping and Duct Internal Inspection
Program will monitor not only component surfaces through visual inspection, but may
also use non-visual NDE techniques to monitor parameters such as wall thickness.

On the basis of the periodic visual and non-visual technique inspections of the piping,
piping components, ducting, and other components to detect loss of material in these
stainless steel and aluminum HVAC components, the staff finds the applicant's use of
the Piping and Duct Inspection Program acceptable.

The Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program to manage cracking, loss
of material, and loss of preload in mechanical bolted closures. The VEGP Bolting
Integrity Program applies to safety-related and nonsafety-related bolting for
pressure-retaining components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of
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the reactor vessel head studs which are addressed by the Reactor Vessel Head Closure
Stud Program. Visual inspections are conducted to detect loss of preload resulting in
joint leakage and to detect fastener degradation due to cracking or loss of material. On
the basis of the periodic visual inspections of the closure bolting to detect loss of
material, the staff finds the applicant's use of the Bolting Integrity Program acceptable.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(6) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for copper alloy fire protection system piping components exposed to internal
condensation as an aging effect not applicable because auxiliary system AMRs do not
include copper alloy fire protection piping components exposed to an internal
condensation environment.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in copper alloy fire protection system piping, piping components,
and piping elements exposed to internal condensation.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 which states that loss of material is not
applicable to VEGP copper alloy fire protection system components exposed to internal
condensation. The staff noted that the applicant states in LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 that no
copper alloy fire protection components exist at VEGP that are exposed to an internal
condensation environment.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable
basis for concluding that the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (6) are not
applicable to the VEGP LRA because the VEGP design does not include any copper
alloy fire protection system components that are exposed to an internal condensation
environment.

(7) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
for stainless steel piping components exposed to soil as an aging effect to be managed
by the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to soil. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-
specific AMP to ensure that these aging effects are adequately managed.

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-29, states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion of stainless steel piping components exposed to soil is managed by the Buried
Piping and Tanks Inspection Program. During the audit and review, the staff noted that
the AMR result item pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-29, refers to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR result item referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. However, where the GALL Report recommends
a plant-specific AMP, the applicant proposed the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection
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Program. As a result of this determination, the staff reviewed the Buried Piping and
Tanks Inspection Program in order to determine whether the program is a valid AMP to
credit for the management of loss of material in buried stainless steel auxiliary system
piping, piping components and piping elements. The staff noted the VEGP Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection Program is credited for buried stainless steel piping components
in addition to buried steel piping components and tanks. The staff also noted that the
program credits visual inspections of the external surfaces of these buried components
when the soil or material around the pipe components is excavated for maintenance or
when the surfaces are exposed for any other reason. The staff also verified that the
program credits a focused inspection of stainless steel buried piping to be performed
within ten (10) years after entering the period of extended operation, unless an
evaluation determined that sufficient opportunistic and focused inspections have
occurred during this time to demonstrate the ability of the underground coatings to
protect the underground piping from degradation. The staff also verified that the scope
of the program calls for the inspection results to be documented and retained.

The staff also noted that the program element aspects of the applicant's Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection Program (as discussed in the previous paragraph) are consistent
with the program elements in GALL AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection,"
and that the applicant's crediting of this AMP for aging management is meets the staff's
AMR recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (5), and in AMR items
VII.C1-16, VII.C3-8, VII.G-20, VII.H1-7, and VIIH2-19 of the GALL Report, Volume 2.
Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis
for crediting the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program to manage loss of material
due to pitting and crevice corrosion in stainless steel auxiliary system piping, piping
components, and piping elements exposed to soil, because the program is a GALL-
based program that is designed to perform inspection-based condition monitoring of
buried piping, piping components, and piping elements, and because the crediting of this
AMP satisfies the staffs recommendation that an AMP be evaluated and credited for
aging management of loss of material in these components,

The staffs evaluation of the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.2.2. On the basis of its review of the AMR result item as described
in the preceding paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to
corresponding recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that
the applicant addressed the aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended
by the GALL Report.

(8) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10 addresses loss of material for stainless steel piping components
exposed to treated water and sodium pentaborate in BWR standby liquid control
systems as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements of
the BWR standby liquid control system exposed to sodium pentaborate solution.

The staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (8) are only applicable
to the management of loss of material in piping components of BWR standby liquid
control systems that are exposed to borated water.
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Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for
concluding that the recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10, Item (8) are not applicable
to the VEGP LRA, because the VEGP units are Westinghouse-designed PWRs and are not
BWR design reactors.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.10 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.10,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2.11 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, and Galvanic Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.11 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.11.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.11 addresses loss of material for BWR standby liquid control, spent fuel
pool cooling and cleanup, reactor water cleanup, and shutdown cooling system copper alloy
piping components exposed to treated water as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP, a PWR
plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.11 states that loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and galvanic
corrosion may occur in copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
treated water.

The staff's recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.11 are only applicable to the
management of loss of material in copper alloy piping components of BWR standby liquid
control systems, spent fuel pool cooling and. cleanup systems, reactor water cleanup systems,
and shutdown cooling system that are exposed to treated water.

Based on this review, the staff finds that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for
concluding that the recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.11 are not applicable to the
VEGP LRA, because the VEGP units are Westinghouse-designed PWRs and are not BWR
design reactors.

3.3.2.2.12 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.12 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.3.2.2.12:

(1) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.12 addresses loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion for stainless steel, aluminum, and copper alloy
piping components exposed to fuel oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report
recommends a one-time inspection to verify the effectiveness of the fuel oil chemistry
control program. The plant-specific Diesel Fuel Oil Program manages the aging effect for
EDG system components. The One-Time Inspection Program verifies program
effectiveness by inspecting selected components at susceptible
locations. The Diesel Fuel Oil Program and the Fire Protection Program will manage the
aging effect for copper alloy valve bodies in the fire protection fuel oil system.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.12 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
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corrosion, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in stainless steel,
aluminum, and copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
fuel oil. The existing AMP relies on the fuel oil chemistry program for monitoring and
control of fuel oil contamination to manage loss of material due to corrosion; however,
corrosion may occur at locations where contaminants accumulate and the effectiveness
of fuel oil chemistry control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur.
The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage corrosion to
verify the effectiveness of the fuel oil chemistry control program. A one-time inspection of
selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that
corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained
during the period of extended operation.

LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-32 states that loss of material of stainless steel, aluminum
and copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to fuel oil
(except for copper alloy valve bodies in the fire protection fuel oil system) is managed by
the Diesel Fuel Oil and One-Time Inspection Programs. Loss of material for copper alloy
valve bodies in the fire protection fuel oil system is managed by the Diesel Fuel Oil and
Fire Protection Programs. During the audit and review, the staff noted that the AMR
result items pointing to LRA Table 3.3.1, Item 3.3.1-32 refer to Note E.

The staff reviewed these AMR result items referring to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with those of the
corresponding line of the GALL Report. The staff noted that the GALL Report
recommends using a combination of GALL AMP XI.M30, "Fuel Oil Chemistry" and GALL
AMP XI.M32, "One Time Inspection," as a verification program. The staff noted that the
applicant credits its Diesel Fuel Oil Program, which is a plant-specific program, to
manage loss of material in the stainless steel, aluminum, and copper-alloy auxiliary
system components that are exposed to diesel fuel oil and either its One-Time
Inspection Program or Fire Protection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Diesel
Fuel Oil Program in managing loss of material in the component surfaces that are
exposed to diesel fuel oil.

The staff reviewed the Diesel Fuel Oil Program, One-Time Inspection Program and Fire
Protection Program that the applicant proposes to use to manage aging effects of
stainless steel, aluminum, and copper alloy piping in fuel oil environments. The staff
noted that the Diesel Fuel Oil Program is credited and designed to maintain the quality of
diesel fuel oil in the diesel fuel oil storage tanks by testing it to standards prior to
introducing it into plant's diesel fuel oil storage tanks. The staff noted that the program
also performs periodic diesel fuel oil quality testing of the existing fuel oil inventory for
water impurity accumulation, biological organisms, and particulates and sediments and
that the program has administrative applicant-imposed requirements to invoke corrective
actions when the quality of the fuel oil is determined to be out of tolerance with the
applicant's fuel oil testing standards. The staff noted that these tests are required
through an administrative control program that is within the scope of VEGP Technical
Specification No. 5.5.13. The staff finds this to be an acceptable program for managing
loss of material in these diesel fuel oil system components because it is consistent with
the staffs recommendations in AMR 32 of Table 3 in GALL, Volume 1 and because the
program is required to be administratively controlled through Technical Specification No.
5.5.13.
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The staff verified that the applicant's One-Time Inspection Program is credited, in part, to
confirm the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program in managing loss of material in
these emergency diesel generator system components. The staff finds this to be an
acceptable program for managing loss of material in these diesel fuel oil system
components because it is consistent with the staffs recommendations in AMR 32 of
Table 3 in GALL, Volume 1.

The staff noted that the applicant has credited its Fire Protection Program as an
alternative program for verifying the effectiveness of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program for
those copper alloy valve bodies in the fire protection fuel oil system because the
applicant will implement visual inspections for aging effects which will be performed
while the fire pump diesel engine is running during fire suppression system pump tests.
The staff finds that the greater periodicity of the visual inspections performed under the
Fire Protection Program makes the program an acceptable alternative to the One-Time
Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluations of Diesel Fuel Oil Program, One-Time Inspection Program, and
Fire Protection Program are discussed in SER Sections 3.0.3.3.3, 3.0.3.1.2, and
3.0.3.2.6, respectively. On the basis of the requirements of the Diesel Fuel Oil Program,
One-Time Inspection Program, and Fire Protection Program, the staff concludes these
programs will adequately manage the loss of material aging effect of stainless steel,
aluminum, and copper alloy piping that are exposed to diesel fuel oil environments
through the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result item as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

(2) LRA Section 3.3.2.2.12 addresses loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion in stainless steel piping components exposed to
lubricating oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report recommends a one-time
inspection to verify the effectiveness of the lubricating oil program. Consistent with the
GALL Report AMP with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time
Inspection Program will manage the aging effect.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.12 states that loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in stainless steel piping, piping
components, and piping elements exposed to lubricating oil. The existing program
periodically samples and analyzes lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within
acceptable limits, thereby preserving an environment not conducive to corrosion.
However, control of lube oil contaminants may not always be fully effective in precluding
corrosion; therefore, the effectiveness of lubricating oil control should be verified to
ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation
of programs to manage corrosion to verify the effectiveness of lubricating oil programs. A
one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable
method to ensure that corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions
will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

The staff reviewed the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program and
determined that the aging effect of loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and
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microbiologically induced corrosion in stainless steel components exposed to lubricating
oil will be effectively managed. The staff concludes that the One-Time Inspection
Program is being used to verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program to manage
loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and microbiologically induced corrosion for
stainless steel components exposed to lubricating oil. The staffs evaluations of the Oil
Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection Program are documented in SER
Sections 3.0.3.2.10 and 3.0.3.1.2, respectively. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.12 by verifying the
effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program by one-time inspections.

On the basis of its review of the AMR result items as described in the preceding
paragraphs and its comparison of the applicant's results to corresponding
recommendations in the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant addressed the
aging effect or mechanism appropriately as recommended by the GALL Report.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.12 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.3.2.2.12,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.2.13 Loss of Material Due to Wear

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.13 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.13.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.13 addresses loss of material due to wear in elastomer seals and
components exposed to an air - indoor (uncontrolled) environment as an aging effect not
applicable because auxiliary systems AMR results do not include elastomer seals exposed to
any environment conducive to a loss of material due to wear. LRA Section 3.3.2.2.5 addresses
aging management of elastomer degradation.

SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.13 states that loss of material due to wear may occur in the elastomer
seals and components exposed to air - indoor uncontrolled (internal or external). The GALL
Report recommends further evaluation to ensure that the aging effect is adequately managed.

On the basis that VEGP does not have elastomer seals and components exposed to any
environment conductive to loss of material due to wear, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's
evaluation that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

3.3.2.2.14 Loss of Material Due to Cladding Breach

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.3.2.2.14 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14.

LRA Section 3.3.2.2.14 addresses loss of material due to cladding breach for steel charging
pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to borated water as an aging effect not
applicable because auxiliary system AMR results do not include steel pump casings with
stainless steel cladding exposed to borated water. VEGP normal charging pump casings are
fabricated from stainless steel, not clad carbon steel.
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SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14 states that loss of material due to cladding breach may occur in
PWR steel charging pump casings with stainless steel cladding exposed to treated borated
water.

On the basis that VEGP does not have stainless steel clad pump casings exposed to treated
borated water, the staff finds acceptable the applicant's evaluation that this aging effect is not
applicable to VEGP.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the applicant meets SRP-LR Section 3.3.2.2.14
criteria. The staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.2.15 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.3.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Tables 3.3.2-1 through 3.3.2-32, the staff reviewed additional details of the AMR results
for material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not addressed
in the GALL Report.

In LRA Tables 3.3.2-1 through 3.3.2-32, the applicant indicated, via Notes F through J, that the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. The applicant provided further information about how it will
manage the aging effects. Specifically, Note F indicates that the material for the AMR line item
component is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the environment for the
AMR line item component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note H indicates
that the aging effect for the AMR line item component, material, and environment combination is
not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging effect identified in the GALL
Report for the line item component, material, and environment combination is not applicable.
Note J indicates that neither the component nor the material and environment combination for
the line item is evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staff's evaluation is documented in the following sections.

3.3.2.3.1 Fuel Storage Racks: New and Spent Fuel - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-1

LRA Table 3.3.2-1 of the original application was amended on January 20, 2009 and the
description below reflects the revision.

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
fuel storage racks: new and spent fuel component groups.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-1, the applicant's AMR determined that loss of material for Boral in the spent
fuel storage racks exposed to an exterior borated water environment was the only aging effect
requiring management. This determination is different from the GALL Report, where GALL
AMR Item VII.A2-5 identifies the reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity as another applicable
aging effect requiring management.

The applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for Boral in the spent fuel storage racks
exposed to an exterior borated water environment using the Water Chemistry Control Program.
The staffs evaluation of the Water Chemistry Control Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.4. The Water Chemistry Control Program description states that it is an existing program
that mitigates loss of material, cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in system components
and structures through the control of water chemistry. The program includes control of
detrimental chemical species and the addition of chemical agents. This program is consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry." The staff reviewed the Water Chemistry Control
Program which will control the quality of the spent fuel pool borated water to prevent the loss of
material of the aluminum cladding for the Boral spent fuel storage racks. On the basis that the
quality of the borated spent fuel pool water will be continuously maintained, the staff concludes
that the Water Chemistry Control Program will adequately manage the aging effect of loss of
material through the period of extended operation. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that
the aging effect of loss of material for Boral spent fuel storage racks exposed to an exterior
borated water environment will be effectively managed by the Water Chemistry Control
Program.

As described in the original application, the applicant's AMR of this component determined that
reduction of neutron absorbing capacity was not an aging effect requiring management. The
staff questioned the rationale provided by the licensee in RAIs dated November 18, 2008.

As revised by submittal on January 20, 2009, the applicant proposed, in LRA Table 3.3.2-1, to
manage the reduction of neutron-absorbing capacity with a One-Time Inspection Program. The
staff reviewed the response, as evaluated in Section 3.3.2.2.6, and has concluded that the
neutron-absorbing capacity will be adequately managed in the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results for the spent fuel storage racks not evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that
the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.2 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Purification System: Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-2

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-2, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
spent fuel pool cooling and purification system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-2, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
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components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e. in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]).

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because these components will be inspected
periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless steel closure bolting exposed to
an external environment of indoor air will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity
Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.4 Nuclear Service Cooling Water Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-4

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for either carbon steel
or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of air subject to being
wetted with raw water, using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of material of either
carbon steel or stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of air subject to being wetted with raw
water will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for either carbon steel
or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to either an external air (outdoor or indoor)
environment or external environment of raw water using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
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3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]).

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because these components will be inspected
periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of carbon steel closure bolting exposed to either
an external air (outdoor or indoor) environment or external environment of raw water will be
effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for stainless steel closure
bolting exposed to an external environment of air (outdoor) subject to being wetted with raw
water, using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking of stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of air (outdoor) subject to being wetted with
raw water will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for nickel alloy piping
components exposed to an external environment of air (indoor) with condensation, using the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staff's evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for nickel alloy piping components exposed to an external
environment of air (indoor) with condensation will be effectively managed by the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage change in material property (cracking)
for PVC piping components exposed to an internal environment of air (indoor) or external
environment of air (outdoor), using the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
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inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staff's evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of change in material property (cracking) for PVC piping components exposed
to an internal environment of air (indoor) or external environment of air (outdoor) will be
effectively managed by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage change in material property (cracking)
for PVC piping components exposed to an internal environment of drainage (dirty) or an internal
environment of raw water, using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2 The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the nuclear service cooling water system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of change in material property
(cracking) in an interior environment for PVC piping components exposed to an internal
environment of drainage (dirty) is managed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the
aging effect of change in material property (cracking) for PVC piping components exposed to an
interior drainage (dirty) environment or an internal environment of raw water will be effectively
managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant stated that PVC piping components exposed either to an
external soil environment or an interior treated water environment do not exhibit any aging
effects requiring management. PVC, unlike metals, do not display corrosion rates and depend
on chemical resistance to the environment to which they are exposed. On this basis, the staff
finds that PVC piping components, exposed either to an external soil environment or interior
treated water environment exhibit no aging effects, and the component or structure will remain
capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components, pump
casings, flow orifices/elements and valve bodies exposed to either an internal air (indoor and
outdoor) environment or an external air (outdoor) environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. The staff finds this acceptable because stainless steel is highly resistant
to corrosion in dry air in the absence of corrosive species, as cited in the Metals Handbook,
Volume 3 (p. 65) and Volume 13 (p. 555) (Ninth Edition, American Society for Metals
International, 1980 and 1987). Therefore, stainless steel in an internal air (indoor and outdoor)
environment or an external air (outdoor) environment exhibits no aging effect, and the
component or structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with the
CLB for the period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-4, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for stainless steel
piping components, pump casings, flow orifice/elements and valve bodies, carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies or copper alloy spray nozzles, oil coolers and piping components
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exposed to an external environment of air subject to being wetted with raw water, using the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for stainless steel piping components, pump casings, flow
orifice/elements and valve bodies, carbon steel piping components and valve bodies or copper
alloy spray nozzles, oil coolers and piping components exposed to an external environment of
air (outdoor) subject to being wetted with raw water will be effectively managed by the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-4, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
nuclear service cooling water systems component groups.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.5 Component Cooling Water System: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-5

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-5, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
component cooling water system component groups.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.3.2-5,on page 3.3-106, the AMR
line item component closure bolting, material stainless steel in an air-indoor (exterior)
environment, aging effect loss of preload, AMP Bolting Integrity Program, LRA Table 1 none,
GALL Report item none, Note H, is shown twice. The staff asked the applicant to explain why
the line item is shown twice since the component is identical and also the material, environment,
aging effect and aging management program.

The applicant provided its response to the staffs question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the duplication of the line item in LRA Table 3.3.2-5 on
page 3,3-106 was an error and one of the line items would be removed from LRA Table 3.3.2-5.

The applicant also stated that the LRA will be amended to remove one of the duplicate AMR line
items shown on LRA page 3.3-106. The staff confirmed that the applicant amended the LRA in
a letter dated March 20, 2008.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable since one of the duplicate AMR line items
for this component will be removed from the LRA.
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The evaluation of the use of the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload for the
closure bolting is provided below.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-5, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-5, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
shells of CCW pump motor coolers exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the
One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the component cooling water system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition, the
staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside
environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
(NUREG-1825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel shells of CCW pump motor coolers
exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time
Inspection Program.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.3.2-5 on page 3.3-109, the AMR
line item component CCW pump motor cooler tubesheets is exposed to an exterior
air-ventilation environment. The staff asked the applicant to explain how these tubesheets are
exposed to an air-ventilation environment.

The applicant provided its response to the staff's question in a letter dated February 8, 2008. In
its response, the applicant stated that the CCW pump motors are totally-enclosed water-cooled
motors. Each motor is cooled by recirculating internal air through a heat exchanger which in turn
is cooled by nuclear service cooling water. Fans internal to the motor circulate the air through
the rotor and stator and through the heat exchanger in a closed recirculating loop. The heat
exchanger is provided with condensate drains and because the air is recirculated through the
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cooler and is dehumidified by draining off any moisture that condenses on the heat exchanger
tubes, the air internal to the heat exchanger is considered to be air-ventilation.

The staff finds the applicant's response acceptable because it adequately clarifies how the
CCW pump motor tubesheets are exposed to an air-ventilation environment. The evaluation of
the applicant's declaration that copper alloy tubesheets of CCW pump motor coolers exposed to
an exterior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management is
provided below.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-5, the applicant stated that copper alloy tubesheets of CCW pump motor
coolers exposed to an exterior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL
Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment combination. However,
GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item SP-6 for steam and power conversion systems
which applies to copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements in an external
indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there
are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does
not identify any aging effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping components,
and piping elements exposed to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more
aggressive environment than the exterior air-ventilation environment for this copper alloy line
item, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes
that copper alloy tubesheets of CCW pump motor coolers exposed to an exterior air-ventilation
environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.6 Auxiliary Component Cooling Water System: Summary of Aging Management Review
- LRA Table 3.3.2-6

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-6, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
auxiliary component cooling water system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external air (indoor) environment using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e.; in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
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steel closure bolting exposed to an external air (indoor) environment will be effectively managed
by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel piping
components (including startup strainer spools), pump casings, heat exchanger shells and
tubesheets, ACCW pump motor cooler channel heads, tanks (chemical addition and surge), and
valve bodies in the auxiliary component cooling water system exposed to an internal
environment of closed-cycle cooling water using the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components
Program.

The staff's evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Component Program which is a new
plant-specific program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. The ACCW System Carbon
Steel Component Program description states that periodic visual inspections and leakage
monitoring of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water are
performed. The program is in response to VEGP operating experience related to nitrite induced
SCC leading to subsequent component leakage. The program includes periodic and routine
walkdowns performed by qualified personnel and continuous system leak detection. The leak
detection includes monitoring for ACCW surge tank low-level conditions which is an alarmed
function. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be
inspected periodically, and that leak detection is continuously performed, the aging effect of
cracking for carbon steel piping components (including startup strainer spools), pump casings,
heat exchanger shells and tubesheets, ACCW pump motor cooler channel heads, tanks
(chemical addition and surge), and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed-
cycle cooling water will be effectively managed by the ACCW System Carbon Steel Component
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for stainless steel flow
orifice/elements exposed to an external environment of air with condensation, using the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staff's evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for stainless steel flow orifice/elements exposed to an
external environment of air with condensation will be effectively managed by the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-6, the applicant stated that copper alloy ACCW pump motor cooler tubes
and tubesheets exposed to an air (exterior) environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. The staff finds this acceptable because the GALL Report does not
identify any aging effects requiring management for copper alloy less than 15 percent Zn
component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive
environment than the air (exterior) environment in these line items. Therefore, copper alloy in an
air (exterior) environment exhibits no aging effect, and the component or structure will remain
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capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.8 River Intake Structure System: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-8

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-8, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
river intake structure system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-8, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) using the Bolting
Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of material of carbon
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) will be
effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-8, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for carbon steel closure
bolting exposed to an external environment of air-outdoor using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of carbon
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of air-outdoor will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-8, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) using
the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components and valve bodies
exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) will be effectively managed by the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.9 Compressed Air Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-9

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-9, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
compressed air systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-9, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external air (indoor) environment using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external air (indoor) environment will be effectively managed
by the Bolting Integrity Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
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adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.10 Chemical and Volume Control and Boron Recycle Systems: Summary of Aging
Management Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-10

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-10, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the chemical and volume control boron recycle systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel shells of
excess letdown, letdown chiller, letdown, and seal water heat exchangers exposed to an
internal environment of closed cycle cooling water from the Auxiliary Component Cooling Water
System (ACCW) using the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The staffs evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. The ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program description
states cracking of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water is
managed through a combination of leakage monitoring, routine walkdowns and periodic visual
inspections. The program is in response to operating experience related to nitrite induced stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) and subsequent component leakage in the VEGP ACCW system
components. This program is a plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that because these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking for
carbon steel shells of excess letdown, letdown chiller, letdown, and seal water heat exchangers
exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water from the ACCW system will be
effectively managed by the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material from erosion for
stainless steel letdown orifices and piping components exposed to an internal environment of
borated water with a high differential pressure using the Inservice Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Inservice Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.4. The Inservice Inspection Program description states the program manages cracking,
loss of material, loss of preload, and loss of fracture toughness in components crediting the
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program. The program uses periodic visual, surface, and volumetric examination and leakage
tests of Class 1, 2 and 3 pressure-retaining components, their integral attachments, and
supports to detect and characterize flaws. VT-1 visual examinations are used to detect
discontinuities and imperfections on the surfaces of components, including such conditions as
cracks, wear, corrosion, or erosion. This program is a plant-specific program. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically, the aging
effect of loss of material form erosion for stainless steel letdown orifices and piping components
exposed to an internal environment of borated water with a high differential pressure will be
effectively managed by using the Inservice Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
shells of normal charging pump motor coolers exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the chemical and volume control and boron recycle system
within the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of
material in an interior air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very
slowly. In addition, the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components
exposed to an inside environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging
effects has been previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal
application SER (NUREG-1 825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation
system is analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel
shells of normal charging pumps motor coolers exposed to an interior air-ventilation
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water
from the ACCW using the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The staff's evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. The ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program description
states cracking of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water is
managed through a combination of leakage monitoring, routine walkdowns and periodic visual
inspections. The program is in response to operating experience related to nitrite induced SCC
and subsequent component leakage in the VEGP ACCW system components. This program is
a plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because these
components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water
from the ACCW system will be effectively managed by the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes cracking, for PVC pump casings of zinc addition injection pumps
exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the External Surfaces Monitoring
Program.
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The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of change in material properties for PVC pump casings of zinc addition injection
pumps exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively managed by the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-10, the applicant stated that PVC pump casings of zinc addition injection
pumps exposed to an interior treated water environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL
Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment combination. The staff finds
this acceptable because there is no indication in the industry that PVC or thermoplastics
exposed to a treated water internal environment have any aging effects requiring management.
The generally low operating temperatures and historical good chemical resistance data for PVC
components, combined with a lack of historic negative operating experience, indicate that PVC
is not likely to experience any degradation from the treatment chemicals used in the water. PVC
materials do not display corrosion rates as metals do, but rather rely on chemical resistance to
the environments to which they are exposed. Therefore, based on industry experience and the
assumption of proper design and application of the material, the staff finds that PVC pump
casings of zinc addition injection pumps exposed to an interior treated water environment
exhibit no aging effects requiring management for the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.11 Ventilation Systems - Control Building (CB): Summary of Aging Management Review
- LRA Table 3.3.2-11

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-11, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - control building (CB) component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings, duct silencer housings, fan housings, and heater housings exposed to an
interior air-ventilation environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the control building ventilation system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition, the
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staff confirmed that the aging management of loss material for carbon steel exposed to an
air/gas environment in a control room ventilation system by the One-Time Inspection Program
has been previously accepted by the staff in other LRA reviews. The air/gas environment for the
Farley control room ventilation system is analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment.
On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings, duct silencer housings, fan housings, and heater housings exposed to an
interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external air (indoor) environment using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 11). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting
exposed to an external air (indoor) environment will be effectively managed by the Bolting
Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant stated that stainless steel control room filter, fan unit
housings, and ductwork, fittings in the control building ventilation system exposed to an internal
air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. The staff
finds this acceptable because stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion in dry air in the
absence of corrosive species, as cited in the Metals Handbook, Volume 3 (p. 65) and
Volume 13 (p. 555) (Ninth Edition, American Society for Metals International, 1980 and 1987).
Therefore, stainless steel in an internal air-ventilation environment exhibits no aging effect, and
the component or structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant stated that fiber, foam and ceramic control room filter and
fan unit moisture eliminators exposed to an exterior ventilation-air environment do not exhibit
aging effects requiring management. The applicant stated that there has never been any plant-
specific aging effect noted for these components. The staffs review of site operating experience
did not identify any aging effects for these components at VEGP. On the basis of its review of
current industry research and current plant operating experience, the staff concludes that fiber,
foam and ceramic control room filter and fan unit moisture eliminators exposed to an exterior
ventilation-air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.
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The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System", the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect change in
material properties, for which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking for
elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The staffs evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes the staffs basis
why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the aging effects
that are applicable to elastomeric components in the auxiliary systems. The One-Time
Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to be used to confirm the
slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed that the applicant has
included the control building ventilation system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean drainage
environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the
staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components exposed to
an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-11, the applicant stated that copper alloy piping components exposed to an
internal air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. The
staff finds this acceptable because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects
requiring management for copper alloy less than 15 percent Zn component types exposed to air
with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive environment than the air (exterior)
environment in these line items. Therefore, copper alloy in an internal air-ventilation
environment exhibits no aging effect, and the component or structure will remain capable of
performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.12 Ventilation Systems - Auxiliary Building (AB): Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-12
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The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-12, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - auxiliary building (AB) component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings, fan housings, piping penetration area cooler housings, piping penetration
filter and fan unit housings, and room cooler housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation
environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the auxiliary building ventilation system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition, the
staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside
environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
(NUREG-1825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel damper housings, fan housings, piping
penetration area cooler housings, piping penetration filter and fan unit housings, and room
cooler housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by
the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant stated that stainless steel ductwork and fittings and piping
penetration filter and fan unit housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not
exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table
1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment
combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-17 for auxiliary
systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements in an
external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents
that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL
Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless steel piping,
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piping components, and piping elements exposed externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is
either the same or a more aggressive environment than the interior air-ventilation environment
for these stainless steel line items, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. In
addition, the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an
inside environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
(NUREG-1 825). The inside environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment for the stainless steel ductwork and fittings
and piping penetration filter and fan unit housings components at VEGP. Therefore, the staff
concludes that stainless steel ductwork and fittings and piping penetration filter and fan unit
housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring
management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System", the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect change in
material properties, for which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for
elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The staffs evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes the staff's basis
why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the aging effects
that are applicable to elastomeric components in the auxiliary systems. The One-Time
Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to be used to confirm the
slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed that the applicant has
included the control building ventilation system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean drainage
environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the
staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components exposed to
an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant stated that copper alloy piping components exposed to an
interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management.
There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII
line item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does
contain line item SP-6 for steam and power conversion systems which applies to copper alloy
piping, piping components, and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air
environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects
for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any
aging effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive
environment than the interior air-ventilation environment for this copper alloy line item, the staff
finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that copper
alloy piping components exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit aging
effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-12, the applicant stated that fiber, foam and ceramic piping penetration filter
and fan unit moisture eliminators exposed to an exterior ventilation-air environment do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management. The applicant stated that there has never been any
plant-specific aging effect noted for these components. The staff's review of site operating
experience did not identify any aging effects for these components at VEGP. On the basis of its
review of current industry research and current plant operating experience, the staff concludes
that fiber, foam and ceramic piping penetration filter and fan unit moisture eliminators exposed
to an exterior ventilation-air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects requiring
management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of. extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.13 Ventilation Systems - Containment Building (CTB): Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-13

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-13, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - containment building (CTB) component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-13, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
containment building auxiliary cooling unit housings, damper housings, duct silencer housings,
fan housings, and heater housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the
One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the containment building ventilation system within the scope of
the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an
interior air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition,
the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside
environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
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(NUREG-1 825). The aidgas environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel containment building auxiliary cooling
unit housings, damper housings, duct silencer housings, fan housings, and heater housings
exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time
Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-13, the applicant stated that stainless steel fan housings, flexible
connectors, flow orifice/element, piping components, and valve bodies in the containment
building ventilation system exposed to an internal air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any
aging effects requiring management. The staff finds this acceptable because stainless steel is
highly resistant to corrosion in dry air in the absence of corrosive species, as cited in the Metals
Handbook, Volume 3 (p. 65) and Volume 13 (p. 555) (Ninth Edition, American Society for Metals
International, 1980 and 1987).

Therefore, stainless steel in an internal air-ventilation environment exhibits no aging effect, and
the component or structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-13, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The staffs evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes the staff's basis
why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the aging effects
that are applicable to elastomeric components in the auxiliary systems. The One-Time
Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to be used to confirm the
slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed that the applicant has
included the control building ventilation system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean drainage
environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the
staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components exposed to
an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-13, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the containment building ventilation system within the scope of
the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an
interior clean drainage environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping
components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by
the One-Time Inspection Program.
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On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.14 Ventilation Systems - Fuel Handling Building (FHB): Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-14

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-14, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - fuel handling building (FHB) component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings, fan housings, and FHB post accident filter and fan unit housings exposed to
an interior air-ventilation environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The staffs evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes the staff's basis
why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the aging effects
that are applicable to elastomeric components in the auxiliary systems. The One-Time
Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to be used to confirm the
slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed that the applicant has
included the control building ventilation system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean drainage
environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the
staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components exposed to
an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant stated that stainless steel ductwork and fittings, FHB post
accident filter and fan unit housings, and valve bodies exposed to an interior air-ventilation
environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no corresponding
GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this
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material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item
AP-17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components, and
piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2
line item documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination.
Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for
stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed externally to indoor
uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive environment than the interior
air-ventilation environment for these stainless steel line items, the staff finds the applicant's
conclusion that there are no aging effects acceptable. In addition, the staff confirmed that the
declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside environment in a control room
ventilation system experience no aging effects has been previously accepted by the staff in the
Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER (NUREG-1825). The inside environment
for the Farley control room ventilation system is similar to the interior air-ventilation environment
for the stainless steel ductwork and fittings, FHB post accident filter and fan unit housings, and
valve bodies components at VEGP. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel ductwork
and fittings, FHB post accident filter and fan unit housings and valve bodies exposed to an
interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant stated that fiber, foam and ceramic FHB post accident filter
and fan unit moisture eliminators exposed to an exterior air-ventilation environment do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management. The applicant stated that there has never been any
plant-specific aging effect noted for this component. The staff s review of site operating
experience did not identify any aging effects for these components at VEGP. On the basis of its
review of current industry research and current plant operating experience, the staff concludes
that fiber, foam and ceramic FHB post accident filter and fan unit moisture eliminators exposed
to an exterior air-ventilation environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects requiring
management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking, for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38,-"Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of change in
material properties, for which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking, for
elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment, will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program.
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The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the fuel handling building ventilation system within the scope of
the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an
interior clean drainage environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping
components exposed to an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by
the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant stated that copper alloy piping components exposed to an
interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management.
There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII
line item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does
contain line item SP-6 for steam and power conversion systems which applies to copper alloy
piping, piping components, and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air
environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects
for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any
aging effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive
environment than the interior air-ventilation environment for this copper alloy line item, the staff
finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that copper
alloy piping components exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit aging
effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-14, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components exposed to
an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There
is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line
item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain
line item AP-17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components,
and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report
Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment
combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects requiring
management for stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed
externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive environment
than the interior indoor air environment for these stainless steel line items, the staff finds it
acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel
piping components exposed to an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit aging effects
requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.15 Ventilation Systems - Diesel Generator Building: Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-15

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-15, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - diesel generator building component groups.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-15, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
diesel generator building ventilation system damper housings, fan housings, and filter
housings, exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the One-Time Inspection
Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the diesel generator building ventilation system within the scope
of the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an
interior air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition,
the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside
environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
(NUREG-1825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel diesel generator building ventilation
system damper housings, fan housings, and filter housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-15, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. Suggest we say something specific about how the Piping and
Duct Internal Inspection Program relates to and manages elastomer flexible connectors. The
staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Cooling Water System," the scope
of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual examinations to manage corrosion in the
internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components that are exposed internally to raw water.
The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed the need to implement this AMP in
accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed on UFSAR Supplement Section
A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.

The staff's evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff's evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes the
staffs basis why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the
aging effects that are applicable to elastomeric components in the auxiliary systems. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of change in material properties, for which
the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
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adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.16 Ventilation Systems - Auxiliary Feedwater Pumphouse: Summary of Aging
Management Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-16

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-16, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - auxiliary feedwater pumphouse component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-16, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings and fan housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the
One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the auxiliary feedwater pumphouse ventilation system within the
scope of the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in
an interior air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In
addition, the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an
inside environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER-
(NUREG-1825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel damper housings and fan housings
exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time
Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-16, the applicant stated that stainless steel ductwork and fittings exposed to
an interior air-ventilation environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management.
There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII
line item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does
contain line item AP-17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping
components, and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL
Report Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects for this
material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging
effects requiring management for stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more
aggressive environment than the interior air-ventilation environment for this stainless steel line
item, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. In addition, the staff confirmed
that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an inside environment in a
control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been previously accepted by
the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER (NUREG-1825). The inside
environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is analogous to the interior.
Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel ductwork and fittings exposed to an interior
air-ventilation environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
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adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.17 Ventilation Systems - Miscellaneous: Summary of Aging Management Review -

LRA Table 3.3.2-17

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-17, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - miscellaneous component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-17, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
miscellaneous ventilation system damper housings, fan housings, and filter housings, exposed
to an interior air-ventilation environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the miscellaneous ventilation systems within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition, the
staff confirmed that the aging management of loss of material for carbon steel exposed to an
air/gas environment in a diesel ventilation system by the One-Time Inspection Program has
been previously accepted by the staff. In addition, the staff confirmed that the declaration that
stainless steel components exposed to an inside environment in a control room ventilation
system experience no aging effects has been previously accepted by the staff in the Farley
Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER (NUREG-1 825). The air/gas environment for the
Farley control room ventilation system is analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment.
On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel
miscellaneous ventilation system damper housings, fan housings, and filter housings exposed
to an interior air-ventilation environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-17, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of change in
material properties, for which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for
elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.
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On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.18 Ventilation Systems - Radwaste Buildings: Summary of Aging Management Review
- LRA Table 3.3.2-18

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-18, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the ventilation systems - radwaste buildings component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-18, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
damper housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the radwaste buildings ventilation system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
air-ventilation environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. In addition, the
staff confirmed that the aging management of loss material for carbon steel exposed to an
air/gas environment in a control room ventilation system by the One-Time Inspection Program
has been previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal
application SER (NUREG-1 825). The air/gas environment for the Farley control room ventilation
system is analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment for the carbon steel damper
housing components at VEGP. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of
loss of material for carbon steel damper housings exposed to an interior air-ventilation
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.19 Fire Protection Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -

LRA Table 3.3.2-19

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-19, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the fire protection systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload either for carbon steel
closure bolting or stainless steel closure bolting exposed either to an external air (outdoor)
environment or an external soil environment using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
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studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload for either
carbon steel closure bolting or stainless steel closure bolting exposed either to an external air
(outdoor) environment or an external soil environment will be effectively managed by the Bolting
Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for cast iron fire
hydrants exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) using the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for cast iron fire hydrants exposed to an external environment
of outdoor air (wetted) will be effectively managed by the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for aluminum alloy
flame elements and flame arrestor housings exposed .to an internal air (outdoor) environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the fire protection system within the scope of the One-Time
Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material for aluminum alloy in an
interior outdoor air environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for flame
arrestor elements and flame arrestor housings exposed to an internal air (outdoor) environment
will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-19, the applicant stated that stainless steel flame arrestor housings exposed
to an interior outdoor air environment and stainless steel flame arrestor housings, flow
orifice/elements, and valve bodies, exposed to an exterior outdoor air environment do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management. The outdoor air environment at VEGP is subject to
normal periodic wetting but is not exposed to an aggressive environment from any nearby
industrial facilities or to a salt water environment which could have the potential to concentrate
contaminates and cause aging effects for stainless steel. In addition, there is no VEGP
operating experience which indicates aging effects for stainless steel in the outdoor air
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environment has occurred. The GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-18 for
auxiliary systems which does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless
steel component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive
environment than the interior outdoor air environment and exterior outdoor air environment for
these AMR items. On the basis of its review of the current plant operating experience and other
more aggressive GALL Report environments for stainless steel, the staff concludes that
stainless steel flame arrestor housings exposed to an interior outdoor air environment and
stainless steel flame arrestor housings, flow orifice/elements, and valve bodies, exposed to an
exterior outdoor air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant stated that copper alloy flow orifice/elements, hose station
nozzles, and hose connections, exposed to an external air (indoor) environment do not exhibit
any aging effects requiring management. The staff finds this acceptable because the GALL
Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for copper alloy less than 15
percent Zn component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more
aggressive environment than the air (exterior) environment in these line items. Therefore,
copper alloy in an external air (indoor) environment exhibits no aging effect, and the component
or structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage cracking of aluminum alloy
(>6 percent Mg) piping components exposed to an internal raw water environment using the
Fire Protection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Fire Protection Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.6.
The Fire Protection Program is an existing program which describes enhancements to perform
wall thickness evaluations on water suppression piping systems using non-intrusive volumetric
testing or visual inspections to ensure that wall thicknesses are within acceptable limits, as
specified by GALL AMP XI.M27. Further, the staff noted that initial wall thickness evaluations
will be performed before the end of the current operating term and that subsequent evaluations
are performed at plant-specific intervals during the period of extended operation. The
plant-specific inspection intervals will be determined based on previous evaluations and site
operating experience. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because these components
will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of aluminum alloy (>6 percent Mg) piping
components exposed to an internal raw water environment will be effectively managed by the
Fire Protection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material due to selective
leaching for gray cast iron piping components exposed to an external air (indoor) environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.12. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching description states that the program will be a one-time inspection program to assess
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. The new VEGP program is to provide objective evidence that the aging effect is not
occurring, or that the aging effect is occurring slowly enough not to affect the SSCs intended
function during the period of extended operation, and thus not require additional aging
management. The inspections will be performed within a window of ten years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation. If degradation due to selective leaching is
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identified, additional examinations will be performed. This program is a new program consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials" with an exception that the program
may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination and
hardness measurement. For some component locations, visual examination and hardness
measurement may not be feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Other examination
methods which are equally effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching
may be used. Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible
based on form and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other proven
techniques determined to be effective in identifying and assessing the extent of selective
leaching. If any conditions do not meet the acceptance criteria, the applicant will take
appropriate actions to prevent the component from being returned to service until required
corrective actions have been completed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging
effect of loss of material due to selective leaching for gray cast iron piping components exposed
to an external air (indoor) environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program for Selective Leaching.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant stated that copper alloy piping components, sprinkler
heads, spray nozzles and valve bodies exposed to either an internal air (indoor) environment
external air (outdoor) environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. The
staff finds this acceptable because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects
requiring management for copper alloy less than 15 percent Zn component types exposed to air
with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive environment than the air (exterior)
environment in these line items. Therefore, copper alloy in either an internal air (indoor)
environment or external air (outdoor) environment exhibits no aging effect, and the component
or structure will remain capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components, silencers,
sprinkler heads, and spray nozzles exposed to an external air (outdoor) environment an internal
air (indoor) environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. The staff finds
this acceptable because stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion in dry air in the absence
of corrosive species, as cited in the Metals Handbook, Volume 3 (p. 65) and Volume 13 (p. 555)
(Ninth Edition, American Society for Metals International, 1980 and 1987). Therefore, stainless
steel in either an external air (outdoor) environment or an internal air (indoor) environment
exhibits no aging effect, and the component or structure will remain capable of performing
intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant stated that aluminum valve bodies exposed to an internal
dry gas (halon) environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. Aluminum
has an excellent resistance to corrosion when exposed to a humid air (outdoor or moist air/gas
environment). The aluminum oxide film bonds strongly to its surface and if damaged, reforms
immediately in most environments. On a surface freshly abraded and then exposed to air, the
oxide film is only 5 to 10 nanometers thick but highly effective in protecting the aluminum from
corrosion. Therefore, the staff finds that aluminum alloy valves bodies exposed to an internal
air/gas (halon) environment exhibit no aging effects, and the component or structure will remain
capable of performing intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material due to selective
leaching either for gray cast iron piping components and valve bodies or copper alloy (Zn
>15 percent) piping components exposed to an internal fuel oil environment using the One-Time
Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.12. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching description states that the program will be a one-time inspection program to assess
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. The new VEGP program is to provide objective evidence that the aging effect is not
occurring, or that the aging effect is occurring slowly enough not to affect the SSCs intended
function during the period of extended operation, and thus not require additional aging
management. The inspections will be performed within a window of ten years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation. If degradation due to selective leaching is
identified, additional examinations will be performed. This program is a new program consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials" with an exception that the program
may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination and
hardness measurement. For some component locations, visual examination and hardness
measurement may not be feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Other examination
methods which are equally effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching
may be used. Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible
based on form and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other proven
techniques determined to be effective in identifying and assessing the extent of selective
leaching. Any conditions which do not meet the acceptance criteria, the applicant will take
appropriate actions to prevent the component from being returned to service until required
corrective actions have been completed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging
effect of loss of material due to selective leaching either for gray cast iron piping components
and valve bodies or copper alloy (Zn >15 percent) piping components exposed to an internal
fuel oil environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program for
Selective Leaching.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material due to selective
leaching for gray cast iron valve bodies exposed to an external wetted (outdoor) environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.12. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
Leaching description states that the program will be a one-time inspection program to assess
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. The new VEGP program is to provide objective evidence that the aging effect is not
occurring, or that the aging effect is occurring slowly enough not to affect the SSCs intended
function during the period of extended operation, and thus not require additional aging
management. The inspections will be performed within a window of ten years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation. If degradation due to selective leaching is
identified, additional examinations will be performed. This program is a new program consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials" with an exception that the program
may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination and
hardness measurement. For some component locations, visual examination and hardness
measurement may not be feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Other examination
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methods which are equally effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching
may be used. Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible
based on form and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other proven
techniques determined to be effective in identifying and assessing the extent of selective
leaching. For any conditions which do not meet the acceptance criteria, the applicant will take
appropriate actions to prevent the component from being returned to service until required
corrective actions have been completed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging
effect of loss of material due to selective leaching for gray cast iron valve bodies exposed to an
external wetted (outdoor) environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection
Program for Selective Leaching.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-19, the applicant stated that copper alloy valve bodies exposed to an
internal air (indoor) environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. The
staff finds this acceptable because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects
requiring management for copper alloy less than 15 percent Zn component types exposed to air
with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive environment than the air (exterior)
environment in these line items. Therefore, copper alloy in an internal air (indoor) environment
exhibits no aging effect, and the component or structure will remain capable of performing
intended functions consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.20 Emergency Diesel Generator System: Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-20

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-20, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the emergency diesel generator system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for carbon steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of carbon
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for aluminum alloy
flame arrestor elements and flame arrestor housings exposed to an interior outdoor air -
environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the emergency diesel generator system within the scope of the
One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material for aluminum
alloy in an interior outdoor air environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On
the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for aluminum alloy
flame arrestor elements and flame arrestor housings exposed to an interior outdoor air
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-20, the applicant stated that stainless steel flame arrestor elements exposed
to an interior outdoor air environment and stainless steel flame arrestor elements, flexible
connectors, pipe components and valve bodies exposed to an exterior outdoor air environment
do not exhibit aging effects requiring management. The outdoor air environment at VEGP is
subject to normal periodic wetting but is not exposed to an aggressive environment from any
nearby industrial facilities or to a salt water environment which could have the potential to
concentrate contaminates and cause aging effects for stainless steel. In addition, there is no
VEGP operating experience which indicates aging effects for stainless steel in the outdoor air
environment has occurred. The GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-18 for
auxiliary systems which does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless
steel component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive
environment than the interior outdoor air environment and exterior outdoor air environment for
these AMR items. On the basis of its review of the current plant operating experience and other
more aggressive GALL Report environments for stainless steel, the staff concludes that
stainless steel flame arrestor elements exposed to an interior outdoor air environment and
stainless steel flame arrestor elements, flexible connectors, pipe components and valve bodies
exposed to an exterior outdoor air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects requiring
management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an interior diesel exhaust environment using the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect change in
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material properties, for which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking; for
elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an interior diesel exhaust environment will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes hardening, loss of strength and cracking, for elastomer flexible
connectors exposed to an external environment of outdoor air using the "External Surfaces
Monitoring Program."

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of change in material properties for elastomer flexible connectors exposed to an
external environment of outdoor air will be effectively managed by the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel flow orifice
elements, EDG jacket water heat exchanger shells, EDG lube oil heat exchanger channel
heads, piping components, EDG jacket water keep warm pump casings, EDG jacket water
chemical addition tanks and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle
cooling water from the Auxiliary Component Cooling Water System (ACCW) using the ACCW
System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The staff's evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. The ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program description
states cracking of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water is
managed through a combination of leakage monitoring, routine walkdowns and periodic visual
inspections. The program is in response to operating experience related to nitrite induced stress
corrosion cracking (SCC) and subsequent component leakage in the VEGP ACCW System
components. This program is a plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds
that because these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking for
carbon steel flow orifice elements, EDG jacket water heat exchanger shells, EDG lube oil heat
exchanger channel heads, piping components, EDG jacket water keep warm pump casings,
EDG jacket water chemical addition tanks and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment
of closed cycle cooling water from the ACCW System will be effectively managed by using the
ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material due to selective
leaching either for copper alloy (Zn >15 percent) EDG lube oil heat exchanger tubesheets or
gray cast iron EDG lube oil pump casings exposed to an internal environment of lubricating oil
using the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.12. The One-Time Inspection Program for Selective
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Leaching description states that the program will be a one-time inspection program to assess
selective leaching in susceptible cast iron and copper alloy components. The program includes
a one-time examination of a sample population of components most likely to exhibit selective
leaching. The new VEGP Program is to provide objective evidence that the aging effect is not
occurring, or that the aging effect is occurring slowly enough not to affect the SSCs intended
function during the period of extended operation, and thus not require additional aging
management. The inspections will be performed within a window of ten years immediately
preceding the period of extended operation. If degradation due to selective leaching is
identified, additional examinations will be performed. This program is a new program consistent
with GALL AMP XI.M33, "Selective Leaching of Materials" with an exception that the program
may use other detection techniques instead of, or in addition to, visual examination and
hardness measurement. For some component locations, visual examination and hardness
measurement may not be feasible due to geometry and configuration issues. Other examination
methods which are equally effective in detecting and assessing the extent of selective leaching
may be used. Examination techniques may include hardness measurement (where feasible
based on form and configuration), visual examination, metallurgical evaluation, or other proven
techniques determined to be effective in identifying and assessing the extent of selective
leaching. Should any conditions be observed which do not meet the acceptance criteria,
appropriate actions will be taken to prevent the component from being returned to service until
required corrective actions have been completed. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that
the aging effect of loss of material due to selective leaching either for copper alloy (Zn >15
percent) EDG lube oil heat exchanger tubesheets or gray cast iron EDG lube oil pump casings
exposed to an internal environment of lubricating oil will be effectively managed by the One-
Time Inspection Program for Selective Leaching.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for copper alloy
(Zn >15 percent) EDG lube oil heat exchanger tubesheets exposed to an external closed cycle
cooling water environment using the Closed Cooling Water Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Closed Cooling Water Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.2.4. The Closed Cooling Water Program description states that the program manages loss
of material, cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in closed-cycle cooling water systems and
the components cooled by these systems. The program includes maintenance of corrosion
inhibitor, pH buffering agent, and biocide concentrations. Concentrations of detrimental ionic
species are monitored and reduced if necessary. Important diagnostic parameters are
monitored and evaluated for significant trends. The program also uses corrosion-monitoring
activities including trending of iron and copper concentrations and component inspections.
Corrosion rate monitoring methods may also be used. The program will indicate the
components in each system that is most susceptible to various corrosion mechanisms and to
ensure that corrosion monitoring is appropriately implemented. On the basis of its review, the
staff finds that the aging effect cracking for copper alloy (Zn >15 percent) EDG lube oil heat
exchanger tubesheets exposed to an
external closed cycle cooling water environment will be effectively managed by the Closed
Cooling Water Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-20, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel
piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior dirty drainage environment using the
Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
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AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff's evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes that
staffs basis why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the
aging effects that are applicable to steel components in the auxiliary systems. On the basis of
its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR results of
material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL Report.
On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel
piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior dirty drainage environment will be
effectively managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.21 Demineralized Water System: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-21

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-21, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the demineralized water system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-21, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.3.2.3.22 Hydrogen Recombiner and Monitoring System: Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-22

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-22, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the hydrogen recombiner and monitoring system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-22, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-22, the applicant stated that stainless steel hydrogen recombiner
containment housings, piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior indoor air
environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management; There is no corresponding
GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this
material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-
17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line
item documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination.
Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for
stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed externally to indoor
uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive environment than the interior
indoor air environment for these stainless steel line items, the staff finds it acceptable that there
are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel hydrogen recombiner
containment housings, piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior indoor air
environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging
will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.23 Drain Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-23

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-23, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the drain systems component groups.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload either for carbon steel,
copper alloy or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor or
indoor air using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload either for
carbon steel carbon steel, copper alloy or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external
environment of outdoor or indoor air will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity
Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for cast iron drain
bodies exposed to an interior indoor air environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the drain system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior indoor air environment
is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that
the aging effect of loss of material for cast iron drain bodies exposed to an interior indoor air
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant stated that lead alloy floor drain plugs exposed to an
interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is
no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line
item for this material/environment combination. The staff finds this acceptable because there is
no indication in the industry that lead alloys exposed to an interior air indoor environment have
any aging effects requiring management. The lack of historic negative operating experience
indicates that lead alloy is not likely to experience any degradation from indoor air. Therefore,
based on industry experience and the assumption of proper design and application of the
material, the staff finds that lead alloy
floor drain plugs exposed to an interior indoor air environment exhibit no aging effects requiring
management for the period of extended operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to verify the material and that no significant
aging has occurred for lead alloy floor drain plugs exposed to an exterior indoor air environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the drain system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
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Program. The program will confirm the lead alloy material and that aging of lead alloy floor drain
plugs in an exterior indoor air environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On
the basis of its review, the staff finds that the verification of the material and that no significant
aging has occurred for lead alloy floor drain plugs exposed to an exterior indoor air environment
will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material either for carbon steel
piping components and valve bodies or copper alloy piping components exposed to an interior
dirty drainage environment using the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staff's evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff's evaluation in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes that staff's basis
why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the aging effects
that are applicable to carbon steel or stainless steel piping components and valve bodies or
copper alloy piping components in the auxiliary systems. On the basis of its review, the staff
finds that the aging effect of loss of material either for carbon steel or stainless steel piping
components and valve bodies or copper alloy piping components exposed to either an interior
or exterior dirty drainage environment will be effectively managed by the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an external environment of outdoor air (wetted) using the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components exposed to an external
environment of outdoor air (wetted) will be effectively managed by the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant stated that copper alloy piping components exposed to an
interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is
no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line
item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain
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line item SP-6 for steam and power conversion systems which applies to copper alloy piping,
piping components, and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment.
This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects for this
material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging
effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive environment
than the interior indoor air environment for this copper alloy line item, the staff finds it
acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that copper alloy
piping components exposed to an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit aging effects
requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant stated that PVC piping components exposed to an interior
indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no
corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item
for this material/environment combination. The staff finds this acceptable because there is no
indication in the industry that PVC or thermoplastics exposed to an internal indoor air
environment have any aging effects requiring management. The generally low operating
temperatures and historical good chemical resistance data for PVC components, combined with
a lack of historic negative operating experience, indicate that PVC is not likely to experience any
degradation from the non-aggressive indoor air. PVC materials do not display corrosion rates as
metals do, but rather rely on chemical resistance to the environments to which they are
exposed. Therefore, based on industry experience and the assumption of proper design and
application of the material, the staff finds that PVC piping components exposed to an interior
indoor air environment exhibit no aging effects requiring management for the period of extended
operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes cracking, for PVC piping components exposed to an external
environment of indoor air using the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staffs evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of change in material properties for PVC piping components exposed to an
external environment of indoor air will be effectively managed by the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components and valve
bodies exposed to an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring
management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report
Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL
Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless
steel piping, piping components, and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air
environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects
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for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any
aging effects requiring management for stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements exposed externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more
aggressive environment than the interior indoor air environment for these stainless steel line
items, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes
that stainless steel piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior indoor air
environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for stainless steel
piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior clean drainage environment using
the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the waste management system within the scope of the One-
Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean
drainage environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for stainless steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an interior clean drainage environment will be
effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant stated that polypropylene acid neutralizing sump tanks
exposed to an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring
management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report
Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment combination. The staff finds this
acceptable because there is no indication in the industry that thermoplastics exposed to an
internal indoor air environment have any aging effects requiring management. The generally low
operating temperatures and historical good chemical resistance data for thermoplastic
components, combined with a lack of historic negative operating experience, indicate that
polypropylene is not likely to experience any degradation from the non-aggressive indoor air.
Thermoplastic materials do not display corrosion rates as metals do, but rather rely on chemical
resistance to the environments to which they are exposed. Therefore, based on industry
experience and the assumption of proper design and application of the material, the staff finds
that the polypropylene acid neutralizing sump tanks exposed to an interior indoor air
environment exhibit no aging effects requiring management for the period of extended
operation.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes cracking, for polypropylene acid neutralizing sump tanks exposed
to an external environment of indoor air using the External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff verified that the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is a new program that
inspects external surfaces of mechanical system components requiring aging management for
license renewal in external air environments. Surfaces constructed from materials susceptible to
aging in these environments are inspected at frequencies that assure the effects of aging are
managed such that system components will perform their intended function during the period of
extended operation. The program will be a monitoring program, which manages aging effects
through periodic visual inspections of external surfaces of components such as piping, piping
components, ducting, and other components for evidence of material loss. The staff's evaluation
of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.5. On the
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basis of its review, the staff finds that because these components will be inspected periodically,
the aging effect of change in material properties for polypropylene acid neutralizing sump tanks
exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively managed by the External
Surfaces Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-23, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
valve bodies exposed to an interior indoor air environment using the One-Time Inspection
Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the drain system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior indoor air environment
is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that
the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel valve bodies exposed to an interior indoor air
environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.24 Potable and Utility Water Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-24

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-24, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the potable and utility water systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-24, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for copper alloy
water hammer arrestors, piping components, hot water recirculation pump casings, strainer
housings, and valve bodies exposed to an interior domestic water environment using the
One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the potable and utility water system within the scope of the One-
Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
domestic water environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for copper alloy
water hammer arrestors, piping components, hot water recirculation pump casings, strainer
housings, and valve bodies exposed to an interior domestic water environment will be effectively
managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-24, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for copper alloy
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.
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The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of copper
alloy closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-24, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel water
heater housings and jackets exposed to an internal environment of domestic water using the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6. The Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities Program description states that the program provides for periodic
component inspections and testing to detect aging effects. The extent and schedule of
inspections and testing assure detection of component degradation prior to loss of intended
functions. Inspection and testing intervals are established to provide timely detection of
degradation and are dependent on the component, material, and environment, and take into
consideration industry and plant-specific operating experience and manufacturer's
recommendations. Inspection and testing activities monitor various parameters such as surface
condition, loss of material, presence of corrosion products or fluid leakage, signs of cracking, or
reduction of wall thickness. Inspection techniques such as visual are used. The staff verified
that visual inspection of the within scope potable water system water heater housings has been
added to this program as a preventive maintenance task that will manage loss of material by
inspecting for evidence of leakage and loss of material on the housing. This program is, a
plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because this component
will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel water heater
housings and jackets exposed to an internal environment of domestic water will be effectively
managed by the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.25 Radiation Monitoring System: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-25

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-25, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the radiation monitoring system component groups.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water
from the ACCW using the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The staff's evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because these
components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water
from the ACCW system will be effectively managed by the ACCW System Carbon Steel
Components Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior dirty drainage environment using the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components", with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff's evaluation described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13 includes that
staffs basis why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may be used to manage the
aging effects that are applicable to carbon steel piping components in the auxiliary systems. On
the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior dirty drainage environment will be effectively
managed by the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material for carbon steel
piping components exposed to an interior treated water (aggressive chemistry) environment
using the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.7. The Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program description states that the program
manages loss of material (wall thinning) due to FAC in susceptible plant piping and other
components. The program includes analysis to determine susceptible locations, predictive
modeling techniques, baseline inspections of wall thickness, follow-up inspections, and repair or
replacement of degraded components as necessary. This program is consistent with GALL
AMP XI.M 17, "Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program," with exceptions. One exception is that the
VEGP Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program will encompass wall thinning resulting from FAC
and will also be used to manage similar phenomena such as cavitation, impingement, and
erosion, for piping or components whose failure could result in personnel injuries or detrimental
operation effects in systems determined to be susceptible to FAC. Due to this exception, VEGP
also uses the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program and its inspection techniques to manage
wall thinning that is occurring in piping components downstream of the steam generator
blowdown demineralizers that is not attributed to FAC. The wall thinning has been attributed to
the acidic conditions of the demineralizer effluent. The environment is low temperature and low
pressure, so FAC has been eliminated as a cause for this thinning. Ultrasonic testing (UT) is the
primary technique used for FAC inspections. Radiographic testing (RT) is also permissible
where practical. In addition to UT and RT the VEGP Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
permits the use of other industry-accepted inspection techniques when practical. Visual
inspection (VT) from inside the piping may be performed in certain large-bore systems. On the
basis that the VEGP Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program includes inspections for loss of
material in piping components not susceptible to FAC by the same FAC inspection techniques,
the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping components
exposed to an interior treated water (aggressive chemistry) environment will be effectively
managed by the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components and valve
bodies exposed to either an interior indoor air environment or interior air-ventilation environment
do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report
Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment
combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-17 for auxiliary
systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements in an
external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents
that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL
Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless steel piping,
piping components, and piping elements exposed externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is
either the same or a more aggressive environment than the interior indoor air environment for'
these stainless steel line items, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. In
addition, the staff confirmed that the declaration that stainless steel components exposed to an
inside environment in a control room ventilation system experience no aging effects has been
previously accepted by the staff in the Farley Nuclear Plant license renewal application SER
(NUREG-1 825). The inside environment for the Farley control room ventilation system is
analogous to the interior air-ventilation environment for the stainless steel piping components
and valve bodies at VEGP. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed either to an interior indoor air environment or interior air-
ventilation environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-25, the applicant stated that stainless steel pipe components exposed to an
exterior outdoor air environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management. The
outdoor air environment at VEGP is subject to normal periodic wetting but is not exposed to an
aggressive environment from any nearby industrial facilities or to a salt water environment which
could have the potential to concentrate contaminates and cause aging effects for stainless
steel. In addition, there is no VEGP operating experience which indicates aging effects for
stainless steel in the outdoor air environment has occurred. The GALL Report Volume 2 does
contain line item AP-18 for auxiliary systems which does not identify any aging effects requiring
management for stainless steel component types exposed to air with borated water leakage
which is a more aggressive environment than the exterior outdoor air environment for this line
item. On the basis of its review of the current plant operating experience and other more
aggressive GALL environments for stainless steel, the staff concludes that stainless steel pipe
components exposed to an exterior outdoor air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging
effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.26 Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank and Degasifier System: Summary of Aging
Management Review - LRA Table 3.3.2-26

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-26, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the reactor makeup water storage tank and degasifier system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-26, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload either for carbon steel
or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor or indoor air
using the Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload either for
carbon steel or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of outdoor or
indoor air will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-26, the applicant stated that stainless steel pipe components and valve
bodies exposed to an exterior outdoor air environment and stainless steel tank liners (and
internals) for reactor makeup water storage tanks exposed to an interior outdoor air environment
do not exhibit aging effects requiring management. The outdoor air environment at VEGP is
subject to normal periodic wetting but is not exposed to an aggressive environment from any
nearby industrial facilities or to a salt water environment which could have the potential to
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concentrate contaminates and cause aging effects for stainless steel. In addition, there is no
VEGP operating experience which indicates aging effects for stainless steel in the outdoor air
environment has occurred. The GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-18 for
auxiliary systems which does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless
steel component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive
environment than the exterior outdoor air environment and interior outdoor air environment for
these AMR items. On the basis of its review of the current plant operating experience and other
more aggressive GALL Report environments for stainless steel, the staff concludes that
stainless steel pipe components and valve bodies exposed to an exterior outdoor air
environment and stainless steel tank liners (and internals) for reactor makeup water storage
tanks exposed to an interior outdoor air environment at VEGP do not exhibit aging effects
requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-26, the applicant proposed to manage change in material properties, for
which the applicant includes cracking, for elastomer tank diaphragms of reactor makeup water
storage tanks exposed either to an internal environment of treated water or external
environment of outdoor air using the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance
Activities Program.

The staff's evaluation of the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
Program is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6. The Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities Program description states that the program provides for periodic
component inspections and testing to detect aging effects. The extent and schedule of
inspections and testing assure detection of component degradation prior to loss of intended
functions. Inspection and testing intervals are established to provide timely detection of
degradation and are dependent on the component, material, and environment, and take into
consideration industry and plant-specific operating experience and manufacturer's
recommendations. Inspection and testing activities monitor various parameters such as surface
condition, loss of material, presence of corrosion products or fluid leakage, signs of cracking, or
reduction of wall thickness. Inspection techniques such as visual are used. The staff verified
that visual inspections of the Boric Acid Storage Tank (BAST), Condensate Storage Tank
(CST), and Reactor Make-up Water Storage Tank (RMWST) diaphragms are existing
preventive maintenance tasks that manage change in material properties (including cracking)
and loss of material on the internal elastomer diaphragms in these tanks. This program is a
plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because this component
will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of change in material properties, for which the
applicant includes cracking, for elastomer tank diaphragms of reactor makeup water storage
tanks exposed either to an internal environment of treated water or external environment of
outdoor air will be effectively managed by the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.3.2.3.27 Sampling Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA
Table 3.3.2-27

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-27, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the sampling systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload either for aluminum
alloy or stainless closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the
Bolting Integrity Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staff s evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload either for
aluminum alloy or stainless steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor
air will be effectively managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for carbon steel piping
components, shells and end plates of the primary and secondary side of sample coolers, and
valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water from the ACCW
using the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

The staff's evaluation of the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program is documented
in SER Section 3.0.3.3.1. The ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program description
states cracking of carbon steel components exposed to auxiliary component cooling water is
managed through a combination of leakage monitoring, routine walkdowns and periodic visual
inspections. The program is in response to operating experience related to nitrite induced SCC
and subsequent component leakage in the VEGP ACCW system components. This program is
a plant-specific program. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that because these
components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of cracking for carbon steel piping
components, shells and end plates of the primary and secondary side of sample coolers, and
valve bodies exposed to an internal environment of closed cycle cooling water from the ACCW
system will be effectively managed by the ACCW System Carbon Steel Components Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior miscellaneous gas environment
using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the sampling system within the scope of the One-Time
Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior
miscellaneous gas environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis
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of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel piping
components and valve bodies exposed to an interior miscellaneous gas environment will be
effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for galvanized
steel piping components exposed to an interior treated water environment using the Water
Chemistry Control and the One-Time Inspection Programs.

The staff evaluations of the Water Chemistry Control and One-Time Inspection Programs are
documented in SER Sections 3.0.3.1.4 and 3.0.3.1.2, respectively. The Water Chemistry
Control description states that the program mitigates loss of material, cracking, and reduction in
heat transfer in system components and structures through the control of water chemistry. The
program includes control of detrimental chemical species and the addition of chemical agents.
The Water Chemistry Control Program is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry."
The staff verified that the scope of secondary water chemistry control includes sampling of
condensate, feedwater, blowdown, the steam generators, and the condensate storage tanks.
The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to be used
to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed that the
applicant has included the sampling system within the scope of the One-Time Inspection
Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material for galvanized steel in an interior
treated water environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for galvanized steel piping
components exposed to an interior treated water environment will be effectively managed by the
Water Chemistry Control and One-Time Inspection Programs.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant proposed to manage cracking for nickel alloy piping
components exposed to an interior steam environment using the Water Chemistry Control
Program.

The staff evaluation of the Water Chemistry Control Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.4. The Water Chemistry Control Program description states that the program mitigates
loss of material, cracking, and reduction in heat transfer in system components and structures
through the control of water chemistry. The program includes control of detrimental chemical
species and the addition of chemical agents. The Water Chemistry Control Program is
consistent with GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry." The staff verified that the scope of
secondary water chemistry control includes sampling of condensate, feedwater, blowdown, the
steam generators, and the condensate storage tanks. There is no corresponding GALL Report
Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment
combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item R-36 under reactor
vessel, internals, and reactor coolant systems for once through steam generators which applies
to nickel alloy steam generator components (such as secondary side nozzles for vents, drains,
and instrumentation) in a secondary feedwater/steam environment. This GALL Report Volume 2
line item documents that for this material/environment combination there is the aging effect
cracking for which the GALL Report recommends GALL AMP XI.M2, "Water Chemistry" to
manage. Because the GALL Report identifies cracking as an aging effect requiring management
for nickel alloy steam generator components such as secondary side vent, drain, and
instrumentation nozzles exposed to secondary feedwater/steam using the Water Chemistry
Program, the staff finds it acceptable to manage cracking for nickel alloy piping components
exposed to an interior steam environment using the Water Chemistry Control Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-27, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components and valve
bodies exposed to an interior miscellaneous gas environment do not exhibit any aging effects
requiring management. There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL
Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this material/environment combination. However,
GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-22 for auxiliary systems which applies to
stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements in a gas (internal gas
environments from dry air, inert or nonreactive gases). This GALL Report Volume 2 line item
documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because
the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless steel
piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to gas which is either the same or very
similar to the interior miscellaneous gas environment for these stainless steel line items, the
staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that
stainless steel piping components and valve bodies exposed to an interior miscellaneous gas
environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.28 Auxiliary Gas Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-28

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-28, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the auxiliary gas systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-28, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staff's recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).
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3.3.2.3.29 Chilled Water Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-29

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-29, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the chilled water systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-29, the applicant stated that carbon steel condenser shells for essential
chillers, evaporator shells for essential chillers, and chiller economizer tanks exposed to an
interior freon environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no
corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item
for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line
item AP-6 for auxiliary systems which applies to steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements in a gas environment (defined in the GALL Report as internal gas environments from
dry air, inert or nonreactive gases). This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there
are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does
not identify any aging effects requiring management for steel piping, piping components, and
piping elements exposed to gas which is either the same or very similar to the interior Freon
environment for these carbon steel line items, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no
aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that carbon steel condenser shells for essential
chillers, evaporator shells for essential chillers, and chiller economizer tanks exposed to an
interior Freon environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-29, the applicant stated that copper alloy condenser tubes for essential
chillers and evaporator tubes for essential chillers and copper alloy condenser tubesheets for
essential chillers and evaporator tubesheets for essential chillers exposed to an exterior Freon
environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There is no corresponding
GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line item for this
material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-
9 for auxiliary systems which applies to copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping
elements in a gas environment (defined in the GALL Report as internal gas environments from
dry air, inert or nonreactive gases). This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that there
are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report does
not identify any aging effects requiring management for copper alloy piping, piping components,
and piping elements exposed to gas which is either the same or very similar to the exterior
Freon environment for these copper alloy line items, the staff finds it acceptable that there are
no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that copper alloy condenser tubes for essential
chillers and evaporator tubes for essential chillers and copper alloy condenser tubesheets for
essential chillers and evaporator tubesheets for essential chillers exposed to an exterior Freon
environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-29, the applicant stated that glass sight glasses exposed to an interior
closed-cycle cooling water environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management.
There is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII
line item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does
contain line item AP-51 for auxiliary systems which applies to glass piping elements in a treated
water environment (defined in the GALL Report as demineralized water, which is the base water
for all clean systems. Depending on the system, this demineralized water may require additional
processing. Treated water could be deaerated and include corrosion inhibitors, biocides, or
some combination of these treatments). This GALL Report Volume 2 line item documents that
there are no aging effects for this material/environment combination. Because the GALL Report
does not identify any aging effects requiring management for glass piping elements exposed to
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treated water which is either the same or very similar to the closed-cycle cooling water
environment for this glass line item, the staff finds it acceptable that there are no aging effects.
Therefore, the staff concludes that glass sight glasses exposed to an interior closed-cycle
cooling water environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.30 Waste Management Systems: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-30

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-30, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the waste management systems component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-30, the applicant proposed to manage loss of preload for stainless steel
closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air using the Bolting Integrity
Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is a new plant-specific program
and that the scope of the program is credited to manage cracking, loss of material, and loss of
preload both safety-related and nonsafety-related closure bolting for pressure-retaining
components within the scope of license renewal, with the exception of the reactor vessel head
studs which are managed in accordance with the applicant's Reactor Vessel Head Closure Stud
Program. The staffs evaluation of the Bolting Integrity Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.3.2. The staff's evaluation of the Bolting Integrity includes an assessment of ability of the
program elements to manage aging consistent with the staffs recommended criteria for AMP
program elements in Section A.2.1.3 of NRC Branch Position No. RLSB-1 (i.e., in Appendix A of
the SRP-LR [NUREG-1 800, Revision 1]). On the basis of its review, the staff finds that, because
these components will be inspected periodically, the aging effect of loss of preload of stainless
steel closure bolting exposed to an external environment of indoor air will be effectively
managed by the Bolting Integrity Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-30, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for stainless steel
filter housings, flow orifice elements, piping components, pipe spools for startup strainers, gas
decay drain pump casings, backflushable filter crud tanks, and valve bodies exposed to an
interior clean drainage environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staffs evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The staff confirmed that the applicant has included the waste management system
within the scope of the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of
material in an interior clean drainage environment is either not present or is proceeding very
slowly. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for
stainless steel filter housings, flow orifice elements, piping components, pipe spools for startup
strainers, gas decay drain pump casings, backflushable filter crud tanks, and valve bodies
exposed to an interior clean drainage environment will be effectively managed by the One-Time
Inspection Program.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-30, the applicant proposed to manage loss of material either for stainless
steel filter housings, piping components, and valve bodies or carbon steel gas traps exposed
either to an interior dirty drainage environment or interior indoor air (wetted) environment using
the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program.

The staff verified that the applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is a new
program and has been identified as an AMP that is consistent with program elements in GALL
AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components," with exceptions. The staff also verified that like GALL AMP XI.M20, "Open-Cycle
Cooling Water System," the scope of the applicant's program, in part, credits visual
examinations to manage corrosion in the internal surfaces of stainless steel piping components
that are exposed internally to raw water. The staff also verified that the applicant has addressed
the need to implement this AMP in accordance with LRA Commitment No. 19, which was placed
on UFSAR Supplement Section A.2.22 and provided in the applicant's letter of March 20, 2008.
The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staffs evaluation of the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13. The staff's evaluation described in SER Section
3.0.3.2.13 includes that staffs basis why the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program may
be used to manage the aging effects that are applicable to stainless steel and -carbon steel
components in the auxiliary systems. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the aging
effect of loss of material either for stainless steel filter housings, piping components, and valve
bodies or carbon steel gas traps exposed either to an interior dirty drainage environment or
interior indoor air (wetted) environment will be effectively managed by the Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-30, the applicant proposed to manage the loss of material for carbon steel
gas traps, piping components, and valve bodies exposed to an interior clean drainage
environment using the One-Time Inspection Program.

The staff's evaluation of the One-Time Inspection Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.1.2. The One-Time Inspection Program description states that one-time inspections are to
be used to confirm the slow progression or the absence of an aging effect. The staff confirmed
that the applicant has included the waste management system within the scope of the One-
Time Inspection Program to confirm that the aging effect of loss of material in an interior clean
drainage environment is either not present or is proceeding very slowly. On the basis of its
review, the staff finds that the aging effect of loss of material for carbon steel gas traps, piping
components, and valve bodies exposed to an interior clean drainage environment will be
effectively managed by the One-Time Inspection Program.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.3.2.3.31 Thermal Insulation: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-31

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-31, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the thermal insulation component groups.
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In LRA Table 3.3.2-31, the applicant stated that stainless steel jacketing and supports for
insulation exposed to an exterior exposed to weather environment do not exhibit aging effects
requiring management. The exposed to weather environment at VEGP is subject to normal
periodic wetting but is not exposed to an aggressive environment from any nearby industrial
facilities or to a salt water environment which could have the potential to concentrate
contaminates and cause aging effects for stainless steel. In addition, there is no VEGP
operating experience which indicates aging effects for stainless steel in the exposed to weather
environment has occurred. The GALL Report Volume 2 does contain line item AP-18 for
auxiliary systems which does not identify any aging effects requiring management for stainless
steel component types exposed to air with borated water leakage which is a more aggressive
environment than the exterior exposed to weather environment for this line item. On the basis of
its review of the current plant operating experience and other more aggressive GALL Report
environments for stainless steel, the staff concludes that stainless steel jacketing and supports
for insulation exposed to an exterior exposed to weather environment at VEGP do not exhibit
aging effects requiring management.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-31, the applicant stated that fiber, foam and ceramic thermal insulation
exposed to a protected from weather environment do not exhibit aging effects requiring
management. The applicant stated that there has never been any plant-specific aging effect
noted for these components. The staff's review of site operating experience did not identify any
aging effects for these components at VEGP. On the basis of its review of current industry
research and current plant operating experience, the staff concludes that fiber, foam and
ceramic thermal insulation exposed to a protected from weather environment at VEGP do not
exhibit aging effects requiring management.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.2.3.32 Miscellaneous Leak Detection System: Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.3.2-32

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.3.2-32, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the miscellaneous leak detection system component groups.

In LRA Table 3.3.2-32, the applicant stated that stainless steel piping components exposed to
an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit any aging effects requiring management. There
is no corresponding GALL Report Table 1 line item or GALL Report Volume 2 Chapter VII line
item for this material/environment combination. However, GALL Report Volume 2 does contain
line item AP-17 for auxiliary systems which applies to stainless steel piping, piping components,
and piping elements in an external indoor uncontrolled air environment. This GALL Report
Volume 2 line item documents that there are no aging effects for this material/environment
combination. Because the GALL Report does not identify any aging effects requiring
management for stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed
externally to indoor uncontrolled air which is either the same or a more aggressive environment
than the interior indoor air environment for these stainless steel line items, the staff finds it
acceptable that there are no aging effects. Therefore, the staff concludes that stainless steel
piping components exposed to an interior indoor air environment do not exhibit aging effects
requiring management.
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On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.3.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the auxiliary systems components within the scope of license renewal
and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4 Aging Management of Steam and Power Conversion Systems

This section of the SER documents the staffs review of the applicant's AMR results for the
steam and power conversion systems components and component groups of:

* main steam system
* feedwater system
* SG blowdown processing system
* auxiliary feedwater system
* auxiliary steam system

3.4.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.4 provides AMR results for the steam and power conversion systems
components and component groups. LRA Table 3.4.1, "Summary of Aging Management
Reviews for Steam and Power Conversion Systems in Chapter VIII of NUREG-1801," is a
summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs with those evaluated in the GALL Report for the
steam and power conversion systems components and component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.4.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the steam and power conversion
systems components within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR, will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to verify the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
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applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staff's
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staff's audit
evaluation are documented in SER Section 3.4.2.1.

In the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which further
evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations were
consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staff's audit evaluations are
documented in SER Section 3.4.2.2.

The staff also conducted a technical review of the remaining AMRs not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging
effects have been identified and whether the aging effects listed were appropriate' for the
material-environment combinations specified. The staffs evaluations are documented'.in- SER
Section 3.4.2.3.

For SSCs which the applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging management,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to verify the.,
applicant's claims.

Table 3.4-1 summarizes the staffs evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs listed in LRA Section 3.4 and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 3.4-1 Staff Evaluation for Steam and Power Conversion Systems Components in
the GALL Report

Com._ponent Group :AginggEffectl A'MP'inGALLu. e AMPSin iLRA, 7 - - staff
(GALL Report :,Mechanism 1, Repbrt Eva~luaioin supplemet s, ,;. evaluatioii;i

---,Item No.)* in GALL .

Steel piping, piping Cumulative TLAA. evaluated in Yes TLAA, Fatigue is a
components, and fatigue damage accordance with TLAA (See SER
piping elements 10 CFR 54.21(c) Section
exposed to steam or 3.4.2.2.1)
treated water
(3.4.1-1)

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
components, and due to general, One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
piping elements pitting and (B.3.28) and Report, which
exposed to steam crevice One-Time recommends
(3.4.1-2) corrosion Inspection further

Program evaluation (See
(B.3.17) SER Section

3.4.2.2.2(1))

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
components exposed due to general, One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
to treated water pitting and (B.3.28) and Report, which
(3.4.1-3) crevice One-Time recommends

corrosion Inspection further
Program evaluation (See
(B.3.17) SER Section

_ 3.4.2.2.2(1))
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Component Group Aging Effect/ AMP in GALL I Further AMP in LRA, . -Staff
(GALL Report - Mechanism Report' Evaluation Supplements,- -Evaluation-

Item~o.) - 1 -in GALL . r
17 -Report;,, -"Amendments,,.->

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
components, and due to general, One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
piping elements pitting and (B.3.28) and Report, which
exposed to treated crevice One-Time recommends
water corrosion Inspection further
(3.4.1-4) Program evaluation (See

(B.3.17) SER Section
............. _ _3.4.2,2.2( ,))ý

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not" applicble to
components exposed due to general. One-Time Inspection PWRs (See
to treated water pitting, crevice, SER Setirn
(3.4.1-5) and galvanic 34.42_2-2

corrosion

Steeland stainless Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yest Water Chemistry Consistent wih
steel tanks exposed due to general One-Time Inspection Control Program the ýGALL'.
to treated water (steel only) (B.3.28) and Report, .which
(3.4.1f-6) pitting and One-Time. recommeRdsý,

crevice Inspection further _
corrosion Program evaiuationi (Sde.

(B.3.17) SER:Secdions,
3.42.2.,21 ))and
3.4:2-27(1))'

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with
components, and due to general, Analysis and Program the GALL
piping elements pitting and One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) and Report, which
exposed to crevice One-Time recommends
lubricating oil corrosion Inspection further
(3.4.1-7) Program evaluation (See

(B.3.17) SER Section
_ _ _ __ .3.4.2.2.2(2))

Steel piping, piping Loss of maternal Plant specific Yes Not applicable Not applicable to
components, and due to general, VEGP (See SER
piping elements . pitting, crevice, Section
exposed toraw-water and 3.4.2.2.3)
(3.4.1-8) microbiologically

-influenced
corrosion, and
fouling

Stainless steel and Reduction of Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent w'ith
copper alloy heat heat transfer One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
exchanger tubes due to fouling (B.3.28) and Report, which
exposed to treated One-Time recommends
water Inspection further
(3.4.1-9) Program evaluation (See

(B.3.17) SER Section
I A 3.4.2.2.4(1))
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Component Group Aging Effect/. AMP in GALL-. :,-Further' MP i L -Staff

(GALL Report: Mechanisrm .. Report Evaluation Supplerments ' Eval'uation•
Item No.) - - rin GALL; ori.X-v

_____________qq-! __ __ __ _Arendiiints7 _ _ _ _ _

Steel, stainless steel, Reduction of Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with
and copper alloy heat heat transfer Analysis and Program the GALL
exchanger tubes due to fouling One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) and Report, which
exposed to One-Time recommends
lubricating oil Inspection further
(3.4.1-10) Program evaluation (See

(B.3.17) SER Section
____________________3.4.2,.24(2))!:

Buried steel piping, Loss of material Buried Piping and Yes Not applicable Not apphcabfeto
piping components, due to general, Tanks Surveillance VER (seeSER
piping elements, and pitting, crevice, Sectio .
tanks (with or without and or 3,4.2.2.5(i J
coating or wrapping) microbiologically
exposed to soil -influenced Buried Piping and
.(3.4.1-11) corrosion Tanks Inspection _,_________-_

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Not applicable Not-applicable to
components-exposed due to general, Analysis and VEGP__(SeeSER
to lubricating oil pitting, crevice, One-Time Inspection Section,-
(3.4.1-12) and 3.4.2.2'.5(2))

microbiologically
-influenced
corrosion

Stainless steel Cracking due to Water Chemistry and Yes Not applicable Not applicable to
piping, piping stress corrosion One-Time Inspection PWRs (See
components, piping cracking SER Section
elements exposed to 3.4.2.2.6)
steam
(3.4.1-13)

Stainless steel Cracking due to- Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
piping, piping stress corrosion One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
components, piping cracking (B.3.28) and Report, which
elements, tanks, and One-Time recommends
heat exchanger Inspection further
components exposed Program evaluation (See
to treated water (B.3.17) SER Section
> 60°C (> 140*F) 3.4.2.2.6)
(3.4.1-14).

Aluminum and Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
copper alloy piping, due to pitting One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
piping components, and crevice (8.3.28) and Report, which
and piping elements corrosion One-Time recommends
exposed to treated• Inspection further
water Program evaluation (See
(3.4.1-15) (B.3.17) SER Section
I_ 1_ __ 13.4.2.2.7(1))
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,,Component Group Aging Effect!f AMP in GALL' Further AMP in LRA, -Staff
(GALL-Report Mechanism' Report",,",', Evaluation Supplements, 'Evaluation

Item No.) . ". '* - . '"inGAL ' or' .-. - .. ' .

Rport 'Amendments

Stainless steel Loss of material Water Chemistry and Yes Water Chemistry Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting One-Time Inspection Control Program the GALL
components, and and crevice (B.3.28) and Report, which
piping elements; corrosion One-Time recommends
tanks, and heat Inspection further.
exchanger Program evaluation (See
components exposed (B.3.17) SER Section.
to treated water 3.4.2.2.7(1))
(3.4.1-16) _ :______

Stainless steel Loss of material Plant specific Yes Buried Piping Consistent with,
piping, piping due to pitting and Tanks the GALL
components, and and crevice Inspection Report, which.
piping elements corrosion Program (B.3.4) recommends',
exposed to soil furtheri
(3.4.1-17) evaluation (See

SER Section:
_______________3.4.2'2:T(2'))j

Copper alloy. piping, Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Not applicable Not applicabie to
piping components, due to pitting Analysis and VEGP (See SER
and piping elements and crevice One-Time Inspection Section j

exposed to corrosion 314.222.7(3)).ý
lubricating oil
(3.4.1-18)

Stainless steel Loss of material Lubricating Oil Yes Oil Analysis Consistent with
piping, piping due to pitting, Analysis and Program the GALL
components, piping crevice, and One-Time Inspection (B.3.16) and Report,.which
elements, and heat microbiologically One-Time recommends
exchanger -influenced inspection further'
components exposed corrosion Program evaluation (See
to lubricating oil (B.3.17) SER Section
(3.4.1-19) 3.4.2.2.8)

Steel.tanks exposed Loss of material, Aboveground Steel No External Consistent with
to air - outdoor general, pitting, Tanks Surfaces the GALL Report
(external) and crevice Monitoring. (See SER
(3.4.1-20) corrosion Program (B.3.8) Section

3.4.2.1.6).

High-strength steel Cracking due to Bolting Integrity No Not applicable Not applicable to
closure bolting, cyclic loading, VEGP
exposed to air with stress corrosion
stfeam or water . cracking
leakage
(3.4.1-21)

Steel bolting and Loss of material Bolting Integrity No Bolting Integrity Consistent with
closure bolting due to general, Program (B.3.2) the GALL Report
exposed to air with pitting and (See SER
steam or water crevice Sections
leakage, air - outdoor corrosion: loss 3.4.2.1.1 and
(external), or air - of preload due to 3.4.2.1.2)
indoor uncontrolled thermal effects,
(external); gasket creep,
(3.4.1-22) and self-

loosening
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component, Group Aging Effect] AMP inGALL Further AMP in LRA, Staff
(GALL; Report Mechanism. Report • Evaluation Supplementsj Evaluation

itemN~ GALL -

-; •-.. ".Report Amendmeitsi

Stainless steel Cracking due to Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not applicable to
piping, piping stress corrosion Cooling Water VEGP
components, and cracking System
piping elements
exposed to closed-
cycle cooling water
> 60°C (> 140 0F)
(3.4.1-23)

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not applicable to
components exposed due to general, Cooling Water VEGP-ý'
to closed cycle pitting, crevice, System
cooling water and galvanic
(3.4.1-24) corrosion

Stainless steel Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not'•a•pp tableto
piping, piping due to pitting Cooling Water VEGP, -

components, piping and crevice System
elements, and heat corrosion
exchanger
components exposed
to closed cycle
cooling water
(3.4.1-25) I ....

Copper alloy piping, Loss of material Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not applicable to
piping components, due to pitting, Cooling Water VEGP
and piping elements- crevice, and System
exposed to closed galvanic
cycle cooling water corrosion
(3.4.1-26). __"

Steel, stainless steel, Reduction of Closed-Cycle No Not applicable Not applicable to
and copper alloy heat heat transfer Cooling Water VEGP
exchanger tubes due to fouling System
exposed to closed
cycle cooling water
(3.4.1-27) "

Steel external Loss of material Extemal. Surfaces No Extemal Consistent with
surfaces exposed to, due to general Monitoring Surfaces the GALL Report
air - indoor corrosion Monitoring
uncontrolled Program (B13.8)
(external),
condensation
(external), or air
outdoor (external)
(3.4.1-28)

Steel piping, piping Wall thinning Flow-Accelerated No Flow Consistent with
components, and due to flow- Corrosion Accelerated the GALL Report
piping elements accelerated Corrosion
exposed to steam or corrosion Program
treated water (B.3.10)
(3.4.1-29)
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Component Group Aging Effect/ AMP in GALL Further, AMP in LRA, Staff-(GALLReport- Mechanism Rep o Evaluation Sup•plemens, Evaiuation
(GALL pp... minGALL

_____________________~Rp~ort. Amend ments -

Steel piping, piping Loss of material Inspection of Internal No Piping and Duct Consistent with
components, and due to general, Surfaces in Internal the.GALL Report
piping elements pitting, and Miscellaneous Piping Inspection
exposed to air crevice and Ducting Program
outdoor (internal) or corrosion Components (B.3.22)
condensation
(internal)
(3.4.1-30) - ._ _.

Steel heat exchanger Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Periodic Consistent with.
components exposed due to general, Water System Surveillance and the GALL Report
to raw water pilting, crevice, Preventive (See SER.•
(3.4.1-31) galvanic, and Maintenance Section

microbiologically Activities 3.4.2.1:5)
-influenced (B.3.2.1)
corrosion, and
fouling -

Stainless steel and Loss of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not applicable Not appliCableto
copper alloy piping, due to pitting, Water System VEGP.§--
piping components, crevice, and
and piping elements microbiologically
exposed to raw water .-influenced
(3.4.1-32) corrosion

Stainless steel heat Loss-of material Open-Cycle Cooling No Not applicable Not applicable to
exchanger due to pitting, Water System VEGP
components exposed crevice, and
to raw water microbiologically
(3.4.1-33) -influenced

corrosion, and
fouling

Steel, stainless steel, Reduction of Open-Cycle Cooling No Not applicable Not applicable to
and copper alloy heat heat transfer Water System VEGP
exchanger tubes . due to fouling
exposed to raw water
(3.4.1-34)

Copper alloy Loss of material Selective Leaching of No Not applicable Not applicable to
> 15% Zn piping, due to selective Materials. VEGP
piping. components, leaching
and piping elemenits
exp oed, to closed
cycle cooling Water,
raw water, or treated
water
(3.4.1-35)

Gray cast iron piping, Loss of material Selective Leaching of No Not applicable. Not applicable to
piping components, due to selective Materials VEGP
and piping elements leaching
exposed to soil,[treated water, or raw
water
(3.4.1-36)
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Component Group Aging Effect/ AMP in GALL --Further, 'AMP in LRA, Staff
(GALILReport Mechanism Report,. Evaluation Supplements;,ý Evaluation-ii!:'

TItem No.) .'in GALLor
___________ Report Amend~ments;>,

Steel, stainless steel, Loss of material Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistent with
and nickel-based due to pitting Control Program GALL. Report
alloy piping, piping and crevice (B.3.28)
components, and corrosion
piping elements
exposed to steam
(3.4.1-37)

Steel bolting and Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consist•entWif ithý
external surfaces due to boric acid Corrosion GALL-iRebortV
exposed to air with corrosion Control Program
borated water (B.3.3)
leakage
(3.4.1-38), 42" __________ ___

Stainless steel Cracking due to Water Chemistry No Water Chemistry Consistentiwit-
piping, piping stress corrosion Control Program GALL Repoit1:.-
components, and cracking (B.3:28)
piping elements
exposed to steam
(3.4.1-39) _____ .___

Glass piping . None None No Not applicable Not'applicalbe to
elements exposed to VEGP -
air, lubricating oil,
raw water, and
treated water
(3.4.1-40)

Stainless steel, None None No None ,Consistent with
copper alloy, and GAILL ýReport
nickel alloy piping,
piping components,
and piping elements:
exposed to air -
indoor uncontrolled
(external)
(3.4.1-41) "

Steel: piping, piping None None No Not applicable Not applicable to
components, and., VEGP
piping elements
exposed to air -
indoor controlled
(external)
(3.4.1-42)

Steel and stainless None None No None Consistent with
steel piping, piping GALL Report
components, and
piping elements in
concrete

j(3.4.1-43)
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C(mponentGGroup Aging Effect!/- AMP inAGALL,- Further AMP. in LRA, Staff
Repirt, lMechanism R tlvaluation iSupplements Evaluatiton

;,e:-in AL or.-~-~~~
_ - - ~ ~ ~ Repokt,,...' dmn~1-

Steel, stainless steel, None None No None Consistent with
aluminum, and GALL Report
copper alloy piping,
piping components,
and piping elements
exposed to gas
(3.4.1-44)

The staff's review of the steam and power conversion systems component groups followed any
one of several approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.4.2.1, .reviewed AMR
results for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Reportý and
require no further evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER Section 3.4".2.2, reviewed
AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report
and for which further evaluation is recommended. A third approach, documented,-in SER.
Section 3.4.2.3, reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated'are not.
consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL Report. The staff'S review of AMPs credited to
manage or monitor aging effects of the steam and power conversion systems components is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.

3.4.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.4.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following, programs
that manage aging effects for the steam and power conversion systems components:

* Bolting Integrity Program
* Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
* Buried Piping and-Tanks Inspection Program
* External Surfaces Monitoring Program.
* Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
• Oil Analysis- Program
* One-Time Inspection Program
• Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
* Piping.and Duct Internal Inspection Program
* Water Chemistry Control Program

LRA Tables 3.4.2-1 through 3.4.2-5 summarize AMRs for the steam and power conversion
systems components and indicate AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report.

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staffs
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.

The applicant noted for each AMR line item how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
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material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
and accepted.

The staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report
AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined
whether the AMR, line item of the different component was applicable to the component under
review and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1 801 identifies a plant
specific aging management program. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the credited AMP would manage the
aging effect consistently with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the
site-specific conditions.

The staff audited and reviewed the information in the LRA. The staff did not repeat its review of
the matters described in the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material
presented in the LRA was applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL
Report AMRs. The staffs evaluation follows.

3.4.2.1.1 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting and Crevice Corrosion (Item 1)

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR items la and ld of LRA Table
3.4.2-1; 1 a and 1 c of LRA Table 3.4.2-2; 1 a of LRA Table 3.4.2-3; 1 a and 1 d of LRA Table
3.4.2-4; and la and ld of LRA Table 3.4.2-5, the applicant provides its AMRs on loss of material
due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion in carbon S&PC bolting under exposure to either
an air indoor (exterior) environment or an air outdoor (exterior) environment. The applicant uses
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a standard Note E for these AMR line items that roll up to the LRA Table 3.4.1, Item 22. Note E
states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited or the
GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program. The applicant has credited
its Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of material in surfaces of these bolting components
that are exposed to either the air indoor (exterior) environment or the air outdoor (exterior)
environment.

The GALL AMR items (VIII.H-1 and VIII.H-4) that pertain to these VEGP AMR items that roll up
to the LRA Table 3.4.1, Item 22, recommend GALL AMP XI.M18, "Bolting Integrity" for
managing these aging effects while the LRA uses the Bolting Integrity Program, which is a plant
specific program. The staff reviewed the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program, and the staffs
evaluation is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. During the audit and review, the staff
agreed with the applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the
GALL Report, except using a plant specific AMP. On the basis of the staff's evaluation of the
AMP and the staff's determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the GALL
Report, the staff finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

3.4.2.1.2 Loss of Preload Due to Stress Relaxation, Gasket Creep, or Self Loosening

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR items 1 c of LRA Table 3.4.2-1;
lb of LRA Tables 3.4.2-2, 3.4.2-3, and 3.4.2-4; and lc of LRA Table 3.4.2-5, the applicant
provides its AMRs on management of loss of preload due to stress relaxation, gasket creep, or
self loosening in carbon steel S&PC bolting under exposure to an air indoor (exterior)
environment. The applicant has credited its Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of material
in surfaces of the bolting components that are exposed to the air indoor (exterior) environment.
The applicant uses a standard Note E for these AMR line items that roll up to the LRA Table
3.4.1, Item 22. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the
GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management
program is credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program.

The GALL AMR Item (VIII.H-5) that pertains to these VEGP AMR items that roll up to the LRA
Table 3.4.1, Item 22, recommends GALL AMP XI.M18, "Bolting Integrity," for managing these
aging effects while the LRA uses the Bolting Integrity Program, which is a plant specific
program. The staff reviewed the applicant's Bolting Integrity Program, and the staffs evaluation
is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2. During the audit and review, the staff agreed with the
applicant's determination that these LRA line items are consistent with the GALL Report, except
using a plant specific AMP. On the basis of the staffs evaluation of the AMP and the staff's
determination that the applicant's AMR results are consistent with the GALL Report, the staff
finds the applicant's AMR results to be acceptable.

3.4.2.1.3 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion (Item 2)

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR items 2b, 7b, and 12b of LRA
Table 3.4.2-1, the applicant provides its AMRs for managing loss of material due to general,
pitting, and crevice corrosion in surfaces of aluminum alloy oil reservoir actuators, filter housing
actuators, and valve bodies in the main steam system that are exposed to an air - outdoor
(exterior) environment. The applicant credits its External Surfaces Monitoring Program to
manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor
(exterior) environment. The applicant uses a standard Note E for these AMR line items that roll
up to the LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 50. Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with
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the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or
NUREG-1801 identifies a plant specific aging management program.

The GALL AMR Item (111.B2-7) that pertains to these VEGP AMR items recommends that the
Structures Monitoring Program (GALL AMP XI.S6) be used to manage loss of preload due to
thermal effects, gasket creep, and self loosening in steel (including carbon steel)
bolting surfaces that are exposed to uncontrolled indoor air environment while the LRA uses the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify whether or not any exceptions taken in its External
Surfaces Monitoring Program against the recommended program elements in GALL AMP
XI.M36, "External Surfaces Monitoring," are applicable to the AMRs for these components, and
if so, justify why these exceptions are acceptable to manage loss of material in these
components.

In its response, the applicant stated:

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, Items 2b, 7b, and 12b, align to GALL Report I1l.B2-7 because there
are no items in GALL section IV, V, VII, or VIII for this material and environment
combination. Plant specific note 402 was applied to Item 2b to address this issue, and
should have also been applied to Items 7b and 12b. In addition,

Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-50, does not discuss the mechanical components which refer to
that item.

As described in Note E for Items 2b, 7b, and 12b (LRA Table 3.4.2-1), consistency with
GALL Report 1ll.B2-7 and Table 3.5.1-50 is maintained for the material, environment,
and aging effect. However, a different aging management program is credited, the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program in lieu of the Structures Monitoring Program.

The literature indicates that aluminum resists corrosion due to the presence of a thin
aluminum oxide film covering the surface. Therefore, according to the EPRI Mechanical
Tools (TR-1 010639), an aggressive environment consisting of a wetted surface or
pooled liquid, oxygen, and contaminants must be present for corrosion to occur in
aluminum. The ARV local actuator filter housing exterior surfaces are subjected to an air
- outdoor (exterior) environment in which the potential for atmospheric moisture exists.
However, atmospheric moisture does not provide a significant source of contaminants.
There is also no operating experience at VEGP which presents a case for significant
loss of material for aluminum in an air - outdoor (exterior) environment. However, SNC
has taken a conservative position to manage any effects of loss of material on the
aluminum filter housings with the External Surfaces Monitoring Program. The External
Surfaces Monitoring Program is a program especially designed to inspect external
surfaces of mechanical system components in external air environments such as the
aluminum alloy ARV local actuator filter housings. The Structural Monitoring Program is
designed to inspect structural components, not mechanical components. Therefore, the
External Surfaces Monitoring Program is the appropriate program to manage the
components listed in LRA Table 3.4.2-1, Items 2b, 7b, and 12b.

The VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program takes exception to GALL AMP XI.M36
in that additional materials such as aluminum used for the components in question will
be included within the scope of inspections.
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This is considered an exception since the GALL AMP is described as being applicable to
steel components only.

A License Renewal Application amendment is required to add plant specific note 402
where it was omitted, and to revise Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-50, to discuss the mechanical
components.

The staff confirmed that in its letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA as
stated above to add plant specific note 402 in LRA Table 3.4.2-1, for Items 7b, and 12b, and to
revise Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-50, to discuss the mechanical components. The staff finds the
applicant's response and the amended aging management basis is acceptable because it
stated that VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program is designed to inspect external
surfaces of mechanical system components made of aluminum in external air environments
such as the aluminum alloy ARV local actuator filter housings and this provides an acceptable
basis for crediting the External Surfaces Monitoring activities as an alternate aging management
basis.

The staff has evaluated the ability of the applicant's External Surfaces Monitoring Program (LRA
AMP B.3.8) to manage loss of material in aluminum alloy components and its evaluation is
described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.5. Based on the review, the staff finds the applicant's AMR
results to be acceptable.

3.4.2.1.4 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion (Item 3)

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR Item 5a of LRA Table 3.4.2-2
and AMR items 3a and 5a of LRA Table 3.4.2-5, the applicant provides its AMRs for managing
loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in surfaces of carbon steel piping
components and valve components in the main steam and auxiliary steam systems that are
exposed to an air - indoor (interior) environment. For these components, the applicant credits
its One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are
exposed to the air - indoor (interior) environment. The applicant uses a standard Note E for
these AMR line items that roll up to the LRA Table 1 Item 3.2.1-32. Note E states (LRA Table
3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and
aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited or the GALL Report
identifies a plant-specific aging management program.

The GALL AMR Item (V.A-19) that pertains to these AMR items recommends that GALL AMP
XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces of Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components," be
used to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in steel
components surfaces that are exposed to the air - indoor (interior) environment.

The staff asked the applicant to clarify whether or not any exceptions taken in its One-Time
Inspection Program against the recommended program elements in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-
Time Inspection," are applicable to this AMR, and if so, justify why these exceptions are
acceptable to manage loss of material in carbon steel piping and valve body components.

In its response, the applicant stated that:

VEGP LRA Table 3.4.2-5, items 3a and 5a, for Steam and Power Conversion System
"Auxiliary Steam System" were aligned to GALL Table V.A, Item V.A-19, for Engineered
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Safety Features System "Containment Spray System," because there are no GALL AMR
lines in either Chapter VIII, "Steam and Power Conversion System," or Chapter VII,
"Auxiliary Systems," which evaluate the combination of carbon steel piping exposed to
an "Air - Indoor (Interior)" environment. GALL Table V.A, Item V.A-19, is a match to
VEGP LRA Table 3.4.2-5, items 3a and 5a, for
component, material, environment, and aging effect requiring management. VEGP
chose to credit a different aging management program than GALL for these
components.

For carbon steel piping components and valve bodies exposed to an Air - Indoor
(Internal) environment where condensation or wetting are not present, some loss of
material due to general corrosion is expected. However, VEGP expects the degree of
corrosion for this material and environment combination to be minor and to progress
slowly. VEGP believes that a one-time inspection will confirm this expectation, and that
additional inspections will not be warranted. If the one-time inspection indicates that
corrosion of this material and environment combination has progressed such that the
intended function of a component could be affected during the period of extended
operation, then the impacted components will be included in the Piping and Duct Internal
Inspection Program, or other program as appropriate. Carbon steel components
exposed to condensation, wetting, or Air - Outdoor (Internal) are managed by the Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program because the potential for exposure to water
negates the expectation that corrosion would progress slowly.

The VEGP One-Time Inspection Program does not contain any exceptions to the
recommended program elements in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection."

The staff finds the applicant's response and that the amended aging management basis is
acceptable because the applicant has provided clarification that loss of material due to general
corrosion for carbon steel piping components and valve bodies when exposed to an air - indoor
(internal) environment where condensation or wetting are not present is expected to be minor
and to progress slowly. The absence of any loss of material is verified by the applicant's One-
Time Inspection Program. The staff evaluated the ability of One-Time Inspection Program (LRA
AMP B.3.17), to manage loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion in carbon
steel components that are exposed to an indoor air (interior) environments and its evaluation is
provided in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

3.4.2.1.5 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion (Item 4)

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR Item 7a of LRA Table 3.4.2-3,
the applicant provides its AMRs for managing loss of material due to general, pitting, and
crevice corrosion in the carbon steel heat exchanger components in the steam generator
blowdown processing system that are exposed to a raw water - river water (interior)
environment. For these components, the applicant credits its Periodic Surveillance and
Preventative Maintenance Program to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that
are exposed to the raw water - river water (interior) environment.

The applicant uses a standard Note E for this AMR line item that roll up to the LRA Table 1 Item
3.4.1-31. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL
Report for material, environment, and aging effect, but a different aging management program is
credited or the GALL Report identifies a plant-specific aging management program.
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The GALL AMR Item (VIII.F-5) that pertains to this AMR item recommends that GALL AMP
XI.M20, "Open-Cycle Coolant Water System," be used to manage loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in steel components surfaces that are exposed to the air
- indoor (interior) environment.

The staff asked the applicant to provide the basis why the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventative Maintenance Activities are valid, sufficient, and capable of managing loss of
material in these components in lieu of crediting the inspections that would be performed in
accordance with the program elements for the VEGP Generic Letter 89-13 Program.

In its response, the applicant stated:

NRC Generic Letter 89-13 is applicable to "the system or systems that transfer heat from
safety-related structures, systems, or components to the UHS." For VEGP, Generic
Letter 89-13 only applies to the Nuclear Service Cooling Water (NSCW) System. The
environment in the NSCW System is "raw water - NSCW." The steam generator blow
down (SGBD) trim heat exchanger is not part of, nor is it cooled by, the NSCW System.
Therefore this component is not in the scope of the VEGP Generic Letter 89-13
Program.

The SGBD trim heat exchanger is a non-safety related component which is cooled by
the non-safety related Turbine Plant Cooling Water (TPCW) System. The environment in
the TPCW System is "raw water - river water." Since the Generic Letter 89-13 Program
is not applicable to this component, VEGP credited Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities for aging management. As noted in Appendix B to the LRA,
section B.3.21, a program for periodic inspection of the SGBD trim heat exchanger on
each unit already exists. These components are visually inspected in accordance with
procedure 83321-C for fouling, corrosion, coating failure, and structural/mechanical
damage. These inspections are similar to inspections that would be performed under the
Generic Letter 89-13 Program. VEGP operating experience with these inspections
indicates that they are sufficient and capable to manage loss of material of the SGBD
trim heat exchangers.

The staff finds the applicant's response and the amended aging management basis to be
acceptable because the applicant provided clarification that the inspections performed under the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance Activities Program are the type of
inspections that would be performed under the Generic Letter 89-13 Program, and this provides
an acceptable basis for crediting the Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance
Activities as an alternate aging management basis. The staff evaluated the ability of the
Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance Activities Program (LRA AMP B.3.21) to
manage loss-of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion in carbon steel heat
exchanger component surfaces that are exposed to raw water - river water environment and its
evaluation is provided in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6.

3.4.2.1.6 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion (Item 5)

During the audit and review, the staff noted that for VEGP AMR Item 15b of LRA Table 3.4.2-4,
the applicant provides its AMRs for managing loss of material due to general, pitting, and
crevice corrosion in the carbon steel tanks in the auxiliary feedwater system that are exposed to
an air - outdoor (exterior) environment. For these components, the applicant's credits its
External Surfaces Monitoring Program to manage loss of material in the tank surfaces that are
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exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior) environment. The applicant uses a standard Note E for
this AMR line item that roll up to the LRA Table 1 Item 3.4.1-20. Note E states (LRA Table 3.0-
4) that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material, environment, and
aging effect, but a different aging management program is credited or the GALL Report
identifies a plant-specific aging management program.

The GALL AMR Item (VIII.G-40) that pertains to these AMR items recommends that GALL AMP
XI.M29, "Aboveground Steel Tanks," be used to manage loss of material due to general, pitting,
and crevice corrosion in steel components surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor
(external) environment.

The staff asked the applicant to discuss how the program elements for the External Surfaces
Monitoring Program compare to the NRC's recommended program elements in

GALL AMP XI.M29 and identify any differences and justify the use of the External Surfaces

Monitoring Program to manage the loss of material aging effect.

In its response, the applicant stated:

GALL AMP XI.M29, "Aboveground Steel Tanks," uses a combination of coating of the
external surfaces of a tank, sealing of the tank to foundation interface, external visual
inspections of accessible portions of a tank and of the tank to foundation interface, and
thickness measurements to identify any external corrosion of the inaccessible portions of
a tank bottom.

VEGP has taken the conservative position of not crediting coatings for aging
management. However, VEGP agrees that observation of the condition of the paint or
coating is an effective method for identifying degradation of the underlying material.
Therefore, monitoring of the condition of coatings will be included in the inspection
criteria of the External Surfaces Monitoring Program along with the inspection criteria to
monitor for degradation of the component materials. Refer to the response to question
B.3.8-02 for additional discussion.

The CST degasifier tank addressed in LRA Table 3.4.2-4, Item 15b, is a vertical
cylindrical tank supported by a skirt. This tank is insulated. There is no tank to
foundation interface. The bottom of the tank is accessible for visual inspection, so the
GALL program elements related to sealing of the tank to foundation interface, external
visual inspections of the tank to foundation interface, and thickness measurements of
the tank bottom to identify external degradation are not applicable to this tank.

The remaining elements of the GALL Aboveground Steel Tanks program consist of
external visual inspections of the accessible portions of the tank. These elements are
included in the VEGP External Surfaces Monitoring Program, therefore VEGP believes
that this program will adequately manage loss of material from the CST degasifier tank
during the period of extended operation.

The staff finds the applicant's response and that the amended aging management basis is
acceptable because it provided clarification that the inspection attributes for managing the aging
effects of CST degasifier tank is consistent with GALL AMP XI.M29. The staff has evaluated the
ability of the applicant's External Surfaces Monitoring Program (LRA AMP B.3.8) to manage
loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion in carbon
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steel tank component surfaces that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment and
its evaluation is provided in SER Section 3.0.3.2.5.

Conclusion: The staff evaluated the applicant's claim of consistency with the GALL Report. The
staff also reviewed information pertaining to the applicant's consideration of recent operating
experience and proposals for managing aging effects. On the basis of its review, the staff
concludes that the AMR results, which the applicant claimed to be consistent with the GALL
Report, are indeed consistent with its AMRs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant
has demonstrated that the effects of aging for these components will be adequately managed
so that their intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of
extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.4.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the steam and power conversion (S&PC) systems components and
provides information concerning how it will manage the following aging effects:

0 cumulative fatigue damage

0 loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion

* loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced
corrosion, and fouling

0 reduction of heat transfer due to fouling

* loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced
corrosion

0 cracking due to SCC

* loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion

0 loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion

* loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion

* QA for aging management of nonsafety-related components

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's further evaluations
against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2. The staffs review of the applicant's
further evaluation follows.
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3.4.2.2.1 Cumulative Fatigue Damage

LRA Section 3.4.2.2.1 states that fatigue is a TLAA, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must
evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1).

The applicant identified that for those S&PC components requiring metal fatigue analyses, the
fatigue analyses are addressed in Section 4.3.2 of the LRA. The staff verified that Table 3.4.1
includes applicable line item on metal fatigue of Non-Class 1 S&PC components, as stated in
LRA AMR Item 3.4.1-1 and that LRA Section 4.3.2 contains the TLAA and metal fatigue
analysis section for Non-Class 1 S&PC components at VEGP. Thus, the staff noted that the
applicant's further evaluation assessment in LRA Section 3.4.2.2.1 conforms to the staff's
recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.1 and that the LRA includes AMR Item 3.4.1-1 that
corresponds to this further evaluation item. The staff verified that AMR Item 3.4.1-1 is consistent
with and conforms to the staff recommended AMR evaluation in AMR Item 1 in Table 4 of the
GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the
applicant's further evaluation discussion in LRA Section 3.4.2.2.1 is consistent with and
conforms to the staffs corresponding evaluation recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.1
and is acceptable. The staff also determined that the LRA includes AMR Item 3.4.1-1 on metal
fatigue of S&PC components, and that this AMR is consistent with the recommendations in
Table 4 of the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1.

The staff reviewed the applicant's TLAA on metal fatigue and its evaluation of the TLAA on
metal fatigue is provided in SER Section 4.3 and its subsections.

3.4.2.2.2 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2:

(1) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.2 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion in steel piping and components, tanks, and heat exchangers exposed to
treated water and steel piping and components exposed to steam as an aging effect for
which the GALL Report recommends a one-time inspection to verify the effectiveness of
the water chemistry control program. Consistent with GALL Report AMPs XI.M2 and
XI.M32, the Water Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time Inspection Program
will manage such loss of material for carbon steel components exposed to treated water.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) states that loss of material due to general, pitting,
and crevice corrosion may occur in steel piping, piping components, piping elements,
tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to treated water and for steel piping,
piping components, and piping elements exposed to steam. The existing AMP monitors
and controls water chemistry to manage the effects of loss of material due to general,
pitting, and crevice corrosion. However, control of water chemistry does not preclude
loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion at locations with stagnant
flow conditions; therefore, the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs should
be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The GALL Report recommends
further evaluation of programs to verify the effectiveness of water chemistry control
programs. A one-time inspection of selected components and susceptible locations is an
acceptable method to ensure that corrosion does not occur and that component
intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended operation.
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SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) invokes Items 2, 3, 4, and 6 in Table 4 of the GALL
Report, Revision 1, Volume 1. Collectively, AMR Items 2, 3, 4, and 6 in Table 4 of the
GALL Report, Revision Volume 1, reference that AMR items VIII.B1-11, VIII.C-7,
VIII.D1-8, VIII.E-34, VIII.E-37, VIII.E-40, VIII.F-25, VIII.F-28, VIII.G-38, and VIII.G-41 of
the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that may be applicable
to the steel PWR piping, piping component, piping elements, tanks, and heat exchanger
components in PWR main steam, extraction steam, feedwater, condensate, steam
generator blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater systems under exposure to a treated
water environment, and that AMR Items VIII.A-16 and VIII.C-4 of the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items for steel piping, piping component, and
piping elements in PWR steam turbine and extraction steam systems under exposure to
a steam environment. For these component-material-environment combinations, the
GALL Report (like the SRP-LR) recommends that the Water Chemistry Program be
credited to prevent or mitigate loss of material in the components and that a plant-
specific program be credited to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program
in achieving its preventative or mitigative function.

Like the SRP-LR, the GALL AMRs identify that the One-time Inspection Program is an
acceptable program to credit to verify the effectiveness of the applicant's Water
Chemistry Program.

The staff noted that the applicant did not include any Type 2 AMR items in LRA for steel
piping, piping components, piping elements, tanks and heat exchanger components in
the extraction steam systems that are exposed to treated water or steel piping, piping
components, and piping elements in the extraction steam systems that are exposed to
steam because the applicant does not include these systems within the scope of license
renewal. The staff has evaluated the applicant's basis for omitting these systems from
the scope of the LRA and has provided its basis for concluding that the extraction steam
and condensate systems do not need to be within the scope of license renewal in SER
Section 2.4. Based on this finding, the staff concludes that the scope of the LRA does
not need to include any AMR items aligning to GALL AMR items VIII.C-4 and VIII.C-7
for these extraction steam system components because the extraction steam systems
are not within the scope of license renewal.

For the remaining steel piping, piping components, piping elements, tanks, and heat
exchanger components in main steam, steam generator blowdown, auxiliary feedwater,
and auxiliary steam systems that are exposed to treated water or steam, the staff
reviewed LRA Tables 3.4.2-1, 3.4.2.-3, 3.4.2-4, and 3.4.2-5 verified that the applicant's
LRA includes applicable AMR line items that align to GALL AMR Items VIII.B1-1 1,
VIII.F-25, VIII.F-28, VIII.G-38, and VIII.G-41. The staff also verified that the applicant
has credited the Water Chemistry Program and One-Time Inspection to manage loss of
material in these components. This is in conformance with the AMPs recommended for
use in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1)and in GALL AMR Items VIII.B1-11, VIII.F-25,
VIII.F-28, VIII.G-38, and VIII.G-41. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the
AMPs credited to manage loss of material in these components are in conformance with
the staffs recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) and the GALL
Report. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's AMRs on
loss of material for the steel piping, piping components, piping elements, tanks, and
heat exchanger components in main steam, steam generator blowdown, auxiliary
feedwater, and auxiliary steam systems that are exposed to treated water or steam is
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acceptable because they are in conformance with the staff recommendations in SRP-LR
Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) and the GALL Report.

For the feedwater system, the staff reviewed Section 2.3.4 of the LRA and determined
that the scope of the applicant's feedwater system is treated as one system at VEGP
and which includes the following subsystems: (1) feedwater and condensate system, (2)
condensate chemical injection system, and (3) moisture separator and reheater drain
system. However, the LRA system drawings for the feedwater system demonstrate the
condensate portions of this system are not within the scope of license renewal. The staff
reviewed LRA Section 2.3.4 and the LRA boundary drawings for the feedwater system
and determined that the scope of the LRA does not include any condensate system
heat exchangers or tanks that are within the scope of license renewal but does include
applicable piping, piping components, and piping elements (including flow
orifices/elements, various piping components, and valve bodies) for these systems that
are within the scope of license renewal. Therefore, based on this assessment, staff
concludes that it is valid to conclude that the LRA does not need to include any AMR
items that align to the staff recommendations in GALL AMRs VIII.E-37 and VIII.E-40 for
management of loss of material in steel condensate system heat exchangers and tanks.

The staff verified that the applicant has aligned its AMR for the steel feedwater system
piping, piping components, and piping elements that are exposed to treated water to the
recommendations in GALL AMR VIII.D1-8 and has credited the Water Chemistry
Program to manage loss of material in the components and the One-time Inspection
Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program to manage loss of
material in the components. This is in conformance with the AMPs recommended for
use in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) and in GALL AMR Item VIII.D1-8. Based on
this review, the staff concludes that the AMPs credited to manage loss of material in
these feedwater system components are the same as those recommended for aging
management in the staff's recommendations of SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) and
the GALL Report.

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's AMRs for managing
loss of material for the steel feedwater system piping, piping components, and piping
elements that are exposed to treated water is acceptable because they are in
conformance with the staff recommendations in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (1) and
the GALL Report.

The staff reviewed the ability of the Water Chemistry Program to manage loss of
material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation is described in
SER Section 3.0.3.1.4. The staff reviewed the ability of the One-Time Inspection
Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program in managing loss of
material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation of the One-
Time Inspection Program is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

(2) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (2) addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, and
crevice corrosion in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
lubricating oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report recommends a one-time
inspection to verify the effectiveness of lubricating oil controls in managing corrosion.
Consistent with GALL Report AMPs with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the
One-Time Inspection Program will manage loss of material for cast iron and carbon steel
components exposed to lubricating oil.
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SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to
lubricating oil. The existing AMP periodically samples and analyzes lubricating oil to
maintain contaminants within acceptable limits, thereby preserving an environment not
conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube oil contaminants may not always be
fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the effectiveness of lubricating oil
contaminant control should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur. The
GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage corrosion to verify
the effectiveness of lube oil chemistry control programs. A one-time inspection of
selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure that
corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained
during the period of extended operation.

SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.2, Item (2) identifies AMR Item 7 in Table 4 of the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR items VIII.D1-6, VIII.E-32, and VIII.G-35 as generic
AMR items that may be applicable to steel piping, piping components, and piping
elements in the feedwater, condensate and auxiliary steam systems under exposure to
a lubricating oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (2), GALL AMRs
VIII.D1-6, VIII.E-32, and VIII.G-35 recommend that the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program
be credited to manage loss of material that may occur in the surfaces of these
components that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment and that a plant-specific
program be credited to verify the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program
to manage loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion.

Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (2), GALL AMRs VIII.D1-6, VIII.E-32, and VIII.G-35
identify that the One-Time Inspection Program is an acceptable program to verify the
effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 2.3.4 and determined that, for the LRA, the scope of the
feedwater system bounds the following systems: (1) condensate and feedwater system,
(2) condensate chemical injection system, and (3) moisture separator and reheater
drain system. However, the LRA system drawings for the feedwater system
demonstrate the condensate portions of this system are not within the scope of license
renewal. The staff reviewed LRA Section 2.3.4 and the LRA boundary drawings for the
feedwater system and determined that the scope of the LRA does not include any
condensate system piping, piping components, and piping elements (including flow
orifices/elements, various piping components, and valve bodies) that are within the
scope of license renewal or any feedwater piping, piping components, or piping
elements that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. Therefore, based on this
review, the staff concludes that this is a valid basis for not including AMRs in LRA Table
3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary
of Aging Management Reviews," that corresponds to GALL AMR Item VIII.D1-6 or
VIII.E-32.

The staff also verified that the VEGP design includes the following auxiliary feedwater
system components or commodity groups that are fabricated from steel materials and
are exposed to a lubricating oil environment:

* filter housings
* piping components
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* turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lubricating oil reservoirs
* turbine driven auxiliary feedwater lubricating oil pump casings
* valve bodies

For these components or commodity groups, the staff verified that the applicant has
aligned its AMRs for these components or commodity groups to GALL AMR VIII.G-35
and credited the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to general, pitting,
or, crevice corrosion in the surfaces that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment.
The staff also verified that the applicant has credited the One-Time Inspection Program
to verify the effectiveness the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion in the component surfaces that are exposed to
lubricating oil. These are the same AMPs that are recommended for management in
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2, Item (2) and in GALL AMR Item VIII.G-35.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant's AMRs on loss of material
due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion for the components surfaces of the piping,
piping components, and piping elements that are exposed to lubricating oil is in
conformance with the staff's recommendation in the SRP-LR and in the GALL Report.
Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's AMR for the turbine
driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler heat exchanger tubes is acceptable
because it is in conformance with the recommendations of SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2,
Item (2) and GALL AMR Item VIII.G-35.

The staff reviewed the ability of Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation is described in SER Section
3.0.3.2.10. The staff reviewed the ability of the One-Time Inspection Program to verify
the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation of the One-Time Inspection
Program is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2 criteria or has provided an acceptable basis for demonstrating the
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.2 criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system or systems
addressed by the specific SRP-LR item. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.4.2.2.2, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the SRP-LR and the GALL
Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2.3 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced
Corrosion, and Fouling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.3 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.3.

LRA Section 3.4.2.2.3 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling in steel piping components exposed to raw
water as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP. The AMR methodology predicts loss of
material for steel piping components exposed to raw water, but AMR results for S&PC systems
do not include steel piping components exposed to raw water. LRA Item 3.4.1-31 addresses
S&PC system steel heat exchanger components exposed to raw water. LRA Section 3.3
addresses interfacing raw water systems.
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SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and fouling may occur in steel piping,
piping components, and piping elements exposed to raw water.

SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.3 identifies AMR Item 8 in Table 4 of the GALL Report, Revision 1,
Volume 1, and AMR Item VIII.G-36 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, as generic AMRs
for the surfaces of steel piping, piping component, piping elements in the auxiliary feedwater
system that are exposed to a raw water environment. In these AMR items, the GALL states that
loss of material due to general corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, or
microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in the surfaces of these steel components that
are exposed to the raw water environment and recommends that is to be evaluated and credited
to manage this aging effect.

The staff reviewed UFSAR Section 10.4.9 of the Vogtle UFSAR, Auxiliary Feedwater System
and determined that the normal flow for VEGP auxiliary feedwater systems is from the CST to
the auxiliary feedwater pumps and that the systems do not include any piping, piping
components, or piping elements that are exposed to a raw water environment.
Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis
for concluding the recommendations of SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.3 and GALL Item VIII.G-36 are
not applicable to the VEGP LRA because the scope of the auxiliary feedwater system does not
include any piping, piping components or piping elements that are exposed to a raw water
environment.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for
demonstrating the SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.3 criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system
or systems addressed by the specific SRP-LR item.

3.4.2.2.4 Reduction of Heat Transfer Due to Fouling

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.4 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4:

(1) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.4 addresses reduction of heat transfer due to fouling in stainless
steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated water as an aging effect
for which the GALL Report recommends a one-time inspection to verify the effectiveness
of the water chemistry control program. Consistent with GALL Report AMPs, the Water
Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time Inspection Program will manage
reduction of heat transfer for heat exchanger tubes so exposed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item (1) states that reduction of heat transfer due to fouling
may occur in stainless steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to treated
water. The existing AMP controls water chemistry to manage reduction of heat transfer
due to fouling. However, control of water chemistry may not always be fully effective in
precluding fouling; therefore, the GALL Report recommends that the effectiveness of
water chemistry control programs should be verified to ensure that reduction of heat
transfer due to fouling does not occur. A one-time inspection is an acceptable method to
ensure that reduction of heat transfer does not occur and that
component intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended
operation.
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SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.4, Item (1) identifies that AMR Item 9 in Table 4 in the GALL
Report, Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.E-10, VIII.E-13, VIII.F-7, VIII.F-10,
and VIII.G-10 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items for
stainless steel and copper heat exchanger tubes in the condensate, steam generator
blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater systems that are exposed to a treated water
environment. In these AMRs, the GALL states that reduction of heat transfer as a result
of fouling may occur in the surfaces of stainless steel or copper heat exchanger tubes
under exposure to the treated water environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item
(1), these GALL AMRs recommend that Water Chemistry Program be credited to
manage this aging effect and that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated and credited to
verify that the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program to manage reduction or
heat transfer due to fouling of these stainless steel and copper heat exchanger tubes.
Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item (1), these GALL AMRs identify that the One-Time
Inspection Program is an acceptable AMP to credit for the verification of the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program.

To assess whether the LRA needed to address any relevant heat exchanger tubes in
the feedwater system, the staff reviewed LRA Section 2.3.4 and determined that the
feedwater system is within the scope of license renewal and that scope of the feedwater
system bounds the following systems: (1) condensate and feedwater system, (2)
condensate chemical injection system, and (3) moisture separator and reheater drain
system. The staff concludes that Section 2.3.4 of the LRA indicates that these systems
do not include any passive heat exchanger components that are within the scope of
license renewal and are subject to an AMR in accordance with the requirements of 10
CFR 54.21 (a)(1). Based on this finding, the staff concludes that the scope of the LRA
does not need to include any AMR items aligning to GALL AMR Item VIII.E-10 (as
applicable copper heat exchanger tubes in the condensate system) and VIII.E-13 (as
applicable to stainless steel heat exchanger tubes in the condensate system) because
the feedwater systems (including its subsystems identified above) do not include any
heat exchangers that are with the scope of license renewal and are subject to an AMR.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.1.3 and the AMR items in LRA Table 3.4.2-3,
"Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging Management
Review," to assess whether the LRA needed to address any relevant heat exchanger
tubes in the steam generator blowdown processing system under this SRP-LR item.
Based on its review, the staff concludes that, while the steam generator blowdown
processing system is within the scope of license renewal and does include steam
generator blowdown heat exchangers and trim heat exchangers, the shells, and channel
heads in the heat exchangers are made from carbon steel. The tubes and tubesheets
are not in scope. Thus, none of the in scope components in these heat exchangers are
made from copper alloy or stainless steel materials. Therefore, based on this
assessment, the staff finds that it is valid to conclude that the application does not need
to include any AMRs corresponding to either GALL AMR Item VIII.F-7 (as applicable to
copper heat exchanger tubes in the steam generator blowdown system) and VIII.F-10
(as applicable to stainless steel heat exchanger tubes in the steam generator blowdown
system) because the steam generator blowdown processing heat exchangers and trim
heat exchangers tubes and tubesheets are not in scope.
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The staff has verified that the applicant does include appropriate AMR items on loss of
material of the steel shells and channel heads for the steam generator blowdown
processing system heat exchangers and trim heat exchangers, and that the applicant
has aligned these AMR items to GALL AMR VIII.F-28. In these AMRs, the applicant
credits the Water Chemistry Program to manage loss of material of the steel heat
exchanger shells and channel heads and the One-Time Inspection Program to verify the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program in managing this aging effect. These
AMPs are the same AMPs as those recommended for aging management in GALL AMR
VIII.F-28. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the AMPs credited to manage
loss of material in these components are acceptable because they are in conformance
with the staffs AMPs recommended for aging management in GALL AMR Item VIII.F-28.
The staff reviewed the ability of the Water Chemistry Program to manage loss of
material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation is described in
SER Section 3.0.3.1.4. The staff reviewed the ability of the One-Time Inspection
Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program in managing loss of
material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation of the One-Time
Inspection Program is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

The staff also reviewed LRA Section 3.4.4 and the AMR items in LRA Table 3.4.2-4,
"Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review," to assess
whether the LRA needed to address any relevant heat exchanger tubes in the auxiliary
feedwater system under this SRP-LR item, as invoking GALL AMR Item VIII.G-10 for
copper heat exchanger tubes in the auxiliary feedwater system that are exposed to a
treated water environment. Based on its review of LRA Section Table 3.4.2-4, the staff
concludes that the VEGP auxiliary feedwater systems do not include any heat
exchangers whose tubes are fabricated from copper or copper alloy materials. Based on
this assessment, the staff finds that it is valid to conclude that the application does not
need to include any AMRs corresponding to GALL AMR Item VIII.G-10 (as applicable to
reduction of heat transfer function in copper heat exchanger tubes of the auxiliary
feedwater system under exposure to treated water) because the design of the auxiliary
feedwater system does not include any heat exchangers whose tubes are fabricated
from copper or copper alloy materials.

(2) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.4 addresses reduction of heat transfer due to fouling in stainless
steel and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to lubricating oil, stating that GALL
Report recommends lube oil chemistry control and a confirmatory one-time inspection.
Consistent with GALL Report AMPs with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the
One-Time Inspection Program will manage fouling of lubricating oil cooler heat-transfer
surfaces.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item (2) states that reduction of heat transfer due to fouling
may occur in steel, stainless steel, and copper alloy heat exchanger tubes exposed to
lubricating oil. The existing AMP monitors and controls lube oil chemistry to mitigate
reduction of heat transfer due to fouling. However, control of lube oil chemistry may not
always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the effectiveness of
lubricating oil contaminant control should be verified to ensure that fouling does not
occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to verify the
effectiveness of lube oil chemistry control programs. A one-time inspection of selected
components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to determine whether an
aging effect is occurring or is slowly progressing such that the component's intended
functions will be maintained during the period of extended operation.
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SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.4, Item (2) identifies that AMR Item 10 in Table 4 of the GALL
Report, Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.G-8, VIII.G-12, and VIII.G-15 of the
GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items for copper, stainless steel
and steel heat exchanger tubes in the auxiliary feedwater system that are exposed to a
lubricating oil environment. In these AMRs, the GALL Report states that reduction of
heat transfer as a result of fouling may occur in the surfaces of the copper, stainless
steel, or steel heat exchanger tubes that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment.
Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item 2, these GALL AMRs recommend that Lubricating
Oil Analysis Program be credited to manage this aging effect and that a plant-specific
AMP be evaluated and credited to verify that the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program is
achieving its mitigative function to manage reduction or heat transfer due to fouling of
copper, stainless steel and copper heat exchanger tubes in the auxiliary feedwater
system. These GALL AMRs identify that the One-Time Inspection Program is an
acceptable AMP to credit for the verification of the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil
Analysis Program.

The staff verified that the only heat exchanger tubes that align to GALL AMRs VIII.G-8,
VIII.G-12, or VIII.G-15 are those for the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil
cooler heat exchanger tubes and that these tubes are fabricated from stainless steel
materials. The staff also verified that the applicant has aligned its AMR for the turbine
driven auxiliary feedwater pumps lube oil heat exchanger tubes to GALL AMR Item
VIII.G-12, which is the corresponding AMR on reduction of heat transfer function for
stainless steel heat exchanger tubes in the auxiliary feedwater system that are exposed
to a lubricating oil environment. The staff verified that the applicant has credited its Oil
Analysis Program to manage reduction of heat transfer function due to fouling of the
turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pumps lube oil heat exchanger tubes and its One-Time
Inspection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program to manage
reduction of heat transfer function due to fouling in the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater
pumps lube oil heat exchanger tubes.

These are the same AMPs that are recommended for management in SRP-LR Section
3.4.2.2.4, Item (2) and in GALL AMR Item VIII.G-12.

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the applicant's AMR on reduction of heat
transfer function for the surfaces of the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil
cooler heat exchanger tubes is in conformance with the staffs recommendation in the
SRP-LR and in the GALL Report. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the
applicant's AMR for the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler heat
exchanger tubes is acceptable because it is in conformance with the recommendations
of SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4, Item (2) and GALL AMR Item VIII.G-12.

The staff reviewed the ability of Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation is described in SER Section
3.0.3.2.10. The staff reviewed the ability of the One-Time Inspection Program to verify
the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of material due to
general, pitting, and crevice corrosion and its evaluation of the One-Time Inspection
Program is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's
programs meet SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4 criteria or has provided an acceptable basis
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for demonstrating the SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.4 criteria do not apply to the relevant
VEGP system or systems addressed by the specific SRP-LR item. For those line items
that apply to LRA Section 3.4.2.2.4, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with
the SRP-LR and the GALL Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required
by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.4.2.2.5 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced

Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.5 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5:

(1) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.5 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion in steel piping components and tanks exposed to
soil as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP.

The AMR methodology predicts loss of material for steel piping components exposed to
soil, but AMR results for S&PC systems do not include steel components so exposed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (1) states that loss of material due to general, pitting,
and crevice corrosion, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in steel
(with or without coating or wrapping) piping, piping components, piping elements, and
tanks exposed to soil. SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (1) states that the detection of
aging effects and operating experience is to be further evaluated and that either the
Buried Piping and Tanks Surveillance Program or the Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program is an acceptable program to credit for management of loss of
material due to general, pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion in the
component surfaces that are exposed to a soil environment (with or without an
associated coating wrapping).

SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.5, Item (1) identifies that AMR Item 11 in Table 4 of the GALL
Report, Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.E-1 and VIII.G1 of the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items for the surfaces of steel piping, piping
components, piping elements, and tanks in the condensate and auxiliary feedwater
systems that are exposed to a soil environment (with or without an associated coating
wrapper). In these AMRs, the GALL Report states that loss of material due to general,
pitting, crevice, or microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in the steel
component surfaces that are exposed to a soil environment. Like SRP-LR Section
3.4.2.2.5, Item (1), these GALL AMRs identify that the detection of aging effects and
operating experience is to be further evaluated and that either the Buried Piping and
Tanks Surveillance Program or the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program is an
acceptable program to credit for management of loss of material due to general, pitting,
crevice, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion in the component surfaces that are
exposed to a soil environment (with or without an associated coating wrapping).

Section 2.3.4 of the LRA identifies that, for the LRA, the VEGP feedwater system
category includes the following systems and subsystems: (1) condensate and
feedwater system, (2) condensate chemical injection system, and (3) moisture separator
and reheater drain system. The staff noted that the applicant includes its Type 2 AMR
items in LRA for steel piping components or tanks in the condensate systems within the
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scope of its AMRs for the feedwater system. The staff reviewed UFSAR Section 10.4.7
and verified that the applicant treats the condensate and feedwater system as one
interconnected system at VEGP. The staff reviewed Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System
- Summary of Aging Management Results," and determined that the table does identify
that the condensate/feedwater system includes buried piping components whose
external surfaces are exposed to a soil environment; however, the staff verified that the
material of fabrication for these piping is stainless steel not steel (including carbon steel,
alloy steels, and cast iron materials). The applicant has appropriately aligned its AMR
for these buried pipe components to GALL AMR VIII.E-28, which provides the staff's
generic AMR recommendations for management of loss of material due in stainless
steel condensate piping that is exposed to a soil environment. The applicant credited its
Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program to manage loss of material in this buried
stainless steel piping components. The staff verified that this is consistent with the
program that is recommended for aging management in GALL AMR VIII.E-28, and that
this is the same program that the NRC recommends for management if the buried
piping were fabricated from steel materials and GALL AMR VIII.E-1 was applicable to
the components. Based on this review, the staff concludes that the Buried Piping and
Tanks Inspection Program is acceptable to manage loss of material in the buried
stainless steel condensate/feedwater piping because the program is consistent with the
program recommended for aging management in GALL AMR VIII.E-28. Based on this
finding, the staff concludes that the scope of the LRA does not need to include any AMR
items aligning to GALL AMR Item VIII.E-1 because the buried condensate/feedwater
piping at VEGP is not fabricated from steel materials.

The staff verified that the scope Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary
of Aging Management Review," and determined that the AMRs in Table 3.4.2-4 do not
include any auxiliary feedwater system piping, piping components, piping elements, or
tanks that are exposed to a soil environment. The staff reviewed Chapter 10 of the
VEGP UFSAR and determined that the UFSAR does not provide any design information
indicating the auxiliary feedwater systems include portions of the systems that are
subject to an external buried soil environment. Based on this determination, the staff
verified that the auxiliary feedwater system does not include piping, piping components,
piping elements, or tanks that are exposed to a buried soil environment. Based on
assessment, the staff concludes that the LRA does not need to include any AMRs that
correspond to GALL AMR Item VIII.G-1 because the auxiliary feedwater system does
not include steel piping, piping components, piping elements, and tanks that are
exposed to a soil environment, and thus, AMR Item VIII.G-1 is not applicable to the
VEGP design.

(2) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.5 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion in steel heat exchanger components exposed to
lubricating oil as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP. The AMR methodology predicts
loss of material for steel heat exchanger components exposed to lube oil, but AMR
results for S&PC systems do not include steel heat exchanger components so exposed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (2) states that loss of material due to general, pitting,
and crevice corrosion, and microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in steel
heat exchanger components exposed to lubricating oil. SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item
(2) states that the existing aging management program relies on the periodic sampling
and.analysis of lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable limits, thereby
preserving an environment that is not conducive to corrosion. SRP-LR 3.4.2.2.5, Item
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(2) states, however, that control of lube oil contaminants may not always have been
adequate to preclude corrosion and that therefore, the effectiveness of lubricating oil
contaminant control should be verified to ensure that corrosion is not occurring. SRP-LR
Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (2) states that the GALL Report recommends further evaluation
of programs to manage corrosion to verify the effectiveness of the lube oil chemistry
control program. A one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations
is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion is not occurring and that the
component's intended function will be maintained during the period of extended
operation.

SRP-LR Item 3.4.2.2.5, Item (2) invokes AMR Item 12 in Table 4 of the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 1 and AMR Item VIII.G6 of the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2,
as generic AMR recommendations for steel heat exchanger components in the auxiliary
feedwater system that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. In these AMRs, the
GALL Report states that loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in the steel component surfaces that
are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (2),
these GALL AMRs identify that the detection of aging effects and operating experience
is to be further evaluated and that the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program is an acceptable
program to manage loss of material that may occur in the surfaces of these steel heat
exchanger components that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. These AMRs
also state that a plant-specific AMP be credited to verify the effectiveness of the
Lubricating Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of material in the component surfaces
that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item
(2), these GALL AMRs identify that the One-Time Inspection Program is an acceptable
AMP to credit for verification of the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.1.4 and LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater
System - Summary of Aging Management Review," and verified that the applicable heat
exchanger components in the auxiliary feedwater system are those for the turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler channel heads, tubes, shells, and tubesheets,
and that at VEGP, these heat exchanger components are fabricated from stainless steel
materials instead of steel materials (i.e., the components are not fabricated from carbon
steel, alloy steel or cast iron materials). Based on this review, the staff concludes that
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5, Item (2) and GALL AMR Item VIII.G-6 are not applicable to
the VEGP LRA because these heat exchanger components are not fabricated from steel
materials. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the LRA does not need to
include any AMRs for the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler channel
heads, tubes, shells, and tubesheets that correspond to GALL AMR Item VIII.G-6
because the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler tubes, shells, and
tubesheets at VEGP are fabricated from stainless steel materials and not from steel
materials. The staff has verified that the applicant has included AMRs on loss of material
of the stainless steel turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump lube oil cooler channel
heads, tubes, shells, and tubesheets in the LRA and has aligned these AMRs to SRP-
LR Section 3.4.2.2.8 and to GALL AMR Item VIII.G-3. The staff evaluated these AMR
items in SER Section 3.4.2.2.8.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the applicant meets SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5
criteria or has provided an acceptable basis for demonstrating the SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.5

.criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system or systems addressed by the specific SRP-LR
item. The staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the SRP-LR and the GALL Report and
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that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so
that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of
extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2.6 Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.6 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6.

LRA Section 3.4.2.2.6 addresses cracking due to SCC in stainless steel piping, piping
components, piping elements, tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to treated water
greater than 60 °C (140 IF) as an aging effect for which the GALL Report recommends the
water chemistry control program with a confirmatory one-time inspection. Consistent with GALL
Report AMPs, the Water Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time Inspection Program will
manage cracking for stainless steel components so exposed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6 states that cracking due to SCC may occur in stainless steel piping,
piping components, piping elements, tanks, and heat exchanger components exposed to
treated water greater than 60 TC (140 °F) and in stainless steel piping, piping components, and
piping elements exposed to steam. The existing AMP monitors and controls water chemistry to
manage the effects of cracking due to SCC. However, high concentrations of impurities in
crevices and with stagnant flow conditions may cause SCC; therefore, the GALL Report
recommends that the effectiveness of water chemistry control programs should be verified to
ensure that SCC does not occur. A one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible
locations is an acceptable method to ensure that SCC does not occur and that component
intended functions will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6 identifies that AMR Item 14 in Table 4 of the GALL Report, Revision
1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.B1-5, VIII.C-2, VIII.D1-5, VIII.E-30, VIII.E-38, VIII.F-3, VIII.F-
24, and VIII.G-33 are generic AMR items that may be applicable to stainless steel PWR piping,
piping components, piping elements, tanks, and heat exchanger components in the main steam,
extraction steam, feedwater, condensate, steam generator blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater
systems that are exposed to a treated water greater than 60 IC (140 IF) environment. In these
AMRs, the GALL Report states that cracking due to SCC may occur in the stainless steel
component surfaces that are exposed to a treated water greater than 60 OC (140 OF)
environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6, these GALL AMRsidentify that the detection of
aging effects and operating experience is to be further evaluated and that the Water Chemistry
Program is an acceptable program to manage cracking due to SCC that may occur in the
surfaces of these stainless steel piping and tank components that are exposed to a treated
water greater than 60 IC (140 IF) environment. These AMRs also state that a plant-specific
AMP be credited to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry program in managing
cracking due to SCC in the component surfaces that are exposed to a treated water greater
than 60 °C (140 OF) environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6, these GALL AMRs identify
that the One-Time Inspection Program is an acceptable AMP to credit for verification of the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program.

In Section 3.4 of the LRA, the applicant only identifies that cracking due to SCC as an
applicable aging effect for stainless steel components that are exposed to a treated water
environment if the operating temperature of the environment is greater than 60 IC (140 IF). This
is acceptable because the practice is consistent with the thresholds for initiation of SCC in Table
IX of the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2. The staff noted that the applicant did not include
any Type 2 AMR items in LRA for steel piping components or tanks in the extraction steam
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systems that are exposed to a treated water greater than 60 IC (140 IF) environment because
the applicant does not include the VEGP extraction steam systems within the scope of license
renewal. The staff has evaluated the applicant's basis for omitting the extraction steam systems
from the scope of the LRA and has provided its basis for concluding that the extraction steam
systems do not need to be within the scope of license renewal in SER Section 2.4. Based on
this finding, the staff concludes that the scope of the LRA does not need to include any AMR
items aligning to GALL AMR Items VIII.C-2, VIII.E-30, or VIII.E-38 on cracking of stainless steel
piping components in the extraction steam or condensate systems because the applicant has
provided an acceptable basis for omitting the VEGP extraction steam and condensate systems
from the scope of the VEGP LRA.

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management
Review," and LRA Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System Summary of Aging Management Review,"
and verified that the VEGP design includes the following main steam system and feedwater
system components or commodity groups that are fabricated from stainless steel materials and
are exposed to a treated water greater than 60 °C (140 IF) environment:

* piping components
* flow orifices/flow elements
* wet layup recirculation pump casings
* valve bodies

For these components or commodity groups, the staff verified that the applicant has aligned its
AMRs for the main steam system to GALL AMR VIII.B1-5 and its AMRs for the
feedwater/condensate system to GALL AMR VIII.D1-5 (which provides staff-developed
recommendations for feedwater piping equivalent to those in GALL VIII.E-30 and VIII.E-38 for
condensate components, as based on equivalent material-environment-aging effect conditions).
In these AMRs, the applicant credited the Water Chemistry Program to manage cracking of
these stainless steel components. The staff also verified that the applicant has credited the
One-Time Inspection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program in
managing cracking due to SCC in stainless steel component surfaces that are exposed to the
treated water greater than 60 OC (140 OF) environment.

The staff concludes that this is acceptable because these AMPs are the same AMPs
recommended for aging management as those recommended in GALL AMRs VIII.B1-5 and
VIII.D1-5.

The staff reviewed LRA Tables 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," and 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary
of Aging Management Review," and determined that the AMRs in these tables did not include
any components or commodity groups that are made from stainless steel and exposed to a
treated water greater than 60 OC (140 OF) environment. Based on this review, the staff finds that
it is valid to conclude that the applicant does not need to include any AMRs in the LRA aligning
to GALL AMRs VIII.F-3, VIII.F-24, and VIII.G-33 because the treated water environment is less
than the threshold for initiation of SCC-induced cracking of stainless steel materials stated in
Table IX of GALL Volume 2. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the LRA does
not need to include any AMRs that align to GALL AMRs VIII.F-3, VIII.F-24, or VIII.G-33, as
applicable stainless steel PWR piping, piping components, piping elements, tanks, and heat
exchanger components in the steam generator blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater systems
because the treated water temperature for any stainless steel piping, piping components, tanks,
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or heat exchanger components is less than 60 IC (140 'F) and therefore below the staffs
threshold for SCC-induced cracking for stainless steel materials.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6 criteria or has provided an acceptable basis for demonstrating the
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.6 criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system or systems
addressed by the specific SRP-LR item. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.4.2.2.6, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the SRP-LR and the GALL
Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2.7 Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.7 against the following criteria in SRP-LR
Section 3.4.2.2.7:

(1) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for
stainless steel, aluminum, and copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping
elements for stainless steel tanks and heat exchanger components exposed to treated
water as an aging effect for which the GALL Report recommends the water chemistry
control program with a confirmatory one-time inspection. Consistent with GALL Report
AMPs, the Water Chemistry Control Program and the One-Time Inspection Program will
manage loss of material for stainless steel and aluminum alloy components so exposed.
Aluminum alloy components included in this further evaluation section are located in the
sampling system in the auxiliary systems group, not in an S&PC system. AMR results for
S&PC systems do not include copper alloy components exposed to treated water.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (1) states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in stainless steel, aluminum, and copper alloy piping, piping
components, and piping elements and in stainless steel tanks and heat exchanger
components exposed to treated water. The existing AMP monitors and controls water
chemistry to manage the effects of loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion.
However, control of water chemistry may not preclude corrosion at locations with
stagnant flow conditions; therefore, the GALL Report recommends that the effectiveness
of water chemistry programs should be verified to ensure that corrosion does not occur.
A one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable
method to ensure that corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions
will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

For aluminum and copper alloy components, SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7 Item (1)
identifies that AMR Item 15 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items
VIII.A-5. VIII.D1-1, VIII.E-15, VIII.F-12, VIII.F-15, and VIII.G-17 in the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that may be applicable to copper or
aluminum PWR piping, piping components, or piping elements in the steam turbine,
feedwater, condensate, steam generator blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater systems
that are exposed to a treated water environment. For stainless steel components, SRP-
LR Section 3.4.2.2.7 Item (1) identifies that AMR Item 16 in the GALL Report, Revision
1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.B1-4, VIII.C-1,
VIII.D1-4, VIII.E-4, VIII.E-29, VIII.E-36, VIII.F-23, VIII.F-27, and VIII.G-32 are generic
AMR items that may be applicable to stainless steel PWR piping, piping components,
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piping elements, tanks, and heat exchanger components in the main steam, extraction
steam, feedwater, condensate, steam generator blowdown, and auxiliary feedwater
systems that are exposed to a treated water environment. In these AMRs, the GALL
Report states that loss of material due to pitting or crevice corrosion may occur in
component surfaces that are exposed to a treated water environment. Like SRP-LR
Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (1), these GALL AMRs identify that the detection of aging effects
and operating experience is to be further evaluated and that the Water Chemistry
Program is an acceptable program to manage loss of material due to pitting or crevice
corrosion that may occur in the copper or aluminum component surfaces that are
exposed to a treated water environment. These AMRs also recommend that a plant-
specific AMP be credited to verify the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry program in
managing loss of material due to pitting or crevice corrosion in the component surfaces
that are exposed to the treated water environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item
(1), these GALL AMRs identify that the One-Time Inspection Program is an acceptable
AMP to credit for verification of the effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4 and LRA Tables 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of
Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System
- Summary of Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," and 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," and verified that the VEGP design does not
include any copper alloy or aluminum alloy piping, piping components, piping elements
in the main steam (including steam turbine system), feedwater (including condensate,
condensate chemical injection, and moisture separator heater and drain line systems),
steam generator blowdown processing system, auxiliary feedwater, and auxiliary steam
systems that are exposed to a treated water environment. Based on this assessment,
the staff concludes that the applicant's LRA does not need to include AMRs aligning to
GALL AMR items VIII.A-5. VIII.D1-1, VIII.E-15, VIII.F-12, VIII.F-15, and VIII.G-17
because the main steam, feedwater, steam generator processing, auxiliary feedwater,
and auxiliary steam systems do not include any copper alloy or aluminum alloy piping,
piping components, or piping elements that are exposed to a treated water environment.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4 and LRA Tables 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of
Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System
- Summary of Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," and 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," and verified that the VEGP design does
include one or more of the following type of piping, piping components, piping elements,
tanks, and heat exchanger components in the main steam (including steam turbine
system), feedwater (including condensate, condensate chemical injection, and moisture
separator heater and drain line systems), steam generator blowdown processing
system, auxiliary feedwater, and auxiliary steam systems that are exposed to a treated
water environment and align to either GALL AMR VIII.B1-4, VIII.C-1, VIII.D1-4, VIII.E-4,
VIII.E-29, VIII.E-36, VIII.F-23, VIII.F-27, and VIII.G-32:

* piping components
* valve bodies
* flow orifices/elements
0 filter housings
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a pump casings
* oil coolers
0 tank liners
0 steam traps

The staff reviewed the applicant's AMRs for these components and verified that the
applicant credited the Water Chemistry Program to manage loss of material due to
pitting and crevice corrosion in the surfaces of the stainless steel components or
commodity groups that are exposed to the treated water environment. The staff also
verified that the applicant credited its One-Time Inspection Program to confirm the
effectiveness of the Water Chemistry Program in managing loss of material in these
components. Based on this review, the staff confirmed that the AMPs credited by the
applicant to manage aging in these stainless steel components are the same AMPs are
those recommended for aging management in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (1) and in
GALL AMR Items VIII.B1-4, VIII.C-1, VIII.D1-4, VIII.E-4, VIII.E-29, VIII.E-36, VIII.F-23,
VIII.F-27, and VIII.G-32. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the
applicant's AMRs for managing loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in
these stainless steel components is acceptable because it is in conformance with the
recommendations of SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (1) and the applicable AMRs in the
GALL Report.

The staff noted that the applicant did not include any Type 2 AMR items in LRA for
stainless steel piping, piping, components, piping element, tanks, or heat exchanger
components in the extraction steam systems that are exposed to a treated water
environment because the applicant does not include the VEGP extraction steam
systems within the scope of license renewal. The staff has evaluated the applicant's
basis for omitting the extraction steam systems from the scope of the LRA and has
provided its basis for concluding that the extraction steam systems do not need to be
within the scope of license renewal in SER Section 2.4. Based on this finding, the staff
concludes that the scope of the LRA does not need to include any AMR items aligning to
GALL AMR Item VIII.C-1 on loss of material due to pitting or crevice corrosion in
stainless steel extraction steam piping, piping components, and piping elements
because the applicant has provided an acceptable basis for omitting the VEGP
extraction steam systems from the scope of the VEGP LRA.

(2) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for
stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to soil as an
aging effect to be managed by the Buried Piping and Tanks Inspection Program for
buried surfaces of these piping components consistent with GALL AMP XI.M34 with
exceptions.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (2) states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to soil. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific
AMP to ensure that the aging effect is adequately managed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (2) identifies that AMR Item 17 in the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.E-28 and VIII.G-31 in the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that may be applicable for stainless steel
piping, piping components, and piping elements in PWR condensate and auxiliary
feedwater systems that are exposed to a soil environment. Like SRP-LR Section
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3.4.2.2.7, Item (2), these GALL AMRs identify that loss of material due to pitting and
crevice corrosion is an applicable aging effect for the surfaces of the stainless steel
condensate and auxiliary feedwater system piping, piping component, and piping
elements that are exposed to a soil environment. The GALL Report recommends that a
plant-specific AMP be evaluated and credited. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (2),
these GALL AMRs recommend that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated and credited to
manage any loss of material that may occur in these components as a result of pitting or
crevice corrosion.

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," which includes rolled up AMRs for components in the feedwater,
condensate, condensate chemical injection, and moisture separator reheater and drain
line systems, and determined that GALL AMR VIII.E-28 is applicable to the VEGP
design and that the LRA does include an AMR that aligns to GALL AMR VIII.E-28 on
management of loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in the surfaces of
feedwater/condensate piping, piping components, and piping elements that are exposed
to a soil environment. The staff verified that, in its AMR, the applicant evaluated a plant-
specific AMP for aging management and that the applicant opted to credit its Buried
Piping and Tanks Inspection Program (LRA AMP B.3.4) to manage loss of material in
the surfaces of the stainless steel feedwater/condensate piping that are exposed to a
soil environment. The staff verified that the applicant's Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection Program is a program whose program elements are consistent with the staff
recommended program element criteria in GALL AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping and Tanks
Inspection," without exception and that the scope of the applicant's program includes,
but is not limited to, the following piping that is exposed externally to a soil environment:

feedwater system (buried condensate piping between the condensate storage
tanks and condenser hotwells)

Based on this analysis, the staff concludes that the applicant has credited a valid AMP to
manage loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in these piping components
because the scope of the AMP that is credited by the applicant for aging management
includes that applicable stainless steel condensate piping and because the applicant's
program is based on the NRC's recommendations in GALL AMP XI.M34, "Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection." The staff evaluated the ability of LRA AMP B.3.4, "Buried Piping
and Tanks Inspection Program," to manage loss of material in buried piping and its
evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.2.

(3) LRA Section 3.4.2.2.7 addresses loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for
copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements exposed to lubricating oil
as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP. The AMR methodology predicts loss of
material for copper alloy components exposed to lube oil, but AMR results for S&PC
systems do not include copper alloy piping components so exposed.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (3) states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion may occur in copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements
exposed to lubricating oil. The existing aging management program relies on the
periodic sampling and analysis of lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within
acceptable limits, thereby preserving an environment that is not conducive to corrosion.
However, control of lube oil contaminants may not always have been adequate to
preclude corrosion. Therefore, the effectiveness of lubricating oil contaminant control
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should be verified to ensure that corrosion is not occurring. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of programs to manage corrosion to verify the
effectiveness of the lube oil chemistry control program.

A one-time inspection of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable
method to ensure that corrosion is not occurring and that the component's intended
function will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (3) identifies that AMR Item 18 in the GALL Report,
Revision 1, Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.A-3, VIII.D1-2, VIII.E-17, and VIII.G-19 in the
GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that may be applicable for
copper alloy piping, piping components, and piping elements in PWR steam turbine,
feedwater, condensate, and auxiliary feedwater systems under exposure to a lubricating
oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (3), these GALL AMRs identify that
loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion is an applicable aging effect for the
surfaces of copper components that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. Like
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (3), these GALL AMRs identify that the detection of
aging effects is to be evaluated and recommends that a plant-specific AMP be evaluated
and recommend that the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program be credited to manage any
loss of material that may occur in these components as a result of pitting or crevice
corrosion and that the One-Time Inspection Program be credited to verify the
effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of material in the
component surfaces that are exposed to lubricating oil.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4 and LRA Tables 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System -
Summary of Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of
Aging Management Review," 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," and 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," and verified that the VEGP S&PC systems do not include any
copper alloy components. Based on this review, the staff finds that it is valid to conclude
that SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7, Item (3) is not applicable to the design of the VEGP
S&PC systems.

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the LRA does not need to include
any AMRs aligning to GALL AMRs VIII.A-3, VIII.D1-2, VIII.E-17, and VIII.G-19 because
the VEGP S&PC systems do not include copper alloy components.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7 criteria or has provided an acceptable basis for demonstrating the
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.7 criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system or systems
addressed by the specific SRP-LR item. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.4.2.2.7, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the SRP-LR and the GALL
Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will
be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the
CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2.8 Loss of Material Due to Pitting, Crevice, and Microbiologically-Influenced Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.8 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8.

LRA Section 3.4.2.2.8 addresses loss of material due to pitting, crevice, and microbiologically-
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influenced corrosion in stainless steel piping, piping components, piping elements, and heat
exchanger components exposed to lubricating oil as an aging effect for which the GALL Report
recommends lube oil chemistry control and a confirmatory one-time inspection. Consistent with
GALL Report AMPs with exceptions, the Oil Analysis Program and the One-Time Inspection
Program will manage the aging effect.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8 states that loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion, and
microbiologically-influenced corrosion may occur in stainless steel piping, piping components,
piping elements, and heat exchanger components exposed to lubricating oil. The existing AMP
periodically samples and analyzes lubricating oil to maintain contaminants within acceptable
limits, thereby preserving an environment not conducive to corrosion. However, control of lube
oil contaminants may not always be fully effective in precluding corrosion; therefore, the
effectiveness of lubricating oil contaminant control should be verified to ensure that corrosion
does not occur. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to manage
corrosion to verify the effectiveness of the lube oil chemistry control program. A one-time
inspection of selected components at susceptible locations is an acceptable method to ensure
that corrosion does not occur and that component intended functions will be maintained during
the period of extended operation.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8 identifies that AMR Item 19 in the GALL Report, Revision 1,
Volume 1, and AMR Items VIII.A-9, VIII.D1-3, VIII.E-26, VIII.G-3, and VIII.G-29 in the GALL
Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that may be applicable for stainless steel
piping, piping components, piping elements, and heat exchanger components in PWR steam
turbine, feedwater, condensate, and auxiliary feedwater systems under exposure to a lubricating
oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8, these GALL AMRs identify that loss of material
due to pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion and microbiologically-influenced corrosion is an
applicable aging effect for the surfaces of the stainless steel components that are exposed to a
lubricating oil environment. Like SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8, these GALL AMRs identify that the
detection of aging effects is to be evaluated and recommend that the Lubricating Oil Analysis
Program be credited to manage any loss of material that may occur in these components as a
result of pitting, corrosion, crevice corrosion or microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and that
the One-Time Inspection Program be credited to verify the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil
Analysis Program in managing loss material in the component surfaces that are exposed to a
lubricating oil environment.

The staff reviewed LRA Tables 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management
Review," 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review, and 3.4.2-5,
"Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," and determined that the
applicant does not identify any stainless steel piping, piping components, piping elements, or
heat exchanger components in the main steam, feedwater/condensate and auxiliary steam
system that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. Based on this review, the staff
concludes that it is valid to conclude that the LRA does not need to include any AMRs aligning
to GALL AMRs VIII.A-9, VIII.D1-3, and VIII.E-26 because the applicant does not have any
stainless steel piping, piping components, piping elements, or heat exchanger components in
these systems that are exposed to lubricating oil. The staff has noted that the applicant
conservatively treats organic-based hydraulic fluid as an environmental equivalent as lubricating
oil that the applicant did identify that the main steam system does include some stainless steel
hydraulic fluid oil reservoirs, piping components, and valve bodies whose internal surfaces are
exposed to a hydraulic fluid environment.
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The staff noted that, while the applicant did not align its AMRs on loss of material for these
components to GALL AMR VIII.A-9, the applicant did identify that loss of material due to pitting
corrosion, crevice corrosion and microbiologically-influenced corrosion is an applicable aging
effect for the surfaces that are exposed to the organic-based hydraulic fluid environment. For
these AMRs, the staff verified that the applicant credits its Oil Analysis Program to manage loss
of material that may occur in the component surfaces as a result of to pitting corrosion, crevice
corrosion and microbiologically-influenced corrosion, and the One-Time Inspection Program to
verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of material in the
components. The staff considers this to be consistent with the staffs recommendation in GALL
AMR VIII.A-9 because the hydraulic fluid is organic-based oil and creates the same type of
environmental conditions as that of lubricating oil. Based on this review, the staff concludes that
the applicant's programs for managing loss of material in the surfaces of the stainless steel
main steam system components that are exposed to hydraulic fluid are acceptable because the
hydraulic fluid is conservatively treated to have the same type of environmental conditions as
lubricating oil and because the AMPs credited by the applicant are the same programs as those
recommended for aging management in GALL AMR VIII.A-9.

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging
Management Review, has verified that the applicant's LRA does include an AMR on loss of
material for the surfaces of stainless steel turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump oil and an
AMR on loss of material of stainless steel auxiliary feedwater system piping for the component
surfaces that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment. The staff verified that, in these
AMRs, the applicant credited the Oil Analysis Program to manage loss of material in the
component surfaces that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment and the One-Time
Inspection Program to verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program in managing loss of
material in these components.

The staff reviewed the staff's recommendations in GALL AMRs VIII.G-3 and VIII.G-29 and
determined that the programs credited by the applicant are consistent with the programs
recommended for aging management in GALL AMR VIII.G-3 and VIII.G-29. Based on this
review, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs for managing loss of material in the
surfaces of the stainless steel turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump oil cooler components
and piping components that are exposed to lubricating oil are acceptable because they are the
same programs as those recommended for aging management in GALL AMR VIII.G-3 and
VIII.G-29.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8 criteria or has provided an acceptable basis for demonstrating the
SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.8 criteria do not apply to the relevant VEGP system or systems
addressed by the specific SRP-LR item. For those line items that apply to LRA
Section 3.4.2.2.8, the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the SRP-LR and the GALL
Report and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.2.9 Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting, Crevice, and Galvanic Corrosion

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.4.2.2.9 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.9.

LRA Section 3.4.2.2.9 addresses general, pitting, crevice, and galvanic corrosion for steel heat
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exchanger components exposed to treated water in BWRs as an aging effect not applicable to
VEGP, a PWR plant.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.9 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, crevice, and
galvanic corrosion may occur in steel heat exchanger components exposed to treated water.
The existing aging management program relies on monitoring and control of water chemistry to
manage the effects of loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion. However,
control of water chemistry does not preclude loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion at locations of stagnant flow conditions. Therefore, the effectiveness of the water
chemistry control program should be verified to ensure that corrosion is not occurring. The
GALL Report recommends further evaluation of programs to verify the effectiveness of the
water chemistry control program. A one-time inspection of select components and susceptible
locations is an acceptable method to ensure that corrosion is not occurring and that the
component's intended function will be maintained during the period of extended operation.

SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.9 identifies that AMR Item 5 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1,
and AMR Item VIII.E-7 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, are generic AMR items that
may be applicable for steel heat exchanger components in BWR condensate systems under
exposure to a treated water environment. VEGP is a PWR-designed facility. Thus, SRP-LR
3.4.2.2.9 is not applicable to the VEGP LRA.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the SRP-LR Section 3.4.2.2.9 criteria is not

applicable to the VEGP LRA because VEGP is a PWR designed facility.

3.4.2.2.10 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staff's evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.4.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Tables 3.4.2-1 through 3.4.2-5, the staff reviewed additional details of the AMR results
for material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not addressed
in the GALL Report.

In LRA Tables 3.4.2-1 through 3.4.2-5, the applicant indicated, via notes F through J that the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. The applicant provided further information about how it will
manage the aging effects. Specifically, Note F indicates that the material for the AMR line item
component is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the environment for the
AMR line item component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note H indicates
that the aging effect for the AMR line item component, material, and environment combination is
not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging effect identified in the GALL
Report for the line item component, material, and environment combination is not applicable.
Note J indicates that neither the component nor the material and environment combination for
the line item is evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staff's evaluation is documented in the following sections.
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3.4.2.3.1 Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.4.2-1

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
main steam system component groups. The staffs evaluation of the plant-specific AMR results
(i.e., AMR results that are not consistent with the GALL Report or not addressed in the GALL
Report) for the main steam system are described in the subsections that follow:

3.4.2.3.1.1 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Aluminum, Stainless Steel, and
Carbon Steel Main Steam System Components Under Exposure to a Lubricating Oil
Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
the following plant-specific AMR items for aluminum, stainless steel, and carbon steel
components in the main steam system that are exposed to a hydraulic fluid environment:

* aluminum filter housings - ARV local (manual actuators)
* stainless steel oil reservoirs - ARV local (manual actuators)
* carbon steel pump casings - ARV manual hand pumps
* carbon steel and stainless steel piping components
* aluminum, carbon steel, and stainless steel valve bodies

In these AMR items, the applicant identifies that loss of material is an applicable aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the surfaces that are exposed to the hydraulic fluid
environment. In these AMRs, the applicant credits the Oil Analysis Program (LRA AMP B.3.16)
to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are exposed to hydraulic fluid
environment. The applicant also credited its One-Time Inspection Program to verify that loss of
material has not occurred in the component surfaces that are exposed to hydraulic fluid and to
verify that the applicant's Oil Analysis Program is accomplishing its mitigative management
function.

Table 4 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1 includes applicable AMR item
recommendations for managing loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in stainless
steel and carbon steel steam and power conversion (S&PC) components that are exposed to a
lubricating oil environment:

AMR Item 3.4.1-12 for steel materials (including carbon steels, alloy steels, and
cast irons) exposed to lubricating oil

AMR Item 3.4.1-19 for stainless steel materials exposed to lubricating oil

In these AMRs, the staff recommends that GALL AMP XI.M39, "Lubricating Oil Analysis
Program," be credited to manage loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in the
component surfaces that are exposed to lubricating oil and that a plant-specific AMP be credited
to verify the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program. The staff verified that the
applicable GALL AMR items indicate that the One-Time Inspection Program is a valid program
to credit for verification of the effectiveness of the Lubricating Oil Analysis Program.

The applicant has credited its Oil Analysis Program (AMP B.3.16) to manage loss of material
due to pitting and crevice corrosion in the carbon steel and stainless steel components that are
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exposed to a hydraulic fluid environment, and has credited its One-Time Inspection Program to
verify the effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program. The staff reviewed the LRA and verified
that the Oil Analysis Program is the applicant's AMP that corresponds to GALL AMP XI.M39,
"Lubricating Oil Analysis Program," and that the scope of applicant's Oil Analysis Program
conservatively includes aluminum alloy, stainless steel, and steel (including carbon steels, alloy
steels and cast irons) components or commodity groups that are exposed to either a lubricating
oil environment or a hydraulic fluid environment. The staff considers this is a conservatism in the
applicant's program and a valid approach to aging management because: (1) both the
lubricating oils and hydraulic fluids at VEGP are fabricated from organic oil compounds, and (2)
the applicant's program is designed to ensure that water, ionic, and organic impurities are not
occurring or are minimized in the VEGP lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid inventories and that
these fluids will not lead to loss of material due to pitting or crevice in the components that are in
contact with these organic-based fluids. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes the
applicant's plant-specific AMR items for the carbon steel and stainless main steam system
components that are exposed to hydraulic fluid are consistent with GALL AMRs 3.4.1-12 and
3.4.1-19, respectively, and are acceptable.

The applicant has also credited its Oil Analysis Program (AMP B.3.16) to manage loss of
material due to pitting and crevice corrosion in the aluminum alloy components that are exposed
to a hydraulic fluid environment, and has credited its One-Time Inspection Program to verify the
effectiveness of the Oil Analysis Program. Table 4 in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 1,
does not include any applicable AMR line items for managing aging in aluminum components
that are exposed to lubricating oil or organic hydraulic fluid environments. However, the staff
considers the applicant's bases for managing loss of material due to pitting and crevice
corrosion in these aluminum components to be acceptable because: (1) the aluminum alloy
components in the applicant's AMRs include a passivating aluminum-oxide surface which
protects the underlying aluminum portions of the components from corrosion, (2) the applicant's
Oil Analysis Program is designed to ensure that water, ionic, and organic impurities are not
occurring or are minimized in the VEGP lubricating oil and hydraulic fluid inventories and that
these fluids will not lead to loss of material due to pitting or crevice in the metallic components
(including aluminum, carbon steel, and stainless steel components) that are in contact with
lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid environments, and (3) the applicant's bases for managing loss of
material in the aluminum component surfaces that are in contact with hydraulic fluid is
consistent the applicant's bases for managing loss of material in the carbon steel and stainless
steel main steam system components that are exposed to hydraulic fluid. Thus, the staff
considers the applicant's approach for managing loss of material / pitting and crevice corrosion
in these aluminum components to be consistent with the AMPs that the staff recommends for
managing loss of material / pitting and crevice corrosion in carbon steel and stainless steel
components that are exposed to lubricating oil. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes
that the applicant's basis for managing loss of materials in these aluminum components to be
acceptable.

This basis is also applicable to the staff's acceptance of the applicant's AMRs for managing loss
of material / pitting and crevice corrosion in the aluminum auxiliary feedwater system filter
housings that are exposed to lubricating oil (SER Section 3.4.2.3.4.1 refers back to the
evaluation in this section).

3.4.2.3.1.2 AMRs for Stainless Steel Main Steam System Components Under Exposure to
either an Air - Outdoor (Interior) Environment or an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
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the following plant-specific AMR items for stainless steel components or commodity groups that
are exposed to either an air - outdoor (interior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment:

* flow orifices / elements - surfaces exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior)
environment

* flow restrictors - ARV discharge paths - interior surfaces exposed to the air -
outdoor (interior) environment

0 flow restrictors - ARV discharge paths - exterior surfaces exposed to the air -
outdoor (exterior) environment

0 oil reservoirs - ARV local manual actuators - interior surfaces exposed to the air
- outdoor (interior) environment

* oil reservoirs - ARV local manual actuators - interior surfaces exposed to the air
- outdoor (exterior) environment

In these AMR items, the applicant did not identify any AERMs for the stainless steel
components surfaces in contact with these environments.

The staff reviewed the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volumes 1 and 2, and determined that the
GALL Report does not include any AMR items that identify applicable aging effects for stainless
steel components that are exposed to outside air environments. The staff researched industry
literature on aging of stainless steel materials and determined that, while the industry literature
(refer to the web address at http://www.azom.com/details.asp?articlelD=1 177) does indicate
that stainless steel materials can be subject to the effects of corrosion when exposed to specific
environments (e.g., when exposed to environments strong acids, halogenated water, sulfide
containing oils and gases), the literature does support the conclusion that stainless steel
materials are resistant to the effects of corrosion when exposed to normal benign outside
atmospheric environments (i.e., atmospheric environments not containing halogen-based or
sulfur-based gaseous impurity species).

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that it is valid to conclude that the stainless steel
flow orifices, flow restrictors, and oil reservoirs addressed in these AMR items would not be
subject to loss of material that could be induced corrosive mechanisms (such as general
corrosion, pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, galvanic corrosion, etc.) or to cracking that could
be induced by corrosive (such as stress corrosion cracking or intergranular attack), and that for
these AMR items, the applicant has a valid basis for concluding that there are not any AERMs
applicable to the exposure of these stainless steel components to either the air - outdoor
(interior) environment or the air - outdoor (exterior) environment.

The staffs evaluation and basis provided in this section is also applicable to the staffs
acceptance of the following plant-specific AMRs for steam and power conversion components:

stainless steel flow orifices / elements, piping components, and valves bodies in
the feedwater system that are exposed to the air - outdoor
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(exterior) environment (SER Section 3.4.2.3.2.1 refers back to the evaluation in
this section)

stainless steel flow orifices / elements, piping components, and valves bodies in
the auxiliary feedwater system that are exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior)
environment (SER Section 3.4.2.3.4.3 refers back to the evaluation in this
section)

stainless steel flow orifices / elements in the auxiliary steam system that are
exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior) environment (SER Section 3.4.2.3.5.1
refers back to the evaluation in this section)

3.4.2.3.1.3 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material of Stainless Steel Main Steam System
Components Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Interior, Wetted) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
the following plant-specific AMR item for stainless steel components or commodity groups that
are exposed to either an air - outdoor (interior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment:

flow orifices / elements - surfaces exposed to the air - outdoor (interior, wetted)
environment

In this AMR item, the applicant identified that loss of material due to general pitting and crevice
corrosion was an AERM for the component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor
(interior, wetted) environment and credited the One-Time Inspection Program to manage the
aging effect. The GALL Report does not include a corresponding AMR item for exposure of
stainless steel components to an outdoor air, wetted interior, environment.

The staff asked the applicant to justify why the One Time Inspection is considered to be a valid
AMP for managing loss of material in the stainless steel flow orifices that are exposed to the air
- outdoor (interior, wetted) environment and why similar aging effects are not applicable for
stainless steel components exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment.

In its response to the staffs question, the applicant stated that stainless steel materials are not
normally expected to corrode in these outdoor air environments, but added that the applicant's
AMR tool conservatively assumes that condensation or wetting is occurring in the internal
stainless steel surfaces that are subject to outdoor air environment, and localized corrosion is
postulated whenever interior condensation or wetted surfaces stressors are assumed. The
applicant further stated that, for the stainless steel external surfaces that are in contact with
outdoor air, the applicant considers rain, snow, and sleet to be intermittent occurrences of water
and that, as such, these conditions are not assumed to result in a wetted or condensation
stressor in the manner it was assumed for the internal stainless steel component surfaces.

Thus, for this AMR item, it is the internal surfaces of the flow orifices that are exposed to the
outdoor air environment, and the applicant has conservatively assumed that condensation or
wetting can occur on the internal surfaces of the flow orifices. Thus, while loss of material due to
corrosive mechanisms is unlikely, the applicant has assumed that it does have a small
probability of occurring and that it is appropriate for the One-Time Inspection Program to be
credited to confirm either the loss of material due to corrosion is not occurring, or to propose
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corrective actions if the presence of corrosion is verified in the inside surfaces of the flow
orifices. In the GALL Report, the staff included GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection
Program," for cases where an inspection-based AMP is necessary to verify the effectiveness of
a mitigative-based AMP (e.g., to verify the effectiveness of a Water Chemistry Program or a
Lubricating Oil Analysis Program) or else to provide additional assurance that aging that has not
yet manifested itself, is not occurring, or that the evidence of aging shows that the aging is so
insignificant that an aging management program is not warranted.

Thus, consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant is warranted in crediting
the One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these flow orifices because it
will be used to confirm that corrosion has not occurred in the internal surfaces that are exposed
to the air - outdoor (interior, wetted) environment. Based on this review, the staff concludes the
applicant's basis is acceptable because: (1) stainless steel flow orifice materials are designed to
be resistant to general corrosion mechanisms in normal air environments, (2) although corrosion
is not expected, the applicant has conservatively assumed that condensation or wetted
conditions is occurring in the internal component surfaces that are exposed to the outdoor air
environment, and that corrosion could possibly occur in these component surfaces, (3) the
applicant has credited its One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in the
stainless steel internal surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor (interior, wetted)
environment, and (4) the applicant's crediting of the One-Time Inspection Program is consistent
with the objective for crediting one-time inspection programs for aging management, as stated
in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection." The staff has evaluated the ability of the One-
Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in components that are exposed to this
environment, and its evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2. The staff's question is
resolved.

3.4.2.3.1.4 AMRs for Management of Cracking of Stainless Steel Main Steam System
Components Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Interior, Wetted and Temperature (T)
> 60 OF [T > 140 OF]) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
plant-specific AMR item for the following stainless steel components or commodity groups that
are exposed to either an air - outdoor (interior, wetted and T > 60 IF
[T > 140 OF]) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment:

flow orifices / elements - surfaces exposed to the air - outdoor (interior, wetted)
environment

In this AMR item, the applicant identified that cracking due to stress corrosion cracking (SCC)
was an AERM for the component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor (interior,
wetted, T > 140 OF) environment and credited the One-Time Inspection Program to manage the
aging effect. The GALL Report does not include a corresponding AMR item for exposure of
stainless steel components to an air - outdoor (interior, wetted and T > 60 OF [T -- 140 OF])
environment.

The staff asked the applicant to justify why the One Time Inspection is considered to be a valid
AMP for managing cracking in the stainless steel flow orifices that are exposed to the air -
outdoor (interior, wetted and T > 60 OF [> 140 IF]) environment and why similar aging effects are
not applicable for external stainless steel component surfaces that are exposed to outdoor air.
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In its response to the staffs question, the applicant stated that stainless steel materials are not
normally expected to corrode in these outdoor air environments, but added that the applicant's
AMR tool conservatively assumes that condensation or wetting is occurring on the internal
stainless steel flow orifice surfaces and that the internal operating temperature for the orifices is
assumed to be in excess of 60 0C (i.e., in excess of 140 OF). The applicant further stated that,
under these assumptions, the AMR tool conservatively assumes that stress corrosion cracking,
while not expected, could potentially occur in the surfaces that are exposed to this interior, T >
60 0C (> 140 OF) outdoor air environment. The applicant stated that, under this assumption, it is
valid to credit the One-Time Inspection Program to confirm that stress corrosion cracking is not
occurring in the internal component surfaces that are exposed to the outdoor air.

In Table IX.D of the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2, the staff uses 60 0C (> 140 OF) as its
threshold for initiation of stress corrosion cracking in stainless steel materials and identifies that
stress corrosion cracking is an applicable aging effect for stainless steel materials when
exposed to water with operating temperatures in excess of this temperature threshold. In the
GALL Report, the staff also included GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection Program," for
those cases where an inspection-based AMP is necessary to verify the effectiveness of a
mitigative-based program (e.g., to verify the effectiveness of a Water Chemistry Program or a
Lubricating Oil Analysis Program) or where additional assurance is necessary to verify that
aging of a component has not yet manifested itself, has not occurred, or is so insignificant that
an aging management program is not warranted.

Thus, consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant is warranted in crediting
the One-Time Inspection Program to manage stress corrosion cracking in these stainless steel
flow orifices because it will be used to confirm that stress corrosion cracking has not occurred in
the internal surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor (interior, wetted, > 60 0C [> 140 OF])
environment. Based on this review, the staff concludes the applicant's basis is acceptable
because: (1) stainless steel flow orifice materials are designed to be resistant to general
corrosion mechanisms in normal outdoor air environments, (2) although stress corrosion
cracking is not expected under this environment, the applicant has conservatively assumed a
wetted > 60 0C [> 140 OF] condition is occurring in the internal component surfaces that are
exposed to the outdoor air environment, and that stress corrosion cracking could possibly occur
in these component surfaces, and (3) the applicant has credited its One-Time Inspection
Program to manage stress corrosion cracking in the stainless steel internal surfaces that are
exposed to this environment. The staff has evaluated the ability of the One-Time Inspection
Program to manage loss of material in components that are exposed to this environment, and
its evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2. The staffs question is resolved.

3.4.2.3.1.5 AMRs for Management of Loss of Loss of Material in Carbon Steel Main Steam
System Components Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Exterior,
T -- 100 °C[ T > 212 °F]) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
plant-specific AMR items for the following carbon steel components or commodity
groups that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior, T > 100 0C [ T > 212 OF] ) environment:

* carbon steel piping components (including forged sections for five-way pipe

restraints)

e carbon steel valve bodies
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In these AMR items, the applicant identified that there are not any AERMs for the carbon steel
component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior, T - 100 OC [ T > 212 OF])
environment. Thus, the applicant did not credit any AMPs for aging management in the AMRs
for these specific component commodity groups.

In Table A.3.2 of NUREG-1833, "Technical Bases for Revision of License Renewal Guidance
Documents," the staff uses 100 0C (212 IF) as its threshold for concluding the condensation or
wetting will not occur on the surface of a plant-specific component exposed to an air
environment. The table establishes the staff's basis for concluding that condensate will not
occur on the surfaces of components whose operating temperatures are equal or in excess of
this temperature threshold, and that the components are expected to be in a dry condition.
Based on this assessment, the staff finds the applicant's AMRs on these carbon steel
components to be acceptable because it is in conformance with the staffs position taken in
Table A.3.2 of NUREG-1 833 and because at these operating temperatures, the staff does not
anticipate water condensation to occur on the surfaces of the carbon steel piping components
and valve bodies that are exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior, T > 100 0C [ T > 212 IF])
environment. Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant does not need to
credit any AMPs for these plant-specific AMR items.

The staffs evaluation described previously in this section is applicable to the assessment of
plant-specific AMR items for carbon steel component surfaces that are exposed to an
uncontrolled air environment (whether indoor or outdoor air) and operate at or above a
temperature of 100 0C (212 IF) (e.g., T >- 100 OC [ T >- 212 IF]). Thus, the staff's evaluation and
basis described in this section is also applicable to the staff's evaluation of the following plant-
specific AMRs for carbon steel S&PC components that are exposed to either an air - indoor
(exterior, T > 100 OC [ T -2 212 OF]) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior, T > 100 OC [ T >-
212 IF]) environment:

carbon steel piping and valve body components in the feedwater system (SER
Section 3.4.2.3.2.2 refers back to the evaluation in this section)

carbon steel piping components in the steam generator blowdown processing
system (SER Section 3.4.2.3.3.1 refers back to the evaluation in this section)

carbon steel piping, steam trap, and valve body components in the auxiliary
steam system (SER Section 3.4.2.3.5.2 refers back to the evaluation in this
section)

3.4.2.3.1.6 AMRs for Management of Loss of Pre-load in Carbon Steel Main Steam System
Closure Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment and Stainless Steel
Main Steam System Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Indoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
the plant-specific AMR items for the following closure bolting items in the main steam system:

carbon steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment

stainless steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - indoor (exterior)
environment
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In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant identified that loss of preload is an aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the bolting components. The applicant credited its Bolting
Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in these bolting components.

The applicant's Bolting Integrity Program is described in LRA Section B.3.2 and is listed as a
plant-specific AMP for the VEGP LRA. In this AMP, the applicant's "parameters monitored or
inspected" program element conservatively lists loss of preload as an aging effect that the
program monitors for, and the applicant's "detection of aging effects" program element defines
that inspection techniques that will be used to monitor for this aging effect. The staff has
evaluated the ability of the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in the VEGP-
specific S&PC bolting components and its evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.3.2.
Based on this review, the staff finds the applicant's AMRs, for these bolts to be acceptable
because: (1) the applicant has conservatively identified that loss of preload is an AERM for
these bolting components, (2) the applicant is crediting the program that the staff recommends
for aging management of S&PC (including main steam system) bolting components, and (3) the
applicant's program includes appropriate criteria to monitor and manage loss of preload in these
bolting components.

The staff's evaluation described previously in this section is applicable to the assessment
managing loss of preload in S&PC closure bolting that is exposed either to an air - indoor
(exterior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment. Thus, the staffs evaluation
and basis described in this section is also applicable to the staffs evaluation of the following
plant-specific AMRs for S&PC closure bolting components that are exposed to either of these
environments:

carbon steel closure bolting in the feedwater system that is exposed to an air -
outdoor (exterior) environment (SER Section 3.4.2.3.2.3 refers back to the
evaluation in this section)

stainless steel closure bolting in the steam generator blowdown processing
system that is exposed to an air - indoor (exterior) environment (SER Section
3.4.2.3.3.4 refers back to the evaluation in this section)

carbon steel and stainless steel closure bolting in the auxiliary feedwater system
that is exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment (SER Section
3.4.2.3.4.5 refers back to the evaluation in this section)

carbon steel closure bolting in the auxiliary steam system that is exposed to an
air - outdoor (exterior) environment (SER Section 3.4.2.3.5.3 refers back to the
evaluation in this section)

3.4.2.3.1.7 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Aluminum Main Steam System
Components Under Exposure to a Air - Outdoor (Interior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-1, "Main Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes a
plant-specific AMR item for its aluminum alloy filler/breather caps in the ARV local (manual)
actuator oil reservoirs. In this plant-specific AMR item, the applicant identified that loss of
material is an aging effect requiring management (AERM) for the interior component surfaces
that are exposed to the air - outdoor (interior) environment and credited its One-Time Inspection
Program to manage loss of material in these component surfaces.
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The staff asked the applicant to justify why a one-time inspection is considered to be adequate
to manage loss of material in the component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor
(interior) environment in lieu of credited periodic inspections of the component surfaces. The
applicant provided the following response to the staff's question:

According to the EPRI Mechanical Tools (TR-1 010639), an aggressive
environment consisting of a wetted surface or pooled liquid, oxygen, and
contaminants must be present for corrosion to occur in aluminum. The ARV
local actuator oil reservoir filler/breather cap interior surfaces are subjected to
an air - outdoor (interior) environment in which the potential for atmospheric
moisture exists. However, atmospheric moisture does not provide a significant
source of contaminants. And, due to the sheltered nature of the interior
surfaces, there would not be a continuous supply of contaminants. Furthermore,
aluminum resists corrosion due to the presence of a thin aluminum oxide film
covering the surface. There is also no operating experience at VEGP which
presents a case for significant loss of material for aluminum in an air - outdoor
(interior) environment. Therefore, SNC plans to use the One-Time Inspection
Program to verify no loss of material in the aluminum ARV local actuator oil
reservoir filler/breather cap surfaces that are exposed to an air - outdoor
(interior) environment.

According to Volume 13B of the ASM Metals Handbook (2003 Edition), aluminum materials
have excellent corrosion resistance under exposure to normal air (atmospheric) environments
due to the presence of an aluminum oxide layer that passivates and protects the underlying
aluminum material from further corrosion in environments in a pH range of
4 - 8.5. The staff assumes that the pH of the air environment is normally neutral and therefore,
that the pH of the applicant's air - outdoor (interior) environment is within the pH range of 4 -
8.5. Based on this assumption, the staff concludes that the passivating aluminum oxide layer for
these aluminum filler/breather cap components will be stable under exposure to the air -
outdoor (interior) environment and will be capable of protecting the components from further
oxidation of the aluminum used to fabricate the components. According to GALL AMP XI.M32,
an applicant may credit its One-Time Inspection Program for aging management to verify the
effectiveness of an AMP and confirm the insignificance of an aging effect. Thus, the staff
concludes that the One-Time Inspection Program is an applicable program to verify the validity
of this assumption or to verify that a breakdown of the protective aluminum oxide layer has not
occurred (such as might occur in the pH of the environment were to fall outside of the 4 - 8.5 pH
range and pitting were to occur through the aluminum oxide layer).

Based on this review, the staff concludes that the One-Time Inspection Program is a valid
program to be credited because: (1) the exterior surfaces of the aluminum filler/breather caps
have an aluminum oxide layer that protects the components from additional corrosion (i.e.,
further oxidation of the aluminum material used to fabricate the components), (2) the staff does
not anticipate any breakdown of the protective aluminum oxide layer or any additional corrosion
(oxidation) other than that which formed the original aluminum oxide layer for the aluminum
filler/breather cap materials, (3) the One-Time Inspection Program is a valid program to credit
for those components where aging is not anticipated, (4) the One-Time Inspection Program will
be used to verify whether or not additional corrosion of these aluminum materials is occurring or
whether or not breakdown (pitting) of the protective aluminum oxide layer is occurring, and thus,
whether the assumptions on the pH of the air - outdoor (exterior) environment and the stability
of the protective aluminum oxide layer remains valid, and (5) the applicant's crediting of the
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One-Time Inspection Program is consistent with the objective for crediting one-time inspection
programs for aging management, as stated in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection."

Based on this assessment, the staff concludes that the applicant's plant-specific AMR item on
loss of material of these aluminum filler/breather caps is acceptable. The staff has evaluated the
ability of the One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these aluminum
components and its evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.1.2. The staff's question is
resolved.

3.4.2.3.1.8 Main Steam System - Overall Conclusions for Aging Management Review of Plant-
Specific AMR Results in LRA Table 3.4.2-1

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations for the main steam system
components not evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.3.2 Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA
Table 3.4.2-2

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-2, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
feedwater system component groups. The staffs evaluation of the plant-specific AMR results
(i.e., AMR results that are not consistent with the GALL Report or not addressed in the GALL
Report) for the feedwater system are described in the subsections that follow:

3.4.2.3.2.1 AMRs for Stainless Steel Feedwater System Components Under Exposure to an Air
- Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following stainless steel feedwater system
components that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment:

* flow orifices/elements
* piping components
* valve bodies

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for the exterior component surfaces that are exposed to the air -
outdoor (exterior) environment, and therefore did not credit any AMPs for aging management of
these component surfaces.

The staff's basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the stainless steel component
surfaces that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment is described in SER
Section 3.4.2.3.1.2.

3.4.2.3.2.2 AMRs for Carbon Steel Feedwater System Components Under Exposure to an Air -

Outdoor (Exterior, T > 100 IC [T > 212 'F]) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
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plant-specific AMR items for the following carbon steel feedwater system components that are
exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior, T > 100 0C [T > 212 IF]) environment:

* piping components (including forged sections for 5-way pipe restraints)
* valve bodies

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for the exterior component surfaces that are exposed to the air -
outdoor (exterior, T > 100 IC [T > 212 IF]) environment and therefore did not credit any AMPs
for aging management of these component surfaces.

The staff's basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the stainless steel component
surfaces that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior, T > 100 IC [T > 212 IF]) environment is
described in SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.5

3.4.2.3.2.3 AMRs for Management of Loss of Pre-load in Carbon Steel Feedwater System
Closure Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-2, "Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review," includes
the following plant-specific AMR item for closure bolting in the feedwater system:

carbon steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant identified that loss of preload is an aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the bolting components. The applicant credited its Bolting
Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in these bolting components.

The staff's basis for accepting the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in carbon
steel or stainless steel S&PC bolting components under exposure to either an air - indoor
(exterior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment is described in SER Section
3.4.2.3.1.6.

3.4.2.3.2.4 Feedwater System - Overall Conclusions for Aging Management Review of Plant-
Specific AMR Results in LRA Table 3.4.2-2

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations for the feedwater system not
evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.3.3 Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.4.2-3

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-3, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
steam generator blowdown processing system component groups. The staff's evaluation of the
plant-specific AMR results (i.e., AMR results that are not consistent with the GALL Report or not
addressed in the GALL Report) for the steam generator blowdown processing system are
described in the subsections that follow:
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3.4.2.3.3.1 AMRs for Carbon Steel Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System
Components Under Exposure to an Air - Indoor (Exterior, T > 212 IF) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," includes plant-specific AMR items for the following carbon steel steam
generator blowdown processing system components that are exposed to an air - indoor
(exterior, T > 100 IC [T 2t 212 OF]) environment:

* piping components
* valve bodies

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for the exterior component surfaces that are exposed to the air - indoor
(exterior, T -> 100 OC [T > 212 OF]) environment and therefore did not credit any AMPs for aging
management of these component surfaces.

The staff's basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the carbon steel component
surfaces that are exposed to an air- indoor (exterior, T - 100 IC [T > 212 IF]) environment is
described in SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.5

3.4.2.3.3.2 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Stainless Steel Steam Generator
Blowdown Processing System Components Under Exposure to a Treated Water (Interior,
Aggressive Chemistry) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," includes plant-specific AMR items for the following stainless steel
components that are exposed to a treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry) environment:

* flow orifices/elements
* steam traps
* piping components
* valve bodies

In these AMRs, the applicant identified that loss of material is an aging effect requiring
management (AERM) for the interior component surfaces that are exposed to the treated water
(interior, aggressive chemistry) environment and credited the One-Time Inspection Program to
manage this aging effect. The staff asked the applicant to justify why a One-Time Inspection
Program is valid to manage this loss of material in these components, particularly when the
specific treated water environment had been identified as an aggressive corrosive environment.

In its response, the applicant stated that, as a result of operating experience with corrosion of
carbon steel components that are downstream of the steam generator blowdown processing
system demineralizers, the treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry) environment is
considered to be aggressive with the environments potential to induce corrosion in carbon steel
components, not stainless steel components. The applicant stated that, while the stainless steel
components that are exposed to this environment are expected to be resistant to corrosion, loss
of material due to corrosion is conservatively treated as an applicable aging effect for the
stainless steel. As a result, the applicant stated that loss of material due to corrosion is not
expected to initiate in the stainless steel component surfaces that are exposed to the treated
water (interior, aggressive chemistry) environment. The applicant stated that the One-Time
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Inspection Program will be used to verify that loss of material from corrosion is not initiating in
the stainless steel components surfaces that are exposed to this environment.

For these plant-specific AMR items, it is the internal surfaces of the stainless steel components
that are exposed to the treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry). Thus, while loss of
material due to corrosive mechanisms is unlikely, the applicant has assumed that it does have a
small probability of occurring and that it is appropriate for the One-Time Inspection Program to
be credited to confirm either the loss of material due to corrosion is not occurring, or to propose
corrective actions if the presence of corrosion is verified in the inside component surfaces. In
the GALL Report, the staff included GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection Program," for
cases where an inspection-based AMP is necessary to verify the effectiveness of a mitigative-
based AMP (e.g., to verify the effectiveness of a Water Chemistry Program or a Lubricating Oil
Analysis Program) or else to provide additional assurance that aging that has not yet manifested
itself, is not occurring, or that the evidence of aging shows that the aging is so insignificant that
an aging management program is not warranted.

Thus, consistent with the GALL Report, the staff finds that the applicant is warranted in crediting
the One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in these stainless steel
components because the AMP will be used to confirm that corrosion has not occurred in the
internal surfaces that are exposed to the treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry)
environment. Based on this review, the staff concludes the applicant's basis is acceptable
because: (1) the applicant has conservatively assumed that loss of material due to corrosion,
while not expected, could possibly occur in the stainless steel component surfaces that are
exposed to a treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry) environment, (2) the applicant has
credited its One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of material in the stainless steel
internal surfaces that are exposed to the treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry)
environment, and (3) the applicant's crediting of the One-Time Inspection Program is consistent
with the objective for crediting one-time inspection programs for aging management, as stated
in GALL AMP XI.M32, "One-Time Inspection."

The staff has evaluated the ability of the One-Time Inspection Program to manage loss of
material in components that are exposed to this environment, and its evaluation is described in
SER Section 3.0.3.1.2. The staff's question is resolved.

3.4.2.3.3.3 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Carbon Steel Steam Generator
Blowdown Processing System Components Under Exposure to a Treated Water (Interior,
Aggressive Chemistry) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," includes plant-specific AMR items for the following carbon steel
components that are exposed to a treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry) environment:

* piping components
* valve bodies

In these AMRs, the applicant identified that loss of material is an AERM for the interior
component surfaces that are exposed to the treated water (interior, aggressive chemistry)
environment and credited the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program to manage this aging effect.
The staff asked the applicant to identify the corrosion mechanisms that could induce loss of
material in these carbon steel components and to justify why the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion
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Program (LRA AMP B.3.10) is considered to be a valid program for managing loss of material in
these components.

In its response, the applicant provided the following response to the staffs question.

The affected piping has not been subjected to metallurgical analysis, so the specific
aging mechanism(s) which are active in this material and environment combination
have not been confirmed. However, the loss of material is easily identifiable via
ultrasonic testing, and is therefore considered to be a form of general corrosion, as
opposed to localized corrosion such as pitting.

These components will be scheduled for ultrasonic testing (UT) inspection by the Flow-
Accelerated Corrosion Program. Corrosion of these components is not modeled by
CHECWORKS TM , therefore scheduling will be performed in accordance with the
guidance in the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program for "susceptible but not modeled"
lines.

The applicant's response clarifies that, while the mechanisms leading to loss of material in
these carbon steel components have not yet been established, the aging effect is readily
detectable by UT, and that, therefore, the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program is a valid
program to credit for the detection of loss of material in these components.

UT examination techniques are volumetric non-destructive testing techniques that have the
ability to detect relevant flaw indications that are either surface penetrating or subsurface in
nature. The staff has evaluated the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program in SER Section
3.0.3.2.7. In SER Section 3.0.3.2.7, the staff provides its basis for concluding that the
applicant's Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program is an acceptable AMP for managing loss
of material in the steel piping, piping components, and piping elements (including carbon
steel and alloy steel components) for which it is credited. In SER Section 3.0.3.2.7, the staff
also provides its basis why the UT inspections of the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program
are acceptable for detecting loss of material in these steel components, as initiated by
either flow-accelerated corrosion, or by other mechanisms (e.g., cavitation, general
corrosion, etc.) that can induce loss of material. The applicant has indicated that the
scheduling of these components for UT inspection will be done in accordance with the
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program's scheduling criteria for susceptible steel piping lines
that are not modeled by the applicant's CHECWORKS modeling. The staffs basis for
accepting the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program's scheduling criteria for non-modeled
steel piping lines is described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.7. Therefore, based on this
assessment, the staff concludes that the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program is a valid
program to credit for management of loss of material in these steel components because:
(1) the Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Program will implement UT examination techniques to
detect loss of material in the components, (2) the UT examination methods credited by the
applicant are volumetric techniques that are capable of detecting loss of material in these
steel piping, piping components, and piping elements (i.e., the valve bodies are piping
elements), (3) the staff has determined, in SER Section 3.0.3.2.7, that the applicant's Flow-
Accelerated Corrosion Program is an acceptable AMP for managing loss of material in steel
piping, piping components, and piping elements. The staff's question is resolved.

3.4.2.3.3.4 AMRs for Management of Loss of Pre-load in Stainless Steel Steam Generator
Blowdown Processing System Closure Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Indoor (Exterior)
Environment
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LRA Table 3.4.2-3, "Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Summary of Aging
Management Review," includes the following plant-specific AMR item for closure bolting in the
steam generator blowdown processing system:

stainless steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - indoor (exterior)
environment

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant identified that loss of preload is an aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the bolting components. The applicant credited its Bolting
Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in these bolting components.

The staffs basis for accepting the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in carbon
steel or stainless steel S&PC bolting components under exposure to either an air - indoor
(exterior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment is described in SER Section
3.4.2.3.1.6.

3.4.2.3.3.5 Steam Generator Blowdown Processing System - Overall Conclusions for Aging
Management Review of Plant-Specific AMR Results in LRA Table 3.4.2-3

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations for the steam generator
blowdown processing system not evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.4.2.3.4 Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.4.2-4

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-4, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
auxiliary feedwater system component groups. The staffs evaluation of the plant-specific AMR
results (i.e., AMR results that are not consistent with the GALL Report or not addressed in the
GALL Report) for the auxiliary feedwater system are described in the subsections that follow:

3.4.2.3.4.1 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Aluminum Alloy Auxiliary Feedwater
System Components Under Exposure to a Lubricating Oil Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following aluminum components in the auxiliary
feedwater system that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment:

* aluminum filter housings

In these AMR items, the applicant identifies that loss of material is an applicable AERM for the
surfaces that are exposed to the lubricating oil environment. In these AMRs, the applicant
credits the Oil Analysis Program (LRA AMP B.3.16) to manage loss of material in the
component surfaces that are exposed to a lubricating oil environment.
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The applicant also credited its One-Time Inspection Program to verify that loss of material has
not occurred in the component surfaces that are exposed to lubricating oil and to verify that the
applicant's Oil Analysis Program is accomplishing its mitigative management function.

The staff's basis for accepting the AMPs that are credited to manage loss of material due to
pitting or crevice corrosion in aluminum S&PC components under exposure to either a
lubricating oil or hydraulic fluid environment is described in SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.1.

3.4.2.3.4.2 AMRs for Management of Loss of Material in Stainless Steel Auxiliary Feedwater
System Components Under Exposure to Either a Drainage - Dirty (Interior) Environment or a
Drainage - Dirty (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following stainless steel auxiliary feedwater system
components that are exposed to either a drainage - dirty (interior) environment or a drainage -
dirty (exterior) environment:

*. piping components - interior surfaces exposed to a drainage - dirty (interior)
environment

piping components - exterior surfaces exposed to a drainage - dirty (exterior)
environment

turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump (TDAFWP) steam exhaust condensate
spargers - interior surfaces exposed to a drainage - dirty (interior) environment

turbine driven auxiliary feedwater pump (TDAFWP) steam exhaust condensate
spargers - exterior surfaces exposed to a drainage - dirty (exterior) environment

In these AMR items, the applicant identifies that loss of material is an applicable aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the surfaces that are exposed to either a drainage - dirty
(interior) environment or a drainage - dirty (exterior) environment. In these AMRs, the applicant
credits the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program (LRA AMP B.3.22) to manage loss of
material in the component surfaces that are exposed to either the drainage - dirty (interior)
environment or the drainage - dirty (exterior) environment.

The staff asked the applicant to provide its basis for crediting this AMP for aging management,
particularly if the dirty environment were to create an aggressive corrosive environment for the
stainless steel piping components. In its response, the applicant stated that the components
addressed in these AMR items are miscellaneous stainless steel piping and components that
are located in the auxiliary feedwater pump houses. The applicant also stated that, for these
AMRs, the drainage - dirty environment is defined as an environment used to describe dirty
leakage or leak-off from equipment containing unmonitored liquids and that the sources of
drainage into the pump sump areas may be from either, treated non-borated water, treated
borated water, raw water, or oils. The applicant also stated that the drainage is assumed to
contain contaminants that could lead to corrosion, and that, since the presence of contaminants
is assumed, the same mechanisms leading to loss of material of stainless steel in raw water are
assumed for these - that is general corrosion, pitting corrosion, and microbiologically-induced
corrosion (MIC).
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The applicant also stated that, since the majority of the potential sources of leakage or drainage
are from systems where the chemistry is controlled, and because none of the known potential
sources are aggressive with respect to stainless steels, a program of periodic inspections such
as the Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program is adequate to manage loss of material in
the components during the period of extended operation.

The staffs program element criteria for piping and duct inspection programs are described in
GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting
Components." The staff included this program in the GALL Report to cover inspection criteria for
the internal surfaces of steel piping, piping components, ducting, and other components that are
not covered by other aging management programs. The GALL Report states that the internal
inspections within the scope of GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in
Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components," are performed during the periodic system and
component surveillances or during the performance of maintenance activities when the surfaces
are made accessible for visual inspection.

The applicant's Piping and Duct Internal Inspection Program (LRA AMP B.3.22) is the
applicant's program that corresponds to GALL AMP XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in
Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components." The staff has evaluated the applicant's Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program and its evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.2.13.
In SER Section 3.0.3.2.13, the staff provides its basis for concluding that the applicant's Piping
and Duct Internal Inspection Program is an acceptable program to credit for managing loss of
material in the internal surfaces of miscellaneous stainless steel piping and ducting
components. Based on this analysis, the staff concludes that the applicant's Piping and Duct
Internal Inspection Program is a valid program to credit for the management of loss of material
in the internal surfaces of these stainless steel piping and components because the crediting of
the program is consistent with the program description objective statement in GALL AMP
XI.M38, "Inspection of Internal Surfaces in Miscellaneous Piping and Ducting Components." The
staffs question is resolved.

3.4.2.3.4.3 AMRs for Stainless Steel Auxiliary Feedwater System Components Under Exposure
to Either an Air - Outdoor (Interior) Environment or an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following stainless steel auxiliary feedwater system
components that are exposed to either an air - outdoor (interior) environment or an air -
outdoor (exterior) environment:

* piping components - exterior stainless steel surfaces exposed to the air -outdoor
(exterior) environment

* piping components - interior stainless steel surfaces exposed to the air - outdoor
(interior) environment

0 flow orifices / elements - interior stainless steel surfaces exposed to the air -
outdoor (interior) environment

* condensate storage tank (CST) vacuum degasifier pumps - exterior stainless
steel pump casing surfaces exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior) environment
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valve bodies - exterior stainless steel surfaces exposed to the air outdoor
(exterior) environment

CST tank liners (and internals) - interior stainless steel liner surfaces exposed to
the air - outdoor (interior) environment.

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for stainless steel component surfaces that are exposed to either the air
- outdoor (interior) environment or the air - outdoor (exterior) environment, and therefore did
not credit any AMPs for aging management of these component surfaces.

The staff's basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the exterior stainless steel
component surfaces that are exposed to either an air - outdoor (interior) environment or an air -
outdoor (exterior) environment is described in SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.2

3.4.2.3.4.4 AMRs for Aging Management of Elastomeric Auxiliary Feedwater System
Components Under Exposure to Either a Treated Water (Interior) Environment or an Air -
Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following elastomeric auxiliary feedwater system
components that are exposed to either a treated water (interior) environment or an air - outdoor
(exterior) environment:

tank diaphragms in the condensate storage tank (CST) - interior surfaces
exposed to a treated water (interior) environment

tank diaphragms in the CST - exterior surfaces exposed to an air - outdoor
(exterior) environment

For these AMR items, the applicant identified that changes in material properties is an aging
effect requiring management (AERM) for the period of extended operation, and credited its
Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance Activities to manage this aging effect.

The staff asked the applicant to identify material properties for the elastomeric materials that are
impacted by these environments and to clarify how the program elements for this AMP are
capable of managing changes in the material properties for these elastomers. In its response,
the applicant stated that the material properties that may be impacted by exposure of the
elastomeric diaphragms to a treated water (interior) or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment
include a high degree of flexibility, good resiliency (low modulus of elasticity), and chemical and
abrasion resistance, and that aging of these components may lead to progressive hardening,
loss of resiliency, cracking or loss of material. The applicant stated that the inspections of the
elastomeric materials under the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities will
be performed in accordance with this industry guidance and manufacturer recommendations,
and that the inspection methods include flexing of the material to identify cracking or crazing,
and visual examinations of the components to detect for evidence of waxy or chalky residues,
peeling, blistering, delamination, flaking, discoloration, physical distortion, embrittlement
(hardening), or gross softening.
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The applicant's Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance Activities are defined in
LRA AMP B.3.21. The applicant's Periodic Surveillance and Preventative Maintenance Activities
do not have any corresponding activities or AMPs in the GALL Report, Revision 1, Volume 2.
Thus, the applicant's program has been identified as a plant-specific program for the VEGP
LRA, and the applicant has defined this program in terms of the 10 program elements for the
AMP compared with the recommended program element criteria established by the staff in
Appendix A of the NUREG-1800, Revision 1 (i.e., in Branch Position RLSB-01 of the SRP-LR).
The staff noted that the applicant has also stated that it will implement the recommendations of
EPRI Report, EPRI Report 1007933, "Aging Assessment Field Guide," to perform the visual and
tactile inspections of elastomeric materials that are used to fabricate these diaphragms. The
staff also verified that the CST tank diaphragms are within the scope of this AMP, and that the
"detection of aging effects" program element for the Periodic Surveillance and Preventative
Maintenance Activities includes criteria for visually inspecting the tank diaphragms for the aging
effects identified by the applicant in its response to the staffs question. Based on this
assessment, the staff concludes that it is acceptable to use the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventative Maintenance Activities to manage changes in material properties of these
elastomeric diaphragms because the applicant will perform visual examinations to monitor for
signs of aging that may be indicative of a change in the material properties of the elastomeric
materials, and because the applicant will use recommended industry guidelines for performing
these examinations. The staff has evaluated the ability of the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventative Maintenance Activities to manage aging in the elastomeric CST tanks diaphragms
and the staff's evaluation is described in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6. The staffs question is resolved.

3.4.2.3.4.5 AMRs for Aging Management of Loss of Preload in Stainless Steel or Carbon Steel
Auxiliary Feedwater System Closure Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Exterior)
Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-4, "Auxiliary Feedwater System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes the following plant-specific AMR item for closure bolting in the auxiliary feedwater
system:

carbon steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment.

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant identified that loss of preload is an aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the bolting components. The applicant credited its Bolting
Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in these bolting components.

The staffs basis for accepting the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in carbon
steel or stainless steel S&PC bolting components under exposure to either an air - indoor
(exterior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment is described in SER Section
3.4.2.3.1.6.

3.4.2.3.4.6 Auxiliary Feedwater System - Overall Conclusions for Aging Management Review
of Plant-Specific AMR Results in LRA Table 3.4.2-4

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations for the auxiliary feedwater
system not evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be
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maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.2.3.5 Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.4.2-
5

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.4.2-5, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
auxiliary steam system component groups. The staffs evaluation of the plant-specific AMR
results (i.e., AMR results that are not consistent with the GALL Report or not addressed in the
GALL Report) for the auxiliary steam system are described in the subsections that follow:

3.4.2.3.5.1 AMRs for Stainless Steel Auxiliary Steam System Components Under Exposure to
an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes a plant-specific AMR item for the following stainless steel auxiliary steam system
components that are exposed to an air - outdoor (exterior) environment:

flow orifices / elements - exterior stainless steel surfaces exposed to the air -
outdoor (exterior) environment

In this plant-specific AMR item, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for stainless steel component surfaces that are exposed to the air -
outdoor (exterior) environment, and therefore did not credit any AMPs for aging management of
these component surfaces.

The staffs basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the exterior stainless steel
component surfaces that are exposed to the air - outdoor (exterior) environment is described in
SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.2

3.4.2.3.5.2 AMRs for Carbon Steel Auxiliary Steam System Components Under Exposure to an
Air - Indoor (Exterior, T > 212 IF) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes plant-specific AMR items for the following carbon steel auxiliary steam system
components that are exposed to an air - indoor (exterior, T > 100 IC [T _ 212 IF]) environment:

* piping components
* steam/fluid trap bodies
* valve bodies

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant did not identify any aging effects requiring
management (AERMs) for the exterior component surfaces that are exposed to the air - indoor
(exterior, T -> 100 0C [T > 212 IF]) environment and therefore did not credit any AMPs for aging
management of these component surfaces.

The staff's basis for accepting that there are not any AERMs for the carbon steel component
surfaces that are exposed to an air- indoor (exterior, T - 100 0C [T > 212 °F]) environment is
given in SER Section 3.4.2.3.1.5
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3.4.2.3.5.3 AMRs for Aging Management of Loss of Preload in Carbon Steel Auxiliary Steam
System Closure Bolting Under Exposure to an Air - Outdoor (Exterior) Environment

LRA Table 3.4.2-5, "Auxiliary Steam System - Summary of Aging Management Review,"
includes the following plant-specific AMR item for closure bolting in the auxiliary steam system:

carbon steel closure bolting under exposure to an air - outdoor (exterior)
environment

In these plant-specific AMR items, the applicant identified that loss of preload is an aging effect
requiring management (AERM) for the bolting components. The applicant credited its Bolting
Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in these bolting components.

The staff's basis for accepting the Bolting Integrity Program to manage loss of preload in carbon
steel or stainless steel S&PC bolting components under exposure to either an air - indoor
(exterior) environment or an air - outdoor (exterior) environment is given in SER Section
3.4.2.3.1.6.

3.4.2.3.5.4 Auxiliary Steam System - Overall Conclusions for Aging Management Review of
Plant-Specific AMR Results in LRA Table 3.4.2-5

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations for the auxiliary steam system
not evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the
effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.4.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the steam and power conversion systems components within the scope
of license renewal and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as
required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5 Aging Management of Containments, Structures, and Component Supports

This section of the SER documents the staffs review of the applicant's AMR results for the
containments, structures, and component supports components and component groups of:

* containment structures
* auxiliary, control, fuel handling and equipment buildings
* emergency diesel generator structures
* turbine building
* tunnels and duct banks
* NSCW structures
* concrete tank and valve house structures
* switch yard structures
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* fire protection structures
* radwaste structures
* auxiliary feedwater pump house structures
* component supports and bulk commodities

3.5.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.5 provides AMR results for the containments, structures, and component
supports components and component groups. LRA Table 3.5.1, "Summary of Aging
Management Evaluations for Structures and Component Supports in Chapters II and III of
NUREG-1801 ," is a summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs with those evaluated in the
GALL Report for the containments, structures, and component supports components and
component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.5.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the containments, structures, and
component supports components within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR,
will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with
the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to ensure the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staffs audit
evaluation are documented in SER Section 3.5.2.1.

In the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which further
evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations were
consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staffs audit evaluations are
documented in SER Section 3.5.2.2.

The staff also conducted a technical review of the remaining AMRs not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging
effects have been identified and whether the aging effects listed were appropriate for the
material-environment combinations specified. The staffs evaluations are documented in SER
Section 3.5.2.3.

For SSCs which the applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging management,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to verify the
applicant's claims.
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Table 3.5-1 summarizes the staff's evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs listed in LRA Section 3.5 and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 3.5-1 Staff Evaluation for Containments, Structures, and Component Supports in
the GALL Report

Component.Group, ý,Aging Effectr- 'AMP inGALL.:- 'Further1. ýýJýMP in LRA-" -taf

(GALL-Report, Mcarir Report Eahton upemrsj vaaio-
Item No.)',~.* 0 iGCL.~~r 2

-Repor-t Amenm ts.-

PWR Concrete (Reinforced and Prestressed) and Steel Containments

Concrete elements:
walls, dome,
basemat,, ring girder,
buttresses,
containment
(as applicable).
(3.51-1)

Aging of
accessible and
inaccessible
concrete areas
due to
aggressive
chemical attack,
and corrosion of
embedded steel

ISI (IWL) and for
inaccessible
concrete, an
examination of
representative
samples of below-
grade concrete, and
periodic monitoring
of groundwater if
environment is non-
aggressive. A plant
specific program is to
be evaluated if
environment is
aggressive.

Yes Inservice
Inspection
Program - IWL
(8.3.31)

Consistent with
GALL Repo.rt
'whic'hre~commends

further'"
evaluation,,
(SeeiSERo.,Section"
3.5.2.•2.1)". i-

Concrete elements; Cracks and Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
All distortion due to Program. If a de- Monitoring GALL Report
(3.5.1-2) increased stress watering system is Program which

levels from relied upon for (B.3.32)_ recommends
settlement control of settlement, furtherthen the licensee is evaluation

to ensure proper (See SER
functioning of the de- Section
watering system 3-5.2.2.1)
through the period of
extended operation.

Concrete elements: Reduction in Structures Monitoring Yes Not Applicable Not applicable
foundation, foundation Program If a de- to VEGP (See
sub-foundation strength, watering system is SER Section
(3.5.1-3) cracking, relied upon to control 3.5.2.2.1)

differential erosion Of cement
settlement due from porous concrete
to erosion of subfoundations, then
porous concrete the licensee is to
subfoundation ensure proper

functioning of the de-
watering system
through the period of
extended operation.

Concrete elements: Reduction of A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
dome, wall, basemat, strength and management to VEGP (See
ring girder, modulus of program is to be SER Section
buttresses, concrete due to evaluated. 3.5.2.21)
containment, elevated I I I _
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ComponentGroup Aging Effect!V AMP in GALL Further AMP in LRA, Staff
(GALL'Report' ý'Mechanism - Report Evaluation, Supplements,' Evaluation

-item N&.}, , - - . in GALL .. . "
-. . -Rep'ort:I' ~Amendmnents

concrete fill-in temperature
annulus
(as applicable)
(3.5.1-4)

Steel elements: Loss of material ISI (IWE) and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
drywell; torus; drywell due to general, 10 CFR Part 50, to PWRs
head; embedded pitting and Appendix J
shell and sand crevice
pocket regions; corrosion
drywell support skirt;
torus ring girder;
downcomers; liner
plate. ECCS suction
header, support skirt,
region shielded by
diaphragm floor,
suppression
chamber
(as applicable)
(3.5.1-5) ....... -

Steel elements: steel Loss of material ISI (IWE) and Yes Inservice Consistent with
liner, liner anchors, due to general, 10 CFR Part 50, Inspection GALL Report
integral attachments pitting and Appendix J Program - IWE which
(3.5.1-6) crevice (8.3.30) recommends

corrosion 10 CFR 50 further
Appendix J evaluation
Program (See SER
(B.3.29) Section

35.2.2.1)

Prestressed Loss of TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA -Concrete Consistent with
containment tendons prestress due to accordance with Containment GALL Report
(3.5.1-7) relaxation, 10 CFR 54.21(c) Tendon which

shrinkage, Prestress recommends
creep,, and Analysis further
elevated (Section 4.5) evaluation
temperature (See Section

3.5.2.2.1)

Steel and stainless Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Not applicable
steel elements: vent fatigue damage accordance with to PWRs (See
line, vent header, (CLB fatigue 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section
vent line bellows; analysis exists) 13.5.2.2.1)
downcomers;
(3.5.1-8)

Steel, stainless steel Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes TLAA - Consistent with
elements, dissimilar fatigue damage accordance with Penetration GALL Report
metal welds: (CLB fatigue 10 CFR 54.21(c) Load Cycles which
penetration sleeves, analysis exists) (Section 4.6) recommends
penetration bellows; further

I suppression Pool evaluation
shell, unbraced (See SER
downcomers Section
(3.5.1-9) 4 J I f 3.5.2.2.1)
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J, !pp~rW Aend ments 2¾

Stainless steel Cracking due to ISI (IWE) and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
penetration sleeves, stress corrosion 10 CFR Part 50, to VEGP (See
penetration bellows, cracking Appendix J, and SER Section
dissimilar metal additional 3.5.2.2.1)
welds appropriate
(3.5.1-10) examinations/

evaluations for
bellows assemblies
and dissimilar metal
welds.

Stainless steel vent Cracking due to ISI (IWE) and Yes Not applicable Not applicable,
line bellows, stress corrosion 10 CFR Part 50, to PWRs
(3.5.1-11) cracking Appendix J, and

* additional
appropriate
examination/
evaluation for
bellows assemblies
and dissimilar metal
welds.

Steel, stainless steel Cracking due to ISI (IWE) and Yes Not applicable Consistent with
elements, dissimilar cyclic loading 10 CFR Part 50, GALL Report
metal welds: Appendix J, and which
penetration sleeves, supplemented to recommends
penetration bellows; detect fine cracks further
suppression pool evaluation (See
shell, unbraced SER Section.
downcomers 3,5.2.2.1)
(3.5.1-12)

Steel, stainless steel Cracking due to ISI (IWE) and Yes Not applicable Not applicable
elements, dissimilar. cyclic loading 10 CFR Part 50, to PWRs
metal welds: torus; Appendix J, and
vent line, vent supplemented to
header: vent line detect fine cracks
bellows;. downcomers
(3.5-13)

Concrete elements: Loss of material ISI (IWL). Evaluation Yes Not Applicable Not applicable
dome, wall, basemat (scaling, is needed for plants to VEGP (See
ring girder, cracking, and that are located in SER Section
buttresses, spalling) due to moderate to severe 3.5.2.2.1)
containment freeze-thaw weathering
(as, applicable) conditions
(3.5..1-14) (weathering

index > 100 day-
inch/yr)
(NUREG-1557).

Concrete elements: Cracking due to ISI (IWL) for Yes Inservice Consistent with
walls, dome, expansion and accessible areas. Inspection GALL Report
basemat, ring girder, reaction with None for Program - IWL which
buttresses, aggregate; inaccessible areas if (B.3.31) recommends
containment, increase in concrete was further
concrete fill-in porosity, constructed in evaluation
annulus permeability due accordance with the (See SER
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(as applicable), to leaching of recommendations in Section
(3.5.1-15) calcium ACI 201,2R. 3.5.2.2.1)

hydroxide

Seals, gaskets, and Loss of sealing ISI (IWE) and No Inservice Consistent with
moisture barriers and leakage 10 CFR Part 50, Inspection - IWE GALL Report
(35.1-16) through Appendix J and

containment due 10 CFR Part 50, (See SER
to deterioration Appendix J - Section
of joint seals, 3.5.2-2.1) ,
gaskets, and
moisture barriers
(caulking,
flashing, and
other sealants)

Personnel airlock, Loss.of leak 10 CFR Part 50, No 10 CFR Part 50, Consistent witK
equipment hatch and tightness in Appendix J and plant Appendix J and' GALL.Report:. :
CRD hatch locks, closed position Technical Plant Technical . "
hinges, and closure due to Specifications Specifications (See SER
mechanisms mechanical wear Sectibh-'.
(3.5.1-17) of locks, hinges ,, 3.5 .2.2 1 '

and closure
mechanisms

Steel penetration Loss of material ISI (IWE) and No Inservice Consistent with
sleeves and due to general, 10 CFR Part 50, Inspection - iWE GALL Report
dissimilar metal pitting, and Appendix J and
welds; personnel crevice 10 CFR Part 50, (See SER
airlock, equipment corrosion Appendix.J Section-
hatch and CRD 35.2.2.1)
hatch
(3.5.1-18) .

Steel elements: Cracking due to ISI (IWE) and No Not applicable Not applicable
stainless steel :stress corrosion 10 CFR Part 50. to PWRs
suppression cracking Appendix J
chamber shell (inner
surface)
.(3.5.1-t9) ________ _ _ _ _

Steel-elements: Loss of material •iSI (IWE) and No Notapplicable Not aplicable
suppression due to. general, 10 CFR Part 50, to PWRs
chamber liner pitting, and Appendix J
(interior surface) crevice
(3.5. 1 20) corrosion

Steel -elements: Fretting or lock ISI (IWE) No Not applicable Not applicable
drywell head and up due to to P WRs
downcomer pipes mechanical wear
(3.5.1-21)

Prestressed Loss of material ISI (IWL) No Inservice Consistent with
containment: due to corrosion Inspection - IWL GALL Report
tendons and
anchorage (See SER
components Section
(3.5.1-22) . .3.5.2.2.1)
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Safety-Related and Other Structures; and Component Supports

All Groups except Cracking, loss of Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
Group 6: interior and bond, and loss Program Monitoring GALL Report
above grade exterior of material Program which
concrete (spalling, (B.3.32) recommends
(3.5.1-23) scaling) due to further

corrosion of evaluation
embedded steel (See SER

Section -

3.5.2.2.1)

All Groups except Increase in Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
Group 6: interior and porosity and Program Monitoring GALL .Report
above grade exterior permeability, Program which.
concrete cracking, loss of (B.3,32) recommends.
(3.5.1-24) material further

(spalling, evaluation
scaling) due to (See SER
aggressive Section
chemical attack 3,5.2.2.1)

All Groups except Loss of material Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
Group 6: steel due to corrosion Program. If Monitoring GALL Report
components: all protective coatings Program which
structural steel are relied upon to (B.3.32) recommends
(3.5.1-25) manage the effects further

of aging, the evaluation
Structures Monitoring (See. SER
Program is to include Section
provisions to address 3.5.2.2.1)
protective coating

monitoring and
maintenance.

All Groups except Loss of material Structures Monitoring Yes Not applicable Not applicable
Group 6: accessible (spalling, Program. Evaluation toVEGP
and inaccessible scaling) and is needed for plants
concrete: foundation cracking due to that are located in (See. SER
(3.5.1-26) freeze-thaw moderate to severe Section

weathering 3.5.2.2.1)
conditions
(weathering index
> 100 day-inch/yr)
(NUREG-1557).

All Groups except Cracking due to Structures Monitoring Yes Not applicable Not applicable
Group 6: accessible expansion due Program. None for to VEGP
and inaccessible to reaction with inaccessible areas if
interiorlexterior aggregates concrete was (See SER
concrete constructed in Section
(3.5.1-27) accordance with the 3.5.2.2.1)

recommendations in

I AC! 201.2R-77.

Groups 1-3, 5-9: Ail Cracks and Structures Monitoring Yes Not applicable Not applicable
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(3.5.1-28) distortion due to Program. If a de- to VEGP
increased stress watering system is
levels from relied upon for (See SER
settlement control of settlement, Section

then the licensee is 3.5.2.2.1)
to ensure proper
functioning of the de-
watering system
through the period of
extended operation.

Groups -3, 5-:SRedutionei Monitoring
Groups 1-3, 5-9: Reduction in Struoura. MnIftes Yes Not applicable Not applicable
foundation foundation If a de- to VEGP
(3.51-2i) strengathn watering system iscracking, relied upon for (see SER

differential control of settlement, Sect-ion
settlementdue then the licensee is 3.5122.1).

to ensure properto eosinof. ifunctioning of the de- " .i!.!iii

porous concrete o h epsrus-ouncrete watering system
subfoundation ithrough the period of

extended operation.

Group 4: radial beam Lock-up due to ISI (IWF) or Yes Not applicable Not applicable
seats in BWR wear Structures Monitoring toVEGP
drywell; RPV support Program
shoes for PWR with (See SER
nozzle supports; Section
steam generator 3.5.2.2.1)
supports
(3.5.1-30)

Groups 1-3, 5, 7-9: Increase in Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
below-grade porosity and Program; Monitoring GALL Report
concrete permeability,.. examination of Program which
components, such as cracking, loss of. representative (B.3.32) recommends
exterior walls below material samples of below- further
grade and foundation (spalling, grade concrete, and evaluation
(3,5.1-31) scaling), periodic monitoring (See SER

aggressive of groundwater, if the Section
chemical, attack;. environment is non- 3.5.2.2.1)-
cracking, loss-of. aggressive. A plant
bond, and loss specific program is to
of material be. evaluated if
(spalling, environment is
scaling), aggressive.
corrosion of
embedded steel

Groups '1-3, 5, 7-9: Increase in Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
exterior above and porosity. and Program for Monitoring GALL Report
below grade permeability, accessible areas. Program which
reinforced concrete and loss of None for (B.3.32) recommends
foundations strength due to inaccessible areas if further
(3.5-1-32) leaching of concrete was evaluation (See

calcium constructed in SER Section
hydroxide accordance with the 3.5.2.2.1)

recommendations in
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ACI 201.2R-77.

Groups 1-5: concrete Reduction of A plant-specific aging Yes Not applicable Not applicable
(3.5.1-33) strength and management to VEGP (See

modulus due to program is to be SER Section
elevated evaluated 3.5,2.2.1)
temperature

Group 6: concrete; Increase in Inspection of Water- Yes Not applicable Not applicable
all porosity and Control Structures or to VEGR!(S'ee
(3.5.1-34) permeability, FERC/US Army SER Section.>

cracking, loss of Corps of Engineers 3. 1 .......
material due to dam inspections and
aggressive maintenance.
chemical attack; programs and for
cracking, loss of inaccessible
bond, loss of concrete, an
material due to examination of
corrosion of . representative
embedded steel samples of below-

grade concrete, and
periodic monitoring.
of groundwater, if the
environment is non-
aggressive. A plant
specific program is to
be evaluated if
environment is
aggressive.

Group 6: exterior Loss of material' Inspection of Water- Yes Not, applicable Not applicable
above and below (spalling, Control Structures or to VEGP (See
grade concrete scaling) and FERC/US Army SER Section
foundation cracking due to Corps of Engineers 3.5.2.2.1)
(3.5.1-35) freeze-thaw dam inspections and

maintenance
programs. Evaluation
*is needed for plants
that are located in
moderate to severe
weathering
conditions
(weathering index
> 100 day-inchlyr)
(NUREG-1557).

Group 6: all Cracking due to Accessible areas: Yes Not applicable Not applicable
accessible and expansion I Inspection of Water- to VEGP (See
inaccessible reaction with Control Structures or SER Section
reinforced concrete aggregates FERCIUS Army 3.5.2.2.1)
(3.5.1-36) Corps of Engineers

dam inspections and
maintenance
programs. None for
inaccessible areas if
concrete was
constructed in
accordance with the
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recommendations in
ACI 201 2R-77.

Group 6: exterior Increase in For accessible areas, Yes Not applicable Not applicable
above'and below porosity and Inspection of Water- to VEGP (See
grade reinforced permeability, Control Structures or SER Section
concrete foundation loss of strength FERC/US Army 3.5.2.2.1)
interior slab due to leaching Corps of Engineers
(3.5.1-37) of calcium dam inspections and

hydroxide maintenance
programs. None for
inaccessible areas if
concrete was
constructed in
accordance with the
recommendations in
ACI 201.2R-77.

Groups 7, 8: tank Cracking due to A plant-specific aging Yes One-Time Consistent with.
liners stress corrosion management Inspection. GALL Rep`6r-.:
(3.51-38) cracking; loss of program is to. be Program which-"

material due to evaluated (133.17) recommefids<.
pitting and further -"
crevice Water Chemistry evaluatioIn-
corrosion Control Program (See SER

(B.3.28) Section
3.5.2.2.1)

Support members; Loss, of material Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
welds; bolted. due to general Program Monitoring GALL Report
connections; support and pitting Program which
anchorage to corrosion (8.3.32) recommends
building structure further
(3.5,1-39) evaluation (See

SER Section
_3.5.2.2.1)

Building concrete at. Reduction in Structures Monitoring Yes Structures Consistent with
locations of concrete anchor Program Monitoring GALL Report
expansionand capacity due to Program (P3.32) which
grouted anchors; local concrete recommends
grout.pads for degradation, further
support base plates service-knduced evaluation (See
(3.5.1-40) cracking or other SER Section

concrete aging 3.522.1)
mechanisms

Vibration isolation Reduction or Structures Monitoring Yes Not applicable Not applicable
elements loss of isolation Program to VEGP (See
(3,5.1-41) function, SER Section

radiation 3.5.2.2.1)
hardening,
temperature,
humidity,
sustained
vibratory loading
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Item No,)-<nGL
- ;~ Report "d Anihents

Groups B1.1, B1.2, Cumulative TLAA, evaluated in Yes Not applicable Not- applicable
and B1.3: support fatigue damage accordance with to VEGP (See
members: anchor (CLB fatigue 10 CFR 54.21(c) SER Section
bolts, welds analysis exists) 3.5.2.2.1)
(3.5.1-42)

Groups 1-3, 5, 6: all Cracking due to Masonry Wall No Structural Consistent with
masonry block walls restraint Program Monitoring GALL Report
(3.5.1-43) shrinkage, Program - A

creep, and Masonry Wall (Se SER!"
aggressive (B.3.33) secti" '
environment 3-5.2.2.1)7

Group 6: elastomer Loss of sealing Structures Monitoring No Not applicable Not` pap;cable;.
seals, gaskets, and: due to Program to-EGP
moisture barriers deterioration of
(3.5.1-44) . seals, gaskets,

and moisture
barriers
(caulking,
flashing, and
other sealants)

Group 6: exterior Loss of material Inspection of Water- No Not applicable Not applicable
above and below due to abrasion, Control Structures or to VEGP
grade concrete cavitation FERC/US Army
foundation; interior Corps of Engineers
slab dam inspections and
(3.5.!45) maintenance

Group 5: fuel pool Cracking due to Water Chemistry and No Water Chemistry Consistent with
liners stress corrosion monitoring of spent Control Program GALL Report
(3.5.1-46) cracking; loss of fuel pool water level (B.3.28) and

material due to in accordance with monitoring of (See SER
'pitting and technical spent fuel pool Section 3.52.1)
crevice specifications and water level in
corrosion leakage from the accordance with

leak chase channels. technical
specifications

Group 6: all metal Loss of material Inspection of Water- No Not applicable Not applicable
structural members due to general Control Structures or to VEGP
(3-.5.1-47) (steel only), FERC/US Army

pitting and Corps of Engineers
crevice dam inspections and
corrosion maintenance. If

protective coatings
are relied upon to
manage aging,
protective coating
monitoring and
maintenance
provisions should be
included.
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Group 6: earthen Loss of material, Inspection of Water- No Not applicable Not applicable
water control loss of form due Control Structures or to VEGP
structures - dams, to erosion. FERC/US Army
embankments, settlement, Corps of Engineers
reservoirs, channels, sedimentation, dam inspections and
canals, and ponds frost action, maintenance
(3.5.1-48) waves, currents, programs

surface runoff,
Seepage __________

Support members:. Loss of material Water Chemistry and No Not applicable Not applicable'.
welds; bolted dueto general, ISI (IWF) to PWRs.
connections; support pitting, and
anchorage to crevice
building structure corrosion
(3.5.1-49) . ...... __._____-_________

Groups B2, and 64: Loss of material StructuresMonitoring No Structures . Consistent with
galvanized~steel, due to pitting 'Program :LMonitoring. GA Report
aluminum, stainless and'crevice Program (See SER
steel support corrosion (1.3.32) Sectioin3.5.2 1)
members; welds;
bolted connections;
support anchorage to
building structure
(3.5.1-50)

Group B1.1: high Cracking due:to Bolting Integrity No Inservice Consistent with
strength low-alloy stress corrosion Inspection - IWF GALL Report-
bolts cracking; loss of (B.3.13)
(3.5.1-51) material due to (See: SERn

general . Section 3.5.2.1)

corrosion

Groups B2, and B4: Loss of Structures Monitoring No IWF and Consistent with
sliding support mechanical Program Structures GALL Report
bearings and sliding function due to Monitoring
support surfaces . corrosion, Program (See SER

(3.5.1752) . distortion, dirt, Section 3.5.2.1)
overload, fatigue
due to vibratory
and cyclic
thermal loads

Groups B1.1 B1.2. Loss of material ISI (IWF) No ISI (IWF) and Consistent with
and B1.3: support due to general Structures GALL Report
members: welds; and pitting Monitoring
bolted connections; corrosion Program (See SER
support anchorage to Section 3.5.2.1)
building structure
(3.5.1-53)
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Groups 81.1, B1.2, Loss of IS! (IWF) No IS! (IWF) and Consistent with
and B1.3: constant mechanical Structures GALL Repo.rt

and variable load function due to Monitoring
spring hangers; corrosion, Program (See SER
guides; stops; distortion, dirt, Section 3.5.2,.1)
(3.5.1-54) overload, fatigue

due to vibratory
and cyclic
thermal loads

Steel, galvanized Loss of material Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consisfeht With
steel, and aluminum due to boric acid Corrosion GALL Report-'
support members; corrosion Program (See SER '....
welds; bolted Section 3.5.2.1)
connections; support
anchorage to
building structure
(3.5.1-55)

Groups B1.1, B1.2, Loss of ISI (IWF) No None Consistent with
and B1.3: sliding mechanical GALL Report'
surfaces function due to (See SER--
(3.5.1-56) corrosion, Sectido 3.5.2,1.I)

distortion, dirt,
overload, fatigue
due to vibratory
and cyclic
thermal loads

Groups B1.1, B1.2,
and B1.3:.vibration
isolation elements
(3.5.1-57)

Reduction or
loss of isolation.
function,
radiation
hardening,
temperature,
humidity,
sustained
,vbratory loading

ISI (IWF) No Not applicable Not applicable
to VEGP

Galvanized steeland
aluminum support
members; Welds;
bolted connections;
support anchorage to
building- structure
exposed to.air-
indoor uncontrolled
(3.5.1-58)

None No None Consistent with
GALL Report

(See SERý
Section 3.5.2.1)

None No None Consistent with
GALL Report

(See SER
Section 3.5.2.1)

Stainless steel
support members;
welds; bolted
connections; support
anchorage to
building structure
(3.5.1-59).
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The staffs review of the containments, structures, and component supports component groups
followed any one of several approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.5.2.1,
reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL
Report and require no further evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER
Section 3.5.2.2, reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are
consistent with the GALL Report and for which further evaluation is recommended. A third
approach, documented in SER Section 3.5.2.3, reviewed AMR results for components that the
applicant indicated are not consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL Report. The staff's
review of AMPs credited to manage or monitor aging effects of the containments, structures,
and component support components is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.

3.5.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.5.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following programs
that manage aging effects for the containments, structures, and component support
components:

* Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
* Fire Protection Program
* Inservice Inspection Program - IWF
* Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities
* Water Chemistry Control Program
* 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J Program
* Inservice Inspection Program - IWE
* Inservice Inspection Program - IWL
• Structural Monitoring Program
0 Structural Monitoring Program - Masonry Walls

LRA Tables 3.5.2-1 through 3.5.2-12 summarize AMRs for the containments, structures, and
component supports components and indicate AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL
Report.

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staffs
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.

The applicant noted for each AMR line item how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
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and accepted. The staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the
GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the AMR was valid for
the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1801 identifies a plant-
specific aging management program. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the credited AMP would manage the
aging effect consistently with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the
site-specific conditions.

The staff audited and reviewed the information in the LRA, as documented in SER
Section 3.5.2.1. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in the GALL Report;
however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was applicable and that the
applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs evaluation is discussed
below.

3.5.2.1.1 AMR Results Identified as Not'Applicable:

In LRA Table 3.5.1, Items 44, 45, 47, 48, and 57 are identified as "Not Applicable," since the
component/material/environment combination does not exist at VEGP. For each of these line
items, the staff reviewed the LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, and confirmed the
applicant's claim that the component, material, and environment combination does not exist at
VEGP. On the basis that VEGP does not have the component; material; and environment
combination for these Table 1 line items, the staff finds that these AMRs are not applicable to
VEGP.

The staff evaluated the applicant's claim of consistency with the GALL Report. The staff also
reviewed information pertaining to the applicant's consideration of recent operating experience
and proposals for managing aging effects. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that
the AMR results, which the applicant claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report, are indeed
consistent with its AMRs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging for these components will be adequately managed so that their
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intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.5.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the containments, structures, and component supports components and
provided information concerning how it will manage aging effects in the following three areas:

(1) PWR and BWR containments:

0 aging of inaccessible concrete areas

0 cracks and distortion due to increased stress levels from settlement; reduction of
foundation strength, cracking, and differential settlement due to erosion of porous
concrete subfoundations if not covered by the Structures Monitoring Program

0 reduction of strength and modulus of concrete structures due to elevated

temperature

0 loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice corrosion

0 loss of prestress due to relaxation, shrinkage, creep, and elevated temperature

* cumulative fatigue damage

0 cracking due to SCC

0 cracking due to cyclic loading

0 loss of material (scaling, cracking, and spalling) due to freeze-thaw

0 cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregate and increase in porosity
and permeability due to leaching of calcium hydroxide

(2) safety-related and other structures and component supports:

aging of structures not covered by the Structures Monitoring Program

0 aging management of inaccessible areas

* reduction of strength and modulus of concrete structures due to elevated
temperature

* aging management of inaccessible areas for Group 6 structures

a cracking due to SCC and loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion
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aging of supports not covered by the Structures Monitoring Program

cumulative fatigue damage due to cyclic loading

(3) QA for aging management of nonsafety-related components

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's further evaluations
against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.The staff's review of the applicant's
further evaluation follows.

3.5.2.2.1 PWR and BWR Containments

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1, which
address several areas:

Aginq of Inaccessible Concrete Areas. The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.1 against the
criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.1.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.1 addresses potential aging of inaccessible concrete areas in concrete
and steel containments due to aggressive chemical attack and corrosion of embedded steel.
NUREG-1801 indicates that further evaluation is necessary if the environment is aggressive.
The applicant stated that, "VEGP containment inaccessible and accessible concrete areas are
designed in accordance with American Concrete Institute (ACI) Specification 318-71. The
resulting reinforced concrete is dense, with low permeability."

Degradation due to aggressive chemical attack is not applicable to VEGP.
Aggressive chemical attack only becomes significant when environmental
conditions exceed threshold values (Chlorides > 500 ppm, Sulfates >1500 ppm,
and pH < 5.5). VEGP is not located in areas exposed to sulfate or chloride
attack, nor is it located near industrial plants whose emissions could alter
environmental parameters. Groundwater analyses confirm that the VEGP site
groundwater is not aggressive. Historical results are presented in VEGP UFSAR
Table 2.4-12-3. Testing performed in November 2005 and May 2007 found pH
values between 5.77 and 8.24, chloride values between 1.95 and 8.71 ppm, and
sulfate values between 2.9 ppm and 12.5 ppm. Resistance to mild acid attack is
enhanced through the use of dense concrete that has low permeability and a
low water to cement ratio. The VEGP concrete structure uses a dense, low
permeable concrete with a maximum water- to-cement ratio of 0.45, which
provides an acceptable degree of protection against aggressive chemical
attack.

Corrosion of embedded steel becomes significant environmental conditions are
found to be aggressive. As noted above, VEGP groundwater analyses confirm
that the VEGP site groundwater is not aggressive. Additionally, corrosion is not
significant if the concrete has a low water to cement ratio, low permeability, and
designed in accordance with ACI Standards (ACI 318 or ACI 349). The design
and'construction of the VEGP concrete structures generally prevents corrosion
of embedded steel from occurring. However, minor corrosion of embedded steel
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has been observed in few locations at different VEGP concrete structures. As a
result, corrosion of embedded steel is managed by the Inservice Inspection
Program - IWL and Structural Monitoring Program (SMP).

For Inaccessible Areas at VEGP, continued implementation of the Structural
Monitoring Program is sufficient to address leaching of calcium hydroxide and
corrosion of embedded steel since:

(1) VEGP concrete was constructed to design requirements in
accordance with ACI recommendations which produced a dense
concrete with low permeability. Further, VEGP used a concrete
design mix with maximum water- cement ratio of 0.35 - 0.45 which. is
specified by ACI Standards to be chemically resistant and watertight.

(2) Containment concrete surfaces are not exposed to flowing water and
groundwater data indicates that an aggressive environment is not
present at VEGP.

(3) The Structural Monitoring Program for VEGP will be enhanced to
include requirements to inspect the condition of below grade
concrete when it is exposed during excavation.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.1 states that increases in porosity and permeability, cracking, loss of
material (spalling, scaling) due to aggressive chemical attack, and cracking, loss of bond, and
loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to corrosion of embedded steel may occur in inaccessible
areas of PWR and BWR concrete and steel containments. The existing program relies on
ASME Section Xl, Subsection IWL to manage these aging effects; however, the GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of plant-specific programs to manage the aging effects for
inaccessible areas in aggressive environments.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that increases in porosity and
permeability, cracking, loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to aggressive chemical attack are
not applicable aging effects for below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of the containments
because VEGP is neither located in areas exposed to sulfate or chloride attack, nor it is located
near industrial plants whose emissions could alter environmental parameters. Groundwater
analyses also confirm that the VEGP site groundwater is not aggressive. The VEGP concrete
structure uses a dense, low permeable concrete with a maximum water-to-cement ratio of 0.45,
which provides an acceptable degree of protection against aggressive chemical attack.

However, the staff noted that cracking, loss of bond, and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due
to corrosion of embedded steel are aging effects for below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of
the containments because minor corrosion of embedded steel plate has been observed in few
locations at different VEGP concrete structures. Since embedded plates that are exposed to
humid air and outdoor conditions may be susceptible to corrosion, the applicant proposed to
manage these aging effects using the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL, which imposes the
inservice inspection requirement of ASME Section Xl, Subsection IWL, and the Structures
Monitoring Program. The staffs evaluations of the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL and the
Structures Monitoring Program are documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.10 and Section
3.0.3.2.17, respectively.

Because the inaccessible areas of the containment are not in an aggressive environment, the
staff finds that applicant's inspections in accordance with the Inservice Inspection Program -
IWL and the Structures Monitoring Program, which includes requirements to monitor
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groundwater and inspect the condition of below grade concrete when it is exposed during
excavation, to manage corrosion of embedded steel are adequate and no additional plant-
specific program is required.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that the applicant's LRA Table 3.5.2-1 identifies
plant-specific Inservice Inspection Program-IWL as the aging management program to manage
the potential aging of concrete cracking and loss of material for LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-1.
However, the discussion column in Table 3.5.1 refers to the plant-specific Inservice Inspection
Program-IWE as the aging management program for managing the aging effect for Item 3.5.1-1.
The staff asked the applicant to clarify the discrepancies between these Tables.

In its response, the applicant stated that the reference to the plant-specific Inservice Inspection
Program-IWE in LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-1 was an inadvertent error which will be corrected
in an LRA amendment.

The staff confirmed that, in its letter dated March 20, 2008, the applicant amended the LRA
Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-1, to correct the reference to the AMP as Inservice Inspection Program -
IWL (Appendix B.3.31).

On the basis of its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds the response acceptable
and the applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect or mechanism, as recommended by
the GALL Report.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-1, refers to LRA
Subsection 3.5.2.2.1.1 in the discussion column. In Subsection 3.5.2.2.1.1, the following
statement is made: "As a result, corrosion of embedded steel is managed by the Inservice
Inspection Program - IWL and Structural Monitoring Program." However, the staff also noted
that the Structural Monitoring Program is not credited to the associated line items on LRA Table
3.5.2-1. The staff asked the applicant to explain why the Structural Monitoring Program is not
credited to the related line items on Table 3.5.2-1 for the containment structures.

In its response, the applicant stated that Subsection 3.5.2.2.1.1 addresses the Structural
Monitoring Program because (1) the Structures Monitoring Program is used to ensure that
groundwater is monitored, and (2) the Structures Monitoring Program is used for examination of
exposed portions of below grade concrete in the groundwater environment when uncovered
during removal of backfill. Therefore, ID 2 and ID 3 of Table 3.5.2-1 will be revised to
incorporate the Structural Monitoring Program for "soil" environment and "Cracking and loss of
material" aging effect.

On the basis of its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds the response acceptable
because the amendment will include the Structures Monitoring Program to insure groundwater
monitoring and below grade concrete examination during excavation for the associated
containment line items in LRA Table 3.5.2-1, which appropriately addresses the aging effect or
mechanism, as recommended by the GALL Report.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.5.2-1, ID 2, for soil environment,
cracking and loss of material aging effect, GALL Item II.A1-7 is referenced. Also, in LRA Table
3.5.2-1, ID 3, for soil environment, cracking and loss of material aging effect, GALL Item II.A1-7
is referenced. The staff finds that GALL Item II.A1-7 is associated with an air-indoor
uncontrolled or air-outdoor environment. The staff asked the applicant to explain why GALL Item
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I1.A1-7 is referred to in LRA Table 3.5.2-1, ID 2 and ID 3 for a soil environment and the impact
on aging effect/aging management.

In its response, the applicant stated that GALL Item II.A1-7 includes only air-indoor uncontrolled
or air-outdoor as the referenced environment. However, portions of the containment wall,
buttresses and basemat concrete, foundation and subfoundation, which are located below
grade, and may also be exposed to the soil environment.

For completeness, the soil environment was conservatively included in the Aging Management
Review and the aging effect of change in material properties (due to leaching) and cracking and
loss of material (due to corrosion of embedded steel) were identified in the LRA Table Summary
in ID 2 and ID 3.

On the basis of its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds the response acceptable
because the soil environment is conservatively included for review as recommended by the
GALL Report, which provides additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.1 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.i.1,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a) (3).

Cracks and Distortion Due to Increased Stress Levels from Settlement; Reduction of Foundation
Strength, Cracking, and Differential Settlement Due to Erosion of Porous Concrete
Subfoundations, If Not Covered by the Structures Monitoring Program.

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.2.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.2 addresses cracks due to increased stress levels from settlement that
may occur in PWR containments. Additionally, reduction of foundation strength, cracking, and
differential settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundations may occur in PWR
containments. For plants that rely on a dewatering system, NUREG-1801 recommends
verification of the continued functionality of the dewatering system during the period of extended
operation. For all plants, NUREG-1 801 recommends no further evaluation if these issues are
managed by the applicant's Structural Monitoring Program. VEGP does not rely on a dewatering
system for control of settlement. Differential settlement and erosion of porous concrete sub-
foundations is not applicable to VEGP. VEGP structures are typically founded on consolidated
backfill that is not subject to significant settlement. The concrete foundations at VEGP are not
constructed of porous concrete and are not subject to flowing water.,

Nonetheless, the absence of these aging effects is confirmed by inspections performed by the
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL and the Structural Monitoring Program. In addition,
settlement monitoring of various site structures is performed at VEGP and credited in the
Structural Monitoring Program.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.2 states that cracks and distortion due to increased stress levels from
settlement may occur in PWR and BWR concrete and steel containments. Also, reduction of
foundation strength, cracking, and differential settlement due to erosion of porous concrete
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subfoundations may occur in all types of PWR and BWR containments. The existing program
relies on structures monitoring to manage these aging effects. Some plants may rely on a
dewatering system to lower the site ground water level. If the plant's CLB credits a dewatering
system, the GALL Report recommends verification of the continued functionality of the de-
watering system during the period of extended operation. The GALL Report recommends no
further evaluation if this activity is within the scope of the applicant's structures monitoring
program.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that differential settlement and erosion
of porous concrete sub-foundation are not plausible aging effects because containment
structure is founded on consolidated backfill that is not subject to significant settlement. In
addition, porous concrete was not utilized in the construction of the concrete foundations at
VEGP.

However, the applicant conservatively elected to use its Structures Monitoring Program to
monitor the above-grade exposed containment concrete for the aging effect of cracking due to
settlement. The staff's evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.17. The staff finds that this program includes activities that are consistent with
the recommendations in the GALL Report, and that are adequate to manage cracks and
distortion due to increased stress levels from settlement, reduction of foundation strength,
cracking, and differential settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundations.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.2 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.2,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a) (3).

Reduction of Strength and Modulus of Concrete Structures Due to Elevated Temperature. The
staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.3 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.3.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.3 addresses reduction of strength and modulus of concrete due to
elevated temperatures, stating that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP. Containment
concrete degradation due to elevated temperatures is not applicable, because there are no
containment concrete structural components exceeding the specified temperature limits. The
containment is maintained below a bulk average temperature of 120'F by the Containment
Cooling System. The area between the primary shield wall and the reactor vessel is maintained
at a temperature below 150 OF by the Primary Shield and Reactor Supports Cooling System. In
the case of piping carrying hot fluid, the pipe is insulated and the flued head penetration is
designed to prevent excessive concrete temperatures and to prevent excessive heat losses
from the fluid. The penetration assemblies are designed to limit the local area temperature of
the concrete at the penetrations below a maximum temperature of 200 OF.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.3 states that reduction of strength and modulus of concrete due to
elevated temperatures may occur in PWR and BWR concrete and steel containments. The
implementation of 10 CFR 50.55a and ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWL would not be
able to identify the reduction of strength and modulus of concrete due to elevated temperature.
Subsection CC-3400 of ASME Code Section III, Division 2, specifies the concrete temperature
limits for normal operation or any other long-term period.
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On the basis of its audit and review, the staff finds that the reduction of strength and modulus of
concrete structures due to elevated temperature are not plausible aging effects because no
portion of the concrete containment components exceeds specified temperature limits, which
are 150 OF for general area and 200 OF for local area.

On the basis that there are no components from this group which exceed the specified
temperature thresholds, the staff concludes that this aging effect is not applicable to the VEGP
containment.

Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting and Crevice Corrosion. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.1.4 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.4.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.4 addresses loss of material due to general, pitting and crevice corrosion
for steel elements of accessible and inaccessible areas of containments, stating that ASME
Section Xl, Subsection IWE and 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix J Programs are recommended to
manage this aging effect. NUREG-1801 recommends further evaluation of plant-specific
programs to manage this aging effect for inaccessible areas if corrosion is significant. Corrosion
for inaccessible areas (e.g., embedded containment liner) is not expected for VEGP because
containment concrete in contact with the embedded containment liner at VEGP was designed,
constructed, and inspected in accordance with applicable ACI and ASTM standards, which
provide for a good quality, dense, well cured, and low permeability concrete. Design practices
and procedural controls ensured that the concrete was consistent with the recommendations
and guidance provided by ACI 201.2R. Nonetheless, the absence of concrete aging effects is
confirmed by inspections performed by the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE and the
Structural Monitoring Program.

Additionally, the Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program will manage corrosion of surfaces
exposed to borated water leakage.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.4 states that loss of material due to general, pitting, and crevice
corrosion may occur in steel elements of accessible and inaccessible areas for all types of PWR
and BWR containments. The existing program relies on ASME Code Section Xl,
Subsection IWE, and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, to manage this aging effect. The GALL
Report recommends further evaluation of plant-specific programs to manage this aging effect for
inaccessible areas if corrosion is significant.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that loss of material due to general
pitting and crevice corrosion are the aging effects for steel elements of accessible and
inaccessible areas of containments. The applicant proposed to manage these aging effects
using the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J Program. The
staffs evaluations of the Inservice Inspection Program - IWE and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J
are documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.9 and Section 3.0.3.1.5, respectively.

Because VEGP containment concrete in contact with the embedded containment liner was
designed, constructed, and inspected in accordance with applicable ACI and ASTM standards,
corrosion for inaccessible areas of the containment is not expected to be significant. The staff
finds that applicant's inspections and tests in accordance with the Inservice Inspection Program
- IWE and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J to manage loss of material due to general pitting and
crevice corrosion are adequate and no additional plant-specific program is required.
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In addition, the staff noted that, borated water spills, when detected, are cleaned up promptly in
accordance with the applicant's Boric Acid Corrosion Program. The Boric Acid Corrosion
Control Program provides additional assurance that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed. The staffs evaluation of the Boric Acid Corrosion Program is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.1.

During interviews and discussions with the applicant's staff, the staff noted that ACI 201.2R was
not used as guidance for concrete mix proportions, but ACl 211.1-74 was followed. ACI 211.1-
74 provides guidance for producing high-density, low permeability concrete mix designs similar
to ACI 201.2R. The staff asked the applicant to provide a comparison of the similarities and
differences between ACI 201.2R and ACI 211.1-74 for concrete mix proportion designs as they
relate to VEGP concrete specifications.

The applicant responded that VEGP concrete was designed and constructed in accordance with
ACI 318-71, ACI 304-73 and ACI 211.1-74, ACI 211-74, "Recommended Practice for Selecting
Proportions for Normal and Heavy Weight Concrete," was used as guidance for concrete mix
proportions, which provides guidance for providing for high-density, low-permeability concrete
mix designs equivalent to ACI 201.2R "Guide to Durable Concrete".

Water-cement ratio is of primary importance for less permeable concrete which provides greater
assurance against corrosion. The applicant stated that selection of the water-cement
methodology is the same between the ACI 211.1-74 and ACl 201.2R. Both ACl 211.1-74 and
ACI 201.2R specify a maximum water-cement ratio of 0.50 for "All other structures" which
applies to VEGP containment concrete. Within the water-cement ratios specified in both ACI
Codes, the actual concrete mix designs at VEGP were 0.4 to 0.45.

Air entrainment is also an important element in designing a durable, low permeable concrete.
The applicant stated that selection of the air content is similar between the two ACI codes.
ACl 211.1-74 specifies a maximum air content of 6 percent for moderate exposure. ACl 201.2R
recommends an average air content of 5 percent for a Moderate Zone with a 1 /2 percent
tolerance, which would be equivalent to 31/2 percent to 61 percent. Within the air content
specified in both ACt Codes, the actual mix designs at VEGP for the containment were 3
percent to 6 percent.

The staff concludes that the applicant's response is acceptable since the concrete air content of
3 percent to 6 percent, and water to cement ratio of 0.35 -0.45 is consistent with the GALL
Report recommendations.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.4 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.4,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a) (3).

Loss of Prestress Due to Relaxation, Shrinkace, Creep, and Elevated Temperature. LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.1.5 states that loss of prestress forces due to relaxation, shrinkage, creep, and
elevated temperature is a TLAA as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must evaluate TLAAs in
accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c) (1).

SER Section 4.5 documents the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.
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Cumulative Fatigue Damage. LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.6 states that fatigue analyses of
suppression pool steel shells (including welded joints) and penetrations (including penetration
sleeves, dissimilar metal welds, and penetration bellows) are TLAAs as defined in 10 CFR 54.3.
Applicants must evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21 (c) (1).

SER Section 4.6 documents the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

Crackingq Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking. The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.7 against
the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.7.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.7 addresses cracking due to stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel
penetration sleeves, penetration bellows, and dissimilar metal welds, stating that further
evaluation is recommended to ensure that this aging effect is adequately managed. The VEGP
AMR results conclude that cracking due to SCC is not an aging effect requiring management for
VEGP stainless steel containment penetration sleeves, bellows, and dissimilar metal welds.
Both high temperature (> 140 OF) and exposure to an aggressive environment are required for
SCC to be applicable. At VEGP, these two conditions are not simultaneously present for any
stainless steel penetration sleeves, bellows, or dissimilar metal welds. Further, reviews of VEGP
plant-specific operating experience did not identify any SCC of these components.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.7 states that cracking due to SCC of stainless steel penetration
sleeves, penetration bellows, and dissimilar metal welds may occur in all types of PWR and
BWR containments. Cracking due to SCC also may occur in stainless steel vent line bellows for
BWR containments.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that cracking due to SCC for
penetration sleeves and bellows, and dissimilar metal welds is not applicable to VEGP since the
conditions necessary for SCC, both high temperature(>140 OF ) and exposure to an aggressive
environment, do not simultaneously exist.

On the basis that the conditions necessary for SCC do not exist, the staff concludes that this
aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

Cracking Due to Cyclic Loading. The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.8 against the criteria
in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.8.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.8 addresses cracking due to cyclic loading in shells and penetrations,
stating that the VEGP AMR results conclude that cracking due to cyclic loading for containment
components without CLB fatigue analyses is not an aging effect requiring management. These
components are designed to withstand operating stress levels and as such, cracking due to
cyclic loading is unlikely to occur. Further, reviews of VEGP operating experience did not
identify any events related to cyclic loading induced cracking of containment components. This
subsection also lists components associated with BWR primary containment that require aging
management for crack initiation and growth due to SCC. These components are not applicable
to VEGP since it is a PWR.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.8 states that cracking due to cyclic loading of suppression pool steel
and stainless steel shells (including welded joints) and penetrations (including penetration
sleeves, dissimilar metal welds, and penetration bellows) may occur in all types of PWR and
BWR containments and BWR vent header, vent line bellows, and downcomers.
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During interviews and discussions with the applicant's staff, the applicant stated that the VEGP
containment penetrations that experience significant cyclic loading have fatigue analyses that
are evaluated as TLAAs. SER Section 4.3.1 "Fatigue of ASME Class 1 Components" and SER
Section 4.6 "Penetration Load Cycles" document the staffs review of the applicant's evaluation
of these TLAAs. The containment components without CLB fatigue analyses are designed to
withstand operating stress level. The staff concludes that this aging effect is not applicable to
VEGP for containment components without CLB fatigue analyses.

Loss of Material (Scaling, Cracking, and SDalling) Due to Freeze-Thaw. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.1.9 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.9.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.9 addresses loss of material (scaling, cracking, and spalling) due to
freeze-thaw in concrete containments, stating that loss of material due to freeze-thaw effects is
not an aging effect requiring management for VEGP. VEGP is located very close to the region
of negligible weathering conditions based on ASTM C33. Normal winter temperatures are mild,
with normal winter lows only in the mid 30s. Concrete structures at VEGP were designed,
constructed, and inspected in accordance with applicable ACI and ASTM standards, which
provide for a good quality, dense, well cured, and low permeability concrete. Concrete
structures are not exposed to saturated water conditions.

Examinations of the accessible concrete performed by the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL
have not identified any degradation due to freeze-thaw effects.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.9 states that loss of material (scaling, cracking, and spalling) due to
freeze-thaw may occur in PWR and BWR concrete containments.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff finds that loss of material (scaling, cracking, and
spalling) due to freeze-thaw is not an aging mechanism requiring management because of the
weathering conditions and concrete specifications at VEGP. Operating experience also
demonstrates that there is no identified degradation due to freeze-thaw effect.

On the basis that the conditions necessary for freeze-thaw do not exist, the staff concludes that
this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

Cracking Due to Expansion and Reaction with Aggregate, and Increase in Porosity and
Permeability Due to Leaching of Calcium Hydroxide. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.1.10 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.10.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.10 addresses cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregate,
and to increase in porosity and permeability due to leaching of calcium hydroxide in concrete
elements of containments, stating that cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregate is
not an aging effect requiring management for VEGP. Concrete aggregates used in VEGP
concrete structures were selected per ASTM C33, which uses ASTM C295 "Petrographic
Examination of Aggregates for Concrete". Aggregates identified as potentially reactive were not
used at VEGP.

Loss of material due to leaching of calcium hydroxide is conservatively considered to be an
aging effect requiring management for VEGP. There have been minor indications of leaching in
below grade concrete in VEGP structures other than the Containment Building. Leaching of
calcium hydroxide from reinforced concrete becomes significant only if the concrete is exposed
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to flowing water. Resistance to leaching is enhanced by using a dense, well-cured concrete with
low permeability. The VEGP containment structure and the other in-scope structures are not
exposed to flowing water. These structures are designed in accordance with ACI 318 and
constructed in accordance with ACI 301 and ASTM standards. VEGP manages loss of material
due to leaching of calcium hydroxide with the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL, and the
Structural Monitoring Program. The Structural Monitoring Program for VEGP will be enhanced
to include requirements to inspect the condition of below grade concrete when it is exposed
during excavation. These aging management activities are consistent with the GALL Report.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.10 states that cracking due to expansion and reaction with
aggregate, and increase in porosity and permeability due to leaching of calcium hydroxide may
occur in concrete elements of PWR and BWR concrete and steel containments.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that cracking due to expansion and
reaction with aggregate are not aging effects for concrete elements of VEGP containments
because selection of nonreactive concrete aggregates is in accordance with ASTM C33, which
uses ASTM C295 and the applicant has conservatively managed any potential aging effect with
the applicant's Inservice Inspection Program - IWL and the Structural Monitoring Program.

During the audit, the applicant stated that the concrete construction for the VEGP containment
structure and the other in-scope structures meets the requirements of guideline ACl 211.1-74,
which guided concrete mix proportions, and provides guidance similar to that of ACI 201.2R for
high-density, low-permeability concrete mix designs (see staff evaluation for LRA Section
3.5.2.2.1.4 above). However, there have been minor indications of leaching in below grade
concrete in VEGP structures other than Containment Building. For conservativeness, the staff
concludes that loss of material due to leaching of calcium hydroxide is an aging effect for
concrete elements of containments. In the LRA, the applicant proposed to manage this aging
effect using the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL, which imposes the inservice inspection
requirement of ASME Section Xl, Subsection IWL, and the Structural Monitoring Program. The
staff's evaluations of the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL and the Structural Monitoring
Program are documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.10 and Section 3.0.3.2.17, respectively.

Because the VEGP concrete is constructed equivalent to the recommendations in
ACI 201.2R, the staff finds that applicant's inspections in accordance with the Inservice
Inspection Program - IWL and the Structures Monitoring Program to manage loss of material
due to leaching of calcium hydroxide are adequate and no additional plant-specific program is
required.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-15 refers to LRA
Subsection 3.5.2.2.1.10 in the discussion column. In Subsection 3.5.2.2.1.10, the applicant
states that VEGP manages loss of material due to leaching of calcium hydroxide with the
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL, and the Structural Monitoring Program. However, in the
discussion column, the applicant states that VEGP manages loss of material due to leaching of
calcium hydroxide with the Inservice Inspection Program - IWL. The staff asked the applicant to
clarify whether the Structural Monitoring Program is also credited to manage loss of material
due to leaching of calcium hydroxide.

In its response, the applicant stated that Inservice Inspection Program - IWL is used only for
accessible containment concrete. VEGP Containment concrete was constructed using ACI
211.1, which provides guidance for producing high density, low permeability concrete mix
designs similar to ACI 201.2R. Further evaluation in accordance with NUREG-1 801 is not
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required. The applicant also stated that the last sentence in the discussion column of Item
Number 3.5.1-15 "See Section 3.5.2.2.1.10 for further discussion." will be deleted. On the basis
of this response, the LRA will be amended to incorporate this clarification to LRA Table 3.5.1,
Item 3.5.1-15; the staff's question is resolved. The staff confirmed that by letter dated March 20,
2008, the applicant corrected this discrepancy.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that the applicant meets SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.1.10
criteria. The staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the
applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.2.2 Safety-Related and Other Structures and Component Supports

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2, which
address several areas:

A-ging of Structures Not Covered by Structures Monitoring Pro-gram. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.2.1 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.1.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.1 addresses certain structure/aging effect combinations if not covered by
the structural structures monitoring program, stating that further evaluation is necessary only for
structure/aging effect combinations not covered by the structures monitoring program.
Additionally, further evaluation is recommended to address wear of Group 4 Lubrite components
if not included in the Structural Monitoring Program or Inservice Inspection Program - IWF.

The VEGP AMR results conclude that only corrosion of embedded steel and leaching of calcium
hydroxide are applicable to VEGP due to the type of construction and design, geographic
location, and below grade water chemistry of VEGP. For steel elements, loss of material due to
corrosion is the only applicable aging effect requiring management. However, all VEGP in-
scope structures are managed by the Inservice Inspection Program and/or the Structural
Monitoring Program. These programs will identify cracking, loss of material, and change in
material properties irrespective of the underlying mechanism.

For degradation due to aggressive chemical attack, freeze-thaw, expansion and reaction with
aggregates, and cracks and distortion due to increased stress levels, the bases for these VEGP
results are the same as presented for the Containment Building. See LRA Sections 3.5.2.2.1.1,
3.5.2.2.1.2, 3.5.2.2.1.3, 3.5.2.2.1.4, 3.5.2.2.1.5, 3.5.2.2.1.9, 3.5.2.2.1.10. See LRA Section
3.5.2.2.2.2(4) for discussion regarding aggressive chemical attack. For reduction in foundation
strength, cracking, and differential settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundation
and lockup due to wear, see below.

Reduction in foundation strength, cracking and differential settlement due to erosion of porous
concrete subfoundation are not aging effects requiring management at VEGP. VEGP structures
are not constructed of porous concrete. Concrete was provided in accordance with ACI and
ASTM requirements resulting in dense, well-cured, high strength concrete with low permeability.
Structures at VEGP are monitored for settlement and no indication of excessive differential
settlement has been detected.

Lubrite materials for nuclear applications are designed to resist deformation, have a low
coefficient of friction, resist softening at elevated temperatures, resist corrosion, withstand high
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intensities of radiation, and will not score or mar. Therefore, lock-up due to wear for Lubrite
plates is not an aging effect requiring management at VEGP. Nonetheless, Lubrite plates
inspections performed by the Structural Monitoring Program and Inservice Inspection Program
(IWF) confirm the absence of wear.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.1 states that the GALL Report recommends further evaluation of
certain structure-aging effect combinations not covered by structures monitoring programs,
including (1) cracking, loss of bond, and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to corrosion of
embedded steel for Groups 1-5, 7, and 9 structures, (2) increase in porosity and permeability,
cracking, and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to aggressive chemical attack for Groups 1-
5, 7, and 9 structures, (3) loss of material due to corrosion for Groups 1-5, 7, and 8 structures,
(4) loss of material (spalling, scaling) and cracking due to freeze-thaw for Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-
9 structures, (5) cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregates for Groups 1-5 and 7-9
structures, (6) cracks and distortion due to increased stress levels from settlement for Groups 1-
3 and 5-9 structures, and (7) reduction in foundation strength, cracking, and differential
settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundation for Groups 1-3 and 5-9 structures.
The GALL Report recommends further evaluation only for structure-aging effect combinations
not within structures monitoring programs. In addition, lock up due to wear may occur in Lubrite
radial beam seats in BWR drywells, RPV support shoes for PWR with nozzle supports, steam
generator supports, and other sliding support bearings and sliding support surfaces. The
existing program relies on structures monitoring or ASME Code Section Xl, Subsection IWF, to
manage this aging effect. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation only for structure-
aging effect combinations not within the ISI (IWF) or structures monitoring programs.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that all VEGP in-scope structures are
managed by the Inservice Inspection Program and/or the Structural Monitoring Program. These
programs identify cracking, loss of material, and change in material properties irrespective of
the underlying mechanism. The staff finds the Inservice Inspection Program and/or the
Structures Monitoring Program acceptable for managing the above structure-aging effect
combinations, as those combinations are applicable. The staffs evaluations of the Structures
Monitoring Program and the Inservice Inspection Program (IWF) are documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.17 and Section 3.0.3.3.4, respectively.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.1 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.1,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a) (3).

Agqing Manaqement of Inaccessible Areas. The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 against
the following criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2:

(1) LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 addresses loss of material and cracking due to freeze-thaw in
below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures, stating
that this is not an aging effect requiring management because the AMR results conclude
that freeze-thaw is not significant at VEGP. The basis for this conclusion in structures
other than containment is the same as the basis for the Containment Building. See LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.1.9, which provides discussion related to freeze-thaw effects for all
VEGP concrete structures within the scope of license renewal.
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SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 states that loss of material (spalling, scaling) and cracking
due to freeze-thaw may occur in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-
3, 5 and 7-9 structures.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff finds that loss of material and cracking due
to freeze-thaw in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9
structures are not aging effects requiring management due to the weathering conditions
and concrete specifications at VEGP. Operating experience also demonstrates that
there is no identified degradation due to freeze-thaw effect.

On the basis that the conditions necessary for freeze-thaw do not exist, the staff
concludes that this aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

(2) LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 addresses cracking due to expansion and reaction with
aggregates in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-5, and 7-9
structures, stating that this is not an aging effect requiring management because the
AMR results conclude that cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregates is
not significant at VEGP. The basis for this conclusion in structures other than
containment is the same as the basis for the Containment Building. See LRA Section
3.5.2.2.1.10, which provides discussion related to concrete expansion and aggregate
reactions for all VEGP concrete structures within the scope of license renewal.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 states that cracking due to expansion and reaction with
aggregates may occur in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas for Groups 1-5 and 7-
9 structures.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that cracking due to expansion
and reaction with aggregates for below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Group 1-5
and 7-9 structures are not plausible aging effects at VEGP due to concrete being
constructed in accordance with ACI and ASTM standards with a high cement/low water
ratio (see Loss of Material Due to General, Pitting and Crevice Corrosion in SER
Section 3.5.2.2.1). Nonetheless, the above aging effects for inaccessible areas of these
groups are conservatively included within the Structures Monitoring Program by the
applicant. The staffs evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program is documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.2.17. The staff concludes that applicant's inspections in accordance
with the Structures Monitoring Program to manage cracking due to expansion and
reaction with aggregates are acceptable and adequate, and further evaluation is not
required.

(3) LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 addresses cracks and distortion due to increased stress levels
from settlement and reduction of foundation strength, cracking, and differential
settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundations could occur in below-grade
inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5 and 7-9 structures, stating that this is not
an aging effect requiring management because the AMR results conclude that cracking
and distortion due to increased stress levels from settlement is not significant at VEGP.
The basis for this conclusion in structures other than containment is the same as the
basis for the Containment Building. See LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.2, which provides
discussion, related to cracking and distortion due to increased stress levels for all VEGP
concrete structures within the scope of license renewal.
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SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 states that cracks and distortion due to increased stress
levels from settlement and reduction of foundation strength, cracking, and differential
settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundations may occur in below-grade
inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that cracking and distortion due
to increased stress levels from settlement and reduction of foundation strength,
cracking, and differential settlement due to erosion of porous concrete subfoundations
for below-grade inaccessible concrete area of Group 1-3, 5 and 7-9 structures are not
plausible aging effects due to the nonexistence of these aging mechanisms. The aging
effects due to settlement are not expected for the VEGP structures because they are
founded on consolidated backfill that is not subject to significant settlement. In addition,
porous concrete was not utilized in the construction of the concrete foundations at
VEGP. However, the above aging effects for inaccessible areas of these groups are
conservatively included within the Structures Monitoring Program by the applicant. The
staff's evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program is documented in SER Section
3.0.3.2.17. The staff concludes that applicant's inspections in accordance with the
Structures Monitoring Program to detect cracking and distortion due to increased stress
levels from settlement are acceptable and adequate, and further evaluation is not
required.

(4) LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 addresses aging management of inaccessible concrete areas
exposed to an aggressive environment, stating that possible aging effects are increases
in porosity and permeability, cracking, and loss of material due to aggressive chemical
attack and cracking, loss of bond, and loss of material due to corrosion of embedded
steel. Periodic monitoring of below-grade water chemistry is recommended as an
acceptable approach to demonstrate that the below-grade environment is not
aggressive. Aggressive chemical attack is not applicable to VEGP. Reinforced concrete
structures at VEGP were designed, constructed, and inspected in accordance with
applicable ACI and ASTM standards, which provide for a good quality, dense, well-
cured, and low permeability concrete. The mixes were designed with entrained air
content between 3% and 6%, and the concrete slumps were controlled throughout the
batching, mixing, and placement processes. Crack control was achieved through proper
sizing, spacing, and distribution of reinforcing steel in accordance with ACI 318-71.
Groundwater analyses conducted at VEGP confirm that the groundwater is not
aggressive. Corrosion of embedded steel is conservatively assumed to be applicable at
VEGP since embedded plates that are exposed to humid air and outdoor conditions may
be susceptible to corrosion. Other component locations, such as steel reinforcement
(rebar) and steel inserts are protected by the surrounding concrete. VEGP concrete
structures and structural members were designed and constructed in accordance with
ACI and ASTM standards which provide a good quality, dense, low permeability
concrete that provides adequate concrete cover over the embedded steel. The concrete
at VEGP is not exposed to aggressive groundwater. These factors are likely to prevent
significant corrosion. However, inspections performed in accordance with the Structural
Monitoring Program are conservatively credited to detect any visible corrosion.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 states that increase in porosity and permeability, cracking,
and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to aggressive chemical attack; and cracking,
loss of bond, and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to corrosion of embedded steel
may occur in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9
structures. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of plant-specific programs
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to manage these aging effects in inaccessible areas of these groups of structures in
aggressive environments.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that increases in porosity and
permeability, cracking, loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to aggressive chemical
attack are not plausible aging effects for below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of
Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures because VEGP is neither located in areas exposed to
sulfate or chloride attack, nor is it located near industrial plants whose emissions could
alter environmental parameters. Groundwater analyses also confirm that the VEGP site
groundwater is not aggressive. The VEGP concrete structure uses a dense, low
permeable concrete with a maximum water-cement ratio of 0.45, which provides an
acceptable degree of protection against aggressive chemical attack (see SER
Section 3.5.2.2.1).

The staff noted that cracking, loss of bond, and loss of material (spalling, scaling) due to
corrosion of embedded steel are conservatively considered to be aging effects for below-
grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures since embedded
plates that are exposed to humid air and outdoor conditions may be susceptible to
corrosion. Since the Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures inaccessible areas are not in an
aggressive environment, the applicant's inspections in accordance with the Structures
Monitoring Program to detect visible corrosion are adequate and no additional plant-
specific program is required. The staff's evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program
is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.17.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that LRA Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-31, refers to
LRA Subsection 3.5.2.2.2.2(4) in the discussion column. In Subsection 3.5.2.2.2.2(4),
the applicant states that the inspections are performed in accordance with Inservice
Inspection Program - IWL and the Structural Monitoring Program and are conservatively
credited to detect any visible corrosion. However, in the discussion column, the applicant
states that the VEGP Structural Monitoring Program (Appendix B.3.32) will manage
degradation of accessible and inaccessible concrete components due to corrosion of
embedded steel. The staff asked the applicant to explain whether the ISI-IWL is credited
to manage concrete components associated with Item 3.5.1-31 due to corrosion of
embedded steel.

In its response, dated February 8, 2008, the applicant stated that Item 3.5.1-31 is
applicable to below grade concrete elements for non-containment structures. So, the
Inservice Inspection Program - IWL is not credited to manage concrete components
associated with Item 3.5.1-31 due to corrosion of embedded steel. Therefore, LRA
Subsection 3.5.2.2.2.2(4) will be modified to delete reference to IWL Program. By letter
dated March 20, 2008, the staff verified that the applicant amended the
LRA 3.5.2.2.2.2(4) to correct this discrepancy.

During the audit and review, the staff noted that in LRA Table 3.5.2-6, ID 6, for NSCW
cooling tower basin component in soil environment, GALL Item III.A3-9 is referenced.
The staff finds that GALL Item III.A3-9 is associated with air-indoor uncontrolled or air-
outdoor environment, while GALL Item III.A3-4 is associated with a ground water/soil
environment. The staff asked applicant to clarify why GALL Item II1.A3-4 is not used here
whether the Structures Monitoring Program is also needed to manage inaccessible
concrete components if GALL Item II1.A3-4 is more suitable.
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In its response, the applicant stated that this is an inadvertent error. GALL Item II1.A3-4
should be listed for ID 6 instead of GALL Item III.A3-9, and the corresponding Table 1
Item should be 3.5.1-31. The Structural Monitoring Program is the appropriate aging
management program for accessible or inaccessible concrete components and the LRA
Table 3.5.2-6 will be amended to incorporate this clarification.

On the basis of its review of the applicant's response, the staff finds the response
acceptable because Structural Monitoring Program is the appropriate aging
management program for accessible or inaccessible concrete components and the
applicant appropriately addressed the aging effect/mechanism, as recommended by the
GALL Report.

(5) LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 addresses increases in porosity and permeability due to
leaching of calcium hydroxide in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas in Groups 1-3,
5, and 7-9 structures, stating that an aging management program is recommended only
if the concrete was not constructed in accordance with the recommendations in ACI
201.2R. Otherwise, an aging management program is recommended. The VEGP AMR
results conservatively include increases in porosity and permeability due to leaching of
calcium hydroxide. The basis for this conclusion in structures other than containment is
the same as the basis for the Containment Building. See LRA Section 3.5.2.2.1.10,
which provides discussion related to leaching of calcium hydroxide for all VEGP
concrete structures within the scope of license renewal.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 states that increases in porosity and permeability, and loss
of strength due to leaching of calcium hydroxide may occur in below-grade inaccessible
concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9 structures. The GALL Report recommends
further evaluation of this aging effect for inaccessible areas of these groups of structures
for concrete not constructed in accordance with ACI 201.2R-77 recommendations.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that increases in porosity and
permeability, and loss of strength due to leaching of calcium hydroxide are not plausible
aging effects for below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Groups 1-3, 5, and 7-9
structures because concrete construction at VEGP meets the requirements of guideline
ACl 211.1-74, which guided concrete mix proportions, and provides guidance similar to
that of ACl 201.2R for high-density, low-permeability concrete mix designs (see SER
Section 3.5.2.2.1). However, the above aging effects for inaccessible areas of these
groups are conservatively included within the Structures Monitoring Program by the
applicant. The staffs evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program is documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.2.17. The staff finds that applicant's inspections in accordance with
the Structures Monitoring Program to manage increases in porosity and permeability,
and loss of strength due to leaching of calcium hydroxide are acceptable and adequate,
and further evaluation is not required.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.2 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.2,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a) (3).
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Reduction of Strength and Modulus of Concrete Structures Due to Elevated Temperature. The
staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.3 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.3.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.3 addresses reduction of strength and modulus of concrete due to
elevated temperatures in Groups 1-5 concrete structures, stating that for any concrete elements
that exceed 150 OF for general areas and 200 OF for local areas, further evaluation and
implementation of a plant-specific program is recommended.

With the exception of small localized areas in the Auxiliary Building, all VEGP structures within
the scope of license renewal remain at temperatures less than 150 OF. There are small localized
areas in Level B of the Auxiliary Building where the maximum assumed temperature could at
times possibly reach 155 OF (per VEGP UFSAR Table 3.11..B.1-1). This room does not contain
any safety-related equipment/instrumentation. In summary, temperatures in Groups 1-5
concrete structures do not exceed 150 OF for general areas and 200 OF for local areas and
therefore no additional aging management is warranted.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.3 states that reduction of strength and modulus of concrete due to
elevated temperatures may occur in PWR and BWR Groups 1-5 concrete structures. For
concrete elements that exceed specified temperature limits, further evaluations are
recommended. Appendix A to ACI 349-85 specifies the concrete temperature limits for normal
operation or any other long-term period. Temperatures shall not exceed 150 OF except for local
areas allowed to have temperatures not to exceed 200 °F. The GALL Report recommends
further evaluation of a plant-specific program if any portion of the safety-related and other
concrete structures exceeds specified temperature limits (i.e., general area temperature greater
than 66 °C (150 OF) and local area temperature greater than 93 'C (200 OF)).

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that the reduction of strength and
modulus for Groups 1-5 concrete structures due to elevated temperature are not plausible aging
effects due to the nonexistence of these aging mechanisms. The aging effects due to elevated
temperature are not expected at VEGP for Group 1-5 concrete structures since no portion of
these components exceed specified temperature limits, which are 150 °F for general area and
200 °F for local area.

The staff concludes that there are no components from this group, that are subject to elevated
temperatures, therefore; this aging effect is not applicable to the VEGP
Groups 1-5structures.

Aging Manaqement of Inaccessible Areas for Group 6 Structures. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.2.4 against the following criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.4:

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.4 addresses evaluation of inaccessible concrete areas of Group 6
structures due to 1) aggressive chemical attack and corrosion of embedded steel; 2) freeze-
thaw; and 3) leaching of calcium hydroxide, stating that these aging effects are not applicable
because Group 6 structures are described as water control structures in NUREG-1801. The
VEGP design does not include any Group 6 water control structures in the scope of license
renewal. Refer to the VEGP position on Regulatory Guide 1.127 in UFSAR Section 1.9.127.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that (1) increase in porosity and
permeability, cracking, loss of material (spalling, scaling)/aggressive chemical attack; and
cracking, loss of bond, and loss of material (spalling, scaling)/corrosion of embedded steel in
below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Group 6 structures, (2) loss of material (spalling,
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scaling) and cracking due to freeze-thaw in below-grade inaccessible concrete areas of Group 6
structures, and (3) cracking due to expansion and reaction with aggregates and increased
porosity and permeability and loss of strength due to leaching of calcium hydroxide below-grade
inaccessible reinforced concrete areas of Group 6 structures, are not aging effects requiring
management at VEGP since VEGP design does not include any Group 6 water control
structures in the scope of license renewal.

On the basis that VEGP does not have any components from this group, the staff finds that this
aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.

Cracking Due to Stress Corrosion Cracking and Loss of Material Due to Pitting and Crevice
Corrosion. The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.5 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section
3.5.2.2.2.5.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.5 addresses cracking due to stress corrosion cracking and loss of
material due to pitting and crevice corrosion for Group 7 and 8 stainless steel tank liners
exposed to standing water, stating that VEGP uses stainless steel tank liners for the Refueling
Water Storage Tanks, Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tanks, and Condensate Storage Tanks.
Tank liners are evaluated with their respective mechanical systems. AMR results for these liners
are presented in LRA Tables 3.2.2-2, 3.3.2-26, and 3.4.2-4 for the Refueling Water Storage
Tanks, Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tanks, and Condensate Storage Tanks, respectively.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.5 states that cracking due to SCC and loss of material due to pitting
and crevice corrosion may occur in Groups 7 and 8 stainless steel tank liners exposed to
standing water. The GALL Report recommends further evaluation of plant-specific programs to
manage these aging effects.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that cracking due to stress corrosion
cracking and loss of material due to pitting and crevice corrosion are aging effects for Group 7
and 8 stainless steel tank liners exposed to standing water. In applicant's LRA, the stainless
steel tank liners of the Refueling Water Storage Tanks, Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tanks,
and Condensate Storage Tanks are evaluated under the mechanical scoping and AMR results
with their respective mechanical systems Emergency Core Cooling System, Reactor Makeup
Water Storage System, and Auxiliary Feedwater system. The staffs reviews of associated
AMRs for these mechanical systems are documented in SER Section 3.2.2.1, Section 3.3.2.2,
and Section 3.4.2.2. The staffs evaluations of the related AMPs are documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.1.2 "One-Time Inspection Program" and SER Section 3.0.3.1.4 "Water Chemistry
Control Program".

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.5 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.5,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a) (3).

Aging of Supports Not Covered by the Structures Monitoring Program. The staff reviewed LRA
Section 3.5.2.2.2.6 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.6.

LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.6 addresses further evaluation of certain component support/aging effect
combinations if they are not covered by the Structural Monitoring Program. This includes (1)
loss of material due to general and pitting corrosion associated with Groups B2-B5 supports; (2)
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reduction in concrete anchor capacity due to degradation of the surrounding concrete
associated with Groups B1-B5 supports; and (3) reduction/loss of isolation function due to
degradation of vibration isolation elements associated with Group B4 supports.

For items (1) through (3), the VEGP responses are shown below:

(1) Consistent with NUREG-1800, VEGP manages loss of material due to corrosion
in Groups B2-B5 supports with the Structural Monitoring Program.

(2) Consistent with NUREG-1800, VEGP manages reduction in concrete anchor
capacity due to degradation of the surrounding concrete with the Structural
Monitoring Program.

(3) This item is not applicable to VEGP. VEGP does not have any supports with
vibration isolation elements which require AMR. The vibration isolation elements
identified by the VEGP integrated plant assessment were determined to be
integral parts of active equipment.

SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.6 states that the GALL Report recommends further evaluation of
certain component support-aging effect combinations not covered by structures monitoring
programs, including (1) loss of material due to general and pitting corrosion for Groups B2-B5
supports, (2) reduction in concrete anchor capacity due to degradation of the surrounding
concrete for Groups B1-B5 supports, and (3) reduction/loss of isolation function due to
degradation of vibration isolation elements for Group B4 supports. Further evaluation is
necessary only for structure-aging effect combinations not covered by the applicant's structures
monitoring program.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that reduction and loss of isolation
function due to degradation of vibration isolation elements for Group B4 supports is not an aging
effect requiring management at VEGP since there are no vibration isolation components within
the scope of license renewal.

On the basis of its audit and review, the staff concludes that the applicant has included the
component support-aging effect combinations for loss of material due to general and pitting
corrosion associated with Groups B2-B5 supports, and reduction in concrete anchor capacity
due to degradation of-the surrounding concrete associated with Groups B1-B5 supports within
the scope of its Structures Monitoring Program. On this basis, the staff concludes that no further
evaluation is required. The staffs evaluation of the Structures Monitoring Program is
documented in SER Section 3.0.3.2.17. The staff finds the applicant's Structures Monitoring
Program acceptable for managing the above component support-aging effect combinations, as
those combinations are applicable.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant's programs meet
SRP-LR Section 3.5.2.2.2.6 criteria. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.6,
the staff concludes that the LRA is consistent with the GALL Report and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a) (3).

Cumulative Fatique Damage Due to Cyclic Loading. LRA Section 3.5.2.2.2.7 states that fatigue
of component support members, anchor bolts, and welds for Groups B1.1, B1.2, and B1.3
component supports is a TLAA, as defined in 10 CFR 54.3. Applicants must evaluate TLAAs in
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accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c) (1). SER Section 4.3 documents the staff's review of the
-applicant's evaluation of this TLAA.

3.5.2.2.3 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.5.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

The staff reviewed the LRA Tables 3.5.2-1 through 3.5.2-12 for additional details of the AMR
results for material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not
addressed in the GALL Report.

In LRA Tables 3.5.2-1 through 3.5.2-12, the applicant indicated, via notes F through J that the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. The applicant provided further information about how it will
manage the aging effects. Specifically, note F indicates that the material for the AMR line item
component is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the environment for the
AMR line item component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note H indicates
that the aging effect for the AMR line item component, material, and environment combination is
not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging effect identified in the GALL
Report for the line item component, material, and environment combination is not applicable.
Note J indicates that neither the component nor the material and environment combination for
the line item is evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staffs evaluation is documented in the following sections.

3.5.2.3.1 Containment Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-
1

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
containment structures component groups.

The applicant states that there is no aging effect to be managed for the period of extended
operation for penetration component (containment boundary) with stainless steel material.

The staff reviewed the LRA, and interviewed the applicant's technical staff and found that
cracking due to SCC is not an AERM for stainless steel containment penetration sleeves,
bellows, and dissimilar metal welds. The staff noted that both high temperature (greater than
1401F) and exposure to an aggressive environment are required for SCC. At VEGP, these two
conditions are not simultaneously present for any stainless steel penetration sleeves, bellows,
or dissimilar metal welds. Further, plant-specific operating experience shows no SCC of these
components. On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately
evaluated the AMR results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not
evaluated in the GALL Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the
effects of aging will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a) (3).
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3.5.2.3.2 Auxiliary, Control, Fuel Handling, and Equipment Buildings - Summary of Aging
Management Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-2

In Table 3.5.2-2 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
auxiliary, control, fuel handling, and equipment buildings component groups. The staff reviewed
LRA Table 3.5.2-2 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for
which the combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not
correspond to a line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A
through E in the Gall Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific
notes A through E is found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.3.3 Emergency Diesel Generator Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.5.2-3

In Table 3.5.2-3 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
3 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staff's evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.3.4 Turbine Building - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-4

In Table 3.5.2-4 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
5 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).
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3.5.2.3.5 Tunnels and Duct Banks - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.5.2-5

In Table 3.5.2-5 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
5 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report.

The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5.2.3.6 Nuclear Service Cooling Water Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review
- LRA Table 3.5.2-6

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-6, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
nuclear service cooling water structures component groups.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage Item 3.5.1-32 concrete (interior),
concrete material, raw water environment, and aging effect (change of material properties) by
using the Structural Monitoring Program.

The staff reviewed the Structural Monitoring Program, and its evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.17. The Structural Monitoring Program description stated that inspection
frequencies are determined by the safety significance of each structure. Frequency was based
on the safety significant structures and varies from one RFO (18M) to ten year. On the basis of
its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating experience, the staff finds that
since these components will be visually inspected depending on the safety significance of
structures, the aging effect of concrete (interior) component, concrete material is effectively
managed using the Structural Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage concrete material, raw water
environment, and aging effect (cracking and loss of material) by using the Structural Monitoring
Program.

The staff reviewed the Structural Monitoring Program, and its evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.17. The Structural Monitoring Program description stated that inspection
frequencies are determined by the safety significance of each structure. Frequency was based
on the safety significance of the structures and varies from one RFO (1 8M) to ten years. On the
basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating experience, the staff
finds that since these components will be visually inspected depending on the safety
significance of structures, the aging effect of concrete material in raw water environment is
effectively managed using the Structural Monitoring Program.
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In LRA Table 3.5.2-6, the applicant proposed to manage asbestos cement board material, in
water-flowing environment, aging effect is loss of material-erosion by using the Periodic
Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance activities.

The staff reviewed the Periodic Surveillance and Preventive Maintenance Activities, and its
evaluation is documented in SER Section 3.0.3.3.6. The Periodic Surveillance and Preventive
Maintenance Activities description stated that visual inspection of the NSCW Cooling Towers is
an existing preventive maintenance task that includes collecting sample specimens of the tower
fill and drift eliminators. Failure load testing of the tower fill and drift eliminators has been
performed since 1988. Through the latest report in 2003, no specimens have failed to meet the
acceptance criteria, and the projected lifetime of the tower fill and drift eliminators indicates that
the material deteriorates at a slow rate in the tower environment. On the basis of its review of
the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating experience, the staff finds that since these
components will be visually inspected at least once every 18 months, the aging effect of
asbestos cement board material is effectively managed using the Periodic Surveillance and
Preventive Maintenance activities.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5.2.3.7 Concrete Tank and Valve House Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review
- LRA Table 3.5.2-7

In Table 3.5.2-7 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
7 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5.2.3.8 Switchyard Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-8

In Table 3.5.2-8 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
8 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.
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On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.3.9 Fire Protection Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.5.2-9

In Table 3.5.2-9 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
9 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5.2.3.10 Radwaste Structures - Summary of Aging Management Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-
10

In Table 3.5.2-10 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
10 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.5.2.3.11 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump House Structures - Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-11

In Table 3.5.2-11 of the LRA, the licensee summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
emergency diesel generator structures component groups. The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-
11 and did not find any line items indicating plant specific notes F through J for which the
combination of component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a
line item in the GALL Report. All items in this table correspond to notes A through E in the Gall
Report. The staffs evaluation for line items corresponding to plant specific notes A through E is
found in section 3.5.2.1.
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On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.5.2.3.12 Component Supports and Bulk Commodities - Summary of Aging Management
Review - LRA Table 3.5.2-12

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.5.2-12, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for
the component supports and bulk commodities component groups.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-12, Item 3.5.1-50, the applicant states that conduits component, aluminum
material, air - outdoor environment does not have an AERM.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why VEGP identifies no
AERM for Item 3.5.1-50 while GALL Report recommends Structure Monitoring Program (SMP)
for GALL Item I1.B2-7 to manage the loss of material aging effect. In its response, the applicant
stated that, for LRA Table 3.5.2-12; ID 10, and Table 3.5.1, Item 3.5.1-50 will be revised to show
SMP to manage aluminum in air-outdoor environment, and change the Note I to Note C. On the
basis of its review, the staff finds the applicant response is acceptable, since the aging effect of
conduit component, aluminum material is visually inspected per SMP. The staff confirmed that
the applicant revised the LRA in a letter dated March 20,2008.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-12, the applicant states that cementitious (fire proofing) material does not
have an AERM.

The staff reviewed the SRP and GALL Report Recommendation and agreed with the applicant
that the sprayed-on or toweled-on fire resistive material has no aging effects requiring aging
management. In the course of inspecting the underlying steel surfaces by Structure Monitoring
Program, any degradation in the sprayed-on or toweled-on coating would however be identified
and remedied in accordance with the applicant's corrective action program described in LRA.

The staff reviewed the Structural Monitoring Program, and its evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.17. The Structural Monitoring Program description stated that inspection
frequencies are determined by the safety significance of each structure. Frequency was based
on the safety significance of structures and varies from one RFO (1 8M) to ten years. On the
basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating experience, the staff
finds that since the component will be visually inspected depending on the safety significance of
structures, the aging effect of steel material is effectively managed using the Structural
Monitoring Program.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why Note F was used in
LRA Table 3.5.2-12, ID 13, GALL Item II1.A3-12, for steel material. The Note F states that
material not in GALL Report for this component. However, steel material is associated with
GALL Item II1.A3-12. In its response, the applicant stated that, this is an inadvertent error. Not C
should be associated with LRA Table 3.5.2-12, ID 13 instead of Note F. The staff confirmed that
the applicant revised the LRA March 20, 2008

In LRA Table 3.5.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage Gypsum material; aging effect is
cracking by using the Fire Protection Program and Structures Monitoring Program.
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The staff reviewed the Fire Protection Program, and its evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.6. The Fire Protection Program basis document description stated that 10
percent of each type of electrical and mechanical penetration seal is visually inspected at least
once every 18 months. On the basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry
operating experience, the staff finds that since these components will be visually inspected at
least once every 18 months, the aging effect of gypsum material is effectively managed using
the Fire Protection Program.

The staff also reviewed the Structural Monitoring Program, and its evaluation is documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.2.17. The Structural Monitoring Program description stated that inspection
frequencies are determined by the safety significance of each structure. Frequency was based
on the safety significance of structures and varies from one RFO (18M) to ten years. On the
basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating experience, the staff
finds that since the component will be visually inspected depending on the safety significance of
structures, the aging effect of steel material is effectively managed using the Structural
Monitoring Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage Fire Barrier Assemblies component,
Fire proofing material, and aging effect is cracking, change of material properties and
separation by using the Fire Protection Program.

The staff reviewed the Fire Protection Program, and its evaluation is documented in SER
Section 3.0.3.2.6 The Fire Protection Program basic document description stated that 10
percent of each type of electrical and mechanical penetration seal is visually inspected at least
once every 18 months. On the basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry
operating experience, the staff finds that since these components will be visually inspected at
least once every 18 months, the aging effect of Fire Barrier Assemblies component, Fire
proofing material is effectively managed using the Fire Protection Program.

In LRA Table 3.5.2-12, the applicant proposed to manage Item 3.5.1-56 Lubrite material, is not
an AERM.

During the audit and review, the staff asked the applicant to explain why VEGP identifies no
AERM for Item 3.5.1-56 (111.B1.1-5) while GALL Report recommends ISI (IWF) Program to
manage the loss of mechanical function due to corrosion, distortion, dirt, overload, and fatigue
due to vibratory and cyclic thermal loads. In its response, the applicant stated that, this items
are for whip restraints in the Auxiliary building, beside, industry experience has shown that
Lubrite® materials are designed to resist deformation, have a low coefficient of friction, resist
softening at elevated temperatures, resist corrosion, withstand high radiation fields, and do not
score or mar. On the basis of its review of the applicant's plant-specific and industry operating
experience, the staff finds the applicant responses acceptable.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that the applicant has appropriately evaluated the AMR
results of material, environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report. The staff finds that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of aging will be
adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB
for the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
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3.5.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the containments, structures, and component supports components
within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that
the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.6 Aging Management of Electrical and Instrumentation and Controls System

This section of the SER documents the staffs review of the applicant's AMR results for the
electrical and instrumentation and controls (I&C) system components and component groups of:

* cable connections (metallic parts) not subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ requirements
* conductor insulation for electrical cables and connections not subject to 10 CFR 50.49

EQ requirements
" conductor insulation for inaccessible medium-voltage cables not subject to 10 CFR

50.49 EQ requirements
* connector contacts for electrical connectors exposed to borated water leakage not

subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ requirements
• fuse holders (not part of a larger assembly): insulation not subject to 10 CFR 50.49 EQ

requirements
* fuse holders (not part of a larger assembly): metallic clamps
* high voltage insulators
" switchyard bus and connections
* transmission conductors and connections

3.6.1 Summary of Technical Information in the Application

LRA Section 3.6 provides AMR results for the electrical and I&C system components and
component groups. LRA Table 3.6.1, "Summary of Aging Management Evaluations for Electrical
Components in Chapter VI of NUREG-1 801," is a summary comparison of the applicant's AMRs
with those evaluated in the GALL Report for the electrical and I&C system components and
component groups.

The applicant's AMRs evaluated and incorporated applicable plant-specific and industry
operating experience in the determination of AERMs. The plant-specific evaluation included
condition reports and discussions with appropriate site personnel to identify AERMs. The
applicant's review of industry operating experience included a review of the GALL Report and
operating experience issues identified since the issuance of the GALL Report.

3.6.2 Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.6 to determine whether the applicant provided sufficient
information to demonstrate that the effects of aging for the electrical and I&C system
components within the scope of license renewal and subject to an AMR, will be adequately
managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the
period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).
The staff conducted an audit of AMRs to confirm the applicant's claim that certain AMRs were
consistent with the GALL Report. The staff did not repeat its review of the matters described in
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the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that the material presented in the LRA was
applicable and that the applicant identified the appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staff's
evaluations of the AMPs are documented in SER Section 3.0.3. Details of the staff's audit
evaluation are documented in, SER Section 3.6.2.1.

In the audit, the staff also selected AMRs consistent with the GALL Report and for which further
evaluation is recommended. The staff confirmed that the applicant's further evaluations were
consistent with the SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2 acceptance criteria. The staff's audit evaluations are
documented in SER Section 3.6.2.2.

The staff also conducted a technical review, of the remaining AMRs not consistent with'or not
addressed in the GALL Report. The technical review evaluated whether all plausible aging,
effects have been identified and whether the-aging effects listed were appropriate for.the
material-environment combinations specified. The staff's evaluations are documented in SER
Section 3.6.2.3..

For SSCs which the, applicant claimed were not applicable or required no aging madnagemrent,
the staff reviewed the AMR line items and the plant's operating experience to veprifvthe .
applicant's claims. - - - - -

Table -3.6-1 summarizes the staff's evaluation of components, aging effects or mechanisms, and
AMPs.listed in LRA Section 3.6and addressed in the GALL Report.

Table 316A1 Staff Evaluation for Electrical and Instrumentation and Controls in the GALL
Report___ __

Comonet Goup~gi~g ffetI AMin'GALL FuteAP'in LRA,-Staff801 luaton
~<ALR670r >me `hansi - eport-__ Evauto -Sppens

in ''o

,.Report -k Amendments ,

Electrical equipment, Degradation due Environmental Yes TLAA Consistent with
subject to to various aging Qualification of GALL Report,
10 CFR 50.49 - mechanisms Electric Components which
environmental recommends
qualification:(EQ) further evaluation
requirements (See SER
(3.6.1-1i) _Section 3.6.2.2. 1)

Electrical cables, Reduced Electrical Cables and No Non-EQCables Consistent.with
connections and fuse insulation Connections Not and GALL Report,
'holders. (insulation) resistance and Subject to Connections which
not subjecfto electrical failure 10 CFR 50.49 Program recommends no
10 CFR 50.49 due to various EQRequirements (B.3.34) further evaluation
EQ requirements- physical, (See SER
(36.1-2) thermal, Section 3.6.2.1)

radiolytic,
photolytic, and
chemical
mechanisms
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Component Group Aging Effect/ AMP in GALL Further AMP in LRA, Staff Evaluation
(GALL Report Mechanism Report . Evaluation Supplements,

Ite~o. -. in-GALL -or.
Rprt Amnmns-.•

Conductor insulation Reduced Electrical Cables And No Not applicable Not applicable to
for electrical cables insulation Connections Used In VEGP (See
and connections, resistance and Instrumentation Section 3.6.2.1.2
used in electrical failure Circuits Not Subject
instrumentation due to various to 10 CFR 50.49
circuits not subject to physical, EQ Requirements
10 CFR 50.49 thermal,
EQ requirements that radiolytic,
are sensitive to photolytic, and
reduction in chemical
conductor insulation mechanisms
resistance
(3.6.1-3)

Conductor insulation Localized Inaccessible Medium No Non-EQ Consistent with,.,-
for inaccessible damage and Voltage Cables Not Inaccessible GALL Reporti
medium voltage breakdown of Subject to Medium- which.*
(2 kV to 35 kV) insulation 10 CFR 50.49 Voltage Cables recommends no:.
cables (e.g., installed leading to EQ Requirements program further-evalUatpion
in conduit or direct electrical failure (B.3.35) (See SER.
buried)-not subject to due to moisture Section 3.6.2.1)
10 CFR 50.49 intrusion, water
EQ requirements trees
(3.6.1-4)

Connector contacts Corrosion of Boric Acid Corrosion No Boric Acid Consistent with
for electrical connector Corrosion GALL Report,
connectors exposed contact surfaces Control which
to borated water due to intrusion Program (B3.3) recommends no
leakage 'of borated water further evaluation
(3.6.1-5) (SeeSER

Section 3.6.2.1)

Fuse Holders .. Fatigue due to Fuse Holders No Not applicable Not applicable to'
(Not Part of a Larger ohmic heating, VEGP (See
Assembly): Fuse thermal cycling, Section 3.6.2.3.1
holders - metallic electrical•
clamp transients,
(3.6.1-6) frequent

manipulation,
vibration,
chemical
contamination,
corrosion, and
oxidation

Metal enclosed bus - Loosening of Metal Enclosed Bus No Not applicable Not applicable to
bus, connections bolted VEGP (See
(3.6.1-7) connections due Section 3.6.2.1.2)

to thermal
cycling and
ohmic heating
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Component Group -Aging Effectl AMP-in.GALL Further A LRtaff Evaluation
(GALL Rep0rt Mechanism Report.- Evaluation Supplements. --

Item-No.) 7 -.-. i-ALL-- Or
Me e u e dtepoor N amenpice Not a c t

Metal enclosed bus - Reduced Metal Enclosed Bus No Not applicable Not applicable to
insulation, insulators insulation VEGP (See
(3.6.1-8) resistance and Section 3.6.2.-1.2)

electrical failure
due to various
physical,
thermal,
radiolytic,
photolytic, and
chemical
mechanisms

Metal enclosed bus - Loss of material Structures Monitoring No Not applicable Not applicable to
enclosure due to general Program VEGP. (See'
assemblies corrosion Section 3.6.2. 1.2)
(3.6.1-9) ____, -- ___:_-

Metal enclosed bus - Hardening and Structures Monitoring No Not applicable Not applicable to
enclosure loss of strength Program VEGP (See.
assemblies due to Section 3.6.2'1.2)
(3.6.1-10) elastomers

degradation

High voltage Degradation of A plant-specific aging Yes None Consistent with
insulators insulation quality management GALL Report
(3.6.1-11) due to presence program is to be (See SER

of any salt evaluated Section 3.6.2.2.2)
deposits and
surface
contamination;
loss of material
caused by
mechanical wear
due to wind
blowing on
transmission
conductors

Transmission Loss of material AL plant-specific aging Yes None Consistent with
conductors and due:to wind management GALL Report
connections; induced program is to be (See SER
switchyard bus 'and abrasion and evaluated Section 3.6'2.2.3)
connections fatigue; loss of
(3.6.1-12) conductor

strength due to
corrosion;
increased
resistance of
connection due
to oxidation or
loss of preload
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ComponentGroup Aging Effect! AMP in GALL 'Further- AMP in LRA,' StaffEvaluatio'n
-GALL!Report", Mechanism . R-po rt*. S. olements; >y -

Cable Connections - Loosening of Electrical Cable No Non-EQ Cable Consistent with
metallic parts bolted Connections Not Connections GALL Report,
(3.6.1-13) connections due Subject to One-Time which

to thermal 10 CFR 50.49 Inspection recommends no
cycling, ohmic Environmental program further evaluation
heating, Qualification ((B.3.36) (See SER
electrical Requirements Section, 3.6.2.1.1)
transients,
vibration,
chemical
contamination,
corrosion, and
oxidation

Fuse Holders None None No None 0on.istentwith
(Not Part of a Larger GALL.Report -vi

Assembly) -
insulation material
(3.6.1-14) _ _ _ _ _

The staff's review or the electrical and I&C system component groups followed any one of
several approaches. One approach, documented in SER Section 3.6.2.1, reviewed.AMR: results
for components that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and require no
further evaluation. Another approach, documented in SER Section 3.6.2.2, reviewed AMR
results- forcomponents that the applicant indicated are consistent with the GALL Report and for
which further evaluation is recommended. A third approach, documented in SER
Section 3.6.2.3, reviewed AMR results for components that the applicant indicated are not
consistent with, or not addressed in, the GALL Report. The staff's review of AMPs credited to
manage or monitor aging effects of the electrical and I&C system components-is documented in
SER Section 3.0.3.

3.6.2.1 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report

LRA Section 3.6.2.1 identifies the materials, environments, AERMs, and the following programs
that manage~aging effects for the electrical and I&C system components:

o Boric Acid Corrosion Control Program
° o Non-EQ Cables and Connections Program
.. Non-EQ Inaccessible Medium-Voltage Cables Program

Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program

LRA Table 3.6.2-1 summarizes AMRs for the electrical and I&C system components and
indicates AMRs claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report.

For component groups. evaluated in the GALL Report for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which it does not recommend further evaluation, the staff's
audit and review determined whether the plant-specific components of these GALL Report
component groups were bounded by the GALL Report evaluation.
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The applicant noted for each AMR line item how the information in the tables aligns with the
information in the GALL Report. The staff audited those AMRs with notes A through E indicating
how the AMR is consistent with the GALL Report.

Note A indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is consistent with the GALL Report
AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL Report and validity
of the AMR for the site-specific conditions.

Note B indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for component,
material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes some exceptions to the
GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency with the GALL
Report and verified that the identified exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed
and accepted. The staff also determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the
GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note C indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP is
consistent with the GALL Report AMP. This note indicates that the applicant was unable to find
a listing of some system components in the GALL Report; however, the applicant identified in
the GALL Report a different component with the same material, environment, aging effect, and
AMP as the component under review. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report. The staff also determined whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the AMR was valid for
the site-specific conditions.

Note D indicates that the component for the AMR line item, although different from, is consistent
with the GALL Report for material, environment, and aging effect. In addition, the AMP takes
some exceptions to the GALL Report AMP. The staff audited these line items to verify
consistency with the GALL Report. The staff verified whether the AMR line item of the different
component was applicable to the component under review and whether the identified
exceptions to the GALL Report AMPs have been reviewed and accepted. The staff also
determined whether the applicant's AMP was consistent with the GALL Report AMP and
whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

Note E indicates that the AMR line item is consistent with the GALL Report for material,
environment, and aging effect, but credits a different AMP or NUREG-1801 identifies a plant
specific aging management program. The staff audited these line items to verify consistency
with the GALL Report.

The staff also determined whether the credited AMP would manage the aging effect consistently
with the GALL Report AMP and whether the AMR was valid for the site-specific conditions.

The staff conducted an audit and review of the information provided in the LRA. The staff did not
repeat its review of the matters described in the GALL Report; however, the staff did verify that
the material presented in the LRA was applicable and that the applicant identified the
appropriate GALL Report AMRs. The staffs evaluation is discussed below.
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3.6.2.1.1 Loosening of Bolted Connections

In the discussion section of Table 3.6.1, Item 3.6.1-13 of the LRA, the applicant stated that
loosening of bolted connections due to thermal cycling, ohmic heating, electrical transients,
vibration, chemical contamination, corrosion, and oxidation is managed by Non-EQ Cable
Connections One-Time Inspection Program. The staff noted that in the AMR results line in Table
3.6.2-1 that points to Table 3.6.1, Item 3.6.1-13, the applicant included a reference to Note E.

The staff reviewed the AMR results line referenced to Note E and determined that the
component type, material, environment, and aging effect are consistent with the corresponding
line item of the GALL Report; however, where the GALL Report recommends the AMP XI.E6,
"Non-EQ Electrical Cable Connections Program,". the applicant has proposed the plant-specific
Non-EQ Cable Connections One-Time Inspection Program.

As discussed in SER Section 3.0.3.3.11, the staff finds the Non-EQ Cable Connections One-
Time Inspection Program acceptable to manage loosening of Non-EQ bolted cable connections.
On this basis, the staff finds that the AMP credited for these AMR result items acceptable.

3.6.2.1.2 AMR Results Identified as Not Applicable

The applicant identified in LRA Table 3.6.1, as "Not Applicable" for line Items 7, 8, 9, and 10
since the component/material/ environment combination that supports a license renewal
intended function does not exist at VEGP. For each of these line items, the staff reviewed the
LRA and the applicant's supporting documents, and confirmed the applicant's claim that the
component/material/environment combination (metal enclosed bus) that supports a license
renewal function does not exist at VEGP is acceptable. In addition, for LRA Table 3.6.1, line
Item 3, the applicant identified that electrical cables and connections used in instrumentation
circuits (nuclear instrumentation and radiation monitoring) is not applicable to VEGP since they
are qualified under the EQ program. The staff confirmed that these cables and connections are
covered under the VEGP EQ program and therefore, this line item is not applicable to VEGP.

On the basis that VEGP does not have the component/material/ environment combination that
supports a license renewal function for these GALL Report Table 1 line items, the staff finds that
these AMR line items are not applicable to VEGP.

The staff evaluated the applicant's claim of consistency with the GALL Report. The staff also
reviewed information pertaining to the applicant's consideration of recent operating experience
and proposals for managing aging effects. On the basis of its review, the staff concludes that
the AMR results, which the applicant claimed to be consistent with the GALL Report, are indeed
consistent with its AMRs. Therefore, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated
that the effects of aging for these components will be adequately managed so that their
intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB during the period of extended
operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.6.2.2 AMR Results Consistent with the GALL Report for Which Further Evaluation is
Recommended

In LRA Section 3.6.2.2, the applicant further evaluated aging management, as recommended by
the GALL Report, for the electrical and I&C system components and provides information
concerning how it will manage the following aging effects:
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electrical equipment subject to EQ

degradation of insulator quality due to salt deposits or surface contamination,
loss of material due to mechanical wear

loss of material due to wind-induced abrasion and fatigue, loss of conductor
strength due to corrosion, and increased resistance of connection due to
oxidation or loss of pre-load

QA for aging management of nonsafety-related components

For component groups evaluated in the GALL Report, for which the applicant claimed
consistency with the report and for which the report recommends further evaluation, the staff
audited and reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether it adequately addressed
the issues further evaluated. In addition, the staff reviewed the applicant's further evaluations
against the criteria contained in SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.The staff's review of the applicant's
further evaluation follows.

3.6.2.2.1 Electrical Equipment Subject to Environmental Qualification

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.6.2.2.1 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.1.

In LRA Section 3.6.2.2.1, the applicant states that environmental qualification is a TLAA, as
defined in 10 CFR 54.3. SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.1 states that the applicants are required to
evaluate TLAAs in accordance with 10 CFR 54.21(c)(1). The evaluation of the TLAA is
addressed in SRP-LR Section 4.4.

SER Section 4.4 documents the staff's review of the applicant's evaluation of this TLAA. Based
on the review, the staff concludes that the applicant has met the criteria of SRP-LR
Section 3.6.2.2.1.

3.6.2.2.2 Degradation of Insulator Quality Due to Salt Deposits or Surface Contamination, Loss

of Material Due to Mechanical Wear

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.6.2.2.2 against the criteria in SRP-LR-Section 3.6.2.2.2.

LRA Section 3.6.2.2.2 addresses degradation of insulation quality due to salt deposits or
surface contamination on high-voltage insulators as an aging effect not applicable to VEGP.

Various airborne materials (e.g., dust, salt and industrial effluents) can contaminate insulator
surfaces. Surface contamination can be a problem in areas of concentrations of airborne
particles near facilities that discharge soot or in areas near the ocean where salt spray is
prevalent. A large buildup of contamination facilitates conductor voltage tracking along the
surface and can lead to insulator flashover. Surface contamination buildup is typically a gradual
process even slower in rural areas with fewer suspended particles and less concentrated sulfur
dioxide in the air than in urban areas. VEGP is located in a rural area with comparatively low
airborne particle concentrations. Consequently, the rate of contamination buildup on the high-
voltage insulators is not significant and washed away naturally by rainwater. The glazed surface
of the high-voltage insulators aids in the removal of this contamination. Degradation of
insulation quality due to surface contamination or salt deposits is not an AERM for the high-
voltage insulators within the scope of this review.
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Loss of material due to mechanical wear is an aging effect for strain and suspension insulators
subject to significant movement. Movement of the insulators can be caused by wind causing the
supported transmission conductor to swing from side to side. If frequent enough, such swinging
could cause wear in the metal contact points of the insulator string and between the insulator
and supporting hardware. Although this mechanism is possible, operating experience shows
that transmission conductors normally do not swing and when they do, because of strong winds,
they dampen quickly when the wind subsides. The transmission conductors within the scope of
license renewal are short spans within the low-voltage switchyard and between the low-voltage
and high-voltage switchyards with no large surface area exposed to wind loads. The spans are
approximately 466 feet long; therefore, tension on the conductors is less than that on typical
applications of up to 1000 feet. Although rare, surface rust may form where the galvanizing
burns off due to flashover from lightning strikes. Surface rust is not a significant concern and
would not cause a loss of intended function if unmanaged. Loss of material due to wear is not
an AERM for the high-voltage insulators within the scope of this review.

For validation of the AMR results and assurance of no additional aging effects, industry and
plant-specific operating experience including staff generic communications on high-voltage
insulators show no unique aging effects beyond those addressed in this section. There are no
AERMs for the high-voltage insulators.

SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.2 states that degradation of insulator quality due to presence of any
salt deposits and surface contamination could occur in high-voltage insulators. The GALL
Report recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP for plants located such that the
potential exists for salt deposits or surface contamination (e.g., in the vicinity of salt water
bodies or industrial pollution). Loss of material due to mechanical wear caused by wind blowing
on transmission conductors could occur in high-voltage insulators. The GALL Report
recommends further evaluation of a plant-specific AMP to ensure that this aging effect is
adequately managed.

Staff Evaluation

Since VEGP is not located near facilities that discharge soot or near the sea coast and the
applicant's plant-specific operating experience did not identify any issues associated with
degradation of insulator quality, the staff finds that degradation of insulator quality due to salt
deposits or surface contamination is not an applicable aging effect requiring management for
high-voltage insulators at VEGP.

The staff noted that although loss of material of insulators due to mechanical wear is possible,
experience has shown that the transmission conductors do not normally swing significantly.
When they do swing due to a substantial wind, they do not continue to swing for a very long
time after the wind has subsided. Wind loading that can cause a transmission line and
insulators to sway is considered in the applicant's design and installation. The staff also noted
that the applicant's routine maintenance inspections have not identified any loss of material of
insulators due to mechanical wear. In addition, since the transmission conductors within the
scope of license renewal at VEGP are short spans, the surface area exposed to wind loads are
not significant. Therefore, the staff concludes that the loss of material due to wear is not
considered an aging effect that will cause a loss of intended function of the insulators at VEGP.

Based on the technical justification identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant meets
SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.2 criteria. The staff concludes that the applicant has addressed the
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potential degradation of insulators and that the applicant has demonstrated that the effects of
aging will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent
with the CLB during the period of extended operation, as required by 10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.6.2.2.3 Loss of Material Due to Wind Induced Abrasion and Fatigue, Loss of Conductor
Strength Due to Corrosion, and Increased Resistance of Connection Due to Oxidation or Loss
of Pre-Load

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.6.2.2.3 against the criteria in SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.3.

In LRA Section 3.6.2.2.3, the applicant states that loss of material due to wind-induced abrasion
and fatigue, loss of conductor strength due to corrosion, and increased resistance of connection
due to oxidation or loss of pre-load in transmission conductors and connections and in
switchyard bus and connections are not applicable aging effects to VEGP.

Loss of material for transmission conductor mounting hardware due to wind-induced abrasion
and fatigue is an aging mechanism but is not significant enough to require aging management
for the period of extended operation. Wind-induced abrasion and fatigue could be caused by
transmission conductor movement from wind loading.

Design and installation of the overhead conductors and hardware consider wind loading that
could cause a transmission line to swing back and forth. Strong winds could cause the
transmission conductors to sway from side to side and, if frequent enough, could cause the
transmission conductor mounting hardware to wear. Although this mechanism is possible,
operating experience shows that the transmission conductors normally do not swing and when
they do, because of strong winds, they dampen quickly when the wind subsides. The VEGP
transmission conductors within the scope of this review are relatively short spans, the longest
approximately 466 feet; therefore, tension on the conductors is less than that on typical
applications of up to 1000 feet in length. Therefore, loss of mounting hardware material caused
by transmission conductor vibration (sway) and fatigue is not an AERM.

Loss of transmission conductor strength due to corrosion is an aging effect but ample design
margin makes the effect not so significant as to require aging management for the period of
extended operation.

All transmission conductors are aluminum conductor steel-reinforced (ACSR) Type constructed
of stranded aluminum conductors wound around a steel core, no organic materials.

The most common mechanisms contributing to loss of ACSR transmission conductor strength
are steel core corrosion and aluminum strand pitting.

There is a set percentage of composite conductor strength established for transmission
conductor replacement. The National Electrical Safety Code (NESC) requires tension on
installed conductors at a maximum of 60 percent of the ultimate conductor strength. The NESC
also sets the maximum tension a conductor must be designed to withstand under various loads
of ice, wind, and temperature. Tests by Ontario Hydroelectric showed. a 30-percent loss of
composite conductor strength in an 80-year old transmission conductor due to corrosion.
Assuming a 30-percent loss, there still would be significant margin between actual conductor
strength and what the NESC requires.
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VEGP transmission conductors are designed to withstand standard light and medium loads;
therefore, the Ontario Hydroelectric heavy-loading zone study is conservative. The conductors
with the smallest ultimate strength margin (795,000 circular mils (795 MCM) ACSR) illustrate the
point. The ultimate strength and the maximum design tension of 795 MCM ACSR are 31,200
lbs. and 10,920 lbs., respectively. The margin between the ultimate strength and the maximum
design tension is 20,280 lbs. (Le., a 65-percent ultimate strength margin). For 795 MCM ACSR
transmission conductors, a 30-percent loss of ultimate strength means there still would be a 35-
percent ultimate strength margin between actual strength in an 80-year old conductor and what
the NESC requires.

This analysis shows ample design margin in the transmission conductors making the aging
effect not significant enough to require aging management for the period of extended operation.
Because of the conservative ultimate strength margin, loss of conductor strength is not an
AERM for the ACSR transmission conductors within the scope of this review.

Transmission conductors and connections include the transmission conductors and the
hardware securing them to high-voltage insulators but not electrical connections from the
transmission conductors down to equipment. These connections are in the switchyard bus and
connections commodity group. As such, increased connection resistance is not an AERM.

For validation of the AMR results and assurance of no additional aging effects, industry and
plant-specific operating experience, including staff generic communications on transmission
conductors and connections, show no unique aging effects beyond those addressed in this
section.

The Ontario Hydroelectric test conservatism in strength margin applied to the conductors
demonstrates with reasonable assurance that loss of material from the VEGP ACSR
transmission conductors is acceptable for the period of extended operation without additional
aging management and that the transmission conductors will have ample strength margin to
perform intended functions throughout the renewal term without an AMP.

Because of the materials in use, the Ontario Hydroelectric test results, the staff generic
communications, and industry and plant-specific operating experience, there are no AERMs for
transmission conductors and connections for the period of extended operation.

The switchyard buses within the scope of this review are constructed of tubular aluminum pipe,
all-aluminum cable, and ACSR. The switchyard buses consist of short lengths of aluminum pipe
and flexible cable conductors that normally do not vibrate and are supported by insulators
mounted to static, structural components like cement footings and structural steel. For this
design configuration, wind-induced vibration is not an aging mechanism. With
no connections to moving or vibrating equipment, loss of material due to wind-induced abrasion
and fatigue is not an AERM for the switchyard buses.

The portions of the switchyard bus and connections within the scope of this review are tubular
aluminum pipe, all-aluminum cable, and ACSR. Unlike transmission conductors, none of these
components are under tension. Aluminum and steel exposed to switchyard service conditions
experience no appreciable aging effects except minor oxidation, which has no impact on the
ability of the switchyard bus to perform its intended function; therefore, general corrosion
resulting in loss of conductor strength of the switchyard bus is not an AERM.
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Switchyard bus connection components are constructed from cast aluminum, galvanized steel,
and stainless steel, no organic materials, and switchyard bus connections are welded.
Conductor connections generally are bolted. Switchyard components are exposed to
precipitation. Connection materials exposed to switchyard service conditions experience no
appreciable aging effects except minor oxidation of the exterior surfaces without an impact on
the ability of the switchyard bus to perform its intended function.

Bolted switchyard connections have surfaces coated with an anti-oxidant compound (a grease-
type sealant) prior to tightening to prevent the formation of oxides on the metal surface and to
prevent entry of moisture, thus reducing the chances of corrosion. Operating experience shows
this installation method achieves a corrosion-resistant connection with low electrical resistance.

The bus and the overhead transmission conductors have bolted connections. VEGP design
uses stainless steel "Belleville" washers on bolted electrical connections to maintain proper
torque and prevent loosening. This assembly method is consistent with good bolting practices
recommended in EPRI Technical Report 1003471, "Bolted Joint Maintenance and Applications
Guide," December 2002. Plant-specific operating experience shows no switchyard bolted
connection failures attributed to aging; therefore, oxidation or loss of pre-load resulting in
increased connection resistance in switchyard bus connections is not an AERM.

For validation of AMR results and assurance of no additional aging effects, industry and plant-
specific operating experience, including staff generic communications on switchyard buses and
connections, show no unique aging effects beyond those addressed in this section. Because of
the materials in use, the staff generic communications, and industry and plant-specific operating
experience, there are no AERMs for switchyard buses and connections for the period of
extended operation.

SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.3 states that loss of material due to wind induced abrasion and fatigue,
loss of conductor strength due to corrosion, and increased resistance of connection due to
oxidation or loss of pre-load may occur in transmission conductors and connections, and in
switchyard bus and connections.

Staff Evaluation

The staff reviewed LRA Section 3.6.2.2.3 and applicant's bases documents. Based on the
review, the staff noted that the wind loading that can cause a transmission line and insulator to
vibrate is considered in the design and installation. Experience shows that the transmission
conductors do not normally swing significantly. When they do swing due to a substantial wind,
they do not continue to swing for a very long time after the wind has subsided. In addition, the
applicant has confirmed that no plant specific operating experience or no staff's generic
communication related to loss of material of transmission conductors due to vibration or sway
have been identified. Therefore, the staff finds that loss of material caused by transmission
conductor vibration or sway is not an applicable aging effect requiring management at VEGP
and it will not cause a loss of intended function of the conductors.

The staff noted that tests by Ontario Hydroelectric showed a 30-percent loss of composite
conductor strength of an 80-year old aluminum conductor steel-reinforced (ACSR) conductor
due to corrosion. Assuming a 30-percent loss of strength, there would still be significant margin
between National Electrical Safety Code requirements and actual conductor strength. VEGP is
designed to withstand standard and medium loading conditions; therefore, the Ontario
Hydroelectric heavy loading zone study is conservative. Corrosion of a steel core caused by
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loss of zinc coating or aluminum strand pitting corrosion is a very slow-acting aging effect even
slower for areas with fewer suspended particles and sulphur dioxide concentrations in the air
than in urban or industrial areas. VEGP transmission conductors do not have air particulate or
contaminants as in urban or heavy industrial areas. The staff also noted that to reduce chances
of corrosion at VEGP, transmission conductor connection surfaces are coated with an anti-
oxidant compound (a grease-type sealant) before the connection is tightened to prevent the
formation of oxides on the metal surface or the entry of moisture into the connection. Corrosion
is not an aging mechanism requiring management. Furthermore, the staff notes that EPRI
1003057 discusses the aging of high-voltage transmission conductors and determined that the
potential aging mechanism of vibration has no significant effects of concern for their intended
function.

On the basis of its review, the staff finds that corrosion of ACSR conductor is a very slow acting
mechanism and test data from Ontario Hydroelectric, bound the types of conductors at VEGP,
which illustrates that transmission conductors will have ample strength through the period of
extended operation. Operating experience has found no failure of transmission conductors due
to vibration.

Therefore, the staff concludes that there are no applicable AERMs for transmission conductors.

The staff noted that connections to the switchyard bus are welded. However, conductor
connections are generally of the bolted category. Components in the switchyard are exposed to
precipitation. Connection materials exposed to the service conditions of the switchyard do not
experience any appreciable aging effects except for minor oxidation of the exterior surfaces,
which does not impact the ability of the switchyard bus to perform its intended function. The
staff also noted that pre-load of bolted switchyard bus connections is maintained by the
appropriate design and the use of lock and Belleville washers that absorb vibration and prevent
loss of pre-load. The torque relaxation for bolted connections is a concern for transmission
conductor connections. An electrical connection must be designed to remain tight and maintain
good conductivity through a wide temperature range. This design requirement is difficult to meet
if the materials specified for the bolt and conductor differ and therefore have different rates of
thermal expansion. For example, copper or aluminum bus/conductor materials expand faster
than most bolting materials. If thermal stress is added to stresses inherent at assembly, the joint
members or fasteners can yield. If plastic deformation occurs during thermal loading (i.e., heat
up) the joint will be loose when the connection cools. EPRI TR-1 04213, "Bolted Joint
Maintenance & Application Guide," recommends inspection of bolted joints for evidence of
overheating, signs of burning or discoloration, and indications of loose bolts. Operating
experience shows this method of installation to provide a corrosion-resistant connection of low
electrical resistance. The staff confirmed during the plant walkdown and discussions with the
applicant's technical staff that the only bolted transmission conductor connections are those to
the high-voltage insulators. Selection of the aluminum bolting hardware for the connection to the
switchyard bus was for compatibility with the aluminum connector/conductor coefficient of
thermal expansion to maintain the contact pressure of the bolt and washer combination in the
connector to the initial vendor-specified torque value. The applicant stated that the connections
at the switchyard within the scope of license renewal are periodically evaluated via
thermography as preventive maintenance. The staff concludes that the aging mechanism of
torque relaxation for bolted connections has been adequately addressed because the design is
in accordance with EPRI-1 04213 recommendations, and periodic thermography of conductor
and bus bolted connections and no adverse operating experience conditions existed at VEGP.
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The staff also determined that since switchyard buses within the scope of this review are of
short lengths of aluminum pipe and flexible cable conductors that normally do not vibrate and
are supported by insulators mounted to static, structural components like cement footings and
structural steel, wind-induced vibration is not an aging mechanism. With no connections to
moving or vibrating equipment, loss of material due to wind-induced abrasion and fatigue is not
an AERM for the switchyard buses.

The staff finds that heat created by increased resistance of switchyard bus connections due to
increased resistance will be detected using the routine thermography and the VEGP switchyard
preventive maintenance program.

Based on the programs identified above, the staff concludes that the applicant has met the
criteria of SRP-LR Section 3.6.2.2.3. For those line items that apply to LRA Section 3.6.2.2.3,
the staff concludes that the applicant has addressed loss of material, loss of conductor strength,
and increased resistance of connections on loss of preload, and that the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained, consistent with the CLB during the period of extended operation,
as required by 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3).

3.6.2.2.4 Quality Assurance for Aging Management of Nonsafety-Related Components

SER Section 3.0.4 documents the staffs evaluation of the applicant's QA program.

3.6.2.3 AMR Results Not Consistent with or Not Addressed in the GALL Report

In LRA Table 3.6.2-1, the staff reviewed additional details of the AMR results for material,
environment, AERM, and AMP combinations not consistent with or not addressed in the GALL
Report.

In LRA Table 3.6.2-1, the applicant indicated, via notes F through J that the combination of
component type, material, environment, and AERM does not correspond to a line item in the
GALL Report. The applicant provided further information about how it will manage the aging
effects. Specifically, note F indicates that the material for the AMR line item component is not
evaluated in the GALL Report. Note G indicates that the environment for the AMR line item
component and material is not evaluated in the GALL Report. Note H indicates that the aging
effect for the AMR line item component, material, and environment combination is not evaluated
in the GALL Report. Note I indicates that the aging effect identified in the GALL Report for the
line item component, material, and environment combination is not applicable. Note J indicates
that neither the component nor the material and environment combination for the line item is
evaluated in the GALL Report.

For component type, material, and environment combinations not evaluated in the GALL
Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine whether the applicant has
demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed so that the intended
function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation. The
staff's evaluation is documented in the following sections.
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3.6.2.3.1 Electrical Components - Summary of Aging Management Review -
LRA Table 3.6.2-1

The staff reviewed LRA Table 3.6.2-1, which summarizes the results of AMR evaluations for the
electrical components component groups.

Staff Evaluation

For component type, material, and environment combinations that are not
evaluated in the GALL Report, the staff reviewed the applicant's evaluation to determine
whether the applicant had demonstrated that the effects of aging will be adequately managed
so that the intended function(s) will be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of
extended operation. The staff's evaluation is discussed in the following sections.

Fuse Holders (Not part of a Larger Assembly Metallic Clamp).

The LRA Table 3.6.1, Item 3.6.1-6 discussion column states that fatigue due to ohmic heating,
thermal cycling, electrical transients, frequent manipulation, vibration, chemical contamination,
corrosion, and oxidation of fuse holders (not part of a larger assembly) with metallic clamps is
not applicable. Therefore, no AMP is required. Also, in LRA Table 3.6.2-1, plant-specific Note
601, the applicant states that it evaluated the aging effect for the fuse holders within the scope
of the aging management review.

During the audit and review, the staff discussed with the applicant how it determined the scope
of fuses for this evaluation. The applicant stated that VEGP fuse holders were screened against
the criteria described in NUREG-1801, Section XI.E5. The vast majority of fuse holders at
VEGP are located in active devices, such as control panels, switchgear, MCCs and termination
cabinets. To discover the population of fuse holders located outside of these active
components, a query was developed showing all VEGP fuses within the scope of license
renewal. This produced a list of items. Then, control wiring diagrams, plant engineering
expertise, the equipment database, and plant walkdown were used to determine which of these
in-scope fuses were located within an active device, so that they could be eliminated from the
process.

Based on the review of applicant's basis documents, plant walkdown results, and technical
discussions with the applicant staff, the staff concludes that Fuse Holders (Not part of a Larger
Assembly Metallic Clamp) have no aging effects requiring aging management for the following
reasons:

I&C circuits characteristically operate at such low currents that no appreciable
thermal cycling or ohmic heating occurs. Since thermal cycling and ohmic
heating apply to power supply applications, they are not considered applicable
aging mechanisms for I&C fuse holders within the scope of this review.

The fuses within the scope of this evaluation are not routinely removed for
maintenance and/or surveillance testing. Therefore, frequent manipulation is not
considered an applicable aging mechanism.

Vibration is induced in fuse holders by the operation of external equipment, such
as compressors, fans, and pumps. The applicant's plant walkdown has verified
that there are no direct sources of vibration for the fuse holder panels, and the
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panels are mounted separately to their own unistrut support structure on a
concrete wall or column. Therefore, vibration is not considered an applicable
aging mechanism.

The applicant's plant walkdown has verified that there are no potential sources of
chemical contamination in the area, and the fuse holders are totally enclosed in a
protective junction box even if chemical contamination were possible. Therefore,
based on their installed location and design configuration, chemical
contamination is not considered an applicable aging mechanism.

The applicant's plant walkdown has also verified that the fuse holders within the
scope of this evaluation are totally enclosed in protective junction boxes (NEMA
12 rated enclosures). The applicant's walkdown discovered two panels in the
Diesel Fuel Oil Storage Tank Structures which are not NEMA 12 rated. The
applicant has verified that these panels have bolted covers with a gasket that
prevents any external moisture intrusion. This installed configuration precludes
the aging mechanism, as the moisture required to produce corrosion and
oxidation is not present in this non-condensing atmosphere.

The applicant also has verified that there are no sources of potential mechanical
system leakage in proximity to the fuse holder junction boxes within the scope of
this evaluation.

The staff finds that for this component type, the aging effect is not applicable to VEGP.
Therefore, no AMP is required for fuse holders.

3.6.3 Conclusion

The staff concludes that the applicant has provided sufficient information to demonstrate that
the effects of aging for the electrical and I&C system components within the scope of license
renewal and subject to an AMR will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will
be maintained consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3).

3.7 Conclusion for Aging Management Review Results

The staff reviewed the information in LRA Section 3, "Aging Management Review Results," and
LRA Appendix B, "Aging Management Programs and Activities." On the basis of its review of the
AMR results and AMPs, the staff concludes that the applicant has demonstrated that the aging
effects will be adequately managed so that the intended function(s) will be maintained
consistent with the CLB for the period of extended operation, as required by
10 CFR 54.21 (a)(3). The staff also reviewed the applicable UFSAR supplement program
summaries and determined that the supplement adequately describes the AMPs credited for
managing aging, as required by 10 CFR 54.21(d).

With regard to these matters, the staff concludes that there is reasonable assurance that the
applicant will continue to conduct the activities authorized by the renewed licenses will continue
to be conducted in accordance with the CLB, and any changes made to the CLB, in order to
comply with 10 CFR 54.21(a)(3), are in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended, and NRC regulations.
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